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CHAPTER Ie" 
, "' 

INTFfonuCTORY. 

1. AppoiJ.tment of the C kmission.-On the 3rd February 1882, the 
)vernment OJ: India appointe an Education Commission, with a view to 
\~~g into,the working the existing system of Public Instruction, :lnd 

",~,,~ ~ber extension of tl, ,t system on a popular basis. The Commission 
, \'Z; the twenty-one embers noted below· and a. secretary. A certaiL' 

, ~ ~l~rs were s, ected from each of the Presidencies and Provinces, 
, :'~, ""~" " 't~~~~; and care was talen, in their selection, that 

, \' ~ various races and classes ink'l.'esied in ,Indian 
~~r ~i ~ , n 

\\ ',~' 

,,:\\~y.-Tbe iDstructions~to'the C~mmission, we:v.':' 
~~ ~'he Governor General In Council dated th~/ 
~.;~.'.." set forth the Court of Directors' Despat:" 

<."";:" ~ 4-\"" "'.1>1n ... g" ....... l .... "'1;,.. .... ,,~ T ... ~!... m" 



./;- ;;:~~~()~ TnE EDUC;~;;'~ C~lUnSSlON'. , ... ~ t\· [CB1P:~f' ~. 
(d1fstatesthat, while the Government acknowledged the masterly ahd comp;e 'he 

~sive outline supplied by that Despatch. they deemed it of. importance to revi~ 'in 
,the progress made, and to enquire how far the 8Up,erstructure co\fesponded wit"n
'he original design. Such an. enquiry was instituted by order of the Secretar. a
f State for India in 18,59, shortly after the controlling authority h~ passe, Is 
)m the East India Company to the Crown. But circumstances prevented th ~ 

,preparation of any complete or comprehensiv~' report. Nearly a quarter of of 
century had since elapsed, and the Goverqor General in Coultcil· believed tha ! 
the time had now' come for iD;stituting a further and more careful invesU,h 
ga~ion into the existing system, and intO' the results attained by i4 than l:y 
hitherto been attempted. * \ 

3; The main' Duty of the Co~ssion.-In appointing-a ~mmissi ~ 
for that purpose, His Excellency declare" ,that its duty ~hou1.d be to enq . , • 
particularly into the manner in ,which, fi'ect had been given' to the D, ~'
spatch of 1854; and to suggest such methoc: as it might ~hink desirable, with, " 
view to more completely carrying out the poll \y,thereinlai~down..t "The Go1 . ; 
" ernment of India/' says the Resolution, " is ~ ly convinced of tl~e soundness I iJ j 

" that policy, and has no wish to depart from. the ·nciples upon wMch it is ba I, ; 4 
• fii, I /' 

4. Instru~tions to the Commission: PJ:h ary Educati~n.-=-Tl:~:/ ! 
Rrum General in Council de$ired that the Oomn:.~ssionJ in enqui~ / 
these principles had been acted on, " sb,ollld speci~ty, bear in ~ / / 
,( portance which the Government attache,s to the subj~t-'}f, ~/ 
H r1'l1e development of elementary education was Of"'~' 
H plated by the Despatch of 1854. At,tenti0nt 
",gespatch to the question f how useful alld prae> 

station in life, might he best COrlVeyed.tf;rtbe" I 

',\~rly incapable of obtaining any eduoati 
\ unaided efforts: and it was desired tta 

l...oul.d be l"t}0l'R especially directe t " 

"a~!{1~n~ / ' 



for-ated a. de~ailed plan upon which the Provincial C~mmittees were, during' 
,ensuing eight. ~onths, to draw up a Report dealing with the past his .. 
l' .present cO~dltI.on, and future deve~op~m.'nt of education in their respective 
lVlIlces. :Bemre It separated, the maJol'lty 9f the :Bengal witnesses were.also 
;mined by the Commission. A.t the end of March the first session of the 
~m~ssion i~ Calcutta t.ermn:atcdJ and the m~mbers returned to their own 

~
Ies In the dIfferent PreSIdenCIes. The next eIght months were devoted to 

; ,local,collectio:n of materi~ls upon which the Commission might base its 
\ IberatlOns durmg the second session. These materials were of three kinds. 
{rst, the evidence of witnesses- in' each Presidency' and Province; ,second,; 
Jiemorials submitted to the Conpmssion by Associations, individuals, and public I 
I)dies throughout InditL'; third, the Provincial Reports drawn up for the Com
'ssion by its members" armnged in Committees so as to represent the Pro
ces to which they respectively belongcd. The Commission re-assembled in 
lcutta pn the 5th ..o.f Deccml)er, 1882, and continued its sittings during the 

, lowing months. It at mico appointed six sectional Committees, each of 
Mch was instructed to deal with the evidence, memorials, and Provincial 
',?orts bearing" on the subjects rE-ferred to it, and to prepare RecommendaftS for discussion by the Commission. Having fully deliberated on 'the 
'" 'frials before it, and agreed upon its Recommendations, the Commission 
. \;~luded its collective la,Lours on the 16th of 1\laroh J 883- :Before separat-

Ii the Commission placed on record its acknowledgment of the valu:1bl(' 
1ces rendered to it in 'Various ways by its Secretary, 1\fr. Lewis lUc,\) 
,Report was then drawn up by the President of the Commission and a 
fsentative Committee of five members,-namely, Mr. Croft (Bengal), 1\I1'. 
)r (l\Iadras), 1\Ir. Howell (Central Provinces), Mr. Lee-Warner (Bombay), 
Dei~hton (N orth-Western Provinces). Mr. J aeob was entrusted with the 

' ~ < 

. ration of the St!ttistical Tables contained in the Report-a task which 
i ,:ld to be pne of exceptional diffioulty, The Commission had reduced the 

,
l :ts of it~ enquiries t~ 222 speci~o _ Rccommendati~ns: of whic~l .180 _were 
~d unammously, whIle the remulJ''' <" , .. ", ""',;rl'led bv a' IDaJo ' '-- ~ rfhl 

t ' fWN\:lri'~i:.lOns are'to~ De acce'pl)du, 'u.,. :'. >' . .1..~.L!oerate deCIsions of the Ivc 

~
,lli~~ion, and 'they, form the basis of this Report. The Draft Report was 
birculatcd. for approval to the members of the Commission in thei~ respective rOVinces• . 

.~ 13: :Brief Survey of the Evidence.-The witnesses were chiefly selected 
'.' y the Provincial Committees, with a ~iew to representing the various educatioual 
f~ terests in India; but a number of them consIsted of gentlemen who ,spontanc-
1))Usly requested to be examined. The Commission prepar~d a serie~ of qu:s
l'tions covering the whole area of its enquiry, and fo:rwarded a copy to each WIt

~ness for 'consideration, While inviting answers to the parti~ular questions thus 
"circulated the Commis'sion did not' confine the' replies of the witnesses to 
those sUbj'ects, but welcomed ..the evid.ence' of each witness?n any educatio~al 

atter in which he was interested; or with regard t~ whIch he had speoral 
owledO'c. The :qumber of witnesses thus examined was 193, and their 

evidence t) taken as a whole, forms a unique exposition of the most trustworthy 
)'opinion in India regarding ~he instiucti?n of the p~ople. . As the enqu~e~ 'Of 
the Commission were to a large ex~ent dir~cted to the workmg of the eXlst~g 
system, the, Eduoation ' Department • Wll& strongly represented amon~ t~e ~Vlt .. 
nesses of each Province. The ,institutions interested in the applicat~q,n of 
the grant-fu:aid principle were numerously represented by :~1i~sionar~es, ,hoth 
Protestant and Roman CathoIiQ, by delegates eelected by Natlve EducatIOnal 
Societies, and 4 by. the Head-masters of Native schools. Higher'education was 
- '-- -~ ....... : .... nf<o>{l hv- mror; !!'entlemen who, after a distillguisjJ ed career in tlle U ni ... 

j \~.. '. 
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" ":fersities of Oalcutta, Madras, o~ Bombay, are now actively engaged"in fuC:(\ 
professional life. • Indigenous and primary education was represented not 9" 
by a number of witnesses specially interested. in the instruction of the 10: i 

classes, biit also by Pandits and lfaulavis'~of indigenous s,choois. The va~' 
races of India-Hindus, Muhammadans, Sikhs, Parsis,-were ~partially h 
Particular care was' taken that the educational wants of any class, such 
the Muhammadans, who have fallen behind in the race of life under Bril 
Rule, should receive the fullest consideration. The number of. witnesses j, 
approximately fixed at an average of 30 to 40 fQr each Provmce; but t 
territorial standard was modified according to, the local necessities of t, 
different parts of India. ' , 

14. Local Examination of the Witnesses.-Theexaminationof the IJ 
witnesses was conducted at convenient centres in the Provinces tQ which th~1 
respectively belonged. The President of the Commission 'made a tour roul 
India, and held a session wUh the Provincial Committee' in each of the nu4 
territorial divisions, for the purpose of hearing evidence: The cross.exam~~ 
ation of the witnesses was conducted by the President and Provincial Comrr 
tees at considerable ~ength. The list of witnesses is given in Appendix :f 1 
this Report, and the number ~eard in each Province is summarised beld, l 
The evidence thus colle.cted throughout India, together with statements ~, ;, 
,neJted therewith, aggregates about three thousand printed pages. , 

(4;. '15. Brief Survey of the Memorials.-The number of the memJ 
received by the Commission was 323. They came 'from every part of India 
were most numerQus in the Punjab and North-Western Provinces, wher , 
language to be used as the medium of ,instruction is still ~ question of 

( interest among the people. Of the total number of 323 reeeited throug 
India, 140 were submitted by Edu~~ational Socie~ies, Municipalities, ri 
bodies, or individuals interested in iJ~hool work; while 18j ~ay be doset 

-~~J~~ft _~~nif~stoe~ P~!J;>op~./".h" ,h~ ~igned by 233,819 persons. ~hi,( ," 
-- !,~.~ ~:u..L,- __ c;!. .. ::, .w.."o~ .. LL .... ~t· ... ' .. ,,: .. ~, . ~llS ~~:eQrt, and tlI~ numJ>er recc~ 

, .. om each Provlllce IS summarIsed below.t ," "'.' Ii· \ 

16. Brief Survey of the Provincial Reports.-Se-vell Reports wer~ 
prepared by the Provincial Committees of the Commission for the ter 
ritorial divisi~ns of India which those Committee~'~espectivel1 rep!esent.; 

• Number of wltneSileS heard in each Pl'Orlnce- I 

Madras 33 Witnesses. 
Bombay i. 38 .. 
Bengal • • • , • ( 31 
North.Western Provinees Bnd Oudh ::' 28 
Punjab. • \ • 4$ 

II 

" Central Provinces '\' 18 
) - It 

rO'l'AL I • 193 

Savera! of the Bengal witnesses were beard by the ProvlntkAl Committee, p~kide;;;e1' b1 ita OW'll Chai 
t List of memorials reoeived from ea.ch ~rovinoe- --, I '. ' .. rmao. 

From Madras . ',.' • I .' 22 
.. Bombay. ,. ~ { • 40, 

" Bengal. '. • .. • '. J' • t3 
t. N orth-Western Provinces and Oudh. • 145 

P • b (I 
It unJ" • ,. .. • • ~. I • g6 
" Rajputana \ • • " ~ '. I' 
.. Miscellaneous. ",' ~ 6 

','l'- -
, TotAL j (' • 323 

ProJn~:::lYt[:rH~:'ral;!;Asb~Y. Bed nD~aJ, ~he N orth. Western Pro!in~es and ~udh, the Pu~jab. th~ Oen:a, 
th 'd' ra. signe !Strict&. The Bengal ProVUlo$l ComDllttea have alsO forwa ded f 

e eonS! era~l0J!- of the Commission, the Annual Edllca~nal Report wi Assam A.... 'th ~ r, or 
by the COmtDlSSlOIl; and pre red b M J Will ,. '"'I'wn up In e 10rm suggested 
Prepared DV the Secreta ..... to~h C Y ~'.» son. Inspector of SOh~'fls. ;A.Repor.t on Education in Coor'" wu 

" '.I ~ e omm,SSlon. ' _ ~., ., 
" ~-~ 

Jfl~i{ iio¥> i'~ 1 
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, f.rL':J."ictoMt pro"""'SS' t b d -"r. .. " 0"" lS () enm eat all everY ...... .,ilabl • t . ~ed • fI t' , "'H.. e pnva e ~gt: 
.' , ln 0 ~ lon to relieve and assist the publio f d'" ',f ~ 

'Y branch of Public Instruction It was ' . un: m conn~ct. ,: 
terrunen~ Mone doing aU that 111l1~t be don.: ;pe: ~~ t~~, impossib~:l:; 

e educaflon of the Natives Qf India' VI e a e2~ate mea;' , 
tb?ratCd ~d developed by the Despat;h :~~5th~ gr:~~~n-td syst~m \: 
asion of this system, especially in connecti 't~ ',an 1 18 the WIder \ 
at the Government looks to set free funds O~:Vl high and ~ddle educatk \ I 

the promotion of the education of th W lch ~y then be ptade applieabl,t 
19ht,' as remarked by the Secret&~ e ma.sses.~ The r~sources of the Statt , 
prilI86.,., 'to be'so applied as to a.s!st~h State In Despatch No. 13 of 25th 
emselves, and the richer classes of th ose 7hohcannot be expected to help 
\Provide for their own edu~tion!'''.: e peo~ e S ould gradually be induced 

l· Instructions to the Commission· TransfC f 
~ement.-ru In pursuance of this oli~' i' er 0 . Schools to Native 

. «.l ~very ~ncoura.gement to Native g!.tle::e: : the deslre of Govern~ent to 

'~~e~s~~~~e~~~re'in t~c "'tab~'~n1e:t:sc~:~~dt~:i:,e: 
,~, \., ",').~. "';, ~?", enoy ln, OounCllls the nlOre,:anxious to see this 
fIt \)£ 't>'~r .. ,.,""· .l~.~ .. ~pa:t alt?getlier from the cODscqrlent pecuniary relief 

,·;,!.'LU tot;: ,t' r-!.~,;-::" ~v:./tl.. ~$ ~~~ that.the Native co,mmunitywilI be able 
t l':'!," Jt 'l.n P't,l' ~ '\ d ~~ {I:.' ;,~ '\f ·~c~bon which is ~n essential condition 
'lot'it.ll,,1 ""ltl, ~~" iI, "<In:1 system. . '. J. The Government i~,) 

• ' '... \-. " r f,'-\ ",'1~, { .. ) (~..... ~ ,"') 

: \"{'l;'\h'l~J rl~j,'d':~~ )f: ~\,! \;,; : ')~~r such a spl.rltof independencoand 
',,;;1' t Ii t,t \\ \'V\ .'" '11, " 'J!. "r t: ",<I' : ':t~D: colleges or schools in suit. 

~ t () ;(':. n ! ,) ',,1 b<,' :\'" "'( ~ "" " _1. " , l\\lUdertake to manaO'e thnm 
~,: ~ 'J~ •. x" .. ' '- '\ ~\..... 0 '-

" ·ttment will ~sist upon 
, 'In "'r',."_ ~.-.~~~" ---...a.'t' ., ht d t d 

" ')( .t •• ;; .. i~lon IS m~.x ... ·;,!.,,!~.~ /.. t 'I:' ,.', t· ,.~.l an ex en ed Use. 
'II .,,( • ' .. ~ .. . •• '" ,< '" j' 

, t~i; • • '.', It IS specially the wiSh' f~' ," ~ " i'.' ... ': IJ18.t municipal boaie~ 
11 UN" take a, large and incre3.sing s.hare \, \ ~~e 'r""'- .... ,tgem;fJ,tt 0t the public 
! lip. within the limits ()f their jurisdictiolls. The best way iff ~e~Ci~lllg this 
f i'it should also be oonsider,~ 'by the Commission."t 
• ~ 4 , , 

,~ Instructions to the Oommission: Rates ~f fees: Scholarships.
;3overnor General in Council next called attention to the statement, not 
equently made, that th~ wealthieT classes in India do not at present pay 
gh for the education of their children. He la;,d down .the principle that 

raons in good eircu1l\stances should pay the full Cof,,~ of their children's cdu
~tion, or a.t any rate that no part of this should fall upon State funds. But 
~ endeavouring to secure this result, care must be taken that no unnE'cessary 
bstacles are thrown in the way of the upward progress of really deserving 
tudents of the poorer ~lasses."t ',rhe funds available for scholarships should 
~o distributed as to afford ample facilities for 'obtaining a. good secondary edu~ 
':0n to ,a large 'lmmber o~ youths in the seQondary schools. 111e scholarships 
.hble during the 'University bOurse need not be so liberal, but should still be 

\

' f~ient' to hold out a fair opportunity Of. obtainf:t.ig an advanced education to the 
~ >~f the pupils in the wddle and high schools. But Government scholar
\~' ,. ought not in any, way to be. pla.ced on ian eleemosynary. basis. They 
~j' .. \f~always be given. ~ ~stincfrewarda for' me:t:itJ tested and proved'by 
\ \~~Uve examinations. II ~ While th,e ~tate proVi~()ll for scholarships was to 
~ ... 1,,:,' l '~~J'~~~ usiv~ly hy competition, the Govenior General in Council pointed 
{ ; ,,~~ ,"~ va a wide field open for the eSfaolis1iliient:'Or'SQholarships 

• 'I.' ..... ~:", ualifi t i thr :J,. th t 'fi ~ +f ... ;t te' d' ... ', ,.' \ •. '._"'~q cal0ns oug", ~~u:tu cence"o t .. ~ya m 1-', 
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1,' " hlStruetions to the Commissi?n.: Indige~ous scn~~J.S.-:n..~~' l~ " 
. " . : t'rim -Education, the ComnussIOn W~8 dir~cf,~d ~ partlcular ~x, ,

, ":"" ary tent to which indigenous schools eut m different parts ' X 
' " ~I' a$ totahe fX be utilised as a part of the educatione.lsystem. \., , 

Itry an ~re, or can. , . h "l 
, 4-' f India is disposed to advocate the making as mue use as \<, 

, ;"Vern;nen
h
\! 0 h 1"* "The great object in the first instance is to get S~ll 

~tble 01 suc ~c 00 S, I. hi h ""~ rut /' 1 t b . bed' thei~ improvement and elevatlon to a g er sW.n 
!Schoo s es as.·4- . b t d ", 
, ' thou it of great importance, a.n obJect of su sequen en eavour •. • • 
: bemg, ~, hould: advise as to how this can best be done, wIthol 

1" Tlie COt~S~ltOono Stanid advance) or thrQwing, obstacles' in th" way of tl~1 
I "attemp mg a.$.- . "b . 1J<..- d d' t . t "t 

, f the are'" of inStruction, .especially In· acK,war 18 nc s. ~ "extensIOn 0 <AI '. " I . , . " 
nstructions to th, \ Commission: :Seoo~dary:. Educa~io~::-·w',. 

gdt tl S d"ry Education the Commission was drrectcd tq enqUJ.re lnt ,1 i 1 
reO'ar 0 eoon... " ........ d'· h 1 il,I, 
b, d ha trot the instruction at present Impa. "e ,In sc 00 $ 0 l' ), 

"qualityTahll c tra~!le~or' it'lt of those who prosecute their studies beYOnd~ t~ f1}: 
" class e grea ............ J' ~ f h "ddl t f t ,f. .. i 

't will ne.ver go beyond the curriculum 0 t e ml e, or a u~r " "mal'V sage ", ' h t t't. l'" 1'1 j' 

'hi J h h 1 'It is therefore of the utmost importancl~ t a <; '';l~ r ~ ,.: ~ 
"the g sc 00 s', ' 'bi T}1 "d''1,·/·/) , ,I •• " 

" they receive shoulli lle as .thorO~gh and ~o\}n~ ajl POSSI e. ~~"'/>F .~.{ (.J I J; \ 4 \ 1 

" doubting w hether\there IS not, In som~e Pr~Ymce$ at~any.~ ,,'J..> ./.\>j I'l!. .~ I';?' ,; 

en.t • th' p ct ~ wOlUd be Gont,. . "provem ill IS rielS e • • • , _~, ''-'1 .-J.' J:.", t', 'f." ~ .. ' \ ',In " 

("menttoadoptanytueasuresthatwoi.. "'·r:~ .. :I~' "i':::"I' 'i'r~~".'oit,:' :'" .. , " 
!' schools to the use of any particular clas~J ' , , , 

<. , h t: ',~ 1 I i " free choice of the ma~gers In sucJ..F. ' "~: ,j " ~ I" ': : " [J:J "I '.1 t ";,, \1' :'-:' ':r' 
t · n.:Af~f";I"'I it ~ \ \ .. .i!~ ~'" .. f" I ~ .. '~ 

H f r the general sugO'cs 1Q~ "1",' " " • ,.lL. " '~;4 , 4 "f? ,'it t 'Ii ~JI:di~ 
a '=' '.y \ '" '. I ' , 

If ncel'uthedifferentPro ' I'" "II Il'. \,1",', :'1'1 J:l~'~, '\l!f,rt a " ' ., II .. 
II the casef)f both Goy: ' , '<":~' " i"ll ~t\)~. ,";' IJ .. ;' t:!'~"L:, .. r.., I~f .I 

.'" " .',,,, r_, ...... , '! ,I ·t';' 
~ , " ,.' ; '~~f.".-'tr.,....... '.",,;,:":;,,)' ,'i. ,/P l!"'/tl t\ J 

10. In~truc~' i:, ;~'>/)ffifs~on: Inspecpo~~\'F~~\"\ p; 'i~ 
tion.-Th~ Co." .lS~.Lt.!.J.~'·",,'fY~,::: ") enquire j.nto the :pres~nl syste;n\.i!':~, 
tion2t.l i1.r('j1etlion, with a Jew tp""'temoving defects, introducing impro~~\~ 
r .. nd securing the aid of a lal;ge amount of voluntary agency in the wOl'k' of ~ , 
ing' and e:x:amining schools. ~he important and di~cult subject of .~. 
edUC3luon was to receive special consideration" together with the best m \ 
encouraging and extending it so far as the' circumstances of the ' ~ 
permit . 

. 11. Instrnctions/ t~ the Commission: Subjects exempted from!, 
Enquiries.-While thus assigning a large area of enquiry to the Commis 
the Governor General in Council ex~mpted certain special branches of edt 
tional work. from its investigations. These branches included the ge;n' 
working of the Indian Universfties; technIcal instruction, whether »led"" 
legal, or engineering; the 'educatio~, ~f Europea.ns and Eurasians. The Go';' 
ment of India also warned the Oommission, that in providing for the extensl, I 
primary schools, c, the limitation imposed' upon ,the action of Governmen ~ 

"ftnancia: considerations must nlways be b~rne i.n min~." 11 ,:; , ,.)( 

12. Method adoptea by the Commission in conducting th ." .!t~ 
quiry.;-The Education Oommission assem~1ed'ib Oalcutta on the loth " ./1 

ruary 1882, and sat regularly until the 31st ot, 'March. Its deli ~I 
d~ring this 'session we~e. ~hiefly directea to ,.pr.~pa~~g a sch <:( ! 
Vlew. to clearly !1sc~rtamm~ the state. of educatIon ~ ea " " • '" ,1!t, , 
'ProvPlces of I~. For, t1:ris purpose. the representat ~ r if:'f:,· ti',. f ;,~J~ . 

,part of Ind1~ ~ere, constituted a ProvinOial CO _J ~¥;ig~,;j~,"~ /.,~v7,~4~'Jf 
,~ I f 

• Re8o~u~ion, para.. I~ t Resollltion, para. IS, 
, .' I .AJ .... 



INTRODUCTORY. 

t i ~p~ a whole, they e~hibit. on a uniform plan and in c~m:plete detail, the 
:~ ; ilst()ry, the present condition, and theJuture wants of education in each 
'l~~e of In:dia. They aggregated over 1,100 pages, and havosuPJ>liedmuch 

l~,o.Je information on whi<th the present Report is based. A copy of each is 
.I:' (~mitted to the Government with this Report. 

'/ .1' • " I~/ 17. Summary of the Ma.terials OQtained.-The materials collected by 
1 ;r Commission from February to November 1882 consist, therefore, of the 

~: '11dence of 193 witnesses ~xamined at local centres throughout India; of 323 
, ,.temorials, chiefly from Associations~ or from sections of the public int~~es]~ 
i ~ education; and of a special Report for each of the great territorial d{'visj9,W,i; 

;r India prepared by the Provincial Committee. The Commission ~-aS$e~bled.~ 
'1 p. Calcutta on the S~h December 1882, to deliberate upon the~tila.ss; of ~rriot~ l~ 

fnd manuscript documents thus obtained. It divided tl>AY .n·l1esti~ bafore', it 
-4 <v, '1- ill 

• ,t1to six principal branches, as follows: (I) Indigenous andl>rinlary ~ducation; 
1 If) Secondary and Collegiate Education; (3) the Interrul.l ·.A~fD1.nistration ~f 
\ fle Education Department, including the system of ins.MCtion· ruid ex'tmfn,a... 
~ lons; (4) the External Relatio:D.s of, the Education De'J>Mtme~t,'):ttclu~b:'$' 
. (~ants-in-aid, and the withdrawal of Government in favour t:Xf n:ativ.e .. malla~~ 

1\' ~nt of colleges and schools; (5) the Education of Sp~ia.lJ~lass.e§. ~gf ~e\ 
\ Jmmunity requiring exceptional treatment; (6) EducationAl Le~iSlation. J,. 

\ cries of proposals were draw:Q. u-p on eacll of these subjects~:y the·Oo~miti~e·, 
"intr:usted with its consideration. These proposals were th~j discusse~"ah:i)' 
tdo~ted, rejected, or modified by the Commission. '1'he .onclusions thtts 
t,l.tnted at were,3,.1;j already stat0d, embodied in 222 specific R~gofn~epQ.atio~ 
~hich are to be accepted as the deliberate decisions of the Coml~ISSiOn.: u, J~ 

:, }. 

,/ ,t 18. Twelve chief Divisions of the Enquiry-The .n,epon; -w1u,accord-
1ngly follow the classification indicated in the last paragraph, P,!1d treat the 
<luestions referred to the Commission by the Government of India lithe follow-
r tiS twelve Chapters:- - :!,!, 

I: (a) Historical review of education in India; Chapter II. , ! 
;" / (b) Indigenous education; Chapter III. 

, (c) Primary education; Chapter IV. 
(d) Secondary education; Chapter V. 

; (e) Collegiate education; Chapter VI. 
(I) Internal administration of the Department: control, inspection, ex

aminations, text· books; Chapter VII. 
(g) External relations of the Department to individuals and public bodies: 

I' grants-in-aid, private efforts; Chapter VIII. 
~ (h) Education of classes requiring special treatment; Chie~s and nobles, 
* the l\1:uhammadans, the aborigines, low-castes, and the poor; 
1 Chapter IX. 
~ (i) Female education; Chapter X. 
,!(j), Educational Legislation; Chapter Xl. 
'(k) '.Financial Summary; Chapter XII. 

'''{l) ReC<,lmmendations of the Commission j Chapter XIII. 
~ 



CHAPTER, II. . ' 

HISTORICAL REVIEW OF EDUCATION IN INDIA. 

19. Education in Ancient India..:-Sinc~ tbeir'fifst appearance in authe,~, I 

tic history, the Indians have always enjoyed the, reputa~ion of being. a le3;rn~, i) 
people .. Megasthenes, the Greek ambassador' to the court, of Chandra GUpt,i~,f 
about 300 B.C., found a grave and polished society in which philosophy ai'~' , 
sdence were successfully cultivated and held in honoUr. The rich s~res }:
Sanskrit literature which have come down to the present age ~n:6.rm th ' 
description. In the four stages prescribed for a Brahman's life~ ~heJirst, incIu " , 
ing youth ancl early manhood, was that of the :Bl'ahmach~ 9t le::rner, an; ) ~ 
extended over many years. But the Brahmans confined thelr teaching of ~ I " 

Dharma-Shastras to their own and the other two H twice-born It. castes, and ma 
it penal to communicate any but elementary, knowledge to the ~ervile~ and mi : ~ 
multitude. The Bhddhist refbrmation placed religion and edu('ation on a mo ' I '" 

Popular basis. 'l'ne Chinese travellers and the Pali texts alike bear witness't 
ti~is fact; and in the seventh century A.D" the vast monastery of N aIanda forme ' , 
::t seat of learning, which recalls, by the numbers and the zeal of its students, tb j:. 
lRter Universities of mcruawal Europe. After the l\{usulman conquest, tb 'l ~ 
mosque became in India, as in other countries of 'Islam, a centre of ins~ctio )~, 

, :lnd of literary activity. Education aUke among the 'Muhammadans and th ; :;; , , 
Uhldus is based- upon religion, and was supported by endowments-and bequest l, 
hl pi08 usus. The East India Cpmpany found the four ~cient methods of edu ~', 
cation still at work; in the instruction given by the Brahlnans to their disciples ' I 
in the tols, or seats ot Sanskrit learning ~ and in the maktabs and madra,sas, 0 ' 

schools and colleges of the :Muhammadans; and in the large number of humble ' 
vilJage schools which also existed. These village schools gave an elementa 
education to the trading classes and to the children of the petty ~ndholders ~ 
and well-to-do families among the cultivators. ' I 

20. Education u~der :British Rule.-When the East India Company 
received, charge of Bengal from the Delhi Emperoft it aimed only at discharg- ' 
ing the duties futm1ed' by th,e previous ruling po~er" It resllected endowroe;[(~ :: 
made to educational institutions, and its carliest efforts were confined, to t~ ',j ", 
e~tahlishment of a :Muhammadan and a Sanskrit College of :the old," typc!'/f 
But thl'ee influences were at ","o;rk which forced ~jt into new fields of, edu
cational activity. A know ledge' of EngliSh be~D1e, a );ueans of livelihood to 

~ '» _"il. ....,J " .. ~ 

natives at the centres of Goyernm~nt, and a dem:md' ,arose for English instruc-
tion in the Presidency towns • .; A.s the 'old exotic Qourl-language" :Persian, fell 
into disuse, and especially-when it ceased to ~', the language of.. official life, 
the demand for ecIucati~n ,in the :~e'rnacul~rs whic)l had superseded the forei~ , 
tongue mad~ itself, more )Vi~ely feJt. l\Ieanwhile) a new infiuencJ} in favour f , 
popular education was 'Deing brbughV. ,tQ bear ;upon the In,dian Go.vernmef,! 
by missionary and phUanthropic bodies botli in this country and in Europe. Tlt~ i 
,old system, however,:'uid' not, give pl~ to tl~e. n~w withou.t a struggle., ,F0l4: 
.many yea;rs the mediuI!l and th!3 char;.tciter of'r,tlie instruction to be giV'~11 
in, Government Schools ana Colleges" 1vere the 'subject ot a vigorous C01\;: 
trQversy between the Anglicists and the Orien~al{sts. 'The former party urge~; 

, ,that aU instruction of' the higlier ki:;d'shou!d be gfven tht~~?h the ~gliS~t 
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,$' J~guage, and sho,!!ld be in accordancA with modern ideas: rxh$' latter, whil~ 
nitting that what wa~ then taught as science had no right to that title, 
rhed ~o maintain, the, study of the Oriental classics in accordance with the 
thods"indigeno~s to the country. Both parties br(ladly and prominently 

:nitted the claims of the vernaculax languages. Among the Orientalists were 
\ny distinguished of the officers of, Goverpment, and for some time their views 
1 vailed in the General Committee of Public Instruction. But the minority 
iadually became more ant! more powerful; and when in 1835 the two purties 
,3re so evenly balanced that thing~ had ('orne to a dead:"lock, it was J\I::waulay's 
ivocacyof English ednc~tioll that turned the soa.le against the Orieutalists. 
;is famous :Minute was immediately followed by a Resolution of the Gov-

:}nor-General, which plainly declared for English as against Oriental education. 
l few years later the Orie~talists made several efforts to rescind this Re-

f
OltttiP,~ and to reve~t to the previous poliC'y in favour of the classical languages 
)f India. They re "~ived,. however, no eneouragemcnt from the Government; 
md in 1839 Lord luckland published a Minuto which finally closed the con· 
roversy. The purport of this !Iinute was "that although English was to 
"~e retained as the medium of the higher instruction in European literature, 

" ;hilosQphy, and science, the existing oriental Institutions were to be kept til' 
Jln full efficiency, and were to receive the sarno encouragement as might 0(-

f 
~iven to the students at English institutions. Vernacular instruction was to 
;be .combined .,:Uh Engli~h, f~ll .c~oice being allowed ~o the pupi.ls to atten~ 

'" whichever tmtlOn they IDlght mdlvldualJy prefer."* Smce that tIme edllca· 
tion 'in Itidia has proceeded upon the recognition of the value of English 
'-'~\ ~1etion, of the duty of the State to sprcad Western knowledge among its 

,} ,III .. 

) fts, and of the valuable aid which missionary and philanthropic bodies 
. ;a.der in the task. In reviewing th~ progress ctf education we' propose to, 
, ; jer, fin,~, the early efforts of the East India Company and of private socie

, frior to 1854; sccondly, the principles laid down for the guidance of the 
",,irtments in the Despatches of ,1854 and 1859; and thirdly, the progress 
':<ducation in each Province of India between 1854 and 1882. The condition 

'ducation in India in 1881-82 in every class of colleges and schools, the inter
~ l mechanis~, as well as the external relations of the Departments, the question 
; j legislation, and the financial administration of education will form the su b-
• r ' '. pts of separate Chapters of this Report. 

i ;',~\ 21. Madras: Education prior to 1854.-Education has never been 
~ ( 1 ~olly neglected in th~ Southern Districts which now form the Presidency of 
, , tadras. The indigenous schools, a relic of very e,arly times, fell far 8bort of 
" :~:odern Europe:m $tandards, but they help~dJ as elsewhere in India, to raise the 
'. ~ \;lleral standard of intelligence; and they gave a praotical training to their pupils 
._, ~ ,0~irs of life. In 1822, when the British Govel'nment, represented by Sir 

: '~::, ... : 1 \,nro, began to manifest an interest in popular instruction, and msti
< ~ 'hI.;, I( ,:r:~quiries as could then be made, 157,000 boys and more than 4,000 
'." ~~je.: "J ~~""ound in attendance at about 1 :2,000 89hoo's. With the exception 
:;·ri~w·iristitutions.conducted by. E~opean Missionaries, all existing schools 

), jere supported and manllged by the people themselves. The instruction given 
~as either extremely ~dimentary, or, when it dealt with higher subjects, aimed 
rat little more tha.n the cultivation of the m~mory.· : 

t • 

( 22. Madras': Government,MeaSllreS, 1826 to 1854.-Tlle Government 
o~ Madras accordingly established,' in 1826, a Board of ;public Instruction, 
and under the care of that Board~ nearly one hundred schools were opened in 

. the rural districts, to~ther with a central institutiolj for the training of teachers 
, ... \. .. • '" ~~ t ]I " 

.. Huwell'. Note on Edu9!ltioll prim: to 1854> p"ge 42. 
, 
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in Madras. This 'pentral institution supplied eventually t~e basiS, of. ~ 
1\Iadras High School; but the schools in the Districts, languished, an(~ 
a few years were abolished as failures. By appointing other Boards and J 
instituting various examinations, Government made several sub~quent end' 
vours to encourage a ~emand ,for a ~etter ~ducat~on than ~he indigenous,Bche.' 
afforded. But up ,to 1854, the only ~~te;npt WhICh proved to be a.·.~CE(S91( 
the 1\Iadrrrg High Schop!.· Founded t?n the Central Madras Jnsti~utioIiI t ' 
1826, it was opened a~,a high school in ,84!,and fOl" many yearswM conduet 
by Mr. E. B. Powell, afterwards Directot,Of P~blic I~struction. The, hit :' 
school quickly ga~ned the rep~tation ,which; \lnder th~ na~~ of the preSidei' 4 

College, it has uniformly preserved. r.t;wo schools of tJ, s~mi1ar character w \ 
founded at CuddalOl'e and Rajamahendri, in: '\1853 and' 1854 respective I 
,\Vhen, therefore, the Despatch of 1854 was written, these three institutions' \ 
which English was t~ught were the only r~su1t of th~ effo~s whicp (1ov i 

ment had made during twenty-eight years. ' , ' 
l' I \ ~ ~ 

23. Madras: Pr~\Tate Effort, 1786 to 1854.":"lre{tnt!IDe.,~'~t~ 
agencies hat!, been at work. Schools for Eurasians had long: flourishod.i 
){adl'as. One of them, the liilitary Orphan Asylum, founded in I 786.,lJeca . 
~i.dely known through the method of illStr~ction borrowed from the, indigenci 
system and first applied in it by Dr. Bell. In schools of this class, a few nativ \ 
received a fair education. But the philanthropic spirit from which, ~uch instit 1 
tlbns sprang, made its effects felt on the natives of the country m9re directl1 
another channel. As noticed in paragraph 96 of the Despatch of 1854, Sout~er . 
India owes much of its educational progress to the efforts of pllssionary SO~ :.:. j 

ties,-efforts early recognised by the Local Government. In 1790, the Sf f ' '} 

for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge opened 1\ school lor natives, "I' . ; 

after passjng through many changes, still flourishes ti~'St, Peter's Coll\!,: ' 
Tanjore. 'rhe Government of lfadras made grants to the Society for this m. " 
tion, and for one or two others,' wjth whicp. the 'venerated name of Schwarz Y ': 
connected. In :l\Iadras, therefore,' ~ssionary effort in education had ,obtai' j 
State aid~ and thus established the claims of private effort to the recognition ot t 
State, before the close of the eighteenth century. The Missionaries of :~ 
American Board opened a number of primary schools in the M:adura District " 

, 1834; and maintained for many years, subseque;nt'to 1835. a 'school in the to J' 
of 1.Iadura in which English was taught. But the m,easure w.hich did most ~ 
education in the. South was taken by another missionary body.- I:q. 1837,.1r I, 

Anderson, the first 11issionary of the Scottish Church to Souther~ India, ope l 
an institution in Madras~ He aimed at imp~nting in natives o~ 4~he count ~ 
desire for education of a distinctively Western type, conimunicated through : 
meqium of the English language. The success bfN the' experiment was jthe~'J. 
'Vocal from the outset. Mr. !Anderson's Institution became a centre t/ .'::':~ir , , 
tiona}: activity, and was surrounded in a few yp.ars by vigorous ~rai\' '1\\ 1, I '. 
It is now represented by two great institutipns in. the Presidf\l~ i~.-i;:t ," '( 
:Madras Christian College, and the Church of Scotland·~Ii.ssioJlb,.llif"'~/tr~)}, I~,~l '[ 
and by the many auxiliary schools of these parent institutioJls in liat.t,t:JI.!_< ' 
the surrounding Districts. Since 1837~ ,and'particularly fro~ 1841, when,\~ 
already mentioned,,' tho Government High School was op~tted, f3ducatlon.M 
made s~ady progress'in Southern India. The example of the Scottish Churcl 
was qUickly followed by other Christian associations ... , The Church Missionai 

~ Society :esta.blished their 'e?llege at lIasulipata.m in I S4 I, and the J e8uit Fath~ 
~. theu- enllege at .Negapatam in 184P,.., 'In'Madtas'itselft two ,otherinstitutioru;, 
:, were also' opened 1.1y the W esleyti.n' ~I:issiOn in 1851, and by the Lond~n lIission-
4ary, Society in 1853* ,1Iost ofihese In:Stitutions had d~perident schools connect .. 1 

,-ed ~th the~. ,:r~e work~'of the Ch~h";,.lIissionirf.,,~ 'pro~agatioh ~"ie~i~a: 
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e~panded rapidly in TinneveUy and Tanjore. It is estinJated that in 1854 
about 30,,000 boys were. being educated in schools c{)nducted by missiu'lru-y 
sooieties, and about 3,000 were obtaining at least the elements of alib~!'3.1 
ed ucation in l!nglish. ~ 

It was not until J842 tha.t native effort began to work on the modern bnsis, 
hi the opening of Pachaiyappa's Institution in )la-drm;, The funds were de
nvcd from a ~ charitable bequest of old standing, which by a decree of the 
~upreme Court was made available for educational purposes, and placed under 
a body of native gentlemen as trustet'S. The school at once took a hi~h posi
tion, and has continued from its foundation until now to be the most distin
guislled example of IUltive educational effort in the Presidency. In 1854, the 
institution in M:ldras nnd its uranch schools, whi~'h the tl'Ustees had opened at 
the sacred cities cf Conjeveram and Chidambaram, wcru giving a high class of 
education to about a thousand pupils. 

, ~24. Madras: Female Education, 1841 to 1854.-Female education had 
a100 made a. CPrtain amount of progress indrpC'ndently of the State, and chiefly 
uYbl"! ~ iiss~onary management, before the publiC:ltion of the Despatch of 
J .it,' :' foarding-schools were maintained from an early period by the Church 
0:7: ,', ';,:md Societies in Tinnevelly; but they WE:'re nlmost exclusively attended 
b~ , 'd::tuoO'htE>r9 of converts to Cluistianitv. The flnt du'ect effort at educntin~ 

~~ I . ,~ 

Rt ",pirls of the higher castes 'W:lS made at ~Iadras in IS.p by the ~[is· 
sir. f of. the Scottish Church. The attempt had to stt'Uggle against lll~uiy 
of "", '\g; and in 18.4-3, the school was still on so small a scale that only 
nl .' : \ils were in regular attendance. The difficulties were, howe~er, gra· 

. dt\' ", .,-ercome, and since 1843, the growth of femnle education among the 
Ht ." bough not rapid has been uninterrupted, In 1845 the first girls' • 
s/,~ '~:: >\tly under native ma.mlgement, was opened;in .Madras, It has pro,~ed 
t·~,,: " -l-sor of many more; but even yet, female s('hools under any other 
t "t ". '>v {nary management are few and small outside the Presidenc:.- town. 
1::1

• : .1', '~re were probably 7,000 girls at schools conducted by missionary 
s~1:t!e~;'l':nd' although the bulk of these were Native Christians, there was 
also a considerable proportion of Hindus belonging to the higher castes. The 

• nine papils at the school of the Free Church or Scotland in 1843 had increased 
to abo·J.t 700 in 1854. 

" ,~ 
25. Madras: General Summary.-Thus, when the Despatch of IS5..f. 

appeal:ed. a: good foundation for education had been laid. The three Go¥ern-
1l}.ent schools, al~~ugh the number' of their pupils was but small, were effid~nt 
and se.rt'ed as usefnl models. ~e natives, besides continuing to maintain their 
)ruli~..cnous schoolst J-md begun. to demand educn,tion of a modern type. ~Iis .. 
sion:lry~' 3.bqolS.bad also been set up in many Districts and encouraged by the 
stAtt?:'::'s Ml!e the Presidency town. had kept the lead in many ways, edllca-

,ti~n h~d\c~ ~!~el1 de~~l()ped ~hroughout the Pro~ce'. . 

~ 26. ~~balt: Education prior to 1854.-I:he ed:ucatWnal history of 
~omhny prior to' \ 854 is mainly a recol'd of the :,work;. .of missionary 
sodeties and 'of the 'Board of Education established in·t; 184(A During the -
asce~dancy ·of the~ :Portli~ese in Western .India. theu; 'religious orders had. 
ol-ganised a fairly comp1e~e system of education, which was developed until 
,tl1eir e:tpulsion, by' the "M..arathas. The orphanages fll1d colleges established, 
by . t~e Francisc~ and J esu~t orders we~ ~Iosed before ,the middle of the 
e~ht~nth .pentury; hut the parish schools ()f the I'?rtuguese territories 
slrriv~ the wreck of .the P9w:er under whic4~they had grown IIp. "\\~hen· 
l:bit~~~~~<established: ftscl!. in the~~pi~. of the Deccan, a fC1llarkable-
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inftti'x>of missionarJ 1nterprise took place. The religious societies of Ameri?, 
England; Scotland, and Ireland, vied with each other in an honourable rival~ 
to cover the newly-acquired territories with·schools. The American lIissionary ~ 
Society opened ~. I3chool for boys in Bombay in 1814; and tf:ln years later,'~ 
established the fi~st school for natiye girls in Western' India. Their' mos~ sue;.: 
cessfnl operations ,vere conducted at Ahmadnagar in the Decc~nt where ~hej·!" 
still maintain several schools. The Scottish Church, with the late Dr. Wilson t' 
as its honoured reI\resentative, :worked chiefly in Bombay and the Konkan; r 
the London ~IissioD\ary Society selected Surat and other tuwns in Gujarat as its ~ 
'first field of labour. 1\ The operations of the Church Missionary Society wer~ t 
much wider. In ad~ition to its central Anglo-Vernacular School at Bombay, t, 
established in memQ~Y of Robert ¥oney, its Missionaries w.cre engaged ip the~ 
work of education in\ the Poona and Nasik.Districts Qf the DeccanJ 'at Thana.; 
and Bassein in the .fronk~n, and even in the distant Province of Sind. f. 
The Irish Presbyteria;h Missionary Society op~ned both English and Vernacular( 
Schools in the Native States of Kathiawar. and took over ,cha~ge oLthe! 
Gujarat Schools from the London :afissionary Society, which thencefMt~f' 
devoted its att.ention to the southern parts of the Presidency. Thus,r ~~v.A,.1 
Province of the BomblY Presidency, missionary enterprise .. was at:,we~ ,I,.',:!ts: 
opernotlons were not confined to elementary education, a~d they includJ ',. !( <!Is: 
for girls as well as foe boys. . . • 11 \ .U'lh l 

• , ~.-) If. , 

( 27. Dombay: ~rivate E'ffort, 1815 to 1840.-In 18tS, the Bom \ ';JI~.tU-; 
mttion Soeiety, supported entirely by volurita:y contributions, took up I :<tJ1.uf; 
the duty of educatin.g the poor, not :merely in the Presidency town, but . ~ ~lIftd..; 
joining Districts. In seven years, the Society found itself, unequal t ~7'y 1{s- ~ 
charge of the growing responsibilities which fell upon it. .It ·therefore iI! ~,: lits ~ 
attention exc~usively to European and Indo-European edu~ation, and I "', \ ~ ~;k I 
of pro'f-iding for the instruction of the native populatjon'to a new (~(.1 It lYIn I 

established in 1822, and ca~led the Native Sch?ol-book and SChOOl-St.I.i.~ h~" I :k~ 
import.ance of the new SOCIety was at once realised, and Mr. Mountst 1! \1 rtt7 IJA 
stone became its first President. The whole field of operation we.!: ~'~.iolJM"';.nq; 
a ,census taken of existing agencies. Arrangements were made to supply ~;<Xlf 
sch?ol-books .. The wants of th.e several D~stricts r8.l\~.J~see!!~!~d. ,~llinE" or: 
policy was lald down, and aSSIstance obtaIned f' the·.~tate. ': :r.lrl!:tt,~hlg/ 
stone's minut~ on the Society's Report will be ou.n.d in t4~ ·R~por ,~ !~ tb , 
Bom~ay ~rovincial Committee; i~ discloses the, • "de aiqls ;,Of-J1i~ .~( fI, ;1~~' ~~ .. 
explaIns its succesf. Not /merely m Bombay bu In tb~ 1;h,~ .D~xisr or~t.~J 
Presideney, outside Sind, the Society actively eng ged iil~ tlle'.iv6i'~~I;/(t,'~ .,' .. ~~, . 
and extending education. Its distinguished esident:fi!~;~" '~t", <" 
confidence of. the native community, and when e retfrea I,~ " f1;fJl tiltt .. 1 

~tely ~ounting to nearly ~. ~50~ooo, was rf)is~i to p~i~ r;~~~4f~~o~:' 
Out of thIS fund was 'created the PreSIdency Co~ege 01 B ~: rll .~ _, 
ment of the College was vested in a Council 'o~I\Jllne . Tr "':!Ir.<.lC!! v th~ 
general control of Government, and independent" ~:f~hq"~ ~ v i:~~l~' S ~ ~ty.t 
~wing to this dual ;management and to other c ll~e$.,nOf.lVii;)p" ~ , ' raf 
endowments the college did not at first prosper. {.'Ip, lSS2l '\,~ -)Nt4.~ &:~ 1 sd~ 
cie~y r~linquished itsexecuti~ connection wi~h ~~e ~~)~~e '" " .~,~ t;~~~i, 
whICh were then placed under th~ Revenue Om.cers.~'t1;i(J jwJ 
~ver, inj~rio.us to the extensi?n of prhnarY ed~e~tio#~~,~,Q1;~ .. t~r< ~j!~ 
1~ the ~ISt~lct~ .and the PreSIdency, Oollege bgrer't~e~ ~~ ~~l ~, 4~~ 
tIonal lllStltu~lOns entrusted to the managenient ,t~f, p?V~,. ,Jd1 ',tdf 
by a sp~cial agency; These considerati?ns ~:t~; ~\lte".~~<ri!~ ~rl~\;.". 
be adVlsable to strengthen a body which ad acp~m ' s ;;tbe 
:N ative School Society;, ~rul '{J.t the samEs-' • the 'to";, t~nIiiWi ~~~n2eirft~. 

, - 'Ktdf"«. *.*:-:£.K~;. •.. R " 
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. ,~f."'ict~~d: inj~red primary educatiollp in~ .Fit/pets, and lo~tributcd to the ~ ! 

r~1l1!o of, the ~resiqeney con.~ooe. A 130at 9f ~(fucation .wns therefore. cre:tted t-

i!\f84? 'consistin, ~r six members, of who, th~~were appo~ted by the Native';~~ 
Ellucation SJciet, ~s its last act, and thre~1 by ~ti erllment~· . ~, 

~' 28, Bom~y: Board of Educatio ;184<1' to 1854 . ...:The Board of edU~ 
catifn was the ·torce which dir~cted the 19vcment of education in Bombay, beil: 
fqf\the Stato~~ognise~ its duty of orga ising a Department of Public Instruc~~ 
tio~ Its success ta~s UirVy duo to tho'im Jse w~ich the efforts of the l\lissionariett 
had: given to 'eull[ t10o., and partly to '0 alleged poverty of the iUdigenOUj' ,: 

... yst~n in W csteln,' ndia. It has bee~ ;Loticed that the District Offic~rs ha ,~: 
failed. to manage uccessfully tho ~ru.:lry schooh entrusted to theIr care.:,,:! " ~ . , ,. , 

"The Ct tion of the., loard. was thus t (natural oU,tcome both of the gl'Qwip. 4 ~ 
demand ;"Ir instructJ. \1 and of the nee .. 6f a central a,uthority. Tho history l"~'~ 
educat\,n 'n Bomba between 18..,.0 z.nd 18S5 is the bistory of the Board thl :t. 
createdj.:a 1 of the is~o.n~F;;<r des ~1lich continue?-. their independen,"~ 
work. IAn nru report:..~;';'1;).' ,J" y the Board be~l' testImony to the soun~J.. 
ness Of'their.~~'~~"71~:; ~:~~"'.;I -sighted views on eduehtion. The Boar J, ~ 

~ . ':i1 ~ ~ , O~ it."'" , ~. ~ , , 
took o"fe: ,n:n'\jt.~ ~~i.. t.~1(: 1,' • ',.'1~.~'1 ~ Society's Y cruaouhr Sehools in :BOIq;,i ~ 
bay ~~n ~ the ~~l' ;~ r."'f::>\I;.t;~\j, \.ii\; I as the Governmonit Vernacular Schoo ~;;( ~hrOug~out t~e P'!'J el'~:'~W!:t!~; :, cd charge of the English\schools, of t"lt,; 
taona SanskrIt C~ego foil~?~.;' :~:;" ~\ , of the Normal flass\i-s, and of tl4 ',' 

J ;Etphi~"tone Col1e~.I. They ~ J. : .. ,~,{~ educational ar~ "t-'ihe 'Prcsid('u ~'~ 
'\ i,tto three ~ivisions' each under :It Eurol; ~ Insprctor; estaglIshed School Col.i\,,:~ 
,~ttees, ,and stipcldiary studentships ;'1 an u.nJ.ar~_':-to open a vernacu.l~'l s i 
~~hool in every vill.1ge cQutaining 2,000 inhabitants, I vided tho people sut~:!'~·i. 
J~ribed 'a certait. share or the cost. They also enquire into the condition d/ 
\ q 4 J d t' d th' tl .. '-11 i.leligenC'1nl1. r.~o"s, an ascer arne at In 1842 lCr~ vere 1,420 such SCh03~'} : 

a ende4r u/wa~ds ~r '30 t OOO scholars. As, however, the funds at tlil' dt~r'l 
p sal w( inadequate, brnd the general character or t e indigenous 3cho~1:t f~ 
8e~med inJiiferent, the l30ard rendered them no aid, an preferred t . ca.z?1.: ~ 
out the pq icy beque.athed to them by Mt. Mountstuart El ,linstone. In I sf.j;:: ~ 
S4'- Exsk.hh perry became the President of the Board, ana, continued to ht~ 
that officeluntil 1852. He was a strong advocate of EngliSu~ , ,1.'4·.~ 

"ieaving t~(1 education of the masses to'the indirect influence dt:)til'~ : ~ ~v~.t1\4 
filf,ratio~Jolig, hOlding that it was better to concentrate on tqe .)J~ller-ed~\~~,' 
,troiOrth~Tew a grant which was' inadequate to make any impres~ibn on :~~\1' 
/n1~lses. ;~lt, at the same time, he was anxious to open higher e~ucati.o~ to ~",*~, 
p~ t, ' and ,to Cnco:urage a thorough study of the vernacular )Jari. 1)a8f'~rf !t\ ',,' 
~n Ush. ~9~ his'fetirem:nt, only 43 ~ernacu1ar ~chools had been adt~ed~ l~":t·. 
hS~1?f Bo.rd-schools, whllst the number of EnglIsh schools and thell' a ,~,~; 

\> an~b\ had \lCCn doubl d. His special encouragement of higher edurlr~ ~\:i 
invO\red aHeviation f f the previous tendency of the educationallllove~ n~; 1 

-tn BOl,'nba"h and met \v th some opposition. But his policl stHnulated pri~'~~,:; 
e~terP~l.seJ and called '(~ rth public h"berality. Nine l,>riv;ate English schooif ~ , 

~
aintahed py their ~ rooters as 11 meuns of livelihood at the Presidency W, l ~,' 

, be~l et'~~w~ents wtU- ; ~reated for the foirn.~ation of girls' schools in A/:bi iJt~ 
ad; . and't~e distan.!, t9ln of Dhulia. su.b~cflbe4 ~s. 2 I ,000 for a SCh1'ftnJft~ 
II Slr Ers~.e Peby:s r~tire~ent fr<?p1 the .di~~ctlOn of the Do.ard,.!l r ~c ,*~ 

.,e~jItlmence4 ~ fav~.ur. of, prunary educatIOn. Small grants-In-~ w:re ~t4' \ 
}lle ~rst .ticle o. ,re~ t()~ indigenous sch,ools; ~ppoiri.tme.n~s in the I~, grad '~~ 
~11je public serVl.c~\ '!C}l'e t;hro'Yn open to pubhc competItIon; a:nd Ie' State \~. 
~dy for educatIOn. was. increased to Rs. 2,50,000. The BQard ' pw under 
to open, a, school ~Ii any villige in the Presidency, on the con ition that :i1, 

~ ii'nabitant~\ would "\ngnge \0" defr3Y b~lr'.the 'master'S' salary an~ l to 'P\~~ui 
" ... 





(jVfhY Q.ll" ' .. "'O"I:;;a.-a;{ON IN J..NJJiA. 
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'$:t~:1rfr. i"'y supported by the M9ple themselves. ~ This sys~ I 
,,~,,':, '," '{~1)! ~'"i\ ~\Ui'~~~~1\'~ 'll germ from which the la~l fund» schools that now J 
trk t ,,~<; Ir ,'I 4' ~ 'tJf)J#J ,... "\ 

{')\ \':r!~ ,,~t\Il!1 ,1 ), L;, i r J:l ", , 
~ :}\;i~, ,~~)~'~~7~~IZd~:f ~ ~'~<:~~,!J~)~~ation P~Ot to 1854.~,A. vigorol~s eystem of i~digen()us 

1, ,,,', " .I:!t¥ ,,",~ '. 'th' h' t . 1 1 fl' h d' B I :'> ,'" .l,·si.~t~ ffr:,1J1Oi mes Wl l~ IS orlca memory, ourlS ~ lU enga •• 
\~ ~;~) d,;:J~~ ~~';'~"\~ ''ll}an civilisation; the instruction of ~the youth'ilf the higher Itr ~. I! t''0t '0{,f~"~ ~ious duty, and in the ease of the' ;Brahmans :\hemselves. ' 
.' ; i d 1:' t· r. f. iJ1 ~ t~' learning were recognised as one of the foUl' periods in the 
: /, )~ ,; . ~~i~ I'(~ .j '8 life. When the English acquired the country, they found 

~
.' l'" ~ ~'l;}'IS,t~iedinstitutions* known as tols, devoted _to Sanskrit instruction 

! ~" . .i.~ Ii ":.odl"ued' "thods; ,a number of ,learned 1Iuhamn1",,-,,,' .. l~sll:ally attached 
, I :~ developed. ~~. or to Dlosqu~S, who were engaged in teachtno the youth of 

,I ,,' f~ number of village schoQIs of a humbler sort; which gav~ a 
,.' > 1~; :Bengat :, E~gh an irregular, education to the lower orders. These three 

" ti ~ has, at ;tions hllve. been preserved in the educational system introduced 
er t III early Bra~ Bcngo.!. 'The old Sanskrit method may .till be seen at work in 

tes ormed a r~el.ya, while its modem counterpart flourishes in the Sanskrit 
years devoted tr. ,utta.. Muhammadan learning on the orthodox: basis is main
Fe of each ma; alcuttQt Madra~a or central Muhammadan college, and by 1,250 

I,mber o~ scatt.;' , DllIl&Clan scboOl. or foundations, known"" maktabs: The ancient 
1the anClent ml ; are now represented by upwards ,of 50,000 lower prImary schools 
noble familie£ ~ected by the Education Department, and by upwards of 4,000 

4t creed; and} ot yet been incorporated into the syt;tem. The re.organisation of 
!J.ctical, alth~ ~tion upon a pre-existing basis has, from the first, characterised 
Lsses of instilf '~onal efforts in Lower Bengal. In I 78 I J Warren Hastings, the 
. the British i: ,\~\ General of India. established the Calcutta Madrasa as a seat 
e tols of N ~ ) l~an learning. The Permanent Settlement of I 793 recognised 
)llege in. Cal, I' the rent~free grants of land enjoyed alike by the Sanskrit 
ined by the ~ 'Muhammadan maktabs. In 181 I, the Court of Directors en. 
lcognise~ l1ur 'fPosals for still further encouraging the ancient learning by 
iUage SChOOls~1tt Colleges in N adiya .and Tirhut. But the discussions which 
ided or: insJ II-wards took place, both in England and India, with regard to 
rhich have D of the Company's Charter in IBI3, brought into prominence 
lublic instru, , and eventually gave a new direction to State education. The 
lritish ed~~7 ,d~mand had sprung up for a class of instruction different from that 
irst Gov. i,.: by the ancient methods. The npper classes no longer desired merely 
)f Muha,'lt)nal knowledge of the Sastras or of the Koran.. They wished to give 
n perpej n ,'Pren an education which would enable them to make their way in life. 
:ols un:.,;,· J ,~certain wealth! native citizens of Calcutta opened the Hindu 
tertain j I, f~ the education in English of children of the higher castes. The 
two SaL ,Bo* Society, established in the same year. undertook ~he preparation of 
shortly' )isui~ple for ·schoo~ classes, in English and the vernaculars. During the" 
the ren, ittee~'years, a struggle went on between education in.the'ancient writings 
other 'y( tied upon the ancient :tnethods, and education in modern branches of 
truth i ,dge through the medium of the English language. An English 
impar~ rim began to ',be rooognised as an assured means of livelihood. In 

~'l. trad:\. 'f.hc School Society set on foot It ~ project for establishing schools, botJ!! 
~~ l ~ ,.:":,- ~h imd vernacufnr. all over the cquntry, with _ its central organisation in 
~ t",::, '~ ,tw.. ~ Missi?nm:y: effort also be~an to make itself ~elt .. , D1¢ng tlie ten. 

to ~from the renewal of the Oharter'il}.,I813t the ,fresh impulse given to 
,~' ftion ~as reaHy· the result of private efforts, whiell: 't-ere' partly, due to 
~J~ , 9 at in ,t~e 'case of the Calcutta H~ldu College, Rnd partly due -to joint 
• fi iationsi of English and native gentlemen, or to 'missiqiuii:y bodies as in.! ~1ie 
.i .. f the Baptist Press at·Serampur.' ,:,' 



, . 

32. Bengai: The Committee of Publio In.... ~)J, 
The Oharter of 1-81.3 had' provide~ a. sum , • .., ~i~i J 
annually on educatIon from th~. public revenu~s: . ~ ';~'; ~~~~;1~ .lj.r~~, '<1~1 
ernD1ent~ under pressure of Parhamentary enqumes ~~. f"\ )';~:::;i.:~-:'';'' ~~J.i "':~i,~ 
at length organised measures fot' giving ef]eet to this l~, ,:' c~~::~".~:~':lt 'ji~~ 
It appointed a Committee of' Public In~truction,' co, i}\' ",',~~;: ~:"\, '-

~¥~l~~j f~7~~jl't r~nl 
public offic~rs, for 'the: control of educa~ion., The act~ :-"" \~, :S'~J.::'7~~~1;/'·~; 
is thus dcscnbed by one of our colleagues, Mr." Howell, In ~~~ '\ I ~ l~,\, '."-
tion in India: "From its earliest constitution ,this Commit "'iY~\~,, \\':tl','" 
H two great principles, which bec~me traditional, and had ,,"'\:t' ',f!, ~S ~,:. ~ ,"~~.\j" 
CI effect upon the progress of educatlOn. M The first was an end\!)t.t~::r~, '.I~ ~"" 
"confidence of the educated and influential class~s, "by en~o~~~:obli ~~" ~~ ~', , 
"and literature that they respected, and by stnctly aVOldmg ~t~23' the Indl;~~ " 
"interference with religion. The second principle was that, "as Jlon-0!ficial 8?W"r 
"disposal of the Committee were quite inadequate fol' any p\ ision or its C*\' 
"education, the best application of them would be to high educati ing of dist~guJ}.l 
" course out of the reach of the masses and only attainable b'y th ~ of the Coinmi\~ 
"former principle sprung the controv~rsy between the Ang I his Note on EdiA' 
"talists, that grew in intensity during the first twelve years of ~ee was guided: It 
"existence and was only finally settled in '1839. From the I "-he most intpo~ 1 
H founded on the view that schools must be Government institutio ~avour to win~jl 
"construction and not improvement was the business of tb ~ing the lear 
"r('sulted the policy' which was long maintained." In 1824, t ny suspicion. 
established the Calcutta Sanskrit College, against the wishes' 0 the funds at ' 
hody of Native mem::>rialists, with Raja Rammohan Roy at th "pose of gen~r 
pra,yed that the college might be for English, and not for Sans n, which was I 
J3ut under Lord William :Bentinck, the cause of English educati ew. From tl 
to instruction exclusively in the ancient classical languages of 'sts and Oriel 
gained ground. Under his auspices, Mr. Adam, about 1835, cond t6 COnlmittee 
spread'enquiry into the then existing state of popular education. I,ttcr principl 
estimated the number of village schools and patshalas' at about I, and that 1'1 

Lower :Bengal, and in one of the ablest Reports ever written in Ind ~ Committe, 
pleaded for the instruction of the people. No general effort wa ;'le COmmittE 
made to assist or improve the indigenous schools until 1855. In I~ .. l a immerol 
f'rnment Resolution, inspired by Macaulay's ~ohdemnation of the 0 r head, w1:J 
of oriental learning, decided the long controversy between the 0 - ;1; teachinl 
and the Anglicists in favour of educat!on tb~ough the medium of the

t 
. i:~ oppose 

language. The freedom conferred m the same year upon, the P1 It. rapidl 
abolition of Persian ~s the language of the Courts in 1837, and the wi?t If'. a widE 
and larger responsibilities accorded to native judicial officers by a sei cs" {'j! r~" AdaI 
from 1836 to 1843, gave an impulse to education on the new basis. "f1, 1;>,000 i 
placed at the disposal of the Committee of Pub:ijc Instruction had riset iarncstl 
Rs. I,qo,ooo in 1823 to RS.4,50,000 in 1805; and in' {839, the Co owef~ 
round itself in a position: to establish a system of substantial schola, it. GOl 

.English-teaching schools. It divided the country into nine educational ~ystem 
in' each of which there was to be' a central college, while every District ' .talist 
the circle was to be provided with a school teaching both, English a nglis1 
vernacular. In .1830, Dr. Alexander Duff, as .Missionary of thaScottish C: t th 
established in Calrntta the coll~ge rtow represented bi the Free Chur 1 '~:1:, ~ 
Scotland's Institution and the General Assembly'S Instit'Q.tion of the C ~ ~~ 
f S ' 1 d. ~ t .:!' . ~~ , 

o cot an /. , ',- !{), 

'4' J~: ',Bengal: ~ouncil of. E~cati~n, '1842.54.~~. ,184 ~·~3, ,th~' ~:; ::i 
Cpmtnltt~ Qf .J?ublic I~strt1ctioPt. gave p1Ace to a more po~enul body, kl~ll"'i{" 
as the Oouncil of Education. ,1fhe Council diJOootedeits e:fforls chieflv: alt,h4\~rt~:¥; ,Mn,y'< 

41, • '\. ~ ,!o.'1t; 
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not exolu§ively, to higher instruction in English and the vernacular. It 
ors.anised a fairly complete system of examinations, with scholarships~ both 
Vyrn:lf;ular and Englisht ;for distinguished students, and it endeavoured to pro
\ide that success at its examinations should practically lead to employment . . ~ 

in~ the public service.' While using its examinations as a means for raising 
the standard of educatim1' throughout Lower Bengal, the Council of Education 
did much to improve the character of the text-books, and to create a regularly 
trained staff of schoolmasters. After twel-ve years of unwearied activity, it 
had ~aised the number of institutions !lnder its control from 28 in 1843 to 
lSI in 1855, and the number of pupils from 4,632 in 1843 to 13,163 in 1855. 
The number of teache.rs. had, during the same. time, multiplied from 191 to 
455, wllile the annual expenditure by Government had only increased from 
Rs. 4, I 2,284 to Rs . .5,94,428. . The Council of Education had secured a large 
measure of success alike in extending higher instruction, and in creating 
a general sense of the pecuniary value of a good education. But it made at 
this time no attempt to deal with the 100,000 indigenous village schools, which 
)Ir. Adam's enquiries had disclosed in 1835. Before the Council gave place in 
1855 to the Department of Public Instruction, it had, however, set up in differ
ent parts of the country vernacular schools to serve as models of instruction 
upon the modern basis. Lord Hn;rdinge, between 1844 and 1848, sanctioned 
101 sucb schools. T!Ie sch091s on the whole failed, their places being already 
occupied by the indigenous system; but those of them which survived Ion!? 
continued to bear the name of the Governor General by whom they -were 
founded. .c\ scheme for a University in Calcutta was under consideration 
when the Despatch of 1854 arrived, and the Council made over its functions 
to the new Department of Publio Instruction . 

• 
34. North-Western Provinces: Education prior to 1854.-The first 

step taken by the British Government towards the education of the people 
in the North-Western Provinces, was the establishment of the Benares Sans
krit College in 1791. During the next half century, the management of 
education in -the North-Western Provinces oontinued in the hands of the Govern
ment of 'India acting through its Committee of Public Instruction. In 1843, 
the control of funds was made over to the Lo.oal Government, and adminis
tered by Local Committees. U nti! this year, State education concerned itself 
chiefly with coll~ges, which in their earlier period were of an oriental charac .. 
ter, but became gradually de-orientalised after the pUblication of Lord William 
13entinck's Resolution in 1835. 

" 

.35. North-Western Provinces: Government Measures, 1791 to 
1854.-The Colleges established during the first period, from 1791 to 1843, 
were three in number; fl,t Benares, Agra, and Delhi. The Benares College, part
lyon a?count of inoompetent and dishonest management, and partly because 
the course of instruction was itself of little practical value, obtained no real
success till about- forty years after it.s (oundation. But with the introduction 
of English, and under the skilful organisation. of Dr~ Ballantyne, rapid progress 
was made, and befpre 18S4, the College- ha,d completely changed its character. 
In the place of obsolete studies negligently pursued, Dr. Ballantyne siibstituted 
a liberal education, somewhat similar in charaCter to that prescribed by, the 
Indian Universities of the _ present day.. Discipline and :eg\llatity succeeaed to 
confusion and misrule; a. system of &tipends, attracting but it. seanty atte..~dance 
of fa~ti~ou~ stu~emS:~'ga!if:~a}1to',the' gener~l payment of fees. T~e numbers 
steadI1~ l~creasef ~n..;4~q~?,~~h,'lhe College was. no longer of an .on~tal ~ype" 
Sansknt hterature l)6CaD:\~ '8o'reW! and fruitful study oF We$tern '$Clenca let In a. 
light on what Ea 't~pi iearrrlng ,~ld left dark; Western mHhO;ds \Vere aFplied to 

Ii ,,' 5 
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problems of langu3€e and to systems of jurisprudence. The Colleges at.A.gra, 
and Delhi founded between 1823 and 1825, had Do quicker growth; partly , , 
because they took advantage of the experience gained at Benares, and, pariily 
because religious prejudices were less pOWEll'ful than at that centtb of Hinduism. 
They admitted If l.lsalmans as well as Hindus, and prescribed a. course of 
instruction more adapted to the pract~cal requirements of modern life. .As at 
Benares, the question of stipends for some time caused much difficulty. Long 
use had sanctioned the practice, and the andent native seats of learning were 
alm~st exclusively charitable foundations. Of any sentiment involving a loss 
of self-respect in those gratuitously educated, Hindus and Musalmans were 
alike ignorant; as their religions consider it a pious 'duty to receive as well as to 
impart knowledge. For a time, therefore,- they resisted the payment of fees, and 
against the withdrawal of stipends rebelled by desertion., Patience, however, 
on the part of the authorities, and a growing appreciation of the money value 
of English education, gradually reconciled the people to the ncw system. In 
1854, the students in the three colleges numbered 976 ; but only a small propor
tion of them were in classes corresponding with those of the present colleges. A 
college then contained classes in which the alphabet was taught. under the same 
roof with classes reading Shakespeare, the Calculus, Smith) Wealth of Nations, 
and the Ramayana. Except that it contain~d forty or fifty more advanced stu .. 
dents, and that its discipline was more perfect, it did not differ from the secondary 

.. ~chools which sprang up between 1820 and 1854 in the more important towns, 
such as Allahabad, Meerut, and Bareli. Of these schools there were eight in J843 
with an attendance roll of 1,007. But the establishment of many of them was pre-, 
mature, and in, 1853-54. the eight had fallen to three, and the pupils to 'f79. Of 
the schools which survived, that at Bareli was afterwards raised, for,a, time, to 
the status of a College, while those at .A.jmir and Sagar are represented by the 
high schools of the present day. Missionary enterprise had also been at work 
in this Province, and the Despatch found over 4,000 pupils in missionary schools 
of which the returns are forthcoming. -

36. North·Western Provinces: Indigenous Education prior to 
1854.-The English-teaching schools and colleges which have been described 
touched the merest fragment of the town population, and did not touch the rural 
classes at all. Until 1846, whatever instJ:uction those classes received was con
veyed in their own indigenous schools. . Something more was required;, and in 
~ 846 the Local Gover~ment declared in the following terms the policy which 
they intended to pursue: "Landed property in the~e Provinces is found to be 
" very minutely subdivided, and the existing rights in the land are of many 
" differ~nt kinds. In prosecution of its duty the Government has made great 
" exertions to protect these rights by defining their nature and extent, and by devis .. 
" ing a system for their complete registration. The efficiency of thls system 
Ie depends on the ability of the people to comprehend it, and to take precautions 
" that whatever affects themselves i~: accurately shown. in the registers. 'For this 
,t Furpose it is necessary that they snould be able 'to. read an<\ write, and should 
Ie understand the elementary rules of arithmetic.'~: 'Actuated by this benevolent 
'Policy, the authorities' had various ':courses QP~ to theiD..: They might have 
la.boured to improve and extend the indigenous' '$ystem, or ,they might have 
exclusively set 1/. up superior schools' of theit own. ' Qt •• again, they might 
have, combmed the tw~ systems. We have ,only to show the course which 

,they did pursue .and tJle xeasOll& which induced them to choose t}lat course. 
It would be out of planf) here to criticise ·the policy which they deliberately 
,adopted, and perhaps ,at. this distahce of time it would be diflicult to offer any 
decided 'op1niou' 9n th0t)natter. ~It is" of co~eJ possible .1;hat the ,enquiries 
institutecl'dtd nOr~.a$cert~n with, aompl~t~. accuracy t~6 'proportion pf pupils 

"", 
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attending the indigenous schools. nut in 1848 it was cpmputed that out 
of 1,900,000 males of a school-going age, only 68,000 were receiving any in. 
sbuction. With a few exceptions in which Sanskrit, Arabic, and Persian were 
intelligently taught, the school!) were considered as hardly answering the 
'Vestern idea of the word in a single respect. They were not permanent; for a 
teacher would, perhaps only.for a few months, gather round him half a· dozen 
pupils who after his departure might or might not find some one to take his 
place. They could hardly be said to have had any system at all. 'rIte sub .. 
jects taught were considered almost useless for the object which the Govern
ment desired. A little reading, chiefly of sacred texts, a very little writing, 
and some elementary arithmetic complised the usual course. Books were 
almost unknown. The teachers, as a rule illiterate, seemed to offer but little 
prospect of that rapid improvement which was required. The difficulties in the 
path of reform, however, lay not only nor chiefly in the character of the schools 
and the unfitness of their masters. Religious feelings and interested motives 
combined to excite and keep alive a dread of any interference from without. 
It seemed also clearly impossible, without great waste of money, to attempt 
any complete scheme of mass education, while the information at the disposal of 
Government was so imperfect. Eight Districts were therefore selected for experi
ment, and Mr. H. S. Reid was appointed Visitor-General, with an adequate staff 
of subordinates, to push forward more minute enquiries, to help by suggestions 
the schools already in existence, to encourage the establishment of others, to 
prepare suitable books, and to choose teachers for such schools as would accept 
them. At the same time a number of model schools were started and main
tained by the Government at certain central points. In point of order and 
system they differed greatly from anything to which the rural classes had 
been accustomed. In their studies they looked to what was practically useful, 
one main object being to substitute the homely vernaculars for a foreign litera
ture to which the more ambitious of the indigenous schools were so much 
alldicted. The lines thus laid down in 1850 were closely followed for the next 
four or five years. It may be that the form of encouragement given to the indi
genous schools was not the most suitable; but, after a review of the progress 
made,-the Local Government arrived at the conclusion that it was unsatisfac. 
tory, and gradually abandoned the original scheme for one in which the 
control of education should be more entirely in its hands. Supported by 
the voluntary contributions of the landholders but managed by Government 
officers, the village schools, then organised, slowly displaced the indigenous 
maktab and pathsala, and at length became the only form of primary 
vernacular education which the Government cared to promote. J\Ir. Thomason 
:was the first ~euten.ant-Governor of the North. West who gave a perma-

'nt impulse to popular education. He instituted a series of enquiries 
\h a view to persuading the people to set up schools for themselves, 
l laid the foundation of the existing system of education. The establish
":nt of the tahsili or higher vernacular schools is thus described by a Reso
tion of the Governme~t ot the N orth-'V~stern Provinces in 1850: U There 
;vill be a Government village school at the head-quarters of every tahsildari 
/. • ~ which will bo conducted by a schoolmaster, who will receive 
;from Rs. 10 to ~o per mensem, besides such fees as he may collect from his 
"scholars!' The tahsili school taught reading and writing, accounts, and land 

. ~ensuration on the native sy~tem'. with geography, history, and geometry, 
r through the medium of the vernacular. . In 1854, the atten'dance at tahsili schools 

numbered 4,668, at- tlie moderate State expenditure .of Bs. 9,565, The halka .. 
bandi, or lower prlmary, vernac~l~" schools, which now: number tb.ousnnds i~ 
the North.Western Provinees, originated about ,851 iri:an experiment 'made by 
:Mr. Alexander" <,ollector of<!1:utt:l'a: ,'IDs plan w~~. to: ejroose» a pargana, 

, 
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and tb ascertain ~ow many children of a school-going age it contained, what 
revenue it paid, and what expense it could therefore bear. A cluster of four or 
five vilIaO'es was then marked out, and the most central of the villages was fi~d 
upon as the site of the school. The cost was levied by a voluntary rat~ in aid, 
which originally varied in the different Districts, but ultimately the zamindars 
agreed·to contribute towards education at the rate of one per cent. on their 
land revenue. lIr. Alexander~s idea was quickly taken up in other Districts. 
In 1853, Agra, llareli, Etah, Etawah, 11ainpuri, Muttra, and Shahjahanpur 
all had a certain number of halkabandi schools, and at the close of 1854 there 
were ·about 17,000 boys receiving education in them. The teache.r's pay 
varied from Rs. 3 to 7, the al;erage being about Rs. 4-10-0. Reading and 
writing with a little arithmetic, mensuration, and geography, were the subjects 
taught, and although more abstruse studies were subsequently included, it is 
doubtful whether such ambitious additions served a useful end. 

37. North-Western Provinces: General 'SUlUlUary.-The. results 
attained, chiefly l)y the system inaugurated by Mr. Thomason, prior to the 
establishment of the present Department of Public Instruction, are thus 
summarised from the report of the Provincial Committee for the North. 
'Vest ern Pl'ovinces. In 1854, the total number of schools, in the eight 
belected Districts, is stated to have been 3,770 with 49,037 scholars. This, 

<.owever, includes 1,949 scholars at missionary schools, and excludes 1,525 at 
the Delhi and Benares Colleges and the Sagar and ,Ajmir High Schools. Of the 
49,037 scholars, 6,588 owed their education to Goveniment; 17,060 a.ttended 
the primary schools supported by the zamindars; whil~ upwards of 25,000 

are Imt down to schools of the indigenous class. According to the best statistics 
now availabIe, the total number of institutions in this Province in 1854 was 
3,920 with nearly 53,000 pupils. The expenditure by Government was at this 
lime about Rs. 2,25,000, of which Rs. 1,80,000 went to the collet?es andhi~h 
sehooJs. , · 

, 38 .. Punjab: Education prior to 1854.-The""Punjab became a Britisb 
Province only in 1849, and the.. difficult problems arising out of the anne~a.. 
Hon left little leisure for educational efforts, before the' foundation of tIle 
pr~sent'Department of Public Instruction on the bas~ of the Despatch of 1854. 
On assuming charge of/the Province, however, the British Government had 
expi'essly declared its intention to take in hand the education of the masses.: ' 
It found a three-fold indigenous system of instruction at work, consisting of' 
Hindu village schools corresponding to those of the 'North. Western Provinces; 
Sikh school~, a large proportion of which taught in the Gurmukhi chamcter tl.t9 't 
language of the Sikh ScriptUres or Granth; and Muhammadan schools, uS9~'" ?' 

conducted by the Mulla of the local mosque, and giving instruction of a stionfir 11 

religious type . .' These indigenous institutions were left undisfurbed, but dUI)' ~ ~ 1; 
the interval between 1849 and 1854 the J1~W Administration established only abt.(,!..l II 
a dozen schools in th~ ~rovinQ~", ~ In the latter year, there .were Governm1'h.}, 
A.nglo .. v~rnacu1ar s~hoQls. at. Amn.i§ar, Rawal Pindi,' and ~ujara~ ': An atteIiL1V 
h~ alSd been ma4eJll pl~St especially in th~ Qujarat Di~trict .. to introduce tlwt ' 

v~llage SC~?,?~:!:~~m ~l:t1:te Nort.h" West.er~. r.tovinc~; encouragement wf,~h 
given tq :l\!J~loMrt sch<?p~' a.t Amritsar, F lXOZpur. ~udhiana, Am bala, Kangrtd,' 
and, Kotgarn, sOI!le of which'. had existed before the annexation of the Province \ 
But th~ OIVY conspicuo~' .~yernment, institution> withln th~' territories no~ , 
known as the Punjab was ihe Delhi Oollege ; ,and Delhi Watu':i.( in¢lAiIrA :within 
the Province '!JltU 1~58: ':.!.St however. this 'hlstitution has < be~n' tdentified' 
during the past, qUartet o~. a~, century with' the punjab,.. We may nere 'briefly 
'recapitulate it& origin. In~ ~ 792, an Oriental College, supported by 'toluntary 
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contributions from !Iuhammadan gentlemen, was founded at Delhi for the study 
of Persian and Arabic, but owing to the reduced cir~mstances of the patrons 
tlhe funds failed. In 1825 (as we' have mentioned in connection with the 
North-Western Provinces), a Government college was opened at Delhi under the 
Committee of Public Instructioni and in 1829, it was endowed by a munificent 
bequest of Rs. 1,70,000 from the, Nawab Itimad-ud-Daula, Prime Minister of 
the King of Oudh. The application ',of the endowment was the subject of 
much discussion ; but it was finally resolved by the Committee that the Delhi 
College should be made an efficient institution for :Muhammadan learning. This 
resolution was not, however, carried into effect, the Delhi College being, even 
in 1830, of the same type as that at Agra. The Delhi College always attracted 
a large preponderance of Hindus; and for some years the endowment has been 
applied to the SUPPO!t of a successful middle school. attended almost exclu
sively by the Muhammadans, and known as the Anglo-Arabic school. A 
school of Engineering, opened at Lahore prior to 1854, was soon afterwards 
abolished. . 

39. Central Provinces: Education prior to 1854.-In the Central Pro
vinces the case was not very different. The East Indb. Company acquired 
from the Marathas in 1817-18 the Northern Districts of these Provinces, long 
known as the Sagar and N arbada territories. N agpur and the adjoining 
Districts, until their lapse to the British in 1853, belonged to the Raja of 
Berar, who in 1826 ruled over a territory considerably larger than England, 
and Wales. The Maratha Government had done nothing for popular edu
cation in these territories. Each noble Hindu house had its own Brahman tutor; 
the few wealthy Muhammadan families and soldiers of fortune maintained 
maulavis to instruct their children; village schools of a humble type and in 
small numbers also existed. But neither the Maratha Government nor its 
subjects recognised any duty on the part of the State to educate the people. 
With the establishment of order by the British ill, the newly acquired Sagar 
'i, ~d N arbada territories, philanthropists began their work, and at their qwn 
, '~t established schools after an English model. Such schools were opened 

:sagar in 18.27, and. in 1830 the Government of India gave 3r grant for 
i;, support. Besi«Jes these schools at Sagar, others were also opened in the towns 
, Hoshangabad ,4nd Jabalpur. The school at Hoshangabad did not flourish, 
~d was closed in 1841,. The Jabalpur school was made over in 1851 by its 
.~anaging Committee tq the English Church Mission, by whom it has since 

peen maintained with a grant-in-aid from 1862. 

40. Central Provinces: Indigenous Schools.-In 1843, the Sagar and 
Narbada territories were tran;sfel'red to the Government at Agra. lIr. Thoma
son made minute enquiries regarding the state of education previous to commenc
ing that scheme of primary education with wliich his name win ever be "asso
ciated. He found 48 Persian and' Arabic schools, 'of which 20 were of less 
than one ye~s 'standing. Nine of the 48 so-called schools taught gratuitously, 
and the average number of scholars· in. lfuch was less than nine. Besides 
these Persian' schools there were 23 I {Hindi -and' 'Sanskrit schools, with an 
equally small' attendance,' in one:-half" of 'which' schools gratuito,!!s education 
was given. :M:r. Thoma.~on proposed to endow a school in every Village of a, 
certain size. Por its 'maintenance, from 5 to 10 a~es of ~an~ were to be set 
aside, and. it was supposed 'that;: the school~tier~ besides receiving ·the 
proceeds of this endowment; would receive fees in kind and money from his 
pupils. ,-The 'scheme, however, was "not -sanctibned. and eventually the Court 
.of Directors assented' to the imposition of a one per pent; .school 'cess. 

, , ... ,t, i t- \' l , r, ~ Ie 
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;: -41. Central, Provinces: General Sunun1\1'Y.-:-When, ,therefore, the 
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Department of Education commenced work 1n *~e ~agar and N arba~a. territories 
in 1854, it found a section of the people familiar,'Yith, the idea of scJ?ool instruc
tion. In the southern portion of the Central ,Province,s, which lapsed to Govc~ .. 
ment in 1853 on the death of Raghoji Bhonsla, the situation of;Vas altogether 
different. The N agpur Government under the B40nslas had given no direct 
support to education .. In 182?, in their capitM"at ~agpur there were in~ced 
6 ~chools with 936 pupils; but In the country, educatIon. was confined chiefly io the .Brahman caste. It was a rare thing to find a ~ultir~tor who could sign 

his name. There were no schools exc~usively !9r 1Iuha~ans. English 
education in N agpur was solely supplied by the :Missionn;ri~, of the Free Church 
of Scotland's ~lission, who were liberally suppo~ed by contributions frQlll'. 
England. Attempts had bee~ made in 1842 by 'a Ge~man mission to establisb, 
schools for the Gonds, but were abandoned on, the. death of four ,of the 
missionaries. Education had made but little prog~}5s in the,Centr8J. Provin~s,' 
when on the amalgamation of the Nagpur Districts with the Sagar and Narbada 
territories in 1862, the present Department was organised for the new ~rovince 
thus created. 

42. Other Provinces: Education prior to 1854.-0£ the minor Pro. 
'viuces, the lIaidarabad Assigned Districts were not made overto English admi
nistration until 1853, and Oudh became a British Provi~ce 0!11y in 1856. They 
do not therefore find a pla,ce in this part of the present Chapter. Assam formed 
1,<u10f Lower Bengal until its constitUtion into a Chief Commissionership in 1874-
'The little Province of lCoorg, in Southern India, has, however, an educational 
histOl'Y of its own. On its annexation to British India in 1834, three Anglo
"'>C'luacula:r schools were founded by Government; and in 1842, thc Roman 
Cntholics opened a school at Vit'tljpet. In 1843, eleven Kanarese schools were 
also at work; and in the following year, the Rev. Mr. Moegling of the Basel 
111ission, the first Protestant Missionary in Coorg, offered to take charge of 
the existing schools, and to open superior ones if furnished with funds by ~ 
Government. In 1855 he took charge of the Merkara English School, but V 
attendance fell. off, and when the Department of Public Instruction w~S' e~~ .. 
lished in 1857 the state of Education'in Coorg was described as very unsaf' l 

f~etory. " ,~ , 
1 .. I ~ 

43. Education in India. subsequent to 1854:, The Despatches ~ " 
1854 and laS9.-We have now traced the early efforts of the East Ind" " 
Company towards the educatio~ of the peoplo: 'These ~~orts differed in regarclr 
both to the scale of operations and to the methods employed in the various', 
Provinces. In 1854 the education of the whole people of India was definitely 
accepted as. a State duty; and the (,:lourt of Directors laid, down with ful. 
neas and precision the principles which were to guide the Indian Govern
ment in the performance of this great task. Their Despat~h of 1854 still 
forms the Chartet of Education in India, and after the ,Eas~' India Company 
itself had disappeared, its principfes were confirmed by the Secretary of State in 
the Despatch of the 7th April 1859. The purport of these two documents 
may be thus summarised. The Despatch of 1854 commends.'w the' special 
~ttention of tp.e Governme~t of India the improvement and far wider extension 
of education,' both English and vernacular, and; pres~ribes as ,the means for the 
at~imnent of these objects: {t) the constitution of 'a. separate Department of 
the administration for education; (2) the.;institution of . Universities , at the 
Presiden'cy towns; ~3) the establishment of jnstitut1on~ fOJ tr8.iIting teachers for 
all classes of schools; (4) the maintenance of 'the existing '90vcrnment colleges 
and high schools ru;td 'the increase of their. numb~r when nec~ssary; (5) the " 
estab~if~rq.ent ~ of ne:w middle ~chooIs; (6) increased. a.~tentio}1: t~, vernacular 
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schools, indigenous or other, 'for elementary education; .alld (7) the intro. 
duction of a system of grants~in-aid. The attention of Government is 
specially directed to the importance of placing the means of acquiring -useful 
and practical kbowledge within rear-h of the great mass of the people. The 
English language is to be the medium of instruction in the higher branches, and 
the vernacular in the lower. Englisllis to be taught wherever there is a demand 
for it, but it is not to be substituted fort~evernacula.r languages of the country. 
The system of grants.in-aid is to be based on the principle of perfect religious 
neutrality. .Aid is to be givftn (so far as the requirements of each particular 
District as compared with other Districts and the funds at the disposal of Gov
('rnment may render it possible) to all schools imparting a good secular education, 
provided they are under adequate local management and are subject to Govern
ment inspection, and provided that fees, however small, are charged in them. 
Gr:lnts are to be for specific objects, and their amount and continuance are to 
depend on the periodical reports of Government Inspectors. No Government 
colleges or schools are to bp fQunded where a sufficient number of institutions 
exist capable. with the aid of Government, of meeting the local demand for 
education; but new schools and colleges are to be established and temporarily 
maintained where there is little or no prospect of adequate local effort bein~ 
made to meet local requirements. The discontinuance of any general system 
of education entirely provided by Government is anticipated with the gradual 
advance of the system of grants-in-aid; but the IJrogress of education is llJt 

to be checked in the slightest degree by the abandonment of a single school to 
probable decay. A comprehensive system of scholarships is to be instituted so 
as to connect lower schools with higher, and higher schools with colleges. 
Female education is to receive the frank and cordial support of Government. 
The principal officials in every District are required to aid in the extension of 
education; and in making appointments to posts in the service of Government, 
a person who has received a good education is to. be preferred to one who has 
.not. Even in lower situations, a man who can read and write is if equally eli-

'h~e in other respects to be preferre~ to one who cannot. 
" 

\ , The second great Despatch on education, that of 1859, l'eviews the pro
", 'made under the earlier Despatch, which it reiterates and confirms with a 

. J exception as to the course to be adopted for promoting elementary edu'
',n. While it records with satisfaction that the system of grants-in-aid 
been freely accepted by pri.vate. schools, both English and Anglo-vernacu u 

, it notes that the native community have failed to co-operate with Govern-
Lent in promoting elementary vernacular education. The efforts of educa

tionalofficers to obtain the necessary local support for the establishment of 
vernacular schools under the grant-in.aid system are, it points out, likely to 
create a prejudice against education, to render the Govet:nment unpopular, and 
even to. compromise its dignity. The soliciting. of contributions from the 
people is declareq int'xpedicnt, and strong doubts are expressed as to the suit
ability of the grant-in:-:l,id system as hitherto ~ force fol' the supply or verna
cular education to ~lle l:llasses of the population. Such vernacular instruction 
sh{'uld, it is suggested, be provided by the direct instrumentality .of the officers 
of Government,'op. 1.he hasis of some oile Qf the, plans ~lready in l>peration for 

,the impro:vement, of indigenous schools, or by any 'modification of those plans, 
which may· .suit, the circumstances' of different Provinces. *' The expediency 
of imposing a. speci:;t\ fate'on .the land. for the pr.ovision of elementary educa .. 
tion is. also.co:rp.mend~d tO,the careful consideration of the Gov~rnment. 

Other important ~Cspatches ha.ve since been received fr~m the Secretary of 
Statc~ and have been ~examined-by' thtt Commission with .. S' view to ascertain 
how far the action of" 'tp.e Department of ' Public Instructlon in India is iu 
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accordance with tpe orders received. But the Despatches of 1854 and 1859 
stand out from all later documents as the fundamental Oodes on which Indian 
education rests. 

• l' . 

44. Despatch~s of 1854 and 1859 eonsidered.-Such is a.very brief 
outline of the main provisions of the orders upon lVhich the educational policy 

~ of India during the last twenty.fi,ve years h~ ~een based, and by which it 
; must in pursua:t;tce of our ·instructiop.s be tes~. We sh~ll consider a~ ex

pand those orders in f~ll detail in the -Seyeral Cha)ters of the,Report ~·which 
each branch of education is treated. Meanwhile it may be said that the main 
feature of the Despatches cited, which most distinguishes them 'from all previous 
orders on the same subject, is contained in the annexed extract from ,t~e Des .. 
'Patch of 1854' . ' •. 

" It is well that every opportunity should have been given to those (the 
" higher) classes for the acquisition of a liberal 'European education, the effects 
"of which may be expected slowly to pervade th~ rest of "their fellow-country
" men, and to raise, in the end, the educational tone of the whole country. We 
H are., therefore, far from underrating the importance, or the success, of the efforts 
"which have been made in this direction; but the higher classes are both able 
" and willing, in many ca~es, to bear a considerable part at least ot the cost of 
" their education; and it is abundantly evident that in some parts' of India no 
" artificial stimulus is any longer required in order to create a demand for such 
" an education as is conveyed in the Government Anglo-vernaculAr colleges. 
" We have, by the establishment and support of these colleges, pointed out the 
,. manner in which a liberal education is to be obtained, and assisted them 
"to a very considerable extent from the public funds. In addition to thls, we 
" are now prepared to give, by sanctioning the establishment of Universities, full 
H development to the highest course of education to which tha natives of India, 
" or of any other country, can aspire; and besides, by the division of UniverSity 
H degrees and distinctions into different branches, the ex~rtion8 of highly edu~ 
" cated men will be directed to the studies which a!"C necessary to sticcess jn, tl .. 
" various active professions of life. We $hall, therefore. have done as mur"" 
"a Government can do to place the benefits of education plainly and pract 
" before the higher classes in' I~dia. r ; 

" Our attention should now be directed to a .consideration i~ pOsSible~ 
" more important, and one which ,has been hitherto, we are bound to adpJ,ib., 
"much neglected, namely, how useful and pr~cticaI knowledge, suited to ev 
" statiqn in life, may be best conveyed to the great mass 'of the people,' who ~ 
" utterly incapable of obtaining any 'edllcation wor~hy of the name by their ow ..... 
"unaided efforts; and we desire ,to see the active measures of Government mOle 
"esp'ecially directed, for the :future, to this object, for the attainment of which 
,~ we are ready t9 sanction a considerable increase of expenditure." " . . 

011 the same subject. the Despatch of. 1859 declared that "if Government 
"shall have u1;ldertaken the 'responsibility of, placing within the reach of the 
" general population'the means of simple eleme:Q.tary education, those individuals 
'. who require more than this'ttlay, as a general rule, be left to exert themselves 
" t,o procure it with or without the assistance of Government." 

r We 40 ~ot here imply that education ror the great mass of the people is 
,the sole obj~ct ,of eith,er De$patch. _Onth~ contrary.' it is c1ear from the sum
mary ,above ~~ven, PJl;d 'fro~ t~e, immediate cOntext of " the extracts just citedt 

that~~ho()'~ we~ to be startecl'fo# ~fi.'very condition of life," including schools 
of ,higp.el, ed}lca.tron inten~ed fo~jvpa~' may be called, the higher classes. Still, 
if any portion.f()f the or,ders ~an<~e' pronounced characteristic and distinctivCt it 
is that portio:d: which not only had ~nev~r been enunciated before, but. was 
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opposed both to. the -earlier policy and t~ thl} 'reiterated views or the most 
influenti~ educational agencies then in existence in Indja, It will be our duty 
to .. show,~ow the policy of J8S4 has been carried out in each ProvincQ; how 
it was affected by any previous bias ot' tendency; and by what progressive 
steps it haS arrived at its present development. That policy has been 
expressly re-affirmed ~n the orders cOnstituting the 'Commission, and its 
re-affifmation at this date is conclusive evidence of the soundness of Lord 
Dalh~usie's appreciation of it when he declared that "it left nothing to be 
cc de sited, if indeed it does not authorise and direct that morc should be done 
u than is within our present grasp." Few declar:ttions of policy have been so 
comprehensive or have so well stood the searching test of tillle • . 

<'45. Formation of the Education Department in 1855-56.-0n the 
publication of the Despatch: of 1854, steps were taken to form an Education 
Department in each of the great territorial divisions of India as then constituted; 
and before the end of 1856, the nelV system was fairly at work. The formation of 
the separate Departments continued over a period of about 12 years, from 1854-55 
in the larger Provinces to 1866-67 in the Haidarabad Assigned Districts. A 
Director of Public Instruction was appointed for each Province, with a staff of 
Inspectors and Deputy or Assistant Inspectors under him. This organisation of 
control and inspection remains substantially unchanged to the present day, 
with such modifications and additions as were required by the e.reation of new 

'I enitorial divisions, or by the amalgamation of old ones. The Education Depart 
ment in each Pro-nu.ce acts directly under the orders of the Provincial Govern~ 
ment, and has developed a system of working more or less distinctively its own. 
Evervwhere it took over the Government or the Board institutions which had 
gro~ np- under the earlier efforts of the East India Company. \\,'e have 
endeavoured to collect all the statistics· still available of educational institutions 
existing in. India when the Department thus commenced its work. But tlle 
figures are not in every case to be relied upon. We shall briefly review 
th~ historY of educat.ion in each Province under its separate heads of primary, 
secondary and collegiate. We shall summarise the progress made in developing 
the grant-ill-aid system;, and we shall conclude with a few general remarks 
on the policy pursued. We must; however. notice at the out~et that 

, ltroughqu~ this Report, Britisk Burma is excluded from our notice. 1'he 
"Ussion of .Ajmir from the statistical Tables and from subsequent Chapters will 

" 'Presently eiplained, . In addition to these omissions we are precluded by 
.-« instructions from dealing with the condition of education in those Native 

.. hates of India Which, unlike the Feudatory States of Bombay, either administer 
!their own systems of public ins~c~on, or else leave education entirely to 
private effort without any assistan~e from the State. Our Report is therefore 
concerned with nine Provinces of '~ndia, namely, Madras, Bombay, Bengal, the 
North.Westem Provinces. and Oudh, the 'Punjab, the Central Provinces, Assam, 
Coorg, 'and' the Haidarabad Assigned Districts, or as the last Province is usually 
called, Berar-; When we speak of India, we refer to the~6 nine Provinces 
QIuy. 

46. The Indian UIdversities, 1857·1~82.-The Resolution appointing 
the Cbmmission excludes the Universities front the scope of ou~ enquiry; and 
we shall, both here and in Chapter' V~, mention them OIil,. in their bea.ring upon 
.collegiate and hight'r secondary educa~io~.. T\le Despat~h of 1854 prescribed the 
establishment of Universit~~s, 'a~~ in ~JSi thf'~ three Un~vors~~e~ o~ Calcutta, 
Madras, and Bom~ay were l1lcorpor:tt~d oy 'Acts ~f the Indiall te~lature. The 
constitution of these. bodies was modelled on that of the London U mverSity. with 

• v.' ,>, '" ",¢to. 17 \ ~ \ 
• See General Ta.bles I" and 1£ o{,tb&£liaijsticai TlObles at the end of tl\'\ Re~ort. 
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sue}l modiucallions as were locally needed. The control o( eaeh University 
'was vested in n. Sefiate composed of a ChancellQr, Vice.Chancellor and Fellows, 
the latter being in the first instance partially selected" from the previously 
existing Councils and Boards of Education. The function of .these U nivmi .. 
ties is that of examination, and not of instruction. The latter i:f conducted 
by the affiliated colleges and other institutions authorised to send up can
didates for the University examinations. While the three elder Indian Uni
versities have been successfully at work during a quarter of a century, a 
fourth University was establishlid for the Punjab by an Act of the Indian 
Legislature in 1882. As the University w~s not established until after lIarch 
31st, 1882, the institution now known under that name is treated in this Report 
and its statistical Appendix as a college. 'fhe Punjab University was the result 
of a movement begun in 1864, and warmly supported by successive Lieu
tenant-Governors. Among its promoters Dr. Leitner holds a very prominent 
place. It is mainly an examining body, but exercises a variety of functions for 
the promotion of literature and education. Its distinguishing features are that 
it owes its origin to other than State efl'orts, and that it is designed to give 
special encouragement to oriental studies. 

. . 

47. Educational Census of lSSl.-Educational statistics are only in
telligible in the light of sta.tistics of area and popUlation. The latter show the 
extent of the work to be done, and are the best guide to the progress of the future 
')n the basis of the progress in the past. With this view we include in the an
nexed t:1bular Statement the area and popUlation of the Provinces with which 
we are now concerned. It must be borne in mind that these figures com
prise a vast variety of countries and races, differing very widely from each 
other in their nature, character, progress and stage of civilization; and that 
until these ~ifferences are fairly understood, only an imperfect conception 
can be fOl~med of the full import of the educational statistics that follow. In 
'lily case, the magnitude of the scale on which education is attempted in India 
will be obvious to all. It must also be borne in mind that these educational 
sflltiStics are derived from the Reports of the Census taken in'February 1881, 

and are therefore much less recent than those given in our Report, from \vhieh 
they cliffer for this and other reasons. The Census officers necessarlly took a 
wider and more cursory survey than the officers of tbe Department. Tile form~'" 
were instructed to record not only the number of pupils in schools incorporat' 
into the State system, but also those who were receiving instruction in indigent 
or other schools in no way connected with the Department. But it is knot"~ 
that several errors have crept into the Census ~returns, which were collecte, 
by a large and generally untrained agency of enumerators who. being unused 
to the work, were liable to fall ipto mistakes. Mo~eover, the Census figures 
include Europeans and Em;asians, who are' excluded from our returns. 
In lIadras, the Census figures include Native States with mcire than 300,000 

persons i in Bengal, they include Kuch Behar, Hill Tipperah, < and the Chota 
Nagpur lfahals, with more than 1,300,000 persons. Againt in Bombay and 
elsewhere it is known that a large percentage of children at school were 
returned not as H under instruction," but as: "able to read and write." In 
Assam it was thought that only those who had attended s~hool on the day of 
enumeration were to be entered as under instruction,' and, as many schools 
were clQsed, on that day, the Census returns give results far below those 
shown by the Department. In the Punjab. th~ Deputy Superintendent 
of Census thinks that wrong returns were intentionally made because' a 
"native woman may be able to read, but it,. is not fitting that a respect
" able woman should be able to write,-that accomplishment being reserved 
"for women of . light character." . In other Provinces variou$ -reasons are 
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assigned fort> the' differences which exist between 
the Census returns. With these reservations, we 

the departmental' and 
subjoin the following 

Tt\ble:- " 
• ' EDUCATIONAL CENSUS OF INDIA. IN J 88 J. 

, , ' 

E.ccl1MifJe oj Feudatory or Native State8 attaeheil to certain Provinces attJ of British BUI·ma. 

M"J,E POPULATION. J1'EMALE POPULATION. 

, 

-

PROPORTION' TO 
TOTAL lIALK l'OPi1-

PROPORTION TO TaTAr, 

A.1'\l~ in 
Abmto LA'l:fOlf. Able to i'BI<ALB POPULATION 

read and read and 
Psovmc:a. Bqua~ 

Total male Und('r write, Total Under wrlt~, F.'nlllleq mIle,. 
populatr.on. in.true- but Dot M1L1~8 WllO 

female instruo-I but not wl1 0 can tron. under Males popula.&lon. tiOn. under Females 
lnatruo· under can r..ad ,.Dd l11struc- under read and 
tlon. In.true· wrIte, bllt tJOD. Instrnc. wrIte. but 

tIOn. are not under tlon. art" Dot 
lustruetlon under 

m.tructlOn - -- ...... - -- -- ~------- - -- ---
I 2 3 4 5 (; 7 8 11 10 II I 12 

-- --- ---- ---

adras 141•001 15,421,043 519,833 1.535,190 1m 30 lID 10 I5,749,5 RQ 39,104 94.57 1 rln 403 I III It){) 

"4.122 8,497,7 18 271,469 ~12,895 t u 3 1 In 12 7.956•696 18,460 32 ,648 I" 431 I .. 2H {BrlhSh terrI-
tory • 

... " I lumbar Fe ud at ory 73,753 3,572,355 81,021 :166,599 I Jt 13 3,368,894 2,733 5,14; I" !,Z32 I .. 6~5 

Stat.B.t 
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N 'orth. Western Pro.IB' roo. II I .22,9U.556 299. 225 1,033,458 1 .. 76 I" .12 JI,19S,3'3 9,171 31,59(} 1" 1,169 I .. ybl 

,'es and Oudb-Brltlsh 
t<)rflwl'1. 

njab-British territory 106,632 10,210,oS3 151,62 3 48', IJ9 I .,65 In 31 8,640,384 6,101 8,40 7 I" 1,416 I u c,o.zf.. 

Central Provinees- Brl- 84.445 4,959,435 16,849 157,Ol3 I I It 64 In 25 4,879.356 3.111 4,,87 1 ,,1,539 Itt I,H),) 

t!.h ~mtory. 
! 

A asam · 46.341 2,503.703 33,376 79.644 I ,,75 1" 31 2,377,7 2 3 1,068 1.186 I u 2,236 1 ,,1,331 

<lorg c 
H 

. · 1,583 100,439 4.,68 8,839 J u.34 I " tJ' 77:863 43 1 356 I .. 180 1 .. 21')-
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• \ 891.608\104.432.229 
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• Exoludilll\' Aden. 
t Including three NatIve states wluch are not assisted by the Department. 

Adding British Burma, which was excepted from the enqUl.rles of the 
Commission, the totals for all India are as follows: Under instruction, males 
2,620,913; females J 45,523 ; total 2,766,436; able to read and write, but not 
under instruction, males 6,745,5°2 ; females 258,486; total 7,0°3,988. Com
paring these figures with those for the following year, which have been 
supplied to the Commission from the more accurate departmental returns of 
native pupils only, we obtain the following resultA. Exclucing Europeans and 
Eurasians and omitting notice of Ajmir, the Department was cognisant of 
2,517,629 males and of 126,349 females at school in 1882; the Census officers 
ascertained that 2,487,697 males and I 17,200 females, including Europeans 
and Eurasians and not omitting Ajmir, were under instruction in 1881, The 
total expenditure on those branches of education with which our Report deals 
according to Departmental returns for 1881-82, was ·Rs. 1,61,10,282 (nominally 
£ J ,611,028), of which Rs. 60.64,135 were contributed from Provincial revenues, 
Rs. 26,48,298 from. local rates and cesses, Rs. 4, I J,449 from Municipal funds, 
Rs. 37,86,00~.from fees, and'Rs. 32,00,394 from endowment and otbeJ: sources. 
Full deta;ils as to the methods and objects of this expenditure will be given in 
Chapter XII. ' 

48. General 'Educational, Results in 1881-82.-~ ';we, compare the 
figures for 1882 with tlie 'best ,estimates available for 1855, ilia progress .made 
during the 27 years has been very,,"g~ea,t. The highest tota1'recorded for ~855, 
including estimates ,for' indigenous schools" is above 50,000 school~, with 
925,000 scholars, for all India. This ~ota~includes 500,000 pupils estimated as 
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attending the indigenous schools of Bengal alone. In. 1881-82 the depart-
mental'returns fo·r all classcs of institutions, including, those for Europeans 
and Eurasians and for special instruction, show. 112,632 schools and 2,665,~36' 
pupils i or including Ajmir and British Burma. 116,048 schools wit!t 2,760,086 
pupils: while the Census officers show that ther_e were 2,520,143 pupils under 
instruction at the beginning of the calendar year 1881, in the' British districts 
of India, ex.clusive of Burma j or 2,766,436, including British B,urma.. It sho~d 
be remembered, however, that the returns for 1881-82 are far more complet& 
nnd trustworthy than those for 1855. The number under instruction, together 
with those able to read and write but no longer under ~nstruction; exceeds 91 
millions for British India (including British Burma)' out of a populatiol1 Df 
20Si millions. But if we compare the present state of education in Ind~a. with the 
actual requirements of the people, the result is less satisfactory. It'is (liffi.cult 
to e-stimate exactly what those requirements are. In European coun1;rie~. it is 
usual to take the children of school-going age at one-sixth of the entire popula. 
tion, so that, in round numbers, one child should be at school for every six per
sons of the population. It would, however, be m~leading to apply the same 
ratio to an oriental country, where the great bulk o~ the population, estimated 
at 65'S of the whole, is agricultural. Moreover, the pove~ty of tbe country 
must form an important consideration. Not only is the duration of the school
going nbc necessarily short~r than in Europe, but, as a matter bf fact, millions 
of pf'3Sallt families depend on the labour of their cbil~ren in order to raise 
~uffieient food to keep them alive during the year, The ratio of one child at 
school to each six persons of the population implies a standard of comfort and 
civilization unknown in India. Again, education in most European countries 
is compulsory by law; but having regard to the poverty and actual educational 
requirements of the great bulk of the population of India, the Oommission 
declined even to enter into the question of a compulsory Education ,A.ct, which 
must at least b'3 preceded by the provision of adequate school tLccommociation. 
t We have adopted IS per cent, as on the whole affording the best estiJnate of the 
:chilclren of school-going age. But whatever proportion may be R({opted, it is 
certain that a vast unoccupied area exists for further educational effotis,especially 

I 

in the direction of primary instruction, The average throughout I British India 
(exclusive of British Burma) according to the Census of 1881 i~/~ne male under 
instruction to 42 of the whole male population, and one female to 858 of the 
whole female population. The great differences shown to; ,~xist i~ different 
Provinces clearly prove the possibility of extension. Taking the departmental 
returns for 188 I -82 and comparing the pupils at school ~A.th the popUlation ot 
school-going age, we find that :Aladras, the oldest of the/great British Provinces, 
shows a ratio of 17'78 for boys and of I '48 for girls~lnder instruction; while 
Bombay heads the list with 22"91 and 1'59 per c;ent. for/boys and girls respectively. 
The ratios in Bengal are resp'~ctively 20·82 and '80 8./1/against 8'25 and '28 in the 
adjoining territories of the' North-Western Province. and Oudh. In considering 
the returnl:l for the last-men'iioned Provinces, whic~li are the least satisfactory in 
India, it must be borne in nund that Oudh was ann,~xecl in 1856, and if taken 
separately from the North-~Westem Provinces, to wlliqb. it was attnchedin 1877. 
the proportion for the latte~ would be improved. Iu,/the most recent addition 
to the Empire, the Central! Provinces, the ratio for l;oys is 10'49 per cent. of 
the school-going populatyon and '44 for girls'i,while in Assam the ratios are 
respectively 14'61 and '45 per cent., For ~i nint'j Provinces of India. with 
whic!l our Report dealsJ the average rat!fI which. bOylJ and girls under in
,struction bear to, the poim~f;ltion of scho(}l:going ag(/ ,is 16"28 and "84 respect
ively., The Punjab d~sJ)ot reach t~ average, 8,howing 12'1 ( of the male 
population of school-f;;oill'~ 8g'\~ under illstruction and h2 of the female population. 
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, > ': These' figures'· are" enough to show ,that a. large ext~nsion of primary 
eduCation throughOlit India is practicable'and desirable, and we may add that 
this exten~ron demands a further expenditure of publio funds. At the same 
~e we dQ not~ overlook the necessary limitations to increased expen'diture 
",hich are ~imposed by the poverty' 01 India. It has been estimated by tho 
best' authorities' that the average annual income in India per head is Rs. 27. 
which is. very ,"small even as compared with that of the poorest European 
eopntrics. The average income of each person in Great Britain and in France 
waS fouild in 1880 to be £33 and {,2j respectively. In Portugal it was £8 
and in Turkey {,4. ]Joreovcl',' the whole amount of taxation actually paid by 
British su\jjects in India. amounts annua.lly to about 40 mIllions sterling, and 
varies' from an incidence of Rs. 3-2 in Bombay to Re. 1-6 in the Central 
Provinces; These f\,oures should be borne in mind in estimating the prueti. 
ea.bility :of ,educational as of other administrative reforms. We now proceed to 
consider each Province in detail. 

49. Madras : Education from 1855-56 to 1881-82.-When theDep~ut~ 
ment began its work in the Southern Presidency it inherited very few Gov~ 
ernment institutions. But the field of education was already occupied by two 
agencies of considerable importance. The missionary societies in the Presidency, 
in Coorg, nnd in the adjoining Native States had organised 16 secondary schools 
which were at once placed on the aided list, while 27 similar institutions remain
ed unconnected with the Department. In primary missionary schools which 

.received no aid there were nearly 33,000 children, while in the Government 
primary institutions at the close of its first year the Department was educating 
only 2,093 pupils. Besides these results of missionary effort, the indigenous 
schools in the Presidency were educating 161,687 children, and nn.tive enterprise 
had already created 12 secondary schools, of which 9 were placed on the aided 
list. Thus at the outset the Madras Department found a scheme of education 
already fostered by independent effort, which merely awaited judicious en
couragement; and it left the Department under less obligation than existed 
elsewhere to create sohools of its own, or to stimulate a demand for cdu. 
eation. 

50. Madras.: Primary Education.-Partlyin consequence of too exclu
sive attention to higher education, and partly £rpm the want of adequate funds, 
the duty of diffusing primary education amongst the masses was neglected' ,b"y 
Government until 1868. Yet there was abundant materilll upon which the 
Department could have immediately begun work, not merely in the indigenous 
schools of the country, but also in the wen:.organised institutions which were 
maintained by private effort, chiefly by the Missionaries. In the year 1868 the 
new scheme for "result grants·· came into force; and in the same year the 
Government of India called the attention of the Madras Government to the 
need of providing from local rate8. the means of extending elementary instruc
tion amongst the agricultural classes. In 187 I the Towns Improvement Act 
was passed, which' gave municipaUties power to expend part of tpeir income 
upon education; and it was followed by the Local Funds Act of the same 
tear, imposing a. local cess from which the ways and means of primary 
education have been chiefly drawn. Private effort responded at once to the 
offer of assistance held out to it ,by the Grant-in.aid Code, and before the 
Local Funds A.ct of, 1871 became law, the direction which priinary education 
in Madras was thenceforward to take was practica.lly determined. Including 
,the primary classes attached to secondul1 schools, there were in 1870-7 I about 

, ' 

, • See General Table 24 at, tbe end of tbe Report. 
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89,700 children in schools recognised by 'the ·D~pa~rnent,. and of tllese only.8, 
small fraction were in Government schools.. .As . 800.11 as the necessary 
funds were provided from local rates, the schools increased with regular alond 
rapid progress, and in 1882 there were 360,643 children! in. primary Ichools 
maintained" aided, or inspected by the State. Of tbe schools thus incorporated 
into the State system only 8 per cent. were departmental schools, 5l per cent 
were aided, and the rest were under inspec-tion.. It will thus be seen that ill 
Madras preference has been given' to private enterprise, and that the' work 01 
the Department has been one of adoption or existing institutions rather than 
one of direct ereation by the instrumentality of Government. ' :But great atten
tion has been paid to training the teachers and to improving the method of the 
indigenous schools brought into the system. Training schools for male teachers 
have been systematically maintained. Although the provision of scholarships 
to enable promising boys to proceed to secondary schools has been inadequate, 
and the grants-in-aid have not in all cases been sufficiently liberal, still the 
records of examination, as well as the increasing proportion of trained teachers, 
prove that the results which have been obtained since 1868 are not only 
numerically great but sat~sfactory in quality. The policy followed by the 
Department has Cl'eated as well as incorporated private schools ~ and alrPady, 
according to the departmental returns, Madras follows closely upon Bombay and 
Bengal in the proportion of· its male population who are under instruction in 
the schools recognised by the Department, while the Census returns show that 
in the proportion of its population who are" instructed" it stands first among 
the Provinces. 'fhe proportion of local fund income now devoted to primary 
education is) however, less than was anticipated when Act IV of 1871 was. 
passed. 

51. Ma~as: Secondary Education, 1855 to ,1882.-In lIadras the 
Departmerit found itself the heir to thirty years of educational effort, the result 
for the most part of missionary zeal. The Government schools of secondary 
education were only three in 1854-55,-the high school of Madras, and the 
Provincial schools of Rajamahendri and Cuddalore. Missionary schools of all 
classes numbered about 700, and of these between 40 and 50 were what would 
now be called secondary schools. The three schools established under the 
Pachaiyappa trust were also giving a high class edllcation to about 1,000 

}mpils. On the formation of the Department in 1855-56, the Madras high 
schqol, which had long been doing the work of a college, received the higher 
title. Provincial schools" intended to be raised in future years to the same 
rank, were established by the Department in four important towns; as were 
also seven schools of the middle class. giving instruction, m.ore or less element
ary, in English. The first grant-in-aid rules were published in 1855, and 
every disposition was shown qy the Department to give fair play to schools 
under private managers, which (as the official records of the time shQw) were,. 
intended Ultimately to supersede those managed directly by the Department. 
The result of action conducted in, this liberal spirit was that, by 1870-11, the 
~umber of grant-ill-aid institutions for secondary education had risen to 40 
high and 523 middle schools (including one high and 90 middle schools for 
girls). Together they educated 18,.893 pupils, excluding the attendance in 
primary classes. At the same date the departmental system showed 14 higli 
and 67' middle schools for boys, educating 3,233 pupils in all classes above 
the primary. The expenditure on departmental institutions of all grades rose 
from Rs. 95,704 in 1855-56 to Rs. 2113,472 in: 187°-71. The expenditure on 
grants-in-aid rose within the same period from. Rs. I 1,105 to Rs. 3,35,395-
The standard of education advanced at a correspondinlJl' l"1te. Out of 2 I Dis. 
tricts (exclusive of tlie Presiiency), 13 had in 187°.71 been prOVIded with 
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Government high schools'i 'while"39 scliools of the same class na<l also been 
established under private 'managers. Every' District but one }iad its high school, 
whether Govemment or aided; and in three towns Government and aided 
schools wotkecLsidtll by side. The' period from 1870-7 J to 1881-82 is marked by 
an important change of policy, the general character of which will be gathered 
from the: fact that the number of Government schools rose within this period! 
from 81 to 159, while that of aided schools fcUfrom 527 to 271. The loss was 
confined to middle schools, chiefly for boys, receiving grants-in-aid. The num .. 
ber of aided middle schools for girls also fell from 83 tQ 18, while tile Depart
ment itself established one high and three middle schools of the same class. 
Much of this heavy loss ilJ no doubt fo be explained by greater accuracy of 
classification; but the revision of the grant-in-aid rules contributed in no slight 
degree to the result, by reducing the rates of aid to secondary schools and making 
the rules more stringent. 'I'he expenditure on grants-in-aid to secondary 
schools fell between 187°"71 and 188r-82 from Rs. 2,37,000 to Rs. 77,000. 
This decrease is due partly to the reclassification of a number of middle as 
primary schools, partly- to the separation of the primary departments of middle 
schools with corresponding separation of expenditure, and partly to the exclusion 
at the latter date of schools for Europeans and Eurasians. The reductions, 
however large, cannot therefore be precisely determined; but some indication 
of their extent may be afforded by the fact that the number of unaided 
seoondary schools returned for 188 J -82 was 334, with 4,929 Pl!pils. The ex
penditure from public funds in I881-82(m 23 high and 136 middle schools, 
managed by the Department and educating in all 6,288 pupils, was Rs. 1,14,188; 
while the expenditure from the same sources on 48 high and 223 middle 
schools receiving grants-in-aid and educating together 13,072 pupils, was 
Rs. 77,617-

52. Madras: Collegiate Education.-Though in the matter of collegiate 
education this Province has since advanced with rapid strides, it was not until , 
1837 that it had any institutions which could properly be called colleges. 
Here, therefore, collegiate education did not pass through the oriental stage 
which in Bengal, Bombay, and the N orth- \V estern Provinces was preliminary to 
the present development; and this circumstance was perhaps favourable rather 
than unfavourable to ultimate progress. For many years after the incorporation 
of the University in 1857, students were allowed to appear for the higher exa
minations without any certificate of having attended an afIilhted institution. 
Thus the line between high schools and colleges was by no means sharply drawn. 
An institution which sent up candidates for the F. A. Examination one year 
might send no others for several years afterwards. But so late as 1865 there 
were not more than five or six Uistitutions that could t>roperly rank as colleges i 
and thel- number of students attending t~m did not probably exceed 200. In 
1871 the colleges, excluding'one for'Europeans and Eurasians, were eleven in 
number with about 420 students. Of these, 5 were departmental colleges and 
6 under private managers. By 1882 the number of colleges had doubled, and 
the number of students nearly quadrupled. 'Of the 14 colleges under private 
managers, 1 I received grants-in-aid, wbile.'3 'were unaided. 

, ' 
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53. Madras: Female Education.-The total numl~er of girls at school 
when the Department was forme(,was .n~~rly, ~,?OO~ of' \whom the greater 
portion were in missionary ,schools .. The, Despa,tch of 1854 led to increased 
efforts on the part of the State, which chiefly took the form ~of aiding private 
~nterprise as in t~e case of 'primary ,. ~~~?,ois 'f,or .~oys. StVt, "departmental 
a1:r~ncy was notentll'elyneglected. 'In 1870-71 more than 14,009g11'ls,including 
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Eurasians and EUropeans, were under instructio~" 'l1~t even so, ~nly ·09 pe] 
cent. of the femalE! population were at schools known to:' the Department: D~ 
1881 .. 82, the percentage had. increased to "22. The number,was then 34,590'",ot 
whom I 1,660 were in aided primary schools for girls, and more than 14.0& in 
mixed schools. In secondary schools there were less than 400 girls under instruc
tion, of whom only 26 were in Government institutions. There were ~ Normal 
schools for training mistresses, of which only one with 20 pupils was maintained 
by Government. Considerable progress has therefore been made, but the expen
diture from public funds on this branch of education is comparatively small, 
and increased liberality is required to place female education on a sufticiently 
wide and sound basis. 

54. Madras: Grants-in-aid.-Madras was the P.rovince in which the 
Despatch of 1854 anticipated that the grant-in-aid system would be most 
successful; and considering the large amount of private educational enterprise 
already in existence, the anticipation was not unreasonable. It was not, however, 
fulfilled at once, and for a time seemed little likely to be fulfilleeJ at all. This 
would seem to have been due in part to the fact that the first step taken by the 
Department on its constitution was to open high schools in important towns not 
yet provided with such institutions, but in which with liberal aid native private 
effort wjght have been expepted to establish them. The opening of Government 
high schools. seems to have led to the ide!). that the inhabitants of places 

'. unprovided with the means of advanced instruction should look for the supply of 
their educational wants to Government rather than to themselves; and for some 
time but little l'eadiness was shown by the managers of private schools to 
co-operate with the State. Persevering attempts were, however, made to modify 
the grant-in. aid rules in such a manner as to encourage private managers, and 
ill 1865 a Co~e was published under which rapid progress was at last made. 
This Code 'was completed in 1868 by the revision of the portion of it which 
applied the system of payment by results to elementary schools; and the 
num ber of pupils educated by aided private effort has gone on increasing, from 
23,000 in 1865, and 51,000 in 1868, to 218,000 in 1881-82. Private effort 
received indeed a great and sudden check in 1878, to which fuller reference will 
be made in Chapter VIII; and from this it' has not yet recovered so far as 
secondary education is concerned. But in spite of this and of the great 
delay at first, remarkable progress has been made by aided institutions of all 
kinds. In the Highly important matter of self-support the aided institutions 
of ~M:adras stand far abov-e any other class of institutions, whether depart. 
mental or non-departmental, in every Provj.nce except Bengal. ' 

55. Madras: General Summary.-The following tabular Statement 
exhibits the progress of education from the formation of the Department to 
:March 31, 1882. It shows how the unaided'institutions have been gradually 
transferred from the outer circle of independent educational activity to the 
inner circle of departmental control and supervision. It .also shows that the 
progress made during the past ten years in Madras has upon the whole been 
remarkable. The increase has been due, not only to the successful efforts of 
the Department, but also to a largely increased demand for eduCation among 
the people themselves. In spite of the checks which the grant-ill-aid principle 
has received during the past fiv~ years, the number of private schools, both 
aided and unaided, has largely increased. But in the matter of advanced 
education the claims of private effort have not received the attention which 
they deserved. Female education also requires a larger share of public funds ; 
and the provision made from local rates for' the education of the masses j, 
still inadequate. ' 
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Estim,ale 0/ the extent of Educationt ilJ Madras in the first> departmental year, 
f\:!!~ J855-56; aml its subsequent growth. 
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•• Excludll.g the pupus of attached pnmary .~hool~. 
6.Includmg dItto dItto dItto. 

NoalUL 
80ROhl.8 

AJlD Tour •• 
CUBBBS. 

No. Pupua N •. I"'p"," 
l 21 101/ 4,538 

.. ... 25 2.101 

00 ... 13,640 198,211 

I u 13.766 204,5'56 

!l I,Ust 197 10,629 

'I 191t 3.9~8 104,053 

o. Il,624 149,003 -
16 1,909: 16,749 .63,685 - -- - --
27 66. 1,460 54,705 

6 294 13.848 332,890 

,.1128 54,064 

33 956 18,130 44J,659 

" Stahsilea inoluded under PrImary echools If aIded, and if uBalded lucluded in total 
t European and EurasIan schools are excluded from the ligures for 1881-82 and as far &8 p08S1ble for tile two earlte? years. 
~ Inc.ludlDg the pupus CIt attached l'rIIetlSWC school .. 

56. Bombay: Education from 1855-56 to 1881-82.-The Department 
in Bombay succeeded to the labours of the Board of Education, and its first 
Director, Mr. C. Erskine, C.S., mapped out its future policy. The Directors who 
followed him have built up the present system upon the foundations which he 
laid. The missionary societies had already made some impression upon the 
people, and were educating nearly 7,000 pupils, of whom 900 were in 
secondary schools. These results, though not insignificant, were small in 
comparison with those recorded in Madras. Native enterprise was also taking 
a part in the work, but its efforts were represented by only 19 secondary 
and 84 primary schools in the whole Presidency. Indigenous schools were 
more numerous and were attended by about 70,500 pupils, but their method of 
instruction was declared to be very inefficient; and while in lIadras there were 
198,217 pupils outside the Department in its first year, there were in Bombay only 
80,846 such pupils. The work which the Department set before itself, after a 
careful census, was one of creation rather than of incorporation. 

57. Bombay: Primary Education.-Before the Department was created, 
the claims pf the masses in Bombay had been admitted in more than theory; 
but owing to the belief that the indigenous schools were inadequate, the 
primary system in Bombay has been built up from the very first almost entirely 
on the departmental foundation and by the direct instrumentality of Govern
ment, in accordance with one of the principles recommended in the Despatch of 
1859- At present less than 5 per cent. of the schools brought within the system 
are aided. The control and supervision of the schools are entrusted to local 
boards with school committees under them; but the Department exercises 
great influence through the Inspector, ~ho is ex-officio a member of the boards. 
The numerous Native States, with a population of 6,728,950 persons, and 
covering more than a third of the whole area of the Presidency, have also 
voluntarily adopted the departmental system and placed their schools under 
the inspection of the educational officers. Local rates levied on the land were 
introduc~d into the British Districts in 1864; but were not placed on a legal 
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basis until 1865 ill Sind, nor until 1869 in the rest of the Presidency~ In 
1871 there were 159,628 children in primary schools recognised -by the State. 
In 1881-82 the numbers had risen to nearly 333;000; a!1d the percenta~e 
of boys in primary schools to the total male population was then larger than in 
any other Province of India with which our Report deals, being slightly in 
excess of the proportion in Bengal when the primary departments of sec.:ondary 
scho01s in that Province are excluded. Particular attention is paid to the 
efficiency of primary schools, to the training of teachers, especially of school
mistresses, and to the provision of good school accommodation and apparatus. 
On the other hand, the indigenous schools etill remain almost entirely outside the 
pale of the Department, and the encouragement offered to private enterprise 
is inadequate. The proportion of public funds devoted to primary edueation -is 
the largest* in India. • 

58. Bombay: Secondary Education.-The Department began its oper
ations with 23 high and middle schools under its own control, including 7 in 
Native States, and with 7 aided and inspected schools under native manage
ment, educating together 3,578 pupils. There were also several missionary 
schools, to which the Local Government long hesitated to extend any help. By 
1870-71 the number of Government schools had risen to 147, including 10 high 
schools, with 9,045 pupils' excluding the primary classes. The grant~in-aid 
system was sanctioned in 1864, but not brought into operation until 1866. 
Under it missionary institutions were for the first time admitted to aid. The 
system was declared to be suitable only for schools of secondary instruction, 
and its application was mainly confined to institutions of that class. But the 
people at large manifested hardly any interest in its success; and in 1870-71, 
after it had been in operation seven years, there were no more than 23 aided 
secondary -scl1o01s for natives of India, of which the majority were under mis
sionary management. Between 1870-71 and 1881-82 the number of Govern
ment schools remained stationary at 147, but high schools of this class increased 
from 10 to 19; while aided secondary schools rose from 23 to 53. The state of 
the provincial finances in 1875 led to a temporary reduction, which has since 
been made good, in the allotment for result-grants. In 1870-"7 I there were 
3 middle schools for girls receiving grants-in-aid; in 1881-82 the number had 
risen to 9. The expenditure from public funds in 1881·82 upon 147 Government 
schools (19 high and I 28 middle), educating I 1,170 pupils, was Rs. 2,19,657 ; 
the expenditure upon 53- aided schools (14 high and 39 middle) with 5,561 
pupils was Rs. 59,642. There were also 66 unaided schools (15 high and 51 
middle) educating 6,527 pupils, the majority of these being schools main .. 
tained by Native States. 

59. :Bombay: Collegiate Education.-The two first grade Arts colleges 
at Bombay and Pooua were affiliated to the Universityin 1860, a third in J861, 
and three more between 1869 and 1881. In 1881-82 three of th~ colleges were 
Government, tw.o were aided, and one was an unaided college in the Kohlapur 
Statp-o Between 1860-6t and 1870-7 I, 244 students had passed the F.A., 116 
the B.A., and 28 the M.A. examinations. During the next eleven years the 
successful candidates at these three stages were respectively 70 9,340 , and 34. 

60. Eombay: Female Education.-The Despatch of 1854 found the 
ground partially occupied by missionary bodies, and to some extent in Poona 
and in Ahmedabad by native effort. In the city of Bombay the natives 
~ad already organised a number of girls' schools which were i;d~pendent of 
Government. The number of girls at schools known to the Department in 1854 

• See General Table 3d at the end of the Report. 
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was rather more ,than 4,000, or about half the number at toot time in l\fadras. 
The statistics for 1870-71 showed 9,190 pupils in girls' schools, chieHy depart
wenta! institutions. From that date the Bombay Government adopted' a. more 
systematic and liberal policy towards female education. In 1881-82, there were 
nearly 27,000 girls in schools recognised by the State; and the percentage of the 
female population in schools known to the Department, though small, was 
higher than in any other Province of India. The great bulk of the pupils were 
attending either Government schools in British territory or schools of a similar 
character in Native States. No secondary school for girls was maintained by 
the Department, but there ~ere 555 pupils in the aided schools of this class. 
On the othp.r hand, the Department maintained two female Normal schools. 
In no other Province is a larger assignment made from public funds to female 
education, but greater enc!ouragement of private enterprise is still rcquired. 

- 61. Bombay: Grants-in-aid.-Bombay is one of the Provinces in which 
it was important that private effort should be induced, at the outset, to co
operate with the State, and where it might have been expected to do so. 
Though the number of institutions under private management whICh existed 
in 1854 was far less considerable than the number of those which then existed 
either in Madras or in Bengal, still there were in that year about 230 schools 
with 14,000 pupils under missionary and other private managers. The indige
nous schools, though much less numerous than in l\1:adras, were estimated at, 
2,300 with 70,500 pupils. In this condition of affairs, the Department began 
to supply the educational wants of the population by originating schools under 
departmental management instead of incorporating the existing schools and 
stimulating the development of private enterprise. Until 1863 no steps had 
been taken to elicit private effort, and even then the rules proposed were not 
acceptable to missionary and other school managers. In 1865 a more liberal 
scheme for grants-in-aid was introduced. ~ut in the meanwhile the depart
mental system had become so completely established in public favour, that 
private enterprise was placed under difficulties and found the most suitable 
ground already occupied. In Chapter VIII we shaJl consider the advantages 
and disadvantages of the grant-in-aid system which prevails in Bombay of 
payments by results. It is only necessary to observe here that, not withstand"
ing the difficulties referred to and the temporary check given in 1876, private 
enterprise has proved its vitality and done good service especially in higher 
education. In 1881-82 about 27 per cent. of the native pupils attending colleges 
and secondary schools were in aided institutions, to which the aid ghten from 
public funds was 19 per cent. of the net cost to the State of the corresponding 
departmental institutions. There is therefore every reason to hope that private 
enterprise, especially under native agencies, will be largely developed, if liberal 
aid is given and more systematic encouragement afforded. 

62. Bombay: General Summary.-The following tabular Statement 
exhibits the progress of education from the first year of departmental effort 
down to 1881 .. 82. It shows, in marked contrast to Madras, the small vitality 
of extra-depat.:tmental institutions; but it also shows a large development 
and improvement of primary education, and steady progress in higher 
education. The increase of primary' scholars was checked by the famine 
in 1877-79, but the losses were soon recovered, and the progress of earlier 
years was resumed. The Bombay educational system is in full accord. 
ance with the instructions contained in the Despatches so far as regards 
the ~rge proportion. of funds assigned and the attention devoted to primary 
education. Complaints have, however, been justly made that an excessive 
share of. the Provincial assignment ,has been given to schools in towns, to the 
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disadvantage of thQ payers of the rural cess. 'But although the whole primary 
system for male as well as for female educatiqn is well organised, it rests too 
exclusively on the direct instrumentality of Government: We have, elsewhere 
recommended that the indigenous schools should be' incorporated into the 
system, as was proposed by the first Director. Secondary education is econo
mically and efficiently managed, although the number of schools is small as 
compared with'the number of scholars. But the prin'ciples of the grant .. in-aid 
system have not received full attention, and in this respect the Department 
took at the outset a direction which was not that indicated by the Despatch 
of 1854. 

Estimate of the extent of Education in Bombay in the first departmentaZ year, 
1855-56; and 'tts subsequent g1fOwtk. 

-
ARTS PROFESSION· 

COLL1!GEB, A.L SCHOOLS, 
SRCOlfDA.IIY hnu:ay INDIa:aNOV! NdllKAL 

ENGLISH OTHBB THAN 
SCHOOLS. SCHOOLS. 80ROOLB. SCHOOLS, Ton.L. 

AND NORKAL 

NATUBB OP THE MAINTAINING ORIBNTAL. SCHOOLS. 

AGBl'!Cl1. I ..... Nol Pupila. No. Pupils. No. Pupils. No. Pupils. No. No. Pupils No·lpupu,. 

t"'-""" . II 103 'I 3II 23 3.183 220 17,66911 ... ... 5 76 257 11.342 

18S5·56. Aided and Inspected. ... ... ... 'I 395 35 '.342 . .. ... . .. 43 J.137 

Extr"':Pepartmental. ... u 2,022 176 9,4'5 2,38, 10.5 l • 2.515 81.0(11 -TO!AL . :z 103 7 3II 42 5,600 432 '9.435 2,38, 70,514 S ,6 ',875 lo6,04O - - - - - - - --- - - - - -
f~U-~' . 3 250 4 399 147 9,045b 2,307 U9,ts53C ... . .. I> 4SJO "470 139.831 

I87°'7l 
• Aided and Inspected. 2 47 2 al3 62 6,482b 431 29.97S" $ S5 ... ... Sal '36.771 

v --
Schools. PupIls. 

Extra.Departmental. ... ... ... ... ... 240 12.l84 ... 11.92' 11.000 . .. "'- 3,162 89,184 --- - - - - - - - - - - - -• TO~AL 5 297 6 Ciu ... 3,181 187,339 ... '.927 71.oSS g 4SJO 6.134 JCi5.7!13 --- - r-- --. - - - - - - - - -f·"rl_.... . :s 3II °rn I,QCJI] 141 Il.I7° 3,8Il 243,959 ... . .. 6 433 3.994 'ss,Sgo 
27 " 1881·82 • Aided and Inspected. 

t(I,OOI~ 
gS.38d :I Its4 [. 360 log !I,373 1,454 8S,181 73 3,548 3 JIO 1.642 

Extra-Departmental. ... '" ... ... 10 ',715 IS 2,000 •• ou 78,755 ... . .. 4,028 83,410 --- - - - - - - - - -
0[r5 I,421J . 

27 17 . • 
91 

• TOTAL . 
Ii I 475 . .. t(I,OOI) 2515 23,258 5,271 331.140 4,085 82,30 3 553 9,664 437.146 

• The nnmbers enclosed in square braokets &re for unattaehed institutions aud are not included in the grand total ot thi8 table •• 
t These pupils attended primary or secondary sehools, as well as technical institUtiOns, and &re inoluded In the t.ot&ia of the former 

class of scbools only / 
o. IncludlOg attached middle schools. 
b Exclud'lllg the pupils in attsehed prlmary school •• 
c, Includmg dJ.tto ditto ditto. 

63. :Bengal: Education from 1854-55 to l881-82.-The Department 
received charge from the Council of Education of 151 institutions with 13,163 
pupils, of whom all except 3,279 were attending colleges and secondary schools. 
The field was. however, largely occupied by native and missionary institutions, 
which then received no assistance from the State. It was believed that there 

. were half a million of children in Bengal and Assam attending indigenous 
schools, besides some in primary schools of. a better class and others attend
ing primary classes in secondary schools. The Local Government did not for 
some years fulfil its duty towards primary education; but when at last in 1872 
the diffusion of education among the masseli was actively taken up, the vast 
net-work of indigenous schools supplied the ~asis on which the Department 
worked. . ... 

64. :Bengal: Primary Education.-In Bengal there had always existed ~ 
v~ry large number of indigenous schools. IIi 1835 Mr. Adam suggested a defi
rote 'Plan of. encouraging these institutionsl which were ~ven then estiplated at 
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100,000; but for many years after little practical effect Wa& given to his recom
mendations. As soon as the Department was constituted, it introduced ~n 1856 
tll.) cc circle system," which had for its immediate aim the improvement of the 
indigenous schools and masters, under the direction of a competent Pandit who 
taught the highest classes in a group of three or four schools. By this means 172 

schools had in 1860-6 I been brought under improvement. It was then felt thnt 
the means adopted were inadequate to the great task, and in 1862 the "Normal 
school system " was substituted. A full account of this and other Syst(\IDS will 
be given in Chapter IV; and it is unnecessary here to do more than to state thnt 
in 1870-71 some 2,000 village schools, with an average attendance of 28 
pupils in eacb, had been taken in hand and supplied with trained teachers. In 
1868 the Government of India had addressed the Governments of Bengal and 
Madras on the subject of extending primary education and imposing a local 
rate on the land. But while the Bengal Government accepted the first 
suggestion, it has not yet adopted the second; and Bengal is now the only 
Province in which no local rate for education exists. In 1872, however, Sir 
George Campbell determined to adopt vigorous measures for extending pri
mary education; and under the operation of the decentralisation scheme 
introduced by Lord Mayo in 1870, he was enabled to allot a liberal grant 
for that purpose. In 1875 part of Sir George Campbell's scheme was modi
fied, and the extensive provision of training schools which he had made 
",as reduced to small proportions. From the same date grants to inclige
nous schools began to be distributed under the system of payment by results 
originally set on foot by Mr. H. L. Harrison in the lIidnapur District. The 
chief characteristics of the Bengal policy have been the wide interest taken in thE' 
indigenous schools, and the incorporation of the largest possible number of 
them within the departmental system; the determination to keep the standard 
of instruction from advancing too rapidly beyond the traditional methods 
of indigenous education; and the gradual improvement. of the schools by 
central examinations and by the removal of inefficient teachers. Its defects 
have been the inadequacy of the aid rendered; the want of funds ,,-hich 
in other Provinces are provided by local rates; the general abandonment 
of training schools or other means of securing a continuous supply of improved 
teachers; and the insufficiency of the inspecting staff for so vast a network' 
of educational agencies. But the numerical results have been remarkable. 
In 1870-7 I, excluding the primary classes of secondary schools, there were only 
68,500 pupils in primary schools recognised by the Department, while in 188 I -8 2 

there were nearly 900,000. The Department has won thc confidence of the 
indigenous schools, and there is yet an outer circle of them awaiting incorpora
tion into the State system. Still the proportion of public funds-including in 
that term Provincial, Local, and Municipal funds-which is spent on primary 
education is by far the lowest in any Province of India; being 13 per cent. less 
than in the Punjab, and '27 per cent. below Bom~y. It must, however, be 
remembered that this comparison is affected by the absence, as above explained, 
of any local educational cess in Bengal. With additional means the Depart
ment will be enabled fully to carry out its policy of improving the system of pri
mary education; and the indigenous schools are so numerous that the exten
tion of the system will offer no practical difficulties. 

, . 
65. Bengal: Secondary Education.-The secondary schools which the 

Department, at its first constitution in January 1855. received from the Coun
cil of Education were 47 Anglo-vernacular and 26 vernacular schools. As a 
means of extending edu~'ttion of this class, the grant-in-aid system was accept. 
ed with alacrity by the people of .Dengal. A small grant of Rs. 30,000 was 
at first. assigned for aiding private institu,tions; and in little more than a year 

10 
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. the whole of it was taken up by 79 Anglo-vernacular and 140 vernacular 
schools of all 'classes. At the very outset, therefore; the aided system had ont
stripped the departmental system in the field of secondary education. In 1563 
the nUIllber of aided secondary schools had risen to 172 Anglo-vernaculAr 
and 251 middle vernacular schools j the departmental schools at the same date 
being 46 Anglo-vernacular and 175 middle vernacular. Steady progress con
tinued to be made; and by 1871 the requirements of the people for secondary 
schools had come to be very fairly met. The secondary schools maintained by 
the Department were at that date 53 high English, 8 middle English, and 209 

middle vernacular, educating together 22,552 pupils, at a. cost to Government 
of R~. 2,79,45°; the aided system included 80 high English, 551 middle Eng. 
lis1, and 769 middle vernacular schools, educating in all 68,593 pupils, at a 
cost to Government of RS.3,3o,68 7. Assam was separated from Bengal in 1874, 
carrying with it 125 p",fondary schools, Government and aided, with 6,779 pupils. 
In subsequent years the progress of secondary education was affected by the 
temporary reduction of the grant-in-aid assignment first in 1871, and again in 
1876 owing to f:lmine and other causes; by the measures taken to pr~vent tho 
multiplication of inefficient schools; and by the reconstitution of all middle 
schools on n, vernacular basis. The result of these operations was the transfer 
of lllany middle English scliools to the vernacular class, and the withdrawal 
of grants from others which had failed to justify the aid afforded them. 
The comparative progl'ess of the Government and the aided system of'second. 
ary ('ducation between 1870-7 I and 188 I -82 will be seen from the following 
statistics, regard l)eing paid to the separation of Assam, and to the exclusion 
of European schools from the' returns of 1881-82. The secondary schools 
maintained by the Department decreased from 270 in 1870-71 to 245 in 
1881-82; while their pupils increased from 22,552 to 26,910. The expenditure 
un them from public funds also decreased from Rs. 2,89,486 to Rs. 2,53,64°. 
Aided secondary schools decreased from 1,400 to 1,370 j their pupils increased 
from 68,593 to 83,949; while the expenditure on them from pUblic funds 
fell from Rs. 3,30,687 to Rs. 2,98,506. The total recorded increase in the 
secondary system of education between 1871 and 1882 is from 1,670 schools 
with 91,145 pupils to 1,891 schools with 139,198 pupils; unaided schools being 
h0wever excluded from the figures of the former and included in those of the 
latter year. The increase has been effected with a reduction in the expenditure 
from public funds from Rs. 6,20,173 to Rs. 5,54,819. It must, however, be' 
remembered that the secolIdary schools in Bengal and Assam included at the 
later as at the earlier date full primary depart~ents, and that a large propor
tion of the pupils returned for 1881·82 under secondary, would in other 
Provinces be included under primary education • 

• 
66. Bengal: Collegiate Education.-The English Arts colleges in 

1854-55 were 11 in number, viz., 5 Government and 6 private colleges. In the 
former there were 192 students; in the latter the number is unknown. Dy 
1862-63 the Government colleges had increas~d to 8 with 579 students, the 
private colleges to 7. In 18,0-71 the colleges of both kinds were, 8 in number. 
In 1881·82 they were 21, excluding Madrasas, with about 2,740 students, 
of whom about half were in the Government colleges. The number of students, 
who in 1881·82 passed the' F.A., B.A., and M.A. examinations were respect
ively 287, 91. and 26, of which totals the Government colleges claimed 
17,1, 59, and 22; the aided and unaided colleges u6, 32, and 4. The 
Calcutta Madrasa, the earliest of the Indian colleges, stj..ll Tepresents in a 
modified form the older oriental'colleges, and there are 4 other institutions at 
D~trict centres in whicn a similar education is given in~ Arabic Hterat,ure i 
while tho Sanskrit Colleg'e of Calcutta teaches to a high standard in Sanskrit.' 

, 8 
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67. :Benga.!:- Female Education.-Before the Despntch of 1854 waS 
received in India, the Bethune, Girls' School in Calcutta, managed by a commit
tefJ'and intended. for the education of girls of the higher classe~ of society, ha.d 
obtained considerable reputation. In 1854 there were about 1,000 girls under 
instruction in schools known to the Department. Sixteen ~:trs later there 
were 274 girls' schools receiving aid, with nearly 6,000 pupils. Since 1870-7 I 
some progress has been made, but :Bengal is still far behind the Western and 
Southern Presidencies in the proportion of girls at school to its female popu
lation. Less than 3 per cent. of its public educational funds are devoted to 
female education. Bengal maintains no Government Norma! school, but it 
assists two institutibns under private management, attended by 41 'pupils. On 
the other hand, there are more than 1,000 girls in secondary schools (inducl .. 
ing 840 in primary classes), of whom 300 are in Government institutions. More 
than half the total number of girls at school are in primary mixed schools. 
In the Bethune school and in one of the aided institutions there are 9 matri
culated students reading for University degrees. The total number of girls at 
schools known to the Department exceeds 41,000, while the female population 
of Dp,ngal is 35 millions. 

68. :Bengal: Grants-in-aid.-. The large application of tho gl'ant-in-aid 
system to indigenous schools in Bengal has already been explained. In 
secondary instruction the Government has liberally aided popular effort from the 
first, and with one temporary exception, in 187 I, has continued to manifest an U11-

failing interest in its maintenance. By 1870-7 I, 63 I aided schools were providing 
secondary instruction through the medium of English, as against 61 English 
secondary schools directly managed by the Department; while there were 769 
middle vernacular aided schools against 209 in the hands of the Departmeu t. 
There were thus 1,400 seoondary schools maintained by aided private effort, and 
only 270 provided by -the Department directly. By 1881-82 the separation 
of Assam had reduced the number of both aided and departmental secondary 
schools, but the relative proportion of the two classes was practically un
changed. ~here were then 1,370 aided secondary schools and 245 departmental 
secondary schools"while the unaided secondary schools, which are also under 
private managers and may be regarded as an indirect result of the grant-in-aid 
system, numbered 276. The pupils in schools maintained by private effort 
were about four-fifths of the entire number attending schools for secondary 
instruction in the Province. With regard to primary instruction the indi. 
genous schools have been brought in vast numbers into connection with the, 
Department, but the many important questions arising out of this application 
of the system of grants-in-aid will be fully discussed in Chapter IV. In, 
collegiate education much less has been done than in secondary education. 
The aided colleges of the Province are not half SQ numerous as in l\fadras, 
and their number has not increased for many years. No college indeed has : 
come into existence in Bengal under the grant-in. aid rules. The colleges under:· 
native management are confined, with a single exception, to Calcutta, and arot 
all unaided. There has been no ,vithdrawal of departm~ntal institutions; but, 
aided effort has been so fostered ,at all stages below the highest, that by far the 
largest proportion of th~ means of education is now provided and managed by 
the people for themselves with only aid and supervision from the State. 

69 .. Bengal: General Summary.-The following Statement exhibits tbe 
progress of education in Bengal; but it must be remembered that in the first 
year, as well as in 1870-71, the figures for A5~m ate included. It must also 
be noted that for the sake of uniformity the primary departments of secondary ~ 
schools ure shown as primary schools~ . The roost striking feature in. the 'fable 
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~he contrast betw~en the unaided schools, chieflyj>rimary;'in'''1870 -7 i ,,'.and in' 
,,188I .. ~t~. Of the total estimated 'number of pupils .in, the'Province in' 1870 -7 1, ' 

namely, 878,401, it was believed that more than 700,000 'were in schools out&ide 
the departmental system. But in 188 J -82, the great bulk of unaided institu .. 
Hons for primar3" instruction had been, incorporated into tJ1,e' general system. 
The main characteristic of educational progress in Bengal is its ready acceptance 
of the grant-in-aid principle, which in no other Province of India Prs received so 
grc:1t a development in all stages of education below collegiate. Within the last 
decade primary education recognised by the State has advanced with extra
ordinary rapidity. Much, howev-er1 remains to be done before the improvement 
jn its quality corresponds with its numerical advance. The provision of trained 
,ten.chers is inadequate; and although the Provincial grant to education is 
targer than in any other Province, still the absence of local rates prevents the 
Department from affording such pecuniary aid to primary school~ as is given in 
other Provinces. The rapid extension of responsibilities has outstripped th~ 
capacity of the Inspectors to exercise adequate supervision over the indigenous 
schools. 'nlC proportion of public funds spent upon higher education, and 
especially upon departmental colleges, is much larger than in any other Province 
.of India.' 

Estim.rde of tlwextel1t of Eduaation in Bengal and Assam at the beginning of 
the first departmental year, 1854-55 i and its subsequent growth. 
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, ~7().' 1 • Aided fi!ld IusJlerted S 394 ,. ... 
, Extra-Departmental 2 24 ... '" - --- --

'TOTAL • 201 1.10;7' 14 1,377 ----1 ""u",,,W . • .. '.,~ 'i:', I, 146J 

1881.62 .t AIded and Inspected 9 1,433 *[ 3 262] 

Extra-Departmental j":'::" --=-_ ..:::.. 
TOTAL • 21 3,821 *[22 1,408] 

(~) lncludmg the pupils in attllChed pnma.ry Achools. 

(1)) Excluding ditto dttto ditto. 

NOB1!&L 
SeCOlfDAIIY PanUIIY IlfDIG:BlfOU8 SCHOOL' 

f:!CHOOLS. SCROOL8. SCROOLI. AND 
TOfU. 

CL.l.SSRS. 

No. Pupils. No. Pupils. No. Pupils. No. Pupils. No. Pupils. 

73 8,8S3(a) 69 3,219 ,.. ... ... . .. lSI «3,163 

... ... ... u • . .. 
22 6,054{a) 199 8,514 25,000 500,000 25,237 514,568 ---
95 14,9°7 268 11,793 25,000 500.000 ' .. 2~,31S 521,131 ---- --- - - -

210 10,966(1,) 317 13,aI 3(a} ... as 1,344 642 a8,053 

1,400 3(;,185(&) 4.007 1I3,27s(a) ... .. . U 391 $,42 4 140,251 

... ... 357 9,977(0) 35,000 700,000 5 96 35.364 7 10,097 - --------- ~ - ------
1,670 37,151 4,681 136,465 35,000 70 0,000 ~ 1,837 41,430 878,401 -- ---
245 8,990(b) n3 18,8J6(a) 
/' 

... 16 672 552 30,892 

1,646 35,890(0) 53.396 973t871(a) ... ... 6 316 S5,057r,OII:S70 

.. . .. .. .. . 4.283 57.305 .~ 4.283 51,305 - -- SII,S;ll.099.767 1,891 44,880 53,669 993,101 4 .. 83 • 51,305 23 1,048 

-
• The numbers enclosed m square bl'3A!keta relate to unattached m8Utut!0D8. 

,and are not mcluded m the grand totals of thiS table. 
t In 188t·82 'he figures for Assam are excluded. 

70. North· Western Provinces and Oudh: Education from 1S54-
55 to lSSl-Sa.-The Education Department in the North-Western Provi1.tces 
found the system of tahsili and halkabandi schools, described in Chapter IV. 
in vigorous operation. These schools gradually took the place of the indigenous' 
institll:tions, and thus supplied the basis for a system of primary instruction 
through dit:ect Government agency. The halks bandi schools, commenced in 
'd35 I-52, had proved their usefulness in' certain Districts before the creation of 
the Department in 1855. and their success determined th~ future policy in regard 
to primary education in the North-Western P.rovinces.' That policy was 
to f~und departmental primary s~hools ,0£ . a better class,' rather . than , to 

:'{1evelope indigenous or plivate ,institutionS. At the end of its first year,· the. 
:: ,,·,:~~cation Department of the: North· W estern .p'~ovince's ,£~Und Usel~ in ~harge 
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of 897 Government schools of al\ cJ.3.sses; with 23,688 pppils. Outside these 
directly departmental institutions, there were said to be about 3,000 schools, 
)Vith about 29,000 ~ pupils, unaided and uninspected. The. result o't the first 
sixteen, years of departmental organisation was very largely to- increase the 
number of Government schools, but to do little for the encouragement of aided 

. education. This tendency was still more marked' by the end of the next decadr, 
when the pupils' in aided institutions had fallen t9 19,310, and those in ex.tra: 
departmental schools had increased to 68,305. But'it must be observed that ill 
no rrovince of India have changes of classification exercised a more disturbing 
effect upon the statistics; and the annual Reports on Public Instructi,on present 
such varieties of treatment and' such inconsistencies between the figures given in 
different parts of the same Report, that we have found great difficulty in traciucr 

, 0 

the progress of the educational history of the Province. 

71. North-Western Provinces and Oudh: Primary Edu~ation.-The 
North· We,stern Provinces were the pioneers of the policy of extending primary 
education amongst the masses, and of providing adequate funds by means of 
Jocal rates. lIr. Thomaso~'s efforts had received the Warm approval of th(~ 
Court of Directors prior to 1854' His system was to encourage indigenous 
schools by caref':li 'inspection, and to provide model schools at the head-quarters 
of each tahsil. His successors developed the system of the halkabandi schools, 
and abandoned the indigenous agency in favour of the direct instrumentality 
of the Department. 4, ..In 187°.7 I t llere were more than 15'3,000 children a't 
primary schools, of whom all but D:~,Out $,000 were in departmental institu
tions. In 1881.82, th.e numbers had risen to more than 213,000, of whom 
about 16,000 were i~ '~ided and inspected schools. Of the primary schools 
recognised by the state 9$ per cent. were departmental; and there were some 
7,11.0 elementary indigen~s schools which r~ceived no encouragement or assist
ance from the State. The Government schools are described as. being in their 
own sphere effioient, and they receive more than half the total amoun.t expnndetl 
from public funds on education in the N orth-Western Provinces antl Oudh. Bnt 
the Government schools prove attractive to only one class of the community; 
and with those members of the lower classes of rural society who are both able 
to spare the services of their children and anxious to give them instruction, the 
indigenous schools are said to be more popular. Th~,fUIther extension of primary 
instruction seems to depend on the adoption of the measures which ,Mr. Thomason, 
suggested, and on the systematic encouragement of indigenous schools. Although 
the Government of these Provinces was the first to recognise the claims of 
primary education, yet the percentage of primary pupils in schools recogni~ed by 
the Department to the, whole male population is only '89 per cent. In no other 
Province of Inrua is the pr<?PQrtion so low. Efforts are therefore clearly needed,~ 
to place primary education on a wider basis; and the r~cognition ~f ~hc indigenous 
schools, which, despite the competition of the halkabandi schools, have never 
lost their hold on the people, appears to offer a better prospect of success' 
th!ln exclusive reliance upon departmental institutions. 

72. The North-Western Provinces and Oudh: Secondary Educa .. 
tion.-In 1854"55 the means of secon,dary education in the North.Western 
Provinces were provided by the schools fl,t ,Bareli, Saga!, and Ajmir, in addi •. 
tion to the school, departments of the :colleges at ~enares, Agra, and Delhi. 

~ For ~ome years -no adq,ition was made' to tho nUll;lber of secondary sckools. 
'Additional schools were indeed establishe~; b:ut in the large majority little 
more than elementary instruction in English was given. In' Oudh the 

. Education Depa,rtment was, created in l864, when there were in existence 10 

zila schools. In 1870-71 the, Government scbools for secondary, education 
11 'lo 
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in the two Ptovince~ comprised 20 high and ,35 middle' English schools, besides 
273 tahsili schools, in which instruction to a fairly ,liigh st~ndard was given 
in the v~rnacular exclusively. A Government high, ~cl!ool was not, set, u.p 
at the llead-quarters of each District, because ill: many'cases the:e already 
existed a scho'll which was thought adequate to the needs of the localIty. There 
were at this time 182 English schools for boys and 26 for girls, receiving 
grants-in-aid. The original grant-in-aid rules of J 8S8 were .modified in a ~ore 
liheral scm.e in 1864; and by 1871 the amount awarded m grants to aided 
schools had reached Rs. 1,80,000. But the majority of these secondary schools 
were under missionary bodies, and there was comparatively lit.tle native enter .. 
11l'isc. In 1881-82, the departmental system included 25 high and 42 middle 
i'lChools teRching English, and 455 middle vernacular schools; the latter class 
now including about 200 halkabandi schools, in which some of the pupils had 
reached the middle standard. In all they educated 6,489 pupils, at a cost to 
public funds of Rs. 2,25,548. Aided schools educated 2,686 pupils, at a cos~ 
of Its. 53,442 to public fund3. The number of unaided seco.ndary schools of 
this class was quite insignificant. 

73. North .. Western Provinces and Ondh: Collegiate Education.
Of tbe 4 colleges which existed in these Provinces at the formation: ~f the 
Educ:Jtion Department, one, \hat at Delhi, perished in the :Mutiny, and when it 
\\'as rc·ct,tabUshcd in 1864 it had passed under the Punjab Government. 'frhe 3 
"t~rn:1iniDg were affiliated to the Calcutta University ~hortly after its in
corporation; and hetween 1861-62 and 1870-71 they passed 96 candidates at 
tbe F.A., 26 at the B.A., and 5 at the ]\iI.A. examinations. Besides the 
Government colleges, there were 5 aided English colleges, from which, during 
the same 11eriod, 24 candidates had been successful ,~t the F.A., and 3 at the 
l~.A. examin~tions. Between 1871-72 and 1881-82t :the Government and aided 
colleges varied from 6 to 10; at the end of ea~h OJ these years there were 
9. '1'he tot.al number of students at the end of the period in Government, 
aided, and unaided colleges, excluding oriental departments, wa.s 349 j and 
during the ten years the successful candidates at the University examinations 
were in the F.A.365, in the B.A. 130, and in the l\I.A. 33. 

74. North .. Western Provinces and Oudh: Female Education. - The - , 

efforts of Government officer~ were from an early date directed to the_extension 
of female education. In 1854-5.1 ther6 were less 'than 400 girls-at school, and 
these were all attending missionary institutions. The :Mutiny swept away 
most of the schools which existed before 1857, and the history of female edu. 
cation commencedafre~h in 1859, By 1870-71 more than 12,000 girls-had been 
collected in the various institutions, aided or supported hy ihe Department. 
Three _year~ later the number. had increased to 16,500, and then a change of 
poli('y interrupted furt.her prqgress. In 1882, there were about 9,000 girls at 
s,p,hool, of whom more than 5,000 were in aided primary schools.' In no other 
Province of India, except Coorg, is the proportIon of girls in schools recognised 
by the Depar.tment to the female population and the expenditure so small. But 
there are 3 aided N ormal ~chools. and. it is believed that the indigenous schools 
which are outside the Department, have ,some girls among thei1 pupils • . , ' 

... • '" I" ~ !... '" 

75. North-Western Provinces' and Oudh:, Grants-in-aid.-In this 
Pro?ince the grant.in .. aid system has met with smDiU sqccess. A good beginning' 
'Was made; and for some- years after- 1858, when ;rules which school manaO'ers 
consid0red fair, were put in force, it seemed as if private effort would"' take a 
higl~ly importflnt place in, the ~ork of' educat~on. Subsequently its develop .. 
ment began to be cl}ecked; and from 1871-72, aner making all ttllowance for 
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the fact tbnt several schools classeil as aided in 1870-71 wCJe really under de
,partmental management, the tendrncy hus on tbe whole been steadily downward. 
There has indeed been aoonsiderable increase in the number of students at
tending aided colleges, and some increase in the number of pupils attending 
aided primary ,schools; but at the &ame time there bas been a considerable loss 
in aided szhools 'of secondary instruction. Still such grants as are given are 
more liber3l in amount than in Madras, Dombay, or Bengal. 

16. North:'Western Provinces and Oudh: General Summary.-The 
following Statem<mt exhibits the progress of education from the first year of 
departmental effort to I88r-82. It shows that the indigenous schools hayc 
increased, notwithstanding tbe competition of the Government schools and 
the absence of encouragement or assistance. It must be observetl that tahsili 
and halkabandi schools of the higher order, which in 1870-7 I w~re clnssrd 
exclusively as primary schools, are in .881-82 shown as secondary, ~hiIe their 
primary departments appear as primary schools. As already remarked, 
ehanges of classification have rendered it difficult to trnco the progress of edu. 
cation' in this Province. But notwithstanding the attention given to primary 
education and the money spent on it, the Government schools have shown but 
little of tha.t expansion which is to be seen in otlH'r !1rovinces; while the claims 
of the indigenous schools, so fully recognised hy 1\lr. Thomasoll, have not 
received the attention they deserve. Finally, private enterprise has not received 
uue encouragement at any stage. 

Eslimate of the e.rtent cif EdltCation i, .. the Notth-1Vestern Provinces and 01~dll 
in the first dep~rt~e1f,tttl year, 1854-55; and its subsequent growth. 

1870-11 
·l::tm:!ltal : 

Extra-IJepartmeJltal .,. 

tllJ 1~I"d",g PUpi1M in ~~lbi Coll~Q"e and in attacbed high and lIIiddle III hou}s. 
1&) lIIeluclllllf \he pnp,I. lU aU..,hed primal'1 sch<lGls. <. ,-
frl Exelud'ng dltw ditto ihtm. 
(d) Dltw dll:t(. eoU;,giate aehoole. 
• Escl .. d,ng the .)1lI1l ('oJle~ witb 4 \> .. ~I1.. . 1 
.. l .. ehull11g IIl'rolldary cl ... ",. ,,' tal .. "Jj til bO<lls.. but excludlt1, 37 ecl100ls IU Ajmir .,th I,JIII purn 8. 
t In'ludlng tbe pUjlllll.,f attache« .,ol\~l?l .. tt> IlCbools. 'I f tlua l.able 
l T .. ';. ann,hf>ra m DUue •• bl'll4'keta ~e .. ' lNattaehed iU.l1tu\~ne, and are not inelu~ed ia the '~lIIld \.ala. 0 • 
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77 ' The PlUlja.b: Education from 1856·57 to' 1881 .. 82.~No ProvInce 
'ot In(U~ entered upon th!;l tas~ ~f diffu~~g education ~f the mode:n tYJl~ 
under greater difficulties or wIth less as.nstance from pnvate ent~rpnse ~lUln 
the Punjab. It is impossible now to state what number of pupils receIved 
instruction in the first year of the Department's history; but it is known that 
there were,only 3 secondary' schQols and 57? .pritti~ry ~cho?18 m.aintain,~~. by 
Government. The schools maintained by j\11ss1onanes,wer~ t"tlso comparatively 
few. Indigenous schools existed in very large, numbers; put, ,their course of 
instruction was mainly religious, though it is pro_baple that, 1.1.$ at present, the 
elflment of secular instruction were given ~n some of the~., There were few 
or no schools of a modern type maintained by native managers. ,In t86$-66, 
accordinlJ' to the Report of our Provincial CO'mmitt~,. tq.e, number 'of schools 
connected with the Department'p.ad risen' to, '2,968 with· 102,418 pupil~ j b~t 
during the next five years a large number were closed as bemg''inefficient, and 
in I870-7! there were 1,915 schools with 84,,816 pupils, of whom 24,5s6 '!ereill 
aided schools. At the end of 1881.82, the number of, departmental and aided 
tdlOoh was 2,061 with (°9,476 pupils. But although this increas~ had take~ 
place in the departmental schools, it was small as .compared with .the progres~ 
in other parts of India. ... < , ~'c ." .. 

78. The Punjab: l'rimary Education.-In its earlier years, the Punjab 
Government accepted the policy of encouraging the .education of the m~ses. 
1'be "downward filtration'" theory never gained any 'ascendancy in this part of 
1 ndia. But the Province had difficu~ties of its Qwn.· It was not anllexed to 
the' British crown until 1849. The language which was adopted i.n- the Courts 
of la,Y, and which of late has become ~lmost exclusively the, xp.edium of" 
instruction in schools for boys, .is not t~e prhlcip~} v~rllacular _of the people. 
'rhere are t hr~e large &ections of the population, ~~uJ!am!paRans,· HindUs, amI 
Sikhs, each with a system of indigenous education iO 'distinct as to require se .. 
parate treatment, and each claiming with more or 1~s's' reason': to -represent ... the 
nationality of the Punjab. Following the example of the North..,Western Pro
vinc-es;-the- Punja-b -Government soon abandoned- attempts to, aid, the existing 
indigenous schools, and enlisting the most pronllsing o£.thfteachers ,as,Govern
ment servants took tbeir schools under the management of the Department. In 
the Central and vVestern Districts of the Punj~b tbe ,.d.,e.Jfarftny,nta~ schools 
were founded upon the basis-of ,the Persian maktab. ,- "In'the Cis.Sutlej Dis
tricts, a large proportion of the schools attended by H$ndus- at first ,used the 
Hindi dialect and charactj:r, but of late years 'it!l .'use·'lias bee~ discouraged. 
Whatever may have been the advantage ot this cbapge, 'one result hus certainly 
been that the 'vernacular of the schools is not that with which educated persons 
of the humbler classes are acquainted. 1:0, i8S9,: according to the Report of our 
Provincial Committee, the number~ of primary, sch~ols ,for, boys ;ecognised by 
the Stat~ ~as 2~ I 71, and thbughjuost of these hardly difIered from the indi
genous schools which had existed fronf'time immemorial, it is significant that ~ 
iI1. 1871 tne nnmbe; hail fallen to Ij 55. In that year ,there, were !Orne 69,500' 
children' in the primary ,t:?chools. recognised by ,the State, < In J881.8;2 tbe 
numbers ht\d only incr~ased to 102,867. Tl!e Hindus and Sikhs attended these 
.schoOls, in .larger ,,proportion than the Muhammadans, although the me4fum of 
~nstr,:"ction. mi~At~~.e~ to falTou~ the JaHe~,:', "rhe p~rcetitage of male cl1ildren 
~nyrlm~ry sch~ols ,~s o,!lly,slightly,bigJier' than in the Nprth. Western Provinces, 
belI;l.g '91 per ,cent.' The 'eviden~e before' tlie. Commission' 'shows that the" d~.; 
p~-tme~t?l system, b~ village Schools is ~ot g~n~rally.~pp~~~iat~d by t~,e nlasses .... 

1 

nor does It offer any teasonable'--hope' of,accomplishi9<"'·'· the task, which the 
Punjab Government accepted in J8S4.- ,; 'Y /," "~,,,".~~ o::~,,: .. _ '-It- ~ ~ 

79. The"PunJab: Secondary Educatio:q>-~tip to _~89i, ~h~re were in uris _ 
... ~ ~¥r! ,<'; \....: 
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ProvInce oompa.ratively few students lrornirig EngliSh. Dl}t within, the next 
five ,years. fuller enco~rrement was given to education· of this character. 
Th.l formation of English classes in vernacular schools was assisted by lipcral 
grants, and the belief was widely spread tbat a knowledge of that langutige 
would lead to Government employment. In 1866, the number of pupils 
studying English was about 13,000. In the five following years greater en
cou.rag~ent was given to vernacular instruction; and the prematUl'6 learning 

. of English was di$oouraged. In 1870-71 th~re were, 4 high and 97 middle 
schools under departmental control with 9,404 pupils. At the salUt) date 
there were 10 high and 37 middle schools, with 5,408 pupils, receiving grunts
in-aid. In the following period, up to 1881-82, the development of second
ary education was stimulated by the promise of Government to reserve appoint
ments for those who had passed through the prescribcu course or study. 
In 1881-82 the departmental schools for secondary instruction were 10 high lll1cl 
53 middle schools giving edurotion in English, and one high and 125 middle 
schools -in which the course was purely vernacular. These together educated 
-1-,974 pupils at a cost to public funds of Rs. 1,99,043. The aided system 
included 12 high and 22 middle English schools for- boys and one middle 
school for girIs~ in which 994 students were educated at a cost to public funds 
of Rs. 3 1,569 • . 

80. The Punjab: Collegiate Education. -The Delhi College ceased to 
exist in 1857, and the buil(ling was occupied by troops for many years afterwnrds. 
In 1864 Government Colleges were established at Lahore and Delhi. The two 
colleges continued to existtill 1877, when the college classes of the former were 
closed, in order that the staff of the latter might be strengthened without further 
expenditure. In a<hUtion to these colleges the:e was from 1 865 to 1869 an aided 
college maintained at Lahore by the American Mission. Between its affiliation 
to the Calcutta University in 1864 and its closing in 1877, the Delhi College passed 
61 candidates at the F.A., 18 at the B.A., and 4 at the M.A. examinations. During 
the eighteen years of its existence the'Ln.hore College has passed 84,25, and 7 
candidates at the same examinations. The Punjab Oriental College, founded 
in 1870, differs from other orient.."ll colleges in endeavouring to impart instnlC
tion in the higher branches of European" knowledge and science through the 
medium of the vernaculars, while at the same time cultivating the orient'll 
classical hnguages. 

81. The Punjab: Female Education.-In the year following the 
creation of the Department, there were only 300 girls returned as under instruc
tion in schools recognised by the State. Sir R. Montgomery actively interested 
himself in the cause, and by 1865-66 the number had risen to nearly 20,000 

girls in departmental or other schools. Five years later the numbers had fallen 
"to less than 12,000, and in 1881-82 they were still further reduced to1es8 than 
9,500. Of these 5,350 girls were attending aided primary institutions. Many 
of the best of the existing schools are under the management of Missionaries or 
Zan ana. agencies. The cost, however, is not inconsiderable, and nearly 4£ per 
cent. of public educational funds are spent on these results, which are V6.7 

small compared either with the population or- with the expenditure involved. 
, . 

82. The Punjab: Grants-in .. aid.-:Jt can hardly be said that the scheme 
fot eliciting private educational enterprise lms as yet been tried in the ~j3.b. 
Speaking broadly, the only managers who have come for~d under the grant. 
in-aid system. are the Missionaries. The rates' of aid seem generally liberal; but 
w hen only a single class of those interested in (}ducation has been induced to co
operate with the State, it is not surprising that. private effort has hitherto played 
a very subordinate part in providing the means of education fot the Province. 

12 
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Still, in 1881-82 :t~re were 35 aided secondary schools with 994, tluPlls" and 
278 aided primt1ty s~'hools with 14,616 pupils. These formed, au :important 
addition to the edul'ational system, since aided effort. was' thus, educating' 
a~out IS per cent. of the whole number under in.struction; but it shQ~ be 
noticed that in 188 I -82 private agency was supplymg a smaller proporlion of 
the entire amount of educ..'\tion in the Province than it supplied eleven years 
before. Old schools -are aided on a liberal scale, but applications for new or 
increased grants are rejectetl 011 the ground of want of funds. l 

83. The Punjab: General Summary.-The following tabular S'tatement 
shows the progress of departmental effort from the formation of the Department 
in 1856-57. There is no Province of India in which tp.e Commission has found 
so much controversy as in the Punjab. The differences' of opinion which 
prevail are reflected in the evidence and memorials received by us, as well 
as in the statement attached to the Report of our Provincial CoD1I1].ittee. We 
are far from underrating the special difficulties which surround the questions 
of the choice of a vernacular language, the course of studies best suited for 
t,he various classes of the population, the encouragement of indigenous schools 
which are strongly religious, or the relations of the U nive;rsity and. of Local 
Boards to the primary and secondary scl?-ool$~ But our enquiries lead us to 
the conclusion that prirriary education has not received the development con .. 
templated by the Despatch; that the indigenouS schools have been neglected; 
and that the education of the masses has not received that support from provincial 
revenues which has been given in other Provinces of India under the orders of 
187 I. In secondary education the grant-in-aid system has been little more 
t.han introduced, and an inadequ~te provision of funds has checked the growth 
of aided schools and discouraged native private effort. There has, it is true, 
been a large increase of expenditure upon departmental schools. but there has 
been no such proportionate increase in the number of scholars. 

Bstimate of tlte extent of Education in tke Punjab in tke first departmental 
year, I8S6-S7; and its 8ubsequent growth. 

ARTS PROFE8810NAt 
NOJUUIo COLLRGRS, SOHOOL8 

ENGLI.1l OTREB THU SEOOXD~RY PRDUlIY IXDIGlINOll'S SCHOOL. 
TOfU. 

AND ORI· NORlIU.L SOHOOLS. BOllOOLI. SOBOOLI.O AN» 

~ATUIlE 0)' THII MAINTAINING BNTAL. SOBOOLS. CLAIIU •• 

AGBNOY. 

No. Puplls No. Pnplls. No. Pupils. No. Pupils. No. PupUa. :I"~"' -,0. Puplla. 
• 

- -- - -- ~ 

r--"'" . ... . . I P 3 I' 579 P . .. m ... ... 583 13.304 

:856'57 · AIded and IDJlpected ... . .. .. , .. . ... ... ... '.0 m ... ... ... . .. . .. 
Extr&-Departmentai ... ..' ... ... 3 178 II 523 5,M4 30.196 . .. ~. 5,038 30,897 , - - ........... - I- - - - - - ~ -TOTAL ..... 

1"""::':"-
1 p Jj 178 590 523 5.034 30•196 50621 44,101 - - - I-- ~ .L.,;--1- - -, 

~-~ . 2 102 ... . .. 101 9,4040 1,1$4 50.5476 ... , . .. 3 ao'f 10300 1Io,s60 

1870.71 • Aided • • • ... .. , ... .. , 41 5.4080 490 18.S016 n 443 1 198 555 14,SS4 

Extra.Departmental ... ... n. 70 3.6414 ... ... 4.133 50,511 , 7' 4.210 54,323 

TOUL - - --- - - -. JI 102 o~ 118 18,453 1,744 69,054 4.144 50,954 17 476 6,135 13!I,030 
~ - I-- - - - -

f"""'CIo . r 103 • [4 I68J rSp 4,974b 1,549 88,aS1Q; ... ... .. '41 1,743 113.57$ 

1881.82 • Aided • • • I I22 • (2 41} 15 994b 278 14,611i& ItIg 31S Is.gor . ,. . .. .. 
Extr&-DIlp&rim6Dta.l ... . .. . .. ... ft. ... - ... 6,362 86,023 ... ... 6,Sl12 860023 

'rQT~ '-JI~ 
1- --.-- .~-

, • (6 JOII) U4 S,¢P 1,821 10',867 6,36• 86,013 8 416 8,413 I!lSo4ll9 
1"," 
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84. The Central'ITovinces: Education from 1862·.63 to 1881-82.
The Education Department in these l'rovinces was created in ?862. From the 
fiht it adopted ,th~ principle of founding no Government schools where private 
eriterp~ either existed or could be created. But the institutions founded by 
private enterprise were very few. There were seven missionary secondary schools, 
and the number pf indigenous schools was probably less than 700. By various 
llleaU$ the Department, has succeeded in inducing private agcncies to open 
primary schools~ b:ut the lp.rgest results have been due to direct departmental 
effort.. The progress made 'Was considerable up to 1870-71; since that date 
the pupils in Government schools have only slightly increased, while those 
in aided schools have decreased In a larger proportion . 

• 
85. Central Provinces: Primary Education.-The Central Provinces 

Administration found the task of diffusing elementary education beset with diffi
culties. The bulk of the population are IDndus and aborigines, to the latter of 
whom eduC3tion is practically unknown. The Department from the first no
glectea. nf) 'fl.g~;ncl which could assist in the work of primary education. Local 
rates supplied the bulk 01 ih~ fundi u.ndttffr.rctA 'Were IDl1lle to encoUlage the econo
mical ~gency of private enterprise. But the indigenous schools were even ie~~! • 
and more inefficient than in Bombay, and the position of school-master was 'llot 
sought after. In 1870 -7 I the Department had succeeded in attracting to the 
primary schools about 76,400 children, of whom 41,4°0 were in departmental 
institutions. In 188I-82,the total number in primary schools recognised by the 
State had only risen to 77,737. The departmental institutions had increased, and 
formed 66 per cent. of the whole number within the State system. There are few 
or no indigenous schools outside that system, for the few institutions which do 
not receive aid are under inspection. Much therefore remains to be done, as the 
proportion of boys in primary schools to the male population is only 1'5 per cent. 
But if the numerical results are disappointing, the efficiency of the primary 
schools is generally satisfactory, and in no other Province of India is the supply 
of trained teachers relatively so large. The aboriginal races are, however, still 
without instruction, and in"the absence of private enterprise the direct instru
mentality of Government may need to be more largely employed. The propor
tion of public funds spent on primary education is liberal, but the funds them
selves are still very inadequate for the task of extending elementary education 
in so difficult a field. 

86. Central Pro~ces: Secondary Education.-On the formation of 
the Department in 1862, the only provision for secondary education was supplied 
by the high school at Jabalpur, and by 3 unaided middle schools. By 1870-71 
another high school and 44 Government middle schools had also been estab
lished. From its first constitution, the Department had offered aid to effi
cient Anglo-vernacular schools; and in 1870-11 there were 2 high and 8 
middle English schools receiving grants-in-aid: By 188 I -82 the Government 
schoolJ had been reduced to I high school and 38 middle, in which 2, 100 
boys were educated at a cost of Rs.S8,947. The aided system had increased 
to 4 high and 10 middle schools, receiving altogether Rs. 14,116 from public 
funds, and educating 671 pupils. There are no unaided secondary schools. 

87. Central P],"ovinces: Collegiat&--i:iducation.-In these Provinces 
there is only one Government college; that at Jabalpur. Though afJlliated to the 
Calcutta University up to the' B.A. standard~ it has not as yet had a staff suffi
ciently strong to prepare candidates for that examiruttion. Its students" there
fore, after passing the F.A. examination, have hi~herto joined one or other of 
the colleges of Bombay or the North-Western Provinccs"when wishing to pro-. 
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reecL ta'tlte,higllD~,lJhiv,er.aity d.egreea~. The; total numbel! Ollithe rolls in ·r881'. 
82' in. the ,Jabalpur. CoUege was 65, and'during the.twelve years between. J870 "7 1 
and, 1881-82 it passed 90 candidates out of 149' at the F.A:. examinati6n. 
Besidos the Government college an. aided. college has been established at Nag
pur by the ~Iission. of the Free Ghurch of Scotland since the close of the year. 
1881 .. 82. 

88. Central Provinces: Female Education.-EarJy; efforts 'Were mad(3 
to overcome the great difficulties incidental to f~ale education, in the Central 
Provinces. In, 1870-71 there were nearly 4,.)00 girls a,t1ending departmental 
institutions, and about 230 in aidtrl or inspected schools. There 'Were als0.3 
Normal schools for female teachers. But in the course of the next decade 
there was a general falling off. In 188I,..82;.there were only, some 3.200 pupils 
in schools of all. classes, and but one Normal school with I ,. pupils, whicll 
although it is a well-managed imtitution, cannot suffice for tho' wants of th~ 
whole Central Provinces. 

89. Central. Frovinces: Grants·in~aid_~The late formation, of the De
partment~ '!-rruch did. not commence operations until 1862, gave an opportunity 
for profiting by the experience gained elsewhere, and there is no Province in 
which the principles laid down in the Despatcb of ,854 have been more ful1y 
acted on within a limited sphere. The success of eliciting private effort has not 
indeed been proportionate to the endeavour, bu.t this may he accounted for by 
the extremely backward condition of the Province when educational efforts 
were begun, and the consequently small number of persons willing and able to 
co-operate with the State. There is, however,.reason to hope that if the present 
policy be continued, aided effort will in due time take the place in the education
al system 'of the Province which the DespatGh of 1854 desired it to hold in 
every Province. The Department has largely confined its direct efforts to primary. 
education, and no departmental institutions of an advallced character have been 
set up where there has been a reasonable prospect that private effort could with 
liboral aid be made adequate to local wants. Of the :five high schools of the 
Province only one is departmental.' Of the entire number of pupils under 
instruction, 19,457, or about 24 per cent., were in 1881.82 in aided institutions. 

90. Central Provinces: General Summary.-The following Table ex
hibits the growth of education in the Central Provinces between 1862-63 and 
188 I -82. In estimating'the modest results which it exhibits, it is necessary to 
bear in mind the weakness of private enterprise, the poverty of the adminis~ 
tration, and the backward state of society. The schools are comparatively few, 
but their condition is satisfactory, and the endeavours made to promote the 
dev.elopment of aided institutions deserve favourable notice. 

Estimate oj the extent of Ed'llcation in ,tA. Oentral Province, in tke Jirst 
departmental '!lear 1863-63; 'and its subsequent growth. 

Orr..; , 
AR'I'S PBOPE8SIOIU.L 

COLJ,BGRS. !;lOHOOLS. 
SIICOlfDUT PlIIIU.B'l' Unnftll.OVI 

OTllBIi TltA.lf 
EIf&LISll "'lIfJ> SC:aOOLS. 80:ll00LS. SOHOOL •• 

NATUliD ()'f TlIJI lIAtlfUJlfIlIICl ~BIB~T&L. NOIIM'L 
AGBNOT. SCJlOOL~. 

186,.153 

• No. I Pupils. -;~~ j Pupils. NO.! Pnpils. No. r PupIls. NO.! Pupils. 

r-' · .. , j ... ... / ... 9!1t235fJ 4~ I n.o54 6~:5 t ,;~. • Aided and Inspected ... ... . .. ... 7 1,06311 .. ~. ~ . 
Extra.-Dopartmental l!.etums lIOt available. 

TO'UIr ... \ ,,, t ~. t ... ~ ~ :I,a9\ 409 111.05+ , 7351 ?.au 

(fJ) Including the pupUs in attached primary schools. , 
(6) ,.The Prov~>oilll Committee regards tht, lllllllber as &1\ uaggerated estilll8-f A-

NORJoU. Tocu. 8caooLS. 

NO., PupU •• N 0.1 Papils. 

.~ j 190 ~11 12,419 

." 742 8,874 

91 190 !I.ltlo' n,353 
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Estimate f}J tAt ~xlent of Education in tle Central Provinces in tke first 
deparhnenta'1Jtar, 1862-°3; ana tt~ subsequent gl'Ototh-(contd.) 

)b~1lI O. TW. M ,UTAnrOl"& 
A8&"7. 

PaIlUBY I"n'eaHo118 
Scaoow. tlCJlOOLII. 

WOBKAL I 
l>cBQOLS. 

I --,---

TMU .. 

"L i .... ". No ........ ··1..... NL I .... • •• I"," ~Il Pup~ i No : Pupil •• 

{

Dtpartmetllal • • - '" ". ... 46 I S,3-l.7oJ 795 41.40016 r··· I ... 7 ~~ I 1431 4~,Nl 
• Aided aad ID"I""Crod ." _ •• _ 10 1,41101 1,091 34,995" -I'" .. . . 1,'0' I lti,.;71 

h_~tal •.. ... '" .• ... .. .. , .•. ... ,~ .. \... -- i . 
-I----t----:-,---l-

Tou.. • ••• ••• ••• _. 56 ts.7S8 1,Sl16 1715.399 ...' .. \1 I 14' ',;IoIg I SJ,:)-) 

-1------1--;--1-
1

-1--

l
Departm;mtal • • 1 ISs 14 .so J9 I,IOIA S94 155.7450 •• :... 4 ISS, <)61 5S,q~ 

tIl • 
• Aided IIDd I~ _ ~. [I· 14:, '4 157.. 4>4 ",99'" ,..; ... ... ... I ~"s: ».65; 

Enra-Dt-llllrt_tal - -- .. -. \... .•• ... '" '!",' I . . I 

,,"u • -;--;1 ;:. ':1;:1"" ::1::-1-"-' :~,-T~i=\-:': 
( .. ) I"clllding the pupils In &tta,,})eol ptimarr ""hoots. 
(J) 1bl!ludllll{ d,UG ditto ditto. 
• The fi~ In IIqI1lUe bradwla reI&te to UD&ttacheol teeholl'all!<·h.lOls, Ilml ar,' lh)i IlIdulied III th~ grand t<)tals of 11>151.,1.1,' 

91. Assam: Education from 1854 to 1882.-The educational statis
tics of Assam were included in those of Bengal up to the year 1874, '\'fLen thp 
separation of the two Prol'inces took place. From that elate Assam hus 
developed its own system more on the general lines laid down by Sir George 
Campbell than on those of his successor, Sir R. Temple. The Proyince consists of 
three divisions,-the SUl'Ill:l Valley, comprising the Districts of Sylhet und 
Cachar; the Brahmaputra Valley, containing about half the area. and half the 
population of the entire Province; and the Hill 'fi-acts, which include the wild and 
sparsely popula.ted Garo, Khasi, Jaintia, anel Naga Hills. The chief languages 
are AsS3.mese, Bengali, and Cachari; but there is also a great variety of hill 
dialects. In the Surma Valley, schools hal'e flourished from a Tery early 
period and are under regular inspection notwithstanding the difficulties in the 
way of communication especially during the rainy season. Here the indige
nous schools, Hindu n.nd Muhammadan, have been largely improved on th€' 
Bengal pathsala system, which is said to have been eminently successful in the 
development of primary education-the Sylhet primary schools being the best 
in the Province. In the Brahmaputra Valley, where there is much recent re
clamation from jungle throughout the older Districts constituted on the Bengal 
regulation model, indigenous schools hardly exist€<! at all, and the Department 
found a fresh field for its operations. The Hill Tracts are speciul1y mentioned 
in the Despatch of 1854, as one of the Districts where education is most 
indebted to missionary agency; and the administration of the grants-in-aid in 
those tracts is still in the hands of the different missionary bodies. In these 
tracts also, owing to the persevering efforts of missionary agency, female 
education has been more successful than elsewhere in Assam, and the girls' 
schools have to some extent been provided with trained female te.achers who 
are natives of the country. The net result of all tbe agencies at work was 
shewn in 1881-82 to be, in the schools recognised by the Dep:.u:tment, 46,750 
children, of whom 38,182 were in primary and 331 in N onnal schools. 

92. Assam: Primary Education.-After 1874, the Province persevered 
in the policy laid down by Sir George Oampbell, and maintained its own method 
of encouraging indigenous schools. This method resembles that of Dengal in 

13 
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being bnilt entir~11 upon private agency, which ~s as far as possible tha~ of the 
indigenous schools. But its later development is in marked 'contrast wIth that. 
which Sir George Ol1mpbelrs policyr~ceived at the hands of his suc?essors. ~ 
the first place, the necessity for ~rainu:g schools bas been steadily kept m 
view. The Inspector of Schools reports to the Commission ~hat ft it is much 
cc better not to start a primary school at all than to start one With a bad teacher 
"who brings discredit on our system. Until a much larger supply, of qUal\fied 
"teachers is available the progress of primary education must be slow." In the 
second place, the grants given to aided schools are very liberal, and the Inspectol' 
writes that" the system of granting aid by payments for results has nevel" been 
" tried in Assam Proper, and except under a modified form would. I believe, result 
c'in closing a great many of the bad and struggling primary schools." Lastly, 
the sanction which the Secretary of State gave in 1870 to th:e introduction of a 
local rate for educational purposes in Bengal was given the force of law in 
1879, and primary education is noW', under Regulation III of t~t year, wholly 
supplied by local rates. Great attention is paid to the improvement of schools; 
and the extension of primary education is only limited by the funds available 
for the payment of liberSll grants to schoolmasters and for the maintenance of 
tr~l'l1iT'~ 'lcbr.v!;:, ror teachers. !n dsS:h .82 the children attending the primary 
schools recognised by the State formed the same proportion of the male popula
tion at school as in the Central Provinces. But unlike the Central Provinces, 
tbel'e is in Assam an outer circle of indigenous schools gradually qualifying 
for state assistance, aud t.hese contain nearly 10,000 children. The percentage 
alike of public funds and of provincial educational funds devoted to primary 
education is, however, small. 

93. Assam: Secondary Education.-Assam, when separated from 
Bengal, carried with it 9 high and I 16 middle schools, English and 'rer
nacular, with 6,779 pupils. A. number of middle vernacular schools which had 
not proved successful were reduced to the lower vernacular stage, with greater 
promise of efficiency. In 1881-82 the total number of secondary schools had 
accordingly fallen to 92, but the pupils had increased to 8,177, including the 
pupils of attached primary departments. The Government system included 9 
high, 2 middle English, and 18 middle vernacular schools, educating 3,403 
pupils at a cost of Rs. 39,827 to the Government; while under the grant-in-aid 
rules there were I high, 28 middle English, and 25 middle vernacular schools, 
educating 4,085 pupils at a cost of Rs. 18,833- There were also I high and 
8 middle schools which received no grants-in-aid. 

94. Assam: Female Education : Special Classes.-Female education 
has since the separation of A;ssam from Bengal received considerabls attention, 
and in 1881-82 there were nearly 1,700 girls at schools known to the Depart
ment. There is, however, no Normal school for female teachers, though a cla.ss 
for women is attached to ,the Cherra. Punji Normal School. All the institu. 
tions for girls are primary schools~ which are liberally aided. In Assam the 
education of t4e large aboriginal population is receiving attention. In the 
Khasi and Jaintia Hills a. gra,tuitous education is giv:en to the children of 
aborigines, and it is partly paid for by mission funds and partly by the State. 

95. Assam.: Grants-in-aid.-In Assam encouragement has steadily 
been given to ~rivate enterprise, though, at present, except in the case of pri. 
~ry sch~ols, }title prog~ess has been made; but,' as already noticed, the rates of 
aId to prIDlary schools are far more liberal in Assam than in the Lower Pro-

~ I • , 

Vlnces. 
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96. Assa~: Gener3J. Summary.-:-T)le following Table affords a. suffi
cient summary o~ the facts whic~, h,ave been stated above~J The statistics of 
'education for 187°"71, cannot be obtained, as the records of many Districts have 
bee~ destroyed by fire. " , ' 

Education in .d.8,am in 1881-82. 

PBOFII8Sl01UL 
S0800L8, 

llIrDl&lIJI'Ol1S NOBlLUi OTRlIS SBOOlfDABY hnu,ar Tout.. 
NA.TVU 011 pa M.t.IlI'TAIlI'm& 

THUf SCHOQLS. SCHOO"S. SCRoms. SCHOOLS. 
NOlnut. 

AliIUiOT. ScnooLs. 

No. PupUs. No. Pupils. No. Pupils. No. Puplls. No. Pul»lS. No. PIlPUS. 
-:,..:.. I- - -- - - - .-r------ -

{I>opmm,nto' " · 1 60 29 :M03a 1 187b ... . .. 6 ¥20 43 3,870 

1881·8~. Aided snd Inspe'cted • e[l 12] 63 4m4a 1,344 31,995 b ... ... 3 111 1,410 42,880 

Extra.Departmental ... ... ... ... ... .., 497 9,733 .. . ... 497 9,733 

- - - - -- - - - - -------
TOTAL • I 60 92 8,1'17 1,351 38,182 491 9,733 9 331 1,950 56,483 . 0[1 12] 

, 

(a) Inoluding the PrillW'Y Departments of Secondary Schools. 
Ill) Exoludlng ditto dltto ' ditto. 
(0) The ftgnrea in square brackets reWe to 1lIlIIttacbed tec~ schools, and are not included iu the grand totals of this table. 

97. Coorg: Education from 1857 to 1881-1882.-Prior to 1870-7 I the 
returns of some of the educational institutions in Coorg were iI).cluded in those 
for Mysore. In that year, there were 1,601 pupils in schools known to the" 
Department, of whom only 108 were in aided primary schools. The Govern
ment institutions consisted of one secondary school with 60 pupils and 32 

primary schools. In 1 881-82, the secondary Government schools had increased 
to two with 157 pupils, and the primary schools were 57 with 2,978 pupils. The 
Department provided or assisted in providing education for 3,233 children in 
schools of all classes and stages. There were only three aided primary schools 
-and 41 indigenous schools receiving no aid from the State. 

98. Coorg: Primary Education.-Primary education in Coorg during 
the seventeen years down to 186o was represented by 20 village schools maintain
ed by Government, on a monthly allowance to each master of Rs. 2-8. As an edu
cational agency their value was proportionately small. In 186o it was resolved 
to put the masters under training, and to give those who qualified Rs. 7 a month. 
The scheme was carried out in 1864. III. 1870..71 there were 1,541 children 
at primary schools, of whom about 108 were in aided schools. The depart
mental agency has since that date been exclusively developed, and in 1881-82, 
there were nearly 3,100 children in primary schools, of whom not 100 were 
in aided institutions. The indigenous schools have. about 500 pupils, Jmt 
they receive no assistance from' the Sta~e. A local rate was introduced in 187 I, 
and to it is attributed the improvement which has been made in the quality of 
the schools as well as their increase in numbers. Three per cent. of the male 
population are at school, which is, the highest proportion recorded in ,any 
of the Provinces with )Vhich our Report deals. A few' girls attend the village 
schools for boys. There is also a school at ,Virajpet established' by the nuns 
for native converts. 

99. Coorg: Secondary Education.-The Merkara Government School 
was established on the formation of the Department m 18571 and was placed 
under the charge of the Basel Mission.. This was the. only. secondary school 
existing in Coorg in 1870-7 I, when it had 60 pupils. In 1881-82 the high and 
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riUddle departments of this school instrUcted. 157 pupns at an :annual cost to the 
State of Rs. 7,5 I 8~ 'There were no secondary schools under private managers. ' 

100. Coorg: ~eneral ~ummary.-:-~e fo~owing T~ble e~bits the 
growth of education In Coorg SInce the statIstics of Its educational hIStOry were 
separated from those of Mysore. Beyond the evidence which these statistics 
furnish in regard to the little aid rendered to private enterprise, the Table calls 
for no remark. 

Growth 0) Education in Ooorg between 1870-71 and 1881-82. 

SBOOlrJlAlIY PBnUBY hfDIGBlfOU8 NOllJU.L T(nu.. 
801l00L8. 8C1I00L8. 8011001.8. 8CHOOII. 

Nut7BB 011 S!IIB :r.tulfUIlfIlfQ AGBlfCY. 
" 

No. Pupils. No. PupIls. No. Pupil •• No. Puplls. No. Puplla. 

- - - - - - - ---
. rpo"""",ol · · · • 1 60 32 1,433 ... '0' 1 , 

34 11493 

187°'71 Aided • • soS 
. 

lOS · · · · ... ... 3 . ,. .. ... ... 3 
( 

Extra.Departmental • · · · ... . .. . .. ... ... ... \ .. ... . .. . ..... 
• - - - - - - - - -

TOTAL · I 60 35 1,541 ... ... 1 P 37 1,501 

r-nw

• 
· · · · ~ 157 57 z>9?S ... ... I 1 60 3,142 

1881·82 Aided • • · · · · ... ... 3 91 ... . .. . .. . .. 3 91 

Extra.Departmental · · · · ... . .. ... .. 41 470 .. . . .. 41 470 

- - - - - - - - -
TOTAL 2 J57 60 3,069 41 470 J 1 104 3,70 3 

i 

101. HaidarabadAssigned Districts: Education from 1866 to 
188l·l882.-The position of this Province" which is generally known as Berar, 
is exceptionally favourable to the extension of primary education. The popu. 
lation is prosperous and wealthy, consisting of 90 per cent. 'Hindus, and the 
rest Muhammadans and aborigines. The Education Department was organised 
in 1866, and its main object was declared to be the extension of elementary 
education. In pursuance 6f this object a cess of one per cent. on the land .. 

,revenue was introduced in 1868, and its proceeds \vere devoted to the multi. 
plication of cess schools entirely under departmental management. Indigenous 
schools were few in number and inferior in quality, but an attempt has been 
'made since 1870-71 to bring them. within the departmental system. The present 
Berar system of primary instruction is the result of these two modes of action, 
no other development of the grant-in-aid agency for vernacular instruction 
having been fo~d practicable. In 188 I ·82 the pupils in departmental primary 
schools had increased to nearly 28,000, and there wera about 7,000 'pupils in 
'Schools either aided or inspected by the Department. The defects of the system are 
the absence of any attempt to educate the aborigines; the want of any ade
quate educational machinery such as school committees and Local Boards; the 
very marked insufficiency of properly-trained teachers who are'mitives of the 
Province; and the absence of aided institutions other than the indigenous 
schools. 

102. lIaidarabad Assigned Districts: Secondary Educati(ui..-In 
1866 two English schools 'at Akola and Amraoti were raised to the status' of 
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high schools. The bulk of their cost is paid by GovernmentJ and a large num. 
ber of their pupils come from other Provinces. There were also in . that year 
2:/ English schools of tho middle stan4ard. In 1871 the middle schools had 
risen to 44, and they subsequently increased to 52; bllt it was found that their 
number was in excess of the requirements of the {leople) and 30 were reduced 
to the primary class. In 1881-82 the two high schools contained 61 pupils; 
while in the middle schools, now 29, the number of pupils was 972. The cost 
of all these schools to the State was Rs. 53,197. There were no schools under 
private management. 

103. Haidarabad Assigned Districts: Female Education.-Although 
liberal funds are available, female education in :Berar has been a failure. The 
Department has relied upon the earlier views expressed by the Government of 
India, in which a gradual and cautious development was advocated. In 187 I 
there were 671 girls at schools known to the Department, and in 1881-82 there 
were only 269 attending Government institutions and 99 in aided institutions. 
There is no Norma! school or class in the Province, and when the sta-te of female 
education in the adjoining division of the Bombay Presidency is considered, its 
fai}-ure here seems to be due to indifference to the subject. The proportion of 
the female population at school is only one-half of the proportion at school in 
the Central Provinces, where the difficulties of finunce and administration are 
far greater. 

104. Haidarabad Assigned Districts: General Summary.-Thefol
lowing Statement exhibits the growth of education in these districts since the 
formation of the Department in 1866. We have summarised the chief features 
of the Berar system in paragraph 101. 

Estimate of the eztent of Education in the Haidarabad ..cI.ss-igned Districts in, 
the first deparlmenlalyear 1866-67; and ita subsequent growth. 

SJ!()()JlDJ.BY UDl&IlBOt!1l NOlIllAL 
SCHOOLs" 

Pnlu.BY SCROOL8, SCnOOL8. &HOOL.S. 
NUnlI o. t1llI IlAnn'J.DIura Aau:n:. 

l Pupilil. I 
, 

No. No. I Pupils. No. Pupils. No. ! ,Pupils. 
, , 

~_.t.t .. 25 2,20211 122 40Wb ... ... ... .. . 
1866-67 • Aided • • • ... ... ... .. . ... . .. ... . .. 

Extra-Departmental • ... ... . .. ... 100 2,000 . .. ... 
- - , ----

TOTAL · 25 2,202 122 40442 100 2,000 ... ... 
- - - -t .. "m .. t.t. . 46 3.8460 297 IO,223b ... ... I 64 

1870-71 • Aided- • • • ... . .. ... ... 110 2.308 .. . ... 
Extra-Departmental • ... ... ... .. ~ . .. . .. ... . .. - - - --

TOTAL · 46 3>846 297 10,223 110 2,308 I t4 

1881-82 

- - - -
~Do"""""" . 31 1,°3311 "M 21,&wa ... 

• Aided and Inspected • 
f 

416 6,884 ... ... ... 
Extra-Departmental • ... . .. . .. '" ... 

I"- - -
TOTAL • 31 1,033 883 340728 ... 

(11) Including the pupils In attached primary eehooIa. 
(6) Excluding the pupils In attllehed ptUJWJ schools. 

-
n • • 79 

... ... .. . 
... .. . .. . - -
.n I 79 , 

I 
TOTAL. 

No·lpUPUil. 

147 M4-f. 

. .. . .. 
too 2,000 

- -
247 8,64-f. 
- --
344 14,133 

110 2,3OS 

... . .. 
- -
454 160441 - -
499 28,956 

416 6,884 

... ... - -
915 3.),840 

105. Education in Ajmir·Mhairwara.-Th~e territories form a Chief. 
Commissionership under the Foreign Department, the Governor -General's 
Agent Jor Rajputana being ex-officio Chief Oommissioner of Ajtirlr. We r~crret 
that the Commission has not been able to visit this outlying Province of British 
territory. From the Ajmir-Mhairwara A.drojnistration' Report for 1881-82, we 
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find that on the 31st March 1882, there were, including the Ajmir G~v~rnment 
College, I GO educational institutions at work, with an attenda:p.ce of 5,400 

pupils. Iu many respects, as in its tahsili and halkabandi sch~ols, the sysMm 
of education in Ajmir rests on the same basis as in the N orth. Western Pro. 
vinces, to which it was formerly attached. Education has made steady progress 
in Ajmir-Mhairwara; the number of pupils iu Government institutions having 
more than trebled during the past decade from 1,049 in 1871-72 to 3,391 in 
1881-82. The progress, so far as the Department is concerned, has, however, 
been made almost exclusively by direct Gove:r;nment agency_ Only two mission 
schools, with 238 pupils, receive grants-in-aid .. while the returns shew 57 
unaided mission schools with 2,009 pupils in 1881-82. The Ajmir Oollege 
will be again mentioned in Chapter VI; and an account of the Mayo 
College, founded for sons of nobles in memory of the Earl of Mayo, will be 
found in Chapter IX of this Report. We regret that we have not been able to 
include the figures for Ajmir in our statistical Tables, but, where possible, 
the information available has been included in foot-notes to the Tables. All 
totals, therefore, in those Statements are subject to an addition of 73 Gov
ernment and aided schools with 3,39 I pupils, and of 57 unaided mission 
schools with 2,009 pupils; or a total of 130 schools with ~.400 nunils for Ajmir
Mhuirwara. 



CHAPTER III. 

IN:pIGENOUS SCHOOLS. 

106. Survey of indigenous Education in India.-The Despatch of the 
Court of Directors in 1854 recognised the fact that" throughout all ages learned 
"Hindus and Muhammadans have devoted themselves to teaching with little 
" other remuneration than a bare subsistence.H It drew prominent attention to 
the necessity of fostering in every Province of India the indigenous schools which, 
it was believed, had existed from time immemorial; and w mch might by wise 
encouragement, such as had been given by Mr. Thomason in the North-West
ern Provinces, be made capable of imparting correct elementary knowledge to 
the masses of the people. The Despatch of 1859, whilst noticing the obvious 
fact that no general scheme of popular education could be framed which 
would be suitable to all parts of India, te-affirmed the necessity of making the 
greatest possible use of existing schools, and of the masters to whom, however 
inefficient as teachers, the people had been accustomed to look up with respect. 
But it expressed a doubt whet4er the grant-in-aid system, as up to that time 
in force, was suited to the supply of vernacular education, and suggested 
that the means of elementary education shollld be provided by the direct instru
mentality of the officers of Government; either according to some one of the 
plans in operation in Bengal and the North-Western Provinces, which were 
based upon or recognised the importance of encouraging the indigenous schools; 
or by any modifications of those schemes which might commend themselves 
to the Local Governments~ Without attempting any elaborate examina
tion of the different religious classes which make up the 254 millions of 
India, it may be generally affirmed that the indigenous system of educa
tion is confined to the Hindus, !fuhamIIl.3.dans, and Sikhs. The aboriginal 
population, numb~ring, according to the classification adopted in the last 
census, nearly 6I millions, ~re sunk in ignorance, and (excepting in rare instances 
sue4 as the Kamptis) what education they have received they owe entirely 
to missionary enterprise, or to schools established by the British Government. 
They have no system of their own! and experience has' proved that the indi. 
genous schools are incapable of providing for the educatjon of these backward 
races. The Buddhist population, numbering 3~ millions, is almost entirely con
fined to Burma, where the history of education under British rule is mainly 
a narrative of the improvement of the indigenous monastic schools. These 
schools have succeeded in giving instruction t~ almost every male and female 
in the country, but further r~ference to them is unnecessary, since Burma 
is excluded from the Commission's enquiries. The Christian population of India, 
numbering 1,862,600" owes its education chiefly to missionary or other dis
interested effort aided by State-grants; but its system. is conducted OIl English 
principles, and is therefore ~xcluded from a review of indigenous education. 
The Parsi community, which only numbers 85,400, has won its posltion in In .. 
dian society not only by its commercial enterprise, but. also by its recognition of 
the value of education. This community is, however, chiefly confined to the 
Dombay Presidency, and it is has borrowed largely in regard to edu~ation from 
European models. It w.ill be noticed when we consider the state of education in 
that ProvinCe. , The HinClu, community, whose.system demands chief attention, 
numbers 188 millions. The Muhammadans numbr.r 50 millions, of whom more 
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than 23 mil~ons- are found in Bengal and Assam, and II i millions in the 
Punjab. The Sikh population numbers J ,850,000, of whom more than 1,700,000 

are to be found in the Punjab. These three classes of the community, aggtn
gating nearly 240 millions, form 95 per cent. 0\ the entire population of India 
outside Burma; and it is with their indigenous system of education, so far as 
it has not been inco~orated into the scheme of public instruction organised by 
the State, that the present Chapter deals. 

107. General Uniformity of the indigenous System.-The diversities 
of race, character, and history, which have so variously affected the material and 
moral condition of the nine Provinces with which our Report is concerned, 
have stamped their educational systems with less 'Variety than might have heen 
expected. A general uniformity of character may be traced throughout the 
Empire in the several indigenous schools of the Hindus and Muhammadans. 
The educational organisation is not different, -but only less complete and suc
cessful, in some parts of India than in others. Where the Government was 
strong enough to preserve order and maintain the public peace, every large 
Hindu village possessed a school of its own, and the foundation of a system of 
national education had, long previous to British rule. been laid by the sponta. 
neous efforts of Hindu and. Muhammadan society. Thus in Bengal it is be
lieved that the sustained exertions of the Department of Public Instxuction have 
contributed but little addition to the network of primary schools, which have 
existed from time immemorial; and there still remains an outer circle of 
indigenous institutions not greatly inferior to those which have already been 
absorbed into the State system of primary instruction. On the other hand, it 
has been contended that the vast armies of banditti, which pillaged the vil. 
lages of t~e ,Deccan and Central India" made the social history .of that part 
of the Empire one long narrative of invasion and anarchy; and that the 
schoolmaster's occupation shared the fate which overlook other peaceful arts 
and industries. In 1858, according to a census taken by the Educational 
officers under the orders of Government, no less than 'go per .cent. of the villages 
in the Bombay Presidency were found to be wi~hout any indigenous schools 
whatsoever. Accordingly, the task imposed upon the'Department in Bombay 
was one of creation rather than of adoption, and the poverty of the indigenous 
system in Western India afforded a marked contrast to its variety and richness 
in Bengal. Forty years ago, according io an estimate made by the revenue 
officers, there were only 1{421 indigenous schools in Bombay. There are now 
5,338 primary institutions under departmental supervision, and ~3,954 indigen
ous primary unaided schools. Still, Hinduism has preserved with considerable 
uniformity its distinctive features, notwithstanding the vicissit}"ldes that Hindus 
have encountered in the various Provin~ of India. I:q short, a\. Bengal 
pathsala is only another type of "similar institutions in ·Maqras or .Bombay. 
The Muhammadans have also preserved their system intact; and althqugh they 
are distributed in very small communities outside the threePrQyinces of :Bengal, 
~he !unj~p, and the NOrth .. W estem Provinces, a. mosque.sehool, or maktab, 
ln Smd differs ~ttle from one in Behar. Finally, a~ regards the Gurmukhi 
schools {)f the Sikhs" it has already been observed that, the 'bulk '''of these 
democratic protestants against prevailing creeds are conc~trated in the Punj~b .. 
where their institutions are naturally moulded in < one form. But in the Bom
bay Presidency" chiefly in ,Sind, anq in the Deccan .Haidarabad, small colonies 
o~ Silllis ~recto be fou,Dg. who have e~ie~':with ~hew the~ indigeno~ system, 
and have JCalously p~rerved the special e~~aQtet of "t~~!r ac~Of?ls, > : 

~ .. • , l" \ It' t 

. . 108. ,Distinctive Features of the indigenou~ Systemi.+We :define an 
mdlgenous school as an educational ins~itution established'; or conducted by < 
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natives of India on native methods. Such institutions nre either of an ad. 
vanced character or purely elementary. The elementary are' further divided 
into the village school JIDd the bazal' school. The high class institutions 
have remained, for the mQst part, outside the influence of the educational 
system; the elementary llave been largely utilised in building up the depart
mental system of primary education. Those which have been thus absorbed 
have altered their method and character more or less according to the pains 
and the systematic attention bestowed upon them by departmental officers. 
Their example has indirectly affected others wluch have remained outside 
the circle of State supervis.ion. In this part of our Report we are dealing 
exclusitely with those indigenous schools which have not been absorbed or 
adopted by the Department. Those which have been so incorporated will be con. 
sidered in the Chapter on primary instruction. With this explanation, it may 
be accepted as a general rule that some religious character attnches to ~ll I 

indigenous schools of the old type that teach the classical languages of the 
East, as well as to a l'lrge number of ordinary vernacular village-schools. The 
vernacular indigenous schools which have sprung up in Bombay in response to 
the demand for primary education stimulated by the departmental, or cess, 
schools, as well as the ordinary pathsala of Bengal, of which a great number 
are conducted and taught by Kayasths, are essentially secular. But the old 
indigenous schools of the Muhammadans and Sikhs in all parts of India, and 
of the Hindus in some Provinces, are more or less religious in character. Even 
in the special artizan-schools opened in Madras religious books are taught. 
The religious element is, however, more marked in the high class school, 
whether it be the Hindu tol or the Muhammadan madrasa, than in the 
elemeu"tary school. It is, again;more marked in the Muhammadan elementary 
maktab, or the Sikh Gurmukhi school, than in the pathsala or elemen.tary 
school of the -Hindu village community. The distinctive principle of Hindu 
social Iife-caste-has stamped its impress on all Hindu educational institutions. 
The higher schools are practically closed against all but Brahmans, and the 
Brahman s.cholars are treated as the children of their master. In the pri. 
JIlary schools all Hindu classes that are admitted to a defined position in the 
village community receive instruction in reading, writing, and arithmetic; 
while the elements Of a liberal education, ~hough not ep.til'ely wanting, are 
confined to the acquisition of those versified Puranio legends which preserve 
and maintain the religious character of Hindu society in every grade of life. 
The principles" of the Sikh faith were inconsistent with such monopoly of 
inStruction. The instruction given in all classes of rondu indigenous schools 
is so far practical that the Brahmans and other high or literary castes are 
taught the subjects. 'which will qualify them either for the service of thei1 
religion -or for their ..-future civil position. The lower classes obtain such all 

instruction in elementary 'subjectA of practical utility as is designed to quali(~ 
thMfn for their seyeral occupations in life, and serves also to protect them agains1 
unfair dCa.ling. ' 1i, particular, the study of mental arithmetiQ is carried to- ~ 
high pitch of excellence. Where there are no separate bazar schools~ pupils 
belonging to t:p.e trading classes are exercised in native accounts and book.keep' 
ing, and in some ,Provirices they are taught the use of the peculiar charactel 
which their fathers have adopt~d from time immemorial. The Muhammadan 
schools, on'the other hand., give 'little attention to practical instruction. 'The, 
teach the Koran,.. but neglect 'arithmetie ... While their religious oharacter is 
more univ;e.rsaUy Irutrked '" thaJ? . ~hat of Hindu schools, the paternal relatio!) 
betwoo.u. master and \lC~Olar, so strongly felt in Hindu tols ... :is much less notice.. 
able. These general ~renui.rks will be, further illustrated in the more detailed 
examination of the wtarious classes, of indigenous institutions w hiob follows. 

, i" ,., IS 
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It has already been notIced that the advanced indigenous schools have been 
least influenced by the Del>artment. Their condition will be first examined; 
and the enquiry will then proceed to a general survey of the elementary indi
genous schools of India which haTe not yet been incorporated into the State 
system, and which will be considered under the two divisions of the ordinary 
~lel:l1entary village schools and the special bb.zar schools. 

r " " . . , 

109. High class indigenous Schools: Their religious character.-The 
Punjab provincial Report contains little' notice of the Sikh schools, though we 
have re~eivcd a good deUtI of evidence on the subject from the witnesses of that 
Province. The literature of Gurmukhi-the character in which were written 
the words 'that flowed from "the mouth of the guru" N anak-is said to be 
rich in :manuscripts 011 science and religion, but there is no 'account before 
~he Commission of any advanced Gurmnkhi schools. Our review of high class 
indigenous schools or colleges is, therefore, confined to'the Hindu tols and to 
the Muhammadan Arabic or Persian schools. The theocratic principle, which 
lies at the root of Asiatic civilisation, necessarily moulded the character of 
the high schools in which the upper classes of Hindu and lIuhammadan 
society educated their children. Amongst the Hindus, higher education was 
regarded in theory as the right and duty of the twice-born castes. In 
ptactice the pupils as well' as the teachers belong almost exclusively to the 
Br~1hman caste. The relation between teacher and pupil is much more 
p!lternal in the llindu than in the 1\Iuhammadan college. The Hindu law 
enjoined it as a religious duty on the Brahman that he should teach; and, in 
order that his undivided attention might be devoted to education"the sacred 
obligation of making provision for his temporal wants was imposed both on 
the sovereign and on the community. The Bengal tols are 'often liberally 
endowed, and on the occasion of Hindu festivals presents' are given to ~heir 
masters and pupils. As a consequence, the teacher is bound, to make a, free 
gift oF. his learning, and not merely is he prohibited 'from charging fees for hi~ 
tuition, but he is expected to give free board and lodging to his pupils, and ru 
a rule, at least in Bengal, he does so. Under a system in wWch tIle pupil~ 
were not only taught but maintained, the relation of the master t6 hia pupi 
became almost paternal. The Hindu law enjoined on the scholar not onl~ 
obedience, but a veneration for his teacher. Religious endowments' 'Were l 

meritorious act, and, as noticed in the Despatch of 1854; 'c mumficent be, 
" quests have not unfrequently been made for the permanent endowment 0' 

" educational institutions. (, I t can readily be understood how this system p'ro 
'duced a public sentiment which has not yet been effaced by the widel~ 
different aims and policy of the Despatch of 1854- So far from a,gratuitou 
education involving any notion of discredit, its provision was regarded as : 
sacred obligation on the State. • " ':" ' .' #' _', : 

In the case of the Muhammadan madrasa the _per~op,al' .. nttachinen 
between the teacl,ler and his pupils is not so marked.· This d.iffer6nc~ '11lfJ.i~ v 
attributed to the distinct characteristics of the two religtou~ sy~temS. ,Tb 
Brahman comm}lllcls more personal veneration than the }Iaula:vi.: :',Che' di ver~ 
character of Hindu :}.nd Muhammadan endowments re&ctk' the' iustinCtiOJ , , 

A MulUimma~an educati?~al endowment, whcther,of ,randeJl:~r ot?er propert~ 
is made in~ favour ~f, some institution founded <bt}ifpio'u~ 1\.rauln;vi (_'\vhe~el 
the,. Hindu ., ~nd<nVll;l~nti though it carrie~ with' itthe' $ol~-pin' :qb1ig,ation:'~ 
teachin~: 'i~ made in favour' ,of a gr~at 'Pan<1it'-ahd" his' P~fsQruU Ine~~:" 'it 

, Muhammadan pu;pp" wh? ~s, '~duca:tt'~ 'o~: ~v~ :~?PP9:t,ed 'pf,.~~~: ~~a.O~D 
does not feel personally bound: to his ,teaQher.J~ the &ame"· way a~ tbe llin(l 
pupil does fo.'his spiritual cgvide, '~rom"who~,:h~' :deriv~$~',boili' i~tructi(;ti "~l! 

-' ~ r" < < J ,~ " 'ff" k" ! I \ ff-.p ,. ~\ t>f "l ,~ ,-~, ~ tJ~"'- 40"': f" 
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maintenance. The character of the instruction, however, ill: both institutions, 
whether Hindu or Muhammadan, is essentially, though not exclusively, r~li
gi6us, as will appear from a detailed survey of higher indigenous institutions 
in the various Provinces of India .. , 

110. Madras: High Indigenous, Schools.-Fl'onl the evidence belU'incr 

on the subject of Muhammadan edurntion, in Madras, and from the absence 0' 
any mention of them in the Provincial Report, it may be <assumed that there are 
no Muhammadan colleges or schools of the' higher clasS in tho Southern Presi
dency. Out of a population exceeding 31 millions, there are not two milllons of 
Muhammadl1ns, and their indigenous schools are of a 'Very elementary character. 
But the Report of our Provincial Committee givp-s some account of tbe Hindu 
adyanced indigenous jnstitutions. In every large town containing DrnbID.:ln 
residents, and in every Hindu mattmn, Or monastery, instruction through Sans
krit in the Ve<i'tS, Upanishads, the Indian system of logic and philosophy, 
the grammar of Panini, rhetoric, the Hindu epic poems ::mcl dramas, and Hindu 
law, has been giyen from the earliest period. In Tamil, also, the high priests 
of the mattatllB are accustomed to give lectures in the classical works, both 
literary and ethical, of the Madura Sangnm or college, and in the system 
of the Saiva religion. An association in Madras has undertaken the patron. 
age of some of these schools, and besides supporting two Sanskrit high 
schools, gives annual rewards to the Pandits nnd pupils ufter an examination. 
The trustees of Pachaiyappa's charities also support a smull Sanskrit class at 
Chillamb:u-am. Thus, in the Madras Presidency, a few Sl1nskrit schools have 
received tb~ recognition of prominent bodies, although none of them appear 
to have either, solicited or obtained aid from the Department of Public In
struction. 

111. Bombay: High indigenous Schools.-In Bombay there are 48 
Hindu Vedashalas and Sanskrit schools; 6 lIuhammadan madrasas for youths of 
the,. Borah classes-converts from Hinduism to the 1\1 uhammadan religion; 
and 4 Farsi high ,schools for the sons of Parsi priests. The Hindu schools are 
exclusively, attended by Brahmans. The Veda schools are purely religious, 
and are held either in the verandah of the guru's house- or in the temple. In
struction b give:r;l gratuitously. The Sanskrit schools are partly secular, and 
the teachers take no fees. Some years ago a small allowance was made to 
some of these schools from the Dakshina Fund, which is administpred by the 
Education 'Department. The Muhammadan madrasas are supported by sub. 
scriptions from the well-ta-do Borahs, but one at least of them is not 
unwilling ,to receive State aid: The 4- P.arsi high class schools, of which 3 ar~ 
in Bombay,.are well-endowed. The'metbods and subjects of instruction given 
in these several schools are fully described at page 7 I of the Provincial Report. 
,It is sufficient' to mentiop that the' ml1in object of the Veda schools is to teach 
Brahmans'to' recite mantras, and to 'fit them for the exercise of sacerdotal 
functi~ns." , Th"e tf,'!aching of the'lIuhammadan schools is chiefly directed to the 
interpretation 0( thO' Koran, but Arabic grammar is inciden.tally taught. In 
the Farsi 'SchooIs"ibe: writings of Zoroaster are taught in the "original Zend" 
and' in' t11e later' Pehl~ and Pazend versions. Instruction' is also given in 
Persian, :Sanskrlt;' ,ltnd',.Engllsh. ' In the Hindu Sanskrit' schOOll4, ~ar, 
logi~:.~~~c~~' ~,~~:)~osOJ>hy ,are also ,,~ughtt while ~hQ partly s~~u~r 
Mull~~D?-¥8:J1" SCp~~f$,pf A, ~g~ orde~ tench ~qading" "~riting.,' and n.otahon, l~ 
Pelsia~>{an~ i~-HirtdUsta~< o~<~~~~ie .. ,S~dJ~.\,~'ronl·,this, fL~COltq.t it may be 
ga~h~~~~:t~~1~':Vhile.a~~bje!!:t'~9~?n: ~o,D;11, th~~ schools in a, gre~~er Qr less 
p.£ttr~ IS .. ~ '~~p~, ~lig~ous, .Instruct\O~, \ t.pe ,P3.rs~ @chools .~eaoh a. . aomewhat 
'adva~lc~d (;ourse; . 'and that the Sanskrit .iustitqtions educate' Brahman boys in 

~ \ ~ • ~ .)It ,,': ~ ,<; c .. • 
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some higher subjeds which, although of little practical utility, if judged by 
European' standards, are still partly secular. The lIuhammadan schools, 
however, teach little beside the Koran. The Arabic college of Surat, founded 
in 1809 by the Borah community, had become famous in 1824, when it was 
attended by 125 students, of whom many were boarders from distant Districts. 
But secular studies formed only a nominal part of the course; and the institu
mon having failed to keep abreast of modem wants has now fallen into decay. 

112. Bengal: High indigenous Schools.-The Muhammadan population 
of Bengal exceeds 21 i millions. The Calcutta Madrasa is maintained from pro
vincial revenues, and five other madrasas, teaching to the same high standard, 
are supported from the income of the Mohsin Endowment Fund. In Behar, 
and in the south·western Districts of Bengal and Orissa, large and successful 
institutions of the same general character, founded by private liberality, are 
not uncommon. But in the rest of Bengal the unaided institutions of this 
order are generally neither numerous nor well attended. One of them, situated 
at Sitapur, with three teachers attached to it, has only 2 J students on the 
rolls. On the other hand, there are no fewer than I,OlOe Hindu high class 
tols which educate 7,680 pupils. The medium of instruction is Sanskrit, and 
the subjects taught are grammar, synonyms, poetry, rhetoric, astronomy, 
and to a less extent logic, philosophy, law, and medicine. The master is a 
Brahman, except in the schools of medicine which are taught by Vaidyas. It is 
s~id that the popularity of the tols has declined with the growing neglcct of 
Sanskrit. But except in the Punjab, where the Lahore Oriental College haE 
endeavoured to cope with the difficulty, Bengal, alone of the Provinces 01 
Indial has attempted to counteract the natural decline of higher indi
genous education. For many years the tols of Nuddea hav:e received a grant 
from Government of Rs. 100 a month. In another direction assistance of 
a different character has been given. It was the practice of the tol Pandits to 
confer titles on their most proficient pupils. Recently the Bengal Department 
has instituted examinations and conferred such titles, with a view to stimulating 
the vitality of the Sanskrit schools. The popularity of the experimcnt 
is attested, according tq. the report' of the Direet9r, not only by the number of' 
candidates, but by the enthusiasm that the scheme has aroused among the leaders 
of the Hindu community. In the four years during which the examinations 
have been held, 232 candidates, chiefly Brahmans, have presented them
selves from to1s in Bengatand other Provinces, and '110 have passed. The industry 
of the candidates and of their teachers has berm stimulated by the liberality of 
men of wealth and inflmmce in Bengal. Last year twenty prizes of the value 
of Rs, 1,100 were awarded frolll private endowments created since these exami. 
nations were instituted in 1878, 'in addition to priz~s to the value of Rs. 450 
given by Government. Tlie branches in which the successful candidates pussed 
will throw some light on the subjects or study in those schools.' Of the 110 

who passed, 46 took up literature, 37 law, and 27 various branches of Darsalla 
or philosophy. Art association of Pandits has also been formed at Dacca, with 
the similar object of bestowing titles' after examination on the pupils of tols 
in Eastern Bengal. It receives a grant from Government of Rs. 500. 

t 

113. The North-Western Proyinces and Oudh! High indigenous 
Schools.-In the Provincial Report for the North. Western Provinces and Oudh, 
the Muhammadan-high class schools a~e noticed at length~' It is th~re pointed out 
that the first, object of education amongst tlie lIuhammadans is religion, and 
the second culture. A.n intimate knowledge of the' language in; which tho 
Koran js written and of the commentaries upon it is first acquired. \ Some ftC.. 

quaintance with Persian is gained in studyUiO'· Arabic" and :thus the literature 0, 
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of these two languages is opened to the :Mul~ammadan student. He may 
select for himself any subject which he fancies, whether history, literature, 
graJIlcIIl3X, logic, or law. The following testimony of the Honourable Sayyid 
Ahm~dJ Khan Baludur, may be quoted in favour of the efficiency of these 
schools in the North-Western Provin~es! (( They have mainly contributed 
"to the prese~vation and maintenance of oriental literature and science in 
"this country. Even at the present time those who have acquired any 
U degree of fame for proficiency in oriental science and literature will be 
" found to owe their celebrity to these schools." The Hindu Sanskrit schools 
of which nearly one-half are in the city of Benares, are in character similar 
to those which exist in Be~~.· It is estimated that there are in the North
Western Provinces and Oudh 235 advanced Hindu schools with 4,100 scholars, 
and ISo advanced Muhammadan schools, with 2,57 I scholars. The distinction 
between these two classes of schools, is marked by the fact that, whereas nearly 
half of the Muhammadan scholars pay fees, 82 per cent. of the Hindu 
scholaI'R contribute nothing to the cost of their education. So far, however, as 
t.heir relations to the Department are concerned, both classes of schools are 
entirely independent, and their system has not been influenced in any way by 
the action of the British Government. 

114. Punjab: High indigenous Schools.-The Muhammadan popula
tion of the Punjab exceeds in numbers all other clas~es of the community. Tl1eir 
advanced indigenous schools are popular and numerous. The charitable e harac
ter of the Muhammad:m Arabic schools is illustrated by the circumstance that 
itinerant students go from place to place begging a living, and often acquire 
a respectable amount of scholarship in indigenous schools. The system of 
instruction pursued in a Persian school is admitted to be fairly efficient, and 
students who attend for a sufficient time obtain a considerable knowledge of 
Persian literature. In caligraphy and accurate scholarship they are said to be 
superior to the boys trained in the Government schools. The popularity of 
these Persian schools is attested by the fact that Hindus attend them in large 
numbers. The Sanskrit schools are similar to those found in other parts of 
India. Most of the pupils are studying for religious orders, and they are edu-

. cntcd gratuitously. Very full accounts of the indigenous system in the Punjab 
are contained in the evidence of the witnesses who appeared before the Com
mission. The higher Hindu schools teach rhetoric, logic, philosophy, and 
grammar, whilst the Muhammadan madl'3.sas give a complete course of in
struction in the Arabic grammar and literature, law, logic, a.nd the:>logy. 
The information "given in the annU3l Reports of the Department is acknow .. 
ledged to be very incomplete. There are, however, grounds for supposing tha.t 
the Muhammadan advanced institutions in the Punjab are not fewer or less 
efficient than in the neighbouring North.Western Provinces. None of them 
are aided or recognised by the DepMtment; but it is one of the main functions 
of the Punjab University to encourage indigenous learning, and it has attempt.. 
ed to do this by maintaining an Oriental- College at UiliOl:,e, and by liberally 
rewarding proficiency in Arabic, Samkrit, and the literature of the Sikhs. 

115. Other Provinces: High indigenous SchooIs.-It is not probable 
1-< that any indigenous schools of an advanced order have escaped notica in the 
other Provinces of India, excluding Burma. For Assam 83 tols are return
ed, but they are stated by the local authorities to be of an elementary' 
character. In the Central Provinces there were in 1861, when the Administra
tion was constituted, a few indifferent madrasas and Sanskrit schools. But the 
constant political disorders, to which these and the adjoining Haidar.'llu'ld Dis
tricts were in old times subject, must have chec~ed education, and the omission 
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from the reports. of any mention of high indigenous schools is easily under. 
stood. 

116. High indigenous Schools: S~ary.-The history of the Arabie 
college of Surat proves that, even in an outlnng District. far removed from the 
centres of Muhammadan influence, it was possible for an indig~nous lIuham
madan college to retain a high reputation and attract students. The decline of 
such institutions is not wholly due to the exclusion of sound secular ins~ruction 
from their course. The Muhammadans still deeply prize the classical education 
which is given in their special madrasas. 'They recognise the importance of 
religious training, and value that cultivation of the minds and manners of their 
~hildren which results from an acquaintance with Arabic and Persian litera
ture. They undoubtedly feel that the practical utility of such an educa
tion has been undermined by the circumstance that English has taken the 
place of 1,1:uhammadan law, and that the Persian language has ~een displaced 
by English. But thc vitality of the religion of Islam and the'tastes of the 
cultivated classes which profess it, have not been weakened j and the indigenous 
system of education, which gave practical expressio:q. to the sentiments of ,tqe 
community, is as much cherished in the hearts of the upper classe$ of Muhanl
mauan society as ever. If their system exhibits signs of decay, that result is 
due as much, if not more, to the widespread poverty and comparative collapse 
of their society, as to any appreciation of the fact that the rising generation 
must adapt themselves to the altered circumstances of modern life. With the 
Hindus, however, the decline of their higher institutions is due in a, great 
measure to the natural quickness and practicalmstincts of the Brahmans, who 
have.realised the altered circumstances which surround them, and have volun .. 
tarily abandoned a classical education for one more suited to modern cQnditions 
of success. 'l'he tols are deserted because the college Professors lectures have 
become the road to advancement. In short, the unprogressive character of 
higher indigenous education in India is simply the result of natural laws. 

117. Attitude of the De.partment towards such Schools.-This consi·
deration, which suggests the difficulty of protecting archaic institutions against 
processes of natural decay, has undoubtedly influenced the Departm.ent in 
generally holding aloof from higher indigenous schools. .T~ principle of 
religious neutrality, accepted by the State, has also in most Provinces interposed 
difficulties in the way .of assisting schools which are there sometimes exclusively 
religious. The exigencies of finance have added further arguments in favour of 
a policy of inactivity. The educational funds in each Province are already 
unequal to the task imposed upon them. Madrasas and tols represent higher 
and classical education-an education which is now commonly regarded as 
having less claim upon :tbe funds of the State than education of a more element
ary or a more practical character. In these daysl new wants have arisen, and 
the State has endeavoured to meet them by establishing a new order of colleges 
and high schools, and by encouraging the growth of English education among 
all classes of the community. It has been shown that only in Bengal and 
the Punjab has any public attempt been made to recognise and encourage 
Sanskrit schools by a monthly subsidy, by the offer of prizes, and by the intro
duction of title examinations or by othef means. The success of the experi-. 
ment of title examinations recently introduced in Bengal has not yet been so 
thoroughly. established as to justify us in recommending the system for general 
adoption. We are, however, agreed in recommending that all indigertoU8 8ckoou, 
fJ)kether kigh or low, 8hould 'be recognised and encouraged, if tkeU sene any pur
pose o/aecutar education whatsoever. This condition of aid is-necessitated alike 
by the policy of religious neuho$l.1Hv. and by financial ~nsi~e:ations. -~ what. 
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form encouragement should be rendered is a question w hich ~annot be so eMily 
determined. The mana.gers' of madrasas and tols in Bombay and Bengal 
vi~w with different feelings the prospect of subjecting their schools to inspec
tion. The disintegrating results of English civilisation have operated with 
different degrees of force upon nativE) society in the variou:s Provinces of India. 
We can, therefore, only recommend that tke best practicable method of encourag* 
ing indigenous 8chools of a high order. lohich desire recognition, be ascertained 
b!l the local Education Department in communication wit h the 1l1aulavia and 
Patlldits and others interpsted in the subject; and it is possible that the U niver .. 
sities may be willing to co. operate with the officers of the Department in consi
dering the question. The testimony of the Honourable Sayyid Ahmad, Khan 
Bahadur, has already been quoted in favour of the high culture which is given in 
the ]\1 uhammadan madrasas. The Sanskrit tols are also tho only institutions 
left in which the study of Sanskrit literature and philosophy is cultivated ac
cording to the old traditional method. The Bombay Provincial Committee* 
have suggested measures for rescuing the classical study of Sanskrit from 
decay, and their proposals involve the liberal co-operation of native society. 
The best remedy which financial considerations will admit can be determined 
only by the local authorities; and we do not think that any detailed sugges
tions on our part would be useful or desirable. The question is complicated 
not merely by general considerations of the relative v:tlue of a modern and a 
classical education, but also by local circumstances which can only be ascer
tained and appreciated by the provincial authorities. 

118. Extent of Elementary indigenous Schools.-The annexed Table 
shows the number of elementary indigenous 8c1;1.001s known to the Department, 
which have not yet been incorporated into the departmental systems of the 
various Provinces of India. 

ELBHlliTABY SOHOOLS. OTHER INDIGENOUS 
TOTAL. SCHOOLS. 

--
NAlOI 011' PBOVIliCB. Number of Number of Number of Numherof Number of Nnmber of 

schools. scholars. schools. scholars. schools. scholars. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Madras • · · · · 2,828 54,064 ... ... 2,828 54,064 
Bombay. · · · · 3.954 78,205 58 550 4,012 78,755 
Bengal" • • . • . 3,265 49,238 1,018 " 8,067 4,283 57~305 
North-Western Provinces and} 6,7 12 61,634 415 6,67 1 68,305 Oudh. 7,1,27 

Punja.b. • · · · ... ." ... ". 6,362t 86,023t 
Central Provinces • · · [83] [3,148] ... . .. [83J [3,I48]t 
Assam . · · · · 497 9,733 ... ... 491 .9,733 
Coorg. • • • · 41 470 ... ... 41 470 
Haidarabad Assigned Districts · [207] [2,672] ... ... [2°7] [2,672]t 

TOTAL FOB. INOlA. · 17,297 253,3« I 1,491 15,288 25,150 354,655 

According to this statement, there are now 253,344 scholars in indigenous 
elementary schools which lie outside the influence of the Department. The 
statistics supplied from the Punjab are defective; but assuming that there are 
70,f?OQ pupils in elementary schools in that Province, there would be nearly 
210,000 pupils in such schools in the three Provinces of Bombay, the North .. 
Western Provinces. and the Punjab, who remain unaffected by the operations 

• Page 146 of the Bombay Provincial Report. 
t These atatistics are admitted to be incomplete. (A return received liDce the above was written and passed 

by th,Commission; show8 13,109 indlgenou88chools, with 135.384 pupils, in the Punjab.) 
il The number. in aquare bnwkets relate to onaided indigenous schools vmler inlplCtiott, and are therefore iDcluded 

in the Tll.bllill of III;f.t.isticl for Primary Ichoola. 
10', 
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of'the Despatch o~ 1854-.. It can re~dily be u:nderstood that indigenous' sch~ls 
have not' offered any umform basIS o~ which the Department could build. 
Owing to the e.trong r€'ligious tendency of the maliabs and the Gurmul;hi 
schools, they ,have less readily lent themselves to the ~uence of the Depart .. 
ments than the Hindu schools. "The pathsalas have accordingly been largely 
incorporated into the State systems, while the Muhammadan and ~ikh schools 
have remained outside them. In Bengal it is upon the elementary indigenous 
schools that the entire system of primary education has been almost exclusively 
built, and under that ,head, therefore, the character and progress of these adopted 
schools will be considered. In Madras, and in the Central Provinces, the 
indiO'enous agency has been very largely employed. In Bombay, on the other 
hand, the preference has been given to departmental, or cess, schools, which 
have been created by Government in consequencl3 of the alleged poverty and 
inefficiency of the indigenous system. In the N orth-Western Provinces and 
in ,the Punjab, where the !1:uhammadan and Sikh schools are most numerous j 

little notice has been taken of the indigenous schools. The number of unaidee 
schools in these last Provinces is therefore larger'in proportion to the number 
of public primary schools than elsewhere. 

119. Democratic character of elementary indigenous Schools.-There 
is a certain degree of family likeness between elementary indigenous schools, 
whether Hindu or Muhammadan, throughout the country. .For the present we 
reserve notice of the bazar schools which are found inmany Provinces of India. 
These sehools are in some respects institutions of a special kind and differ from 
the ordinary indigenous village-school. They are regarded by some as seces
sions from the pathsala on the part of the trading communities, who required 
something better suited to their'needs than the regular course of instruction 
given ip. the village-school. To the ordinary indigenous school of an element .. 
ary type a partially religious character frequently attaches. This is univer. 
sally the cahe with the maktabs of the Muhammadans and with the Gurmukhi 
schools of the Sikhs. But in the ordinary Hindu pathsala religious inst~ction 
mayor may not find a place. In the indigenous schools of Bengal, many of 
which are taught by Kayasths, no relig!ous instruction is given, but in 
Western and Southern India a short prayer or the redtation of sacred verses 
often forms part of the school course. Still, even where religion is taught in 
Hindu elementary schools, secular subjects are the chief part of the course. 
The prominent feature of these schools is their democratic character.. The 
Hindu system, so jea16us of the rights of the sacerdotal class, did not forget 
the interests of ,the whole village com.munity. All except outcasts, and the 
lower castes whose touch was pollution, were admitted to the pathsala. With 
the admission of non-Brahman castes, in large numbers to the school the in .. 
struction necessarily ceased to be free. While, therefore, education in the 
high school or tal was g~at~itous, the'master of the village school was sup
ported by fees from his pupils, who paid either in cash or kind, or in both. 
But the national sentiment in favour of gratuitous education was not wholly 
absent even from the Hindu elementary schooL Generally speaking, a wealthy 
Hindu, who supported a school for his own children, permitted his poorer 
neighbours to send their sons for gratuitous instruction. Occasionally village 
teachers would admit poor children without charge. The relations between, 
parents and master were thoroughly friendly, and the latter was admitted into, 
the houses of the former on terms of perfect ·confidence. The character of the , 
instruction give~ was extremel, elementary, as will be shown below.. ' '.' . 

• The Mufutmmadan elementary maktab ;W~~ na:turally', even more demo
cratlt:~ ilha.u i1ho Yina", £IoAoo1, And oxolwloa::UQ'DlQ.iOI/li At taQ Muhammadan cOm, 

J , {" , j It " . , 
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.. 
munity. It was at the same time essentially. religiq}ls. U G()VCl'nmffl;lt and reli .. 
gion are twins," is a common saying of the lIuhalJlIruidans; and their schools 
fol the masses are hardly less religious than their madrasas. This religious tend
ency has stood in the Way of the incorporation of maktabs into the departmental 
system. Their course of instruction in secular subjects is very limited. Arith. 
metic, grammar; and geography are almost neglected. Another disadvantage 
under which lluhammadan elementary schools have laboured has been their 
neglect of the vernacular. Urdu and a little .Persian are exclusively taught, 
even where the community have adopted, as they have in Bengal proper and in 
the Gujarathi Districts of Bombay and elsewhere, the vernacular language of 
the Hindus.' r~i~ 

The Sikh school is pre-eminently democratic. All Sikhs are equalfm~d,i~:) 
class is' excluded from the Gurmukhi school. The language of the~ra!\ti~~, 
or scriptures taught in the Sikh school, though regarded as vernacular",i$.~ll. 
antiquated dialect, and quite unintelligible to the children who recit~ it;. Itl': 
the Western Districts of the Punjab, Hindus of the trading classes have:, 'Very' 
generally adopted the moral and spiritual teaching of the Sikhs with~ut, their 
rites and customs. . ., 

120. The System of indigenous School Instruction.-The c0n!p~rq.thie 
efficiency of indigenous and departmental schools varies in differen~ paHs 'Or~ 
India; nor are the fees charged and the statui of the unaided elemental1 S4.tOO~1 
master more uniform. These matters will be considered when we exami~ ill 
greater detail the indigenous schools found to exist in each Province. .:!'Bp~, the 
following description of a Hindu indigenous school, which has prese~<iJ i!s 
character intact, ~ spite of the various educational agencies at work a1(Qtdl: 
it, is taken from one· of the Pro-vincial Reports, and is generally ·,tf\~ in 
essential particulars of all elementary indigenous schools: "The t ()rdi.na~Y 
"daily routine of a Hindu indigenous school is nearly the same in J all pa ts 
"of fJle Presidency. Each morning at about 6 o'clock the Pant(lji, 'v 0 

" is in some cases a Brahman and the priest of many of the families Wh

t
' ~6 

" children attend the school, goes round the village and collects h's.' pup! i 

"This process usually occupies some time. At one house, the pupil~'\~'~ l)' 
" persuaded to come to' school; at another, the parents hl1ve some speci11 ~?tflu~~ 
" tions to give the master regarding the refractoriness of their son; ~t, d ~hird' 
" he is asked to administer chastisement on the spot. As soon as he has colloot;J 
H a sufficie::lt number of his pupils, he takes them ·to the school. F+ the ~1.rstlj 
"half hour a Bhupali, or invocation to the Sun, Saraswati, Ganpatr Qi som. 
"other deity, is chanted by the whole school. After this the boy~' w~o' ~r~ 
"write, trace the letters of their kittas, or copy-slips, with a dry pen,.1re1QbjeQ" 
" of this exercise being to give free play to the fingers and wrist, and to lccust ' 

~ ~.,. , • f' 

"them to the sweep of the letters. When the tracing-lesson is over~ ~h~~ 
U begin to write copies; and the youngest children, who have bee* hith~t ~ i 

" merely loo~ng on, are taken in hand either by the master's son or fbY' d~e~' \' 
u the elder pupils. The master himself generally' confines his attendon to' qiir 
"or two of the oldest pupils and to those whose instruction he has stipu1ateJ:t6~ 
"finish within a given time. All the pupils are seated in one smaI). ,roo~.\-u:\ 
,::~!"~ra~~~~",~n..~",~h~"confusi~ll of soun~s, which arises from three 0~~~~~!e~1:: 
f~ ~ T!0Yti .. ~Qffi~f~n~~'"OUirt~lr f; taQl~i a.J~ ,a.i .. t;~, ,sw.nEt.Plo~~~~e:~,s~; 

.\15 bafl1~ ~~~~(}i\;,~": . > • 

Ille following ;rextrao1is >Irom--:.;.Ple' JjC~~ xrpvmcaa.J.:.u:cPQrtt W1U. ~ilfIiee'tO . 
'shOW: tli~'~cfui' .. ' wi'tot ,t1te~;:ul$tritction~tvti:1~ ~;Ut~~' !~1igen<iui ~/yh~' Dr 
:1~~11~~'9~~etfIi1.~~P~~{i,nft 'th~~~~_:btifnaiit~~~i1Pa~~~w.a,¥S!~a~tw~ 

'. ~ i . ~~lt"~at'~,~y~~.~c~ 
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" are writing, rea~mg~ arithm~tic and ac~ounts, zall!:in~ari papers ~nd lette~-
" writi~g. together w,ith versIfied. PuramQ tale~, and' Ul ,Behar versified h~rolC 
"leO'ends as well. The direct teachIng of' the children is conducted by momMrs 
"oro pupil~tc~chersf ~nd,cQll1pact d~visionS' of clasoos ar~ ~ot ma~e.''': . : . 
" On entcti1)g, a pathsala, a boy wrItes the letters of the ~lphabet WIth a. plcce 
" of ch~lkQn the grou:(ltl, repeating the names 9f tile let~~~ ,as h~, writes. them. 
" After the letter~ ;havo been thus learnt, palm-l~aves are used as Jll3.tenals for 
H writing on with pen and ink, the first attempt being onll to InK:off: the letters 
" as they are t~ac,ed by the guru with a pointed iron ~tylu~~: The, pupils, go on 
" with the :palm-leaves till they le~n .to ~rite the compou~d lette~s" ~om~tting 
"to men19ry at this stage the multIplIcatIOn-table ~nd varIOus-mctIOnal tables, 
" and being constantly practised one after another In the several tables of money, 
"weights and measures. Every evening before the pathsala breaks' up, all the 
"childre~ ~tand together and repeat the tables simultaneously in ,chorus, or 
"sometimes they follow a monitor's lead. From 'palm-leaf' promotion is 
"given to the' plantain-leaf,' in which native arithmetic is taught. In most of 
" the pathsalas slates, and in Behar taktis or boards, al'e also being used. The 
"scholar is now at liberty to take up paper. He is taught letter-writing, 
"zamindari and mahajani accounts, forms of documents, and the versified 
"Puraluctales, and lastll a little Sanskrit grammar and abkidkan. The age at 
" which it is customary for pupils to enter pathsalas is five years, on some 
" aUS~iCiOUS day fixed by the priest. The stay of the pupils at school is about 
"fiv or six years, comprising two full stages of instruction." In maktabs 
the upils learn by ~te parts of the Koran and other religious books; they 
also ~ead a little Persian and Urdu, and in a few cases learn to write Persian. 
'l'he1;~ is the same shouting and confusion in. teaching a class of Muha.mmadan 
hoy~s a,re found in the Hindu schoo}, and these form part. of the peculiar 
charm which parents appreciate in. the indigenous system. . 

, 121. Madras: Elementary indigenous Schools.-In his "Note on Edu .. 
"~ation in British India prior to 1854 and in 1870-71,''' Mr. Howell rema&:ed on 
tb,e absence of any statistics of indigenous schools from the Madras report. But 
ptjor to Act IV of 1871, the Local Funds Act of Madras, the encouragement 
~nd assis~ance of indigenous elementary schools had been actively commenced. 
~fter iS7'} the fuller prosecution of the task became the first charge upon 
the funds created by statute. It must not be forgotten, however, that in 
¥adfas a, vast educatio;nal machinery of ,European missionary societies had 
]Png' been acting upon: native society and affording a. model to indigenous 
institutions. In 1871 there were 1,129 mission vernacuIal" schools for boys in 
tllat Pre~idency. The efforts of a single Department consisting of a, few 
~uropean Inspectors were necessarily small in comparison with such a force 
;.ts the numerou.s societies of Madras were able to" mrert., The indigenous 

~
.llQOlS of Madras exhibited under these influences an alacrity in adop~ng advice, 
nq, aecep,ting improvements which has been wanting in most other parts of IDdia. 
he Depaf~ment working through the local boards soon induced the i~d'igenous 

'* s lioolmasterS ,to accept inspection on condi tioD of receiving grants on the' result.. 
~y~em, ,or on the combined'" system of salary and result-grantst !1- } steady 
ImPiovement was. effected in their method ,and subjects of in~truction;;., Reading~ 
boo~ wer~. freely introduced; e:x:~lusive relianc~ upo~ ~e~or1~ y~~~~ to,:,a, 
more \enslOle system of explanatIOn and learnmg WIth, ')l1telhgen'te';, mental, 
arithm~~c and, t4~, ,~l~bor~te :tb.ultip~cation ,tab~e~ ~~;:,e,!ii?t;#'Il~ersededl "bu* 
we~e sUp:?lemented :'byjJte method ·of' worklngont~, nntlutletlCal, Bums on the 
slate; evet~st?ty 4~~.,:~~9~i~plIYi~~:~~~~~IY;:~~9~P:~4~;~s ;I?,~tt of t~e se,hool, 
~o~se. W:t{.l.ou~ ~D:h~pating~the acco~~flPh"wilt~~,g~!~n of. the lIDproved, 
lUdlgenous Sc\oo!s Jp./~h~ ,next-r ~~ap~7jt.may'·~~~?:l'Ved tha~ in' 188, .. 82, there, 

7f. !l! {'(\, t,,.,; \ J. 

, , h .< .';,l' ", ~Lt t, t 
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were 1,263 Government ot!board pl'imary schools hllfadr&.'s) as ngainst 1,4 t 4 
aided and 5,809 insp~cted institutions of the same class. The' duty, of nidjng in .. 
ch1;enous schools.is enttuste~ to the boardsf who tlr~'thuS' able to compatc their 
efficiency with that of, ~t,heir own schools j and it is the rule of the boards not to 
establish fresh ~ehoo~s ?f, their, own where thcfO ar~ anl suita.ble iQ.digcttous 
schools willing to; r~e!ve aid and supervisioh. It is estima~ed thltt about 8;500 
indigenous schools have been brought under the -organised' system; and the .2,828 
schools, \vhioh still lie outside, the circle of State supervision; are el:poct~d in 
due course of time tQ become qualified for grants-in-aid. ~. Meanwhile, I:tlthougli 
they do not .receive aid, they are largely affected by the example 'of t~eir 
neighbours and by the influence of the Department. In short. the indigenous 
machinery of elementary education is in Madras working as n. highly important 
part of the whole educational machinery of the Province, and the signal success 
achieved there in developing the indigenous sohools has suggested ~ost of' our 
Recommendations for improving and aiding such schools throughout India. 

122. Bombay: Elementary indigenous Schools.-In Bombay there are 
3,954 elementary indigenous schools with 78,205 pupils, which still lie outside 
the State system, but 19,720 of these pupils are in the Native States, whose 
educational machinery is supervised by the Department. There are only 73 
such institutions receiving aid from the State, while the board schools for 
boys alone number 3,630. The exclusion of so large a number of indigenous 
schools from the State system, when similar institutions form an important part 
of the lladras system, demands some explanation. Partly owing to the' dis ... 
organisation of the country for many years before the establishment of British 
rule, and partly because the secular school had never taken root in \he village
system as it had in Bengal,. it was considered necessary by the Govermnent, 
when it entered upon its task of educating the masses, to create new schools 
rather than to work upon the basis of improving the indigenous schools. There 
is evidence that the Board of Education twice in the course of their administration, 
in 1842 and 1847, seriously considered and abandoned the notion of workirlg 
upon the indigenous system. In 1847 they found that the' total number of 
indigenous schools of all sorts in the Presidency was only 1,75 I ; and even at 
a still later date 90 per cent. of the villages had no school at all. In t852 they 
introduced the system of offering small grants-in-aid to indigenous schools.: 
In 1855, in 1863, and again in I87S, a census was taken, and a steady growthl 
in the number of indigenous primary schools was recorded. In the last of the 
three years just mentioned there were 3,330 such schools teaching nearly 
79,000 pupils. 

, The most important step in the direction of assisting these schools was· 
taken by Yr. Pelle in 1870' He assimilated the standard of instruction in 
the two lowest classes of the cess-school to the indigenous school course, the 
immediate effect of which waSl to place the indigenous schools in organic rela
tion with the Department as ancillary institutions, and to ensure their stability. 
The indigenous schoolmaster has gradually accepted the position, and has iI}. 
some measure responded by extending his course along the lines of the depart
mental system. lIr. Pelle also framed'special rules for assisting indigenous 
Nchools, which will be noticed in Ohapter VIII. It·is clear, therefore" that ~he 
b~ckwar<lness'of the indigenous schools in Bombay, and their practical ~xclu .. 
'sion from the Stale 'system, have not been due to any want of information or t() the 
'indifference"pf',the D:epartment. The subject of their claims has been revived 
several times s1nce t 854, a:Q.d.irt no ProvIDed of Iridia has more accurate informa
tion regarding theircon~~ion:t,;;ehJ,,9b,taim3d.·r~.heir'iso1atio~ has been due to the 
competition and. succes$ 'Of th~'cesss ~1mols." 'The):~caJ Uov-ernment at the outset 
considered ~he indigenou~ sch09ls nofm~reli inefficient, llut wholly insu.tlicient. 

" .. l ~ .. ' ~. ~ .. "" 
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As soon as it creatoo its own schools, it appeared that the poverty of the native 
schools, and not the opposition of the masses to education, was the cause of the 
general absence of education. 'l:he American ~ar, ,which gave an eno~otJS' 
stimulUS to the cultivation of cotton and so enrIched the peasant proprIetors 
in Bombay, led them to appreciate the. advantages of education for their 
children. As fast as schools were opencd they were filled~ Notwithstanding 

• the interruptions caused by famine, ten thousand scholars have been added 
yettr by year to the attendance in cess schools. Withr~o strong a demand for 
instruction it was possible to raise the standard rapidly and to improve the 
character of the primary schools. In a very few years the cess schools had 
entirely left the indigenous schools behind. The imposition of~ a local rate, 
which was for five years collected on a voluntary basis, created. a permanent 
fund for primary education; and the local boards at once. took an active part in 
the management of the departmental or cess schools. The several committees 
identified themselves with the improvement of their local schools, and their 
popularity was still further increased. Every addition to tl;te popularity or 
the efficiency of the cess schools thus left the indigenous schools furthe-r and 
further in the background. Moreover, with the large attendance at the cess 
school the cost of its maintenance decreased, so that, while education at the 
cess school was more thorpu~b than at the indigenous school, it became also 
cheaper, The result has been that time has only widened the gulf between 
the cess and the indigenous school. The masses value the education given in 
the former, and merely put up with the latter when they cannot obtain the 
former. The local boards, as trustees for the cess-payers, have spent the cess 
on the class of schools which the cess-payers prefer. In no part of India has 
the standard of primary instruction adva.nced higher than in Bombay, and the 
fear, which, has found expression in ;Bengal and in the N orth-Western Pro
vinces, that education above the traditional standard will either empty the 
schools or unsettle the minds of cultivators, is not put forward in Bombay. The 
low condition of the indigenous schools is therefore due to their inability, 
without more :regular aid and encouragement than they have yet receivedJ to 
keep pace with the cess schools. 

The policy of inactivity in regard to the practical encouragement of 
indigenous schools in the Bombay Presidency has been so deliberate, that 
we hate given at length the arguments which have induced the Department 
to adopt it. Admitting, however, the comparative inferiority of indigen
ous institutions, we consider that efforts should now be made to encourage 
them. They have survived a severe competition, and have thus proved that 
they possess both vitality and popularity. Numerous examples furnished 
by the history of education in Madras, as well as in Bengal, prove the 
possibility of adapting th'1 indigenous system to modern requirements, and 
while the cess schools of Bombay will supply a valuable model, the indigenous 
schools, if recognised and assisted as we shall presently propose,' may be 
expected to improve their method and fill a useful position in the State system 
of national education. The introduction of a wider scheme of self-government 
offers a favourable opportunity for a new departure in the treatment of the 
elementary indigenous schools of Bombay. 

123. :Bengal: Elementary :indigenous Schools.-The history of the 
several systems under whi~h the indigenous schools of Bengal have been 
brought under the influence of the Department, will be traced at length in tho 
next Chapter,of this Repol't, which rl;eals with pri~ary'~ucation. It is there
fore unnecessary ~n this place to describe' ,in any" detail the character of the 
institutions that have not yet been in~orporated into- tho State sy~t~m. 
While 48,834 indigenous schools in Bengal have been so inC<?rporated. there '8.re 
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3,265 such schools, giving instruction to 49,238 pupils, which are known to 
the Department as lying outside the inner circle of State supervision. Of these 
neArly two-thirds are elementary Hindu schools. The Bengal system of pri
mary instruction is almost exclusively a system of indigenous schools more 
or less brought under the influence of the Department. .t\.ny schools, therefore, 
which lie outside the aided systern are probably either extremely elementary, 
or else schools which are mainly religious. No information is given as to the 
proportion of unaided sc~ools which belong to each of these two classes. 
But it is hardly necessary to pursue the enquiry further, as there is no 
question that in Bengal the claims of the indigenous schoolmasters, if they 
are not adequately met, are still fully admitted as a matter of principle. 

124. N orth-Western Provinces and Oudh: Elementary indigenous 
Schools.-The number of unaided indigenous schools in these I)rovinces, namely, 
6,7 I 2, giving instruction to 61,634 pupils, is larger than that returned for any 
other Province of Northern India. But in an interesting account of the indi. 
genous system, which will be found in the Report of the Provincial Com
mittee, reasons are adduced for considering that the return under-estimates the 
facts. On the other hand, it must be observed that, whereas the average 
attendance in each indigenous school in Bombay is 19, it is only 9 in similar 
schools in the North-West. An efficient and popular schoolmaster usually 
attracts a large attendance, and there must therefore be many classes in the 
North-Western Provinces which hardly deserve the title of schools. In 1874 a 
census was taken, which showed that out of 563 maktabs, no less than 543 were 
simply classes of 4 boys under a family tutor. Out of 91 Kaithi or bazar schools, 
41 were of a similar character. As regards the character of their instruction, 
very depreciatory opinions are entertained by some officials. But it is a re
markable fact that very many of the subordinate native officials of the Pro
,ince are &aid to have been almost exclusively educated in IPhools of this 
sort. This circumstance would seem to justify a favourable opinion of their 
merits. In the first instance endeavours were made to extend elementary 
education by improving the indigenous schools, but the original plan was 
eventually exchanged for that of maintaining schools under the direct control 
of the Department; and although from time to time renewed attempts have 
been made to foster indigenous education, they were not, in the opinion of the 
Provincial Committee, prosecuted with sufficient earnestness to attain such success 
as might reasonably have been expected. Besides, the gratuitous education given 
to the bulk of the pupils in the halkabandi schools has placed the indigenous in
stitutions at a disadvantage. Yet the indigenous schools retain their popularity, 
and they have even been persuaded to follow the e~ample of the departmental 
schools in extending their course and improving their text-books and methods of 
instruction. The Committee are of opinion that while the efficiency of the hal
kabandi schools should b~maintained, the importance of the indigenous schools 
should also be recognised. We entirely concur in this opinion, and hope that, 
if our Recommendations be systematically applied, the indigenous system in 
these Provinces will be treated as an integral part of the general system of 
education. A large number of the unaided institutions will then be placed on 
the aided list, and a fresh stimulus afforded to the extension of schools which at 
present compete su~cessfull.r with the halkabandi schools for popular fa~our, 
notwithstanding the heavy disadvantages against which they have to contend. 
Among these disadvantages may be reckoned the orders of. Government dis
carding the popular character, Kaithi, in favour of Nagari, as that in which 
the village ,records should 'b~ kept. The indigenous schools, in which Kaithi 
continued to be used, were thus heaVily w~hted in comparison with the halka
bandi schools where Nagari was exclusively employed. 

18 
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125. The Punjab: Elementary indigenous Schools.-The indigenou$ 
schools are highly spoken of by several witnesses who have given evidence on the 
state of education in the Punjab. According to the official Report on Pub:ic 
Instruction for 1878-79, the last jn which any statistics of indigeno~ schools were 
given, there were 4,662 institutions with 53,029 scholars. Dr. Leitner obtained 
for the Commission returns of 6,362 unaided indigenous schools with 86,023 
scholars, and estimated the actual number of the latter as at least 120,000. 
Recent enquiries conducted by the Ed.ucation Department have shown that even 
this estimate is below the truth. But whatever be the exact number of the 
pupils, it is manifest that a wide field here exists for work in the cause of educa. 
tion. Circumstances peculiar to the Punjab render the question of encouraging 
these schools, although not devoid of difficulty, one of extreme importance. It 
is said that, except the village headmen and the wealthier classes of the agri
cultural community, the great mass of the rural population do not appreciate 
the advantage of instruction. The subjects taught in the departmental schools 
are held to be unsuitable for professional or practical purposes. Education, as 
now conveyed through the medium of Urdu, which is not the vet;nacular of the 
rural population, is said to have" an unsettling effect" on the cultivating classes. 
as leading them to look to an official career. Whereas in .Bombay the demand 
for cess schools is such that it is estimated that 50,000 more boys would im
mediately attend the departmental schools if funds were available for opening 
them, in the Punjab the attendance at departmbntal schools is only maintained 
with considerable difficulty. In Bengal and Bombay 2i per cent. of the male 
population are found in elementary schools aided or maintained by the Depart
ment. In the Punjab only '91 per cent. are at such schools. In view, then, of 
the vitality of the indigenous schools, and of the comparative want of success of 
departmental effort, the recognition of the indigenous system seems to offer the 
only practicable means of extending primary education. There are, however, 
special diffi.cult~s in tlte way. The religious feeling is peculiarly stron g in a 
Province where Muhammadans and Sikhs constitute more than half of the whole 
popUlation. The experience of other Provinces of India in which the most 
successful attempts have been made to influence the indigenous system, proves 
that the secular Hindu schools present fewer difficulties in the way of improve
ment than the,religious schools of the Muhammadans and Sikhs. The task, 
therefore, of securing the co-operation of the indigenous schools of the Punjab 
has been more difficult than in Bengal or 1YIadras, but conditions appear to be 
now more favourable to ~y.ccess. It is quite clear that without aid or encourage
ment from the Department indigenous schools in the Punjab have retained 
their popularity, and with such encouragement a far larger extension of primary 
education may reasonably be expected. The managers of these schools, whether 
Muhammadans, Sikhs, or Hindus, may be expected to understand 'that the 
Department entertains towftrds them friendly views,:wd that it is .prepared tv 
turn their schools to a use profitable alike. to their teachers and to society. 
The extension of a system of self-government also justifies the hope that a. 
fresh impulse will be given to indigenous education. It is thrqugb the instru
mentality of the boards that so much progress lias been effected in Madras, 
and there are special reasons which promise an even larger measure of success 
to the direction of local boards in the Punjab than ~lsewhere. No question has 
been more pressed upon our attention than that of the choiqe of a vernacular 
for the elementary schools of this Province. By giving to local boards full 
discretion to aid indigenous schools, and by allowing free pltty to the selection 
of the vernacular by the people themselves and by the boards which represent 
them, it may be hoped that a national system, of primary education will be-
established in" the Punjab upon a more satisfactory. basis. ' ' 
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126. The Central Provinces and Haidarabad Ascigned Districts: 
Elementary indigenous Schools.-The system of education in the.se two 
Pr\)vinces, has been moulded upon similar lines. The unaided indigeno,us 
schools in each are exclJlsivcly elementary. In the former Province liberal 
grants are made to the schoolmasters who have accepted inspection and agreed 
to adopt improvements in their method. The incorporation of the whole in
digenous system into the departmental scheme is merely a question of time, 
The Provincial Report states t.hat in the Ce~tral frovinces all indigenous 
schools are brought under the payment-by-results rules so S0011 as their masters 
consent to keep registers. Of the 1,344 elementary schools recorded in the de
partmental returns, only 83 are unaided. In the Haidarabad Assigned Dis
tricts, the proportion of aided schools to the whole number of indigenous 
schools is smaller. Out of 405 indigenous schools, 198 were aided, leaving 207 

without aid, but not altogether outside the departmental scheme; for it ap
pears that every indigenous school is visited and invited to earn a grant if it 
can. But the indigenous schools in. these Districts are reported by Rao Baha
dur Narayan B. Dandekar, Director of Public Instruction, to b,e both epheme
ral and inefficient. It is, however, the avowed policy of the Resident at 
llaidarabad to encourage these institutions as far as possible, and systematic 
endeavours on the part of the Director of Public Instruction will doubtless 
be rewarded. 

127. Assam: Elementary indigenous Schools.-Out of 1,351 primary 
schoois recognised by the Department in Assam, 1,256 are aided. There arc 
only seven Government and 88 unaided schools under in~pection, exclusive of 
the 497 indigenous elementary schools which we have now to consider. The 
State system is therefore built, in this Province as in Bengal, mainly on the 
basis of private effort, but it differs from that of Bengal in the fact that in 
Assam the Department has' for the most part created s~h effort and has not 
merely incorporated pre-existing indigenous schools. Except in 8ylhet, no 
secular indigenous schools suitable for incorporation were found in the Pro
vince. The indigenous s, stem, weak as it was, consisted of religious schools 
such as tols, maktabs, and a few Kbampti schools. These last institutions are 
peculiar to Assam. The Khampti tribes inhabit the country on the North-East 
Frontier of Lakhimpur, and are Buddhists by religion, They receive instruction 
in the Burmese character from itinerant monks, or Rapus; who come from 
beyond the Patkoi range, and visit the villages in turn, holding a class in each 
for three or four months. The pupils are instructed in religion as well as in 
reading and writing; but since most of the Khampti tribes lie beyond the 
British frQntier, the information acquired by local officers regarding their habits 
is scanty. It is, however, stated that every male Khampti can read and write, 
and in some of their vi}lages l~rge collections of xylographs are found. The 
Department has experienced considel-able qifficulty in making use of the in
digenous schools, whether .Hindu, Muhammadan, or Khampti. Aid has been 
offered to the teachers on a few simple conditions which have been refused. 
The Department has tllerefore been obliged, except in Sylhet, to neglect the 
existing indigenous schools and to encourage pupils from the departmental 
schools to set up primary schools where they are wanted. 'Thus the Assam 
system is built upon private effort aided by the State, but not upon the indi. 
genous institutions as ,in Bengal. 

128. Coorg: lltementary indigenous Scliools.-The indigenous system in 
this small territory lies quite outside t)le Department. There are 41 elementary 
indigenous schools, with 470 pupils. They are fairly distributed over the country 
and divided amongst the different nationalities. Nothing but the merest rudi. 
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ments is tau",ht. The Hindus learn verses out of the Ramayana; the Lingayats 
learn books 0 peculiar to their sect, reciting the verses in chorus after their 
masters without understanding the meaning j while the Muhammadans lea£"ll 
texts of the Koran in the same way. The number of schools has slightly 
increased in the last ten years. The fee for each pupil varies fl"Qm 4 annas to 
Re. J a month. Money payments are supplemented by payments in kind, 
with presents of food and clothes at festival seasons. The general characteristics 
of the indigenous system of Northern India are therefore preserved with 
sinO'ular fidelity in this isolated region of the south. 'rhe instruction is partly 
l'eligious, and the secular part of the course is very elementary. The vitality 
of these schools is, however, an argument for their encouragement. 

129. The Status of~indigenous Schoolmasters.-It has been seen that 
in the advanced indigenous school, fees are rarely-charged for instruction. The 
eharncter of Hindu and Muhammadan religious endowmAnts has been traced, 
:dld tbe paternal relation of the Brahman teacher 'to his pupils explained. It 
,,-ill presently be seen that all traces of gratuitous education are los~ in the 
hazar schooh, which are essentially commercial undertakings. The Maulavi or 
Pandit of the high school is respected, if not venerated, by his pupils, and is 
held in high estimation by their parents. 'rhe bazar school master, on the 
other hand, is the paid servant of the community, and holds no such position. 
The tcn.cher of the ordinary elementary school stands midway between these 
two classes of schoolmasters, and his position in society rests to some extent 
on the adequacy of the income he derives from fees. If the school is of a 
deeidedly religious character, the master receives the respect which is naturally 
paid to a teacher of religion. If it is wholly secular and based upon the depart
mental model, he is judged by the standard of the departmental schoolmaster j 
and not possessing the prestige of a Government servant, his social position is 
lUferior to that of the· subordinate of the Education Department. Thus, in' 
Bombay, where the masters of the cess school and of the secular. indigenous 
school exist side by side, the influence of the former is as a rule far greater 
than that of the latter. On the other hand, in Bengal and northern India, 
the schoolmaster of an old-fashioned indigenous school is much respected, 
and his position is not impro'\"'ed by his connection with the Department. It 
has even been held that the receipt of assistance from Government injures 
rather than improves the/ position of the Bengal pathsala. guru, so long as he 
confines himself to the traditional subjects of instruction. The more he depends 
upon the State, the less can he rely upon the maintenance of his fees, since 
the village community, while acknowledging the obligation of maintaining 
the guru, have no objection to transfer that obligation wholly or in part 
to the State. In Madras t11e indigenous schoolmaster of the old hereditary 
type is reported to be fast losing his influenc~ through competition with the 
trained and certificated teacher of the new type. 'fhe average emoluments 
of the latter are said to be only Rs. 3i a. month, exclusive of payments in 
kind and periodical presents on festive and ceremonial occasions. In Bombay, 
the fee-receipts rarely exceed Rs. 8 a month in the larger, and Rs. 5 in the 
smaller, villages, while in cities an indigenous school headmaster occasionally 
earns Rs. 50 a month. On the whole, it may be assumed that, where the 
indigenous syptem has been little influenced by the spirit of modern education,' 
the schoolm}ster is respected. Where the new spirit prevails, respect is 
superseded by reputation, and reputation will be proportioned to the capacity 
of the master. But in the 'transition stage, the influence Qf the indio-enous 

~ 0 

master is decreasing, and his claims upon the consideration of the villagers 
or townspeople can be but slowly re-est.ablished. 
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130. The Bazar Schools.-Our review of the indigeuous system will be 
completed by a brief notice of the bazar schools, wbich are fonnel in scveral 
Provinces of lndh, and wWch springing from the practical wants of the 'people 
h3.ve accepted any useful change consistent with those wants. 'The ordinary 
Hindu pathsala endeavoured to give a useful education to all classcs including 
the trading classes. But if the cultivating clMses predominated, the chief 
share of the master's attention was necessarily devoted to them, while he c?ultl 
not neglect the claims of the few pupils who were preparing to enter a tol. 
Meanwhile Ule children of the trading classes were not satisfied with the atten
tion which they received, inasmuch as they required a more practical educa
tion than that which sufficed fllr the simple wants of the other members of the 
village community. Accordingly, in la~e towns, where the merchants and 
tradesmen were strong enough to supply their own demand, they established a 
special class of schools, called bazar schools. These schools are also called 
Lande, Sarati, Rindu-Sindhi, or ~Iahajani schools, according to the peculiar 
character which they teach, and wWch the particular class employs in its busi
ness transactions. Their subjects of instruction are accounts, the writing out 
of bills and drafts, book-keeping, and ment.:'l.l arithmetic. Bazar schools are 
essentially a commercial speculation; and not only is the master usually 
paid in money, but he is generally paid on the contract system, receiving a 
fixed grant on the completion of a. certain course of special instruction. As 
the servant of the parents, he has never commanded the respect which the 
religious Pundit of the high school, or the guru of the village school, obtains. 
The masters have no objection to receiving aid from the State, but they natur
ally are slow to adopt any changes opposed to the ('onservatism of the com
mercial castes who rigidy adhere to traditional habits of business and systems 
of account. • 

131.. Recommendations.-It only reIDllins for us to state our suggestions 
for making use of the material for education lying more or less neglected ill the 
several Proyinces of India, and for incorporating. where possible, in the scheme 
of national instruction the indigenous schools which according to the statistics 
furnished to the Commission are attended by 35+,655 pupils anel at present 
receive no 'recognition from the Departments. OUf Recommendations deal 
with four matters:-

I-The schools to be assisted. 
II -The character of the assistance. 

III-The conditions of assistance. 
IV-The channel of distributing assistance. 

But before discussing them we would briefly refer to the views enter
tained by one of our Punjab colleagues who is unable to concur in the 
conclusions at which a. majority of us, including our colleague Mr. Haji 
Ghulam Hasan (who together with Mr. Pearson represented the Punjab), 
have arrived. Mr. Pearson approves of the policy of aiding and encourag
ing indigenous schools in the manner proposed by us, wherever it may be possible 
to do so, but he believes that the experiment has already received a fair 
trial in northern mdia, and that the schools have there been found unsuited 
:Cor this kind of treatment. In the N orth: Western Provinces the original scheme 
of popular education devised by Mr. Thomason provided for- the establishment 
of a small number of central Government Schools to serve as models to the 
iniligenous schools in their neighbourhood, and, in, the opinion of Mr. Pearson, 
it was only when the paucity and ephemeral character of these schools had been 
:l.Scertained, and the impossibility of making any permanent impression 
upon th6m had been realised, that the halkabandi system ,was &<lopted in 
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preference. Simillfrly in the Punjab, when· the Education Department was 
first estllblished, the alternative of aiding the indigenous tea~hers or of taking 
them into Government employ, was carefully considered; and although tne 
latter phn was adopted, it was not until some years afterwards that the separa
tion of the vilhge school from the mosque was determined upon as a necessary 
measure of refnrm. But if the departmental school ultimately superseded other 
plans for the extension of popular edu'3at!~n, the idea of an outer circle of aided 
indirrenous schools has never been lost SIght of, but has been taken up from 
tim: to time by zealons officers of all grades, and has been the subject of nume
rous orders of Govf'rnment. The uniform failure of these efforts can only be 
explained, in Mr. Pearson's opinion, by the absence of any real system of secular 
indig~nous instruction for the masses in Northern Ind ia. The vast majority of 
schools enumerated in the returns are, he maintains, useful only for the recita .. 
tion of texts and for ot her religious exercises, whtle the secular schools which 
have something in common with schools for general education are of an almost 
exclusively special character. 'rhe bazar school is usually kept by a man who 
knows how to teach the mere rudiments of shop accounts, and nothing else. 
The Persian makt.ab is not a vernacular school at all, and the opinion that it is 
ahove the requirements of the working classes has found expression in a 
favoul'ite* proverb quoted, by several of the Punjab witnes~es. In Bengal it 
may be possible to improve a pathsala without any violent innovation, but 
accoriling to the view which our colleagne. represents, little or nothing of this 
kind can be done in the North.Western Provinces and the Punjab without in. 
troducing strange and unacceptable studies for a purpose foreign to that which 
has called the school into existence. 

132. The Schools to be assisted.-Three classes of indigenous agency 
have beeIi cOIJsidered,-the advanced schools and colleges, which are generally 
of a religious character; the ordinary elementary village schools, w hicb are 
m.ore or less democratic; and the technical hazar schools. We have included 
under the term "indigenous " all schools, without reference to the class of 
instruction afforded in them, which are established or conducted by natives of 
India on native methods. This definition will cover a larger area of educa
tional agency than it may be practicable or desirable for the State, fuaintaining 
a policy of strict religious neutrality, to assist. or even to encourage in a less 
direct manner. We therefore consider it sufficient to recommend that all indi. 
genous schools, whether high or low, be recognised and encouraged, if they 8erve 
any purpose of secular education whatsoever. The success which has attended 
the introduction of secular teaching into religious and monastio schools in 
Burma and in the neighbouring district of Chit.tagong, justifies the hope that 
in other parts of India a sympathetic treatment of schools, which are chiefly 
religious, may yet induce the managers to d~vote some part of their attention 
to 'secular instruction, and thus turn to advantage the influence which these 
institutions undoubtedly exert over native society. We would, therefore, ex
clude no class of schools from the privilege of connection with the State, or 
from the right to claim assistance, provided that they satisfy the secular tests 
imposed, and fulfil the conditions which will be noticed presently. 

, , 

133. The Character of the Assistance.-Opinions naturally differ as 
to the best form of rendering assistance to indigenous schoolmasters. It is 
necessnry at the outset to draw a line between higher and primary education. 
We have fully discussed in the course of our deliberations the difficult,. of dnd .. 

• The proverb may be thus t-ra.n~lated :
Beads Persian a~d then sells oil; 
See the freak!> of fortuJU) ! 
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ing funds and of selecting the best metllOd for encournging advanced Hindu 
and Muhammadan schools or colleges. We recommend that the hest prl1cli
CQ'7Jle JIlethod of encouraging intiigl"nQtlll education q/ a high ord", desiring 
,.ecog"';li",~n, he ascertained hy the several Dppartmpnt, in cOlmnunicatiol1 with 
Pandits, Maular;is, ana others inle1 esled in Iht" suhject. As regards the s(>cu
lar elementary school~ it has been alleged that in some ProV'inces the aid ren. 
dered by Government is at onoo accepted by the parents of pupils 8S an indica
tion that their own contributions may be 1Jro tanto diminished. The aid does 
not reach its object, and the natural objection which a conservative school
master feels to innovation or improvement is not overcome by the pros}'>('ct of 
personal advantage, f'xcept in tho.;e {'ascs in which the V'illagers m~y be induced 
to attach mlue to the new suhject.s of instruction. It has tbel'{'fore been 
suggestoo that the best form of aiding an indigenous f:choolmaster would be 
for the State to pay the fees of all boys who are too poor to contribute towards 
the cost of their education. There are, however, practical difficulties in a ~ys
tem which would entail much trouble on the Inspector, and involve an enquiry 
into the circumstances of the vill~ge population that could neither be conducted 
with satisfaction to the people, nor with sufficient guarantee to tl1e State. 
We therefore recommend that the s!ls/em of aid adopted h" that which regu
lates tlle aid given ,n,(J.in1!l according to t1~e results of e:ramilla/ion. The gra
dual improvement of the teaching power in th .. indigenous system is, howe\"er, 
in our opinion, a matter of such primary impOl'tancn, that we recommend that 
special rules be made to meet the case. The co-operation and influence of the 
indigenous schoolmasters will alone enable the Department to raise the level 
of village schools conducted on native methods, without extinguishing thpm by 
well-meant, but injudicious, interference. Accordingly we recommend thrzt 
specilll ellcoliragf!1'Tuent he afforded 10 indigenous schlJOlmasters to under!lo 
training, and to hring their relatives und prolrrble 8UCCeSSor'l finder ,.epu
lar traiJJing. In a subs£>quent' paragraph we sllall also snggest the bestowal 
of special grants in certain cases, on account of low-caste boys educated in 
indigenous schools. 

134. The Conditions of Assistance.-If the State affords liberal grants 
for the results of examination, and organises Normal schools for tne training of 
indigenous schoolmasters, . it may expect that they on their part will accept 
the conditions imposed-on them, and thus justify the Department in applying 
public revenues to their encouragement. We regard as the bf'st policy that 
which proceeds with caution, and does not under the name of improvement 
destroy the distinctive methods and traditions to which bazar or village school! 
owe their vitality and popularity. We recommend therefore thai a steady and 
gradual improf)ement be aimetl at, with as little immediate fnlerjf'rence IvitA 
the personnel and currimllum of indigenous schools as possihle. In order to 
carry out this policY,and to re-assure the village schoolmasters, we recommend 
Ihat the dandards of e:camitlaticm he arranged to suit each Provi1l,ce, u)ith 
the f);ezo of preseroing all that is vfllued /;.11 the people ill the indignzoufl s!lsil"ms, 
and of encouraging hy special grants the gradual introdllclif)tJ of useful 
subjects of in8iruction. By such speCial grants the masters will be more 
readily induced. to accept those improvements in their course which a pro
gressive stft, ~fII of society deman~s. We do not attempt to define the useful 
subjects which should be added to the school course. The adaptation of the 
princ~ple of gradual improvement must be left to the Local Governments, 
who can ascertain the locality, class, and condition of their indigenous schools, 
and shape ~heir help and advice in the mould best suited to local circumstances. 
It is, however, essential that aided schools sbould submit to inspretion. We 
recommend that indigenOWl school, receiving aid he inspected in situ, and tlzaJ, 
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a8 far a8 p08sibl.IJ: the examination, for 'tkeir granls.in .. aid be co~ducted in 
situ. We were not entirely unanimous in adopting this Recommendation. It 
was suO'O'ested that the system of local inspection, but of central examinati6n, 
which ~btains in Bengal, was preferable to local examinations. The advantages 
claimed for the Bengal system were the economy of the Inspectorts time, the 
necessity of entru~ting the examinations for rewards to officers of a higher 
grnde than those who ordinarily inspected the pathsalas, and' the stimulus and 
competition created by bringing several schools together to a central examination. 
On the other hand, the majority of the Commission considered that central 
examinations encouraged fraud, involved expense to the students and masters, 
and unless supplemented by systf'matic inspection prevented a thorough examin .. 
ation of the system of instruction. The following extract· puts in a cle!lr 
form the arguments against central examinations when not supplemented by 
adequate inspection in situ: "As a practical educationist, I am, compelled to 
"sav that examinations held over such gatherings for the very short time that 
"th~y must necessarily last, f[til to afford clear ideas of the schools as they are. 
"A ~ehool seen in its own abode is known to be what it is at the first glance. 
H J3~sicles the dirty or clean appearance of the school-house, the neatness and 
" orti('rliness of the children or the reverse, as they sit to take their le8S0n$, the 
., ;Jea,l'i!Jg of the teacher towards his pupils, his voice, attitude, patience with 
"the dull, and a thousand other things, remain unseen by the Inspector under 
H pre'icnt arrangements." Besides the conditions of improvement, and of sub. 
m.i::.sion to inspection, one further condition of assistance remains. We refer to 
the right of all classes of the community to participate in any education 
for which the State pays directly or indirectly. The evidence given 
befol e the Commission shows that in many Provinces of India fears are enter
ta,incd that the transfer of control to local bodies will arrest the progress which 
depressed ~astcs are successfully making to emancipate and improve themselves. 
It is admitted to be true that in some parts of India aided schools give no place 
either to the low-caste Hindu boy or to the backward aboriginal races. For 
iUl:o>tance, the l\fahar and Dher castes alone in the Bombay Presidency number 
1,200,000, and are said to be practically excluded from indigenous schools. If 
tLo dr,partmental schools should be very largely superseded by indigenous 
or ai(kd primary schools, under the general control of local boards, it is antici. 
pated that the upward progress of the lower ranks of Hindu society would 
be effectually barred. 'ro meet the case of such classes, we 'recommend that 
aiaed lndi,qe11.0U8 schools, /tlot registered as 8pecial schools, be 'lJJnder8tood to 
lJe open to all castes and classes of tke community; special aiel being, if neces· 
liUlry, aS8igno,ble on, account of lOlD-caste pupils, In order that, our object may 
not be defeated by the registration of all schools as "special," we recommend 
that such a proportion betwee"l I$pecial and othe,. elementary indigenous 8chooll 
be .maintained in eaclt town or IJ is/rict as to ensure a proportionate provision for 
the education of all classes. 

135. The Ohannel of distributing Aid.-The agency for as~isting indi· 
genous'schools will necessarily be the agency of control. We attach great im
portance to the' connection of all a~encies of primary education with the various 
schemes of self-government now under consideration. Local f boards, whf'ther 
municipal or' rural, are likely to sympathise with the indigenous system 
where it is valued by the people. In their hands improvement will not involVE: 
destruction. They will know what vernacular the village or town population 
prefer, and what subjects :0£ instruction are practically, useful. These board~ 

, " ~' ~ I r \, ,~ 
t ,( t ») 1 ~:i v [<- t 

• Report on village IiChools in the North~WeBterD Pl'Ovinees and. ,;Ptulj~b v1 Ba.boo Bhudel..' Mookerj~a, 
1868, pa~e 23. . .,: "\ " ' "" '" 
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wi.1l generally be entrusted with the control of element:uy education in depart. 
JILental schools, and their attitude towards indigenous schools may be expected to 
caSt light on the vexed question of the relative popuhrity of the two systems. 
We therefore recommend that, tcAere f1~flnicipal and local ooarda e:r:i$t, the 
registration, npen:igwn Gnd enCf)uragemenl oj indigenous elementary schools, 
(detAer aided or unaided, be entrusted to them, profJided that suc" ooards &hall 
not inter/ere ill any tca!/ tcit" any scllools IDAicA do not desire to recei~ aid ()I' 
to be BUbject to tAe Buperri..tion of the boards. This will not only secure the 
public recognition of such indigenous schools by local bodies entrusted with 
power, but will also en~ble the boards themselves to take a wide surrey of the 
field of indigenous agency. The pressure of public opinion, as well as their 
ll:1tural instincts, will, it may be hoped, lrod local boards in the direction of 
popular sentiment. If such boards are entrusted with the control of primary 
education as well as with the funds to supply it, they will doubtless give indige
nous schools fair play; and, when they become efficient, a preference over the 
more expensive institutions maintained wholly by municipal or rural boards. 
We therefore recommend thaI the aid gi~etl to indigenous .eletnelJtary schools 
be (I charge against tAe funds at tAe disposal of municipal alld local lJoards, 
tchere BIIcA ~t. and that eJ:ery indigelJous scllool, fchich is registered for aid, 
receif':'e jNJ111 sucl wams the grants to roMc" it 's entitled under {he rules. 
A discretion would, it is true, be left to the boards to regbter or to refuse to 
register an application for aid. But the considerations of economy and locnl 
popularity (where such exist), to \f hich we have referred, would incline the 
boards to enter schools on their list of aided institutions as far as funds permit. 
The amount of aid to be received would of course depend on the efficiency of the 
school as gauged by the Inspector. But the increase of demands on the school 
fund administered by the board would correspond with the increasing efficiency 
of the indigenous schools, and even if a municipal or rural board school had to 
be closed in order to meet the growing demands of aided schools, the result 
would be a satisfactory proof of the extension of primary education. In some 
parts of India, however, it may happen t1mt the indigenous schools hale fallen 
out of repute, owing in some cases to neglect; more frequently to a com
petition with the departmental school by which they could not but suffer; and 
occasionally to the real superiority of departmental schools and the preference 
of the people for them. We should therefore supplement our last Recommend
ation by the following: that local alld tntlnicipal boards be required to gil)e 
elenJt!1Jta'1l indigerloull 8clwol, free play and decelopment, alld f»lly eslabli8h 
fres/& schools oj their oren uillen tile preferable alternatire of aidillg Hi/able 
indigenous 8CM018 caRoot be adopted. It is not desirable to interfere with the 
discretion of boards in the exercise of the large powers which have been, or 
are about to be, conferre~~n, them ... At the same time it is necessary to pro-

"\~~ ~ .... 
'ride a sufficient check npon their- proceedings in order to ensure a proper 
observance of the conditions, of 3.id and lof the principles of administration 
which have been suggestM. We .the~o~ recommend that olle of tle local 
iM[Ji!cting officers be an ~x-officiQ,'.menwtl' of the muncipal or districl local 
board. Where there arqseveral inspectUl'g officers at the same station, it will 
rest with the Local Gfemment' to de~ide who shall sit on the board. The 
association of the insp~.cting offiCer 'With the local board has not <m:ly been 
advocated by several Ii3.pve ~i~es whbse opinion is entitled to consideration, . 
but it also seems to 00 the· best mo'e of minimising interference from 
outside, while giving t118 boards timely and suitable advice in the discharge of 
their responsiblEt funet~! •• ' In tirder tIlat the educational officers may be suffi. 
ciently acquainted wi~:i\iri 'l~t$ £0 ,inable them to render such advice, we 
reoommend tk~1 tile ol{~~~~'lt ~A;:~1!ll1CfJlioll IJepGrtmenl keep a lid ;{ all 
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elementar!l indigenr;u8 8chools and assist the boards in selepUng the schools to be 
registered for aid and in' securing a proportionate provision of education lor 
all classes of the community- By these measures, if there should exist arty
Where either a tendency to ignore the rights of the lower castes or of backward 
races, or a desire to keep any class of indigenous schools in the background, 
a remedy can promptly be provided. In all probability the experienced 
advice of the Inspector would be sufficient, but, should this fail, the matter 
would be brought to the notice of higher auth011tj. 

136. Recommendations recapitulated.-Our Recommendations there
fore stand as follows :-

Defining an indigenous school as one established or conducted by ~atives 
of India on native methods, we recommend that- ' 

(1) all indigenous schools, whether high or low, be recognised and 
encouraged, if they serve any purpose of secular education what. 
soever: 

(2) the best practicable method of encouraging indigenous schools of a 
high order, and desiring recognition, be ascertained by the Edu
cation Departments in communication with Patldits, Yaulavis, 
and others interested in the subject: 

(3) preference be given to that system which regulates the aid given 
mainly according to the results of examinations: 

(4) special encouragement be afforded'to indigenous schoolmasters to 
undergo training, and to bring their relatives and probable 'flue
cessors under regular training: 

(5) a steady and gradual improvement in indigenous schools be aiIried 
_ . at, with as little immediate interference with their personnel 

or curriculum as possible: 
(6) the standards of examination be arranged to suit each province, 

with tue view of preserving all that is valued by the people in 
the indigenous systems, and of encouraging by special grants the 
gradual introduction of useful/subjects of instruction: 

(7) indigenous schools receiving aid be inspected in situ, and, as far as 
possible, the examinations ,for their grants-in-aid ~be conductetl 
in situ: . 

(8) aided indigeno}ls schools, not registered as special schools, be under
stood to be open to all classes and castes of the cqmmunitYt 
special aid being, if necessary, assignable on account- or low. 
caste pupils: . ~ -

(9) such a proportion bet.ween special and other eIementarr:' ~digenou8 
schools be Pla:mtained in each town and District., as , to ensure 
a proportioJ:)ate provision for the education of all classes'; 

(10) where Municipal ana -Local Boards exist, the registratIon. supe:r
vision, and encouragement of indigenous elementary schools, 
'Whether aided or unaided, be entrusted to such 'boards;' provided 
that the boards shall not interfere in any way with such schools as 
d~ not desire to receive aid or to be subject to the supervision of 
th~ boards: 

(11) the:.aid given to elementary indigenous schools be a charge against 
",.t~e funds at the disposal of Local and l;1unicipal Boards where 

such e'Xist;" anA, every indigenous school~ w¥ch, ,is registered for 
. aid, recei va from such boards the aid to which it is entitled under 
'" the nles: ' " , ", . ' 
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(12) such boards be required to give elementary indigenous schools free 
play and development, and to establish fresh schools of their own 
only where'the preferable alternative of aiding suitable indi. 

, * genous schools cannot be adoptfd: 

(13) the local inspecting officers be ez-officio members of Municipal' or 
District school .. boards: 

(14) the officers of the Educ~tion Department keep lists of all element
ary indigenous schools, and assist the boru.·ds in selecting schools 
to be registered for aid, and in securing a proportionate 'provision 

,of education for all classes of the community. 



CHAPTER IY. 
PRIMARY EDUCATION. 

137. Public primary SehooIs.-Before proceeding'to a defirU~ion'of what 
is to be understood by primary education in India, it is necessary to ~tate at the 
outset in what sense the term" public" is used in this 8;nd the following 
Chapters. By the term" public" we do not mean merely Governm~nt ,1!Chools 
which are wholly supported at the expense of public funds; wh~ther those 
funds be provincial, local, or municipal, but any schools which receive aid 
in any form from the State, even when that aid is confined to the ~cne
fits of inspection and 'supervision, as well as those which regularly' :send their 
pupils to the examinations held by the Department. We also include those 
primary schools supported or aided from the revenues of Native States which .. 
having no educational Department of their own, are glad to make 'Use of that 
of the British Government. The definition of primary education rests ulti. 
mately upon the Despatch of 1854. Its scope was there defined as consi$tmg 
of 80 much knowledge, at least of reading and writing, hIld of the simple "rules 
of arithmetic and of land measurement, as would enable each man to look after 
his own rights. Reference was made to the revenue settlements in the North. 
""estern Provinces, in Madras, and Bombay, and to the" solid 'advaniaoooes 
"attending elementary knowledge which can be plainly and practically made. 
"apparent to the understandings and interests of the lower classes in Bengal." 
From the various references made to the subject, it is apparent that the char
acter of primary education as understood by the Court of Directors was to be 
determined by the practical needs both of an agricultural and of lln urlmn' com
munity, and that the course was to include rettding a.nd writing with elementary 
arithmetic and mensuration. The history of primary education in India shows 
that various systems, whether based upon the indigenous schools or created 
by the direct instrumentality of Government, h3.ve been set on foot in the 
different Provinces. Each system was developed along its own independ
ent lines; and as time ~went on every one of them tended more or less to 
go beyond the simple standard indicated in the Despatch. In some Provinces 
where the advance was most marked, the departure-was justified by the argu
~ent that the wants of rural society bad been enlarged, arid that the 
standard was not above the requirements of the masses. In Bengal" on the 
other hand, the standard was again in 1872 brought sharply back to .the limits 
set by the Despatch. In dealing with the standards of instruction we shall 
n?tice the diversities which now exist, and in tracing the history o~ primary 
"education in each Province, we shall explain its gradual development. c 'Ve 
shall show that each system being the outcome of long experience has neces
sari~y ,varied with local circumstances and local rAquirements. ~ attempt 
at secur~g uniformity was made in 1879, when the Government o~ {India 
fo~'. the first time promulgated a definition of primary, educat~on'\for the 
~ho~e ,:E~pire. .Primary schools were defined as those" in w~cA ~:upils are 
" under l~~tructIon from the earliest stage up to the standard at whicll. second. 
:: ary.,~nstruction b.e,g}~s; this standa;d being marked by a:np~~~~tipp to.' ;~e 

call~d t~~ :upp.;cr pr~rp~ry e~~mi~t~~~." T~~ ,~ta~~~rd of t~e y.pp~rprimary 
exammabo~ was then gIv~n ill d~tail:', These. QJ;'ders nGt only»resupppsed and 
prescribed Jl. uniform, pr nC3.!ly ~uDiformJ ~tandara "'~! primw: iJl~troction 
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th~ughouf;;.lndiat but they also tended to identify that irlstruction with the 
lower section of a course ending in, and determined by, the Matriculation,exam .. 

)nat1on. In Bombay and Bengal the orders were received with great reluct. 
h ailee, and detailed objections to them, on the ground that they overlooked the 
$~at· character~stics of 'the educational systems of those Provinces, were 

-: )lro;ght. to the notice of the Supreme Government. The force of these repre .. 
,se:r;tt8,tions. WM 'admitted. The Government of India disclaimed any intention 
of dislocating existing systems or of seeking uniformity merely as an incident 
to the revision of the educational Tables. Local Governments were therefore 
permitted tQ select from theu own scheme of examinations those which most 
n'early correSponded to the primary stand.ards as now defined, and to embody the 
results ixt the forms of return prescribed for the whole of India. Thus while 
,compliance with the uniform standards laid down has been apparently secured, 
there is still nothing approaching to uniformity in the primary systems of 
1.he -iari~us P~vinces. Having regard to these circumstances, we are of opinion 
tha.t no advantage is to be gained by any attempt to secure uniformity through
out India,' and we have recommended that the upper and lower primary exam
ill-ations Of! not made compulsory in any Prov'ince. Each Province will thus 
b,e'~enabled to develope and improve its primary cOUrse according to the needs 
an~ growth of rural society; and it will be free to tcst the progress made by 
standards adapted to local wants. As regards the second point suggested by 
the definition of primary instruction given in the order of 1879, we are of opin
ion that it should not be regarded as a section cut off from a scheme of educa
tion leading to the University, but rather as complete in itself, and as intended 
to impart such knowledge as will meet aU the reasonable and progressive wants 
of those numerous classes of the community who cannot afford to prosecute 
their studies in secondary schools. We therefore recQmmend that primary edu
cati01~ be regarded a8 the instruction of the masses through the vernacular in 
sucn, subjects a8 will oest fit them for their position in life, and be not neces
sarily regarded a8 a portion of instruction leading up to the University . .. 

138. Different Classes of Public primary Schools.-Under the wide 
definition given of public primary schools will be found ranged in very differ· 
ent proportions several classes of departmental and aided or inspected schools. 
In soma Provinces village schools for the masses have to a large extent been 
originated by Government, while a few of the most promising indigenous schools 
have been incorporated into the State system by a direct process of conver .. 
sion. Under this process the indigenous school has partially or wholly lost its ' 
distinctive characteristics, 'and become in reality a departmental school. Or 
again the influence of the Department has been less severe and rigid, and the 
indigenous school has received aid without sacrificing its peculiar method ~nd 
course of,instruction. The ~ndigenous institutions have in this;sase been developed 
rather than converted. In one Province the whole system of the primary instruc
tion ~~. the masses-as distinguished from the instruction of pupils prep,aring 
for secondary schools-rests upon an indigenous foundation; and the' s~per .. 
structure'has corresponded more or less fully to the ideal laid down'in tna 
Despa~.c~:of 1854 and in subsequent orders, in prQPortion to the endeavours 
that have been made to provide better qualified teachers and to raise the stand
ard of e'fIiciency o~ -the country schools. It may also be observed. that~ in .so~e 
'Provi~ ,of India, there have been interruptions and changes of p~cy •. a1ter. 
'n,atlng' b'etwee~4the several processes which have been d.escribed .. O~?et'., differ. 
ences ,'of system)vill be ,boticed. In some ProvinceS' ,~cont~or ovet' ~1ie great 
mass' otpri~r1·l;choo1s ~l;d ~ss sch?~l~, ~~s . ~~e:q. e~trusted:~ to-lOCal b~ardsJ 
so' far as finance aJ;ld general supemslon ,1$:'" concerned; while each Tillage
school has' Dad a, local ~ coinII1it~eet- whose duty 'i\ t has been to. encourage 

.21 
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attendance, and to report any remisSlless. on the part of the .mast~., , In 'other 
Provinces there, have been school'roinJnittees, but no local boards, and· the 
officers of the Education Department have e:;ercised an almost unlimited con
trol. Sometimes the revenue officers have been made entirely responsible 
for the cart' and development of primary instruction, while in other cases these 
officers have contented themselves with offering such advice as has suggested 
itself from their independent inspection. Thus a gr~t diversity of prac
tice exists, which is the result not only. of the 19cal development of indigenous 
education, but also of the reflex action of general administrative progress. 
These differences will appear more clearly from the review which will be given 
of primary education in each Province • 

• 
139. Divisions of the Subject.-It will be convenient to preface the de

tailed consideration of each provincial system by exhibiting in a tabular statement 
the distribution of the 82,916 primary schools scattered over India, and by show .. 
ing the classes of the population which attend them, Premising that the term 
" departmental" is used in a wide sense as embracing municipal and local board 
schools as well as purely Government institutions, and dividing publio schools 
into the three great classes of departmental, aided, and unaided but inspected in. 
stitutions, we shall find that 16 per cent. of the public primary schools in India , 
belong to the first class, 69 per cent. to the second, and 14' per cent. to the last. 
But the extraordinary diversity of systems may be illustrated from the follow
ing Table which shows the percentage of each class of school in each Province :~ 

Proportion oj departmental, aided, and other primary Schools, 

DEPARTMENTAL 
AIDED SCHOOLS. 

UlIAJDED SCHOOLS 
- SCHOOLS, UNDBB J1I8PEC'fION. 

Province. 
-

Proportion per cent Proportion per cent. Proportion per cent. 

0 

l\ladras · · , · · • 8'7 51"2 40'( 

Bombay · · . · · · 71'4 3'6 25 * 
Bengal . · , · · , '05 9I '5° 8'45 

/ 

North-Western Provinces · · · 95'1 4'2 '1 

Punjah , , 84'8 . 
.15"2 None. , , , · 

" Central Provinces , · · · 66'3 21'3 6'4-
t 

Assam · . • · · , 0'5 93 6'5 

Coorg · . . · • , 95 5 None. 

Haidarabad. Assigned Districts 52 '9 23'7 
, 

23'4 • · , " 
, ,$ - , 1·: ~-• 

• Most of these schools are rea.lly departmental schools in Native States: 

::' 'It will be seen at a glance that in six' of the' nine Provinc~s 'of -lndia, 
,witp:,whQse system this Chapter deals, the departmental schools "are the most 
i~por~ant part of the machinery for diffusing elementary in~truction:' ~ But it 
c~np.o~.' be 'J!r~c!seJY asc~rtained what proportion of th;ese d~part,meii~ lnstiiu
.fto~s we:re:ol'lg)lially ,indigen~us, ~chool~.,:" In:, the.,PUnj~b'.:aJ la:rg~~',n~m~.ot 
~a.ti:ve, soh~?~ :we~~ thv.s,coI?-verted" while m"Boinbay:the billk of the cess schools' 

"'Were. ,tl~(r !o~iginal cr~atiori' :of . the nepa~~~pt.{ "'C 1h ~ 'A im!].', also: the: ptiniary 
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schools,' which are classified in acc?rdance with the sy&t~m adopted in the'
North .. Western Provinces. are chiefly departmental institutions, but we have 
ex:~lained in Chapter II the reasons which have prevented us from incorpor
ating its statistics in our Report. The total number of pupils in the vernacu
lar iahsili and halkabandi schools of Ajmir and Mhairwarra was 2,309 in 
1880-81. 

After considering in full detail the system of prima,ry education which exists 
in each Province, and the methods of registering.attendance with a view to the 
prevention of fraud, we shall examine the quality and character of the instruction, 
whether intellectual, physical, or moral, and the measures taken to improve the 
efficiency of the teachers. The fees charged and the prizes and scholarships given 
to the pupils will also be considered. Any special attempts made to extend ele
mentary in~truction in backward places such as the ~igblands of India or the 
forest tracts of the Central Provinces, and to educate particular classes of society 
will be noticed. The progress of female education will be briefly reviewed 
without anticipating a subsequent Chapter of this Report. We shall then 
consider the important subject of the relations of local boards, whether 
municipal or rural, to primary schools; and we shall conclude this review by 
an examination of the cost of primary education in each Province and thc 
proportion of publio expenditure devoted to the instruction of those classes 
which are least able to help themselves. 

140. Two Theories of extending primary Education.-The tabular 
Statement which has just been given affords a convenient opportunity for pre
facing the detailed account of each provincial system by a few generalobserva
tions upon the opposite policies which have been pursued in different parts of 
India. In attempting to cope with the ignorance of the vast masses of the 
Indian populations wh~~ density varies from 50 to the square mile in Sind to 
637 in the Patna DivislOn of Bengal, two different systems suggested them
selves to the local authorities. There was no difference of opinion as to the 
ultimate object to be attained, namely, the widest possible extension Ot a good 
elementary education suited to the wants of society. Opinions differed only 
as to the most suitable means. On the one hand, the indigenou,s schools of the 
country, however inefficient, offered a ready material to work on; and by extend .. 
ing to them help, however small, their returns could be gathered into the statistics 
of primary education, and evidence could be thus afforded that the wants of the 
people were not being neglected. But while the indigenous schoolmasters were 
very reaay to accept help, if it was not saddled with inconvenient conditions, they 
were extremely slow in many parts of India to alter their methods or to raise 

. their standard of instruction. The older schoolmasters were unwilling to admit 
the advantages of an improvement which seemed to threaten them with extinc
tion; while the younger generation were partly on conservative principles'
opposed to any change and partly unwilling to undergo the expense and trouble 
of a systematic training. Indian rural society moves slowly, and the demand, on 
its part for a more thorough instruction was not likely to be effective until the 
w~ole feeling of the people and their standard of comfort were raised. It '.Vas 
therefore urged that, although education might be most readily and widelt ex .. , 
tended'by, building on the indigenous foundation, it could not be adapted to the 
progressive wants of society, unless for a generation or two the whole system of, 
primary education' was lifted out of the conventional rut and its level raised' by 
the 'dilect instrumentality of Government. It was argued that departmental 
scb.09ls, if opened in, every large village of the ,country. and ~Q organised as to 
a1ior~ a tho~ugh ed?cation'tinder the. direCtiolf'.of departmcIit~ inspectors and 
through the agen,cy of go64 tea9hers,' wC?'!lld,. not only ~reat~ a. national dema~U;; 
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for better teaching: but also raise, thf} ,-indi~e~Q'q.S"syste~. withQut even ;:1.1;1) 

direct aid from the State.. To attain the ,endsJ)r9Posed by the State, regarding 
which no serious conflict of opinion has ,arisen;. ~t WfLS necessary to ~se J!ot 
merely elementary instruction, but ~uch ~'instruction as wO'4-1d protect the 
poor against injustice, ~nd promote a ~l)i~i~ of 8elf.~elp and self-reliance. Th~ 
departmental system could claim to bave's\lcceeded when it had raised the in
digenous institutions pari passu with its own schools, and, while infusing fresh 
vigour into the former~ had brought a~out the!r ~xtension as well as the~ im
provement. The system of incorporatmg the Indigenous schools Qf the country 
could claim for itself the advantage not merely of rapid extension, but also of 
the recognition of the progressive wants of a society no longer ~tationary, 
provided that the method and courae of instruction in indigenous schools had been 
sensibly improved. One further ~spect of the case demands consideration •. It 
was urged in favour of 'Working upon the indigenous schools that jt would 
develope seU-help and promote private enterprise. Substantial assistance 
rendered to indigenous schoolmasters would encourage the profe8sion of 
teachers, while their existence woqId not be endangered by competition with 
derJartmental schools. On the ot4er hand, the advocates of th~ departmental 
method replied that indigenous schools had no existence amongst the aboriginal 
races, and did not generally admit the lowest castes of Hindu society.;,and 
therefore that exclusive· reliance upon such schools would doom to perpetual 
ignorance large sections of the cQmmunity who were incapable of helping 
themselves. 

141. :Both Systems·sanction~d~ the Despatches.-Both systems could 
claim the sanction of higher authority. The Despatch of 1854 contemplated: 
the wise eD;couragement of indigellO\lS schools, and in view of the compa
ratively iilsignifieant number of thqse who were receiving school instruction 
referred to "the almost insuperabl~ difficulties which w(,mld at~end such 
"an extension of the present system of education by means of colleges arid 
" schools entirely supported at the COj;t Qf Government, as might be hoped 
"to supply, in any reasonable time, so ~ig~ntic a deficiency, and to provide a:de .. 
" quate means for setting on foot such a system as we have described and desire 
"to see established." In the Despatch of 1859 it was remarked that the m:od~,' 
of extending vernacular education aqopted in the several Provinces natUrally 
exhibited considerable diversity. The systems in force in the North-Western 
Provinces, in Bengal, andm Bombay were reviewed at length, and in paragraph 
5~ it was observed as follows: "On the whole, Her Majesty's Government,can 
"entertain little doubt that the grant-in-aid system, as hitherto in force, is un ... 
"suited to the supply of vernacular education to the masses of the population; and 
cc it avpears to them, so far as, they have been able to form an opinion, that the 
u mea~s of elementary education should be provided by the direct instrument.· 
"ality of the officers of Governm~nt, ;tccording to some one of the plans in 
." operation in Bengal and the N orth-Western Provinces, or by such modification 
"Qf those schemes as may commend itself to the several Local Governments as 
">best suited to the circumstances of different localities." These instructions 
~onfirmed the principle of incorporating and improving the existing iD.dige1l0Wl 
.schools~ rather than of inducing the people to set up new schools nnder, the 
grant-in-aid systems then in force j but they also sanctioned the e$tablishment 
of new school~ by direct departmental agency. Accordingly the: ~~, <lov .. 
en;tments, ~nsldered, themselves free to adopt whichever' syste:~: s~emed to 
,'be most s:m-ted to local circumstanc~s. Spea,ung generally. it mtil >be Wd that 
the :~·overnme~~~ of, Bonibay# the N orth:o We~tern pro~~,"th~1)1fuja.b/Cep.tral 
~Vl~C~' Coqrg, ~d the Itai~~~a~ Assi~~ P.l~,triets.~~!e :'~~~~~~ .\V~ked 
.mam1t Dll ~he ,~el?4Iintell~ fiy$tem. A. The toW !populat,wn-:f>f" these' ~o~ce! 
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amounts to.more than 99 millions, or 'not far shanDf one .. half the whole popula
tion whose ~ucational systems are under trie co~~ideration ot the Commission. 
Bu~ it must not be supposed that. even:under t~e same system, very wide.diver
sities of practice'" and metp.oa.s: are no~ I. incl,udcd. :In the Central Provinces 
uDceasing efforts have been made to expt\J1d the' indi~enotts system. In Bombay 
very few indIgenous schools aro s.ided~ but tIle neglect to" give them pecuniary 
assistance has. not prevented them from takIng' advantage in many cases of 
the increasing demand for education which th~ departiuental system has created, 
and from improving their own method. The Provinces, on the other hand, in 
which primary education has been largely if not exclusively built upon the 
indigenous or aided schools~ are Madras, Bengal, and Assam, with their 
population numbering lOSt millions. But here again the Madras system differs 
widely from the Bengal system. The indigenous schools of liadras have before 
them the model of a fair sprinkling of departmental schools, and the nume· 
rous and well.managed institutions supported and directed by the efforts of mis .. 
monary bodies. About 'One-half the whole n-q.mber of primary schools lare hn
proved indigenous schools, and of the remainder the most efficient are not 
alwnys the departmental but generally the private aided schools. In Bengal 
the pre-existing indigenous schools have been induced by the offer of small 
grants to come in vast numbers within the departmental system: while in 
Assam the efforts of the Department have been chiefly directed to the estab· 
lishment of new village schools under private management but assisted by 
much more liberal grants. These differences will be traced in greater detail 
hereafter. It is only here necessary to repeat that the phrase "public schools" 
includes departmental, aided, as well as unaided but inspected schools, while the 
phrnse "departmental" is applied to schools supported by local fund commit
tees and municipalities, as well as to those which are exclusively managed by 
the officers of the Department. 

, 142. Public primary Schools and Pupils.-We give below, at the 
threshold of our detailed enquiry into the various departmental systems, two 
comparative statements, of which the first exhibits the number of public pri
mary schools in India on 31st March 1882 as contrasted with the number exist .. 
ing in 1871; while the second classifies the pupils by race and creed. These 
st:ltements will frequently be referred to in the course of this Chapter. 
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143. Madras i. primary System.-The early history o~ primary education 

in Madras offers a marked contrast to its later development~ The present system, 
which rests mainly on private enterprise, without altogetherne!;lecti.ng the dire~t 
instrumentality of the Department, was founded in 1868, consolidated in 1871, 

, aml has been systematically persevered in and improved fr.om that date until 
now. It differs from that of 'Bombay in the large support which it gains 

i from private enterprise and in its libe~al .patronage of i~igenous schools; 
,ngain it differs from that of Bengal m Its more practical and succesFlful 
insistence upon improvement and JIpon raising aided schools out of their tradi. 
tional indifference to a level with the progressive wants of society. The policy 
laid down from the first has been steadily adhered to without interruption. 
Prior to the year 1868 Madras could not boast that success had attended 
its early efforts. N early forty years before that date, Sir Thomas Monro had 
devised a scheme of establishing District and taluka schools based upon the 
indigenous schools of the country, but his plan was abandoned in 1836. Apart 
from the check which this abandonment involved, other influences were at 
work to retard the progress of primary education. From Bengal by its 
example, and from England by direct I instructions, pressure was brought 
to bear on l\1:adras in favour of extending higher education. The theory 
of "downward filtration" obtained complete ascendancy; and even in 1841 
the President of the University Board, in an address to Lord Elphinstone, 

, gave expression to the popular view when he remarked that" the light must 
"touch the mountain tops before it could pierce to the levels and .depths." 
Mr. Thomas, who was a few years later Chief Secretary and Member of the 
Council of Education, entirely disapproved of these sentiments, and argued 
in favour of the broader basis of solld education through the native languages. 
No action was, however, taken to carry out these views, and when the Despatch 
of 18 S4 reached Madras, a few elem~ntary schools in the Hill tracts of Ganjam 
and in Rajamahendri, and a paltry expenditure in Ohingleput, N ellore, and 
Tanjore, l oepresented the attention which the State had paid to the instruction of 
the masses. Ten years later, when Mr. Monteath's note of 186S·66 was written, 
primary State education still lagged behind. But about this periodlthe grant. 
in-ajd rules were under revision, and a new scheme for result-grants sanc
tioned in the following year came into force on 1st January i868. From this 
date primary ,education made rapid and continuous progress. In the :first year 
494 schools were aided on the system of payment by results, in the next 1,065, 
and in the third 1,606. :!n 1871 there were -only 17 Government primary 
schools chiefly in the hill tracts of Ganjam, attended by 741 pupils. Th,e 
aided and inspected schools w~re 2,783 with 67,496 pupil~ while the high and 
middle schools had 21,465 pupils in their primary classes. Thus there were 
89,7°2 children under primary instruQtion in Madras. 

144. Madras: Progress or primary Education.-These results, though 
showing a considerable advance, offered.an unfavourable contrast to BQlllbay 
with its 160~ooo pupils, and even to tJIe backward Central Provinces with 
Dfore than 76,000. But measures had already l;>een taken which enabled 
Madras to effect, a change that is almost without example in its extent and
thor?ughness. TIl,6 Government of India had instituted enquiries, which )~ere -
suggested by a Note on the stat~ of education in India for 1866.67, prepared by} 
Mr •. A. P. Howell: Of that N ()te ~~e Government of India remarked, on the 30th 
AprIl 1868, that Its, clear ,exposItion of the educational systems, as introduced ' 

, an~ worked under the diiIefent Governments, enabled the Supreme <J9vernment 
to Judge of the comp~rative merits of the several methods adopted in differ"
,cnt parts of the cOllIllry, In forwarding a copy.of tue:,:a;\e to'~> the ·:Madras" 
Government;' th~, Gove~I1or Qen~lil in' Co~n~it on "~7th~1:Maf '1868. called the ~ 

" ~ i"" "" ~ ~ 6t of" i. ~' • _ .... 1f \ '.. w ~ ,'" 
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a.ttention of the local Government to the necessity, already insisted upon in the 
Dc§patch of 1859, of providing from local rates for the means of e::rl~nding 
elementary education amongst the agricultural classes. The cesses levied in 
Bombay and in the North-Western Provinces were held up as a model, the 
failure of the Madras Act VI of 1863 was distinctly recorded. and the Local 
Government was \..8lled on to initiate measures for the attainment of the object 
in view. That Government complied, and Act IV of 1871 provided the local 
rates by which alone the full development of the grant-in-aid system could 
be secured. It may also be mentioned that in the same year the Municipal 
Act III of 1871 gave urban eommittees power to expend mUnicipal funds on 
education. :Provision was also made for associating local boards with the Dis
trict officers in the administration of the school funds then created. The effect 
was almost magical. With sufficient ways and means not merely to lllll.ke a 
start but to carry out a policy, it was at once disco,"ered that ]Iadras had 
not so much to create an educational system as to incorporate into its system 
a network of indigenous schools, and to turn to account a wealth of mission
ary, and in due course of time of native, enterprise not surpassed in any other 
part of India. The development was continuous and the conditions of aid were 
steadily maintained. The annual returns mark a regular improvement, whieh 
though interrupted by the occurrence of severe famine was not ultimately 
checked. The local boards yielding to the advice of the Inspectors of schools, 
adopted the system which had been successfully introduced in 1868, and aided 
private schools in preference to opening schools of their own. nut where 
private enterprise was backward, they did not neglect the other alternative. 
Bi these means, the pupils in the public primary system had risen in 188 I -82 
to 360,643 pupils, nearly 87 per cent. of whom were in aided or inspected 
schools, whilst the rest were being instructed in 1,263 departmental schools. 
Thus had the attendance in primary schools been quadrupled in eleven years 
by the combined effects of an adequate fund supplied by local rates and of 
the grant.in-aid system working under favourable conditions. The indigenous 
scho-.ils brought under control, and estimated by one witness as constituting one
half of the whole number of primary schools, readily conformed to the rules of 
the Department. Printed books were generally used, and arithmetic was taught 
according to the system in force in departmental schools. Although the old tra
ditional method of teaching has not been superseded, the division of pupils into 
classes, and other European Plethods, were introduced. Additional subjects, such 
as geography. history, sanitation, and &OOTiculture, were taught; and instruction 
was sensibly raised. above the traditional indigenous course to a. standard more 
calculated to secure the peasant classes in the possession of their proprietary 
rights. Above all, the qualifications of the teachers were greatly improved 
and trained men took the places of the inefficient indigenous schoolmasters. 
The history of the progress thus glanced at is given at length in the Madras 
Provincial Report, from which the following extract is taken: (( It is a note .. 
"worthy fact, and one w hieh cannot be ignored or explained Away, that the 
" Districts whose towns in the aggregate have more than 5 per cent. of their 
"pOpulation, or roughly one child in three-or if girls are excluded, about 
~' two", boys in three-under instruction. are Districts the education of whose 
'!town population has been mainly left to private effort. In the town 'of 
" Coimbatore, where the Government have never established a school~ there 
" are probably at least four boys in every five reading in school. In Tinne
"rellY. in ~aJamcotta, Masulipatam., and Nellore the proportion ~ higher." . 
~.,.. ~ '" ~ '/""\+1. "'~ ","' ~~ ~ 

i 145. Bomba.y ~_ pnmary System.-Tbe earlI ]llstory of primary education 
in Bombay is sketched ill' Mr~ HO'Yell', N ote Jo,r~ 1~1o-71. page 62, an~ related at 
leDo~ in ~hePi:orm~~ ReR?rt:.tJ':£he~~ 8&i~\¥~~s,.th~ ".~ownwa~d filtration 

28 , ~ 
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theory ;. was at fi~t strongly held by the Board of ,Education over. ~ hich Sir 
Erskine PelTY 'presided for nine years 'up to 1852. His view was that" it 'las 
"better to concentrate on the higher educat.ion of a few the strength of a. grant 
"that was quite inadequate to make any impression on the masses." Eut even 
durina' his direction of the Board's proceedings, the claims of the uneducated 
masse~ found powerful advocates. Protests aga.inst the neglect of those claims 
were emphatically renewed after his retirement; and Government, while increas
ing its general grant to the Board by Ra. 50,000, announced its pollcyof organising 
throughout the Presidency a general scheme of village education. Besides 
generol considerations of the duty of the state to provide education for the 
masses, there were in Bombay, as in the North .. Western Provinces, special 
reasons arising out of the liberal policy of Government in the matter of revenue 
administration which induced the local Government to be anxious to improve as 
well as to extend elementary education amongst the peasant proprietary of the 
Presidency. Their efforts were from the flrRt succel3sful. Thus on the constitu
tion of the State Department in 1855, while in Madras the few elementary schools 
were confined to a small tract of country, there were in the Bombay .Presidency 
upwards of 240 vernacular schools managed by the State and educating more than 
19,000 children. For some years the village schools were maintained on the par
tially seH-supporting system, which, continued until 1858. Under this system 
the State paid half the master's salary, and the people the other half, as well tls 
all the contingent expenses of the school. In 1858 the Government of India. 
wised objections to the plan adopted, and a further extension 01 the system was 
forhidden. At this period the indigenous schools in the whole Presidency were 
said to number 2,386 with 70,500 pupils. After careful consideration, both of 
the objections raised in 1858 to the partially self-supporting system, and of the 
illsufficient number of the indigenous schools, the Local Government laid the 
foundation of the IJresent departmental system which has been steadily main .. 
tained without interruption up to the present time. There is now no other 
Province of India with so large a proportion of the male population under 
jm,trnction in primary schools, strictly so called, which are maintained, aided, 
or inspected by the State. One of the distinctive features of the Bombay 
system is its almost exclusive reliance on departmental schools, managed 
under official direction by local committees, and maintained chiefly a.t the cost 
of local rates supplemented by grants from provincial revenues. Another feature 
is the systematic and successful attempt made to raise the standard of instruc
tion, instead of limiting it more closely by the traditional wants of the peop!e, 
according to the plan so strongly insisted upon elsewhere. This elevation of 
standard bas been effected by two methods, which are in marked contrast with the 
Bengal plan. It will be shown that in Bengal the primary education of the 
middle and educated classes of society in towns is chiefly conducted in secondary 
schools, while in Bombay every class of society attending the publio schools passes 
through the ordinary primary school. If the higher castes can give a. tone 
to society, and if the example of the educated can stimulate the backward 
classes, then in the 'Born bay system this stimulus is provided by associating 
every section of the community in the class-rooms of the primary school. It 
must not, however, be supposed that the peasantry form a small minority; on 
the contrary there were nearly 132,000 children of the cultivating classes in 
the cess schools alone in 1881-82. It follows from the double function thus 
imposed on the primary schools that they have been organically connected with 
s~concIary schools, in or:der that the DOYs who proceed to higher education may 
,be properly ground~d~ In this thf;!re was an obvious danger o~ sacrificing the 
.interests of those whose education was t~ _termin~te in thEtprimary schoolt put 
~gainst this danger the neceSsary precautions ,wel'e taken., " ,. '" 

, a , 
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The E,!imary school' ought according ~o the, Dombay' system to be the 

villa.ge schlrol tis well as the preparatory school for secondary eduGation. I~ ought 
t~'bean end in itself as well as a means to an end. While, therefore, thc course 
of the primary scht>ol was arranged so as to lead in one direction to the high 
school, it was extended in another so as to afford the most thoroulSh elementary 
education. Accordingly, to the course of the primary scp-ool, 3t the point where 
it joined on to that of the secondary sc~ool, two standards were added, and the 
highest of these was adopted as a test of admission to the lower grades of the 
public serv:ice. The number of pupils who go up for examination in standards 
V and VI is increasing every year. Their popularity has never been ques
tioned, and throughout the evidence given to the Commission by Bombn: 
witnesses there i~ an entire absence of those complaints about teaching (' ;cr 
the heads of the people which have been loudly expressed in some othc: parts 
of India. One witness, the present Prime Minister of Baroda, has even recom
mended that in tp.e Northern Division, which is remarkable for its commercial 
activity, the standards should 3.o!P3.in be raised. 

146. Bombay: financial Provision for primary Education.-The 
successful maintenance of ·the present standards involves two conditions: first, 
that the course (>f instruction should not go beyond the .wants of the people; 
and secondly, that there should be a permanent and sufficient financial provi. 
sion. To the latter point early attention was directed. In 1862 the appro
priation of municipal funds to education' was legalised; and in 1864 an edu
cation cess was levied on the land, which produced in the first year about 
Rs. 2,80,000. Under these influences the number of primary schools in 
1865 was raised to 925 with 61,729 pupils. The cess was at first colledec1 
on a voluntary basis, and nothing can better illustrate the popularity of 
the educational system than the readiness with which the contribution was 
paid. In Sind the collections were legalised by Act VIII of 1865, but it 
was not until 1869 that they received the sanction of law in the rest of 
the Presidency. Since that date the educational portion of local fund income 
has been administered by local committees, and as far as possible the precise 
amount raised in eaclJ. taluka is expended in that taluka. The Government 
contributes liberally from provincial revenues towards the cost of the urban 
schools, and adds to the local income administered by the committees whatever 
assignment it can spare. As Mr. Chatfield, the Director of Public Instruction, 
lately reported, " the local fund schools in Bombay are financially less dependent 
" upon Government than board-schools in England. In England the G6vernment 
" grant for reswts is larger than the rate collections, whilst the fixed Government 
"grant in Bombay is only one-third of the rate or cess collections." The main 
distinction between the administration of the local rates in Bombay and in 
Northern India is that· in Bombay the rates are paid direct to the credit of the 
local committees, not only without auy deduction, but with the addition of the 
provincial contribution. Any unexp~T1ded balance also lapses to the local fund. 
In the N orth-Western Provinces ~d the Punjab the local rates are first credited 
to provincial revenues, from which an asiUgnment is:made to, the local commit.. 
tees, but if the assignment is not spent" it lapses to the provincial treasury. 
}{oreover, in some parts of Northern India. no provincial assignment, other than 
that from local rates, is made fOJ: elementary vernacular education in rural tracts. 
In Bombay, therefore, the school fund is inviolable,and cannot be diverted from 
elementary education. It may ,be spent in towns or in villages at the- discre .. 
tion of the committees, but it must be spent on primary schools. Owing to 
the advantages which a secure income afforded, Bombay gained a great start on 
the Southern Presidency, mto which a similar measure was not introduced until 
many years lat,er. In,187I ,th~e were- j59,628' chiIdren under ins.truction in 
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2.738 primary sch~ols i~ Bombay, while ~ }radr~ 't~~re_ w~re, only 8~'702 
pUJ)ils in primary schools including the prlmary ,cl~~~~ .. ~f .. ~lgh atd nudd).e 
~chools. 

147. Bombay: Progress of primary Educatiori.-In th~nextten years 
the two Presidencies were to compete on equal terms so tar as finance was 
concerned. But the Bombay Government adhered to its original policy,-, while 
in l![adras education was extended by stimUlating private enterprise and by 
incorporating and improying the existing indigenous schools. The result was 
that by the beginning of 1882 the relative position of the two Presidencies was 
reversed. The Bombay system was still instructing a larger proportion of the 
male population, but while its numbers had rather more than d~ubled sincc 
1871, those in Madras had been quadrupled. The difference in their relative 
progress was not merely numerical: 87 per cent. of the 360,643 primary scholars 
in J\!(adl'as were in aided or inspected schools, while 73 per cent. of the 332,688 
pupils in Bombay were attending departmental schools, exclusive of a large 
number of pupils in inspected schools, chiefly departmental schools in Native 
States. ffhe annual reports bear const~nt testimony to the fact that the de
maud for cess schools has far outstripped the ability of the Department to 
fo,U pply them. If only for this reason, it is desirable that greater encouragement 
should be given to the indigenous schools. But it must be noticed that the 
Bomhay imligenous institutions have repeatedly declined to submit to inspec
tion on the terms hitherto offered to them unless substantial aid is given to 
t.hem. I t must not therefore be assumed that the incorporation of indigenous 
~ehools into the departmental system will be as economical an arrangement 
as that in Bengal will presently be shown to have been. It is unnecessary 
here to anticipate the course of this history by describing the progress made in 
providing trained teachers and laying down definite standards of examination, 
measures which have done so much to keep up the efficiency of the State 
schools. But in one respect the development of primary instruction in Bom
bay Ims tended in a direction which has been observed with regret. 1.'he'local 
fund cess is contributed mainly by the rural community, and the municipal
ities have not availed themselves, so far as was hoped, of the permission which 
the law allows them of assigning municipal funds for the support of primary 
school;;. The result has been that the greater share of the provincial assign
ment, which ought to be distributed between the towns and villages rateably 
in proportion to local :resources, has been somewhat unfairly spent on the town 
schools. This result was anticipated in 1870, when the Director of Public In
struction, lir. Peile, warmly advocated the imposition of a compulsory rate for 
education on the town population. But the Local Government was unwilling, 
in view of the income tax and . of the license tax subsequently' imposed, to 
increase the burden of taxation. The inequality ha~ therefore not yet been 
redressed. But the subject demands notice here, because it is the only complaint 
against the Bombay system, other than the alleged neglect of the indigenous 
schools and of private effort in primary education, which has been pressed by 
witnesses upon the attention of the Commission. 

148. :Bengal: System of primary Schools and primary Olasses.
At the very outset it is necessary to explain a feature ill the Bengal system of 
education which renders difficult a comparison of its results under any class of 
education with those of Bombay, or of any other Province that has not 
adopted the same plan. In Bengal each class of school is in theQry . shaped to 
m~et the wants of a different section of the population. Thus the high ~ and 
nuddle schools are intended to be complete in' themselves, and they contain 
boys in their lower. classes WhQ are only r~ceiving elemeIlblry educatIon. . In 
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these schools,' :which are'in no sense of the' word.' schools for the masses, the 
instruction· given in t~e lower or primary classes is merely the ele:Q1entary 
st/ge of an education', which advances to the standard of a high school. It is 
also more expensire than that given in strictly primary schools. For where:ts 
ihe average annual cost ,to, the State of educating each pupil in the ordinary 
village school is unly 10 annas per annum, the cost in the primary class of 
a. 8econ~ school is three times as high. Each description of school, in fact, 
is intended to provide for the complete education of a different class of 
society, and the standard consequently differs with the requirements of the 
stratum of society using th~ school. In Bombay the town as well as the 
village primary school is devised to give the best possible primary educn
tion to all classes of society. The son of the cultivator, who has no pros
pt.--ct of ever going to a secondary school, reads in the same class with the 
Brahman boy who is destined to go up for the lIatriculation examination. 
In Bengal the former would be content with the village school and a much 
less ambitious course, while the latter would in places where a high school ex
isted learn his lessons in a different class-room of the same school in which 
he would continue to prosecute his studies up to the University Entr::tlice cx:
:.unination. Unless this fundamental difference of system is constantly borne in 
mind, a comparison between the statistics of luimary and of secondary educa
tion in Bengal and those of other Provinces will be very misleading. For 
instance, the quality of the instruction conveyed in a Bengal indigenous 
school must not be judged by the standard required by the well-to-do classes of 
urban society who attend a cess school in Bombay, but who in Bengal would 
be found in the lower classes of a secondary school. On the other hand, thE' 
cost of education in a Bombay primary school, which performs a wider func
tion, must not be compared with tllat in a Bengal village school, the majority 
of whose pupils will advance no further. It would be unnecessary, according
to the Bengal system, to raise the standard of instruction in a pathsala abon' 
the requirements of the simple yillage folk. The large part which secondary 
schools in Bengal take in primary: education may be inferred from the follow
iug figures. In high schools 39 _ per cent., in middle English scll(~ols 78 pCI' 
cent., and in middle vernacular institutions 83 per cent. of the pupils are re
turned as being in the primary stage. In the rest of India these lmpils under 
a different system would swell the ranks of attendance in primary schools, but. 
in Bengal and Assam they are classed as pupils attending high and middle 
schools respectively. 

149. Advantages and Disadvantages of the dual System.-The ques
tion has been raised by the Bengal Government, "whether there may not be a 
" certain waste of power and needless expenditure of funds in the reproduction 
U in each higher grade school of every class of instruction given in all below." 
The Lieutenant-Governor observes that cc where various grades of schools co
ce exist in'the same locality, it seems a matter for doubt whether thQ competi
" tion of the present system produces more benefit than would follow from 
"a more definite and consistent division of labour." The attention of the 
Commission was not invited to this question until the discussions on primary 
education had. been closed, and it was too late to find time for its consideration. 
But it is a question to which incidental reference was made, and we may state 
the arguments advanced on both sides. Those who support the Bengal system 
point out that to speak of n the reproduction in each higher grade school of 
,. every class of instruction given in all below" is to convey an inaccurate idea 
o~ that system~ the s,llecial feature of which is that tho courses of study in 
cor~ponding stages of primary, middle, and high school, are altogether dis
tiJl~t. ' .They: argue t~at th:~} presen~ :l.~rangeDl~nt of at.taching a full primary 

U 
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departmCtlt to midllie and high scp.ools,:an~r. ,of keeping the strictly primar,. 
schools distinct, is in full accordance With th,( definition of elementary educa
tion nccepted in England, which is so framed',a.s to exclude not~ only all.$chQ\JIs 
in which a high fee is charged, but also the lower departments of schools teach .. 
ing to an advanced standard. Again, in the Report of the School Enquiry 'Com~ 
miseioners to Her lfajesty, 1868, the following recommendations were inade 
regarding the classification of schools: "Education as distinguished from 
"direct preparation for employment can be classified as that which is to stop at 
ff about fourteen, that which is to stop at about sixteen, and that which is to 
" continue till eighteen or nineteen; and for convenience sake we shall call these 
"the third, second, and first grade of education respectively." It is obvious that 
these distinctions correspond roughly, though by no means exactly, to the grada .. 
tions of society. Accordingly, in those Provinces, namely, Bengal and Assam, 
in which this system prcvails, a marked distinction is drawn between" primary 
H instruction" and" the primary stage of higher instruction i" and pupils in the 
latter stage are returned as belonging to secondary, and not to primary schools. 
As the pupils in primary schools, and those in the primary classes of secondary, 
!!.chools, aim at a different class of education, and belong to different grades 
of society, it is both economical and logical to recognise this distinction at 
trw outset of their educational career. The instruction suited to the earlier 
8ta~cs of a course which is to continue for nine or ten years, and to end in the 
University, is not that which will best enable a village boy to take care of his 
o".-"n interests in his own station of life after three or four years at school., By 
instituting separate schools with distinct courses of instruction, village boys 
COlTIe to regard the village school course as complete in itself; by uniting them 
~nd thus compelling all pupils, whatever their future destination, to pass 
thlOUgh the same elementary course, the mischievous tendency to regard 
prilLary education as a fragment of higher education, and a stepping-stone to 
it, is confirmed. '1'he division of labour is most consistently carried out when 
this distinction is maintained; and no comp~tition can exist between schools 
teaching different courses and levying very different rates of fees. Boys in the 
primary department of a high school pay fees at the rate of one or two rupees 
a month, and sometimes more; that is, ten times as pigh as the fee in a pri
mary school. They pay for better supervision, better discipline, a higher tone, 
and the prestige of reading in an advanced sehool. This system therefore 
most effectually carries out the requirement of the Despatches, that those 
who are able to pay should gradually be induced to pay more towards the cost 
of their education. Consequently the lower classes of such schools pay largely 
for the cost of the upper; and hence in Bengal, there are more high schools, 
aided and unaided, under private management than in all the rest of India put 
together. If the high schools were limited to the upper classes reading for the 
Entrance examination, there would be an immediate diminution in the fee
receipts of all high schools, and the effect on private eLterprise would bo that 
the great majority of non-departmental schools would have to be closed through 
inability to pay their way. The great unaided college~ of Oalcutta support 
themselves largely by the surplus fees of their school departments. Lastly, it 
is urged, that in Bengal, where this system has prevailed from the first, there 
bas been no opposition to it from any quarter of the Province, and that it has 
received the cordial support of private managers. 'The advantages of the exist. 
ing system were fully discussed by the Government of Bengal, in its letter- to 
the Governmctlt of India No. 16i33,dated 12th June 1876, and No. 177, dated 
20th February. 1879, where it was urged that any' ch~ng~ in the existing 
system would be ljttle short of disastrous. Such ar~ t'b,e arguments by which 
the Bengal system is supported. On. the other hand, those of us who object to 

" ~'" , 
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it, aSsail it o,n the'groun~s< lJoth 9! finance an<~ of adruinistr1l.ti<)U. It i:i;u.rged 
that there mus,t be, a .waste of,.mon~.r and of power, no Jl)atte~ ,how care. 
flilly the system: is organised". in employing the superior masters. of ,a 
secondary school .to teach children' c!ementary knowledge; and further that it 
becomes impossible to distinguish th~ cost of secondary from that of primarr 
education. In particular the real cost of educat~ng in Bengal' a. second~ry 
pupil becomes obscured when, as shown above, 39 per cent. of ,the attendance 
in high schools, 78 of that in middle English schools, and 83 of that in middle 
vernacular schools belong to the primary classes. When the cost of educating 
each pupil in each of these classes of schools is divided by the average 
monthly attendance, the cost is unfairly diminished in comparison with 
the cost of educating a. pupil of the same class in other Provinces. This 
matter will appear more clearly when the Oommission has to deal with the 
subject of grants-in-aid and withdrawal in Chapter VIII. Again, it is argued 
that it is an advantage to associate all primary pupils in the same class 
of institution, and that defects in the system of primary education are thus 
brought to light and the progress of society is reflected in the progressive 
~tandards of primary education. To this last argument it is replied that the 
Bengal system of primary education seeks above all other objects to keep down 
the standard to the requirements of the masses, and not to raise it by consider
ing the wants of the well-to-do classes who are not, properly speaking, the 
masses. In this conflict of views, and considering that no opportunity was 
given to the Commission of arriving at a definite conclusion on the subject, we 
have refrained from expressing an opinion. We consider that the matter must 
be'settled by each Local Government. At the same time we must obseITe 
that although Bengal and Assam are not the only Provinces in which primary 
classes are attached to secondary schools, yet it is only in these two Provinces 
that the pupils attending such classes and the cost of their education are 
shown under secondary instruction. We would also call attention to our 
Recommendation given in Chapter ·V, on secondary education, which is as 
follows: "That high and middle schools be united in the returns under the 
"single term 'secondary schools,' and that the classification of students in all 
" secondary schools, according to the stage of instruction, be provided for in a 
{f separate Table, showing the stage of instruction, whether primary, middle, 
"or upper, of pupils in all schools of primary and secondary education." 

150. Bengal: History of primary Educ,ation in four Periods.-Both 
in :Madras and in Bombay, from the time that the Government seriously under
took to extend primary education, its progress under different systems has 
proceeded upon uniform lines of policy. In Bengal, on the contrary, various 
methods have from time to time been adopted; and it is necessary to consider 
the subject under four divisions. These divisions necessarily overlap, and even 
when one system was being diligently followed, others were not. entirely 
disregarded. Apart from the expediency of applying several methods to the 
solution of the difficult and important task of infusing a new life into the 
indigenous system without destroying its vitality or usefulness, there were 
special obstacles in Bengal which from the outset stood in the way of any 

, sustained policy. Primary education had no financial basis of its own .. , It 
depended not on local rates, but on the share of provincial and imperial con .. 
tributions which could be spared for it The first division in the history we are. , , 

'about,to consider commences with 1855 and ends with 1862. During these 
"years the" circle system." was in force. From 1862 to 1872 the" Normal 
"school system" was persevered in, but its very success proved the prelude to its 

. downfall. From 1872' to 1875, Sir George Campbell's pOlicy was pursued on 
the basis of a system..of stipen~<a~dNorma1 c1asse$~ But that system also in its 
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rapid dev~lqpment proved to be too costly, ~nd w~ thougllt.to'be in bt~er' r~; 
IJects uIl$v.itable i ~d w11ile the ,general. polIcy of, l~S founder was continued In 
ma.oy p~rticulars" the stipendiary system was generally exchanged for tlf..'tt 
form of the system of payment by. results which is still mainta~~ed., . ", 

151. Bengal: First Period from 1855 to 1862.-W e .have already re .. 
ferred in Chapter II. to the enquiries prosecuted by Mr; Adam In 1835 and the 
vie\YS entertained by Macaulay as President of the General Committee of Pub
lic Instruction in Calcutta. But no ~ystematic or widespread attempts to work 
upon the indigenous schools o~ Bengal were comm~nc~d before 1855. In.that 
year the" circle system " was Introduced, under which Improvement was anned 
at by employing and paying certain State pandits, each of whom was attached 
to a circle of three or four village schools under their own gurus or masters. 
'rhe O'urus received grants equal to those earned by their pupils, everyone 'of 
who~ on attaining a certain standard was rewarded according to his progress. 
It was this system to which reference was .made by the Court of Directors in 
IJaragraph 2 I of their Despatch of 1859, when they wrote cc this phn has so far 
a been found very successful, and it is proposed to extend it to others of the 
" educational divisions." It was so extended especially in the Eastern and 
Centml Divisions of Bengal, and in 1860-61, 172 schools giving instruction to 
7.731 pupils had been b'rought under improvement .. But it was felt that 

~ eTen this progress was too slow, and that it would take an almost indefinite 
time to improve the vast network of indigenous schools. While therefore a 
poliey of improvement was not abandoned, it was sought to secure a greater 
quantity and not inferior quality of primary instruction by other methods. 

152. Bengal: Second Period from 1862 to 1872.-Accordingly, in 
1862, Sir ;fohn Peter Grant decided to substitute a system of District training 
schools and fixed stipends for the" circle system." Under the new scheme, which 
was generally called the" Normal school system," a guru, or his relative or prq:" 
bahle successor, was sent to a Normal school with a stipend of Rs. 5 a month, 
under a written engagement with the village that after a year's training he would 
he recejved as the teacher with a guaranteed income of not less than Rs. 5. The 
course of studies at the training school included reading, writing, and arith
metic, as well as accounts and mensuration up to the full indigenous standard. 
Elementary geography and history and the art of teaching were also taught. 
Babu Bhoodeb Mookerjea, an experienced Inspector of Schools, who devised 
and carried out the system, estimated that it would be possible in fourteen 
years to get 1,000 schools supplied with improved teachers. The plan was 
in entire accordance with the orders of the Court of Directors, which bad 
dwelt much on the want of competent masters for all classes of schools. 
After a trial of two years there were 377 improved schools educating 12,000 

pupils, and the new scheme was extended into six more Districts, of which 
lHdnapur was one. Meanwhile the cc circle system" and other plans were 
not neglected. ~hat the " Normal school system" succeeded in raising the 
tone of the. indigenous schools was made evident by complaints loudly ~x
pressed in 1866 that the village schools were rising above the traditional level 
of the wants of the classes for Whom they were intended. It was ~eged 
that they had ceased to be schools·for the masses. On the other hand it was 

• c?ntended that the indigenous schools of Bengal were never meant. to be eldg. .. 
slvely schools for the masses, whose wants, however, were adequately supplied 
by them. A comparison instituted at this time between the attendance in the 
halkab~l1di scho,?ls of the Agra circle in the North-Western Provinces and the 
pathsalas 'o~ D,urd wan i.q Bengal showed that ~ the former 0~11 39 per, c~nti 
of ~he pupils belg,p,ged to'the laboux:Jng classe~,ag~nd.'~7,per'c~~. in the laUer: 
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In th~ hext year 'the constantly recurring' diffioulty 6£' "su~tained progress Was 
demonstrated by the Orissa. famine. Eduoation~ gran~ )vere at thAt period 
p~vided from imperial revenues. In conseqlienoo'of the famine these grants 
were reduced and no further provision was sancti01;l.eq for the d'eve.19pment of 
the'Normal achoo! system. In this condition 0,£ affairs the Supreme Govern
ment interposed. It has already been noticed that the Note OIl the educational 
system of India prepared by Mr. Howell induced the Governmellt of India to 
call the atte~tion of the Madras Government to the need of placing the develop. 
ment of primary education upon a more secure financial basis by the imposition 
of local rates .. 'The events which we have reviewed afforded indications of a 
similar necessity in Bengal. Notwithstanding constant interruptions, some
thing had undoubtedly been done to improve the indigenous schools, but the 
progress was felt to be insufficient. The old doctrine of "downward filtra
U tion,'· which ,had been accepted in Calcutta, still found powerful supporters, 
and so late as 1865 the Director of Public Instruction had written as follows: 
U The education of the lower orders of society should assuredly not be Ite .. 
"glected; but it is a primary condition of the spread of education among all 
"classes that full provision should first be made for tlie education of that 
"class on which depends the education of all the ,rest." While this doctrine 
influenced the Head of the Department, it was natural that the weight of 
financial pressure should fall on primary education. One remedy would 
have· been to adopt the plan followed in Northern India and in Bombay, 
and to create a special local fund for the extension of education amongst 
the poorer classes of the community. Accoraingly on 25th April 1868 a 
letter 'Was addressed to the Bengal Government by the Government of 
India which contained the following contrast: cc In Bengal, with a population 
u that probably exceeds 40 millions, the total number of pupils in tlie lower class 
C« Government and aided schools was in 1866,67 only 39,104. In the North. 
" Western Provinces, with a population under 30 millions, the number of pupils 
"in schools of a similar class was 125,394. In Bombay, with a population of 
u 16 millions, the number was 79,189- In the Punjab, with a. population of t 5 
"milliollS, it was 62,355- In t~e Central Provinces, with a.. population of 8! 
i'millions, it was 22,600. Nor does there seem to be any probability that these 
"proportions will hereafter become more favourable to Bengal, although the 
"measures that have lately been taken for th~ encouragement of vernacular 
u education by means of the system of training' masters in the so-called indi .. 
"genous schools have been more or less successful. The Governor General in' 
C( Council feels that it would not be right to evade any longer the responsibility 
" which properly falls on the Government, of providing that the means of ob .. 
c, taming at least an. elementary education shall be made accessible to the people 
"of Bengal. He feels that this responsibility must be accepted in this as in. 
ee other Provinces, not only as one of the highest duties which we owe to tha 
" country, but because among all the sources of difficultY' in our administration; 
" and of possible danger to the stability of our Goverwnent, there are few SQ 
'e serious as the ignorance of the people." It may be observed that the pupils in 
the primary classes of middle an,d high schools in Bengal were not included. 
in'the above comparison. 'l'he Government of India proceeded to impress upon 
the Lieutenant-Governor the necessity ,for imposing a compulsory rate on the 
landholders of Bengal in order to provide funds for the necessary extension of 
education. This proposal led to further correspondence, but owing to difficulties 
"which it is beyond the scope of the Commission's enquiries to discuss, n~ local 
;fate for education has up to the present time been imposed. ~: \" ': ~,:~ , 

:, The want of adequa~a fun~s.created insuperable difliculfles ~'\,tlrb way of' 
!~t~er aiding an~ ~pro~' th$. iD.digen~"Q.S ~chools. '~ Still'SOnl& progress ,was 
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reported. In "1868-69 the lower schools were retur;n~'a8 1;'i97;;~~h 52,688 
pupils, besides 252 schools with 7,932 pupils under th&' granff.irl .. aid,1'1.ues: 'of 
these, 1.$93 with 40.500 pupils were imp!o,,:"ed p'athsala~. t The who,le outlay -on 
education from public funds was hardll' ~ore, th~~ one pe~ CeI1t. o~, the revenues 
of Beno-al. Two years later the finanCIal preSsure agaln 'induced. the, local 
Govern~ent to reduce even this grant,and thus in 1870-71 the attenda.t1c'e at the 
lower schools had sunk to 52,23 I pupils, besides 7,387 in the grant-in .. aid 
schools. The general position of elementary education in Bengalin 1870-,1 haS 
been thus summarised by the present Director of Public Instruction: "Some 
"2,000 village schools, with an average attendance of 26 pupils, had up to that 
" date been taken in hand and supplied with trained teachers of a superior stamp 
It to the old gurus of the country, whilst their course of instruction had been 
U improved by the introduction of printed books and systematic arithmetic. In 
" these, as in the pathsalas of the original type, boys of the middle and lower 
" classes read together in nearly equal proportions, and consequently under the 
H new system the masses w~re touched to some appreciable extent. The result 
"of the introduction of trained teachers was that the course of instruction in 
"many, perhaps in most cases, passed sooner or later beyond the simple standard 
"at first proposed, and geography and history, together with the more advanced 
"portions of arithmetic, were taught. The improved pathsalas were hardly dis
H tinguishable from middle schools, and in order to identify them still more closely 
"with that class, and to connect them with tha general scheme of education, a 
" system of scholarships ~as proposed for their benefit, though the concession was 
"not yet granted. The teachers being paid fixed stipends, there was no system4-
H tic examination of scholars by prescribed standards for the purpose of determin
"iug the amount of Government aid. The $cheme was in its earlier years 
(' confined to nine Districts, but it was afterwards extended to the whole of Bengal. 
"The indigenous schools of the, country were recognised exactly in so far as 
H they were taken up into this system." The complete figures for 31st March 
(87 I for Bengal and Assam show that the organised system of primary education 
included 47 Government schools and 2,430 aided indigenous schools, which 
were altogether attended by 68,044 scholars. These figures excinied the 
boys attending primary classes in the middle and high schools, and t99 
pupils in unaided schools under inspection. According to a calculation made 
in 188 I the number of scholars in secondary schools in Bengal, who in 1871 
were attending primary classes in Government and aided schools, was 57,945, so 
that the total number /'Of children, whether belonging to the upper or lower 
classes of society, whose primary education was assisted by the State, only 
amounted to I 26,488,-a number which fell short of the attendahce in the 
departmental schools of Bombay on the same date. But later and more com
plete enquiries show that apout 6,500 more pupils in primary classes should be 
added to the estimates made in 1881, and with this addition the primary pupils 
in Bengal in 1871 numbered about 133,000 in all classes of schools known to 
the Department against about 160,000 in the similar institution~ in Bombay- : 

153. :Bengal: third Period: Sir G. Campbell's Resolution.-It need 
not therefore' occasion surprise that a radical change of system was demanded. 
The proposal to create a local fund for education was not carried out, but Sir 
George Campbell, in a Resolution, dated 30th September 1872, declared it to be 
th~ great object 'Of his administration to extend education amongst t40 masses. 
and he assigned four lakbs of rupees in order to make a. commencement. 
Tlte 'controversy, which had arisen regarding the upward growth of the improved 
pat~sala$ and the alleged conversion of schools for the masses" into middle 

,;8c:~qO,~ f<?r'~h~'~ddleclasses, gave a distinctive shape tq the new policy, and the 
:aeng~ ~istem> Is in vers marked' contr~st" to the;' systems>~hieh we have 
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alrea.dy' described. ~Jthe aims of tlte Bengal Government were thus described: 
"The Lieutenani.Oovernor'e wish is that the monE'1 now granted should 
,e ~e used' to 'f!itcoul'nge .and'develope in rural villages proper indigenous ('du~ 
.. tion,--that is, reading. writing, and arithmetic, in the real indigenous language 
"and cha.rac~r of each Province, • ': .; .,'. Arithmetio and writing are 
u the -main subjects in which the people desire instruction, and many books 
"will not be used; those that are used will be of the simplest and cheapest 
cc description. . .. • .. , • It is quite clear that if rural schools are to. be 
"popular among ordinary villagers, the teachers must be of the old gurumahasay 
cc class. or JD.,ust eome from. the same social and intellectual stratum. What is 
cc Wanted is to teach ordinary, village boys enough to enable them to take care 
"of their own interests in their own Btation of life, as petty shop-keepers, 
cc sm:illlandholders, ryots, handicraftsmen. weavers, village headmen, boatmen, 
tC :fishermen, and what not. It is beyond all things desirable not to impart at 
cc village 'schools that kind of teaching which, in a transition state of society, 
"might induce boys to think themselves above manual labour or ordinary 
"village work. To the really able boys at pathsalas opportunities for ad
"vanceme;'1t will be offered by a chain of scholarships,_ the gainers of which 
" can pass through the several grades of schools u.p to a University degree. One 
cc valuable means of providing that the ordinary pathsala course of study shall 
"be confined to. reading and writing the vernacular, to simple and mental 
cr arithmetic, and to a. knowledge of mensuration, and the native system of land 
"survey, will be a regulation that proficiency in these subjects only will be 
• required for pathsala. scholarships." By these means it was hoped that a 
gradual improvement of the indigenous schools would be secured without too 
rapid an alteration in their method or subjects of instruction. A more power
ful influence in the same direction was supplied by the order that no grant to 
a village school should exceed Rs. 5 a month. Ie Perhaps an allowance of 
" Rs. 2 or Rs. 3 a month will in many cases suffice." It is important in view 
ot subsequent events to remember that Sir George Campbell regarded an 
annual grant of Rs. 24 as the minimum grant which could secure the object 
at which he aimed. 

" That tbe present masters were inefficient was admitted, and the Resolu
tion remarked that it would be useless to summon the very old school
masters to the Normal classes. "Old men of that S~0'(3 have done much 
cc good in their time j they are popular with the villagers. and they manage 
"their schools fairly well; if new acquirements or modes of teaching are 
cc required, they will come with the next generation of village schoolmasters. 
K,~ut it will probably be desirable to bring into the Normal classes the younger 
"and newly appointed village schoolmasters. For th~ present it will be 
Ie .necessary to perfect village schoolm~ters in reading and writing the printed 
"character, of which (in Behar at any rate) they are often ignorant; to 
"instruct them in the best modes of teaching simple and mental arithmetic; to 
,. improve their knowledge and power of teaching mensuration and accounts j 
"and to enable them to understand and teach the.very simple text-book. 
"on these latter subjects." We shall presently see how far these hopes of 
passing future schoolmasters through the Normal classes have been reaJ:ised: 
but the scheme of Sir George Campbell laid ~t stress upon the principle~ 
and he proposed that a Normal school or training class should be ~stab .. 
lished not only at the head-quarters of every District, but also at im~:rta.J,lt 
sub-divisions. Great la.titude was given to the District Magistrates tq work 
out the details of the new scheme. 

'-" , ... ~ 

/"':>,:1, ,~l ~ ~ "'- "1 ~ , ... ' ~ ~.:\< 

For the,' first "~e"in the his~?l'1' pf, ~~gal 8t, ~lf liberal', ~si~in~~ , 
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was noW given ti~::imary education' out of t~e p~ovincial\~D:~. ,T1ie~e '\V~e, 
no local rates, and therefore no' local COmlD.lttees. ; Over the gr~ter part ot 
Bengal not a single school bad. to ?~ ?reated. In ~lmo.$t every 'vil~e, it '\fas \ 
asserted, a school 'Of some sort el1sted~ "rhe task of, the Magistrate was 
simple. He was' to make his money go as far as he could, and transfe~ 
existing schools and scholars from the outer circle of an indigenous system' 
into the inner circle of improved public primary schools. .A. gradual im
provement of the indigenous schoolmasters had been aimed· at under the 
"circle system," and continued under the "N orma1 school ,. or "pathsala 
" system." It was also a leading feature in the new plan laid down by 
Sir George Campbell. But at tb,e same time the Lieutenant-Governor bad 
expressed fears of raising too rapidly the level of primary education, and had 
enjoined cautious progress in the training of tnasters. His caution was suggested 
not merely by the expense which such training involved, but by the consi. 
deration that a scheme built on the indigenous schools could not be secure 
unless the schools retained their popularity. Hasty improvement might prove 
fatal to their existence. So far waS this principle carried that in the follow .. 
ing year, 1873, the pathsalas that had been improved under former systems 
were, like those newly-aided,. placed in the hands and under the control 
of District officers, with instructions to work them into the general system. 
The immediate result of' these last orders may be briefly indicated. The 
improved pathsalas, which on the 31st March 1873 were 2,161, fell in the 
following years to 2,070, 1,878, and 1,745- This last was the number in 1876, 
when the two classes of schools were finally amalgamated, and the distinction 
disappeared from the returns. In fact, Sir George Oampbell beli~ved that the 
course in the improved pathsalas was unduly high, and that so fat as they 
existed they were an obstacle to the spread of genuine primary education' 
among the 'masses of the people. The warning that the teachers must at 
the outset deviate as little as possible from the accepted modes of teaching 
was renewed; and the Lieutenant.Governor in 1873 drew the attention of all 
District Committees and Magistrates to the following extract from a report 
by Mr. S. C. Bayley, Commissioner of Patna: "I think it cannot be t,oo .. 
f' much impr~ssed on those who will have to work the new scheme that, 
H pathsalas are to remain pathsalas; that maps, books, and furniture are not the 
" first requisites, neither are registers and a variety of subjects' j but the essential' 
" point is to take advantage of such teaching of reading, writing, and arithmetic, 
"as we find in existence, j}nd endeavour gradually to improve it, not to substi
,c tute something (better perhaps, but wholly different) which the people do not 
d want, or if they do want, cannot pay for." Mr.' Bayley also bore testimony 
to the advantages ~f Normal schools for improving ·th~ teachers of indigenous 
schOols. 

154. Bengal: the MidnapurSystem.-In the same year, 1873, the com. 
plaint, that the people refused to pay their accustomed fees to those guIUS who 
received aid from Government, was made in all parts of Bengal. It was said 
that people argued that as the Government now paid' the guru, there' was no . 
reason why they should contribute to his support to the same extent as. before; 

,and accordingly they reduced their contributions in some proportion to the 
'-amount which the guru received from Government. With this drawback the 
i""" t 
:n:e,!ly aided pathsalas were declared on aU hands to have been, a great, success, 'j 

:~~~ ,to hav~'~~eJi i~ceived by the pe~ple with much ~or~iality. T~e. ,~~id~pur' 
"s~tem of: aldlrtg primary sch?ols; whic~ had al~p~dy rec~lved t~e a~p~t~ 9f Sir 
George C~mpbell, now came mto protnment t~~' ~e. It substItuted the annual 
~;:~~h;l~ti~n o~.l>~pils at 'fixed ce.ntres;~ogIZ wit~! rewar~sl,'~~:~',eia:mina
bop.;" fo1' mspootlOn' of ' ,schools '~n ,~itu,'i4 regular mohthlY'~1iti]1end$. ',' The 
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general subjects of, ~xamination were reading. writing, and 'l'rltten and mental 
arithmetic, and &. reward of four annas was given for passing jn each subject, 
-lleildes eight annas for hazar and zamindari accounts, and one rupee for 
land .. measuring. A. rupee was also given to each indigenous Schoolmaster for 
every qUM'terly return submitted. This system. spread the amount of the Dis .. 
trict grant over a large circle of schools, and was much cheaper than that of 
fixed stipends. It was also reported to be most popular with the villagers, 
teachers, and pupils. Accordingly in the following year, 1874, attention was 
called to this scheme by Sir Richard Temple, who described it as the most 
effectual means of improving the indigenous schools, while maintaining them as 
places of g~nuine primary education. In fact, the outcry that the villagers 
habitually reduced their fees in proportion to the amount of the stipend had 
now become so loud, that it was considered necessary to devise means for 
checking the evil. The Midmtpur system seemed to offer such a means. When 
aid was given, not in the form of monthly stipends, but as a distinct reward of 
success coming once a year, the ~ople had much less excuse to retrench their 
payments. The system was also most economical. While the average rate of 
aid to each pathsala in Bengal was about Rs. 25 a year, little of which was 
thought to find its way to the pocket of the guru, in Midnapur the average 
yearly rate was Rs. 7 (in sums varying from Rs. 2 or Rs. 3 to Rs. 50), which 
at any rate was a clear gain to him. It was also maintained that the system 
involved no loss of efficiency. There was plenty of education, it was urged, 
abroad in Bengal; and 'if the standard of instruction in primary schools was 
kept strictly at Sir George Campbell's level, the gurus-no longer itinerant, 
as so many of them had formerly be~n, but stationary and having a new and 
definite incentive to improvement-could work up to it without difficulty. 
Those who could not do so were held to be incapable of improvement under 
any system, and must be gradually replaced in course of time by better educated 
men. All this had an obvious bearing on the Norma! school system; and it 
will be sbown in a subsequent paragraph how it soon led to a great reduc
tion in the number of Normal schools. 

The development of the aided pathsalas continued to advance on two 
different lines, some District officers being anxious to raise the schools to some
thing like the old departmental level, while others rigidly confined even the 
best of them to Sir George Campbell's standard. In a Resolution dated Janu
ary 1876, Sir Richard Temple, in again drawing attention to the success of the 
Midnapur scheme, remarkeq. of a District in which the aided pathsalas had 
reached a high standard of excellence, that the system therein pursued did not 
appear to provide sufficiently for that education of the masses which it was 
the main object of the primary school fund to encourage and assist. It was 
nevertheless maintained that the policy of Government was not only to extend 
primary education am.ong the lower classes of the people, especially the agri .. 
cultural classes, but also to gradually improve its orga~sation and quality. 
The results attained by the system were summed up as follows: "Primary 
U education has for the first time been organised, regular hO"ijrs and a fixed, 
cc course of study have been introduced, and a commencement at least has 
cc been made of giving village schoolmasters the advantage of Normal school 
" training. The result has been, not' only that the standard of education 
"has been improved and re~dered progressive, but that these primary schqol~ . 
"DOW., attract classes of the population who preViously scarcely came under 
~, in~trUction. at all:' . ' , ' 

1 ' 
,.. , ~ ~ ~ \ J'- t I' < < 

155."Bengal: fourth Period: ~herDevelopment ofthe'SystelU.~ 
The tende.n~1Jo~thfipe$t,Qf the aided patij.~alas to,ris~ abo:v'o' Sir George aampbell's 

26 
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standard could not,-however"be altogether checked; and it was known that a 
considerable number had reached a higher standard. It was also known that 
many of the old departmental pathsalas had, under the attractions of the prim:ft7 
scholarship and the disfavour with which they were often regarded by the 
District officer, come down to the primary standard. To meet both cases, Sir 
Richard Temple established in 1876 a new class of schools intermediate between 
the primary and middle, whose course was fixed by the creat.ion of a. new 
class of scholarships styled "lower vernacular." The standard for the scholar
ships was higher than that of -the old departmental pathsalas, and included 
the Bengali language, the history and geography of Bengal, arithmetic, the 
1st Book of Euclid, and elementary physics; and the scholarships were 
thrown open to all pathsalas of whatever origin. On a reference made by 
the Director as to the classification of these schools, it was ordered that 
"they should undoubtedly rank under secondary, and not under primary 
"instruction." It has already been explained under what circumstances these 
lower ~nacular schools have since been taken up into the primary system 
under the name of "upper primary schools." But neither at this nor at any 
-other time was it intended that the new standard should be that at which the 
general body of primary schools should aim. This point is emphasised in 
the Resolution on the Educational Report for 1876-77, in which the follow
ing occurs: "It must be distinctly understood that it is not the policy 
"of the Government to convert the pathsalas into cheap middle schools." 
The system of payment by results was again recommended for general adop
tion, as affording the best means of securing "the progress of the general 
"body of pupils." The year had been signalised by a. serious reduction in the 
primary grant arising from financial pressure; and the manner in which 
the primary schools had stood the test was pointed to as showing the sound
ness of the system. The following figures show the number of schools which 
up to this time had been established or incorporated. into the organised system, 
excluding the attendance in the primary classes of secondary schools :- ' 

-
Year. Schools. Schola.rs • . 

T 870-71 · · · · 2,486 68,044 

1872-73 · · · · · 8,253 205,934 - / -
1873-74 · · · · · · 12,229 30 3,437 

1874-75 · · · · · · 13,145 330,024 • 

1875-76 · · · · · · 13,491 357,233 

1876-71 · · · · · · 13,966 360,5 13 

It appears from these figures that the number of schools aided from the 
pri~ry gra~t ~id not increase very greatly during the htst four years of the 
penod to ~hich It ;refers. Throughout the subsequent period it will be seen 
that the !ncrease went on at a rapid and surprising rate. This was the natural 
result o~. the exhortations conveyed to District Magistrates in the' successive 
Resolutions of Government, urging them to' substitute the cheaper' system of 
payment by results for· that of fixed stipends. In 1877-78 it .... was . stated . that 
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nearly half the Districts ,of Bengal had introduced the re.tlults system. The 
following figures show how rapid was the increase up to 1881-82, by which time 
it 'had practically superseded the other allover Bengal. They also show the 
cost to the State at which these nl1mer~caJ. results were obtained~-

. -- = . , -
Yea\,. Schools. Pupils. 

I 
Expenditule. 

u.s. 
18,6-77 · · · · · · 13,966 360,5 13 3,75,000 

1877-78 · · · · · · 17,395 406,135 3,35,149 
~ 

~ 

1878-79 · · · · · 24,354 489,5 18 3,99,200 

1879-80 . 30,414 587,992 3,88,635 · · · · · 
-
1880-81 · · · · · · 37,501 67 1,723 4,07,286 

1881-82 · . · . . 47.402 836,35 1 5,30)7 IS 

In the last year of this period, the primary grant had been increased 
by more than a lakh of rupees; but even with this addition the average grant 
to each aided school amounted to little more than Rs. I I a year, while Sir George 
Campbell's lowest estimate of the assistance which any indigenous school 
should receive was Rs. ~4 a year, and he laid down Rs. 60 as a maximum 
grant. It may be observed that in no other Province of India is so small a grant 
given to the indigenous schools, and that in the adjoining Province of Assam the 
percentage of the cost of aided primary schools borne by public funds is 64 per 
cent. against ~6 per cent .. in Bengal. A further development of the system of 
payment by results was effected by the introduction of the" chief guru" system 
in 1877. The most competent and influential of the village teachers within a 
given area is selected by the Inspector as H chief guru," and in that capacity he 
has to supervise some ~o or 30 pathsalas lying within a radius of five miles from 
his school. He draws no salary from Government beyond what is paid by way 
of stipend to tlie patheala which he teaches; but he receives a small allowance 
in proportion to the number of schools visited. He distributes his time 
between teaching his own pathsala, which is to serve as a model for the whole 
neighbourhood, and inspecting those subordinate to him, with which by long 
habit he is thoroughly familiar. He collects returns and is responsible for their 
accuracy; he summons pathsalas to central gatherings, distributes registers, books, 
and rewards to teachers or pupils, and generally acts as an intermediate agent 
between the Department and the village schools. The system supplies a close 
network of organisation, and has been found very effective in discovering the 
smallest village schools hid in the remotest comers of Districts. The object of 
Government being to raise and strengthen the indigenous system of education 
rather than to replace it by another of its own devising, the employment of 
agents drawn from the general. body of gurus to assist it in carrying out that 
policy is believed to establish a more intimate connection between the Govern
ment and popular education; While it is hoped that it will strengthen the confi .. 
dence of the people in the system and offer a definite object of ambition to the 
best of th~ indigenous teachers. . 

, ~ 

156; Bengal System: General ,View.-The Bengal system of primary 
p,ducation is therefore based entirely upon the existing'indigenous schools. Its 
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declared policy towards them has been, first. to win their confidence, and then; 
secondly, to cautiously and gradually introduce necessary impro~ements. .A:ny 
rapid improvement or elevation of their standard has been studIouslyaV'Olded. 
It has been already stated that the Government of Be1).gal were strongly 
opposed to the inclusion of lower vernacular schools in the primary system. 
In a letter to the Government of India, dated 20th February 1879, it expressed 
the opinion that H the detlnition of primary instruction should be confined 
"to reading, writing, and arithmetic; and that no substantive instruction as 
JI such (i. e., as a special subject, and in addition to any information that the 
If standard reading-book may furnish) should form part of the, standard." 
This passage defines the view which the Government of Bengal has taken 
since 1872 of the scope of primary education. That view is held by the 
Bengal Government to be in accordance with the Despatch of 1854, and it 
follows the policy laid down in the orders of Sir George Campbell. It will 
have been gathered from the foregoing sketch that the object of Govern
ment has been to give the masses of the people useful, however elementary, 
instruction in the schools which they themselves created and maintained, and in 
the form in which they are said still to desire ~t. The schools are declared to be 
village schoo~s, established and maintained by the people for the people; and the 
Government contribution, small as it is, is a subsidy paid to the schoolmasters 
as an inducement to them t'o teach, and as a reward for teaching, those subjects 
of elementary liberal instruction which find no place in the ordinary course 
of the village pathsala. It is believed that any attempt to raise the schools 
us a body above the lower primary standard would be to drive away those pupils 
whom above all othe}'s it desires to attract. At the same time, the general im
provement of the pathsalas is not wholly neglected; and it is effected partly by 
the substitution, as opportunity offers, of younger and better-educated teachers, 
and as a consequence thereof, by the introduction of new subjects of study, 
serving to connect the pathsalas with the general educational system of the 
Province, and by encouraging the rise of selected schools to the upper standard. 
The motive to improvement is supplied, not only by the small rewards that are 
earned at the annual gatherings, but by Inspection, by the stimulus of a com
PQtitive examination, by the award of scholarships, and perhaps in a still 
higher degree by the knowledge which the people in every village of Bengal 
have acquired, that the Government interests itself in their schools, desires 
them to prosper, and is eager to co-operate with them in their improvement. 

/ 

157. Bengal: Educational Results in 1882.-We have reviewed at 
considerable length the Bengal system, because in respect to the small grants by 
which its large numerical results are -obtained and in regard to its practical 
abandonment of the principle of training teachers in Normal schools, its advan
tages have often been conteseed. We have therefore been anxious to show the 
merits claimed for it, and the approval which its development has received from 
the local authorities. The difficult task of incorporating the indigenous schools 
mto the State system is one which we have recommended tQ the attention of 
the various Governments, and it will serve good 'purpose to explain upon what 
foundations the Bengal primary system is based. Our Recommendations 
given at the end of this Chapter will show in what respects we oonsider, that 
that system requires improvement. It is only necessary here to 'conclude oUr 
~eview by offering a few remarks on the statistics for the year with which we 
are mainly concerned. Excluding 2,709 indigenous schools with nearly 41,000 

pupils, which divided between them a grant of Rs. 4,272 for the whole year, 
paid for the mere submission of returns, there were in 1881-82,898,389 children, 
male and female, who were Teceiving instruction' in primary schools either 
maintained, aided, or inspected hV the 'Denartment. This was an increase in 
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the schools aided under .the various systems of about J 25,000 children in a 
single year. These numbprs 'exclude the attendalit.>e in the primary classes of 
sebondary schools. But even so, the 51,778 schools thus brought into the 
State system of primary education l'epresent three .different dasses of institu
tion. Of them only 28 are wholly maint:uned by Government, and are situ
ated in backward tracts ot country. Each pupil educated in them cost public 
funds nearly Rs. 4 per annum. The aided indigenous schools numbering 47,374 
were educating 835,435 pupils, each of whom ~os~ public funds about 11 annas 
per annum. They come under some one or other of the various systems of aid 
which have been described. Besides these there ,"ere 4,376 unaided schools 
attended by 62,038 pupils which in the words of the Provincial Report have 
been" cut out in the course of the year from the quarry of indigenous path. 
"salas, and have either adopted t11.e departmental stn,ndal'ds or attended the 
"public examinationEi without receiving any aid." The strength of the Bengal 
system lies in the aided indigenous schools, and we shall presently enquire 
into the quality of instruction imparted in them. But it may be mentioned 
here that in 1876 out of 338,000 pupils in such schools 110,000 could read 
easy sentences in 3. printed book. In 1882 out of more than 820,000 pupils 
316,558 could read. It is to be remembered that the schools taken up into the 
system are schools in which there is little or no reading of a printed book, 
and that any considerable increase under that head makes a clear gain to the 
general instruction of the people. 

158. North-Western Provinces and Oudh: Primary System.-It has 
been explained in Chapter II that primary education in the N orth-Western Pro
vinces began with an attempt to improve and multiply the indigenous schools 
which lIr. Thomason's enquiries, made between 1845 and 1850, showed to 
exist in very considerable numbers throughout the Provinces, JUr, Thom
ason's gfneral object was to distribute as evenly as possible a network 
of schools over th(\ 'whole country. His special object was, while preserving 
as far as possible the traditional method of instruction, to make it more 
practical; and so . to enable 'the agricultural population to understand the 
rights assured to them under the settlements of the rand revenu~. In the eight 
Districts selected. for experiment tahsili schools at the head-quarters of each 
tahsi.!dari were established as models, and a staff of inspecting officers, or 
pargana and zila visitors as they were then 'called, was entertained. The duty 
of the pargana visitors was" to visit all the towns and principal villages in 
" their jurisdictions, and to ascertain what means of instruction are available to 
" the people. Where there is no village school, they will explain to the people 
'f the advantages that would result from the institution of a school; they will 
t5 offer their assistance in finding a qualified teacher and in providing books l &c. 
"Where schools are found in existence, they will ascertain the nature of the 
" instruction and the number of scholars, and they will offer their assistance to 
" the person conducting the school. If this offer is accepted, the school will be 
"entered on their lists, the boys will be examined and the more advanced 
.~ scholars noted; improvements in the course or mode of instruction will be 
", recommended, and such books as may be required will be procured. Prizes 
,,' '\Vill be proposed for the most deserving of the teachers or scholars, and _ tIle ' 
" 'power of granting free admissions to the tahsildari school be accorded." The 
zib visitor supervised the work of the pargana visitors, testing the accuracy 
of their reports, deciding on the bestowal of prizes recommended 'by them. 
reporting upon the course of education followed in each class of school, ascer· 
taining as far as possible the extent and nature of ,the private instruction given 
to those of the upper classes w 110 did not atten~ .~chools, and acting as the depart .. 
mental agent for the distribution Rlld sale of school-books. 

27 
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For four or fi~~ years every effort w~s made by Mr. H. Stewart 'Reid, tho, 
Visitor-General, and those under him to carry out lIr. Thomason's ,scheme. 
The results, however, were meagre, the tahsili schools alone answering ~,tlle 
expectations entertained of. them. Moreover, during these years another: system 
of primary instruction had been growing up. This system arose out of an 
experiment made by Mr. Alexander, Collector of 1luttra, upon the following 
plan: "A pargana being chosen, it was ascertained how many children of school
" going age it numbered, what revenue it paid, and what. expense it could 
" therefore bear, A cluster of villages, some four or five, was then marked out, 
"and the most central of the villages fixed upon as the site of the school [termed 
"halkabandi). The rate in aid originally varied a good deal in the different Dis
"tricts, but ultimately the zamindars agreed to contribute towards education at 
"the rate of one per cent, on their land revenp.e. :Mr. Alexander's idea was quickly 
"caught up by other Collectors; in 1853 Agra, Bareilly, Etab, Etawah, Main. 
"pari, liuttra, and Shahjahanpur all had a certain number of halkabandi 
" schools, and at the close of 1854 there were about 17,000 boys receiving educa
"tion in them." ",Vith the increase and success of these schools, the indigenous 
schools gradually fell more and more into the background, and before many 
years the recognised system of primary education consisted of the tahsili or what 
would now be called middle,vernacular, and the halkabandi, or primary schools. 
'rhe teachers in both received fixed sa.laries, the cost of the tahsili schools 
being borne directly by Government, and that of the halkabandi schools by 
the one per cent. cess on the revenue, which, at first voluntary, was in a few 
years made compulsory. In 187 I there were 4,307 departmental primary schools 
attended by 148,126 pupils, while 143 aided primary institutions were giving 
instruction to about 5,000 children. :Meanwhile the numerous indigenous 
schools continued to exist, but were left almost entirely to themselves. In 
:tddition to -this cause of complaint against the system, it was urged that the 
hnlkabandi schools tried to imitate the tahsili schools and were rising above the 
requirements of the masses, while the adoption of Urdu. in the 'Place of Hindi 
afforded a further ground for dissatisfaction in many parts of the ProviJlce. 

159. North-Western Provinces and Oudh: Progress of primary 
Education.-That these complaints were not without some foundation may 
be inferred from the results shown in the two comparative statements printed 
towards the beginning of this Chapter. The statements indicate an absence of 
such progress between I8A I and 1882 as may be found throughout the rest of 
India in the school attendance of primary schools. After proper allowance has 
been made for the primary classes of secondary schools, there were in, 1871 
more than 153,000 children in the public primary schools of thi~ Province-an 
attendance far in advance of Madras and of the Punjab, and not far behind 
Bombay, But after the lapse Of I I years, we find that both the Southern and 
the Western Presidencies have far outstripped the Northern Province. In 
1881-82, there were 213,238 pupils in primary schools maintained or aided by 
the Department in the North.Western Provinces and Oudh; while in :Madras 
with a far smaller population there were more than 360,600, and in Bombay. 
with only half the population of the Northern Province, there were nearly 
332,700 in similar schools. In no other Province of India. wag the percentage 
of pupils. in primary schools to the male population so low, being onlf '89 
per cent. In the N orth. Western Provinces and Oudh aO'ainst 2'6 in Bombay , 0 

and 2'2 in Madras. The contrast which these figures afford naturally .leads 
us to enquire into the causes assigned for them. It has been alleged ", ihat 
the poverty of the agricultural classes sufficiently accounts for the back
ward state of primary e~ucation, and it is true;that up to 1877-78, a year 
of lZeneral sickness and distr:ess,,, the att~dance in pu bUc primary sch?ols 
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steadily increased ever~, year. The losses of that and the following years 
have, not yet \ been wholly recovered.. There can be no question that the 
f",Bing oft in ,recent years was due to famfne and its subsequent effects; but, 
on tIle other band, it may be noted that in'the Deccan, where the famine of 
1876""78 was of longer duration and probably of even greater severitYJ the 
primary schools are filled, and the progress of education has been resumed. 
l'he losses of the famine years. have been more than made good, and the average 
attendance in a Bombay school is 62 as against 36 in the North-vVestern 
Provinces. l\Ioreover, the Bombay agriculturist pays school-fees; while in the 
Northern Province, free instruction is given to the cess-payers. Again, it has 
been alleged that at one time'the halkabandi schools made an injudicious attempt 
to imitate the tahsili schools, and several of the witnesses who appeared before the 
Commission consider the present course too ambitious and unsuited for practical 
purposes; but in the opinion of the Provincial Committee, the form~r charge at 
any rate cannot now be sustained. Some other explanation must, therefore, be 
sought for the want of elasticity in the slstem of primary instruction in the 
N orth-Western Provinces. It seems that there has been a deviation from the 
original policy initiated by Mr. Thomason with the full approval of the Court 
of Directors. The indigenous schools have remained altogether outside the 
organised system, and for many years past they have received no assistance or 
encouragement from the Department. Yet the feeling of a large proportion 
o~ those whose leisure and means permit of their providing for the education 
of their children, is still in favour of the indigenous system; while the number 
of those families who- accept the departmental type of school, and at ,the 
same time are able to spare their children from manual labour, has nearly 
reached its limit. In Bombay, the popularity of the departmental schools is 
proved by the annual increase of pupils attending them; but in the N orth
Western Provinces, the attendance in the halkabandi schools exhibits no similar 
progress. We shall hereafter enquire into the subjects taught and the quali
fications of masters in halkabandi schoois; we shall also consider the powers 
entrusted to local co~mittees and the financial arrangements for primary edu
cation. It is sufficient here to state that in our opinion the encouragement of 
indigenous schools would have led in the N orth-Western Provinces to the same 
development and progress which have been found in the rest of India to mark 
the history of education between 1871 and 1882. ' 

160. Punjab: Primary System.-The Punjab system was intended to be 
a combination or the systems of Bengal and of the ,North-Western Provinces. 
From both it borrowed the organisation of the high school with its provision for 
primary classes, and from the latter the halkabandi school. But the circle 
system was soon abandoned, and schools were established without any exact 
reference to the theory of equal geographical distribution. In 1854 the Local 
Government declared it to be their ~'intention to impart sound elementary 
U ,knowledge in the vernacular and to give every village throughout the land its 
,u elementary school." But at the same, time they recognised the fact that a 
C provision of 24lakhs of rupees would,be required for the extension of a really 
national system of education, and that more ,than one generation must pass 
a~ay before any such sum could be realised. It seems probabJe that more rapid 

,protress towards realising the extension of such a system might have been; 
attained by incorporating the indigenous schools'into the organised systel{1 of pri
mary education and by improving their methods. We have already expressed 
in 'Chapter III our dissent from one of our Punjab colleagues who holds a 
,different,yiew. At any rate that policy was :Q.ot adopted, and the attempt: to 
cope with the igriorance of the masses by means of departmental scbools has not' 
succeeded. It may be lldmitted ~hat the wanp,pf adequate funds has cJ,'eated\\ 

, \ .. ~' . ' 
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part of these difficuk:i~s. Thus in I ~69 about 300 frim~ry sc~ools w~re ab~lish .. 
ed with a view to raISIng the salanes of teachers In those whIch were retamed. 
The total of primary schools which stood at 1,884 in 1867 amounted to onlY'I,5!4 
on )farch 318t, 188 I • During this period the total expenditure oD: education 
from all sources had increased, according to the statement of the Provincial 
Committee, from Rs. 8,66,766 in the former year to Ra. 13,92,534 in 1880.81. 
For although the municipalities in the Punjab are exceptionally liberal towards 
education, and though the primary school fund rests upon the solid basis of local 
rates, still it has never been the practice in the Punjab to make any assignment 
from provincial revenues to primary vernacular schools. On the contrary, the 
cost of subordinate inspection and other charges form~rly borne by provincial 
revenues have been thrown upon the funds administered by local committees; 
and, as in'the N orth-Western Provinces, even the local fund is subject to appro
{>riations for famine and other Public Works before it reaches the local com· 
mittee. Another explanation of the comparative unpopularity of the Punjab 
schools has been found by certain witnesses in the inclusIon of Persian as a 
part of the primary school course. 'A still more frequent cause of complaint 
~rged against the departmental schools is the preference given to U rdn instead 
of the Hindi and Punjabi vernaculars. The vernacular of a large proportion 
of the population of the Proyince is Punjabi, or Hindi in its various forms, and 
it is urged that the departmental schools do not make adequate provision for 
teaching these dialects, and that they employ Urdu too exclusively as the 
nwdium of instruction. On the other hand, it is represented that it was quite 
natural that the Department should at the outset adept Persian and Urdu. 
Throughout the territories of the Muhammadan Kings of Delhi, Persian was 
used as the language of official correspondence, and its position became so firm
J)' estahlished, that it remained the language of the Courts during the Sikh rule, 
hostile though that rule was to every form of Muhammadan supremacy. When 
tho Oourt of Directors desired that the vernacular should be substituted for the 
cl:1ssicallanguage, Persian, the change to Urdu afforded the most easy transi. 
tion. The great bulk of the indigenous schools teach Arabic, Persian, or Urdu, 
and it is therefore urged that th3 Department wisely conformed its course to 
that of the existing schools. Urdu is still the language of the British Courts 
of law, and while it remains so it will naturally find a place in the public pri. 
mary schools. Whether the circumstances of the Province have now altered, 
is a more difficult question to decide. There is a large party who would like 
to see Urdu replaced by Hindi. But tue choice of a vernacular is as much an 
administrative as an educational question, and therefore it is one on which the 
Commission have hesitated to pronounce an opinion. In no other Province of 
India has the choice of a vernacular constituted so great a difficulty; and the 
advocates of the local language ,or dialect, which has been displaced or excluded 
from the school course, have been loud in their oomplaints against the Depart
ment. It is a question which in our opinion can only be practically determined 
by local boards, and we have framed a Recominendation accordingly. We only 
notice the subject here, as it accounts in ~ome measure for the obstacles against 
which the primary schools of the Punjab have had to contend. For these anq, 
other r,easons, primary schools have not increased in the Punjab as they have iD. 
the adjoining PrO¥inces. There were, however, 102,867 pupils in 1,827 prImary 
schools on 3 I st March 1882. Of these schools 1,549 '\l ere departmenta! t'u:ld 
2,.8 weJ;e aided. Thus the attendance in 1882 fell far short of thfJ.t which 
existed in Bombay or in the North.Western Provinces in t871.' On the other 
hand, it appears that in 1870-7 I there were 1,755 schools in the Province 
maintained or aided by the State which were attended by 69,491 ;'pupils. 
These figures would at least show that primary' education in the Punjab; if Ji,t 
has not advanced as rapidly as "'else:whe~: ~,hag. vet 'hOt been entirely ,~t3ti?narY~ 
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A considerable number of the Government schools, and -the great majority 
of aided primary schools, are attached to English schools for secondary 
education, of which they form a preparatory department. These schools are 
situated in the large towns. Of the rest of the schools included in the pri
mary system, some are converted indigenous schools, others are only branches 
of vernacular schools for secondary instruction, and about one.half the whole 
number are purely primary schools chiefly established by the Department. 
Judged by the proportion of the population at school, it seems that, with 
the exception of that of the N orth-Western Provinces, the State system of 
primary education in the Punjab has been the least successful in India. 
While more than 2t per cent: of the male population are at school in Bam bay 
and Bengal, '91 per cent. only are so provided for in the Punjab. Of the 
Hindus and Sikl1s, about 1'2 per cent. in each case are at school, whilst only 
'63 per cent. of the male Muhammadan population attend the schools recog
nised by the Department. 

161. The Central Provinces: Primary System.-The Centr3.1Provinces, 
embracing an area of 84,000 square miles with a population of nearly ten mil. 
lions, border on Madras, Bombay, Bengal, and the North-Western Provinces. 
Seventeen per cent. of their population speak Marathi, the chief vernacular of 
tbe Bombay Presidency; 53 per cent. speak Hindi, the chief language of the 
N orth-Western Provinces and the Districts of Bengal that adjoin them; 8 per 
cent. speak the dialects of the aboriginal races known as Gondi and Khondi; 
and 6 per cent. speak Uriya and Telugu, the vernaculars of Orissa and of the 
neighbouring districts of Madras. As the educational history of the Provinces 
dates only from 186 I, their policy has naturally borrowed something from all 
the systems which obtained in the adjoining Provinces. From the North. 
'V estern Provinces, the Central Provinces borrowed the village school system of 
lIra Thomason as well as the I per cent. school cess, which was raised to 2 per 
cent. of the rental shortly after the formation of the Province:- from Bombay 
it has. largely adopted its system of internal mechanism and its standards of 
examination; while from Bengal it has derived the theory, advocated in that 
Province long before it was put into practice, of incorporating indigenous 
schools and working upon the basis of private enterprise. Judged by the sta
tistics whether of Bombay or of Bengal the progress made has been remarkably 
slow, but it is necessary to remember the poverty and scantiness of its popula
tion; its early history, which like that of Bombay was a history of general 
disorder and disorganisation; and the confusion of tongues which results from 
the use of so many different languages and dialects. With slender funds and 
a weak indigenous system to work upon, the Department has nevertheless 
made fair progress. The indigenous schools wherever they could be found 
bave been incorporated into its system and gradually improved. The depart.: 
mental schools have been increased in numbers and associated with village 
sc:ttool committees on the plan adopted in Bombay. In addition to these two, 
agencies the Department has encouraged the creation of new schools by private 
en~erprise. In doing so, it has relied somewhat too much upon the enthusiasm 
,of 3. particular officer or bis influence over the village headmen. In fact it is 
one of the rules of administration in the Central Provinces that cc every Dis .. 
~' triot officer is expected to see that the schools are well fillEid with pupi1s.'~ 

<.We have ~ferred elsewhere to the bad effects of official pressure; and althoug,.h 
it. ~elped at the o~!set to overcome some of the difliculties with which the De
l>~ment in a hackltard Province was called upon to deal, its inevitable resUlt 
,m:~y.h:a traCed in the falling off of aided schools which we sh~ now notice. 
',~!1l:0 82 1, >.there were( 795 ".~ep8.!imental primary schools,. and;' 1,091 a:ided or 
" ~sl?~~~ed. institutio,ns ;w,pj~~~ ~§~t!>F~ . ¢u~ating : 76,399 pupils. In J 882 

28 
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the aided and inspected schools had fallen to 454 with about 22,000 pupils, 
while the o-overnment schools had risen to 894 with 55,745 pupils. But 
the aided and inspected schools are strong and progressive institutions. ·In 
Bengal the average attendance at an aided school is 17 pupils, while in the 
Central Provinces it is 51. With such an attendance even a small grant per 
head affords substantial assistance to the manager. In Bengal the contriQu .. 
tion from public funds given to an aided primary school on account of each 
boy averages less than II annas; in the Central Provinces it is double that 
sum, so that while the average grant made to each school in Bengal is about 
Rs. 12 a year, in the Oentral Provinces it is about Ra. 70. The percentage of 
lIllhammadans' at elementary schools is, with the exception of the Haidarabad 
Assigned))istricts, the largest in India, being nearly 4 per cent. of the male 
l\Iuhamfnadan population. The percentage of Hindus is greater than In the 
~¢th-Western Provinces. But upon the large aboriginal population the Depart. 
'nlent has hitherto made no impression at all. The decrease of aided schools is 
ascribed to the backwardness of the people, the collapse of premature endeavours 
to stimulate local effort, and generally to the weakness of private enterprise. The 
small increase of departmental schools is attributeu to want of funds and the 
widespread ignorance and superstition of the population. Altogether a great im
provement and advance is required b~fore primary education can overtake the 
masses. The percentage of the male population at public primary schools is larger 
than in the N orth-Western Provinces and the Punjab, being 1'5 per cent.; but 
on the other hand both those Provinces have a large system of indigenous schools 
awaiting incorporation into the State system, whilst in the Oentral Provinces the 
outer circle no longer exists. It is therefore an interesting problem, which 
patience and experience can alone solve, whether the direct instrument. 
alityof Government must henceforth, as was the case in Bombay, be mainly 
relied upon for the further extension of primary education, or whether continued 
efforts to rely on priv~te enterprise will. succeed as they have succeeded in 
Madras. 

162. Assam: Primary System.-The history of A.ssam was bound up 
with that of Bengal until 1874. The greater part of the early history of its 
primary education has therefore been already described under the account 
given of Bengal. The systems of the two Provinces are so far identical that 
primary education in each is based on private effort. But in Assam the great 
majority of the aided 8c9001s are new creations, and were not adopted from 
the pre-existing indigenous system. They have been called into existence 
by the stimulus of the grant-in-aId system. This is the. natural result of 
offering substantial assistance. In Assam the average annual contribution 
from public funds for each boy in aided institutions is nearly Ra. 2t of which 
Re. 1-9 is borne by locall'ates. In 1879 the Assam Local Rates Regulation 
was passed, under which an allotment from the rates may be made for the 
construction of school-houses, the maintenance of schools, the training of 
teachers, and the establishment of scholarships. In other respects, besides 
the liberality of its aid, the Assam system now differs largely from the 
Bengal system. Great attention is paid to the training of teachers and the 
improvement of their method of instruction. The schools are divided into 
two classes, lower vernacular (or upper primary) and pathsalas (or lower 
primary schools). Grants-in-aid to primary schools were up to 1876 limited 
to Rs. 5 per mensem. In 1876 the maximum allowance "was raised from 
R~: 5 to Rs. 6, exce;pt in the District of Sylhet, where the original maximum 
'was ~etained.. In special cases for hill tribes a grant up to Rs. 10 per mensem 
may' be sanctioned. For tols and maktabs only a scheme of' payment bJ 
results. was introduced in 1880 .. 81 ,but as 'Yet "with littl~ result.·· The "Benga; 

. ; 
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plan of granting aid by payr,nent for results has never be2U tried in Assam 
proper, and the Inspector considers that its introduction in the form in which 
it .. is carried out in Bengal would result in closing most of the strug~ling 
primary schools which have been brought into existence. , 

163. Coorg: Primary System.-In the small Province of Ooorg, which 
was annexed in 1834, early steps were taken to establish Government schools. 
'l'he direct agency of Government has continued to supply the wants of the 
people without any attempt to incorporate the indigenous system, and with 
ve1'Y little effort to stimulate private p,nterprise. In 1871 the Government of 
India, in pursuance of their general policy which has already been fully de
scribed, urged l,lpon the attention of the Ohief Oommissioner the need for 
extending primary education by means of a local cess. The village headmen 
proposed the revival of the plough tax, which was a rate levied on each plough 
varying from three to four annas according to the classification of the soil. 
The proposal was sanctioned as being in accordance with the wishes of the 
people, and the tax yields about Rs. 5,220 a year. As a necessary complement 
to the levy of a local educational rate, the village headmen were consulted 
regarding the" control of the schools, and village school committees were 
appointed in 1873 to assist in promoting attendance and in supervising the 
management of the institutions. By these measures primary education has 
made some progress, and whereas there were only 1,541 pupils at elementary 
State schools in 1871, there were 3,069 on 31st March 1882 attending 57 
Government and 3 aided schools. Nearly 5 per cent. of the Native Christian 
male population and 3 per cent. of the male Hindu popUlation attend these 
schools. The whole male population of Coorg amount!:1 to only 100,439, of 
whom 3 per cent. are at primary schools. 

164. Haidarabad Assigned Districts: Primary System.-TheseDis
tricts separated by mountain barriers from the Oentral Provinces on the north 
and from the Nizam's Dominions on the south are open on the west to the 
Bombay Presidency and on the east to the Oentral Provinces. They have 
borrowed their system principally from Bombay, but have also attempted in 
later years, after the example of the Oentral Provinces, to encourage the in
digenous schools. Their primary schools are supported by contributions from 
a local cess which is applied to works of local utility. For such works a cess 
is levied on the land revenue to the amount of 7l per cent., of which one-fifth 
is assigned for education. To this assignment a contribution from the revenues 
of the Province is added, but owing to a peculiar system of account the Pro
vincial grant appears to be larger, and the local fund contribution less, than they 
really are. The education fund created by the combination of provincial and 
local contributions is not administered as it is in Bombay by local committees, 
but it is distributed by the revenue officers who are primarily responsible for 
the management of the elementary schools. The progress made in the en
couragement of indigenous schools may be inferred from the following staUs
,tics: In 1871 there were 297 priIpary schools with 10,223 pupils, all of which 

'were Government schQols. On 31st March 1882 the Government schools had 
ip.creased to 467 with 21,844 pupils, while there- were 209 aided schools with 
4,212 pupils, and 207 schools unaided but under inspection attended by 
~,672 pupils. The population of these Districts is 2,672,673, and 2"5 of th~, 
male population are at school. The Muhammadans are well represented.~ , 
the school attendance, but the large aboriginal population, exceeding 37~oO, 
remains entirely uneducated. It is alleged that the indigenous school$ ax:~ .f~r ;. 
infenor to the Gover}lment sohools, and not so popular. It sho~d;however,. 
be noticed tha~ the average gran~ made tq each male pupil iu ,ap.,i+ Sided school 
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is only t 2 annas per annum, wh,ich is not much more liberal than the rate 
given in Bengal, and contrasts unfavourably with that in Assam and the 
Central Provinces, to which the satisfactory results noticed in a previous para
graph ~re at,tributed. 

165. Statistics of Primary Education for all India.-Under the 
various provincial systems which have been described, there were in 1881-82 in 
the public primary schools or India with which our Report is concerned, 2,061,541 
pupils receiving instx:uction in 82,916 recognised institutions. Thulil 1'02 per 
cent. of the entire population in the nine Provinces reviewed were under 
instruction, or if the school-going population of both sexes be estimated at 15 
per cent. of the whole population, then 6'78 per cent. of them were at primary 
schools. :But these figures do not take into account the primary classes of 
higher schools in Bengal and Assam which were giving instruction to about 
100,000 pupils, nor yet the attendance in the indigenous elementary schools out
side the State system, for which an estimate is given in paragraph 118, Chapter 
III. Assuming that altogether there were some 2,520,000 pupils under primary 
instruction in 188 I -82, this estimate, which is' the most liberal that we are 
justified in making, would give only 8'29 per cent. of the popUlation of schooI~ 
going age in the primary schools o~ classes of India in that year: If again the 
male population be separated from the female, then there were under primary 
instruction 15'48 per cent. of the male school-going population, and '81 of the 
female school-going population; while 12'55 of the male children and '80 of the 
female were in the primary schools recognised by the State. In this last 
class of schools, containing 2,061,541 pupils of both sexes, nearly 1,600, 000 
were Hindus, 374,560 Muhammadans, and 41,600 Native Christians. But for 
our present purpose a more important classification of the pupils under in: 
struction in, schools recognised by the Department will show that.663,915, or 32'2 
per cent.: were in Government institutions, I, I 4 I ,844, or 55'4 per cent., in aided 
schools, whether indigenous or conducted on European methods, while 255,782s 
or 12'4 per cent., were in unaided schools under regular inspection, many of which 
are really departmental schools in Native States. For further details we must 
refer to General Tables 2 a, 2 b, and 2 C, which will be found at the end of this ' 
Report. But we shall conclude our review of the provincial systems of primary 
education in India by stating the Recommendations which we offer on this pari 
of the subject under discussion. 

166. Recommendations regarding Systems of State primary Educa .. 
tion.-Our review has shown that for many years the cause of primaryeduca
tion llad to struggle against the theory des~ribed as that of "downward 
" filtration." The contest was prolonged up to dates varying in different Pro- . 
vinces of India. The comparative neglect of the education of the masses in the 
Native States of India shows that their claims are even yet inadequately 
recognised by native society. Under these circumstances, and a!V it is pro
bable that henceforth the administration of primary education wil1largely 
devolve, on local committees, we think it desirable that the policy upon which 
the British Government has acted since 187 I' should be reaffirmed. , We there-:
fore express our convictio;n. that while ever'll branch of education can jU8tlll-' 
Claim the f08tering care of the State, it is desirable, in the present circum- '., 
stances of the count1'l/, to declare the elementary educ~tion of tke ma8,eBt 
#8 provision, extension, and improvement, to be that part oj the educational, 
8!/8~em to which the 8trenuous efforts oj tke State should now be directed in a"t,ill!< 
lqrger measure than ·heret%re., In order to secure full practical att~ntioll to 
this impor~ant dec1ar~ti()n of policy, to wi-dch further, ,~fer~iLc~ ~"wW~~ p~p' 
ntrule in~4si~e~ing' expenditure on primary education, ,!~::,~~~"pi. ?~a .. , 
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graph 216 consider the linancial arrangements whicl1 wm best· advance the 
object in view. We shall. also, in considering the subject of legislation in. 
Cnaptcr XI, repe:1t and discuss a further Recommendation which we unani. 
mously adopted. T~at Recommendation was that an' attempt lJe made to 
seC1lre the fullest possilJle provision lor an exterlsion oj primary education by 
legislatioJ11 suited to Ihe circumstances of eacA Province. If adequate financial 
provision is secured and the hearty co-operation of local boards obtained, the first 
question that will present itself to the authorities entrusted with the task of 
diffusing prinlary education will be the choice of the agency by which the work 
is to be done. We have discussed at length the advantages claimed for the de
partmental system, and shown 'to what extent the direct instrumentality of Gov"! 
ernment has hitherto been relied on in various parts of India. We may repeat 
the caution contained in the Despatch of 1859: "It is obvious that no general 
cc scheme of popular education could be framed which would be suitable for all 
"parts of India." The history of the progress of education under the different 
Local Governments forbids any general condemnation of any of the various sys .. 
tems in force, which have produced on the whole satisfactory results. As 
remarked by the Government of India in 1881, " these systems being the outcome 
II of long experience-must necessarily vary with local circumstances and local 
" requirements, and it wonld be unreasonable to seek uniformity at the cost of 
It hindering their further development, or of rendering them unsuitable to the 
"particular circumstances of the Provinces in which they have grown up." 
'Ve have the~efore carefully avoided any Recommendations which could be 
interpreted as advocating any centralised cont:t:ol in the matter of primary 
education, or the wholesale alteration of any existing system. At the same time 
we may remark that arguments which at the outset induced Government to rely 
mainly on its own direct efforts, lose, except in the case of neglected castes or 
of backward Districts, much of their force when once a solid foundation has 
been laid for the diffusion of primary education. We,are therefore unanimous 
in pressing upon the attention of those Provinces such as Bombay, the North. 
Western Provinces, and the Punjab, which have almost exclusively directed their 
attention to Gov-ernment schools, the following Recommendation: that where 
indigenous schools exist, the principle oj aiding and improving them lJe recognised 
as an important means oj extending elementary education. There are several 
Provinces, of which the most important is Bengal, whi~h do not require to 
be reminded of the permanent advantages of eliciting private ent.erprise; but 
our reyiew of tbeir systems of aiding indigenous schools has suggested the 
Recommendations given in Chapter III, namely, "that a steady and gradual 
',' improvement in such schools be aimed at with as little immediate inter· 
" ference with their personnel or curriculum as possible:" and "that special 
c. encouragement be afforded to their ~asters to undergo training.or to bring 
cc their relatives and probable successors under regular training." If indigenou!l 
schools are to be improved, it is necessary that the inspecting staff should be 
strong. The number of Sub .. Inspectors in Bengal has been largely increased 
.since 1872, and every indigeno"!ls school recognised by the Department is in~ 
spected either by one of the 173 Sub-Inspectors or by a chief gnru, who is a 
superior indigenous schoolmaster. But since it is obviousiy impossible for the. 

" 113 Sub-Inspectors to examine in situ a; very large number of the aided indi .. , 
genous schools, it has been found necessary to supply their place for purposes 
of ~ocal inspection by the agency of chief gurus. Both agencies have their uses"" 

I but ,~ith the large and increasing number of indigenous schools requiring 
k .. spection in Bengal it is absolutely necessary in our'· opinion to make a 
"larg~~tidditi~n ,to the regular inspecting staff. In his last Report on Public
In$t~Ctioxi tha,l)irector has re1'l1.arked'~hat:·· it m~l be. bro3.dly 8.isumed that, 
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" if the number of ~ub-Inspectors in those Districts ~n' which primary SQhools. 
"abound were doubled and even quadrupled, it would still be impossible 
"to secure such frequent inspection of pathsalas as would seem to 'be 
" required." If the indigenous, schools are t~ be ~corporated into the State 
system, it is essential that the Government, which can afford them very 
little assistance in money, should at least provide sufficient inspection. The 
examinations under the Bengal system are conducted at central gatherings, 
and we have already stated the objections which se~m to be involved in such a 
plan. To meet the deficiencies of the system we recommend that e:ramination, 
by inspecting officers be conducted as far as possible in situ~ and all prima'71 
schools receiving aid be invariably inspected in situ. Of the different systems 
of aid we have already given a brief notice, and in Chap~r VIII their 
advantages will be more fully discussed. We therefore content ourselves with 
stating without further comment our Recommendation that a8 a general rule 
aid to primary schools be regulated to a large extent according to the re8ults of 
examination: but an exception be made in the case of schools established i'l. 
backward districts or under peculiar circumstance8 which; mag be aided under 
special rules. 13y the qualifying expression" to a large extent" we mean to 
include, in our definition of the result system recommended by us, such a system 
as is being tried in Madros and Assam, where a salary grant is given more 
or less dependent on the efficiency of a school as tested by results. On the 
importance of providing Normal schools and various other matters we hare 
passed specific Recommendations, which will find a. more appropriate place in 
subsequent portions of this Chapter. 

167. Methods of Registration of Attendance.-Itcanreadilybeunder
stood that in Provinces where the schools are mainly departmental and the 
schoolmasters are Government servants receiving fixed salaries, there can be no 
general induce~ent to fa;lsify the returns, unless a, school is bad and the master 
wants to deceive his superior officer. But even in this case the difficulty of falsi. 
fying registers is to a considerable extent checked by a comparatively strong 
inspecting staff, and by the independent agencies of school committees and Reve .. 
nue Officers. In Madras, where the great bu1.k of the schools are aided, special 
and stringent rules regarding registers are contained in the Result Code. In
specting schoolmasters, Deputy Inspectors, Inspectors, and finally Local Fund 
Boards, constitute a chain ~f supervision which tend~ to secure accuracy in the 
returns, and instances of fraud seldom occur. When they do, a prompt example 
is made, and the offending schoolmaster is deprived of the whole or a part of his 
result grant. In Bombay, and in the Oentral Provinces, in addition to th~ 
agencies described as existing in Madras, there is a further check upon the 
schoolmasters which might perhaps be adopted with advantage in other Provinces 
of India, at any rate for departmental schools. Under the orders of the Govern
ment of 130mhay it is "considered part of the regular duty of an Assistant 
"Collector to visit a considerable number of primary schools and to report, 
ee on forms issued by the Education Department, the results of his inspection!' 
"The mamlatdars and mahalkaris" (senior native revenue officers) C( should visit 
"every school in their charge for the purpose of reporting on such matters as 
" the condition of the buildings, the use or abuse of the free list, the number of 
". boys present as compared with. the number on the register, and the truth of any 
" complaints against the master." In addition to these safeguards there are 
village school committees attached to each school, whose business it is to record 
in a book kept for the purpose the results of' their frequent inspections. Lastly, 
it is a common practic3 in Western India for the native Judges on circuit,nativ~ 
pleaders and other profe~sional or private men who are trav-el.1.U:lg, to:"visit the' 
vjllage $(?hool~ enrfiute. and record their relllarks in ~e visitors' 'book. Under 
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this system the registers,of village schools are believed to be thoroughly trust .. 
worthy and hardly a single case of fraud, except in Sind, has been reported for 
m.my years. In Bengal the annual returns are ordinarily collected at appointed 
centres by the Sub· Inspectors, whose means of checking false statements con .. 
sist in a reference to their notes made at visits in 8itU and at gatherings of the 
pathsalas. It is stated in the Provincial Report that "there is no temptation to 
u give in false returns, as there are no capitation grants for numbers on the roll." 
On the other hand, the area of inspection is admitted to be too vast for adequate 
supervision. In reviewing the last Report on education the Lieutenant-Governor 
expressed his hope that it will in future be possible to attach greater statistical 
value to the returns of primary instruction. cc Recent disclosures make the Lieute
"nant-Oovemor glad to think that in the Local Government Boards a means 
"will be found for closer supervision than at present exists over the class of chicf 
CI gurus and Sub-Inspectors who are now responsible for the submission of these 
"returns." In the North .. Western Provinces it is admitted that perfect honesty 
has not yet been secured, and must not be expected, but on the whole the 
returns are considered fairly trustworthy. In the Punjab it is the business of 
all inspecting officers to examine the registers of attendance, and to ensure as 
far as possible that. the entries are genuine. It is, however, stated that in 
village schools there is some laxity. In the Central Provinces part of the 
Bombay system. of inspection has been introduced, and the Inspector General 
reports that in village schools the visits of the tahsild~rs, deputy tahsildars, as 
well as the Inspectors and other officers, afford an adequate oheck against fraud. 
But he adds that though in a remote village a master may submit false returns 
for a time, his detection is ultimately certain. In Assam the Inspector considers 
that the registers checked by his subordinates are generally honestly kept and 
trustworthy, though instances have occurred of gurus filling them in from 
memory. In Coorg the inspecting officers aided by village committees are 
said to keep sufficient check over the masters' returns. Ih the Raidara bad 
Assigned Districts a clear line of distinction is drawn between departmental 
and aided primary schools. The registers in the former are considered trust
worthy, but in the latter it is said that "the very existence of the indigenous 
"schools is only reported once a year, and the statistical information supplied 
"cannot be relied upon." 

168. School Accommodation.-In the 'matter of school buildings as well 
as of methods of registration, there is also a broad distinction between depart
mental and aided schools. The contrast is most marked between the depart. 
mental system of Bombay and the indigenous system of 'Bengal.- In the 
:Bombay Provincial Report it is stated that there are 688 substantially built 
school. houses in the British districts and 371 in the feudatory States of the 
Northern Division alone, which have together cost mQre than z7 lakhs. Besides 
these there were 560 houses built after the country fashion of less lasting 
materials, whilst '2,530 were private houses or temples lent to the Department. 
~he school-houses are being improved as far as funds will permit. In Bengal it 
is stated that" School accommodation does not as yet form a very important 
n point for consideration in this country; the climate permitting the children, 
~'except during the rains, to sit out in the open air. Of the 50,788 schools, 
~f 6,545 have houses of their own, 43,256 are accommodated rent-free in the 
"houses of other people, and 987 are held under the sh~lter of trees." In 
Madras, school accommodation for result schools is' often very insufficient. 
An open plJal, or raised verandah facing the street, is among the best of the 
plac~s provided. Sometimes a dark room' is used. A shed used for cattle at 
night often does duty for a school-room by day; Inspecting officers not un
frequently hold their examjnatlons under !1 tree. Wher~1 howeverJ local boards 
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and municipalities ·have schoo~s" there is genet'~~ly fair 'and sometimes ~ood 
accommodation. In the North-Western' ProVInces' school.hous~s are either 
Government buildinCl's on a more or less' uniform plan' prescribed by the Pubuo 
Works Department ;oor rented buildings; or sheds or other accommodation lEmt 
by zamindars. The houses answer their purpose fairly well, and li.ght and ven":, 
tilation are sufficient. In the Punjab also, w:here the system of prImary ednca .. ' 
tion is chiefly departmental, constant attention is paid~ to the subject, and' it 
is stated that the tendency is to build more expensive houses than are
really required. 'In the Central Provinces the Government school-houses 
are built on a standard plan. They are said to be durable and cheap. A: 
school-house fo;r 60 pupils costs Rs. 600. It is a tiled building built of 
brick and lime. If the village or town committee wish for a more imposing 
structure, they must obtain subscriptions to its cost. In Assam the houselJ 
are of the rudest description, consisting simply of posts and a thatch, while 
in the Haidarabad Assigned Districts more ambitious flat-roofed structures ha'Ve 
been planned by the Public Works Department. 'I'hey are said to be expen: 
sive, and in the Provincial Report the expense is justified by the argument 
that the village school.house ought to be the best building in the village-a 
really 'suitable and permanent structure. "Such a building well furnished ,is 
"in itself an education 60th for the villagers and their children, and should 
H outlast successive generations." On the whole, then, it may be said tha~. 
proper school accommodation for 'Government schools is generally provided;' 
while in Bombay and in the Haidarabad Assigned Districts very great attentiOll 
is paid to the subject. On the other hand, the school-houses of the aided 
schools in country villages are very indifferent, frequently mere cattle-sheds or 
earners of houses, while in some cases the shade of a tree supplies the wants o~ 
the pupils until the monsoon closes the sylvan school-houses for four months. 
After some discussion we arrived at the following Recommendation, that jor, 
p1-imary schools, school-houses and furniture should be of -the simplest and most' 
economical kind. Local authorities must attach to the phrase H ~cono1p.ical", 
whatever interpretation considerations of the climate and of the permanency 
of the institutions may justify. We are not in favour of spending local funds 
on architectural effects, but on the other hand cow-s.heds or the precarious' 
shade of trees afford an obviously insufficient accommodation even for Indian 
children. In Bombay, the expenditure upon school-houses is very largely in 
excess of that which is f»und necessary in other Provinces, and it seems to p,s' 
that it would be advisable to reduce it. The provision made in the Central 
Provinces appea~s to be well adapted for all purposes. 

169. School Apparatus and Libraries.-Once again, the advantago, i~ 
naturally on the side of the departmental schools in the matter of furniture 
and apparatus. In Madras the schools ar~ ill-supplied, except of course the 
primary classes in higher schools. It has been suggested that in order to, 
remedy the admitted defects in the indigenous and some of the aided schools, 
the managers should be compelled to spend a portion of the grant eirned on the 
purchase of a board, maps, and slates. This, it is urged. would be a develop.. 
ment of that policy of steady but ,gradual improvement of method which is so 
~uccessfuny car~ied out in. the ilidigt=>nous schools of Madras. But as such 
'compulsion would interfere with the right of private managers to spend theu. 
grant at their discretion, t~e proposal has very properly not been enforced. In 
lJombay it is part of the system of making primary education thoroughlY. 
efficient and progressive that maps, boards, sand-glasses, and other necessary, 
furnit~e. sho~d be invariably supplied. For the larger town. sQhools mOre 
app~tus ,is g~v;en;; a~~,~? the few schools which, ~ave ad0fted!be ,Kindergarten, \ 
system ,w~ll plct~eS'~,,tll~, lss:u~n .. ' Glo:he~ .~:tv~ .b~~n ~upp\ied ,to th;e: ce~s\ 8c~oob: 
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that teach the highel' .standards, 'and several of the larges) institutions have 
collections of mineral, ~taniCal, and other natural objects collected by tbe boys 
themselves. A few schools in convenient localities have gardens attached 
to' them, 'and prizes are annually a warded for the three best in each District. 
Nenrl,. every school is supplied with a library of some sort consisting of a set 
Qf' the class books and books of reference. The town schools are ruso supplied 
with 8t monthly school paper. Most of the aided and inspected schools have 
'equipped themselves with similar furniture and apparatus. In Bengal the 
'primary schools have little or no furniture, and of course no libraries. The 
upper primary schools alone- have a few benches and a stool for the teacher. 
They pave also the necessary maps, a black-board, and a few books of reference. 
In, the N orth-Western Provin'ces and the Punjab such furniture as is absolutely 
necessary is supplied, while in the Central Provinces and Berar the Department 
has generally furnished its schools on the Bombay scale. In Assam the school 
furniture consists of a chair, a table, and a few maps, but there are no books. 
In the preceding paragraph we 1;tave stated our Recommendation that" the 
furniture should be of the simplest and most economical kind," but much has 
to be done before even this moderate provision is universally made. 
" 

, 170. Standards of Instruction' and Results of Examination.-We 
-give below a statement showing the results of primary school examinations under 
the various standards prescribed in each Province of India. We shall afterwards 
explain in detail the standards adopted, and offer some remarks on the varying 
results which the following Table discloses j but we may mention here that the 
ligures for Bengal do not show the results of the District examinations for . . 
rewards under the payment by results system, SInce no fixed standards other 
than the scholarship standards are prescribed for the whole Province. It is worth 
noticing how rapidly the number of those who pass' examinations decreases in 
:going from the lowex: to the higher standards. The proportion varies consider
ably in different Provinces, but throughout India a large number of the pupils 
in primary schools leave school .before they have received anything likt a 
complete elementary education. 
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TABLE 3.-Statem~t allowing the results of t1le";Pri~tar!!>School &aminatiOn8' in "/881-8;. ",' 
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. 171. Unifo~ Standard 'of Examination for primary Schools.
'Ve have already explained that the Government of India desired to obtain 
statistics from the several Provinces of India, with a, view to enabling 
them to compare the progress made in different parts of the Empire. Ac
cordingly the proceedings of the Gove~nment of India, No. 2.:6 of the fth 
January 1879, laid down general regulations for prl~ary education in the 
following four paragraphs :-

(A) In primary schools shall be included all pupils who are under instruc
ti9n from the earliest stage up to the standard at which secondary education 
'begins; this standard being marked by an examination to be called the upper 
primary school examination. 

(B) Primary schools shall consist of two divisions, the number of pupils 
in each division beibg shown in the returns-( I) the lower division containing 
pupils preparing for an examination to be styled the lower primary school 
examination, and (2) the upper division consisting of pupils who have passed 
this standard. 

(0) The upper primary school examination shall be the qualifying test for 
admission to a course of study to extend over three years, and euding with the 
middle school examination. Candidates shall be required-

( I) to read at sight with fluency and intelligence a passage of ordinary 
difficulty from a book or newspaper in a vernacular language, or 
in the case of Europeans and Eurasians in the English language; 

(2) to write a passage to dictation from the same; 
(3) to work miscellaneous questions in arithmetic-the precise standard 

to be determined by, the Local Government; and 
(4) to pass an examination in at least one additional subject to be deter

mined by the Local Government. 

(D) For the lower primary 8chool examination candidates shall be required 
to read at sight with facility a moderately 'easy book in a vernacular language, 
to write to dictation from the same, and to work sums in the first four rules of 
arithmetic, simple and compound, including easy miscellaneous questions. 

The Bombay Government and the Resident at Haidarabad complained 
from the first of their inability to force their system, which had developed 
with local wants far .beyond this arbitrary definition of the upper primary 
standard, into the form required by the Supreme Government. In a l~tter to 
the Government of India, dated April 15th, 1879, the lJombay Government ex
,pressed the belief that the Government of India did not desire to impose a 
material change in the educational system, by the introduction of returns which 
were merely intended to record results in a more convenient shape, and they 
promised to select from their school examinations those which would corre
sPQnd with the exa~tions prescribed by 'the Supreme Government. On 
this subject they called attention to a Report of their Director, who showed that 
the lower primary corresponded with Vernacular Standard II, and the upper 
primary with Standard IV.. With regard to the latter, the Director wrote, "the 
"Upper Primary examination corresponds to Vernacular Standard IV, but by 
" the definition qualifies for the middle school course of three years. Here th~re is 
" no possibility of our fitting in our two most valuable Vernacular Standards, V 
"and VI, the last of which qualifies for admission to the vernacular branch of 
u the public service. Here again the rules of the Government of India neces
"sitate a reduction of our curriculum, and a renunciation of our second bifur
If cation of studies which has been found so suitable to the people and to, school 
"managers.'t The. Bengal Government also objeCted to. the orders ,of the 
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Supreme Governmtmt on the following, groun~s •. It was pointed out that: in 
Bengal the course in primary schools and in the primary classes~ of secondary 
schools was determined not by reference to an ultimate University standard, but 
by the requirements of those students whose education was to come to an end 
in the school or the class in which they were reading. Alternative standards 
were required by the various needs of the community, and the effect of the 
rules was to abolish them. As a special objection, it was urged that the pro
posed classification made no provision for the standard of the" lower vernacular 
"scllQols," each of which included History, Geography, Euclid, and a branch of 
physical science, and therefore went far beyond the upper primary standard as 
now defined. The force of these objections was admitted by the Government 
of India. The same considerations have induced us to recommend that the 
attempt to carry out the orders of January 6, 1879, be abandoned; and no 
endeavour made to force various and widely different systems into one shape. 
Our Recommendation is that tke upper and lOtver primary examinations be 
not made cormpulsory in any Province;' and its application is intended to be 
somewhat wide, as the course of our debates will show. It was first proposed, 
at our meeting of February 19th, 1883, that " the adoption of the upper and lower 
"primary examinations be not made compulsory on the Departments throughout 
"India." The proposal was objected to, on the ground that it was desirable to go 
much further than this, and to avoid imposing an identical course even on schools 
within the same Province. For a similar reason the proposal, that "the upper 
" and lower primary examinations be not made compulsory on schools in any Pro
H vince o~ India," was not carried, because it was held that the Recommendation 
as given above was wide enough in its terms, not only to secure variety in every 
Province, but also to allow of it in the various classes of schools found in the 
'Same Province. Finally, a motion was made and strongly supported, to the 
t~ffect that" the annual Reports of Public Instruction should show a complete 
H record of the results of the departmental and public examinations held in each 
'I' Province." To this proposal objection was taken on the ground that the motion 
if earried might be used to impose on schools the same uniform tests which it was 
sought to abolish; and that it was better to Jeave ea~h Local Government free 

/ 

to issue whatever orders were considered necessary. On the other hand, it was 
urged that ip. some Provinces these tests w.ere popular with aided as well as with 
Government schools. In this conflict of' opinion the Commission, recognising .. 
the importance of leaving t~ ~very Province the largest independence and dis-
cretion, decided against the motion, thinking it better to leave the original 
Recommendation sufficiently wide to cover all cases. ' 

172. Provincial Standards of Examination-Madras: Bombay: 
Bengal.-The following summary will show how far the regulations of the Gov
ernment of Inrua have been adopted in their entirety or modified in the different 
Provinces. In the case of the three larg~st Provinces we have placed the 
standards side by side in parallel columns, so as to afford an easy comparison. 
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The lo~ver' and' up~ primary standards in 'Yadras, Dom1?a)" tmd Beng3l are as 
follows ~ " . , 

Bomba,y. Beugal. 

LOWER l'RIMARY STANDARD. 

{USUULY P48SBD .IT Tlm aND 01' I'lIB PUPIL'S SAD DU.} 

Head. 
I. (a) Reading at sight with facility 

a moderately easy book in 
a vernacular lan~U8ge. 

(IS marks). 

(£) Writing to dictation from the 
same book. 

(25 marks). 

2. ' Arithmetic-The first 4 rules, 
simple and compound, with 
easJ miscellaneous questions 
founded on them. 

(40.marks). 

No B.-In ordel' to pass the pupil 
must obtain l of the maximum 
number of marks in each of the 
above heads and 1 of the aggre
gate marks of the standard. 

Head. Head. 
1. (a) Reading and explanation of 1. 

the First and Second De-
Reading-

partroentalReadera in the (a) A Vernacular adaptation of 
printed vernacular charao- Chamberll's Rudiments of 
ter. Knowl!ldge. 

(£) The Firat Departmental Rea
der in the script vernacu
lar character. 

(e) :Recitation and explanation of 
the poetical pieces. 

(!oo marks) • . , 

2. (a) Writing to dictation, in the 2. 
printed and script verna
cular characters, an ~asy 
passage'containing words of 
two or three syllables, 

(b) COPl'-writing(large hand). 
(Ioo marks). 

3· Arithmetic- 3. 

(a) The first 4 simple rules. 

(~) Mental Arithmetio on the 
native methods. 

(100 marks). 

4- Geography-Boundaries, 4-
mountains, rivera, chief 
towns. roads, railways, &0., 
of the colleotorat.e to be 
pointed out on the map. 

(50 marks). 

(b) Manuscripts written in current 
hand. 

Copy-writing. 
(200 marks for heads 

I and 2). 

Arithmetic-

(a) The first 4 rules, simple and 
compound. 

(ISO marks). 
(b) Mental Arithmetio on the 

native methods. 
(ISO mark~): 

(e) Bazar and zamindan accounts 
and simple mensuration. 

(150 marks). 

Cuningham's Sanitary Pri. 
mer. 

(100 marks). 

No B.-In order to pas! the pupil 
must obtain t of the marks 
assigned to each sub-head and-l 
of the total marks of each head. 

No B.-In order to pass the pupil 
must obtain t of the marks iu 
eMh group of subjects and t 
of the aggregate marks of the 
standard. 

UPPER l'ltlMARY STANDARD. 

(USUALl.Y P.lSSlID A.T TlDI END 07 .& STlI·DJ.a COURSB.) 

t. (a) Reading a\ sight with fluency 
and intelligence a passage 
of ordinary difficulty from a 
Tfll")lllCular book or news
paper. 

(15 marks). 

(c) Writing a passage to dictation 
from the aame. 

(25 marks). 

I. (a) Readingwithexplaoationand t. 
, parsing the Fifth De

partmental Book, inclusive 
of the Lellsons on Elemen
tary Physics and Natural 
History. 

(b) Poetry. 
(e) Reading manuscripts written 

in good current hand. 
(100 marks)_ 

2. (a) W~tillg (in the printed and 
script character) to dicta. 
tion from the Reading 
"Book. 

(b) Copy-writing (ourrent hand). 
(100 marks). 

Vernacular language. 
(100 marks). 

81 
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--------T 
Madras. Bombay. Bengal. 

------------ -----------1-------'--------
(.' 

2. Arithmetic-(a) Reduction, 3· Arithmetic :- 2. Arithmetic-
the Compound Rules and 
V ulgar Fractions. (a) Vulgar FrACtions. Simple (a) Volgara.nd Decimal Fractions 

nule of Three and Simple and Sunple Proportion. 
(40 mluks). Interest. lO 

(b) Native acconnu. 
(b) Mental Arithmetic applied to (b) Mental Arithmetic (co~lete) 

(ISO marks)~ bazar transactions. after the native me ods; 
and bazar accounts. 

(10 marks). 3· Euclid, Book I. 
(100 marks). 

(50 marks). 

3· Geography-Allla. 4· History of India with special 4· rustory and Geography of 
reference to the history of Bengal. 

(40 marks). the Province; Physical and 
(100 marks). Political Geography of 

India; map of the District 
Elements of Physics •. or Province to be drawn. 5· 

(100 ma.rks). (100 marks). 

6. Cuningham's Sanitary 
Primer. 

(100 marks) • . 
Optional Subjects (any two. may be Optional Subjects

(ho~en)-

J, 

:;> 

3· 

VernJ,cular Poetry-Recita- I. 
tlOn and explanatiou of 
200 lines of verse from any 
approved anthology. Simple 
pnsmg. 

English-Reading and con- 2. 
strUlng from the Second 
Readl11g' Book Dictation 
and oral translation. 

(45 marks). 

Elementary History-India 3. 
or England, or the History 
of the World. 

(40 marks). 

4. Cunningham's Sanitary Prim-
er. 

(40 marks). 

5 Robertson's Agricultural Class 
Book or any similar Primer. 

(40 marks). 

Elementary Drawing,' viz. :

(a) Free-hand drawing. 

(b) Yodel and Object 
drawing. 

(c) Practical Geometry. 

Field instruction in agricul
ture. 

Printing, carpentry, joinery, 
smlthel'Y, &0. 

N. B.-In order to pass the pupil 
, mut obtaim t of the marks in 

the compulsory subjects 1 and 2. 

N. B.-In order to pass the pupil N. B.-In order to ,atls the pupil 
must obtain i of the marks in must obtain t 0 the marks In 
each sub-head and t of the ag- each group of subjects and t of 
gregate marks of each head of' the aggregate marks of the 
the compulsory subjects. standard • .. 

We have referred to Vernacular Standard VI, which is the highest develop
ment of the Bombay course, and is intended to prepare the successful pupil 
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in pri~3.ry schools for the lower grades of the public service~ The sUbjects are 
as follows :-

Compulaorl SI#~j(JCt,. 

I. (a) Reading, with explanation, the Seventh Departmental Book (inclusive of the lessons on 
the JIistory of Ancient and Modern Europe, and on Natlll'Ul History and Elementary 
Physics) ; 

. (6) Spttu, P.·osody aud Etymology j 
(c) Explanation and recitation of 300 lines of classical Vernacuhr Poetry i 
(d) Reading rough current hand. 

(115 marks). 
2. Writing eo report or story in. current hand. 

(100 lCurks). 
3. (II) Arithmetic, complete • 

. (6) Knowledge of the principles and method of arithmetic; or Euclid, Book I. 
(c) Advanced Native accOlmts and book-keeping. 

(100 marks) 
4. (a) History of India, ancient and modern, with information regarding the system of Gov

ernment. 
(6) Geography, Political, Physical and Mathematical j an outline map of India. to be drawn, 

(details to be prescribed by the Inspector). 

5· Cuningham's Sa:r;titary Primer (Vernacular Version). 

Optional Sihjecu. 

I. Elementary Drawing, includiug-
(4) Free-hand drawing j 
(6) Object and model drawing; 
(c) Practical Geometry. 

2. Field instruction in Agriculture. 

(100 marks). 

(50 marh). 

N orth-Westem Provinces and Oudh: Standards.-In primary English 
schools the subjects of instruction are Hindi or Urdu, English reading and 
writing, the elements of grammar, arithmetic, history and gdography, and 
simple sanitary rules. In primary vernacular schools the subjects are reading, 
writing, and arithmetic, with the elements of history, geography, sanitation, 
and mensuration. In some schools the boys are taught to read the village 
accountant's papers. Besides the lower a~d upper primary examinations pre
scribed by the Government of India, there is no general departmental examin
ation for primary schools. 

Punjab: Standards.-The lower primary school contains three classes, 
the course in which comprises no English. The following is the work of the 
third or highest class: third and fourth Urdu readers, copies and dictation, 
first and second Persian readers, arithmetic to compound division (money), and 
maps of the Punjab and India. The upper primary school contains two classes, 
and the course may be either English or vernacular. That of the highest class 
is as follows. In English schools the first reader; and in vernacular schools 
mensuration is substituted for English. The other subjects are Urdu and 
Persian selections: grammar, parsing and translation: arithmetic, including 
practice, rule-of-three, square measure, and interest: geography, including 
names of the countries of the world, with their capitals and chief' natural fea
tures: and revision of previous lessons. 

Other Provinces: Standards.-In the Central Provinces, as in Bombay, 
the course of studies varies for schools in different parts of the country. Pri· 
mary instz:uction is given either in primary vernacular schools or else in the 
primary departments of middle schools; The latter have only three classes, 
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while the former tfsually have four and in towns five or six classes. Vernacular 
standard III is held to correspond wit~ the lower primary standard and standard 
IV with the upper primary. U.nder the former are taught reading, writing, 
grammar, geography, and arithmetic, iAcluding mental arithmetic and the four 
simple and 'compound rules. Under st:mdar~ I': are ~ugh: reading, writ~g, 
grammar, history, geography, and a~IthmetIc, ID?luding sunple proportIon, 
vulgar fractions, and native accounts. In Assam prImary schools are classed as 
lower and upper, the latter being also called lowe~ vernacular schools. The 
standard of the former is arranged in strict accordance with the Government 
of India Resolution of the 6th ot January 1879, while to the course of the 
latter a few additional subjects-jlre added in order to prepare the pupil for the 
scholarship examination. In Coorg the stan~ards are those prescribed by the 
Government of India. In the Haidarabad Assigned Districts the course is 
fram.ed upon the standards already described for Bombay. 

173. The Place of' English in primary Schools.-Considerable conflict 
of opinion prevails as to the proper place which the study of English should 
occupy in primary schools or classes. Variations of practice depend to a large 
extent upon differences of system. In Provinces where the pupils destined for 
higher education are seps.rated at the earliest age from the great bulk of 
primary pupils and commence their educatio~ in a middle or high school, the 
general tendency is to begin English as soon as possible, and in some cases 
English is taught before the child can read or write his own vernacular. Thus 
n the Bengal high school English is generally employed as the medium of 

instruction and is taught from the lowest class, but in middle schools its study 
is discouraged until the boy has passed th~ third standard. In the ordinary 
village schqol of Bengal English is very rarely taught. In Madras not only is 
English taught as a language from the lowest class of a middle school, but it 
is also studied in the primary schools from the third class upwards; in other 
words, before the pupil has entered on the upper primary standard. The 
demand for English instruction in the south of India is so strong that the large 
attendance in primary schools is said to be due in no small measure to the 
popular demand for English. In Bombay,- on other hand, the Department has 
systematically resisted every attempt to introduce the study of English until 
a boy has completed standard IV and reached the point where secondary educa
tion commences. Even then an English class is not attached to a purel, 
primary school unless those who require it are prepared to pay for the extn 
cost. As the strictly primary course according to the definition of the Govern. 
ment of India is then completed, boys who study English in a class attached t{ 
a primary school are classified as under secondary instruction. There are n( 
primary classes att~ched to l'!l\ddle schools in Bombay; and therefore it follows 
that in Bombay no pupils under primary instruction are returned as studying 
English. The Bombay Department not only believes that many good vernacular 
schools are liable to be spoilt by the introduction of English into the primary 
course, but it also argues th~t the preservation of the vernacular in the course of 
all classes of schools is required in order that the mental progress of the scholar 
may be reflected in his increased power to make use of his own language. It 
is urged in the Report· of the Provincial Committee for Bombay that the 
Despatch of 1854 contemplated that the vernaculars would be enriched by 
translations of European books or by the compositions of men imbued with the 
spirit of European advancement, and that the only m~thod' of thus bringing 
~uropean know ledge within the teach of the masses is to give every pupil a 

... Page 47 of the Report. 
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thorough grounding in the vernacular, a.nd to keep his attention upon it even up 
to the college course. In pursuance of this policy 'English is rigidly excluded 
from the primary school course. With such a variety of practice we found 
it impossible to lay down any rule upon the subject of English instruction 
which would suit the circumstances of every Province. The extent to which 
English is at present taught to children under primary instruction in each of 
the large Provinces. of India will be seen in the Table given below. But 
it must be noted that owing to the peculiarities of the Bengal system already 
described we are unable to show the number of 'pupils in the primary classes of 
secondary schools who are learning English. The figures given for Bengal are 
those of pupils in strictly primary schools. For the other Provinces the figures 
in column 3 give the number of pupils both in primary schools and in the pri
mary classes of secondary schools who are learning English. All that can be said 
regarding Bengal is that out of nearly 140,000 pupils in secondary schools 
more than 94,000 are in primary classes, and would, in any other Province of 
India except Assam, be returned as primary pupils. Of them all in the primary 
classes in high schools are learning English. as well as some proportion of those 
in middle schools. 

Statf!1nent showing the ntf,mlJer of primary pupils learning English in each of the 
larger Province8 of India. 

Total number of pu- N am ber of pupils in 
Percentage of num-

Provinces. 
pils in all institu- primary schools or 
tiona learning Eng- classes learning bers in column 3 to 
llsh. English. those in column 2. 

J 2 I 3 4 
------- --

Madras · · · · · · 61,098 35,591 58 
! -------

Bombay · · · · · · 23,789 ... .,. 

Bengal · · · · · · 75,677 1,025* See foot-note. 

North-Western Provinces and Oudh · 18,449 12,608 68 

Punjab · · · · · · 11,074 7,808 70 

Central Provinces · · · · 5,446 2,609 47 

• The figures for Bengal exclude the primary classes in middle schools. 

174. RVsults of ~xaminations in primary Schools.-Although the 
results of examination ought to afford some indication of the relative value of 
primary instruction'given in each Province, yet it will be clear from what has 
been said that the results, as already tabulated in paragraph 170, can only give 
a. partial idea of the relative progress made throughout India. Of the progress 
made from year to year in each Province, they afford sufficient indication; but 
in comparing the number of successful candidates at any examination in one 
Province with those who" have passed an examination called by the same name 
in another, the question arises how far the standards are the same. The Depart
ments in Bombay, in the Central Provinces, in the Haidarabad Assigned 
Districts, regard their standard IV a~ equal ,to t¥ upper primtll'y standard pre-
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scribed by the Go~ernment of India, while the Bengal Department regards the 
courSA in its upper primary schools as going considerably beyond that standard. 
But the relative difficulty of the subjects taught in the diffemt Provinces ·of 
India can be determined by a reference to the standards already given in this 
Chapter. Independently of this question, the following statement is useful as 
shoWing the very small proportion of pupils who come up for examination in 
Bengal. It indicates the difficulty a~d magnitude of the task which has yet to 
be-accomplished in that Province before it can raise the standard of its indige
noUs schools even up to the moderate requirements of the lower primary stan
dard. 1'his remark remains true after every allowance has been made for tbe 
fact that the pupils in the primary classes of secondary schools in Bengal 
are for the most part excluded from this Statement. 

Statement comparing the number of e:caminees in eack Province. 
: 

P,rovince. Prima.ry pupils. Euminees. Standard. Number 
passed. 

-
Madras · . 360,643 10,869 Upper primary · 7.172 

• 23,879 LOwer " · · 16,601 

34.748 Both · · 23.779 

Bombay · · · 332,688 18,630 Upper primary 8,t76 
45,583 Lower .. · 22,822 

64,213 Both · · 30,998 
• 

BeDgal .. · · 898,389 3.157 Upper primary · 2,544 
29,368 Lower .. · · 16.561 -32,525 Both · · 19,105 

North.Western Provinces a.nd Oudh 213,238 14.316 Upper primary · · 6,756 
• 31,322 Lower " 15,225 . · 

45,638 Both 21,981 

Punjab · · . · 102,867 6.329 Upper primary · · 4,210 
10,360 Lower .. · · 7,626 

16,689 Both · 11,836 
/ 

Central Provinces · · . · . 7'1.737 :7.55 1 Upper primary · · 3,113 
12,740 Lower If · · 6,617 

20,291 Both · 9,73° 

i 

175. Recommendations as to Standards and Examinations.-We 
have fully explained the want of uniformity which necessarily attends the pro
gress of primary education not merely under widely different systems, but 
also amidst populations that differ so materjally in social habits and stages 
of civilisation as the different races and classes of Indian society, The largest 
possible independence should be left to each Government. Education should 
grow with the various growths of different Provipces, and whatever tends 
to check its free play and development or to 'force, it into anything like a 
uniform shape for the whole of India should be avoided. Our attention has 
been drawn to a difficulty which has been specially brought to notice in the 
North. Western Provinces, but which has also been referred to in ,other parts of 
Northern and,Eastern India. It is urged by some that the 'spread of education 
is injurious to the' interests of ~griculture by making ,the 'clrildren or cultivators 
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unfit for hard work in the fields and leading them to be diseontented with their 
lot in life. It is obvious that this is a danger which arises only while edu
ctlli.on is the monopoly of a few, but with a wider diffusion of knowledge 
the sense of discontent which it is said to inspire will disappear. To some 
extent, however, the complaint indicates another danger and shows how neces
sary it is that the elementary education provided for the masses should be of a 
kind which they recognise as practically useful to them in their ordinary occu
pations. We are convinced not only that education of .the right kind is as 
beneficial to the cultivators as to all other classes of Indian society, but also 
that it is capable of improvement and development as society advances. We 
therefore recommend that tlie standards of primar!/ examination in each 
Province be rer1sed with a view to simplijicatiO'n, ana to the larger introdlw
tion of practical subjects, such ps native methods of aritkmetic, accoltnts, and 
mensuratioll, the elements of natural and pllysical 8cien.ce, and thelr appli
cation to agriculture, health, and the industrial arts; but that no attempt 
be made to secure uniformit!/ throughout India. Not only do we desire to 
see each provincitO. system left free to develope according to local wants, 
but we also desire to see the greatest freedom left to managers of aided 
schools. We therefore recommend that care be takel~ not to interfere toith 
the fi'eedort'll of managers in the choice of text· books. Under a grant-in-aid 
system, it may be necessary to test results by fixed standards of examination, 
but it is important that promotion from class to class be not made to depend 
necessaril!l on the re8Ulis of one fixed standard of examinations 'lHliform 
throughout the Pr0'lJi1J,ce. 

176. Physical Training.-We have given an account of the intellectual 
training provided under various standards in the public primary schools of India. 
We have now to enquire what steps are taken to promote the physical and moral 
wellbeing of the children. As we have previously observed, the Provinces in which 
education is mainly provided by the direct instrumentality of Government possess 
a great advantage in this as in some other respects ovet: those whose system is built 
on private schools which must be left very much to themselves. Accordingly, in 
Bombay and the Central Provinces especially, gymnastics and drill have been 
introduced as part of the school routine, and schoolmasters are taught gymnastic 
exercises as part of their training. In Bengal, the opportunity of boys being col
lected for central examinations is often taken to encourage athletic contests and 
to reward success in physical exercises. In the rest of India less systematic 
attention is paid to the subject. It seems to be taken for granted that the boys 
who belong to the lower and more roJ>ust classes of society will provide exercise 
for themselves. But the sedentary habits of the higher castes are proverbial; 
and we consider that a regular course' of physical exercise would have a specially 
good effect upon the minds and bodies of most Indian students. We therefore 
reco~mend that physical development be promoted by the encouragement of 
nati1Je games, gymnastics, school drill, and other exercises suited to the circum
Blances of each class oj school. The Bengal plan shows how in the case of 
aided schools occasional opportunities may be taken for encouraging gymnastics, 
and under the departmental system the provision of a small play-ground with 
a few poles and ban will not add much to the cost of education, while it will 
afford the boys a beneficial interlude from mental study. ' 

177. Moral Trajning.-Much has been said ~ the evidence and the memo
rials before us regarding the importance of moral teaching. There is a widespread 
fe.eling, especially in the Punjab, that something should be done to promote the 
development, of the sense of right and wrong in the minds of s~holars of all 
,grades. Some have advocated "the preparation or a moral text-book, others of 
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a manual for the guidance of masters, whilst others again think that the object 
will be more surely gained by introducing lessons having a moral bearing into the 
ordinary reading-books. Very successful efforts have been made in this ~ ... 
tion in the Province of, Bombay, especially in the series of ·text-books prepared 
by Mr. T. O. Hope, c. s. The whole subject of ~ext.books for primary as 
well as for other schools will be reserved for consideration in Ohapter VII# 
Undoubtedly they offer one means of conveying moral teaching to pupils. But 
even where their importance is recognised, we doubt whether the teachers take 
sufficient advantage of any opportunities open to them .of instilling moral prin ... 
ciples and habits into the minds of their pupils. The ever-impending examin .. 
ation tends to push to one side any subject, however important, which will not 
appear directly in the H resBIts." In the Oentral Provinces the Manual of 
Teaching, which is put into the hands of every student on his admission in to 
the Normal school, contains a full statement of the teacher's duty in this 
respect, and similar directions are included in the "standing orders" of the 
Bombay Department. But there may be some doubt how far these measures 
effect their object. It is of course impossible to secure that ~very teacher shall 
be a man of such moral character as to lend weight to his precepts. But the 
inspection of a school should at any rate include a careful enquiry whether the 
boys have had their attenti.on directed to the moral significance of the lessons 
they have read. A simple manual for the guidance of teachers may assist them 
in this part of their duty; while the knowledge that some enquiry will be made 
by the Inspector will keep the subject before their minds. Nor should the 
moral value of strict and careful discipline be left out of sight. When a boy 
knows and keeps his proper place in the school, he will be in some degree trained 
to keep it in the world also. Manners afford some indication of moral training, 
and should on no account be regarded as beyond the teacher's care. It appears 
that a good deal of what is sometimes described as moral deterioration in Indian 
school boys is in reality a departure from the gentle and respectful manners of 
old times. In this respect the Inspector's treatment of the schoolmaster will 
often be reflected in the master's treatment of his pupils. There may be 
inspecting officers who are more careful of their own dignity than of that of the 
schoolmasters with whom they deal, while tp.e latter is in reality far more 
important. On the whole, though no general measure can secure moral training 
in primary schools, careful and constant attention may have some effect in 
promoting it. We therefore recommend thai all inspecting officer8 and teachers 
be directed to see that the --teaching and discipline of everu Bchool are Buck aB to 
exert a right influence on the manners, the conduct, and the character of the 
childrel'IJ, and that for tke guidance of the masters a Bpecial manual be prepared. 

178. Religious Teaching.-It has already been shown how large a 
place religious teaching oCGupied in the course of instruction provided in 
indigenous schools, both high and low. Even from the essentially secular 
bazar school in some parts of India, religion is not excluded; while the com
plaint against maktabs has been that they confined their instruction to the 
Koran. Following a policy of strict religious neutrality, the Despatch of 1854 
declared that the system of grants-in-aid should be based on an entire abstinence 
from interference with the religious instruction conveyed in the school assisted. 
Under the application of this stringent rule, aided institutions are at liberty to 
convey whatever religious or moral instruction they please. But the DespatCh 
did not leave its decision on the question of religious instruction in departmental 
schools to be drawn as a mere inference from the contrast with aided schools. On 
the contrary, the Court of Directors declared that Govemrpent institutions we~ 
founded for the benefit of the whole population of India, and that it wa.s'there
fore indispensable that the education conveyed in them. should be exclusively,' 
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secular. At the same time it was ~xplained in paragrapH s.t of the Despatch 
of 1854 and in paragraph 59 of the Despatch of 1859 that the masters of Gov
erztment schools were not absolutely precluded from giving instruction oat of 
school-hours in the facts and doctrines of the Christian religion to any pupils 
who might apply for such instruction. Against the strict principle of excluding 
religious instruction from the school-course various objections were raised and 
discussed in the Commission. It was urged thnt in some parts of India no 
difficulty would arise, because the Government school is attended by children all 
of whom belong to one religious sect; that part of the policy of transferring the 
management of primary schools to local committees was to permit of wider and 
readier adaptation to local wants, which might possibly include a desire for 
religious teaching; and that, finally, these boards might be trusted not to 
do violence to religious prejudices or local feelings, or at least that thc rcserv
ation of a right of appeal from a dissenting minority would secure justice to 
all. On the other hand, a majority of us considered that religious feeling 
was so inflammable in India, and sectarianism so prevalcnt, that it was not safe 
to depart from a policy which had worked well in the past. The value of reli
gious educl.tion was admitted on all sides, but it was hoped that home-instruc
tion and. the increase of ,aided schools in which religious instruction may be 
freely given, would to a large extent minimise the recognised evil of banishing 
l'eligion from Government primary schools. .Accordingly we rejected a pro
posal "that religious instruction be permitted, with the sanction of the school 
" committee, in primary schools maintained by boards: provided (i) that such 
"arrangements be made as to enable parents objecting to the religious instruction 
" to withdraw their children from it; (ii)that the Inspector or other Departmental 
"officer does not interfere or examine in such subjects; (iii) that if there ibe a 
U dissenting minority in the community, who represent a number of pupils 
" sufficient to form one or more separate classes or schools, it shall be incumbent 
"on the Department to provide for the establishment of such classes and schools, 
"and it shall be incumbent on the municipal or rural board to assign to such 
"classes or schools a fair proportion of the whole assignable funds." Having 
rejected this proposal, the Commission by a large majority adopted the following 
Recommendation, that the existing rules as to religious teaching itt Government 
schools be applied to aU primary schools wholly maintained by municipal or local 
fund boards. In dissenting from this Recommendation one member of the 
Commission observed that it must not be implied that the existing rules precluded 
religious instruction; for on the contrary teachers were allowed, in accordance 
with the Despatches just quoted, to give such instruction in the school before or 
after the ordinary school-hours, and several instances could be mentioned of 
,teachers availing themselves of this permission, especially in the Bombay schools 
for Muhammadan boys. Another member remarked that religious instruc
tion was especially desirable in girls' schools. The mover of the RecoID:mendation 
with the assent of his supporters disclaimed any intention of desiring to alter 
existing practice, and the Recommendation was adopted on this understanding. 

179. Training of Teachers: Policy affirmed by Authority and carried 
out in Practice.-We now approach a most important subject in the consider
ation of primary education. A special paragraph was devoted to this matter in 
the instructions issued by the Government of India to the Oommission, from 
:which we quote the following passage: "rrhe arrangements ex.isting ill: different 
"parts of the country for training the teachers of primary schools should be 
"brought under careful review, and suggestions for rendering that training more 
" efficient and practical should, if possible, be submitted.~J In th~ ,D~spatch of 
1859 it was remarked t~at I.' the ins~tution of training ,schools d~es not seem to 

• , .. 33 
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'" ha'Ve been carried'out to the extep.t contemplated by the Oourt of Directors.'~ 
In a later Despatch of the Secretary of State" dated Ma:ch 24, 18?2t satisfaction 
was expressed at "the improvement of the h~k~bandi schools ill t~e North .. 
'" Western Provinces in consequence of the tramIng of the masters m. Normal 
" schools." Thus from the ~arliest date particular stress was laid upon the im· 
provement of the teachers. We have seen that 1,lpon this basis proceeded the first 
attempts to improve the indigenous schools of Bengal. The "circle system" and 
t.he " Normal school system" attempted to raise the standard of instruction in 
the Bengal village schools" through improved teaching." Sir George Campbelrs 
scheme of 1872 also laid particular stress upon" attaching newly appointed 
" teachers of village schools for some months to training classes at the district or 
"sub-divisional head-quarters." In 1872 and 1873 there were 26 Government 
Normal schools of all grades in Bengal. In 1874 the new scheme for the ex
tension of Normal schools came into force. It contemplated the establishment 
of a first grade school' for training superior vernacular teachers at the head
quartors of each Division; and of a low'er grade school for village school teachers 
in each District. Accordingly, sanction was given to tl;te establishment of 9 
Normal schools of the first grade, 22 of the second grade, and IS of the third 
grade, at a total annual cost of Rs. 1,64,000. Half of the stipend~ at first 
gra.de schools, and all at s~cond and third grade schools were allotted to pupils 
under training as village teachers. 

180. Change of Policy in Bengal as regards the Training of Teach
ers.-After a year's trial of this scheme, the Lieutenant-Governor, Sir Richard 
Temple, found reason for believing that it was unduly expensive .. In fact, 
the utility of N orm~l schools, except as a means of providing trained teachers 
for the better section of the pathsalas, had already begun to be doubted. A 
phrase ill common use about this time in the mouths of District Officers was 
that to raise the indigenous schools much above their traditional level would be 
"to improve them off the face of the earth." The complaint also began to be 
heard that the indigenous gurus were strongly averse to leaving their villages 
and coming in, if only for three or six months, to the Normal school. Thus 
the new Normal schools were declared to be both costly and ineffective. The 
best gurus were considered able to teach the simple standard required of them 
without going to a Normal school; the worst were regarded as incapable of 
improvement by any process. The gradual substitution of better educated, 
if untrained, men was ,urged on grounds alike of economy and efficiency, 
especially if accompanied by a system of payment by resultR. Under that 
system it was thought that greater attention would be paid to the middle of 
the school, while the scholarships would always pull up the first class. The 
new policy with regard to Norma! schools was set forth in a Minute dated 
9th September 1875. The'iieutenant-GovernOi" was of opinion that, at least 
ill Bengal proper, teachers for the primary schools could be supplied in abund
ance from the' classes educated in the lower vernacular and middle schools of 
the country; and that Normal schools for the training of elementary teachers 
could, except in the most backward Districts, be gradually closed without injury 
to .the cause of elementary vernacular education. Accordingly, a few, second and 
thIrd grade Normal schools were to be kept up, though on a reduced footing, in 
the backward Provinces of Dehar, Chota Nagpur, and Orissa only, where the 
supply from other sources of qualified teachers for primary schools was not 
equal to the demand~ It was hoped that under the new system the cost of 
Government Normal schools could be reduced one.half without any sacrifice of 
efficie~cy. A.t the sall1~ time, continued improveme~t in; the quality of the in
structIon was put forward, equally with an increa~e in its quantity, as an object 
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to be constantly kept in m,ind. The poliey pUrsued throughbl;lt this pe:riod was 
governed by the principle that tho standard of the lower primary scholarship 
was that at which the general body of primary schools should aim; and that 
for teaching up to that moderate standard instruction in a Normal school 
was not required. Even in backward Dis1iricts the system of payment by results 
was alleged to be sufficient to increase the natural supply of competent gurus, 
and to make the maintenance of a Normal school less necessary. The results 
of this new policY,may be summarily shown. From 1874 to 1876 the number 
of Government Normal schools was 41. It fell to 31 i.p 18n, to 24 in 1878, 
and' to 17 in 1879. In 1881-82 there were 8 Normal schools for training 
superior vernacular and 10 for training village teachers, including the guru 
dflpartmcnts of first grade schools. There is, therefore, no question that the 
new policy sanctioned by the Government of Bengal has been carried out in a 
deliberate manner. That policy proposed the gradual substitution of young 
mert taught in middle and low~r vernacular schools as teachers of primary 
school~ j and consequently, in considering the effect which the system has had 
in ~improving the primary education of the country, the Bengal Depart. 
ment claims to take into account not only tho teachers trained in Normal 
schools, but those taught in departmental schools of the classes named. Under 
this definition of trained teachers it appears that, besides 3,358 teachers trained 
in Normal schools, 4, I 18 have been ta;ught in middle schools, and 1,60 I in upper 
pr~mary schools. There are. therefore, altogether 9,077 teachers in aided schools 
out of a total of 47,402, who are qualified, according to the standard of qualifi
cation now~ accepted in Bengal, to teach the full primary course. There are 
also a certain proportion of the indigenous gurus who are similarly qualified; 
but as the total number of schools which sent candidates for the upper and lower 
primary scholarship examinations was in 1882 only 9,336, it follows that the 
number of such gurus is small. It is true that the number of schools qualified 
to send candidates for the primary scholarship· examination has been steadily 
increasing since 1876, when the number was 3,1 10; but the figures show how 
great is the task that still lies before the Department in Bengal in its endeavours 
to bring the general body of primary schools up to the standard even of the lower 
primary examination. It proposes to eflect this, not by-imposing teachers from 
without on the village schools~ since the choice of the teacher must generally 
be left to the village, but by gradually infusing among the villagers a desire for 
a better standard, and by so improving the position and prospects of the teacher 
that men with higher qualifications for the work may be gradually attracted to it. 
With the views expressed in Bengal as to the policy of training primary school. 
masters, it is \VeIl to place in contrast the opposite policy which fu'lS been steadi
ly maintained in Madras, where the great bulk of the primary schools are 
improved indigenous and other aided institutions. The substitution of trained 
masters for the old class of teachers is there strongly insisted upon t and 
under the term "trained" are not included masters who have merely passed 
througli a good primary ichool or even a secondary school as in Bengal, but 
only those who have received a good training in a Normal: school. The Report 
of our Bengal Provincial Committee remarks· that" the training of teachers 
" from outside must necessarily be out of place in a system of primary schools 
u growing out of an old organisation which is slowly changing under the new 
" influences brought to bear on it." The Report of our Madras Provincial Com .. 
mittee remarks on the contrary as follows: "Improvet dmasters are a pressing 
"want. For the training of these, some addition to the number of local Norma! 
," schools seems to be required. There has been a considerable increase in their 

.,. Viae, Bengal Pl'ovinoial Report., " 
. t Ohapter ill. Section 13. plnagraph ta. Madras Provincial Report. 

~ . 
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, u number, and they 'are, we belieye, generally well, organised and worked; a,' still 
" further development of the system is a desideratum. On this point there is a 
" pretty general consensus of opinion amongst our witnesses. Additional ex-

d't . f . d" "pen 1 ure IS 0 course reqUlre . 

181. Decision of the Oommis~ion: Recommendations as to the 
Training of Teachers.-We are unanimo~s in attac~ing the great~st ~
portance to the continued and more systematiC prosecutIOn of the policy laId 
down in the Home Despatches, and until 1875 acted upon without question. It 
seems to us a matter of the greatest importance not merely that Normal schools 
should be established at a few centres, but that they should be widely distributed 
throughout the country. In conside!ing indigenous educatio~, we laid stress 
on the necessity of affording special, encouragement to indigenous school
masters to bring their relatives and successors under training. But if, this 
policy is to be successful, special facilities must be created. Accordingly we 
recommend that the supply of Normal 8chools, whether Governmertt or aided, 
be 80 localised as to pJ'ovide jor the local requirements of all primarY8chool8, 
whether Governme1tt or aided, witMn the division under each inspector. We 
attach considerable importance to the personal interest which each Inspector 
should take in the N orIJtal school attached to his charge; and in order that 
proper financial provision may be made for the extension of such institlltions, 
we recommend that the first charges on provincial funds assigned for primarp 
education be the cost oj its direction and in8pection~ and the provision oj an 
adequate supply of Normal schools. We have laid emphasis on the local re
quirements of schools, and on the policy of localising training schools. It is 
in our opinion very desirable that the village schoolmaster should be a local 
resident and, not a foreigner. In the Haidarabad Assigned Districts the want 
of proper Normal schools compelled the Department for many years to rely 
upon a supply of teachers drawn from Bombay. The disadvantages of such 
a plan are obvious. It is evident that by giving to the people of a District the 
prospect of employment, the popularity of the Department is in some measure 
secured, Again, it is desirable by every means to secure local interest and sup
port in the village school, and the villagers may be expected to co-operate more 
readily with a member of their own community. The success of an indigenous 
school has often been mainly due to the fact that the master was a member of. 
the village community. In this respect the departmental'schools may with 
advantage follow the example of indigenous institutions. 

182. Existing Arrangements for Training Teachers.-As already 
noticed, we were directed to review carefully the present arrangements for train
ing teachers in each Province of India. We append two Tables, of which the 
first shows the number of ttained and untrained teachers in primary schools 
throughout India, and the second gives the number of training schools. But 
in comparing the results shown in the Tables special reference must be made to 
the description of each provincial system which follows. The term" certifi
U ented" bears various meanings in different Provinces. In Bombay and the 
Central Provinces all the teachers so returned have won certificates of merit 
atter completing a two-year or a three-year course in a Normal school. In 
another Province the title is applied after a comparatively short training to any 

,,' one who has gained a pupil-teacher's certificate in a primary school. A glance 
at the columns of expenditure and of the numbers which left the Normal 
j)chools in 188 I -82 will at once suggest ~omparisons as to the duration and 

",::quality of the training given. In the case of Beng;u., the list includes schools 
.' for tr~Jni1!g not only the roasters of primary schools. hut also of middle schools. 
'<~neSd<and other differences will be more fully noticed hereafier. ," 

~., ".. ....., --t ,,, \ _ .., t '-. ~ 
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Madras · . , 

Bombay · 7,248 2,451 4,797 33'S2 ... ... .,. .. . :7.248 2.451 4.197 33'S2 

Bengal · . . , , 46 28 18 60'S7 46,453 30330 43,123 7' 17 46,499 3.338 43,J41 1'22 

North. Western Provinces and Oudh 6,208 3.768 2.440 60'69 335 37 298 11'04 6,543 3,S05 2,738 SS'I5 l The ~erence between 
the number given here 

Punjab , 2,041 579 1.4-62 28'36 ... ... .. , . .. 2,041 579 1,462 28'36 and that in thQ Pro.. , , 
VlDCial Report -arises 

bentral Provinces 998 87'31 382 :1,525 398 
from the exclusion CJf 

· 1.143 J45 129 253 33'71 1 .. 127 13'90 pnpil-teaohere. .. 
~ 

Assam · , . · ... "' .. , ... 1.389 673 716 48'45 1,389 673 116 48'45 

Coorg · , , 81 66 1;5 8;1'48 3 1 2 33'33 84 67 17 79'76 

Hydcrabad. Assigned Diftrio1'8 I,on 182 S29 18'00 22 I . 2II '47 1,223 183 1,040 14'g6 

" TOTAL FOB. lNDut , 17/178 8,072 9,'106 45'40 48,774 4,171 44,603 8'55 66~552 12,243 54,309 18'39 

.. 
; ~ 

g.., '" 
~J3oth Boys' and Girls' Sohools are included. 
" -{ atuding Ajmir, Britasb Burma. and aJJ. Native States that administer their own system of eduoation, 
;/.t/!!} ::th~:'1rm certificated has a somewhat wide meaning in this Table, In Bombay and the Central Provinces all the teachers so returned have won certificates of merit after going through a two,year Qr a three-

Ge..;~~e in III ld~~llLl!s Tra.ining College, In aome of the other PrOVInces the term cef't'ifi,eated implies that the tea.cher hILI! gamed a pupll,tea.cher's certIfioate lD a. Primary School, ' 
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T.Al3LE 6.-Statement 8howing Ute number ,qf Training School/J fo~ ,/JTerna~ttlQ1' ,Tea~j~r' 
in 1881-82. ' ~ 
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. .: '183. 'Madras: Normal Schools and Teachers.-'~It is unfortunate thttt 
the statistics supplied from Madr~s should be insufficient to enable us to fill 

,in the first Table. But the deliberate policy pursued in Madras, rof improv
ing and not merely of incorporatipg the indigenous schools, has. left its mark 
upon the per80nnel of indigenous schoolmasters. The progress iR more marked 
in some Districts than in others. In Malabar 150 masters in 672 indigenot1!f, 
schools are returned as having been trained in ~ N onnal school, and in the' 
Godavari District there are 89 masters so returned in 641 schools. It is true 
that in I 1,264 indigenous schools throughout the Presidency there are only 480 
masters returned as thoroughly trained and 208 more who hold certificates. 
But these returns are reasonably held to be far below the proper estimate. An 
examination of the returns" of the last twenty-three years shows that more than 
5,800 trained masters have received fourth and fifth grade certificates. The 
number of those who have died, or abandoned the profession of teaching, 
or have been promoted to secondary schools must be a matter of conjecture; 
but in the opinion of the Madras Provincial Committee it is probable that 
3,000 certificated teachers are engaged in primary education. The number of 
elementary Normal schools has rapidly increased of late years, and it is believed 
that their annual outturn is represented by at least 500 trained men; so 
that every hope is entertained of speedily overtaking the demand, and of sup
plying nearly all the indigenous schools with competent teachers. Provision 
for training primary teachers is made in 28 Normal schools, of which one is 
maintained from provincial resources, 24 from local funds and 3 are aided. 
The number of pupils in 188t-82 was 770. Of these, 166 learnt English, 14 a 
classical language, and 763 a vernacular; three-fourths of the students were 
thus being prepared for teaching in the vernacular only. Of the 770 pupils 
167 were Native Christians, 561 were Hindus, 41 l\iussalmans, and one was a 
Eurasian. The standard aimed at in these schools is what is termed the "spe
"ciil upper primary examination," of which the course will be. found given in 
Appendix B of the Madras Provincial Report. 

Position of Teachers.-The pay and prospects of teachers in the public 
primary schools of Madras are said to be greatly superior to those of the indi
genous schoolmasters who receive ,no aid. They are employed in three classes 
of schools-first, private schools aided by result grants; secondly, the schools 
aided by local fund boards and municipalities on the" combined system" which 
will be described in Chapter VIII; and thirdly, in schools aided by the same 
boards on the" salary grant system." In the first class of schools the aver
age income of a village school-teacher is estimated at Rs. 7 a month. The 
teachers in the second class hold a better position, not merely as being 
assured of a fixed salary, but also as being servants of public boards. Their 
fixed salary averages Rs. 5, and their contingent income about Rs. 2-8 in addi
tion. Thirdly, in local fund and municipal "salary grant schopls/' the salaries 
vary from Rs. 5 for an assistant to Rs. 10 or Rs! 12 for a head-master. Some 
boards, howevp-r, pay much more; in the Saidapet Local Fund primary school, 
for example, the salaries rise as high as lts. 25. Generally only masters who 
have passed the Matriculation examination can secure salaries of Rs. 18 or 
Rs. 20. The salaries contemplated in the Grant-in.aid Code for masters in the 
primary classes of secondary schools range from Rs. 20 to Rs. 30 in the upper 
section, and from Rs. 7 to Rs. 20 in the lower section. 

184. Bombay: Normal Schools and Teachers.-In 1881 .. 82 there wer~ ~ 
7 training colleges for male teachers, 4 maintained by Government, 2 in ~ative:! 
States, and one und~r private management.. These had 480 stud,ents' ~:q. the' 
rolls, and 141 left during the year with certificates of training; while the out. 

t" - ) 
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tru:n for the ten' reart, f 811-8 I, was 1,7 18. The tota~ Jlum. be, . 'of ~eac~ers, 
employed ~n: ~he cess schools at the end of 1881-82 was 923 14, O~,thes,e,..1"~65 
\vera head ot' sale masters, of whom 2,077" or 45'45 per cent., helel tr&1llmg< 
college certificates j 2,683 were assistant masters, of whom 374, or 14 per cent., 
were certificated, and 2,066 were pupil-teachers. Of the 2,488 masters returned 
as untrained, 1,371 received salaries amountipg to less than Rs. 10 a month. 
r.chese men are placed in charge of branch ~r small village-schools, for which 
teachers with a special college training are declared to be unnecessary. At 
l)l'esent, at any rate, the Department would not be justified in appointing to 
such schools a more expensive agency, especially as the masters now in charge 
have nearly all passed an examination in the highest vernacular standard and 
are not incompetent to perform the duties entrusted to them. 

Position of Teachers.-The Bombay Provincial Committee give a com
plete list of the salaries paid to teachers in the cess schools, from which it 
appears that 59 per cent. of them receive salaries not exceeding Rs. 10 a 
month. All who are permanently engaged on a salary exceeding Rs. 10 are 
entitled to pensions payable from local fund revenues. Those masters, more
over, who have been instructed in the Normal schools receive, in addition to the 
minimum pay named in their college certificates, an allowance calculated on 
the results of the annual examination of their schools and on the average 
attendance of their pupils during the year. This system of payment by results 
WOl ks fairly well. It enables the trained master of a large and flourishing 
;..:ehool to almost double the minimum pay of his rank; but there is a certain 
Ilrawback to the system in the varying attendance of the village schools, in 
consequence of which the income of the master is affected by causes independ-

• ent of his merit. The highest monthly pay given to the head.master of any 
vrimary school rarely exceeds Rs. 60 a month, but teachers of long and approved 
service are eligible for A.ssis.tant Deputy Inspectorships, the pay of which 
}lost is Rs. 75. The prospects of a vernacular schoolmaster are not considered 
to be equal to those of an officer of similar status in the Revenue Department. 
Still the former occupies a respectable position in native society. In ninety 
schools out of a hundred he is a Brahman. In the rura districts he is often 
chosen to manage the village post-office, by which arrangem~nt he secures addi. 
tional pay and importance j and in towns he is not unfrequently a member of 
the Municipal Committee. On the whole, it may be said that the cess ·schools 
have succeeded in attracting 3vCompetent class of men whose position secures 
respect for the office of schoolmaster, and who in point of education and intel
ligence are rather above the average of subordinate officerS-in other branches of 
the public service. 

185. Bengal: Normal Schools and Teach~rs.-We have already quoted 
the statement contained in the Bengal Provincii1 Report that the training of 
teachers from outside Dlust necessarily be out of place in the Bengal system. 
It will therefore at first sight occasion some surprise to see how large an 
expenditure is annually incurred on Normal schools in that Province. The 
.explanation will be found in the remarks made in an early part of this Chapter 
upon the Bengal primary system. That system exte~ds into secondary educa
tion, since middle and high schools have primary classLl attached to them.. For 
the real primary schools of Bengal there are only 12 Normal schools in back
ward Uistricts, of which 8 are Governmetit institutions attended by 248 pupils, 
and ~the rest are aided institutions. Besides these there are guru classes at
tached to 2 first grade Normal schools. The total outtum from the Govern
~ent'inlStitutions was 193 in the- year under review. The course occupies from 
six months to one year, ,wher~as, iJ;t. ,Bombay it var~es",fr9m tWQ, to tpre~ years. 
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The ot~er 8 N~rmal s~hools were attended by 466 p-q.pil~t, ~ho' are t1;airling for 
teacherships in the middle schools. Their course extends, over thrc,C yeal's, and 

i includes a. classicallangunge, vernacular mathematics and' science, up 1;9 some 
point which is above rather than below the First Arts standard of the Calcutta 
University. 

Position of Tea.chers. -On this subject the following extracts are taken 
from the Provincial Report: cc The average annual pay of the teacher of an 
CI upper primary school is estimated at above Rs. 100. in cash, of which Rs. 48 
" are from Government and 52 from local sources; besides occasional payments 
"in kind and clothes, and in many instances gratuitous maintenance by some 
cc well-to-do villager. The average income of the teacher of a lower primary 
cc school probably falls short of Rs. 100 a year. The Government contribution 
" varies, under the result system, from Rs. 16 to the lowest average of Rs. 4; 
" under the stipendiary system the average payment is Rs. 3 I a year; and under 
" a mixed system Rs. 39. A very large number of the teachers of lower primary 
" schools have free board and lodging in respectable households. Cases are 
" coming to be known of primary school-teachers seeking for promotion, and 
" getting it as assistant teachers of middle schools, with some improvement to 
" their position, but with no gain, as they quickly find, to their income." It 
would, however, appear that the pay of all these masters, and especially of the 
lower primary schoolmasters, has been over-estimated. For in the General Table 
of Expenditure it is shown that the total cost of 46,453 aided boys' schools was 
less than 19lakhs, including fees, all other local receipts, and the Government 
grant, which was not quite 26 per cent. of the whole cost. According to these 
figures each school enjoys an average annual income of Rs. 40 only. But aver
age calculations are very misleading, and no accurate estimate can be formed 
of the value of fees paid in kind. According to a careful calculation made at 
page 127 of the Report, the small amount of the grants given in Bengal will be 
seen from the following figures :-

2,059 stipendiary schools at • 
4,658 aided by stipends and rewards at • 

33,867 aided by rewards at 
5,680 registered schools at • 

Rs. 
3!"I per school per annum. 

• 39 "" " 
• 5'S " " " 
• J."7 " " " 

186. North-Western Provinces and Oudh: Normal Schools and 
Teachers.-This Province has always paid systematic attention to the tr.aining 
of teachers, and it is estimated that 58 per cent. of the masters hold certifi
cates. There are 18 training schools for male teachers, and the course of in
struction lasts one year. Kumaon is the only revenue Division which is not 
supplied with a Normal school. The Department endeavours to obtain for these 
schools young men who have passed the middle class vernacular examination, 
who are fairly well acquainted with the subjects which they will have to teach, 
and who require chiefly to be trained in the art of teaching. In Oudh there is 
a central Normal school at Lucknow, and in the other districts there are Normal 
classes attached to tahsili schools (one jn each District), where teachers are 
trained in a similar manner. These latter teachers serve a~ first as apprentices" 
and if they give satisfaction are appointed permanently as vacancies occur. 

Position of Teachers.-The monthly pay of halkabandi school-teachers 
varies from Rs. 5 to Rs. t~. Able and deserving men may be promoted to tah. 
sill teacherships on Rs. to, Rs. 15, and ·Rs. 20, and may become Sub.Deputy' 
Inspectors, and possibly Deputy Inspectors. The great majority of halkabandi 
t.eachers, however, have little chance of ever g~tting more than Bs. 12 a month), 

35 
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and they have no Jlaim to superannuation pensions <>r gratuities. The total 
number of halkabandi teachers is 5,731, of whom more than half are certifi· 
cated, and the proportion is yearly increasing. 

187. Punjab : Normal Schools a.nd Teachers.-There are three Gov
ernment training schools for vernacular teachers. The students are almost all 
stipendiaries drawn from the Districts. Students who have passed the middle 
school examination join the second.year class and receive a year's training 
before they are examined for a certificate. The rest complete the full course 
of two years. The Christian Vernacular Education Society at Amritsar has 
a training school with 3 I, pupils. In the Government schools there are 170 
stipendiary studentships. The Report remarks that in future, "when these 
H students are all sufficiently instructed before joining to require only one year's 
" training, th~ annual outturn should not be less than 150, whieh would be sum
,e cient to supply the vacancies which occur in all existing schools." At present 
the number of teachers in Government primary schools, English and Verna
cular) is about 2,500. In Government vernacular schools there were, in 1881, 

1,284 head teachers, of whom 459 held 'certificates. Of these certificates, 168 
'lualify the holders to teach in middle schools, and 28 I i~ primary schools. 
ffhe number of assistant teachers was 757, of whom 120 held certificates, 56 
of the middle school class, and 64 of the primary school class. A.mong un
trained teachers and assistants, 77 had passed the Punjab University Entrance 
examination, and 305 the middle school examination. A. few others have 
passed the special examinations of the Punjab University College in Oriental 
languages, or have studied in Government vernacular high schools. In aided 
schools the number of trained teachers is small, but no figures are supplied. 
In departmental schools nearly 1,000 teachers, or two-fifths of the whole 
nUll1 ber, hold' certificates of a Normal school, or have passed some equivalent 
public examination. 

Position of Teachers.-In 1869 a scheme for improving the prospects 
and pay of teachers in the departmental schools of the Punjab was sanctioned, 
under which the minimum pay of a schoolmaster, excepting assistants, was 
fixed at Rs. 10. This involved a large reduction in the number of schools 
and scholars, as additional funds had to be provided from the cess and local 
funds, but it materially improved the position of the teachers. As in other 
Provinces, there are a certain number of attached primary schools in which the 
teachers receive salaries as low as Rs. 6. 

188. Central Provinces: Normal Schools and Teachers.-In no 
Province of India, except the small district of Coorg, has greater success attend
ed the systematic effort of t\te Department to improve teachers than in the 
Central Provinces. There are three Normal (Government) schools, one at 
Jabalpur with 97 scholarships, another at Nagpur with 40, and the third at 
Raipur with 50. Village masters are trained for one year and town masters 
for two. All agree to serve for at least two years after qualifying. In the 
Government schools 87 per cent. of the masters are trained, which gives a 
higher percentage than in any other Province of India, while in aided schools 
the percentage is as "high as it is in the cess schools of B9mbay. . . 

Position of Tea.chers.-The pay of vernacular teachers in the Govern
ment primary schools varies from Rs. 6 to 35 a" month. Those who draw 
less than Rs. 6 are monitors or pupil .. teachers. Many of ,the masters are 
respected in the villages, and some of them are employed as 'Village postmasters, 
or allowed to sell licenses under the forest r~gulations. 
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'189. Assam: N ~r~ Schools and Teachers.-TIlere were 9 Normal 
schools, 6 of which were departmental with 220 pupils and 3 aided mission with 

• 111, besides 2 training classes with 23 pupils in Cachar. Arrangements. have 
been made in the Goo.lpara District to train teachel'S at ten primsry schools, 
the estimated number of stipendiaries being 80. In 1881-82 eighteen students 
qualified for first grade primary schoolmastershi rs, and one for a second. 
During the year the various schools and classes sent out 96 teachers, making 
the total since 1871 1,132. In the primary and lower vernacular schools there 
were 1;389 teachers, of whom 673 were trained and 716 untrained. The im
portance of improving the teachers of aided schools in this Province is fully 
recognised, and the Inspector observes that" the supply of qualified teachers is 
U not nearly equal to the demand, and it is much better not to start a primary 
"school at all than to start one with a bad teacher who brings discredit on 
"our system of education." 

Position of Teachers.-A guru's pay varies from Rs. 3 to Es. 6 a month 
in ordinary pathsalas. In special cases in pathsalns for hill tribes, the guru's 
pay is Rs. 10. In th~ Khasi and Jaintia Hills the pay of the teacher is on an 
average about Rs. 12 per mensem. According to the report of the Inspector, 
the te.achers, besides their regular pay, are allowed to keep whateTer they can 
collect from fees; this makes the average pay of a teacher in a primary 
school to be nearly Rs. 5 a month. In making this calculation, all primary 
schools-Government, aided, and unaided-are included. If these be taken 
separately, the monthly income 'Of a teacher exclusive of payment in kind is 
as follows: In Government police schools five teachers at Rs. 10, and two 
teacJters at Rs. 12 each j in aided schools each teacher gets on an average 
Rs. 6.8, anil in unaided schools each teacher gets on an average less than Rs. 2. 

A few of the best gurus occasionally are promoted to be teachers in middle 
schools; but with this exception they have no prospect of improving their 

" positioh .. , . 

190. Coorg: Norma! Schools and Position of Teachers.-For the 
training of vernacular te('chers, aN ormal class is maintained at Merkam in con
nection with the central school Candidates for teacherships, who are selected as 
far as possible from~a~ng the Rupil-teachers of schools, receive Rs. 5 a month 
while under t;:~illng: and have quarters in the boarding-house. They are 
periodically examined, and on completing a course up to the middle-school 
standard, and passing a sa,tisfactory examination, are appointed to schools as 
vacancies occur. Their pay commences at Rs. 7 a month, with the prospect of 
rising to'Rs. 10 after five years' satisfactory service, and to Rs. ,12 after five 
years mor:e. Normal students who fail to pass the :final examination, but are 
yet considered qualified for So lower teachership, are made assisbmt masters on 
Rs. 5 a month. The pupil-teachers are promising boys who have done well in 
the school and wish to become masters. They receive Rs. 3 a month and 
teach in junior classes, to allow of an opinion being formed of their aptitude 
for the work. All the Canarese masters are reported to have received some 
measure of training. 

• 
-191. Haidarabad Assigned Districts: Norma! &hools and Position 

of Teachers.-'l'here is one training school at Akola, with :Mara~hi and Hindu
stani branches, the latter with 15 stipends, and the former with 60. There js 

both So first and a. second year's course. Students pasSing the first year's course, 
but not qualified for the second, are sent out on salaries not ex.ceeding Rs. J o. 
The second year men get Rs. t 5, or from Rs., 10 to 12, according as they 
pass in the first or the second class, At the examination held in 1881, there 
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were 28 examinees:and 19 passed, thos~ wh~, ~,aI1~~~'b~l11g ,ap~~ted, assistant 
teachers on lower salaries. The tramed, ;nas,ters who begm. ", o~ )1.8. 12 or 
Rs. 15 per mensem can rise to Rs. 25, if t~ey give· sati~faction and . shaw 
good results. Assistant teachers on lower salarIes are taken from the pupils of 
vernacular and Anglo-vernacular schools, and those on higher salaries are men, 
who haV'e matriculated or have finished the high school course, or have, by 
their long service, experience, and satisfaotory work, established their claim. to 
promotion. It bas already been mentioned t~t a large proportion of the 
masters in these Districts are foreigners, but it is hoped that the Normal school 
will in a few years succeed in turning out a sufficient number of trained teachers 
who are residents of Berar. On the 31st March 1882, there were 418 posts 
of teachers with salaries varying from Rs. 12 to Rs. 25 per mensem, and 262 of 
them were held by persons who had not gone through or passed a training 
school-course. 

192. Recommendations as to the Supply and Position of Teachers.
We have already stated our Recommendations for providing in every Inspector's 
Division facilities for training and irrtproving the teachers not merely of Gov
ernment but also of aided institutions. In Madras the importance of the 
subject has been fully reco,gnised. In Bombay, if the indigenous schools are 
further encouraged and assisted, as we think they ought to be, additional 
N ormal schools must be provided, and it will be a matter for oonsideration 
whether a less severe test should not be prescribed, and the course shortened. 
In connection with this subject we call attention to a Recommendation 
which will be found in Chapter VIII that the "teachers in non-Government 
H institutions be allowed to present themselves for examination for any grlde of 
" certifiea te required by the grant-in-aid rules without being compelled to attend 
" a Normal schooL" In Bengal the Normal schools for strictly primary schools 
~re according to our view inadequate, and more systematic and sustained 
endeavours should be made to improve the teachers of indigenous schools, 
whether in the way suggested by v Sir George Campbell, or according to any 
modifications of his system which may be approved by the Local Government. 
In the N orth-Western Provinces much has been accomplished, but in the 
Punjab the results are less s~tisfactory. If our Recommendations regarding 
the treatment of indigenous schools are carried out in these two Provinces, 
additional and revised measures will have to be considered. In the Central 
Provinces and Coorg no suggestions are called 'for. In Assam a steady develop
ment of the policy now pursued will effect much improvement; but in the 
Haidarabad Assigned Districts greater facilities for training teachers are 
required. We may expect that in providing Normal schools, private enterprise 
will assist Government, and in that case the patronage at the disposal of Gov
ernment should be freely bestowed on the best qualified candidates irrespectively 
of the institutions in which they are trained. 

As regards the position of teachers, we have thought it best to make 
no formal Recommendations. It was suggested that the Local Governments 
should be invited to consider the propriety of conferring additional duties 
in connection with the reven~eJ postal, and forest Departments upon school
masters. But in respect to revenue duties, we recognised the. danger of 
interference with the functions of heredi4try village officers; -an~ as regards 
the other Departments. we observed that the experiment had been attended in 
Bombay as well in the Central Provinces with some measure of success, and 
we anticipate that the example will be followed, if convenient, in other parts 
of India. . All parties are agreed as to the advantage of raising the status of the 
'Village schoolmaster, and the measures appropriate, to that end inay be left to 
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the looal authorIties.- t ~e pr9viS'ion of liberal aid. to indigenous schoolmasters 
is .obviOUslt the mOst,~ ~imple and effectual means of raising their position. 

193. Fees; and Exemptions.-Table 7.giyen in paragraph 219 of this 
Report will show the extent to which fees support primary education in each 
Province; and in C~apter VIII we shall revert to the subject. It is necessary 
to repeat the caution which has been conveyed throughout this part of the 
Report against hasty comparisons between the returns which indigenous school. 
masters submit. and those more accurate statistics which are collected under 
the dep3rlmental system. In indigenous schools where fees are paid without 
regularity and in kind as well as in money, it must be a matter of conjecture 
what is the money value of the teacher's receipts. But, speaking generally, 
the fees in the local fund and municipal schools of 1\Iadras are left to the 
option of the boards and are fixed too low. Still Madras collects in the shape 
of lees a larger proportionate amount than almost any other Province, espe. 
dally in its aided schools. In the B()mbay cess schools a certain percentage of 
free scholars is permitted, the proportion being regulated by the situation 
oi the school, but the rule is that fees are charged, though at a reduced 
rate, even to the children of cess-payers. Some of the witnesses have urged 
that the fees might be raised at any rate in towns, and this has lately been 
successfully attempted in the larger towns of Bombay. Others have pleaded 
for a free education to the whole rural pOpulation on the ground of its gene
ral poverty. In backward Districts for aboriginal or specially poor races, 
and in girls' schools, no fees are charged. In rural Bengal aecording to the 
returns furnished by the indigenous schoolmasters the fees would appear to 
be large. In the North-Western Provinces, the Punjab, and to Some extent 
in the Central Provinces, contributors to the loca.l cess are exempted fro~ all 
payments of fees. For full details as to the amount realised by fees in every 
class of school and in every Province we must refer to Table 8 given towards 
the end of this Chapter. 

194. Recommendations as to Fees.-We think it generally desirable 
that even in primary schools fees should be raised as far f.I,S is consistent with the 
spread of education. As regards the propriety of demanding schooling fees from 
all pupils in the Punjab schools, we may call attention to the Secretary of 
State's Despatch No. 14, dated April 8th, 1861. The writer of that Despatch 
remarks that" there do not seem to me to be any circumstances which would 
" justify th~ continued exemption of the Punjab from the rule prevailing in other 
cc parts of India under which schooling fees are universally exacted." In our 
opinion the levy of some fee should be the general rule. Accordingly we recom
mend that pupils in municipal or local board.IJcAools be not entiret!! exempted 
from payment offees merel!l on tIM] ground thallkeg are the children of rate. 
payers. The adoption of this Recommendation will create a great change in 
Northern India. We base our Recommendation not ,merely on the example of 
Madras and Bombay, where rate-payers are subject to the- payment of fees, but 
on the broader grounds of justice to the numerous rate-payers in Northern 
India, who, though. they contribute· to the cess, are not supplied with a. 
public primary sehool, whether departmental or aided. The whole educational 
fund is inadequate to the supply of schools for every group of villages, and.. 
those who enjoy the advantage of a. school should contribute towards its cost 
so as to promote the establisbment of similar institutions elsewhere. But 
We do not overlook the wants of the struggling poor, or of exceptionally 
backwa.rd races and tracts. We therefore propose to limit the general rule 
by the following Recommendation, tAat in alliJoard-sckoola (J certain propor-
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tion oj pupil8 be admissible as Ir~e students ~on tn:e: u,ro'ltnd 'OJ ,ptJ~e,.ty; an~, 
in the ca8e oj special 8chools, e8ta~ltiked for the~ benefit oJ the poorer claBles,. a 
general or larger exemption froin payment of fee, be allowed 'IJIUler proper 
authority for special reaSOM. ~le the case of d~p~rtmenta~ schools is 
thus provided for, we would also extend o~r general pnnCl~le to aIded s~hoo1s. 
and accordingly we recommend that, subject to the ezemptwn 0/ a certam pro
portion of free student, on account of poverty,/ees, whether ill money or kind, 
be levied in all aided schools, bue the proceeds' be left entirely at tl#! disposal 
of the 8chool managet"s. 

195. Scholarship System.-W e have now tb consider various measures 
adopted in the different Prorinces for stimulating the interest of pupils 
and encouraging parents to send their children to primary schools. It will be 
seen that there is nothing like uniformity throughout India. In the first 
I)lace we shall enquire into the provision made for scholarships and prizes, and 
afterwards into the measures adopted for giving the best pupils from primary 
schools employment in the publio service. The following Table shows the 
number and value of scholarships held in primary schools, but we must ob· 
serve that some of them are tenable for two or even three years, and others only 
for one year. The Table win not therefore represent the annual expenditure. 

TA13LE 4,-Tke number and value of Scholarships tenable in prima'1l Schoof8. 
-

NUl. o. PaoVllIOII. Number of Total monthi7 Total anaual 
Sehoiarahipa. 1'alae. nlUII, 

" 

1 I 3 , 
If II. p. If 

Madr&S · • • · • • .. • • • • • Not returned. 
, 
a a 8 26 

Bombay • · • · • • • • • • • • ~3 80 8 0 ¢6 

:Bengal · · • · • • • .. • • • • 385 770 0 0 9,24Q 

North-Western Provinces and Oudh · • • • • • " None. ... '" 
Punjab · " • · • · · · • • • • Not returned but number stated to be 

/ small. 

Central Provincea • • • • • • .. • • • 283 725 5 4 8,704 

Assam · • • • • · · • • • • · JoS 324 0 0 3.888 

Coorg · • , • • · · \ None. • · • , · ... .., 
lIaidarabad A.ssigned Districts • None. • · • • • • · • ... ... 

• 
TOTAL poa llml.1 • '199 1.902 0 0 22,824 . 

; 

The Despatch of 1854 directed that "the best pupils of the inferior schools 
U should be provided for by means fof scholarships in schools of a higher order, 
"so that superior talent in every class may receive that encouragement and 
.c development which it deserves." This instruction has not been literally' or 
uniformly carried out, and deviations from the policy laid down in the Des
patch have been justified on various grounds. In order to understand these 
grounds it is necessary to explain the functions which a, scholarship system 
in primary s~hools is designed to fulfil.. Scholarships may in the first place 
enable a pupIl to proceed from an inferior primary school to one of a superior , 
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order, and ~.; t~e $eoo~~ l>~ce fro~m a. primary to' a secondarY schoot Again, a 
scholarship system ,qtUt~ t~, ~ certain extent variou~ educational agencies, since 
it possesses the Unquestioneg, advantage of' enabling aided schools to compete 
with departmental schools for a prize open to both. We shall see that, with the 
exception., of Bengal, no complete scholarship system is to be found in any 
Province of India. Even in that Province the system is not developed up to 
the needs of the community. But before. inquiring into the present circum
stances of each ProVince we shall examine a preliminary objection that has 
been taken to expenditure on scholarships. It is urged that under the depart. 
mental system the necessity for. a chain of scholarships is not felt. Hence in 
Bombay the tendency has been to reduce scholarships and to rely almost exclu
sively on free studentships. There is some force in this argument; and up to 
a'certain point a liberal provision of free studentships does carry out part 
()f the objects of the Despatch. In the Bombay primary system there is no 
division between the inferior village school for the masses and the superior 
primary departments of secondary schools for the education of the more well .. 
to-do classes of society. In fact all boys, whatever their future course of 
study, learn the same subjects in the ordinary primary school. Hence no 
bridge is required to lead from primary schools of an inferior to those of a 
superior order. The first object then of a scholarship system is met in Bombay 
by the constitution of the primary school, which is complete in itself up to the 
'point w her~ secondary education commences. As almost all the primary schools 
are departmental, th~ Department is able to institute free studentships, and 
these provide sufficiently for the wants of poor pupils who find in the village 
school the best primary education which the State can supply. It is at the 
stage where the primary school is quitted for the middle scbool that the need 
for a scholarship system begins to be felt in Bombay. Here again a provision 
of free sttldentships for promising boys is made, but a scholarship system is 
meant to do more than meet school fees; it is intended to meet also the extra. 
cost of leaving home and of studying at the middle class school. In Bombay 
the provision of scholarships at this stage is very small. The Bombay Depart
ment argues that the middle schools are filled, and that there is no need to 
stimulate a demand for secondary education. Its policy is to economise in 
secondary education, and so long as the schools maintained by the Department are 
filled it would be a waste of money to supply scholarships. The Secretary of 
State expressed entire approbation of the policy pursued by Sir A. Grant in his 
endeavours to check the increase in departmental secondary schools, and one of 
the measures a~opted with that object was to reduce the number of scholar
ships. To these arguments it must be replied that, whatever may be the 
advantages of the Bombay system, it does not provide all those facilities for poor 
or clever pupils which the Despatch of 1854 advocated. Moreover, the absence 
of a liberal scholarship system in that Presidency prevents the Department from 
offering to aided schools that encouragement and assistance which, as we have 
pointed out, can be so naturally supplied by a chain of scholarships. In Bengal, 
on the other hand, the system provides for all these wants. In this Province 
th~re is a fundamental division between inferior and superior primary schools, 
and in. order to bridge over the separation between them, lower primary scholar
snips have been established, which are tenable in upper primary schools. 
lliasmuch as nearly all the primary schools in Bengal are aided institutions', 
the Department canno~ impose upon their' managers any provision of free 
studentships, and hence the necessity for a prOVIsion of scholarships is apparent. 
Between the primary schools and the secondary schools a further connection 
is established by a still more liberal provision of scholarships tenable in middle 
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schools. It has been urged, howover, that the provision is inadeqUate:.;, ·Il is 
truo thnt only in rare cases of exceptional ability is it necessari to bridge the 
gulf by such mC3JlS. Thus Sir George Campbelrs Resolution of Septcmller 

1872 expressed tho intention of the Bengal Government in these t('rms: 
cc TQ tho reruly able boys at pathsalas opportunities for advancement will be 
"offered by a ehain of scholarships, the gainers of which can pass through the 
"several grades of schools up to a University degree." Still it may be questioned 
whether the pres~nt provision of primary scholarships is equal to the re
quirements of a primary system constituted as that of Bengal is. The statistics 
:lyuibble to tho Commission do not enable us to make any distinotion between 
the pupils in village and town schools, and we cannot therefore determine what 
number of village school-boys have ascended to 0, superior primary school 
bv means of scholMShips. Dut the number of scholarships has received no 
g;·eat addition since their first institution by Sir George Oampbell, although the 
num her of schools which may compete for them has largely increased. In 1881-
8o! there were only 651 scholarships tenable in middle schools for competition 
~ul1ongst more than 850,000 pupils .. Much therefore remains to be dono in 
cX!f'l1;1ing scholarships for primary schools; but the importance of ~he system 
fo1' 13('n~al has been explained. Speaking generally, it may be said that in pro. 
pl)l'tion as a uy proviuc.iaL system of primary education rests less upon Govern .. 
]lll.nt schools than upon aided or indigenous institutions, so does the need for 
l11>n.loping a sdlOb.rship system as contr:l.stcd with that of free studentships 
int'l't\a~e. This has been fully recognised in the Central Provinces. In Madras, 
how('y('l', no seholarsrups are given in primary schools, though their cstab· 
hslnllent is uuder consideration. In considering secondary education it 
will be seen what rrovision is mnde for schohrships in middle schools. 
nut under tlw circumstmlces it is clear that in Madras a libernl system of pro
\iJing nssistaure for primary scholars proceeding to secondary schools is urgent
}y l'Cquirl'll. This want is emphasised by a passage in the Madras Rerort, in 
whieh it is stated that the children of peasants have no special provision mnde 
for their education in middle schools, and take no advantage of these institutions~ 
'The only public service ~xn.mination in Madras is the middle school examina
tion, and therefore the door to the publio service is closed against the peasant 
:propl'iebry. In other Provinces the need will be felt more largely. as th~ 
proportion of aided primary schools increases. The subject will. be noticed 
nuder sccondc:hy education, and it is therefore sufficient to remark here that we 
there recommend that "in all Provinces tbe system of scholarships be so 
"arranged that, as suggested in the Desp..'l.tch of 1854, they Dl3y form. connect
" ing links between the different grades of institutions." 

196. Prizes.-No notice is taken of prizes in the Report of our Bengal 
Provinciru Committee, but rewards amounting to nearly Rs. 30,000 are distri ... 
buted to pupils at the central examinations. In Bombay, the North-Western 
Frovinces, and the Punjab, regular but moderate provision is made for prizes 
in departmental schools in each Inspector's Division, and the same plan is 
followed in the Central Provinc{'s. In short, under the departmental systems 
encouragement by means of prizes is never neglected. but where the prima.ry 
schools are aided institutions, no aid is afforded to the managers except in 
Bengal in providing prizes for thoir pupils. 

197. Public Patrona.ge.-The most efficacious of all encouragements to 
the spread of education is that supplied by the bestowal of publio appointments 
upon educated C8Jldidates. Unfortunately no lever for raising education 
is less systematically applied. In manY' pmU of India the responsible officers 
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entrUsted with publio patronage, yielding to the solicitations ~f friends or 
follo"ring their own discretion, regard. the imposition of a fixed standard of 
qualification as a troublesome trammel. The appointments to which we here 
refer are of two sorts-those which may be conferred without any limitation 
as to the area. of selection, and those which must be conferred as the hered.i
t:u:Y possession of certain families. In reference to these two classes the Des
patch of 1834 remarked: "We bave learnt with satisfaction that the subject 
"of gradually making some educa.~onal qualification necessary to the confirm
U ation of these hereditary officers is under the consideration of the Government 
cc of Bombay, and that a practical educational. test is now insisted upon for persons 
"employed ~ many offices under Government." Ten years before the date of 
this Despatch. Lard lIardinge, in an order which will be found at page 44 of 
Mr. Howell's "Note on Educa.tion prior to 185+ and in J87°-71," had attempted 
to throw open the public service to qualified young ·men; and, with a view to 
promote the diffusion of 1mo\Vl~~ among the humbler classes of the people, 
had directed that, "even in the selection of persons to fill the lowest offices under 
cc Government, respect be bad to the relative acquirements of the candidates, 
II and that in every instance a man who can read or write be preferred to one 
" who cannol" How this order became and remained a. dead letter is explained 
in that Note. With respect to higher appointments in most Provinces of 
India some examination held for boys attending schools of secondary instruc
tion is regurded as fixing a test of qnalification for the public service. But 
U is only in Bombay and the Central Provinces that real and successful 
endeavours have been made from a very early date to connect primary schools 
with the public service, and thus to stimulate the diffusion of a thorough 
primary education, and to open the subordinate ranks of Government service 
to all classes of the people in a practical way which no scholarship system could 
so vell effect. The theory of the Bombay primary system has been explain
ed. It recognises the fact that the great bulk of the rural population can 
never afford to leave their ~~ for a course of bigher instruction in the 
town. To the masses the villaoaoe school must supply the whole of their educa
tion. The revenue system of Bombay creates a demand for large reyenue 
establishments and provides for a village accountant and registrar in every 
village. The District officers do not desire to recruit their local establishments 
from a single ~ of w:ban resident.II{. From the very outset, therefore, the 
District and the educational officers were alike interested in the succ~ of the 
rural schools. Even before 1852 appointmenbl in the lower grades of the public 
service in Bombay were thrown open to competition at examinations held 
in each District. The standard was subsequently raised. When standards V and 
VI were added to the Bombay primary course the present publio examination 
in standard VI was instituted. and the successful candidate now receives a certi
ficate qualifying him for the subordinate grades of the public serrioe. To the 
higher grades of the service a similar door was opened by the addition of a special 
standard of examination to the ordinary middle-school course. No candidate 
can obtain an appointment in the public senice in Bombay who cannot produce 
a certificate of baving passed one or other of these examinationS. The onlers of 
Government do not, however, touch the- case of the menial offices to which the 

• latter part of Inrd Hardinge's Resol~tion referred. .After several years' rigid 
enforcement of these rules, the public senica examinations have come to be 
regarded by the public generally as fitting standards of qualification for employ
ment in the various professions of commerce and business. It is beld that the 
popularity of the higher prima.rJ standards and the widespread demand for cess 
schools are very largely due: to the policy of, the Bombay Government in regu. 
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lating the patronage of t~ei: Dist~ict Officers'in the manner ~dicated.:, 'In .the 
IIaidarabad Assigned DlstrIcts the Bombay officers who lrud down th~ lines 
of the Education Department advocated the introduction of the same system., 
but the rules at first prescribed were soon relaxed, and District Officers 
bestowed the appointments at their disposal without any reference to a. public 
service examination. Rt)cently some improvement has b~n effected, and 
selected candidates are required to produce a ~rti:ficate from the Department. 
But the heads of offices may relax these ~les, and it is not the practice for 
any candidate to obtain a certificate until he has. been. provisio~~ selected. 

. Under such a system the full advantages of a public servwe exammatlon cannot 

be realised. 
198. Recommendations as to public Patronage.-It does not appear 

that the standard of primary education has yet reached so high a point in all 
Provinces of India as to render it possible to open the door ,to the public 
service directly out of the primary school course rather than of tbe middle 
school course. We have therefore inserted a Recommendation bearing on this
subject in Chapter V, and shall here confine our attention, to the lowest offices 
of public employment. We recommend that the principle laid down in Lord 
Hardinge's Resolution, dated October 11,1844, be re-affirmed, i.e., 'tkat in select. 
ing persons to fiU the lowest ()ffices under Government, preference be alway, given 
to those who can read and write. As regards the hereditary offices of village 
headman and accountant, we are aware that in many cases a knowledge of 
reading and writing is insisted upon, but it seems both practicable and ad
vantageous that a higher standard of qualification should be enforced. We 
therefore recommend that the attention of the Local Governments be called to 
ihis matter, and that the Local Governments, especially those oj Bombay and 
the North- Western ProDinces, be invited to consider the advisability oj carrying 
out the -suggestion contained in paragraph 96 of the ])espatch of 1854. 
namely, of making some educational qualification nece8sary to the conflrmatW'I1 
of hereditary viUage officers Buch as patels and lumbardar8. 

199. Night Schools j and School Hours.-Out information regarding the 
extension of night schools is scant. The subject finds no separate place in the 
Reports of our Provincial Committees of Madras and Bengal. At the same time, 
long before Sir George Campbell dreW' attention to them, their importance' had 
been fully recognised in Bengal, and night-classes have in many cases been 
attached to improved Village schools. No statistics are, however, given. In 
Bombay, and to a much less extent in the Oentral Provinces, this class of insti. 
tution is established on a definite basis. In Bombay there were, in i881-82; 
3,919 scholars attending 134 vernacular night schools, 'of which 84 were depart. 
mental, 48 inspected, and 2 aided. The schools are found in every Division of 
the Presidency, and are as pophlar with the Muhammadans as with the Hindus •. 
In addition to them there were 223 night-classes attached to day schools in the ~ 
Southern Division which were attended by 4,96~ personS. At Belgaum one of 
these classes is attended by 90 students, of whom 60 belong to the low caste of ' 
Mahars. The attendance of low-caste men at night schools is an interesting 
fact. At Kairal in Gujarat, the night school is exclusively attended. by low. 
caste men, and the townspeople have frequently remonstrated against their edu
cation. The schools are chiefly attended by men who have to labour in the day. 
time, and the instrUction is limited to the barest rudiments of reading and writing, 
and a little ciphering. They ha.ve proved a great success, and more are demand ... 
ad than the Department can supply_ In Bombay the Theistio Association has 
opened two aided night schools for 'Wo!,king men ~nd messengers, and tliey am ' 
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attended' by 175 pupilS~ At Kurla,' a suburb of Bom~ay, s, night scbool 
is attended by factory boys who work all day in the mills; and the, In .. 
spector of that Division reports that he has five applications for new. schools 
which his funds will not enable him. to open. In the neighbourhood of Cal. 
cutta also a few night schools are attached. to factories. The experience 
gained in Bombay proves that night schools may become an assured success 
not only in towns but in villages. It must often happen that until a man or a 
boy is brought face to face with the practical needs of his daily life, he "ill 
fail to realise the full value of an elementary education, and then without 
special facilities he cannot obta.in such education. For this and many other 
reasons the demand for night schools will probably increase with due encourage
ment. We therefore recommend Ikal'lligM ackoola he encouraged wkereDer 
practicable. Although the subject of school-hours is not immediately con
nected with night schools, yet it will find appropriate mention here, because 
the success of night schools in Bombay illustrates the advantage of studying 
the convenience and habits of the people. The factory boy and the field 
labourer cannot attend school in the day-time, and they must remain ignorant 
just when they most feel the want of knowledge, unless the arrangements 
of the Department or of school m.anagers are made to fit into the scheme 
of their daily avocations. In all departmental systems there is great danger 
arising from the rigidity of fixed rules, which require constant re-adjustment 
to varying wants. Even the hours of labour differ in different Provinces of 
India, and the seasons of sowing and reaping vary with the class of cultivation. 
The indigenous schools as a rule recognise these distinctions, and the Depart
ments should not be less considerate. Accordingly we recommend that as 
muck elasticity as pos8ible he permitted, as reuards both the ltours of the day 
and the seasons of gear, during which the attendance of scholars is reqztired, 
especially in agricultural villages and backward ]Jistricts. 

200. Special Attempts made in backward Districts, or for special 
Classes.-Even night schools and the most considerate arrangements respecting 
school"hours willllot be sufficient to attract those classes which have inherited 
a position of social subjection, or which prefer the freedom of forest or 
mountain and the pursuit of game to the monotony of the school. If the 
aboriginal races are to be educated, no reliance can be placed upon the 
indigenous schools, which have never aimed at attracting them 1:4Dtil they have 
become part of the Hindu social system; nor will the departmental schools, 
unless organised: to meet their wants, be more successful. Besides the aboriginal 
or half-civjlised races, there is a large popUlation which is found in every Hindu 
village community and which usually lives on the outskirt of < the village 
settlement, whose education has practically been ignored and in many parts 
of India resisted by the higher castes. It has been shown in the last para
~ph that notwithstanding the remonstrances of their neighbours the Mahars 
of • Bombay are in some places crowding into the night school.. The half"civil .. 
ised and the low-caste races form two divisions of the Indian population 
whose education presents special difficulties throughout the Empire. Again, in 
some parts of India a very different class from those just mentioned, consisting 
of certainsectionS of the Muhammadan community, have sunk; owing ,to 
causes which will be considered in Chapter IX, into a deplorable state of igno ... 
ranee from which they can only be extricated by the application of special 
remedies. This remark by no means applies to the whole Muhammadan com .. 
munity whose position has greatly improved in recent years so far as primary 
edu~tion of the modern type is concerned. ~ut in some parts of the ,country 
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they t\nd Qth-el' once dominant races still req~e ~pecial help_ Finally, abject ' 
poverty ha$ fallen to the lot not merely of certain cla~ses of the community, 
but even of th~ lower strata of the vert highest castes. whQ are altogeth.er 
"Q.Jl.able tl;) find the few aQnas J'equire~ for their sch~~ .. fees •. Thus. fo~r causes 
el:ist which practically p~~ the four classes of Indian SOcIety to which they 
severally apply uuder the ban of ignorance. They ll1&y be summarised M want 
of civilisation, lowness of caste, los~. o~ political status~ and extreme poverty. 
In Chapter lX we shall revert to this subject. We here confine ourselves to. a 
brief notice of what has been done for the p:riD?-ary education of each of these 
four classe$, flud to a $tatement of our RecoXlllnendations. 

201. Education of aboriginal Races.-In three Provinces o£ India.
Bombay, BengM, and the Central :t>rovincc,s-tha problem of ft,ttrooting to school 
the aboriginal popumtionJ numbering 932JooO in Bombay, 2,056.000 in Bengal, 
and 1,754,000 in the Oentral FJ:ovinces, or altogether about 74 per cent. of th~ 
whole aboriginal population of India, is beset with difficulties. Two attempts 
demand special notice here. The first was unsuccessful, though it deserved a 
better fate. In the WesteJ:n Division of the" forest .. rese:t:vea ., in the Central 
Provinces, endeavours were made in 1870 to attract the Kurkus to certain special 
schools which were placed under the joint oontrol o.f the Forest and the Education 
Departments. The instructIon was to be as simple as possible, and a carpenter's 
and blacksmith's shop was to be attached to each, school. The prospect of forest 
employment was held out as an inducement to the people to send thei:.: children to 
the schools. Experience proved that.European supervision was essential, and the 
scheme failed for want of it. In Bengal another plan was tried. The educa
tion of the various non-Hhldu races that inhabit the frontie:.: tracts of Bengal 
was entrusted to the zeal of missionary societies, and libe:.:al grants were from 
very early. days given to those who weJ:e prepared to undertake the task. 
Thus the Kols and other aboriginal races in Chota Nagpur, the Santhals on the 
confines of Bengal proper, the Kho:Q.ds in. Orissa,. and the 'Faharias of Darjeeling, 
as well as the Khasis and others in Assam. have all received some measure oJ 
attention. The MIssionaries have been specially successful in training 
young S~nthals and Kols as teachers, ad have overcome a great difficulty 
by thus providing masters acceptable to the tribes. At Ranchl, in Chota. 
N agpur, the Berlin mission has maintained for many' years an artizan class 
for Kol pupils, which with liberal aid from Government has been very successful. 
But while the bulk of the work has been entrusted to missionaries, the Depart
ment has not been idle" N"ot only has it maintained primary schools for the 
~borigmal tribes in East~rn Bengal, but it has also. established a few secondary 
schools for their benefit at Chaibasa in Singbhoom, at Darjeeling, and in Chitta
gong. Altogether by one agency or anothef nearly 20,QOO aboriginal children 
are being educated. In Bomlmy, the departmental system has made some 
progress which though not' so conspicuous as in Bengal is greater than that 
reported by tbe Departmen.t in the Central 'Provinces. There 'are now 2,713 
~boriginal bQY$ at schools, of w.hom 21176 are in cess schools. But this 
~uccess purchased by great efforts gives little hope of overtaking the eno17-
mous task befoiI'e Government. EXI)erience has proved that sympathetic 
E~opeaDi ~fIo:.:t is essential,. and that no Departme:q.t can adequat~ly supply 
tbis want.. It is hopeless to depend on indigenous schools, but that consider .. 
ation does not preclude other forms. of aided enterprise. Meanwhile the 
Uepa.rtwents must continue to labour; but ultimately we look to. the philan ... 
tJuopyof mis,&ion.afY and otber societies to cope 'W;ith the special difficulties in, 
the way. W {} therefore recommend. thd ,Primary education be: eztendea, i1l. 
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6acktDara lJistricisa specia,llv i~ 't";08~'t~lIahite<l mainl!/ hy aboriginal races. hy 
tke'instrumenlaUty oJ the Depart1'lumt pending the creatio,. of school-boat'as, 
()r<! by specially liberal grants-in-aid ta 'those who are toilling to Bet .up and 
m,aitltain schools. We shall -have to revert to this subject in a subsequent 
Chapter, but it may be mentioned here that we are so qonvinced that it is from 
missionary agency that most may be expected in educating the aboriginal races, 
that we have emphatically re-affirmed as the principle on which aid should be 
given to bodies willing to undertake the work, that of entire abstention from 
interference with any religious instruction, which such bodies may choose to 
give. 

202. Low-castes and Out-castes.-It will be more convenient to defer 
until Ohapter IX a brief account of our discussions regarding the rights of these 
neglected classes of the community to receive education. In Provinces where 
primary education is almost wholly built upon the indigenous system, we fear 
that in the present state of society, even where their right is admitted in theory 
by local sentiment, low-caste boys actually receive few or none of the advant
ages of education. In those Provinces, however, where the schools are more 
directly under the control of Government, more or less progress has been made 
in securing for low-caste boys a recognition of their legitimate claims. In 
Bombay the greatest attention has been paid to the matter; and whereas in 
1871 there were only 592 low-caste boys at school, there are now 3,5 12, of whom 
2,862 are in departmental day schools. In our Chapter on indigenous schools 
we have insisted on the division of aided schools into two classes, "special" and 
"other primary" schools. In all but cc special" schools the right of all castes 
to receive instruction is to be affirmed, and a due proportion is to be maintained 
between these two classes of institutions. In addition to this precaution, 
we have recommended that special grants be given to the managers of aided 
schools on account of low-caste children, and we have now to make somewhat 
similar Recommendations with regard to Government schools. We recommend 
that all primary schoolB wholly maintained at the cost of the sCMol-bod(1s, and 
all primary schools that are aided from the same fund and are not reglstere 1 
as special schools, be understood to be open to all castes and classes of the 
co'fltmunity: and (hat BUC'" a proporUon !Jet'ween special and other pri11l,ary 
8clwols!Je maintained in each school-district as to ensure a proportionate provi
sionfor tke education of all classes, special aid being assignable, if necessary, on 
account of low-caste pupils. 

. 203. Depressed Races.-It is unnecessary to anticipate the full review, 
to be given in Chapter IX, of the measures taken to attract to the ~tate 
primary schools those classes which, like the Muhammadans, have lost the special 
privileges of a ruling race. Their claims, have received considerable attention, 
and their progress is noticed in the annual reports of the Department in most 
of the Provinces of India. But We have adopted certain Recommendations for 
furthering the object in view, which will be se~ forth in the Chapter referred to. 

, 204. 'Poor Classes.-As this subject will require fuller treatment here .. 
after, our remarks in this place will be confined.to at brief introduction to the 
Recommenda:tions which we have adopted.. A poor law is unknown in India. 
The rules of caste enjoin the performance of those charitable duties, by the per
formance of which the relief of the ,destitute is distributed over the area, of 
the family and even ,of the whole caste. In every casteJ not excluding 
Brahmans, cases of great poverty· ex~t. But as the caste descends in the 
social scale, the instances of poverty increase, aD:d the well-to-do are less able 
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to render aid to th~ poor~r, niembers· of,'thehO::c!ass. '> T~e best remedy is/perhaps 
to relax the rule which "requires that educatio:Q., even in schools which are not 
entirely supported but only aided by the State. shoul(l not be purely gratuitoUs. 
We therefore recommend that in all board.school8, a certain pruportion 01 
pupils be admissible as free student8 on the ground of poverty; and in the case 
of special 8chools established for the benefit of the poorer classes, (J, general or 
larger exemption from payment of fee8 be allowed under p,roper authority for 
specia.l reasons. There may be schools which specially undertake the education 
of the poor, and which, under the operation of the above rule, will be unable to 
charge fees, and must thus depend upon charitable assistance and grants from 
the State. The grants which they may earn under the result system will 
be very small, and their case Seems to deserve special encouragement. We 
therefore recommend that assistance he given to schools and orphanages in 
which poor children are taught reading, writing, and counting, with or without 
manual work. 

205. Brief Notice of Female Schools.-The history and condition of 
female education is a matter of such importance that a separate Chapter will 
be devoted to its consideration. With very rare exceptions, the whole of an 
Indian girl's instruction is comprised within the brief years of her attendance at 
a primary school. The age'varies with different castes and classes of the com
munity and in different parts of the country. But only a small proportion of girls 
continue at school beyond the age of ten years. Here ,and there a Brahman 
girl may be seen as old as twelve, and occasionally a Parsi or a Brahmo girl 
will remain up to the age of sixteen. These ages sufficiently'indicate that it is 
under primary instruction that the chief statistics regarding female education in 
India must be sought. Those statistics will be analysed elsewhere; and it is 
only necessary to note here, in a Chapter which is mainly concerned with the 
education of boys, a fevr points which must be .borne in mind whenever Tables 
of figures bearing on primary education are considered. Statistics of female 
education exert a most disturbing effect, not only upon percentages of attendance 
in pri'jtary schools, but especially upon calculations of cost and expenditure: 
'Vhill therA were in 1881-82, nearly 2,400,000 boys under primary instruc
tion in the nine Provinces of India with which we are dealing, there were only 
122,806 girls at school. The percentage of children at school to the total 
population of school-going age was 8'29; but of boys at school to the male 
population of that age it was 15'48, and of girls to female population only ·SI. 
These differences are sufficiently striking. But if we confine our attention' 
exclusively to the statistics given in this Chapter, there were 2,06J,541 children in 
the" public primary schools," of whom only 119,647 were girls. Thus, while 
I 2'55 per cent. of boys of school-going age were at school, only '80 per centr 
of the girls of that age were' attending public schools. The order in which 
according to departmental returns the chief Provinces of India stand in respect' 
to the progress of female education as tested by the percentage of pupils at' 
school to the total female population. of school-going age, is as follows: 
(I) Bombay, (2) Madras, (3) Punjab, (4) Central Provinces, (5) Bengal, 
(6) N orth.:W estern Provinces and Oudh. Throughout the whole of India 
the order in which. the various classes of the population avail themselves 
of the opportunity of instructing their daughters is as follows: (1) Parsis, (2) 
Native Christians, (3) Sikhs, (4) Hindus, (5) Muhammadans. This fact throws 
some light upon the different progress made in the several Provinces. But it is' 
in statistics of expenditure. that the greatest confusion is caused by the inc~U., 
sion of statistics for male and female education under a common .head~ ~ In ~ 
aided schools, for instance. the annual cost to the State of educating each ': gir~ : 
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is'n,~~ Rs~ 3,,6, whilst ,forn.;boy' it ~'Qnly,Re:'l' " In a'Government 'school 
it is RSI 5.8, against Rs. 3~12 for 'a boy:, The oost yaii,es materially in different 
p,rslvinces. Leaving out Coorg,' it is highest in the }:>unjab, where a. girl in an 
aided school costs the State Rs. 4-3. Of tbe larger Provinces, it is 'least in 
Bombay where it costs Rs. 2-6. These and other differences will appear on a 
reference to the statistical Tables at the end of our Report. It is only necessary 
to bear in mind t~at if the cost of primary education in any Province appears 
to be comparatively large, it -must be enquired wha.t proportion of the cost is 
due to female education, and in the case of Normal schoole, what are the charges 
incurred in the traiuing of femru.e teachers. 

206. The Relation of Boards to primary Education.-We have now 
to enter upon a most important part of our enquiry I namely, the function and 
powers of Local Boards in ~gard to primary education. The gradual extension 
of self-government has created certain corporate organisations which represent 
popular power in the country and the town. Country boards are called in 
lIadras and in Bombay Local ~und Boards, and elsewhere District Committees. 
The circle of the board's influence is sometimes co-extensive with the area of the 
'District, and at others with the area of the sub-divisions of Districts, which are 
called talukas or tahsils. The jurisdiction of the boards or committees within 
these rural circles usually excludes the larger towns or cities, which form muni
cipalities under the control,of their own Municipal Boards or committees. The 
obvious advantage of connecting the education of the masses with local popular 
organisations has long been recognised. But as the development of self-govern
ment over the immense area included in the geographical expressiQn, India, has 
proceeded on no uniform basis, and has even varied materially within each Pro~ 
vince, so the control which the several boards have acquired over primary schools 
differs in every possible degree. It might have been expected that a considerable 
uniformity would have attended the growth of municipal institutions, as the 
conditions of life in the larger cities of India are so much more uniform than 
can be expected in rural tracts, but the interest shown in education by municipal 
corporations, where such exist, varies considerably. In the Punjab, applications 
for increased contributions for schools find a liberal response; in Madras, muni. 
cipal assistance is said to be inadequate, but it is f~r more generously accorded 
than in Bombay, where only 1'17 per cent. of municipal income is spent on pri
mary schools. In Bengal the town councils are still less liberal. The difference, 
however, between municipal and local boards in the various Provinces is not 

,·merely one of publio spirit or of interest in education. "Their control is in one 
Province financial ana in ~other administrative. Here it e~tends only over 
Goverrmient or municipal schools, there it embraces private effort as well. 
In Bombay it is described as real, and in the N orth-Western Provinces as 
nominal. In no part of India- is the charge of primary education made obli~ 
gatory by law on town boards; but the Local Fund Boards in many ProVinces 
are bound by law to expend certain ;funds on elementary schools. It thus 
happens that the relations of the boards to primary education vary materially; 
and this makes it necessary to explain the actual condition of affairs in each 
part of India separately, without any attempt to general~se or reconcile essential 
differences by one vague and common description. Having explained generally 
the present position of affairs in each Province, we shall give a brief summary 

o of the sugge~tions which have been offered by the witnesses and in the me-, 
, morials presented to us, concluding with a statement of the Recommendations 

which we have adopted. 

': )' ·207. Madras: Boards, and. Suggestions regarding them.-InMadras 
both the Municipal and the Local Fund Boards maintai;u their own schools, and 

v ~ .. ~<". 
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also aid private schoolS. The initiftti~~ in pr~p~ring t~eir budgets is takeJ by th~ 
Education Department, whose officers$ub~t'an estimateto the official Fresident 
of the Board for incorporation in the general annual budg~t of the town or DistJ{tct. 
Practically, the Inspector's estimate is accepted as a general rule, and when 
once the budget has received the sanction of Government, it not merely limits 
the expenditure of the board on the object proposed in tthe estimate, but 
prevents anv transfer of allotment from one school to another. In the case 
of aided sch~ols the boards are obliged to pay for all grants by results earned 
in the three lowest Eltandards, but they have the right of reducing the scale of 
grants and of refusing to admit any school to be examined. In other respects 
they must conform to the rules laid down by Government in the Grant-in.aid 
Code. So far, then, the financial control of the Madras boards involves the 
acceptance or modification of a budget drawn up by the Inspector, and a 
discretionary power to reduce the 'scale of grants and to refuse to admit 
for examination a school whose earnings after admission they cannot decline 
to pay. In the matter of control, they are unable to interfere with aided 
schools; but in their own schools they have in theory the po~er of regu .. 
lating the fees and the course of studies. As a general rule, however, the course 
of study is determined by the In~pector; while the boards usually exercise the 
power of fixing the rate of ,fees, and are inclined to fix them very low. The 
Madras system, especially in its inclusion of aided ,schools, is in theory and 
practice more extended than that of Bombay, but in their financial administra
tion the boardfJ in the adjoining Presidency would appear to be more independ .. 
ent. This independence is perhaps due to some extAnt to the fact that the 
Bombay local fund boards have hardly any concern with aided schools, and 
merely manage their own cess schools. 

The witnesses who have given evide~ce before the Commission in Madras 
. are agreed on two points, that municipalities should set aside a fixed proportion 
of their income for education, and that the local boards should. give a larger 
share of the local cess to education. They are divided as to the precise amount 
that should be so assigned. One witness considers that S to 7 per cent. of 
municipal income should be allotted for education. As regards the proper 
share of local rates, opinions vary from an assignment of one· third to one-sixth. 
It appears that in the nine years which followed the introduction pf the Local 
Funds Act IV of 187 I, education received on the average 9 per cent. of the 
local fund income derirell ~rom rates and 'taxe~ only, while of the whole, local 
fund income it received /' only a little more than 6 per cent. According to the 
wording of section 36 of Act IV of 187 I, which assigns to "the road fund" or 
public works division of the budget not less than two· thirds of the hnd cess, 
together with the net proceeds of all tolls, the assignment to education cannot 
be called illegal; but it was ool'tainly expected, when the Act was passed, that it 
would provide 81 lakhs for'education; whereas in,I881-82 the actual expenditure 
charged to local funds was not Sf lakhs. Greater differences of opinion are 
expressed in regard to the classes of s~hools which should be' supported at the 
expense of the educational fund thus created. Some witnesses 'Would not limit 
the assignment of the fund to any class of institution, but would leave it to the 
discretion of the Inspector. The general opinion, however, is that the boards 
should ,control their own expenditure, and that the allotment should not· be 
diverted from primary or lower secondary instruction to education of. a higher 
kind. To this control certain limitations are proposed. Some would insist on the 
appointmentQf qualified teachers, and Mr. JusticeT. Mutuswamy Aiyaramongsf 
other witnesses lays great stress on the establishment of Normal schools for their 
supply. Many witnesses also consider that tlie Departm.ent should be allowed ~(, . -' 
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iil£erve1fe, and at ,least to suggest, it! not til prescribe" the course and method· o! 
instructlon. This power of inte:JVentiotr is regarded as more necessary in the 
caSe of local boards than of municipal corporations. One witness would give 
the Educational Inspectors a place ex.officiQ on the boards; another would 
make the Inspectors quite independent. A third, on the other hand, would 
leave the boards independent administrators of the grant-in-aid system, but 
allow them no power of altering the rules without the sanction of Government. 
On the whole, the general tendency of the Madras evidence favours the admi
nistration of primary anc) lower secondary education by local boards, whether 
urban or rural, subject to the general control of the Education Department; 
the enforcement of a contribution from municipal funds; and a more liberal 
assignment from local rates. 

208. Bombay: Boards, and Suggestions regarding them.-In Bombay 
neither Municipal not Local Fund Boards have as a rule any direct concern with 
aided schools. A few indigenous schools receive aid which is paid for out of local 
funds, but the boards have practically little control in the matter. :M:unicipal 

'boards are permitted by law {Bombay Act VI of I873} to spend their income on 
education; and in their discretion they for the most part leave it alone, preferring, 
as might be expected, to throw the charge on provincial revenues or else on the 
neighbouring District Board. It may be said that, with the exception of Sukkur 
in. Sind, no municipality in Bombay has hitherto taken the active part which 
it might have been expected to take in managing elementary education. As 
shown in Chapter III, Section A of the Bombay Provincial Report, the con .. 
tributions from provincial revenues for the support of primary education in the 
towns of Bombay bear no adequate proportion either to the lor.al resources of 
such towns, or to the contributions from the same revenues to the support 
of village schools. A partial change is immediately to be made in this 
matter, and primary schools will shortly be placed under the control of Muni .. 
cipal Boards, but no provision has yet been proposed for compelling the corpo
rations to provide increased funds. 

With the Local Fund Boards, whether District or taluka, the case is quite 
different. They administer the whole fund on which primary education rests, 
and they prepare their own budgets, which show separately the share of the cess 
spent on education. They trtmsfer or close schools at their pleasure; they 
regulate the fees, and without their authority no departmental primary school 
can be established. But they do not interfere with t!e studies, or appoint 
the master. The local fund income is quite diStinct from provincial revenues, 
and the educational share of that income is equally distinct. In fact, the 
school fund might b& defined, as precisely as the ~chool-board fund is defined in 
England by section 53 of the Act of 1870' In this ,respect tne Bombay 
system differs materially from that of the 'N orth-:W estern Provinces as will 
presently appear: With this distinct educational fund, which is entirely spent 
on elementary education and is supplemented by a. grant from provincial reve
nues, the boards provide for their cess schools, or Government primary schools, 
as they are commonly called to distinguish them from the aided indigenous 
or other schools under private management. In the.NQrth.Westem Provinces 
the local fund rev-enue is paid into the treasury to the credit of provincial 
income, from which an allotment is made for expenditu~e by the local fund 
committee. But in Bombay the process.is entirely reversed. The provincial 

" allotment is paid to the credit of the local fund commlttee, and any unexpended 
, balance at the end of the year remains the property of the rural board. Finan .. 
eiaIly, the power of the local boards is complete, ~nd their praetical control over 

Sg . 
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e(iucation is' only limited by their want of c~nfi~ence in thetri$elves an'by the ". 
delegation of their own functions to 'the '~partmenta1 officers. Thl depart. 
mental officers act, however, under instructions from the board. ' 

The evidence given by witnesses before the Commission in the Bombay 
Presidency is full of references to the relations of municipal and local boards to 
the Department of Public Instruction. It deals with the question both of finance 
and of administration. In regard to finance, the proportion of the cess upon the 
land which should be given to primary schools is fixed by rules which have the 
sanction of law, and any unexpended balance lapses to the educational fund, not 
to the general local fund, and still less to the provincial fund as in Northern India. 
Hence on these points no question has been rais,ed by witnesses in Bombay. But 
the complaint has been made that the local fund is properly a. rural fund, and 
should be spent on the villages which contribute it, and not in the towns which 
only contribute a very small proportion of the cess. Several witnesses of great 
experience have urged that there should be a redistribution of the financial 
burden of supporting primary schools, which would set free for rural edu~ation 
funds paid by rural Districts and now appropriated by municipalities. Their 
view is supported at considerable length by the Bombay Provincial Committee.' 
Other witnesses have in the same sense argued that the time has arrived when 
municipal boards must be cpmpelled to make more adequate provision for pri. 
mary education out of the f~nds at their disposal. While -all witnesses are 
more or less agreed on the question of finance, opinions are divided on the 
point -whether any local board should administer education above the standard 
of primary schools. It is further argued that if boards are to be en trusted 
with the task of aiding private schools it will be necessary to give private 
managers financial rights, and especially to protect the low-caste population 
against the indifference or opposition of those higher castes which are sure to 
command all' executive power on the boards. 

209. :Bengal: Boards, and Suggestions regarding them.-:-We have 
already mentioned that the approval of the Secretary of State to the proposal 
of the Government of India for giving Bengal the financial provision upon 
which the systems of primary educati~n rest in other parts of India, has not 
yet resulted in the imposition of an educational cess, or in the allotment to 
education of a share in the cesses already levied. Accordingly in Bengal there are 
no local fund boards charged with administrative powers over schools. A 
special education corq;ni~tee exists at the head-quarters of each District under 
the presidency of the Oollector, but it rather connects the control of education 
by the Department with a local official board than invests with responsible 
powers over primary schools an' independent organisation holding control over 
local funds. For the school committee described above has no financial, and 
little administrative, control over elementary education. The municipal boards 
occupy no better position. Some of them spontaneously encourage special 
teachers or institutions. But they exercise no systematic or recognised control 
at present over primary education; and this need occasion little surprise, 
since in no other Province of India do municipal bodies 'exhibit greater in· 
difference to the claims of education upon the town funds. Even in the city of 
Calcutta no steps have been taken in this direction, though so +far back as 
1873 Sir G. Campbell expressed a hope that the municipality of Calcutta would 
m.ove the Legislature to permit the expenditure of some part of its large income 
upon primary schools for the children of the Calcutta poor.' . 

The evidence of witnesses awelt on two points; the liability of municipali. 
ties to contribute more liberally ,to educationt and the functions of the/, ~lf~ 
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, govert4Uent; bOards: that ~1 hereniter be created. On botli these points 
opinion's differtdt The RonolU"a111e Kristodas Pal objected to throwing on town 
b&.rds charges for primary ed~, while Maulavi Sayyid Amir Hussein 
would insist on their. making proper provision and would eX3.Illin~ their 
budgets to see that they did so. The Bengal Provincial Committee remark that, 
under recent orders, much of the cost or zila schools and the whole cost of 
vernacular schools in towns will faU upon municipalities. .As regards the 
advisability of entrusting rural boards with the charge of even primary schools, 
some witnesses have expressed doubts, but a few have suggested that secondary 
as well as"primary education should be entrusted to them. 

210. North-Western Provinces and Oudh : Boards, and Suggestions 
regarding them.-In the North-Western Provinces both the practice and the 
theory of local control had been well developed before Act XVIII of 187 I 
was passed. Under that Act, which was incorporated into Act III of 1878, not 
only is the education provision lumped up with the provision for other local 
wants, but to the Local Boards is allotted, as an act of grace, the income which in 
reality belongs to them. Unspent allotments are therefore not a saving to local 
funds as in Bombay, but lapse to the provincial treasury. The constitu
tion of the local fund boards has hitherto been strongly official, but it "ill 
become more popular under the new Bill now before the Legislature. The 
control of education is not managed by the general District or sub-divisional 
committee as in Bombay, but by special sub-committees who are guided by 
rules issued in 1877. Their,powers, such as they are, extend over aided schools, 
and over middle class vernacular and lower primary schools. They are 
a.llowed to appoint teachers, but not to regulate the course of studies. Their 
financi.al powers are confined to accepting a budget already drawn up, and their 
position generally is described as that of executive agents of the Department, 
rather than administrative corporations controlling an executive. The muni
cipal boards make some moderate assignments to education, and their atten
tion to the claims of primary schools is invited in a memorandum drawn 
up by the Department of Public Instruction. But their contributions are 
op~onal, and do not seem to carry with them any real control over the expend
iture of the resources which their liberality provides. 

, 

The witnesses and memorialists from the North-Western Provinces have 
generally expressed far greater confidence than those of Eengal in the admi
nistrative capacity of rural and town boards. Speaking, however, of the exist. 
ing system, the Provincial Committee describe it as follows: "The present 
." system'of education committees in the N ortij.-Western Provinces can hardly be 
U considered other than a failure. It is condemned by nearly all the' wit. 
"nesses, is praised with great reservation by the Director of Public Instruction, 
:" and ha:s, we hope, been proved to be a very different system in its origin 
" and development from :what was intended by the Legislature when passing 
"Act XVIII of 1871.'; The Honourable Sayyid Ahmad, Khan Bahadur. 
suggests that local committees should have the power to frame annual budgets, 
and to manage entirely all vernacular schools; while another witness would 
entrust both primary and lower middle schools to boards, giving them a 
consultative voice in higher education. Six witnesses have given strong 
testimony in favour of placing more trust and power, in matters both of 
finance and of administration, in the hands of local h<>ard~. On the other 
hand, there are a few who consider that the committees as at present con" 
stituted are unfit for their work. It is further urged by others that the ine,vit. 
able result of dependence on non-official committees is the transfer of control 
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from Edueat[onal ~1"'etors. to . Re~ue ,O~C~Is. lIut 'tin the Whrji. 'the 
superior weight of testImony mchnes to placmg m the hands or local boards 
increased control over prim.a.ry education, and to separating the funds fot 
educatioll from other resources entrusted to rural and 1l!ban committees. 

211. Punjab: Boards, and Suggestions regarding them.-The Punjab 
svstem is very similar to that just described. Under Act Vof 1878, which 
r~pealed Act XX of 1871, the Lieutenant-Governor, after appropriating one
fourth of the total proceeds for famine purposes, may allot such sums as he 
pleases for education and other local wants. For each District a committee or 
board is appointed to administer the allotment thus made. In matters of con .. 
trol, the boards in the Punjab are theoretically entrusted with the manage
ment of schools, but in practice they are unable to close any institution without 
the sanction of Government. The municipal committees in the same Province 
are given the share of the local fund cess which belongs to them, and are ex
pected to supplement it by contributions from the town income. In this respect 
t1Ie Punjab system is more equitable tuan that of Bombay. The corporation 
usually exercises control over its own schools within the municipality through 
the official president or the secretary to the board. It must, however, be 
understood that both the president and the secret.ary can only derive their 
authority from the corporation, which if it chose might, and occasionally does, 
exercise considerable influence over education both primary and secondary. 
It should be noticed that municipalities in this Province contribute more 
towards education than in any other part of India. 

Very voluminous and contradictDry evidence has been given by the wit
nesses for the Punjab, not merely as to the capacity of the boards to manage 
schools, but also as to the funds now assigned for education, The weight of 
-testimony is, however, strongly in favour of entrusti~g both the expenditure 
and the management of the educational cess to such boards. As to the amount 
.of control to be reserved opinions differ. In the opinion .of some witnesses 
the funds contributed by municipalities are still inadequate, and they urge that 
a larger proportion of municipal revenues should be reserved by law for the 
extension of primary education. The charge brought against the 'Department 
of having diverted funds from primary t9 higher education is neither supported 
by the figures given in the Provincial Rep.ort, nor justified by the precise letter 
.of the law. which does not ~ssign t.o educational purposes any specific share of 
the local fund income. 

212. Assam: Boards.-While the Province of Assam was included, in the 
larger Province of :Bengal n.o local rates were levied in it. But in November 1879, 
Regulation No. III of that Yefir received the assent .of the GOvernor General. 
,U nder Section 12 .of this Regulation the Chief Oommissioner is empowered to 
all.ot, from the proceeds o~ the local rates levied under it, such amount as he 
thinks fit for expenditure on the construction and repair of school:houses, the 
maintenance and inspection of schools, the training of teachers, and the estab· 
lishment of sch.olarships. In accordance with a circular issued by the Chief 
Commissioner, school sub.committees have been. appointed subordinate to the 
district committees, and they are entrusted with the p.owers which formerly 
vested in the district committees .of Public Instruction. They exercise a com .. 
plete control and supervision over primary education, but power is .reserved to 
ihe Inspector of Schools to make suggestions and recommendations. The Com.:. 
mittees are required to consider his recommendations, and. in, the event I of: 
~s~;nting )fro~ them to record their reason,s. All expen~ttl1"9" ~~Pinlia.r~! 
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educat\m is now borne by the local rates. Under recent orderS' the powers of 
the boa\ds have been extended, and they are made r,esponsible for administering 
th\) grants-in-aid to all classes of schools in their jurisdiction, and for managing 
the Normal schools of the third grade. . 

213. Other Provinces: Boards and Rates.-In the Central Provinces a 
recent Act, which affects neither municipalities nor cantonments, has created a 
net work of boards with village school coIlllllittees subordinate to them. But 
prior to this year the local rate was distributed in accordance with budgets pre
pared by the local officers. In the Haidarabad Assigned Districts a levy of I 

anna and 3 pies on every rupee of land revenue is collected, and the share of it 
assigned to education is adnlinistered by the revenue officers. In Coorg also 
an educational fund is provided by the plough tax. But in all these Provinces 
the administration of the fund prior to 1883 rested with officials, ami the school 
committees which watched the village schools had no power to spend any 
portion of it. 

214. General Review of the Powers of Local Boards.-Except in 
Bengal there is no Province of India where provision for primary education has 
not been made by the imposition of a local rate in which education shares. 
The administration:~ of these local rates has been entrusied, except in the 
Haidarabad Assigned Districts and in Coorg, to local' fund committees. In 
Madras and Bombay the local fund income is wholly at the disposal of the local 
boards, but in Northern India it is subject to certain deductions for the 
extension of irrigation and for the prevention of famine. It is only the balance, 
after these deductions have been made, that is placed at the disposal of 
the boards; and should they fail to expend ,their whole assignment in the year, 
the unexpended balance lapses to provincial revenues. Again, in lIadras 
and Bombay the practice is not uniform. In Bombay a distinct share of the 
local fund income is set aside by law or by statutory rules for education, and 
under the same rules it cannot be expended on any but primary education. 
But the law does not, distinguish between rural and urban schools, and there
fore it is not illegal to spend the cess on town sch~ols. The ever-increasing 
demand which the towns are making upon a fund, essentially a rural fund, 
has given rise to complaints. In Madras, on the contrary, no specific share 
of the local fund income must be appropriated for education; and although 
it is in accordance with the policy of Government to spend the educational 
grant upon primary schools, it would not be opposed to any provision of the 
existing law to devote it to secondary education. 

With regard to municipalities, the law is everywhere permissive, and 
education is a legitimate but not an imperative charge on municipaL in .. 
come throughout India. The funds of town corporations are, with the excep
tion of the city of Madras, applicable under the existing law not only to 
primary but to higher education. The extent to which municipalities have. 
made use of their powers will appear from the statistical Table which follows. 
'The grants made towards education are accurately known, but the figures 
representing the net municipal income in 1881-82 are obtained from the 
Annual Administration Reports of each Province and are not entirely trust
worthy. The evidence, however, given before the Commission affords proof 
of the unanimous conviction entertained in all Provinces of India, that the 
time has come when the exercise of these permissive powers can no longer be 
left to the discretion of municipal bodies. The enlargement of the scheme pf 
self-government divides urban boards in municipal towns from rural boards" 

:and. it "is. n~ssary that the responsibilities and liabilities of both should h-'l' " 
tlearlic denned,/ " As long as the former can cast, ;i,on t4e latter tlie :burden, pf~', 
p~v~d~ng 'ele~eat1ll"r ; educ~ti6n 'for .. the Jow~, poh~~~i~n,tll~ ~itD.icl~ ~uth~",~' 0 

< r!ti~ ~ b!i #t~~ ~ ~ ~?thing; 'mid ,w~l~~v( t~fi:'~t ~f JJuU~~~g the~e . 
6Chooa.~~ ~ >m.e~ .e4th~T\ f~~m ~loca~ !;mcfs -'or e~e iro~ ~~~q~ll~$ revenu;:- . " 
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215. Recommendations regarding Ways and Means for primary 
Education.-We have to consider two questions-the claims of primary educa~ 
tion, and the rights and duties of boards. With regard to the first question. 
we have to consider how far it is possible to protect the l'ight of the masses to 
receive primary education not only against the encroachments of expenditure 
l;lpon public works and other d~mands which 10c;)1 boards have to meet, but also 
against those demands whIch fall upon the provincial revenues. We have also 
to guard against the danger so prominently brought to notice in the Bombay 
Report, that the demands of municipal schools are apt to encroach upon funds 
which are raised in the villa.ges and ought to be expended upon 'rillage schools for 
the rural community. In dealing with the second question, we have to bear in 
mind the relations of the boards to the Department, their duties towards the 
people, and their duties to private' enterprise. Reverting to the first question 
we must consider how the educational fund is to be constituted, and what 
precautions are necessary to ensure its expenditure upon primary education. 
We therefore recommend that primary education be declared to be that part 
of tke whole s!/stem of public instruction whick possesses an almost exclusive' 
claim on local/unds set apart for education and a large claim ()n provincial 
revenue8. 

This Recommendation 'was not adopted by the Oommission without long' 
discussion and the consideration of several amendments to which we shall 
refer towards the close of this Chapter, when we deal with the f c1~im.s\ at,· 
primary education upon public funds. The importance of ,the principles, ~qn",', 
tamed In it, was fully UnderstOOd, and' wh~li ,the.lteeommendatipn; waS 'I carried' , 
pi A LligEl< majQrlty;':Jt p~~'ple the,' lqUil(la:t~i:tl of }tlie q01n!nlsJlo~~j/4e~!oii.~e-ti 
ga:ding tlI~,. p~~;ti~~fo~~'~~{~~iQ~r ;~~4~~~~~ ?~~e! ~atp!,~~ ,~.~~~q~~~f:' 
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it aecl\res that local,funds sct apart for education should be almost entirely 
devo~ to primary education; while the second part gives prominence to the 
claims of primary education to :1 large share in provincial revenues. Both 
th~se principles have long since been" established by the highest authorities in 
India, and in most Provinces they have guided the policy of the Department. 
In the Punjab, however, there has been deviation from them, the cause of which 
will be presently explained. But before doing so, it is necessary to state briefly 
the arguments by which the Recommendation was opposed and supported in 
our debate on February _4th, l883. It was urged that local rates, which were 
levied on the land should be devoted for the education of the agricultural 
classes both in primary and in, .secondary schools; that the modern distinction 
of primary from secondary education was based on English precedents, and 
was opposed to the interests of the wealthiest though least numerous class 
who contribute to the cess, and who were not satisfied with a purely elementary 
education; and lastly that, owing to recent classification, primary education 
memt much less than it did when the local funds were first imposed. It was 
further maintained that the Despatches'of 1854 and 1859 included in the edu
cation of the masses all classes of instruction, and that it was quite fair to 
spend local rates on the tahsili and high schools to which those Despatches 
referred. On the other hand, the supporters of the Recommendation took their 
stand upon more recent Despatches which bad clearly defined the interpretation 
attached by the Secretary of State to the phrase "educ!l.tion of the masses;" 
upon the policy initiated by Lord Mayo in 1870, and especially upon the 
Circular Orders of February lIth, 1871, which had been carried out without 
question in every Province of India but one. Upon the second part of the 
Recommendation, it was urged in the course of the debate that secondary edu· 
cation was as important as primary, and that where the latter was sufficiently 
provided for by local rates, it was unnecessary to give a contribution from 
provincial revenues which were required to supply so many other needs. 11, 
was observed that in Bengal, where there were no local rates, the cost of all 
classes of education fell upon provincial revenues; but in the Punjab, where 
under legislative sanction local rates had been increased in the last 12 years, and 
where the provincial fund was wanted for other purposes, it was quite logical 
that the cost of primary education should be charged exclusively to local rates, 
and that of higher educat~on to provincial revenues. Above all, it was urged thf.t 
,the,Local Governments were the best judges of, financial considerations, a;ld 
that any hard-and-fast rule might throw the educational finance of any Piw
vince into enbarrassment without doing any good to primary education. To 
these arguments it was replied that the principle involved in the prop~sal, 
namely, that local rates were a form of self-help, was one of extreme importallce, 
and that the Government was bound to help those who helped themselves. 
In. one Province, at any rate, the Ol'ders of 1871 had been thoroughly under .. 
stood, and t]le Director in Bombay had described them as the charter of th~ 
educational rights of local boards. It was argued that the maintenance of 
the system followed in the Punjab endangered such rights. With reference 
to this argument it must be explained that on October ~sth, 1869, the 
Government of India directed that Rule XIV should be amended in t;he 

, Punjab Grant-in-aid Oode and stand as follows: f' Grants .. in.~d from ImPE1rlal 
" Funds are not admissible to purely vernacular primary schools, but sp(jcial 
If grants may be made for limited periods where the circumstances are so excep .. 
"tional as to justify a departure from rule." In February 187 I, an important 
circular Resolution was issued by the Government of India to all the Local 
Governments explaining "on what principle it will be permissible to assign 

, f( froID:' ~he, sums allotted for educational pUl'pos,es f,Tants-in-aid to schools f.or 
. ,",pri~ry. ~~.u~~tio~, B:~4 i~ .Ji:I!!e~~;.}V.it.~ th?- ~ocall~qyernme~ts u~d~r t~~~ui;~. 
"system o~, Flllanmal,.oont1c;), to tl~teJ.:n:un~ In wh~lloca.lities an(,l to :what ex .. 
" te21t".:al~ch ~c,;rahti slW11:troni'timfia tim~ behn~d~~" ~.:ltavhlg· bti~atc'cl' tl1~t 
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the Local Gove'~nments \~ere thus ~uthorised to carry ou~ the orders~ 'the o/0vern- " 
ment of India laid down fo~ their gui~ance the, folloWing principles c~tained 
in paragraphs 3, 4, 5 of thmr ResolutiOn No. 63, dated February 11th, 1871• 

"3 . .It has been repeatedly declared by the Secretary of State ~hat it is a 
" primary duty to assign funds for the education of those who are least able to 
" help themselves, and that the education of the masses therefore has the greatest 
"claim on the State funds. The Government of India desires to maintain this 
"view, but the grant-in-aid rules have in practice been found so unsuitable to 
"primary schools that, except in special cases, such grants-in-aid are seldom 
"sanctioned from the general revenues. It has, moreover, been repeatedly 
" affirmed that we must look to local exertion and to local cesses to supply the 
"funds required for the maintenance of primary schools. 

"4. These standing orders may seem inconsistent, but they really are not so. 
" The fact is that primary education must be supported both by Imperial Funds 
" and by local rates. It is not by any means the policy of the Government of 
"India to deny to primary schools assistance from Imperial Revenues; but, on 
"the other hand, no sum that could be spared from those revenues would suffice 
" for the work, and local rates must be raised to effect any sensible impression on 
" the masses. This does not lessen the obligation of Government to contribute 
,. as liberally as other demands allow, to supplement the sums raised by local 
" effort. The true policy will be to distribute the Imperial funds, so far as such 
" funds are available, in proportion to the amount raised by the people from each 
" distrjct. 

"5. The amount at present allotted for primary education under the several 
" Local Administrations is small, and it is not expected that the Local Govern
•. ments will in any case diminish it. . On the other hand, they will have full 
" liberty to increase the allotment, either from retrenchments in other Services, or 
" from savings in other branches of education; and it is permissible to assign, 
., from the provincial grant, funds in aid of schools mainly supported by contri
" butions from local cesses or municipal rates." 

Notwithstanding these orders the Punjab Government did not alter the 
lately revised rule in their Grant-in-aid Code. On the contrary, they adhered to 
their original policy, and in reviewing the Annual Report on Public Instruction 
for 1877-78, the Lieutenant-Governor observed-C

' The decrease in the number 
"of schools is in part due to the policy of the Government in throwing more 
"and more upon local funds', in such towns and Districts as can afford it, 
H the charge for popular education. The charge is indeed but nominal, the 
" local fund being as much a portion of provincial taxation as any branch of the 
" Government revenue." The effect of these orders was to throw still further 
charges on local funds, and to cause a still further deviation from the principle laid. 
down above that the" true poli.cy will be to distribute the Imperial Funds in l 
" proportion to the amount raised by the people from each District." We regard " 
local funds, even when raised by legislative san~tion from any District, as equi
valent to funds raised by the people themselves, and we attach the greatest im·, 
portance to the recognition of the principle that local expenditure on primary. 
education should be supplemented by a provincial contribution. Our Recom
mendation, is intended to enforce this view, which we believe to be not only 
so:und in principle, but in "strict accordance with the -orders of the Government 
of Ind~a) and the wishes of the Secretary of State. 

, 216. Recommendations regarding School Funds.-Having settled fro~! 
what sources the ways and means for primary education are to be supplied, ~~ 

" propose t? p~ote~t ,then;t again~t th~ encroachments ~f othe~ :~F'p~~~n!~" p~ 
the co~~tttutlO? ,?~ sep~rrte"fu~dS'bot~ for tpwns .ap.d~~~~~~.!~ac!~ x~p~etl"f~11'; 
;a~d, p~ declaruig ,t~e: ~lt,~TJlS of w¥~~?,~he&e'\~W(L~~nQ.~!t$~y:.;J?f ~11lP~f$l'; 
A.~c~r~lUgly)w~ l'ec,9n:unen.d !",at PQth ,numcipaZ «J(~ lQl}ClA$(/(t"(lq'l(t!rn1!~~J)f}«!:r'1a 
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"keep a\,epa~ate ·8ckooi Jun¢.. The fund should in our opinion be constituted 
as fo11o,\s. We recommend that (i) tke municipalscflQolJund consist of-

(a) a fair 'Proportion qf municipal revenues, to be fixed in eack· case 
by tke Local Government; 

(b) tke fees lerned in schools wkQUy maintained at tke cost of (he 
municipal school fund; 

(c) any assignment that ma!! be made to the municipal school j'ttnd 
from the local fund; 

(d) any ass-tgnment from provincial funds; 
(e) any otke,. funds tkat m~y be, entrusted to tke municipalities for 

tke promotion OJ educaUon; 
(f) any unexpended balance of the school fund from previous years: 

and that (ii) the local board 8chool fund consist 0/--
(a) a distinct share of the general local fund, whick skare shall not 

be less than a mil'l,imum proportion to be prescribed for eacl" 
Province; 

(6) the fees levied in schools wholly maintained at the cost of Ute 
8ckool fund; 

(c) any contribution that may he assig'l'/,ed by municipal boards; 
(d) any assignment made from prov'incial funds; 
(e) any otker funds tkat may be entrusted to the local boards for the 

promotion of educatiQIj~; 
(/) any unexpended balance of the sckoolfundfrom preVi01(;S years. 

It will be observed that we have not attempted to suggest what fixed pro. 
portion of municipal income should be devoted to education. The witnesses 
from various parts of India have differed in their estimates from 3 or 4 per 
cent. of municipal income to even 10 per cent. But the assignment must vary 
with each municipality; and though some of our number thought that it should 
be left to the municipalities to define its amount, a majority of us considered that 
the Local Government could alone determine what was reasonable. On one point 
we are entirely agreed, that hitherto the permissive sections of the municipal 
law have failed to secure adequate and uniform consideration for the claims 
of education throughout India. We have guarded against the danger of 
the municipality encroaching on the rural fund, by recommending, as 
shown above, that a specific assignment from local funds be made to the 
municipality, and by proposing that each separate' fund, whether municipal or 
rural, be granted its own separate assignment from provincial funds. This 

. assignment from provincial revenues would naturally bear some proportion to 
local resources. Lastly, to ,avoid the recurrence of the complaints made in the 
North-Western Provinces that unexpended balances are lost to the educational 

"fund, we have recommended that balances of the school fund, which may be 
" unexpended at the end of the year, be credited to the school fund, and neither 

to the general local fund nor to provincial services. The creation of these 
!1istinct school funds appears to us to offer the best guarantee against the 
~omplaints which witnesses have made, sometimes perhaps without due founda
tion, from the Punjab to Madras, that the whole of the education cess is not 
spent on primary schools, that education does not receive its legitimate share 
of the income of rural or municipal boards, or that the towns encroach upon 
the financial provision for village education. 
, , • 
" 217. Recommendations regarding the Rights and Duties of School .. , 
boaids.-Turning now to a. consideration of ~h() rights and duties of school., 
~l'd~ and of th~ control which they should exercise over primary education,& 
~~\~Oomtttend ,t~~t Jke Q~ra.z control, over ·prima,., 8ckool expenditure, be, ' 
"cstetJ .n tltlJ, 'Ckl)()l.~df{l-ds;io/wth~'''m/lmiCipal or- 'J'1tritl;' w1zlch'mag noto eXi~/' 1 

'r;~ ~t~!I,t~,~~a/t,e~ 1;fCj:t~~~iI"fi.f ~$~lf·g.ovei:imie~{ in' e~ck ,1?1'OVi~ct. t So f~r 'fl~ .:, 
tUt~l:}Xf~~~~a~:~7~r~~;~Vt~,,~p~~nt\~,h,,~;.~6f~~~. ~~~m)l01l:lbal~ an~:: 
,tbb reeog14tiO~ ~~~.t[le',~g~~'I~f,)~~~!P~, -JJO~ty~' ~~: \~?:l~'j~~natu~o.l 4~le~oPt I 
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ment of tbe same policy. We have refrained from expressing any ~pinion 
on the question whether the school-boards should be the town boards tVld local 
fund committees, or sub-committees of those boards. Each administrative wait 
created under the various schemes of self-government will adopt the plan which 
is best suited to the locality. The central boards, whether in town, taluka, 
or District, will probably work through village school committees, as they 
do in the Central Provinces. But these details c~n be determined on the 
spot, and we have deliberately avoided suggestions of too precise or uniform 
:t character. There exists in our opinion the greatest need for variety and 
provincial independence in grappling with the great task of extending a thorough 
primary education. The relations of the boards to the Departments must, 
however, be precisely defined, in order to avoid friction from conflict of autho .. 
rity. Some departmental control is necessary, but its limits should be defined. 
In Chapter VIII we shall revert to this subject; but on one matter we deem 
it desirable here to state our Recommendation, snggested by one of the Bombay 
witnesses, which will promote the improvement of teachers, an object to 
which we attach great importance. We recommend that the fir8t appoint
'1nent of schoolmasters in municipal or hoard-school8 he left to the town or 
lJistrict boards, with the proviso that the masters he certificated or approved 
by the lJepartment, an-d lhf!ir subsequent promotion or remor;al he regulated 
by the boards subject to the approval of the Department. the boards will 
provide the salaries of the masters, and it seems reasonable that within certain 
limits they should select and control the teachers. They will also have to 
provide all the funds necessary for maintaining both the schools and the build
ings. We recommend that the cost of maintaining and aiding primary 8chool' 
in eac//; school-distl-ict, and the construction and repair oj hoard 8chool-nousea, 
be charges against the municipal or local board 8chool fund 80 created. This 
Recommendation, if carried out, will ~troduce generally the :Madras system 
under which the boards are responsible for aiding private enterprise. There is 
an obvious advantage in giving the boards control not merely over their 
own schools but over all the primary schools in the District or town. Their 
financial and administrative control over primary education would be incomplete 
if t.he Department remained responsible for aided schools, while the boards had 
charge of the cess schools alone. It should be the duty of the boards to dea] 
with the whole system of primary education, to watch over the wants of al1 
classes of the community, and to provide for all such wants whether by creating 
schools of their own or by ~iding existing schools. We have already mentioned 
our Recommendations" for ensuring a proportionate provision for the education 
"of all classes," for giving" special aid on account of low castes," and for provid. 
ing " a proper proportion between special and other primary schools.'; It is onlJ 
by making the boards responsible for all agencies that these results can bE 
adequately secured. Another forcible reason presented itself to us as an argu, 
ment for giving boards the fullest powers. The choice of a vernacular is in som( 
Provinces of India, especially in the Punjab, ,a very perplexing que,Stion 
We have discussed this subject in a previous paragraph, and it is suflicien 
here to state our Recommendation, which is so framed as to protect minorities 
We recommend that the vernacular in which instruction 8hall be imparted in an~ 

. primary school, maintained by any municipal or local board, he determined h2 
the school committee of manageme"t, 8~"bject to revision hy the municipal or local 
board t provided that if there 3e any di88enting minority in the communitUt whl 
represent a number of pupil8 8ufficient, to form one or mOrc separate cla8sel 0: 

8chools, U shrill be incumbent On the lJepartment. to provide for tke e8t~I"1-
ment oj 8uch classes 01' schools, '.and it shall be incumbe,l,t on suck municipal 01'. 
local board to assign to Buch clas8es or school8 a fair proportion of the whole 
assignable fund8.- The choice of the vemaoolar in aided schools will,1 of course 
rest with the manage~s o~ ~uch sch~ols. and win ~ffer 'a' ,vtt!uable'in(Iex to' P9~ul8.;" 
Wishes in each" i.l~aliti ~~ I:q..- .~n~lusion~ :i~' is \on11' p~ccSsary -~o gUal-d,agairi~t' 
~QarM endea",ollfiJ;lg ,t? ~t;itsh,{)ut p,rivateel1terprise ~het~er missionary or mdtI!" 
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genous. If the publio funds are entrusted to th~m, they must administer them as 
a publi~ trust in accordance with publio policy_ We therefore conclude our 

• RGoommendations regarding the rights and duties of boards in their administra
tion of primary education with the following: that municipal and locallioards 
adtnifiUlering funds in aid oj primar!l SCMOla adopt the rule8 prescribed 1;y 
tile Departmentfor aiding such BeMols, cmd introduce no change therein with
out the aanctwn of the ])epartment. 

218. Recommendation regarding LegisIation.-lt will be readily 
admitted that the constitution of the school funds proposed by us would be 
rendered more secure, and the rights and duties of school-boards be ~ore clearly 
defined, if they were plaood on a legislative basis. The question of legislation is 
one, however, which will be treated at length in Chapter XI of this Report. 
But in discussing the whole subject of primary education we adopted the 
following Recommendation, that an attempt lie '1lUJde to sPcure tlle fullest 
possilJle prOf7irionfor an ext.ensio. oj primary tducatkm li!l legislation suited to 
the circum8tances 01 each Pl'OlJ;'nce. This Recommendation was intended not 
only to secure the support of law for primary education, but also to give 
expression to our opinion that Separate legislation should be undertaken in each 
Provincial Council for making laws and regulations. 

219. Expenditure on primary Education.-The ways and means of pri
mary education can best be understood by analysing the expenditure in some 
pa.rticular year. It may of course happen that the nominal income of any 
particular year exceeds the expenditure for the following reasons, but it is safer 
to regard the actual expenditure as equivalent to the income. The primary 
school fund~ speaking broadly, depends on two sources of supply, the provincial 
grant and the local rates. The provincial grants are either assigned as special 
grants for specific purposes or else credited in the lump to local rates. In the 
former case, if they are not wholly spent, the balance lapses again to the pro
vincial fund from which it was given, and is not available for primary educa. 
tion unless it is re-allotted. Therefore the real provincial grant is the adual 
amount allotted and spent, and in that sense expenditure is synonymous with 
income. H, on the other hand, the provincial grant is credited to local rates, 
it either becomes, as in Bombay, part of the educational local fund (in which 
case it may be treated as local income), or else as in the N orth-Western Provinces 
it lapses to provincial services, in the same way as a special unspent grant 
would lapse. It follows then that, so far as education is concerned, a provin
cial surplus of income above expenditure cannot exist at the end of the year. 
But aloca.l ftind surplus may and often does exist. Here again it is unsafe to regard 
that surplus as available fol' expendit~. In Bombay, for instance, the greater 
part of the local fund rates are collected at the close of the Financial year with 
the land revenue, and therefore when the accounts are made up on the 31st of 
March a. large surplus is shown. But this working ba.lan.ce will be required to 

, keep the schools going until the following February. Also it is well known 
that most Indian Provinces are s':lbject to the recurrence of famine, when the 
collections of land revenue and consequently of local rates are suspended or 
remitted. In view of such contingencies a reserve fund must be kept. The 
danger varies in intensity in different Provinces; and it is safe to assume 
that the local Department, which has no possible .interest in reducing its ex
penditure on primary schools below its income, is the best judge of the amount 
which it has to spend. For these reasons we regard the actual expenditure of 
~h year as practi~y equivalent to the income a.vailable for expenditure. 
Accordingly we give below two Tables, in the first of which will be found a 
comparison )letween theexpenditru.:e in 1870-71 and that in 1881-82. ~e nex1 
Table ~x1nOits in netrul the total expenditure on departmental and aided primar} 
,c~oc~ ~~9~i:fh~ i~~' ~!ll~~,i~ ~tler renew iIJ, ~" P .. eJ?Ort. 
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llOMBAY 

BENGAL 

Object of Expenditure, 
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Boys' and Girls' Scbools , • , 
Training Schools for Masters and Mistresses 

• ( Scholarships 0 • 
Buildings 0 • ., 

Miscellaneous o. • • • • 

TOTAL 

( Boys' and Girls' Schoolg • • . 
, Training Schools for Masters and Mi$resses 

• ( Scholarships 
Buildings 
Miscellaneous 
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~ 
Boys' and GirJ,' Schools , , , 
Training Schools for Masters and Mistresses 
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3 
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4 
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Years. 

s 
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R 
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... 
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9,975 
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Scholarships • • • • • 
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TOTAL 

I--------~--------

1,00,543 

46,916 
10,484 

4,000 
... fit 

Figures in. 
cluded in 
those for 
Bengal, 

5,530 
J6 

76,130 
24,358 

2,014 
42,148 

485 
1,161 

.2,206 
1,8go 

1,24,955 
U,I53 

1,000 

'oo 

1,44,698 
J4 

5,335 
4,633 

.,43t 
544 

6,150 
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HAIDA RAlIAD lSSIG!I" ~ 
liD DISTl/.ICTS. ? 

Boys' and Girls' Schools • • • 
Training Schools for Masters and Mistresses 
Scholllrships •• •• 
Buildings ••••• 18,619 

3,162 Miscellaneous • 15,317 

TOtAL • 95,222 US.ooo 

TOTAL FOR INDI!t • -;;'91,564 rJ.7-'2-1,-~-8-I-I-3ol-9-,360-1 25,.;';;-

~=====~===k========~====~==~==~==~===d 
• Excludinllf the e.qeoditure on ""hoWl 

t Excludiu8' lIrltL!h BI\l'lII& and all Nattv~ State .. , * ElI:c1udlngo tlu elpet\dttur: on primary education in .Ajmil'. whl~ amwnied to Bs. -l.88r. 
,~ ~ >I' 4 7 
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91,202 
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8 

". 

YeaN ... Years. 

18S,·8a, 

II 10 u 

165 

13 

G Exo'luding the expenditure on primary olasses at. 
tached tQ s8coodarr and collegIate i.nstitutloot. 

6 Including the expenditure on primary clas868 attach. 
ed to secondary schools, 

o StatistIcs not aVllJl&bl~, 

5,16.055 89,740 15.86,094d tI. Including the expendltnrs of Rs. a,60,691 on unatded 
prim&r1 schools under lDspectlOn. 

. ,. 1 Excluding the cost of the vrimary cll\8ses attacbed 
to secondary schools whIch may be roughly estl' 
mated at Re, 6,10,643 • 
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�-----I-----~-----I-----f-----I_----I pnmary scnoois under i.napectlOn. 
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21 
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~------'f--------~-------~-------r--·----I--------I 
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74 
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u6 
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'II InclUSIve of the expendIture mcurred on the tram
ing of teachers for secondary vemacular schools. 

fit The huilding expenditnrs of 1870-71 is included un. 
der .. boya aud girls' schools," and cannot be 
separated. 
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\\ \ 
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has been ahown 8&'atBBt .. miscellaneous" m Gene-
ral Tahls 3e. -
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TABLE 8.-lJetaUed Statement showing t}"e Total Ezpenditure 
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on .Departmental and Aided' PNmarg School8' in. 1881-82' . 
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• 
220, Ependiture on primary 'Education in 1870-71 and in 1881·82. 

-The first subject which demands notice in Table 7 is the contrast bet~een the 
funds available for extending primary education in 1870-71 and in 1881-82. In 
the first year, Bombay, the N ort~-Weste~ ~rovin~es, the Punjab! th~ Centr~ 
Provinces, a.nd the Haidarabad AssIgned DIstricts were the only ProVInces of India. 
in which local and municipal funds bore any part of the burden of educating 
the masses. We have seen the iinportance which the Secretary of State and 
the Government of India attached to the levy of local rates for primary education. 
The advantaO'es of associating the development of this branch of public in. 
struction with local taxation were both financial and administrative. One 
argument was supplied by the inability of the Imperial exchequer to find suffi. 
cient funds for so great and increasing a task; the other was suggested by 
the political advantage of entrusting to local boards, administering local re
sources, a branch of administration in which local interest and supervision 
could alone secure full efficiency and economy. Accordingly we find. that in 
1881-82 there was no Province of India, except Bengal, which had not cor
dially accepted the policy recommended by superior authority. The total 
expenditure from provincial, rural, and municipal funds in 1881.82 on pri. 
mary education was Rs. 42,63,070, of which 60 per cent. was raised locally 
by urban or rural boards, while 40 per cent. fell upon provincial revenues. 
In J 870-7 I 49 per cent.' of the expenditure had been paid by local rates, 
while 5 I per cent. was contributed by provincial revenues. But the differ .. 
ence between 59 per cent. and 49 per cent. is not the only measure of the 
success that has attended :the imposition of local rates. In 1881.82 the pro
vincial expenditure had increased, over that of J 870-7 I by 33 per cent., while 
the local and municipal grants to primary education had increased by lOS per 
cent. The local fund revenue has, therefore, been vastly more elastic than the 
provincial grant, and this elasticity is likely to continue in future years. This 
comparison fails, however, to exhibit the results in the most striking light. In 
Bengal there are no local educational rates, and the local rates levied in Assam 
were imposed after the separation of the Province from Bengal and long 
after 187 I. Excluding therefore Bengal and Assam from the present review, 
it appears that in the remaining seven Provinces S6 per cent. of the public 
expenditure on primary education in 187°"7 I was provided by local rates, and 
44 per cent. by imperia1, or as they are now termed provincial revenues. In 
1881-82 the local rates contributed 69, per cent. and the provincial funds 31 
per cent. of the public e~enditure. In the same period the provincial grant 
had increased by only 12 per c~nt.t and the local rates by 99 per cent. 
Thus it is evident that the extension of primary education since 1870-7 I in 
seven of the Provinces has almost entirely depended on local resources, and 
it must be remarked that if its history were traced throughout each year 
between 1871 and 1882, it woUld be found that, wJ1ereas the provincial grant 
bas varied with financial disturbances caused by war and famine, the local 
fund income has remained comparatively secure. In considering Table 7 
it must further be I borne in mind that the expenditure on school build
ings is not shown for Madras, Bengal, or the Punjab, as these charges 
ap~ear in the lump and are not separated according to the class of edu
catIon. But in Bengal such expenditure cannot be great~ as the indige
nous schoolmasters make their own arrangEm~ents for accommodation." It, 
must also be rememb~red that under the heading "expenditure from other 
" ~ources " are included estimates furnished by bidigenous schoolmasters. We 
have no means of verifying these estimates which in some Provinces are 
regarded as under, and in others as over, the mark; and tliey must therefore be 
accepted with reservation, especially in Bengal, where inspection is still inade-

'quate tb the gr~t task"which the Department has undertaken. In ~ombay, 
.. ~n4~r .~hi~ ~eadit;lg, a~ft, ~i;n.~luded. 'large ~uma ,_paid by. the';~ative' ,~tates !f?r 
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schools which, though only inspected. by the Dep'artment,are in their chlU'aCter 
essentially departmental institutions. In Chapter XII we shall be careful to 
distinguish these spms from contributions made ,by th~ people • 

• 
221. The Clajms of primary Education upon public Funds gene

rally.-The controversy regarding the relative claims of higher and pri .. 
mary education bas not been completely set at rest by the change of public 
sentiment in regard to tlle cc downward filtration theory." We have already 
referred. to our Recommendations on this subject, but it is necessary, be
fore reviewing the statistics of public expenditure upon Government and 
aided primary schools, to refer more particularly to the debate which took 
place in the Commission on February 14, 1883. It was proposed that 
the Commission should assert the principle cr that the elementary educa
cc tion of the masses be declared to be that part of the St..'tte system of 
"education to which public funds be mainly devoted." To this proposal 
objection was taken by some on the grounds that, if local funds were mainly 
expended upon primary education, the higher grades of education had a 
stronger claim upon pl"Ovincia.l funds which were equally public funds; 
that it took no notice of private funds which might be largely devoted to the 
education of the masses and thus render a large public expenditure unne
cessary; and that the authorities had never intended to limit expeniliture 
to that class of instruction now defined as primary. The Commission 
thereon decided, not without protest from the minority, to substitute for 
consideration the following proposition: cc Tlut while every branch of educa
" tion can righUy elaim the fostering care of the State, it is desirable, in the present 
CI circumstances of the country, to declare the elementary education of the masses, 
n its provision, extension, and improvement, to be that part of the educational 
cc system to which the efforts of the State should now be directed in a still larger 
" measure than heretofore." This proposal was objected to on the g~ound that 
it was a vague and qualified declaration of policy; that the Government of 
India Resolution No. 63, dated February II, 187 I, had laid down the policy 
which Government meant to pursue; and that except in Bengal the local rates 
were exclusively or almost exclusively reserved for primary education. An 
amendment to. the proposition was then moved to the following effect: "That 
"it be declared that, while all forms of education are necessary for the good of 
"the community and deserving of encouragement, the elementary education 
" of the masses is that portion of the system of education that has the strongest 
"c1a.im on the State; and that as secondary and collegiate education become 
"more self-supporting, a constantly increasing proportion of publio funds be 
"devoted to elementary education." The main object of this amendment 
was to remove the impression that the duty of the State towards primary 
education might one day change, which seemed to be suggested by the phrase 
cc under present circumstances." The amendment was lost, but the sup
porters of the original motion &oOTeed to accept the Recommendation in this 
form-that whilst every branck of education can rightly claim the fostering 
care of the plate, it iB desirable in tke pre,ent circumstances of tke C01J,ntry 
to declare the elementary education 0/ the masses, its provision, extension, 
amI improvement, to be tkat part of the educational 8!Jstem to which the 
strenu0U8 effort, of the State should flOW be directed in a still large,. measure 
than heretofore. It was felt that this Recommendation did not prevent a 
more explicit declaration of the ways and means by which cc the strenuous. 
Ie efforts of Government" in the cause of primary education must be snpported. 
Accordingly a further Recommendation was proposed and adopted, to the effect 
that primary education be declared to be Illat part of tke whole sustem of public 
ilutruclio1l which possesses an almost ~xclU8ive' claim 0-11' loca' funds 8e~ apart 
for e!lucat£on' and, a large clamon'p'rdlJi,itcial reve'll}tc,: Objection. was takell 

" ", ,'''''A,~ 11 
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to this Recommendation on the ground that local rates might be fairly charged 
with the cost of higher education, and it was proposed to decla.Ip «that 
" primary education possesses the first claim on local funds, set apart for e(!u
" cation, where such exist, and a large claim on provincial revenu~.'t This 
amendment was resisted on the ground; that the imposition of local rates 
was universal except in Bengal, where, notwithstanding the decision of the 
Government of India in 1868 which was supported by the Secretary of State, 
no educational rate had yet been imposed; and that the clause" where such 
" exist tI would imply that the Commission were indifferent to the further deve
lopment of a policy which had been so instrumental in providing for the 
education of the masses throughout India with the exception of one Pro. 
vince, It was urged that the two principles contained in the Recom
mendation were sound, namely, that the local educational rate should be 
almost exclusively devoted to the education of the masses who were the 
chief contributors to it; and secondly, that the levy of a local rate did not 
diminish, but rather increased, the obligation of the State to help those who 
were least able to help themselves and yet came forward to supply local resources 
for their education, The Recommendation given above was then carried by a 
large majority, Accepting therefore these two Recommendations as the deliber
ate verdict of the Commissjon upon the question of the claims which primary 
education possesses upon public funds (whether they be those raised py munici. 
pal and rural boards in the form of local rates, or whether they be the provin
eial revenues assigned to the Local Government from imperial taxation), we may 
now proceed to tnquire how far the practice corresponds with the theory thus 
enunciated. The following figures are taken from Table 8) which has been 
given above, They show how the claims of primary education, first, upon publie 
educational f~ds, and, secondly, upon provincial funds 'assigned for education, 
were recogmsed by the various Local Governments and Administrations in the 
year ending March 31, 1882. In the last column they show the share of 
public as well as private educational funds which is believed to have been spent 
on primary eduration. The information is as accurate as we can obtain, but 
the expenditure on buildings and on scholarships is not uniformly included in 
every Province, In Chapter XII we shall give a somewhat different analysis 
of public expenditure, and the distinction between the results shown here and 
there must not be overlooked, 

Statement showing the percentage of expenditure on primary 8chool8. 
, 

, Percentage of total Percentage of public Percentage of Pro-
educational funds vinclal Educational Percentage of total educational expenditure 
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. - These figures show that in the Haidarabad Assigned Districts, in Bombay, 
the N or1;h. Western Provinces, the Oentral Provinces and Coorg, more thau half 
of> the public expenditure on education was devoted to the instruction of the 
masses •• In Ma.dras, Assam, and the Punjab, more than one· third was so spent; 
whilst in Bengal, where owing to the absence of local rates the public support 
of primary education.falls exclusively upon provincial revenues, less than one
fourth of the total publio expenditure was devoted to primary education. For 
the whole of India, the percentage of publio educational funds devoted to the 
instruction of the masses was 41 per cent., and the following Provinces were 
below that average, namely, Assam, which spent 39'36, th~ Punjab, which spent 
35'89, and Bengal, which spent only 22'83 of its public educational fund on 
primary instruction. The proportion given for Bengal excludes, however. the 
cost of primary classes in secondary soh ools. 

222. The claims of primary Education on Provincial Revenues.
The advocates of the claims of the masses have never been content with 
showing that a large proportion of public funds is spent on primary schools. 
Thfly argue that local rates being contributed by the great mass of Indian cul
tivators are local contributions, which in equity demand an equivalent from the 
State; that, in the words of ·the Government of India, the provision of local 
rates does not lessen the obligation of the State to help those who help them
selvE's, and therefore that it is important to see that a reasonable proportion of 
the provincial grant for education is assigned for primary schools. They 
call special attention to the Despatch of the Secretary of State, dated 26th 
of Yay 1870, which was the outcome of long discussion with the Bengal 
Government. That Despatch certainly enjoined the greatest caution in dealing 
with higher education, and it referred to the poverty of many of the students 
in the Bengal colleges and high schools; but it was prefaced by the following 
gE'neral remarks: "In the brief remarks which I shall offer on your Despatch, 
" I would be understood as approving generally of the main principle which 
"runs through it, namely, that the Government expenditure should, as far 
" as possible, be reduced with ;reference to the education of those who are well 
" able to pay for themselves and should be mainly directed to the provision of 
" an elementary education for the masses of the people." What constitutes a 
reasonable grant has never been determined, but it is obvious that in a Province 
like Bengal, where there is no'local fund for education to depend on, more must 
be done by provincial revenues than elsewhere. The Table shows that, while 
in the Haidarabad Assigned Districts more than half the provincial !assign
ment for education is given to primary education, and in the Central Provinces 
more than a third, Bombay and Coorg give 30 per cent., the North. Western 
Provinces 23 per cent., Bengal 22 per cent., and the rest of the Provinces 
between 18 and 14 per cent. We are, however, unable to pass over our reference 
to the Haidarabad Assigned Districts without further explanation. From the for
warding letter which covers the Report on education in these Districts we extract 
the following remarks: "The cess was originally an education cess, but is now 
~, part of a local cess connected with village police. Education, however, did 
"not lose by the change, and it receives a larger share now than formerly. On 
" every rupee of revenue paid by each field. one anna three pies or ~ve pice are 
cc levied. Or this revenue one.:fi.fth forms the school cess. The cess income for 
-,t education in 1881-8~ amounted. to Rs. 1;01,08l and each District was credited 
'~c with its own share. The administration of the fund is, however, peculiar 
co and demands notice. A hard.and-fast rule is laid down, that primaq educa .. 
"tron in Goyernment schools is not to receive more than Rs. 1,30 ,000 a year. 
u It is also assumed that Rs. 53,660 of the cess income are available for this 
"purpose, to which the Local GOTernment adds from general revenUes tIle 
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H balance to make up Rs. 1,3°,000. The rest of the cess income is s~t ~d( 
" for school buildings. If the cess income increases, so as to be able to. contrJ. 
" bute more than Rs. 53,660, then the provincial assignment proportionatclJ 
" decreases." We' have no information which would show us whether th( 
whole of the cess is annually spent on school buildings. But in Chapter,n 
of his Report the Director of Public Instruction suggests that the balance 0 

the cess money, Rs. 47,000, now devoted to buildings, &e., should be gi:en for 
the extension of primary education, and the provincial grant be raised under the 
t('rms of the Government of India Resolution No. 60, dated 11th February 1871_ 
It scems prolJable th:~,t the very large share of provincial educational funds, 
53 pel' cent., whiC'h is given to primary education in the Haidarabad Assigned 
Districts, is partially accounted for by the financial 'arrangement described above, 
-3n arrangement which treats a local fund income of Rs. 1,01,081 as if it were 
an income of Rs. 53,660. Our Recommendations will, however, if they are 
adopted by the Local Administration, introduce a change in this respect. The 
whole local fund income will in the first place be credited to the school fund 
und will be supplemented by a provincial grant. The proportion of the whole 
exprnditure born~ by local rates will then be increased, and that charged to the 
IH'ovincbl grant be pro tanto diminished. 

223. The Cost of Edubation in primary Schools.-ThefollowingTable 
giY(,s the average annual cost of educating each pupil in the pr?nary schools 
of each Province. It includes, except for Bengal and Assam, the expenditure 
upon primary classes in secondary schools; and thus it appears that in the 
I>uuj:1b provincial funds bear some part of the cost of primary education, 
nlthough we have explained elsewhere that in that Province primary vernacular 
Echools are not assisted or maintained out of provincial revenues. The inclu
sion of these 'primary classes, and of schools in which English is taught to 
Impils under primary instruction, will explain the comparatively large cost of 
f'uucating a pupil in the aided schools of the Punjab and the N orth-Western 
Prm-inces. It will be observed that the cost of educating a pupil in the pri
mary cessschoois of Bombay is very little more in the case of boys' schools, 
:lnd much less in the case of girls' schools than the cost in aided institutions. 
'rhis is explained by thelarge average attendance in a departmental school in 
Bombay, which economises the attention of the masters and other incidental 
expenses. With these few remarks we subjoin the following Table. 
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TABLE No. lO.-Statement shoUling' the average- annual cost of ed,tCal4'ng each pupil in primary 
schools in the ofllcial year 1881-.82.' 

- - . 

• D.l'll~lUI'1'U. ScHOOLS. AID.D SClIQOLS. UX .. llIlin SCHOOL" 
VIIDO tlf8l'.""lOIi. 

" --1"ltOVnrCE AND cuss OF 
SCHOOLS. Cost to Cost to Cost to Cost t<l Cost to COilt to <:ott. to 

• Total oost. Provincial Loo&l Rates Municipal Total COIIt. ProvinCIal Loeal Rates Munl~lpal Total cost. M"INc'pal 
Funds. or Cesaee. Funds. Funds. or Ceeses. Funds. t'Wlde. 

, 

I J 3 .. 5 6 1 8 9 10 1& , , 
If; 

• 
Pnlll&rYllcboolB for If II. p. R G. p. R. II. p. If G. p. If G. p. Il II. p. If G. p. R II. p. If II. p. It "" .p. 

~ 

{BOYS 6 010 o 13 9 3 7 10 0 8 2 4 5 9 0 5 3 I 5 I 0 3 3 2 0 8 ... 
lhD1US · Girls 5 2 0 211 3 o 12 II I 4 I II 5 0 2 13 S 0 0 2 0 3 2 8 5 I . 

TOTAL · 6 IU o IS 1 3 6 3 0 9 I 4 II II 0 '1 5 I III 0 3 3 2 6 6 
" 

I --
·fBOYS · 4 510 I 1 3 2 6 10 0 2 9 4 I 6 I 0 I 0 4 4 0 0 2 4 5 6

1 
... 

ltox .... r , 
Girls 6 0 '1 I II 5 4 I II 0 I 9 10 4 U 2 4 9 0 o 10 0 I 2 5 8 91 .. 
TOTAL · 4 '1 0 I 1 8 2 8 1 0 2 9 6 0 J 1 6 '1 0 3 1 0 0 51 4 6 '1: . 

I 
I · I Boys · 4 0 J 3 14 3 ... . .. ::I 10 0 o 10 7 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 7 21 0 a 5 llliluar. ' . I Girls · ... ... ... .. . II '1 4 3 6 II .., 0 1 4 '1 4 4 I ) 0 7 II 

TOTAL 4 0 3 ll4 1 ... .. :z 12 9' ou 61 0 0 2 0 0 1 I 2 910 I 0 0 8 

I 
NORTH' WasTBD ~BOY8 6 6 

I .. JIO 0 9 6 .2 10 9 0 .2 3 10 12 2 4 5 .2 0 0 8 0 9 11 9 4' I 12 9 I I'BOVUICU AliD 

01 Ol1DB • • Girls · 4 '1 5 3 2 8 o 14 I 0 4 7 1012 8 3 13 0 '" 0 3 8 6 4 I 1 5 

TOTAL · 3 10 8 010 4 ::I 10 3 0 ::I 1 10 12 1 4 2 '1 0 0 5 0 'III 810 II j I 10 2 
I 
I 

· fBOYB · 412 8 0 6 6 2 IS 8 o 12 0 '1 6 9 2 13 6 ... 0 4 7 .. .., . 
PUNJAB · Girls · til 5 0 9 1 lit lit 10 I 13 2 12 12 6 3 4 3 0 3 10 o 10 Jl 

I 

41 TOTAL 4IZ '1 0 6 8 ::I IS I 012 91 9 6 3 0 0 0 I 5 0 611 
"" -I 

tHoYS 9 CENTRAL PROT- · 314 I o IS 9 lit I 9 0 S 4 212 2 I 3 4 ... 0 I 9 o 14 '" 

DC •• • Girls 5 2 5 8 Il 0 9 6 7 5 · ... 4 9 4 0 I 3 0 . .. 0 ... 
TOTAL · lIS 0 015 0 2 1 8 0 5 5 1 0 8 J 4 J 0 III o 14 9 ., 

• ~BoYB · 2 0 8 .2 0 8 ... ... :;I 15 0 0 S 7 I 9 2 ... 0·8 2 ... 
ASSA. · Gills · ... ... .., ... 5 JIl 0 9 11 I 10 2 ... 2 1 5 ... 

TOTAL · 2 0 8 2 0 8 ... .., J 0 .. ::I 0 5 8 I 9 ::I ... 0 9 r ... 

Coo";o ·f: · 1 .. 9 on 0 .2 3 9 ... 510 8 3 SII ... ... ... ... 
• 

o ", · ... ... ... ... 14 6 0 7 8 0 . .. ... ... .. , 
\", "r;(' 

TOTAr. · 3 4 9 011 0 2 3 9 ... "I 9 2 4 .. 5 ... ... .,. ... 

. .. 
HAIDUAJl.lD As- ~ BoYII · 6 1 7 3 811 lit 0 3 0 0 4 4 I 3 o 13 ::I 0 0 6 0 0 5 ... " . ua •• » DIS-

TBIOT.. • Girls · 10 9 2 S 6 10 3 4 3 I 14 I 7 II 10 3 011 ... I 7 6 .. , ... . 
TOTAL · 6 2 4 3 9 ::I 2 0 6 0 0 8 .. 2 S OIl I 0 0 6 0 1 0 ... .. '. 

• , 
... 'J~ 

· .. 5 7 o 14 9 iii 9 7 0 4 3 3 III 010 6 0 5 0 0 o 10 2 Jl I 0 0 

, 

l~ TOTAL YO. leu t Girls · 510 '1 I 12 10 3 1 I 010 4 n 311 3 1 8 0 I 3 0 3 5 7 3 6 0 1 7 

c TOTA.L · 4 6 5 01$ 4 a gil 0'4' , 1 '1 I 012 1 0 411 0 1 0 3 0 8 0 0 

-

44 
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., 124. Reconuhendations Recapitulated.-The ReconUnendati~ns which 
have been discus~ed in detail in the course of this Chapter may now be ptesentxd 
in ~ complete form as follows:- . 

We recommend that-
( I) primary education .be regard~ as the instruction of !he ~s~es t~ro~gh 

lhe vernacular in such subJects as will best fit them fo~ theIr posltion lin life. 
and be not necessarily regarded as a, portion of instruction leading up to the 
University: . 

(2) the upper primary and lower primary examinations be not made 
compulsory in any Province: " 

(3) while every branch of education can justly claim the fostering care 
of the State, it is desirable, in the present circumstances of the country, to 
declare the elementary education of the masses, its provision, extension, and 
improvement, to be that part of the educational system to which the strenuous 
efforts of the State should now be directed in a, still larger measure than here-
~fure:' . 

(4) an attempt be made to secure the fullest possible provision for an. 
extension of primary education by legislation suited to the circumstances of 
each Province: 

(5) where indigenous schools exist, the principle of aiding and improving 
them be recognised as an important means of extending elementary education: 

(6) examinations by inspecting officers be conducted as far as possible 
in situ, and all primary schools receiving aid be invariably inspected in 8itU : 

(7) as a general rule, aid to primary schools be regulated to a large extent 
according to the results of examination; but an exception may be made in 
the case of. schools established in backward Districts or under peculiar circum .. 
stances, ~hich may be aided under special rules: 

(8) school-houses and furniture be of the simplest and most economical 
kind: 

(9) the standards of primary examination in each province be revised 
with a view to simplification, and to th~ larger introduction of practical sub. 
jects, such as native methods of arithmetic, accounts and mensuration, the 
elements of natural and physical science, and their application to agriculture, 
health, and the industrial arts; but no attempt be made to secure general uni. 
formity throughout India:/ 

(10) care be taken not to interfere with the freedom of managers of aided 
schools in the choice of text .. books: 

( I I) promotion from class to class be not necessarily m~de to d~pend on 
the results of one fixed standard of examinations uniform throughout the 
Province: ' , f 

( 12) physical development be promoted by the encouragement of native 
games, gymnastics, school-aXil1 and other exercises suited to the circumstances 
of each class of school: 

(13) all inspecting officers and teachers be directed to see that the teach .. 
ing and discipline of every school are such as to exert a right influence on the 
manners, the conduct, B.nd the character of the children, and that for the 
guidance of the masters a special manual be prepared: 

(14) the existing rules, as t6 religious teaching in Governmenfschools, 
be applied to all prim9.ry schools wholly maintained by municipal or local fund 
boards,: 

I (15) the supply of Normal schools, whether Government or aided, be so 
"localised as to provide for the local r~quirements of all primary schools" whether 
, ~overnment or 8tided, within th;e Division dI!der J~ach .Inspector : 
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(16) the first charges on. provincial funds assigned for primary education 
be the eost of its direction and inspection, 'and the provision of ;adequate Normal 
~~:' . 

(17) pupils in mUMcipal or local board-schools be not entirely exempted 
from payment of fees, merely on the ground that they are the children of rate
payersc 

(IS) in all board-schools a ct'rtain proportion of pupils be admissible as 
free students on the ground of poverty; and in the case of special schools, 
established for the benefit of poorer classes, a general or'larger exemption from 
payment of fees be allowei under proper authority for special reasons: 

(19) subject to the exemption of a certain proportion of free students 
on account of poverty, fees, whether in money or kind, be levied in all aided 
schools; but the proceeds be left entirely at the disposal of the school
man8.000ers : 

(20) the principle laid down in Lord Hardinge's Resolution, dated 11th 
October 18«. be re-affirmed, 'i. e., that in selecting persons to fill the lowest 
offices under Government, preference be always given to candidates who can 
read and write: 

(21) the Local Governments, especially those of Bombay and the North
Western PrOlinces, be invited to consider the advisability of carrying out the 
suggestion contained in paragraph 96 of the Despatch of 1854, namely, of 
making some educational qualification necessary to the confirmation of here
ditary village officers, such as patels and lambardars : 

(22) night schools be encouraged wherever practicable: 
(23) as m-q.ch elasticity as possible be permitted both as regards the hours 

{)f the day and the seasons of the year during which the attendance of scholars 
is required, especially in agricultural villages and. backward Districts: 

(24) primary education be extended in backward Districts, especially in 
those inhabited mainly by aborigjnal races, by the instrumentality of the De
partment pending the creation of school-boards,_ or by specially liberal grants
in·aid to those who are willing to set up and maintain schools: 

(25) all primary schools wholly 'maintained at the cost of the school
boards, and all primary schools that are aided from the same fund and are not 
registered as special schools, be understood to be open to all castes and classes 
of the community: , 

(26) such a proportion between special and other primary schools be main. 
tained in each school-district as to ensure a proportionate provision for the edu
cation of all classes: 

(27) assistance be given to schools and orphanages in which poor children 
are taught reading, writing, and counting, with or without manual work: 

(28) primary education be declared to be that part of the whole system of 
public instruction which possesses an almost exclusive claim on local funds set 
apart for education, and a, large claim on provincial revenues: 

(29) both Municipal and Local self-government Boards keep a separate 
school-fund: 

(30) the municipal school-fund consist of-

(a) a fair proportion of municipal revenues, to be fixed in each case 
by the Local Government; , 

(h) the fees levied in schools wholly maintained at the cost of the 
municipal school-fund; 

(c) any assignment that may be made to the municipal school. fund 
from the local fund; 

(d) any assignment from provincial funds; 
J . 
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, (e) anY' other funds that may be entrusted to the municipalitie's for 
the promotion of education; If 

<f) any unexpended balance of the school-fund from previous years: 

(3 1) the Local Board's school-fund consist of- '. 
(a) a distinct share of tlie general local fund, which share shall not 

be less than a minimum proporti?n to be prescribed for each 
Province; 

(b) the fees levied in schools wholly maintained at the cost of the 
school-fund; . 

(a) any contribution that may be assigned by municipal boards; 
(d) any assignment made from provincial funds; . 
(e) any other funds that may be entrusted to the local boards for 

the promotion of education; 
<I) any unexpended balance of the school-fund from previous years : 

(32) the general control over primary sch~ol expenditure be vested in the 
school-boards, whether municipal or rural, which may now exist 0iY here
after be created for self-government in each Province: 

(33) the first appointment of schoolmasters in municipal or b rt -schools 
be left to the town or Distzict boards, with the proviso that the master be certi
ficated or approved by the Department, and their subsequent promotion or 
removal be regulated by the boards, subject to the approval of the Department: 

(34) the cost of maintaining or aidjng primary schools in each school .. 
district, and the construction and repair of board-school-houses, be charges 
against the municipal or local board-school-fund so created: 

(35) the vernacular, in which instruction shall be imparted in any primary 
school, rp.aintained by any municipal or local board, be determined by the 
school committee of management, subject to revision by the municipal or local 
board: provided that if there be any dissenting minority in the community, 
who represent a number of pupils sufficient to form one or more separate classes 
or schools, it shall be incumbent on the Department to provide for the estab
lishment of such classes or schools, and it shall be incumbent on such Munici. 
pal or Loc~l Board to assign to such classes or schools a fair proportion of the 
whole assignable funds: 

(36) Municipal and Local Boards administering funds in aid of primary 
schools adopt the rules pJ:escribed bY' the Department for aiding such schools$ 
and introduce no change'therein without the sanction of the Department. 



CHAPTER V. 

SECONDARY EDUCATION. 

225. Definition of the Term.-Secondary education, as the term is under. 
stood in India, may be generally (though not in all cases accurately) described 
as that which leads up from the primary to the collegiate course. nut though 
its standard is everywhere higher than that of primary education, no definition 
can be framed which will exactly cover the subjects of secondary education in 
all Provinces. Its higher limit is, indeed, precisely defined by the matriculation 
standard of the Universities, since that standard has hitherto been regarded not 
only as the introd.uction to a course of collegiate study, but also as the final 
stanill1.rd of secondary schools. But the starting-point of secondary education 
necessp.ri1y varies with the varying limits of primary instruction, as that is 
unders~qj in different Provinces. Nor is the varying stage at which secondary 
education begins the only element of difference; other and equally marked 
differences are found to exist in the character of the instruction itself. In some 
Provinces the course in secondary schools is framed with exclusive reference to 
the University matriculation standard; in others, independent standards and 
courses of instruction are also found. In some Provinces, but not in all, instruc
tion in English forms a necessary part of the course; in others, the study of an 
oriental classic is reqllired, either as an alternative with English or as an inde
pendent subject; in others, again, elementary science is prescribed. In every 
Province, history, geography, and either geometry or algebra or both, form part 
of the course, though one or other of the first two subjects is sometimes 
taught in primary schools of the better class. :But with all these differences, 
there is a clear line of distinction between secondary and primary education, in 
that the character of the former no longer has exclusive reference to the ptacti. 
cal requirements of the student in after·life. In however small a degree, it 
begins to be definitely associated with what is understood as liberal education, 
and with the exercise of the higher faculties of thought. These are the lines by 
which the charact~r of secondary education ha~ been.determined in all countries, 
and. along which its development should manifestly proceed. 

Another requirement of at least equal importance should always be kept in 
view. In the words of the Resolution appointing the Commission, "the great 
"majority of those who prosecute their studies beyond the primary stage will 
"never go beyond the currjculum of the middle or at furthest of the high 
" schools. It is therefore of the utmost importance that the education they 
U receive should be as thorough and sound as possible." In the course of this 
Chapter we shall enquire hQw far middle and high schools in India satisfy the 
condition of giving an education, sufficient and completejn itself, to pupils who 
proceed no further. 

226. Instruction in high Schools.-The variety of standard above noted 
is, however, practically confined to the lower division of secondary schools,-that 
is, according to the existing classification, t; middle schools. The course in the 
upper division-that is,. in high schools-is governed throughout by th~ standard 
of the matriculation examination in which it ends. ~rhat standard, it is true, 
is not precisely the same in the different Universities of India, and to this extent 
the oourse of instruction in high s.chools will ~e found to differ. :But as regards., 
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the proO'ress of education in high schools, these differences are not important 
enough t) to :preyent an accurate comparison of Province with Province. There 
are, indeed, d,ifferences of another kind, which will be explained iD. debul 
hereafter; and of which it is now sufficient to say that while in one Province a 
high school contains only the two highest classes reading for the Entrance 
examination, and in another the four highest classes, in a third it includes pupils 
in every stage of progress from the alphabet to matricullition,-that is, it in
cludes a high, a middle, and a primary department. But if we leave out of sight 
these differences of range, and confine our attention to the highest standards 
taught in high schools, it will appear that throughout India these standards 
present no wide variations. 

227. Instruction in middle Schools.-It is veIJ: different with the course 
of instruction in middle schools. In these schools not only does the curriculum 
vary from Province to Province, but even within the limits 'Of the same Pro
vince double standards and courses of instruction are sometimes found. The 
former variation arises from the 'wider 'Or' narrower range of the course in 
different Provinces in primary and in high schools, by which the inferior and 
superior limits of middle school instruction are respectively determined. The 
latter variation is due to, Binother cause. In ,many Provinces it has been felt 
that the requirements of pupils whose education is to termmate at the middle 
stage are different from those of pupils who will pass on in due course to the 
high school and the University Entrance examination. 'The standard has accord
ingly been modified in two different directions to suit the separate requirements 
of these two classes of pupils. In the first case, the middle standard is a 
development of that 'for primary schools, .complete in itself and not looking 
to any higher standard. In the second cas~ it is ancillary to, and determined 
by, the standard of the high school to which it leads. 

t 

2~8. C.onnection of "~he different Classes of secondary Scpools. -The 
followmg dIagrams will show more clearly the general character of secondary 
schools, together with their relation to primary schools, in the chief administra
tive divisions of India. In each case the .course of instruction is assumed to 
advance from class I, the lowest primary class, to class IX or X, that of the 
matriculation standard:-

Madras. 
r ernacular Schools. 

High School 

. { VII '.' 
VI • 
V ,-

Middle School 

Prima.ry School • -{ 
IV . 
III . 
II 
I 

. \ 

Englislt Schoo"'. 

{ V~ (Entrance examination). 

Upper IV {Middle School examination) • 
Lower IV 

III 
II (Upper Primary examination). 
I (Lower II ,,). 

In vernacular schools, which ar~ examined by fixed standards and are 
ger:erally aided according to the results of examination, English may be 
optIonally ta~ght~ as a language only, from class III upwards. In English 
schools, EnglIsh IS taught as a language from class I, and as the medium of 
instruct}on'fro'm the Lower lVtIi. In: the corresponding classes of English 
and vernacular schools# the standard of instruction is practically the same.' . 
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Bombay. 

i 

PriJIIUJ.rl .Sc"'ooZ, rP'erl&acr.lar). Middl~ &"'00l8. Hii! &AooI8. 

VII (Entrance exami,nation). 

V (Public Service examina .. 
, tionJ Upper Grade). 

IV . 
III (High School Admission 

Standard). 
VI (Public Service Eumina.. II 

tion, Lower Grade). 
V • • I 

IV (Upper Primary Standard). 
III 
II (Lower Primary Standard). 
I 

VI 
V 

IV 

Th(! ordinary primary course terminates at standard IV, after passing 
w Mch pupils are admissible to middle schools, and the ordinary middle course 
at standard_III~ whence they may proceed to high schools. But a 5th and a 
6th st:mdard (still confined to instruction in the ~vernacular) are added to the 
course in primary. and a. 4th and a 5th standard to that in middle schools, in 
order to meet the requirements of pupils who desire a fuller course of instru~ 
tion, vernacular and English respectively, in the schools in which they are 
reading, without joining those of a. higher class. The certificate of having 
passed these e:rlra or supplementary standards is recognised as entitling the 
holder to enter the public service in different grades. In vernacular schools as 
they are now clasgified, English is not taught. In middle schools it is taught 
mainly as Dr language. In higher schools it is taught as Dr language and is also 
the medium of instruction. 

The system in the Central Provinces closely resembles that of Bombay, on 
which it was founded. Its character will be seen from the following diagram:-

Central Provinces. 

High 
Section 

{ IX 
VIII 

Middl. ~ 
VII 

Section VI 
-V 
IV 

Thi-r f 111 
Section II 

I 

PNmflfY Sc"'oou 
(Yernacular) • 

· VI 
V 

· IV 

Middle &"'0018. Higl. &"'0018. 

.II 
• I 

IV (Middle SOOool standard) 
III 
II 
I (Upper Primary standard) 

· III (Lower Primary standard). 

~ } Occupying half a year each. 

No pupil can begin the study of English until he has passed the lower 
primary vernacular e~mination. Classes I to III (vernacular) form the 
lower primary branches of middle schoolS, the lowest class of w hicb reads the 
upper primary course. Village primary schools have' four and sometimes five 
classes, and town primary schools have five at least and sometimes six. Accord. 
ing to the view expressed in the Report of our Provilicial Committee for the 
Central Provinces, "The town vernacular schools might in fact be called 
"middle schoolS," were -it not for the absence of'a standard of examination. 
corresponding to that prescribed for middle English schools. English is taught 
in all the classes of a. middle school, ~nd is usually the medilUn of instruction. 
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Bengal and Assam. 
Prima'!'!! $cltoOI8. Hig'" 8c'hoola. 

• 
Middle ScltoOl8. 

IX (Entrance examination). ' 
VIII ' 

VII (Middle School exami- VII 
nation) • 

VI · VI 
V (Upper Primary QIlmi- V V 

nation). 
IV · IV · IV 
III (Lower Primary examina- III · III 

tion). 
II · II II 

I · 1 1 

In each class of schools the course is distinct throughout, and is determined 
from the beginning by the final standard of each school, which is fixed so as to 
meet the requirements of different classes of pupils. The lower and upper 
primary standards have no relation to the subjects of instruction at any part of 
the cousre in a middle or a high schoo~. Again, the final standard of a middle 
school is complete in itself, and has no resemblance to that of the cOlTesponding 
dass in a high school. Pupils in middle and high schools are subject to no 
general examination other ,than that by the final standard of their class, namely, 
the middle school and Entrance examinations respectively. In primary schools 
the vernacular alone is taught: Middle schools may be either English or ver· 
nacul:1r, the only difference being that, in the former, English is taught as a 
language in the upper classes in additiol\ to the full vernacular course. In 
high schools English is generally employed as the 'medium of instruction, and 
is taught from the lowest class. In a few high schools, however, the vernacular 
is used 3:S ~he medium of instruction in all except the four or five bjghcst 
classes. 

North· Western Provinces and Oudh. 
l'ernacular 8ckoo18. EnpUsk &11.001,. 

High Section . 

Middle Section 

Upper Primary Section 

Lower Primary Section 

. 
{

VII 
• VI 

(Middle School examination) 

• { I~ (Upper Primary examination) 

{

III (Lower Primary examination) 

· II 
I ; 

{
IX 

VIII 
VII 

VI 
V 

IV 
III 
II 
I 

The vernacular subjects in corresponding classes of English and vernaculal 
schools are almost identica!. Up to the middle school standard, English il 
mostly taught as a language 'only_ Each section is for purposes of classifica 
tion treated as a separate school. 

Punjab. 
Ye1",tacula'!' Depa'ftment. • EllpU,/t lJepat"tment • 

High School V , . . V 
IV 

, 
IV , . 

{ III " 
III 

Middle School II II 
I · *' 

I 
Primary School, Upper { V • V 

Division. • . IV' · . " IV 

.{ III 
Primary School, Lower Division • 1I 

1 
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No English is taught in the lower division of prima.ly schools. In the higher 
clasSes of English schools, English is taught as a language, in addition to a 
cOurse of study which is common to both classes of schools; and in vernacular 
schools mathematics and some other subjects are taught instead of English. 

229. General Review of the Rise of Secondary Education.-The 
differences of system that are disclosed in the preceding paragraph are explained 
and justified by the different circumstances amid w~ch secondary etlucation of 
the modern type took its rise in the various Provinces of India.. We proceed to 
give a brief historical review"of these circumstances; dividing our review into 
three periods, (a) before 1854, (b) from 1854 to 1871, (c) from 1871 to 1882. 
Each period is marked by a distinguishing character of its own, which is common, 
more or less, to all the Provinces of India., 

Eefore 1854.-During the first period, which may be roughly taken as 
beginning in the most advanced Province with the year 1820, the desires of the 
people set more or less strongly in the direction of English education, as being 
that which would qualify them for the most lucrative and honourable employment. 
This tendency was confirmed by the Resolution passed by the Government of 
Lord William Bentinck on 1835. which decided in favour of education in English 
and the vernaculars, in preference to the oriental classics. After that declaration 
of educational pOlicy, the establishment of English schools and colleges became 
thE' main object of the efforts alike of Government, of the missionary bodies, 
of charitable individuals, and of the natives themselves associating together 
for that purpose. These efforts, so far as they came a.t all under the influence 
and control of Government, were subject to the supervision of honoral'Y Boards, 
Committees, or Councils of Education, to whose zeal and success in discharging 
the difficult duties which they had .undertaken, the Despatch of 1854 paid 
a. well-earned and cordial tribute. 

1854 to 1871.-In that Despatch the Court of Directors laid stress on the 
fact that the efforts of the Government had been too exclusively directed· 
towards the maintenance of colleges of a high standard, and towards providing 
a. small number of natives of India, drawn for the most part, as the Court sup
posed, from what would be called in England the higher claSses, with the means 
of acquiring a very high degree of educ:1tion. It proceeded to point out that the 
attention of the Government should now be also directed t towards conveying to 
the great mass of the people useful and practical knowledge, suited to every 
station in life. This result would be attained if there existed, in every District 
of India, schools" whose objectt should be not to train highly a few youths, but 
n to provide more opportunities than now exist for the acquisition of such an im
"proved education as will make those who possess it more useful members of 
"society in every condition of life." In using these words the Court of Directors 
had in view not merely the extension of primary and elementary schools, on the 
neceSsity of which marked and repeated stress is laid, but also the increase of 
schools of the class which are now called secondary. cr We include§ in this class 
"of institutions those which, like the zillah schools of Bengal, the district Gov
cc emment Anglo-vernacular schools of Bombay, and such ,as have been established 
"by the Raja of Burdwan and other native gentlemen in different pa.rtB of 
4' India, use the English language as the chief medium of instruction; as well 
CI as others of an inferior order, such as the tehseelee schools in the N orth
"Western Provinces, and the Government vernacular schools in the Bombay 
"Presidency, whose object is, however imperfectly it bas been as yet carried 
"out, to convey the highest class of instruction which can now be taught 

• Paragraph 390 t P~"Taph 41.' • :t Paragraph 43. § Paragraphs 43 and 44. 
46' 
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"through the medium of' the vernacular languages. We include these Anglo. 
" vernacular and vernacular schools in the same class, because we are llnwilling to 
" maintain the broad line of separation which at present exists between schoolsin 
" which the media for imparting instruction differ." The attention or Govern
ment was thus directed, not only to the provision of instruction through the 
vernacular languages for the great mass of the people, but also to the increase 
of schools of secondary instruction; and although later Despatches· recalled. ' 
attention to the urgent claims of primary education, yet it is not surprising 
that the outset of the period under notice is chiefly distinguished by the ex
tension of secondary schools-a tendency which made itself felt, more or less in 
different Provinces, up to its close. 

1871 to 1882.-Towards the close of the period just described, successive 
reviews of the progress of education in India, undertaken by the Home a:uthor-
ities, drew prominent attention to the need of extending elementary education 
among the masses of the people. Accordingly throughout the next period, from 
18 71 to 1882, in which the control of education was transferred to Local 
Governments, the extension of secondary is much les~ marked than that of 
primary education, for the support and development of which local cesses had 
bern raised in most Provinces. It should be here stated, and will be shown 
at length hereafter, that any comparison of progress between the first and 
the last year of this period becomes a matter of extreme difficulty owing 
to four causes :-( I) the more definite classification pf primary and secondary 
schools in accordance with the standards prescribed by ·the Government of 
India, which resulted in the transfer of a great number of schools from one 
class to the other; (2) the separation of the middle departments of high 
813110015, and of the primary departments of high and middle schools, and their 
exhibition -as' separate schools with corresponding separation of expenditure; 
(3) the exclusion of schools for Europeans and Eurasians from th¢ Tables of 
attendance and expenditure for 1881-82; (4) special differences of classifica
tion affecting the North. Western Provinces and Oudh. But notwithstanding 
these sources of uncertainty, it may still be possible to trace and exhibit the 
main lines of the policy followed in each Province with regard to secondary; 
education. 

230. Secondary Education in Madras: Before 1854.-The Board 
of Public Instruction, appointed in 1826, established, in addition to nearly 100 

elementary schools in the Districts, a training school in :Madras which in later 
years became the basis of the high school of that town. The University Board, 
which ultimately replaced the Board of Public Instruction, open~ two pro
vincial schools of the same standard as the Madras High School, one at Cudda
lore in 1853, and one at Raja~hendri in 1854. The missionary bodies were 
working with much greater success towards the same end; and before .1849 
they had opened a large nUJPber of secondary schools in which English was 
taught, besides vernacular schools chiefly ot an elementary character.' Pachai .. 
yappa's Oentral Institution was established at Madras in 1842. out of the accu. 
mulated funds arising from a native bequest- for ch~ritable purposes; and in 
1854 this school with its two branches was educating about a thousand pupils. 

Madras: 1854 to 1871.-Towards the beginning of this, period there 
were, under the management of Government, four high and seven middle Schools, 
educating in all 1,631 pupils. Qf the four high schools, three were afterwards 
raised to the rank of colleges. A scheme was set on 'foot for the establishment 
of 100 vernacular cc taluka " schools, to serve as models j but owing to the 
inditier:ence of the native community to vernacular education 'Other than that 

• 7th April 18591 24th December 1t63; ,25th April 1864· 
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provided in tlle indigenous schools, it was ,afterwards found expedient to add 
instruction in the English language to the regular vernacular course. :Meanwhile, 
thE? grant-in-aid system was being introduced, for the encouragement of ,private 
effort in ,this class of education. In 1859 the Director of Public Instruction 
wrote as follows: "In all. our educational operations, the eventual resort to the 
,e grant-in-aid system as the main course of action should be steadily kept 
'e in view . • • •. Although it is probable that the time is still far distant 
" when it will be possible to dispense with the limited number of Government 
" schools which have been or are likely to be established, I would view these 
" schools rather as pioneers, and as models to be followed and eventually to be 
"superseded by others established, on the grant-in-aid system." In 1870-71 
there were 14 high and 67 middle schools under Government management, and 
40 high and 523 middle schools under private bodies, together educating 43,700 
pupils, including about 2 I ,000 pupils in primary classes. Every District except 
one had a high school, either Government or aided. The grants to aided 
schools increased at a much more rapid rate than the expenditure on depart
mental institutions. The requirement of the Despatch of 1854, that stress 
should be laid on the vernacular languages, was met by the exclusion of English 
from the two lowest classes of primary schools, and by the adoption of the 
T'ernacular as the medium of substantive instruction in the three classes next 
above them. 

1871 to l88S.-In this period, the liberal policy of previous years was to 
some extent reversed. There was a serious loss in the number of secondary schools, 
and the reduction fell with exclusive weight on ~ded institutions. Government 
and aided high schools for boys increased from 52 to 69, the increase being equally 
divided between the two.classe!l of schools. In aided middle schools for boys 
there was a loss of 200, while Government institutions of the same class in
creased by 66. The number of aided middle schools for girls also fell from 83 
to 18, while the Department itself established one high and three middle 
schools of this class. 'fhe remarkable decrease shown in the number of middle 
schools is ascribed in a great measure, by our Provincial Committee for lfadras, 
to the introduction of a more accurate system of classification. Still, there is 
good ground for beHeving that during the period under review there was an 
actual and considerable decrease in the number of aided middle schools. It is 
to be noticed that the reduction in the numbers returned was coincident with 
the elaboration of proposals for altering the grant-in-aid rules in the direction 
of greater stringency, a change whiC'h was carried out in spite of vigorous 
protests on the part of managers of aided schools. The salary-grant system, 
by which the' grants to secondary schools were chiefly regulated, had been 
settled in 1865; and in 1873 Government announced its intention of transfer
ring to primary education some portion of the funds until then devoted to 
secondary. Large reductions were accordingly proposed in that year, and again 
in 1875, in the existing rates of aid. The expenditure from Provincial reve
nues upon aided schools fell in the period under review from Rs. 2,38,000 to 
Rs. 77,000, the last amount, however, excluding expenditure on schools for 
Europeans and Eurasians and on attached primary schools. The more accurate 
classification of schools, to which reference has been made as explaining the 
apparent decrease in the number of se('ondary schools and in the expenditure 
on them took place in 1875-76; and in that year the Gov~rnment expenditure 
on aided secondary schools accordingly fell from Rs. 1,96,000 to Rs. 1,53,000. 
In the' three following years it ranged between Re. 1,35,000 and Rs. 1,29,000; 
in 1879-80 it fell to Rs. 1,15,000; in 1880-8 I to Rs. 90,000; and finally in 
1881-82 to Rs. 77,000. There is 'therefore reason to believe that other causes, 
in addition to greater accuracy of classification, tended in these later years ·to . \ 
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diminish the number of middle schools. Fear of rednctionin the rates of' aid, 
followed by actual reduction as the rules came gradually into force, appears to 
have had no slight influence in retarding the progress of middle educatIon. 
'rhe unaided schools returned for 1881 .. 82 included/l'z high and 299 middle 
schools for boys, and 23 middle schools for girlsl educating together 4,929 
pupils; and the large number of unaided schools appears to show. how ill .. 
adapted the new grant-in-aid rules were to the encouragement of private 
enterprise. The number of pupils in secondary schools of all classes shows a 
large apparent decrease; but if the necessary 'corrections are made on account 
of the two causes above specified, it will appear that there was little actual loss. 

The reductions which we have mentioned as having been made in the 
amount of grants-in-aid, though arresting the progress of aided education, 
had a useful effect in bringing about an increa,se in the scale of fees. Com .. 
mittees, including Government officers and the managers of aided schools, were 
appointed to consider the rates of fees in schools of every class, with the 
result that, while the fees in all schools were raised; higher rates were fixed for 
Govetnment than for aided schools, and for schools in the town of Madras than 
for those in the mofussil. . 

231. Secondary Education in Bombay: Before 1854.-The history of 
education in Bomba.y, from near the close of the first quarter of the present 
century to the end of thIS period, is chiefly a record of missionary enterprise 
and of the operations of a private society. Though the efforts ofr the Mission
aries were for the most part confined to elementary vernacular education, yet 
at various places in the Districts English schools and schools , fo~ the trailing 
of teachers were opened between 1820 and 1840. In the town of Bombay 
itself, the Anglo-vernacular school established by Dr. John Wilson in 1832 
(which in latex years became the Free General Assembly's Institution), and 
the Robert Money School established in 1837. testified to the efforts of mis
siomu'y bodies. The Bombay Native Education Society was established in 
1823. With the assistance of Government in aid of liberal private contri
butions, it applied itself to the task of establishing vernacular schools through
out the mofusail, and of compiling and distributing improved school-books. 
The Society also opened in 1825 an English school in Bombay under a 
European head-master, which soon rose to 'a state of high efficiency; and 
it subsequently established schoolS! in three other towns. In 1840 the Society 
gave place lio the Board oJ Education, which cthenceforward played a leading 
part in the history of educational progress, as the central organising body 
directing and supervising the extension of education of every class through .. 
out the Presidency. Besides undertaking the control of vernacular educa
tion, the Board established a number of English schools, which were regarded 
as forming an essential part lin any complete system of national education. 
The entire management of the Elphinstone InstitutiQn in Bombay :was also 
entrusted to the .Board. Sir Erskine Perry succeeded to the preside~cy of 
the :Board in 1843- He was a strong advocate of English schools and of the 
theory of "downward filtration;" and during the nine years that he beld 
office the number of English schools under the Board was doubled. After his 
retirement in 1852, the efforts of the Board were mostly directed to the exten
sion of primary schools; but it was far from neglecting English education, and 
when it laid aown its office in 1855, ther~ was an English school in every 
District but one of the Presidency. The direct efforts of Government in 
secondary education were confined, during this period to the eRtablishmelit of 
the school departments attached to the Poona and Elphinstone Oolleges.. ') 

I 1854 to 1871.-At the outset of this period there 'were" under the' direct 
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control of the De~,artment, 20 English schools, high and middle, including 7 in 
Native States; thet~ weJ;'e also 10 aided and. inspected schools of the same 
cla\s under private m~agers; and f ~ unaided schools, chiefly under mission. 
ary bodies, whose efforts, the Department at the time steadily refused to aid. 
These 42 schools educat~ altogether 5,600 pupils; and they were accepted 
as sufficient for the im.media~e needs of the Presidency. In these earlier years 
the attention of the Department was confi~ed to consolidating and co-ordinating 
the existing system, whioh provided for the establishment and support of (I) 
indigenous sohools, (2) primary schools in towns and in villages, (3) taluka or 
middle schools, English and vernacular, and (4) high schools. The course in 
each class of schools was intended to be complete in itself, though at the 
same time facilities were offered to pupils desiring to pass from. any sohool to 
one of the next higher class. In the later years of this period, from 1865 to 
187 1, greater attention was paid to the claims of secondary education. The 
teaching staff of high sohools was strengthened; definite standards of instruc
tion and examination were laid down; and an entrance test was prescribed' 
for all Government high and middle schools. The number of Government 
secondary schools rose from 23 with 3,183 pupils, to 147 with 9,045 pupils. 
There was a considerable increase in the number of secondary schools in 
Native States, which though maintained from the revenues of those States are 
managed by the Department. The grant-in-aid system of payment by results 
was introduced in 1865; and missionary institutions were then for the first 
time made eligible for grants-in-aid. The system was soon declared to be suit
able only for schools of secondary instruction, in the promotion of which Gov
ernment might reasonably demaml fuller co-operation and a readier initiative 
on the part of those who were to be benefited by it. Still, from one cause 
or another, very little advantage was taken by the people of the oppor
tunities of education which the system afforded. The limited operation of the 
scheme was charge~ partly to the want of enlightenment of the native com
munity, and partly to the numerical weakness of the missionary bodies. In 
1870-71, the number of secondary schools receiving aid, including 18 schools for 
Europeans and Eurasians, wa's only 4I, of which 8 were middle schools for girls. 
The total number of secondary schools increased from 42 with 5,600 pupils, to 
209 with 15,527 pupils. Compared with some'other Provinces, therefore, the 
development of secondary education in Bombay during this second period must 
be pronounced to have been weak; on the other hand, the policy of the 
Government was avowedly an<\ strongly directed during the same period to the 
claims, and its efforts to- the extension, of primary education. 

1871 to 1882.-The operations of the Department in regard to secondary 
education during this period may be seen from the following statement. In 
1870-71 there were under the direct control of the Department 10 high schools, 
47 middle schools of the first grade, and 90 middle schools of the second grade. 
In accordance with the policy of ultimately supplying each District with a 
high school, the number of high schools was increased from 10 to 19. Of the 
47 first grade middle schools, 13 were eithe:r raised to or amalgamated with high 
schools. 5 had heen so amalgamated prior to 1870-71, 10 were closed, and 6 
new ones opened ;' there remained, therefore, 25 independent schools of this 
grade. Middle schools of the second grade are described as cc vernacular schools 
~, with an attached English class." The pOlicy of tbe Department has been to dis. 
courage schools of this kind unless the people come forward to bear the additional 
cost of their maintenance. They are the first to feel the effect of agricultural 
depression; and owing to the inability of the people to provide the sala·ries of 
the English teachers, the number of. second-grade middle schools fell to about 
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45 ,between: t873 and 1879. ,,In the n~xt three years, "Nhe~ the country 
11ad recovered irom the effects of famme, the number agam rose to 86; 
this increase having been effected without entailing ~ny extra cost on the 
Government. Hence the general effect on Government/schools of this·class 'Was 
that those for the maintenance of which Governme'!lt is directly responsible, 
rose from 52 (10 high and 42 middle) to 61 (t9 l)igh and 42 middle); while 
those of a lower class, in which ·the e~tra cost is met by the people themselves, 
fell from 90 to 86. The total expenditure on, Government secondary schools 
rose from. Ra. 3,48,000 to Rs. 3,82,000; the whole of the increase being met 
by increased fees. The number of boys in Government schools increased 
during this period from 9,045 to I I, I 70; primary departments being in ea.ch 
case excluded. Efforts were made to give a more practical turn to secondary 
instruction by the establishment of agricultural and drawing classes in many 
high schools. 

As regards aided schools, the state of the Provincial finances in 1875 led 
the Government to reduce the total allotment for grants-in-aid to Rs. 7°,000. 
The reduction was not, however, intended to be permanent; and after 18,8, as 
the pressure caused by the famine was lightened, the grants were again consider, 
ably increased in order to meet the increased demands arising from the greater 
number and efficiency of aided schools. A comparison of the first and last years 
of the period from 1871.to 1882 shows that the grants to aided schools of second .. 
ary instruction for natives only increased from Rs. 28,048 to Rs. 59,642, and the 
number of pupils receiving such instruction in aided schools from 4,662 to 
5,561 • During the same 'period, the grants to "Schools for Europeans and 
Eurasians increased from Rs. 49,5°8 to Rs. 64,718. The number of aided 
middle schools for native girls increased from 3 to 9, and the pupils in them 
from 198 to ·555. The expenditure from public funds on the education of 
11,200 pupils in 147 Government schools was Rs. 2,19,657; while that on the 
education of 5,600 pupils in 53 aided schools was Rs. 59,642. 

On the whole the expenditure from public funds on Government and 
aided schools for secondary instruction showed no great increase during the 
period under review; at the same time there was an increase of 22 per cent. 
in tbe Dumber of their pupils. The number of unaided schools atso largely 
increased, from 39 with 1820 scholars in 1870-7 I, to 66 with 6,527 scholars in 
f 88 1-82; these being mostly schools under departmental management in 
Native States. A marke4- feature in the Bombay'.secondary system is that 
the schools, though few in number, have a much larger average attendance 
than in any other Province of India, being between two and three times as 
large as in Madras or Bengal. This fact is of importance in comparing the 
different systems in the point of view of economical working. 

• I 

232. Secondary Education in Bengal.-In dealing with secondaryedu
cation in Bengal, it should be explained at the outset that middle and high 
schools in this Province contain children reading from the lowest primary 
classes. The attendance in secondary schools will therefore appear far larger 
than in those Provinces in which a different system prevails. The necessary 
adjustment will be made hereafter, when we come to compare the figures for 
different parts of India; but meanwhile it will be sufficient to say that in 
Bengal 39 per cent. of the pupils in high schools,,' 78 per cent. in middle 
English schools, and 83 per cent. in middle vernacular schools, are in the 
primary stage. In the other Provinces of India most of' these pupils would be 
classified llnder primary arid not under secondary instruction. 

. . , 

Before 1854.-The establishment in 1817 of the HindU: College of Calcutta, 
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by the volunbtry contributions of wealthy lIindus, 'defined the direction in which 
the desi:res of the native community had by that time set. ThQ large-hearted 
benevolence of David Hare, and the missionary zeal of Dr. Duff, tenden alike 
to the same end, namely, the spread of English education. In 1817 the School. 
Book Society was established by private eff.ort, with the object of preparing and 
distributing text. books in English and the vernacular; and it shortly after 
received a Government grant -of Rs. 500 a month, which it enjoyed for 60 
years. The General Committoo of PubliC} Instruction was appointed in 1823, 
and soon began that controversy between the advocates of English and of 
oriental learning, which was..finally settled by the publication :of Macaulay's 
celebrated Minute. The policy of Lord William Bentinck and his successors 
was to increase the nU'Olber of English colleges and schools; and the Council 
of Education, which in 1842 took the place of the General Committee of 
Public Instruction, aimed at providing each District with an English school. 
In 1855 the newly formed Department of Public Instruction received charge 
of 47 Anglo-vernacular schools with 7,412 pupils, besides 26 vernacular schools 
of the middle class): the remnant of the 101 cc Hardinge" schools that had 
been set up under the Council of Education. 

1856 to 1871.-This period is characterised by the remarkable develop
ment of the grant"in-aid system, which was readily accepted by the people of 
Bengal as a means of providing themselves, beyond the necessarily limited range 
of' the Government system, with the secondary schools that they required. 
Within a year and a half of the promulgation of the rules, the whole of the allot
ment for grants-in-aid was taken up by 79 Anglo-vernacular and 140 verna
cular schools, chiefly in the metropolitan Districts. The grant-in-aid system 
steadily advanced in popularity; and by 1862-63 it had far outstripped that of 
departmental schools in the field of secondary education. In 1870-7 I, the 
number of Government high English schools h~d increased to 53 with 10,100 
pupils; the middle schools, almost entirely vernacular, were 2 17 with 12,400 
pupils. The aided system covered a much wider area, and included 80 high, 
55 I middle English, and 769 middle vernacular sC?hools. There were also 19 
high and 94 middle schools that were unaided; but they furnished no de
tailed returns to the Department. The expenditure by Government in aiding 
1,400 secondary schools for boys, with 68,000 pupils, amounted in 187 I to 
RS.3,31,000. The Government expenditure on 270 secondary schools under its 
own management, with 22,500 pupils, amounted to Rs. 2,80,000. Throughout 
this period very liberal provision was made by Government for scholarships 
linking the lower schools by a progressive chain to the higher, and the higher 
to the colleges. The coc;t of these scholarships to Government waa Rs. 1,42,000 
in 1870-71, and almost from the first they, were open to competition by pupils 
in schools of every class, Govemm~nt, aided, and unaided. 

1871 to 1882.-Duringthis period, namely, in 1874, the Province of Assam 
was separated from Bengal, carrying with it 12$ secondary schools. Between 
187°"71 and 1881-82 the number of Government and of aided secondary schools 
alike decreased; the former from 270 to 245, the latter from 1,400 to J,3 70. The 
decrease was due to the following causes: (I) the separation of Assam; (2) 
the return of schools for European boys under a distinot heading; (3) the 
stoppage of all new grants and the withdrawal of many old pnes in 187°-7 1 ; 

(4) the reduction of the grant-in-aid allotment in 1876-77, necessitated by 
the pressure arising out of the famine in Behar; (5) the measures taken 
in the later years. to prevent the multiplication of inefficient schools" which 
resulted in the transfer of some to the vernacular class, and in the withdrawal 
of grants from others. The reductions in 1870-71 which, in the words of the 
Director, "caused 'such widespread distrust of' the intentions of Government 
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"that it can only be described as a state of actual panic," but the effects of whicn 
were more seriously felt in the two following years, were made hl con:e. 
quence of the desire of Governmen~ t~ transfer grants fr?m secondary to 
primary education. In 1870-71 no gIrls . sch~ols were speCIally r.e~ed as 
secondary; in 1881-82 the necessary classificatIon was made. The gIrls schools 
of this class were, at the later date, 2 high, 5 middle English, and: 15 middle 
vernacular. All but four were aided schools; and together they educated 
1,05 1 pupils. Taking all classes of recorded schools toge~her, it ap~ that 
during the period from 1870-7 I to 188 I -82, the number of hIgh schools lncreased 
from 133 to 209; and that of middle schools from 1,537 to 1,682. The 
expenditure from public funds on 245 Government schools for secondary 
instruction, with 27,000 pupils, fell from Rs. 2,80,000 to RSt 2,53,000. The 
public expenditure on grants-in-aid to 1,370 secondary schools, with 84,000 
pupils, fell from Rs. 3,3 1,000 to Rs. 2,99,000. The reduction in the grant-in
aid allotment during the Behar famine was not again fully made up: owing to 
the constant and (latterly) the increasing demands made upon the State funda 
by primary education. 

233. Secondary Education in the North-Western Provinces and 
Oudh: Before 1854.-The, North-Western Provinces were created a distinct 
Government in 1843. When in that year the Local Government received from 
the Council of Education the control of educational affairs, in defining its future 
policy it pointed to the diverse conditions that prevailed in Bengal and in the 
N orth ~ Western Provinces, as showing how little encouragement was offered by 
the circumstances of the Upper Provinces to English education, and how small, 
comparatively, was the success that might be expected for English schools. 
11 L11erefore resolved to lay special stress on the cultivation of the vernacular 
l:mguages; and to employ them largely as the medium of instruction. At that 
time there were, besides the three colleges of Benares, Agra, and Delhi, with their 
3,ttached school departments, nine Anglo-vernacular schools, of which latter 
all but three had disappeared in 18S4,-namely, those at Bareli, Sagar, and 
Ajmir. The cause of this serious decline in the number of schQols may be 
traced to the attempts, often injudicious or premature, that were made to 
establish English so110018 after the issue of Lord William Bentinck's Resolution. 
The schools that survived at the close of this period were, if few in number, 
well organised and successful. 

1854 to 1871.-Durrng this period improvement went on hand in hand with 
gradual extension; and in 1867-68 there were 31 Government schools in the 
North-Western Provinces and Oudh, of which 8 read up to"the matriculation 
standard and were therefore high schools, tlie remaining 23 being middle 
schools. In 1871 there wers 88 high and middle schools under the control 
of Government, educating together XI,500 pupils. There were at the same 
t~e 182. high and middle schools, with 16,200 pupils, receiving grants-in
ald .. It IS to be observed, however, that the title of many of the middle 
~nglish schools to be so classed lay solely in the fact that a little English was 
taught in them in addition to the verrracular course. Of ' another order were 
the tahsili schools, in which a sound vernacular education was' given to such a 
standard as would justify their inclusion in the rank of secondary schools. The 
system. spread and flourished, so ·that in 1865 there were in these Provinces 
some 18,000 scholars in schools of this class. In 1869, however, an. increase 
in the rate of fees was followed by a sensible diminution in the' attendance. 
The Qriginal grant-in-aid rules were modified in 1858, and were not unfavour. 
able. to the managers of missionary schools, whose principle it was, while 
levYlll~ fees whenever they cou~d, to admirniany pupils free of cost. Still, the 
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system was slow in. making i~ way among the people. In 1860" ,when the 
Gove~ent expenditure on education was about 9t lakhs, only Rs. 16,000 
wel'e given in grants. In 1804, under a more liberal code of tules, thf;} amount 
granted to 72 schools and colleges was Rs. 80,000; and in 1870-71, 235' insti
tutions received Rs. 1,76,000. But the great majority of these schools were 
still under the management of missionary ·bodies; and of genuine native effort 
in the promotion of secondary education there was little trace. At .the head
quarters of most Districts, Government high schools had been established; 
but in some cases there already existed an aided school which was thought to 
be adequate to the needs of the locality. 

1871 to 1882.-The figures for this period show very extensive changes 
in the provision of secondary education. The number of Government schools 
appears to have risen from 88 to 522 ; but the increase is actually due te a 
mere change of classification. For 1870-71, the tahsili schools, then numbering 
273, were returned under primary instruction, on the ground that the vast 
majority of their pupils were in the primary-stage. For 1881-82, these schools 
(though not their primary pupils) are rightly returned as secondary. Again, 
the 455 middle vernacular schools of 1881·82 include a large number (not 
less than 200) of halkabandi schools which have reached the middle stage of 
instruction, and which are now no longer distinguished in the returns from tahsili 
schools of the same rank. The number of advanced halkabandi schools is not 
known for 1870-7 I, but two years later they were returned at 342. There 
is, therefor~, little ground for supposing that the departmental system has 
been extended. within this last period; though owing to ordinary processes 
of development, the 20 ~igh and 35 middle English schools of 1870-7 I had 
increased in 1881-82 to 25 high and 42 ~iddle English schools. In aided 
schools the losses were severe. The number of English schools receiving 
grants fell from 182 to 56. But it should be noted that of the 182 schools 
returned in 1&7°-71 as aided, 75 were in reality departmental schools receiv
ing a small grant-in-aid for the maintenance of an attached English class. 
Schools of this character were, however, soon found to be unsatisfactory; 
and the grants for the support of the English classes were withdrawn from a 
large number. A similar decrease took place in the number of aided schools 
for girls, which fell from 26 to 3. Generally, it may be noticed that the 
grant-in-aid system made very little way with the people, and that whatever 
advance there was in secondary education was due to the success of the 
Government schools. In 522 schools of this class, 6,500 pupils were educated 
at a cost of Rs. 2,25,548 to public funds; in 66 aided secondary schools, 
2,7oq pupils were· taught at a cost to public funds of Rs . .13,442. The 
returns for 188 I -82 give only 5 unaided secondary 'Schools in these Provinces, 
educating 50 pupils. 

234. Secondary Education in the Punjab.-Up to the year 1861 the 
number of students learning English did not exceed 4,500. Within the next five 
years the Dumber bad increased to more than 13,000. The belief that a knowledge 
of English would lead to profitable employment had~ot a~road; and it was 
ruled that an elementary English class might be opened in any vernacular 
school, if the people would guarantee a subscription of Rs. 15 a month, to be 
mAt by an equivalent grant from Government. In 1866 there was at the head
quarters of nearly every District a Government or an aided mission school of a 
superior class. The grant-in-aid rules now in force had been sanctioned 
in the previous year; and in 1866 there were 18 schools of the higher and 
52 of the middle class receiving grants-in-aid. Between 1866 and 1871 the 
number of English students greatly decreased. It ha~ been decided to require 
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an elementary knowledge of the vernacular be(OfEi allowing a. boy to- begiithe : 
study of English, and the total number o~ scho!ars learning' EngliSq. in, the 
Punjab rapidly fell to below 8,000 in lSi. ; 'of t'(tese, the great majority were 
pupils in middle schools. The study of English, it' was held, had then been 
placed on a sound footing, riot only by the orders just quoted, but also by the 
rernlation that the vernaoular was to be employed as the medium of instruction 
u;to the middle school examination, instruction through English being confined 
to subjects above that standard. In 1871 there were, under the management 
of Government, 4 high and 97 middle schools, English and vernacular; there 
were also 10 high and 37 middle sohools reoeiving grants in aid. ~he tot:il 
number of pupils in them was 14!800; but excluding the primary departments, 
the number of boys attending classes for secondary education was estimated 
at 2,314, 

During the following period, from 1871 to 18~2, the number rose to 6,200. 
There was a sufficient improvement in the standard of attainments, and the 
promise of Government to reserve a share of offioial appointments for these who 
had passed the middle school examination, made th~se schools more popular. 
On the whole, however, there was little independent desire for education except 
as leading to employment, and the grant. in-aid system made but little way. 
:Many of the schools classed as aided were, virtually under departmental manage
ment, though partly maintained from local funds. In 1881.82, the Govern
ment schools for secondary instruction were 10 high and 53 middle English 
schools, besides one high and 125 middle schools of purely vernacular instruction. 
'rhese educated 4,974 pupils, at a cost to public funds of Us. 1,99,043. The aided 
system included 12 high and 22 middle English schools for boys and one middle 
~chool for girls, educating altogether 994 students, at a cost to publio funds of 
RS.31,569- No unaided schools are returned for 1881.82. 

235. -Secondary Education in the Central Provillces.-In these Pro .. 
vinces there were in 1861-62 only one Government high school (that at Jabal. 
pur) and 3 unaided middle schools, educating together 1,046 pupils. By 1870-7 1 

the number had increased to 4 high schools (2 Government and 2 aided) and 52 
middle schools (44 Government and 8 aided); together they educated 6,758 
pupils. In the last period there was a slight decrease in the number of schools. 
In 1882 there were 5 high schools (one Government and 4 aided), while the 
number of middle schools had fallen to 48 (38,Government and 10 aided). 
The expenditure from public funds on the education of 2,101 pupils in Govern. 
ment schools was Rs. 58,947; and on that of 67 I pupils in aided schools 
Rs. 14,1 16. There were no unaided schools. .. 

236~ Secondary Education in Assam.-In A~sam, as in Bengal, high 
and mid~.le schools contai~ full primary departments. On its separation from 
Bengal in 1874, the Province; carried_ with it 9 high schools with 1,435 pupils, 
a,nd 116 middle schools with 5,344 pupils. In 1882 the high schools had 
increased to I I, and the pupils in them to 2,264. Middl~ schools fell from 
116. (26 ~ng!ish and go vernacula!) to 81 (37 English and 44 vernacular); but 
theIr pupils Increased to 5,913. During this period the efforts of the Depart
ment were directed towards making the schools more efficient and self-support. 
ing; and many middle schools, which had not proved su.ccessful in that 
class, were reduced to the next lower stage. In 1881-82 the cost to. public 
funds of the education of 3,403 pupils in 29 Government schools (9 high, '2 
middle English, and 18 middle vernacular) was lts: 39,827; and of that of 
4,085 {>upils in 54 aided schools (1 _high, 28 middle English, 'and 25 middle 
vernacular) was lts. 18,833. One high and S middle schools were unaided_ .. 

237. Secondary Education in Coorg.-An Anglo .. vernacuIar school was 
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,opened 'by,'Government, i~ l.ij5"7~t ~erkaraJ and ~~ placed 'under' the churge 
of the head of' the Basel Mission~ to whom the general direction of education 
'W~ entrusted. 1'0 the build~i o~ ,'a new school and boarding~house the people 
of Coorg subscribed a sum of nearly Rs. 10,000. Subsequently it was deter
mined to estabUsh in each of the, fiv~ talukas an Anglo-vernacular school, to 
serve as a feeder to the Central School at Merkara. These last, though giving 
instruction in English, ar~ classed as primary schools. By 1882 the Merkara 
school had been raised to the Entrance standard; and in that year it educated 
, 157 pupils in its high and midd~ departments at a cost' of Rs. 7,518 to the 
State. 

238. Secondary Education in :Herar.-Two English schools were opened 
in 1862 at Amraoti and Akola. These were raised in 1866 to the status of high 
schools;, and there were also at that time five middle schools teaching English. 
In 1871 the two high schools educated 208 pupils, and the middle schools, 
then increased to 44, contained 3,638 pupils, including primary departments. 
Between 1871 and 1882 there was no alteration in the number ofr high schools; 
but it was found that the number of middle schools was greatly in excess of 
the requirements of the people, and the majority were redu,ced to the primary 
class. In 1881.82 there were 29 such schools, imparting a course of instruc
tion extending over six elasses, in the two highest of which English was taught. 
In all the 'schools thexoe were 1,033 pupils, educated at a cost of Rs. 53, I 97 to 
the State. 
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240. Cha.nges of Classification betw~~' 1871 and 1882.~B~fore p~. 
ceeding to the remarks which the above Tables s.lgges~, it may"oo.'W'ell to 
present in a summary form the leading !esults which> they exhibit. ~ese 
results may be shown as follows:- . 

High and Middle Schools. 
- --

187°-71• 188r-82. 
) 

Schools. Scholars. Schools. Scho1e.ra. 

Government · . · · 780 69,690 1,363 6.2,52 5 
Aided . · " · · 2,25 1 132,784 1,863 11 1,018 
UuaiJed . · . · · 39 1,820 690 40 ,534 

TOTAL · · 3,070 204,294 3,916 214,Cf/7 
---= 

A point which at once engages attention is that, while between 1871 
and 1882 the number of secondary schools increased from 3,°7° to 3,916, the 
number of pupils in them shows a much smaller proportionate increase, 
namely, from 204,294 to 214,°77. It must not, however, be suppo~ed that the 
actual increase is limited to that which the figures show. The returns must 
be understood in connection with a circumstance, now to be explained, which 
makes any comparison between the figures of 1871 and those of 1882 a matter 
of extleme difficulty. In the former year, the high schools in every Pro .. 
vince contained pupils in the middle stage of instruction, and in some they 
also contained pupils in 'the primary stage. In every Province also, with the 
exception of Bombay, the middle schools contained pupils in the primary stage. 
By the Resolution of Government dated 6th January 1879, in which revised 
forms of return were prescribed for the Education J)epartm.ent throughout 
India, it was ordered that the middle, or the middle and primary, departments 
of high schools should be shown as separate schools, the primary departments 
of middle schools being similarly treated. Again, middle schools were uni., 
formly defined as those in which the pupils are reading for a standard two 
years below that of matriculation; and thus no recognition was given to those 
schools which taught a course independent of University standards. After
much correspondence the separation of the lower departments was effected in 
every Pl'ovin{le except Bengal and Assam. On the part of Bengal it was urged 
that the proposal to split up the schools in the manner indicated was ba~ed 
on the general assumption of relations between different classes of schools 
which had no existence in that Province, and that it would involve an entire 
remodelling of the educational system. The force of these representations was 
admitted. The Govermhent of India had no desire that the new educational 
forms should be so applied as to require a revision of the educational system, 
and a re-classification of all middle and lower schools in Bengal; and they were 
satisfied that such a general alteration of, system.should no~ be made merely as 
an incident of the alteration of the statistical forms of return. The various 
classes of schools in the several Provinces had, it was allowed, grown up in 
widely different circumstance!!!;' and they could <not be compressed everyw herf) 
into the same mould. Consequently,'while in other Provinces the middle and. 
primary departments h~ve since 1871 been shown as separate and integra. 
schools, thus making any comparison of the number of schools and pupils 9, 
matter of great difficulty, ,a further element of disturbance is introduced bl 
the exceptional treatment sanctioned in the case of BengaL The general effect 
uf the re-classification of schools on the statistics of secondary instructiQn ca~ 
however, b~ shown without difficulty. The number 'of seco~daXy schooIsy a~ 
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once received a nominal increase equivalent to the number of middle depart .. 
ments broken off from high schools,-that is" an increase equal to' the existing 
number of high schools. The number of pupils suffered an immediate -dimi .. 
nution by the transfer to' the returnS' of primary education of the primary 
departments of middle schools, and in some Provinces of high schDols. Within 
the region Df secondary educatiDn itself, the number of pupils in high schools 
was reduced by the number Df thDse in the middle departments, while the 
number in middle schDols received an equivalent additiDn. 

241. Comparison of· Schools and Pupils in 1870-71 and 1881-82.
The statistics may now be cDnsidered in the light of these explanatiDns. 
For the sake of simplicity the compnrisDn will be cDnfined to' SChDDls fDr bDYS, 
and will exclude the minor PrDvinces of Assam, COOl'g, and Berar. Though 
the Tables abDve given make nO' distinctiDn, in case Df Bengal, between pupils 
in the high, middle, and primary departments, yet the departmental returns 
enable us to' separate, for high and middle SChODls in 1882, the number of 
pupils reading in tho secDndary stage Df instruction, as understood in that 
PrDvince. We have accDrdingly in the figures here given for 1882 excluded 
all pupils in the primary stage of instructiDn in Bengal; and in Drder to carry 
out the comparison mDre cDmpletely, we have also Tepresented the middle depart
ments of high schools in Bengal as separate institutions. In Born bay, primary 
pupils ate excluded frDm the figures Df 1870-71 as well as from those Df 
1881-82. The returns from the North.Western Provinces and Oudh make no 
distinction between high and middle schDols, and nO' comparison under these 
subordinate heads is possible. We Dbtain, therefore, the following summary 
&tatement Df SChDDls fDr bDYs in 1870-71 and 1881-82 :-

-== 
HIlill SCHOOLS. MrnDLR SCHOOLS. TOTAL SRCOIrIlARY SCHOOLS 

1871>-71. J881.lb. 1870-71. 1881-82. 1870'71'. 1881.82. 
PROVINCE. 

Schools Pupils. Schools. Pupils. Scbools Pupils. Sohool •• Pupils Schools Pupus. Schools. PupIl •• 

---- -=-\ ..•• --------
Madril · · · · · 53 a,II7 81 4.836 SOQ ~S.977 553 38,194 60. '3,389 

:&,mba, · · · · · :10 5.U4 48 7.!l93 18(1 10,.lIS 209 I 14.110 .06 J5.329 aS1 12.103 

Beapll · · · · · 133 r8,78. 2rYl 1.481 ',537 7',363 1.869 37.399 ..670 91,145 ~ 2,076 44,880 

)lorth.Weat.&rD ~ • ... ... ... .. . ... ... 267 24,914 S90 9,157 

Puujab. · .. · · 14 J,Ci21 23 585 134 13,191 .00 5,375 148 14,8u 223 !.g6e 

CeJltral ProVinces · · · 4- 792 5 321 sa 5.1)61 48 ·.451 SCI 6.758 53 ':i,77J 

------ , 

-:;:-\"9I'IP 
----

TOTU · · .. ~S3I 3641 ..... 6 ~1"a6·7rY1 ... 847\7
8 418 30101 108,86x 

• The ligures foJ' 1871>-71 include AI!8IIIII. 

The fDregDing statement shDws that, in the five selected PrDvinces fDr which 
the returns are cDmplete, the number of high schDols has increased frDm 2~4 
to 364. The number of middle SChDD1s bas, increased frDm 2,409, Qf', if the 
middle departments Df high schDDls be added, frDm 2,633 ·tD 2,847. TO' the 
number Df SChDDls shDuld strictly be added the II high and 81 middle sohDDls 
returned fDr Assam in 1881-82, the figures cDrrespDnding to which in 1870.71 
were included in the returns Df Bengal. AltDgether fDr the PrDvinces named 
in the Table, excluding the N orth-Western Provinces and including Assam, 
there is a real increase ill the eleven years. of 151 high and 295 iniddle SChDDls. 
It is certain that the number of pupils has alsO' increased, thDugh the increase 

'cannDt be precisely computed, since WJ3 have nO' means'Df estimating fDr mDst 
.:rrD~ces the number in the middle and primary departments of high and middle 
"~,ehOols' in ,81 I,., ,The Dnly Provin~s ~hich ~ffDrd ~he materials for a cDmpari .. 
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son are Bombay, in which the primary departments have been exclqdedfrom the. 
return~ of both years; and Bengal and Assam, in which 'they have been included 
in both. An examination of the detailed Tables given above will show that tn 
Bombay the number of high scbools has advanced within this period from 20 
with 5,114 pupils, to 48 with 7,993 pupils; and that of middle schools from 
186 with 10,215 pupils to 209 with 14,710 pupils. Hence the number of 
secondary schools for boys has risen by 25 per cent., and that of their. pupils 
by 48 per cent. In Bengal and Assam the number of high schools for boys 
was in 187 I, 133 with 18,782 pupils; besides 19 unaided schools, the number 
of whose pupils is unknown. In 1882 the number had risen to 218 with 
46,0 J I pupils; the primary departments being included in each case. The 
number of middle schools for boys in the two Provinces together rose during the 
same period from 1,537 with 72,363 pupils (excluding 94 unaided schools), to 
1,743 with 100,313 pupils; primary departments, which comprise t~e large 
majority of the pupils in schools of this class, being again included. But, 
except in the three Provinces named, no estimate can be framed of the increase 
in the number of pupils in secondary schools; we shall therefore confine our 
attention to the number of scnools of that class, and proceed in the next 
paragraph to regard them under another aspect. 

242. Relative Increa.se of Departmental and other Schools, between 
1870-71 and 1881-82.-.A.n important question which requires notice in this 
connection is, how far the increase above referred ·to was due to the direct 
operations of Government, and how far to private effort, 'aided or unaided. 
To the consideration of that point we now turn. It has been seen that the 
total number of secondary schools rose from 3,070 in 1871 to 3,916 in 1882. 
The former total included 120 girls' schools, and the latter 81. The circum
stances of. this decrease in the number of girls' schools will be noticed below; 
for the present it wilJ be convenient to confine our attention to schools for boys, 
the number of which rose nominally (since at the later date middle departments 
were reckoned as separate schools, and at the earlier date but few unaided 
schools were returned) from 2,950 to 3,835. This apparent increase of 885 
schools was distributed as follows: Government schools increased from" 780 
~o 1,357, aided schools decreased from 2,131 to 1,813, and unaided schools (so 
far as shown in the returns) increased from 39 to 665. We are therefore met 
by the somewhat remarkable fact that within the period in question there was < 

a decrease of more than 300 in the number of aided schools, against an increase 
of nearly 600 in that of Government schools. It will be presently seen that 
more than two-thirds of the increase in Government schools is merely nomirlal; 
but in order to bring out the facts more clearly a summary statement of 
the :fluctu~tions for }j~gh and middle schools separately will now be given 
for the different Provinces of India, with the exception of the North-Western 
Proyinces and Oudh, the returns for which do not ad~t of a complete separa
tion, and to which w:e shall again recur. 

A.-HIGH SCHOOLS .. 

1871. 1881. 

PBOVIl!ro •• 
Govern-

Aided. Unaided. Total. 
Gove~ 

Aided. Uuaidel1. Total. IDBnt. menii. 

J.fadras . . . · · · · 14 38 I 53 2.2 41 J2 81 
:Bombay. • · · · 10 8 2 20 19 14 IS 48 
Bengal and Assam. · · · 53 80 ... 133 60 91 61 218 -
Pnnja.b • • • • 4 10 ... 14 II III i ••• :J3 
Central Provinces · · · · 2 .2 ... 4 I 4 ... S 
;Minor Pro"inc~ • · 2 ... ... 2 3 ... . .. 3 

TOTu.. · • 85 138 -3 ,,226 1I6 174 t 
88 z,a 

-
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:8. -MIDDLE SCHOOLS. 

" 18". 1882. 

PaOT1lro •• , , 
Govern- , GOyem. 

• ment. Aided. Unalded, Total. ment • Aided. Unaided. I Total. 

--
Madras · · · · 67 40S 28 500 '33 205 299 637 

Bombay · · · · 137 III 37 186 128 30 51 209 

Bengal and Assam · · · · 21 7 1,320 ... 1.537 212 1.3°9 22l 1.743 

Punjab · · · 97 37 ... 134 178 22 200 

Central Proyince. · · · · 44 8 ... S2 38 10 ... 48 

Minor Proyinces · · · · 4S ... ... 

f 4S 

30 ... ... 30 

-- --
TOTAt. 607 1.782 6S 2,454 719 I,S76 572 2,867 

- - - - -- -- -- ---

The first of these Tables shows that Government high schools increased 
by . 31 and aided high schools by 36. In the Provinces of Madras, Bombay, 
Bengal with Assam, and the Punjab, the list of Government schools was in
creased by from 7 to 9 in each case, either in pursuance of the declared 
policy of providing each District with a high school, or by the gradual rise 
of middle schools. Aided high schools increased by 1 7 in Bengal, 9 in Madras, 
6 in Bombay, :3 in the Central Provinces, and 2 in the Punjab. Furthermore, 
the recognition accorded to private effort contributed to the establishment of 
large numbers of high schools without the assistance of a grant-in-aid. Schools 
of this class are often opened in the hope of receiving a grant hereafter; and all 
are directly benefited, in most Provinces at least, by the advice and encourage
ment of inspecting officers, and in Bengal, Assam, and the Central Provinces, 
by the open competition for scholarships. Thus the establishment of even un
aided schools in increasing numbers may be regarded as a measure, not only 
of the vitality of privat? effort, but also in some Provinces of the recognitio~ 
and support accorded to It by the Department. 

The second Table shows an apparent increase of 112 in the number of 
Government middle schools, but a decrease of 206 in that of aided schools 
of the same clas.s. If, however, the middle departments of high schools be 
treated in the figures for 1870~7I .as separate schools, as they are in 1881-82 for 
all Provinces other than Bengal, it would appear that Government schools have 
increased by 82, and aided schools 'fallen off to the number of 264. This 
calculation, however, assumes that in I870-71·everyhigh school had an attached 
middle department, which wds not always the case in Bombay. In Govem~ 
ment schools the increase is confined to Madras and the Punjab, which added 
respectively 66 and 8 I schools to the list. In each of the other Provinces there 
is a slight decrease in the number. The heavy reduction in the number of 
aided middle schools shown in the Table is confined to Madras. The circum
stances of this reduction .have been .discussed in an earlier paragraph of the 
present Chapter, in which it was described as being largely due to a more 
accurate classification, although grounds were shown for the belief that the 
revision Qf the grant-in-aid rules in the direction of greater stringency was not 
without its effect in checking private enterprise. In the other Provinces the 
changes are slight, the greatest being a loss of 15 aided middle schools in the 
Punjab. 

As -regards the N orth-Western Provinces and Oudh it has already been 
~\iown that the large apparent increase in the number of Government schools 
---1 due, almost entirely to differ~nt modes of classification adopted for 'the 

60 
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two years compared; a:nd that the decrease of 126 shown in th? .number of 
aided schools was, in the case of 75 of them, merely the abolitIon. of the 
English classes attached on the grant .. in-aid system to certain Government 
vernacular schools. The reasons which in the opinion of the Department 
rendered this course advisable are given in the following extract from the 
annual report of the Direct.or of Public Instruction for 1877: "As it was 
" pronounced needful to retrench, there is no question but that the withdrawal 
"of aid from subscription Anglo-vernacular schools outside sudder stations has 
"caused less harm and less retardation than if any other class of schools had 
"been concerned. No doubt they represented a certain amount of effort made 
" by the people themselves to obtain a better class of educa.tion for tb,eir children 
" than could be had in the 'Vernacular schools, and this is the sole reaso4 why they 
"were aided in the first instance; but it has been found in the majority of cases " 
H that the effort was unwillingly sustained or fraudulently counterfeited. Even 
" under the most careful inspection, than which nothing is more difficult to main
" tain when Secretaries of Committees and inspecting officers are often changed, 
"there was always a feeling of uncertainty as to whetp.er the teachers receiyed 
" their share of pay from the subscription funds, or whether the fee entrie~ in 
"the accounts were bona fide transactions. The teachers dare not complain, 
"because if the school was 'closed, they lost their living; and they preferred tJ 
" make a false affida:vit to ruining themselves or compromising the tahsildars or 
"other people by whose influence these schools were established." The passage is 
instructive as showing how in many Provinces the same doubts and ,difficulties 
arose on the first introduction of the system 'Of grants-in-aid; and it also leads 
to the reflection whether greater care at the outset in selecting the schools or 
classes to which aid should be given, might not in time h~ve led to a consider
::tble expansion of the system. 

It thus appears that in Bengal and A.ssam taken together, and in the' 
Central Provinces, departmental and aided agency supply respectively much 
the same proportion of the number of secondary schools as they did eleven 
years ago, while' the standard has sensibly risen. In Bombay, aided private 
effort has made considerable progress, though the number of aided schools is 
still very small compared with those of Madras and Bengal. We shall here
after see, however, that small as the number of schDols is, they are large and 
well-attended; and that in the spread of secondary education, Bombay is in no 
wise behind other Provi~es. In the North .. Western Provinces, the Punjab 
and Madras, departmental agency has tQ a large extent taken the plaCe of 
private effort,-a fact which is the more remarkable in the case of Madras; 
since in no other Province of India has the capacity of private ~1fort to provide 
the means of advanced education been more clearly shown. 

• I 

. 2~3. Girls' Schoo~ in 1870-71 and 1881-82.-The summary statistics 
of gIrls schools are shown in the following Table :-- , 
--

t870-7I. 1881-82. 

Schools. Scholalfl. Schools. Scholars . 

Government • ~ 

0 · 0 · '0, ... 6 325 , 

Aidt:d . . · . · Il3 6,162 50 1,437 . , 
Unaided 0 . · . · 7 . 267 25 .. ~09 

) 

TOTA.L 
. , 

· I20 6,429 ' 8r 2,fI]I • 
-=--- . 
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The Government schools are confined to Madras and Bengal. In the 
former Province there are one high and three middle schools of this class, two 
of them being in the town of Madras; in the latter the Bethune School of 
Oalcutta ieaches in,ifs school department up to the matriculation standard, and 
no new middle school has been opened at Dacca. In aided schools the fluctua
tions are more serious. Schools of this class for native girls are confined to the 
five chief Provinces of India. In Bombay and the Punjab alone has there been 
an increase; in the former of 6 schools and in the latter of one. The girls' 
schools of Bombay have an exceptionally large attendance, averaging over 60 
pupils each. In Bengal there are now 18 secondary schools; but as in 1870-71 
girls' schools were not classified, it cannot be stated how many of the 18 schools 
were then secondary. In Madras middle schools have fallen from 83 to 18, and 
in the North-Western Provinces from 26 to 3. The loss in Madras is ascribed. 
by our Provincial Committee to a more accurate classification of middle and 
primary schools; and it has also to be remembered that schools for European 
girls are excluded from the returns of 1881-82. Still there is ground for 
believing, as already ex.plained in the case of boys' schools, that the loss is not 
altogether nominal,-a belief which derives some support from the fact that 
in 1881-82 there were 23 middle schools for girls in Madras receiving no 
grants-in-aid. In the North-Western Provinces the reduction is a real one. 
The attempt to educate girls had, it was maintained, been prematurely made; 
and when in 1876 the financial position of the Government became such as to 
render economy essential, it was believed that the abolition of a large number of 
girls' schools was one of the measures that could be taken with least prejudice 
to education. Secondary and primary schools suffered alike in the reduction. 
Unaided secondary schools for girls 3,re confined to Madras and Bengal; in the 
former Province there are 23, and in the latter two, one of these being a high 
school in Calcutta. 

The number of secondary schools is not, however, a.n accurate measure of the 
progress of female education, as tested by the number of pupils. In Bombay, 
for example, the secondary schools for girls ate so large that, although few in 
number, they contain more pupils than those of any other Province. The 
number of girls returned as being in the secondary stage of instruetion in every 
Province of India are here given: Madras, 389, Bombay, 555; Bengal, 2 I I ; 

North-Western 'Provinces and Oudh/'()8; Punjab, 8. These figures are of 
course subject to whatever corrections IMy be necessitated by the different 
range of what is known as secondary education in different Provinces. 

2.44. Summary View of the Spread of secondary Education through 
private Efl'ort.-In regard to the spread of secondary education in depart
mental schools, the chief Provinces of India exhibit no great differences; it 
is in connection with schoolg under private management that the differences 
come into prominence. Here we should note that there are two points of im
portance to be considered; the number of schools, and the number of pupils, 
which will be seen to bear no uniform relation to each other in the various 
'Provinces of, India. Our ~rst consideration will be the number of the schools 

. which, whether aided or unaided, are maintained by private effort. The num
ber of such schools, as distinguished from the number of pupils attending 
them, is evidently of importance as indicating, in the first place, the desire of 
the people to rely on themselves for the spread of secondary education, and ~ 
the second place the willingness of the Local Government to aid their efforts 
over a. large area, and at that early stage at which aid is most helpful. In this 
respect the chlef Provinces of India exhibit the widest differences, even after the 
statistics of population are taken into·account. The fact that t!J.e 68 milliona 
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of Bengal maintain,· with or withOl1~l~aid ~frOm Government, 151 high and 
1,489' middle schools. whilo in the 13~itis~ districts of 130mbay with 16i millions 
the people snpport only 22 high arid 49 'middle schools, would appear to point 
to differences either in the wants of the people and their efforts to supply thenit 
or else in the policy of Government with regard to private effort in this branch 
of education. Unaided schools in Bombay, to the number of 7 high and 41 
middle, are not here reckoned, because they are maintained from. the revenues of 
Native States and therefore afford no indication of purely private effort. lIadras, 
with nearly 31 millions, supports 60 high and 545 middle school~ under private 
management,-rather more than one-third of the number in Bengal, while the 
population is nearly one-half; and it is significant that of the secondary schools 
maintained by private effort in Madras more than half are unaided, while the 
proportion is only one-sixth in Bengal. The Punjab, with 19 millions of 
people, has 12 high and 23 middle schools receiving grants-ill-aid; and the Cen. 
tral Provinces, with 4 aided high and 10 middle schools to a population of 91 
millions in British Districts, are far below the level of other Provinces in private 
enterprise; but it may be noted that in these two Provinces no unaided secondary 
schools have been returned. Though the statistics of the North. Western Provinces 
are not given in a sufficiently detailed form for \xact comparison, yet the 61 Eng .. 
Iish and 7 vernacular schOqls maintained by pdvate managers may be appron .. 
mately distributed into 26 high and 45 middle schools; and this, with a 
popUlation of 44 millions, must be regarded as indicating either very great 
apathy in the matter of private effort or a disinclination in the Department to 
encourage it. . 

We now turn to the connected question of the number of pupils. In this 
point of view it is important to notice that the attendance of pupils in the 
secondary .schools of Bombay, whether for boys or for girls, is far higher than 
in any other Province. Thus the departmental primary and secondary schools 
of Bombay have an average of nearly 80 pupils each; while in Madras, the 
North-Western Provinces and the Punjab, the average is only 40, 12, and 26 
respecth;ely. The special system of classification adopted in Bengal makes it 
difficult to institute any such comparison; but wherever the line of division 
between the upper and lower departments be drawn, it is at any rate clear th.at 
the average number of pupils in a secondary school in Bengal falls. very far 
below that in Bombay, and probably ~low that in Madras. An even greater 
difference in the average .attendance marks the girls' schools of Bombay as 
compared with other Provinces. The facts here noted point to a clear contrast 
of policy between Bombay and Bengal. We have seen in this and the pre .. 
ceding Chapters that, as regards secondary education, the Department in 
Bombay aims at combining economy of expenditure with an equal distribution 
of high and middle schools Q'rer all Districts. It is obviously more economical to 
aid a. single well-tilled school than a. number of small and scattered institutions ; 
and the attention paid to primary education in Bombay imp,oses on the Depart
ment the necessity Df strict economy in education of a more advanced kind: 
On the other hand, this poHcy, it must be admitted, fails to secure for private 
enterprise i~ secondary education that widespread eiicouragement without which 
the people cannot be expected to set up schools for themselves. Another point 
must be noticed. The value of any such comparison as that instituted above 
is impaired by the fact that in different Provinces the range of what is under .. 
sPJod as secondary education differs widely. Thus in most Provinces, as shown 
at the beginning of this Chapter, the secondary stage of instruction compri~es 
four or five classes j in Bombay the number of classes in the secondary stage 
extends to seven, and" therefore includes a much larger number of ·pupils. These 
differences of system, are sufficient to prevent a.nY accurate comparison; hut 



th~re are gro~nds f~~ b,elieving that, th~ proportion of pupils under secoJ,ldary 
instruction tQ the population doeS ~ not differ very widely in the three chief 

~ ~ ~ ~ .J lC" \ 

Provinces of India. ,:" Y-' ,~)' '~A_, f', , 
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, .. 245., Expenditure on secondary Schools.':"Fult details of the ~~pendi
ture on secondary schools in each Province, and of the average annual cost of 
educating each pupil in schools of each class, are given in the two .following 
Tables. 
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. 246. Different ~ources of Expen~ture.-From the first of these Tables 
11 few salient facts may be extracted, though their value is impaired by .the fact 
thah in the expenditure on secondary education' in Bengal and Assam is included 
the cost -of educating the pupils in primary classes, who constitute a very large 
proportion of the whole attendance. It follows, not only that the figures for 
these two' Provinces are affected by considerations which do not apply to the 
rest of India, but also that any averages for the whole of India are in one 
direction increased, and in another diminished, by the inclusion of the statistics 
for Bengal and Assam. The total cost of a high school in Bengal is much 
greater, and the average cost of each pupil much less, than in those Provinces 
in which a high school contains only the upper classes. Hence the result 
of including the figures for Bengal and Assam will bo on the one hand to raise 
the percentage of expenditure on secondary education, and on the other to 
reduce the average cost of educating each pupil. The necessary correction can 
be applied by comparing the statistics of the several Provinces. W'ith these 
explanations the following summaries may be noticed. The totalamount spent 
from all sources on secondary education in India in 1881-82 was Rs. 40,27,000, 
or 22 per cent. of the whole expenditure; Rs. 15,66,000 being paid from Pro
vincial revenues; Rs. 1,95,000 from local and municipal funds; Rs. 13, 14,000 
from fees; and Rs. 9,52,000 from other private sources. The proportion borne 
by the total expenditure from all sources on secondary education to the total 
expenditure on education of all kinds is much above the average of ~2 per cent. 
in Bengal and Assam, where it rises to 28 and 38 per cent. respectively; but in 
these two Provinces a large amount of what is elsewhere called primary is 
included in and charged to secondary education. The proportion borne by 
Provincial revenues to the total ~xpenditure in secondary schools, which is 
39 per cent. for the whole of India, varies from 28 and 34 per cent. in 
Madras, Bombay and Bengal, to 55 and 69 per cent. in the Punjab and the 
N orth-Western Provinces; in the other Provinces it varies from 49 per cent. 
in Assam to 98 per cent. in Berar. The contributions from Local and 
Municipal Funds to the support of secondary schools show wide and signi
ficant variations; from one per cent. of the total cost of secondary education 
in Bengal, and two per cent. in Madras, to 10 per cent. in the Central Pro
vinces, and 24 per cent. in the Punjab. In Bombay and the N orth-Western 
Provinces the proportion is 7 and 8 per cent. respectively, while in the minor 
Provinces little or nothing is contributed from this source. There can be no 
doubt that while municipalities should be induced to recognise their public 
duty in this respect, as they certainly do not appear to do in Bengal and 
Madras, it is still possible to go too far, and to expend on secondary education 
funds that might more usefully be devoted to the education of the poor in 
large towns. In this view it is right to notice that the bulk of the expenditure 
on secondary education from Municipal and Local Funds in the Punjab is 
devoted to middle, and chiefly to middle vernacular schools; these funds also 
bear one-third of the cost of the Lahore Training College. The percentage of 
fees to total expenditure, which is 33 for the whole of India, rises to 48 in 
Madras; in Bengal, 'Assam, ahd Bombay it varies in that order from 40 to 35 
per cent., while in the Central Provinces, the Punjab, and the North. Western 
Provinces it falls to about 10, 9, and 6 per cent. respectively. It will be ob
served that the fees realised in aided secondary schools amount to consider
ably more in Assam, where however these schools contain attached primary 
departments, than in the North-Western Provinces, Oudh, and the Punjab 
taken all together. The contributions from' other sources,' chiefly subscrip
tions and to some extent endowments, are highest in Bengal and Bombay, 
with 28 and 2'7 ner cent. resnecth~elv of the total expenditure; while in the 

!J2 
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, .()th~r ~l'ovinces~,it',vades ho~ l'~ and 13 per cent. in the Punjab and the C:n.tial, 
Ptovj~ces to 2Q per' cent. in Madras. In Bombay, however, the propm-hon of 
~7' per cent. In«ludes the large contri~utions made?y .Na~ive States for fhe 
maintenance of their own schools, and IS therefore no mdlcatIon of the extent of 
popular support. ' Taking' fees' and' other private sources' together, it will be 
seen that ill Madras' and Bengal the contributions of the public to the cost of 
secondary education amount to about 68 per cent., and in Assam to 50 per cent. 
In the other Provinces the proportion is much lower. 

247. Average annual Cost of educating each PupiL-'l'he second of 
the foreO'oinO' Tables shows that the total annual cost of educating a boy in a 

~ ~ 

Government high school, which is RS.46 for the whole of India, varies from 
Its. 24 in Assam and Rs. 34 in Bengal to Rs. 162 in the Punjab and Rs". 239 in 
Berar. In an aided high school the cost for the whole of India is Rs. 33; vary
ing from Rs. 21 in Bengal and Rs. 26 in Assam to Rs. 89 in the Central Pro
'duces and Rs. 98 in the Punjab. In an unaided high school the average cost 
of B.s. 13 varies from Rs. 8 and Rs. 9 in Assam and Bengal to Rs. 73 in Bombay. 
'fhe low rate in Bengal and Assam, where the average cost is greatly reduced 
by the primary departments of high schools, suggests a reason why such com
parisons must always be received with caution. Thus in Bengal, when a high 
sehool contain8 nine or teh~ classes, the total annual cost of each boy in a 
Government school is Rs. 34; in Bombay, where there are four classes, it is 
Us. 59; and in Madras, where there are only two classes, it rises to Rs. 77. For 
Coorg, :Madras, the Central Provinces, and the Punjab an accurate comparison 
ean be made; and it will be seen that the cost of educating each boy in a 
Goycrnment or aided school increases in the order in which the Provinces have 
been named, the cost in the Punjab being exceptionally high. High as it 
is, however, it is exceeded in the two Government high schools of Berar, 
where a boy's education costs annually Rs. 239, of which no less a share 
than TIs. 236 is paid for him. by the State. In comparing the figures for middle 
~chool8 similar caution :must be used; for a middle school, which commonly 
contains three classes, has from two to five classes in Bombay and seven 
(including the primary department) in Bengal, while it has only two classes 
in the North. Western P,ovinces and Oudh. The cost of each pupil in an 
aided school can be best elucidated by comparing it with the cost of a Gov
ernment school in the same Province. In the whole of India, the cost of 
cducating a pupil in an ai~d high school is 72 per cent. of the cost of his edu
cation in a Government high school; the North-Western Provinces, the Punjab, 
and Bengal being below this average; and Madras, Bombay, and the Central 
Provinces above it. It will also be sMn that the cost of a girl's is far higher 
than that of a boy's education; the difference being much the greatest in the 
case of high schools maintaimd by Government. 

248. Initial Standards in secondary Schools.-On a compendious 
. review of the course of study in secondary schools or departments throuO'hout 
British India, it may be generally stated that, from the time of his ent~ance 

. upon the secondary stage, a scholar receives instruction in theJollowing subjects : 
English, th~ vernacular, arithmetic, geography and history; and that after a 
period of study ex.tending over five years, three of which are passed in the 
middle stage and two in the high, he is brought up to the· matriculation 
standard of the University. These general statements are, however, ~uhject to 
large modifications in their npplication to different Provinces, as regards alike the 
contents of the course, the period during which it is studied, and its relation to 
the ,course ~elow it.. For example, English, may be generally regarded, as the. 
sU?Ject whlCh s~eCJ.ally characterises the b~ginnings of secondary as distin .... 
gmshed from prlmary education. In some~ Provinces,. however., . English is ~ 
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~llght in primary as .well as in secondary schools; i~)~tli~rs it4

,is ~'ot it necessq.ry 
part of the course even in secondary schools, but may be replaced by a cla.ssicaI 
language, or mathematics, or elementary science. Similar differences prevail as 
to the nU!mber of classes comprised in a secondary school. In Bombay the course 
in secondary schools extends over seven years, three being spent in the middle 
and four in the high school. A comparison of the courses, however, shows that 
the initial standard of middle schools is considerably lower than the initial stand. 
ard of secondary instruction in other Provinces, which corresponds moro nearly, 
though not precisely, to the third standard of middle schools in Bombay. 
Understood in this sense, the period of secondary instruction may in Bombay also 
be taken to extend over five years, one being spent in the middle and four in the 
high school. In Berar, where the courses are also governed by the Entrance 
standard of the Bombay University, the middle-school course occupies three years, 
and that of the· high school two years. In Bengal and Assam, where the 
courses in corresponding classes of different schools to some extent overlap, 
the secondary course may also be regarded as extending over five years, three 
in the middle and two in the high school. The same is explicitly the case in 
the Punjab and in Coorg. In the North-Western Provinces the course 
occupies four years, and in the Central Provinces six years, but in neither case 
do the Provincial Reports supply the initial standard of middle schools, so that 
the materials for an exact comparison are wanting. It will, however, be con
venient, in order to furnish a more precise idea of what is generally understood 
by secondary education, to present in a tabular form a comparison of the 
initial standards, as above understood, of middle schools in which English is 
taught, in the three Provinces of l\Iadras, Bombay, and Bengal. In .Madras 
and Bengal this standard is reached after a five or six years' course in one 
school, in Bombay after a s~ven years' course in two schools. 

Initial Standards of Instruction. in Secondary Schools. 

SUBIECTS. 

I. Ellg1i~h • 

2. Vernacular language 

3. Arithmetio 

4. Geography 

6. AdditIOnal subjects 

llbDJu.8. BOMBAV. BENGAL. 

St,,,,Alara of the .'Ird'" Standard of the 3ra'" Standard of the 5th- Class 
Class of EngZ,," Schools. Class of MHUle Schools. of M/(ldle and High 

Sf'nools • 
. Third English Reader; writ. Third English Reader; writ· Fourth Engltsh Reader, dic. 

ing, dictation, and gram· ing, spelling, and simple tatlOnand grammar, tran~. 
mar; translation. iuto En· parsing in English; 18tion into English and 
ghsh and the vernaculat· ; translation into English the vernacular; recltatIOl1 
dIalogues in the Readerto and the vernaoular; re- ofseled pieces of poeby. 
be learnt by heal t; know. citation of poetry. 
ledge of English to be 
tested by sentences out· 
side the text.hook. 

Fourth Reader, and short 
poetical pa88a~es not pre· 
viously studIed; dictation 
and grammar; recitatlon 
of poetry. 

To compound rules and 
vulgar fractions; easy 
decimals. 

Prescribed portions of 
~tandard authors, in prose 
and poetry; dictation !lnd 
grammar j recitation of 
100 lines of' poetry. 

To decimals, compound 
proportion, and discount. 

Europe: maps to be shown. Asia and India in detail; 
elementary knowledge 
of the world; map of India 
to be drawn from memory, 
with political wvislOns. 

Portion of the history of the India to 1856. 
world (Agriculture may 
be substituted for history 
in rural schools.) 

I 

• The masses arlll'ookoned tsOIll the bottdm 01 the 8<Jhool. 

Prose and poetical Reader, 
dictation and grammar. 

To vulgar and decimal 
fractions, and proportion; 
Dative methods of arith. 
metio. 

Ar.ia and India in detail ; 
general knowlfc'dge of the 
world i map of Bengal. 

Euclid to I. 26. 
Mensuration of lines, and 

native methods of mensu· 
ration. 

The Sanitary PI imer, .... ith 
an additional tfl.t.bovk. 
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These standards, it will be observed, do llot greatly differ. 'The Bengal 'standard 
covers a wider field than that of Bombay, but the latter ~itbin its narrow.,er 
area is more complete. In Bombay the following subjects may also be opti~n. 
ally taken up by students of mi~dle schools: (a) fref:'-han~ dra~g; (b) .mod~l 
and object drawing; (c) practical geometry. Schools In which drawmg IS 

taught are examined once a year, and a prize is given to any scholar who passes 
in the first grade. 

It should here be noticed that our Bombay colleagues take exception to 
the comparison of standards made above; and they urge that, owing to the 
greater attention paid to the ve1'Il»:cular in secondary schools in Bombay, a 
student necessarily remains a longer time in the secondary stage of instruction 
in that Province than in others in which the attention of pupils is more exclu
sively directed to English and the subjects of the University Entrance course. 
They consider that the lowest and not the third standard in middle schools should 
he taken as marking the beginnings of secondary education in Bombay; and 
they regard the former standard as being equivalent, except in the single sub. 
ject of English, to the standards given in the above Table for lIadras and 
Bengal. The practical bearing of the argument here put forward is that, in 
comparing the number of secondary pupils in different Provinces, no deduction 
should be made on account of those reading in the two lowest classes of a 
middle school in Bombay. Calculated in this way, the number of pupils in 
secondary schools in Bombay would, in proportion to the population, be above 
that of any other Province. We have already expressed the opinion that no 
accurate comparison is possible; and for those who wish to pursue the subject 
further, the Bombay standards are given in detail at page 114 of the Bombay 
Provincial Report. 

249. The P1ac~ of English and the Vernacular in secondary 
Schools.-In those schools in which English is taught, it may either be taught 
as a language IBerely, all substantive instruction in other subjects being imparted 
through the vernacular, or it may itself be used as the medium of instruction. It 
will be seen that wide differences prevail in this respect. Again, the description 
of secondary schools given in the preceding paragraph applies only to those schools 
in which English forms part of the course. That subject, however, is not every
where regarded as a necessary element in secondary instruction; and in many 
Provinces, schools in whiyh English finds no place are included in this class. 
The latter practice appears tQ have derived it~ origin or sanction from the principle 
enunciated in paragraphs 43 and 44 of the DespatcH of 1854, in which Anglo
vernacular and vernacular schools were included in the same class, and the 
standard of instruction, in whatever language conveyed, was declared to be the 
most important element in cIas'sification. In lladras, middle vernacular schools 
form part of the recognised system, though the large majority of middle 
schools include English in their course. English is also taught as a neces
sary or optional part of the course in primary schools. In the lowest class 
of middle schools it is taught as a language only; in the higher classes of 
these schools and in high schools, it is the medium of instruction. In Bombay, 
there is nothing exactly corresponding to a middle vernacular school, ~ince 
middle schools are defined by ~he teaching of English. Dut some approach to 
it is found in the addition of a fifth and sixth standa~d to the ordimry course 
in primary schools, after the examination which qualifies for admission to 
a middle school has been passed. If." middle scho~l instruction" is understood' 
to mean that which leads on to a high school. these standards will form no part 
of it, since they have been devised with exclllSive reference to the requirements' 
of candidates for the pUblic service. But if by middle or ~~co~:l(la.l'1Jnptrp~~ 
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noD. is meant ~hat which calTies primary instruction to a higher point, the fifth 
and sixth standards, though taught in a. primary school, may so far be regarded 
as ~elonging to the secondary system. In all middle schools the vernacular is 
the sole medium of instruction; in high schools English takes its place. In 
Bengal; the greatest value is attached to middle vernacular schools, which al'C 
regarded as the strength of the secondary system; and equal stress is laid on the 
employment of the vernacular as the medium of instruction. Until six yeal's 
ago, English was the medium of instruction in all middle English schools. But 
in 1877, when the advantages of a. different method had for some time 
engaged the attention of the Department, the course in English schools was 
assimilated to that in vemacular schools; English was taught as a language mere
ly, in addition to the full verna~ular course; and all substantive instruction in 
middle schools has ~ince been imparted in the vernacular. In the middle 
departments of high schools in Bengal the old system still prevails. In these 
scbools, in all of which English is taught from the lowest primary class, the 
text-books are :ill English; and arithmetic, history, and geography are taught 
through the medium of English. A movement, however, has lately been set 
on foot in Bengal, with the object of confining the use of English as the 
medium of instruction to the four or five highest classes leading up to the 
Entrance examination; and the plan has been tried as an experimental measure 
in a few Government and aided schools. In the North-Western Provinces 
there is a well-marked class of middle vernacular schools, in which English and 
algebra are replaced by equivalent subjects in the vernacular. In middle 
English schools all instruction in the lower classes is conveyed through the 
vernacular. In the Punjab the same distinction of secondary schools into 
English and vernacular exists; and it applies not only to middle but to high 
schools. In middle schools, equivalent subjects are substituted for English; 
while the course in vernacular high schools is determined by tbe Entrance 
standard of the Punjab University. Our returns show only one high school 
of this class, that at J alandhar; but in fact the Government hi gh schools at 
J alandhar, Ludhiana, and Delhi have both English and V ern~cular Depart
ments, to which may perhaps De added the school classes of the Oriental College 
at Lahore. In middle English schools the vernacular is the medium of instruc
tion. Tho Central Provinces follow an entirely different system. There are no 
middle vernacular schools properly so called; and the nearest equivalent is found, 
as in Bombay, in the addition of a fifth and sixth class to the four classes of an 
ordinary primary school. Again, throughout the secondary course English is 
employed as tbe medium of instruction. Coorg follpws the example of lIadras, 
and Assam tha.t of Bengal. In Berar there are no vernacular secondary schools, 
and English is employed as the medium of instruction throughout. 

250. The Vernacular as the Medium. of Instruction.-A consideration 
of the diversities of practice exhibited in the preceding paragraph suggests the 
following observations with regard to the employment of the vernacular ~s the 
medium of instruction in secondary, or at any rate in middle, schools. The 
opposite practice is defended in the Report of the Central Provinces Committee 
in the following words: "Instruction [in middle schools] is given usually 
"through English. Every effort is made to teach English as a living language. 
ce It is felt that a boy well grounded in English and baving a good acquaintance 
II with one of the vernaculars, may I after he leaves school, carry on his own educa
cc tion. Boys well grounded in these languages pass more easily and with greater 
" success through their high school course than those less perfectly acquainted 
"with English." In the same way; it was formerly contended in Bengal that to 
convey instruction in history, geogra»hy, and science through the medium of Eng
lish, and with English text-books~ was to teach the pupils English as well as the 
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special subjects of study j and, by enlarging their stock of E~'glish wold~ an? forms 
of expression, to pre}lare them more thoroughly for .the En:rance exammation an~ 
the subsequent U D;iversi ty course. The more English re~dmg they got, the better 
English scholars they would be; while the study of English was continued long 
-enough to enable them to profit by instruction in other subjects conveyed 
throuO'h that language. The force of this argument is denied by some j though 
it rna; be accepted so far as it applies to the method of instruction in high 
sohools-understanding that term to signify the upper classes reading for the 
Entrance examination. By the time a pupil arrives at that stage of instruc.
tion, he may be assumed to have advanced so far, both in English: and in other 
subjects, as to be able to profit by instruction conveyed in a foreign tongue. 
The point is much less clear in the case of midCUe schools, in which, speaking 
generally, a pupil enters for the first time upon the study of history, science, 
and mathematics, concurrently with English. If all these subjects are taught 
through English, instead 'of through the pupilfs own vernacular,-just as, 
under earlier systems of instruction, Latin and Greek were taught to English boys, 
not through English but through La.tin,-it is to be feared that his progress in 
them will be slow. Proficiency in English will, in fact, be gained at the ex
pense of his general education. When, indeed, a pupil passes from the middle 
to the high school, a comFensating condition arises in the fact that his greater 
familiarity with English will enable him to advance with more rapid steps 
in his other subjects, which are at that stage to be taught through Eng
lish. A similar consideration may be held to apply to those high schools 
in Bengal in which English is taught from the earliest primary stage, and is 
employed as the medium of instruction almost ffom the outset. Every pupil 
in these schools is practically reading for the Entrance examination j and the 
question of any disadvantage which he might suffer if his education, 80 con
ducted, came to an end at an earlier stage, hardly arises. It is different, how
ever, with the course and the pupils in middle schools. The question can110t be 
argued on the assumption that every pupil in a middle school goes on in due 
course to a high school; the reverse is notorio,usly the case. In .Bengal, for 
example, it is known that the great majority of the pupils of middle English 
schools c .... omplete their education therein. Hence it becomes of the utmost 
importance to consider whether, to such pupils, the use ot English or of the 
vernacular is most advantageous as the medium of instruction. For them, at 
any rate, it would appear that the employment of the vernacular is preferable. 
A boy would in such a ca,se receive a sound vernacular education suited to his 
station in life, and he would acquire a useful, if elementary, knowledge of 
English in addition. To a boy so educated even an elementary knowledge of 
English is of unquestionable value, not only by reason of the mental training 
which. its acquisition has inv?~vedJ but also jn regard to h!s business or other 
relations with the outer world. It may be added tl:J,at the experience of the 
Education Department in Bengal offers a remarkable contrast with that of 
officers in the Central Provinces, as described in the passage quoted at the 
beginning of this paragraph. That which led the Bengal Department first· of 
all to consider the feasibility of the change was the marked superiorityf at the 
Entrance examination, of those pupils who had joined the high school with 
vernacular, compared with those who 'came with English scholarships. In Cal. 
cutta, again, w here the freest choice is open, both to pupils in selecting a 
school, and to managers in determining what constitution will make their school 
most popular, it is found that all the great middle sch~o1s of the city are purely
vOfn,acular; and that a. large majority of tbe pupi.1i In the Hindu school; ex .. 
cludipg those who have ~ee;o. educated. thprein from the beginning, co~ from 
vernacul~ and not from English schools. • We have dwelt at some length' Oll 
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the example of Behgal, because it is in that Province that the question has 
been most fully and frequently discussed, and the widest experience of oppo .. 
site~ systems gained. We do not put forward any definite recommend
ation on this subject, but at the same time we commend its consideration, in 
the light of the observations above made, both to Local Governments and 
.Departments, and in an equal degree to the managers of aided and unaided 
secondary schools. It is a question in the decision of which much must depend 
on local circumstances; and hence the freest scope in dealing with it should 
be left to the managers of schools, whatever be the view which the Depart.. 
ment in any Province maY' be disposed to adopt. 

251. Schools exclusively Vernacular.-It has been shown that in 
several Provinces of India purely vernacular schools are either recognised or 
may be regarded as forming part ,of the secondary system; and that in one 
Province, the Punjab, recognition is given to high as well as to middle 
vernacular schools. We entirely concur in the principle which underlies this 
classification, and which has indeed been explicitly declared in the Despatch 
of 1854, that schools in which no English is taught may, if their standard 
of instruction in other subjects is sufficiently high, be placed in the same 
rank with English schools. One point, however, it seems desirable to notice. 
In the N orth-WesteItl Provinces and the Punjab, where, as in Bengal, verna
cular schools of secondary instruction are expressly recognised, the study of 
English is replaced by other equivalent subjects, such as a classical language, 
or a higher standard of mathematics, or both. Weare inclined to think that 
some such eq~valent substitution would strengthen the middle schools of 
Bengal. Under present arrangements, the standard of middle vernacular 
schools in that Province is lower than that of middle English schools by the 
whole subject of English; and accordingly, in the examination for middle 
scholarships, a higher limit of age is fixed for English than for vernacular 
candidates. We would suggest that such a. distinction is unnecessary; and 
that if vernacular schools (or at any rate the most advanced of the class) are 
to take their true place in the secondary system, the course should be amplified 
by the addition of subjects forming a fair equivalent to English,--either Sans
krit or Persian (for a scholarly knowledge of the vernacular), or algebra (with a 
view to improved arithmetic), or both. These subjects form an important part 
of the course in Normal schoals in BengalJ and no difficulty would arise on that 
score; indeed, they once formed part of the middle school course, until Sir 
'George Campbell's reforms in 1872 attempted to give a more practical character 
, to the instruction in those schools. At the same time we are far from saying 
that the final standard for middle vernacular schools in Bengal (to be described 
in a subsequent paragraph) is not high enough to justify the inclusion of those 
schools under the head of secondary; and if the suggestion that we have made 
be adopted, it would be for the Local Government to consider whether it should 
not be adopted as an alternative merely, so as to allow of that variety in educa
tional institutions which, within necessary limits, is recognised as encouraging 
private effort and as facilitating educational progress. On this subject, also, we 
therefore make no definite Reco~mendation. 

252. Middle Schools: the~erent Aims.-In the preceding para .. 
graphs we have described the character of middle schools at their initial stage; 
and we have shown that, alike in the standard and in the method of instructIOn 
there is no exact correspondence between different Provinces. We shall now 
show that as the course in middle schools advances towards its higher stages, 
the divergence continues and is e~n increased. As has been indicated in a 
previous paragraph, it arises partly from initial diffel'ences in the standard, and 
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partly too (though in a much lower degree) from differences in the final standard 
of matriculation; but chiefly from the different views that may be take.n of the 
place and purpose of middle schools in the secondary system\ Are they t~ be 
regarded as feeders to high schools, their course of instruction being ultinlately 
O'overned by the requirements of the Entrance examination? or do they occupY' 
~n independent position, their studies having no relation to those prescribed by 
the University, and being determined by the sepamte requirements of pupils, 
whose education terminates at that stage P In most Proviitces both alternatives 
are more or less fully accepted. The middle school. in one of its forms, leads on 
directly to the high school course; and in another (whether that form be ex
plicitly recognised or not as coming within the sphere of secondary instruction), 
it prepares pupils for a standard independent of the University. The independ
ent status of middle schools is, however, more generally recognised in connec
tion with vernacular than with English education; and fot the most part, a 
pupil learning English in a middle school must learn it in a way determined by 
the requirements of the Entrance examination. But in some Provinces the 
course of instruction in middle schools affords their pupils an opportunity of 
gaining some acquaintance with English independently of University·standards. 
In Bombay, for example, the fifth or final standard of middle schools, the 
passing of which in the firSt class qualifies a candidate for the upper grades of 
the subordinate public service, is theoretically identical with the corresponding 
standard of high schools, which is governed by the matriculation examination 
coming two years later. :But in practice important modifications are allowed. 
'rhus in those Government Anglo-vernacular schools which are called" inde
"pendent," a standard History of India may be read instead of. the prescribed 
English authors; less time may also be given to the classical languages and 
more to the' vernacular. These provisions, coupled with the requirement of 
the" Sanitary Primer" from all candidates for the public service, impart a 
certain degree of elasticity to the standard. In Bengal, English may be 
optionally ad.ded to the course in any middle vernacular school; that course 
being altogether determined by the requirements of pupils who, without wish
ing to go on to the University, seek a bett~r education than is given in village 
schools. But in the middle schools of Madras, the North .. Western Provinces, 
the Punjab, and the Central Provinces, there is no standard of English alto
gether independent of the Entrance examination . .. 

253.lVIiddle Schools independent of University Standards.-Having 
regard to all these differences of practice, we are of opinion that no advantage 
is gained by insistin g on uniformity in the course of instruction in middle 
schools; but that the adoption of an alternative standard or standards answers 
a real need. In paragraph 17, of the Resolution appointing the Commission 
this question is referred to in the following terms: "The great,. majority of 
" those who prosecute their studies beyond the primary stage will never go 
"beyond the curriculum. of the middle~ or at furthest of the (high schools. 
"It is theJ:efore of the utmost importance that the education they receive 
"should be as thorough and sound as possible." The passage quoted touches 
another question, to be discussed hereafter, namely * the institution of a second 
standard in high schools for those pupils who do not intend to proceed to 
the University. But it has an equal bearing on the point which we are now 
considering, inasmuch as it declares the principle that the instruction in any 
class of schools sliould provide for the requirements of those who go no furlher. 
Some pupils look forward to a University career; their instruction in the 
middle stage must, therefore, be governed by University standards. There 
are others whose education. though going 'peyond the primary, will terminate 
at the middle stage; and in their case no such "requirement .exists.. Some of 
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these last may require clem~ntary htstruction in English; others will not value 
it, or are not in a: 'Position to pay for it. In both cases alike the course of in
struction should correspond with the social status of the pupils, and the general 
char,act~r of their occupations in after-life. They are above the status of the. 
cultivator or the petty trader, and therefore require, since they have time for it, 
a course ()f instruction containing more liberal elements; they are not destined 
for a professional or literary career, and therefore may rightly look for a more 
practical' training, into which an elementary course of English mayor may not 
enter. In this connection we may refer to the following passage from the evia 
dence of a, witness quoted in the Madras Provincial Report, page 94: " There 
cc is a large class of people, such as merchants with native constituents, who 
"care nothing for English. If there was an ex.amination, not quite so hard at 
"first as the middle school examination, but gradually raised to such a standard, 
cc serving as a test for admission to vernacular appointments under Government, 
cc a great impetus would be given to vernacular education." The Madras Pro
vincial Committee remarks to the same effect (Report, page 160): H The 
"middle school examination can be passed by a candidate ignorant of English; 
"but such candidates are regarded as exceptions, and must obtain special per
"mission. If the scheme were so modified as to give the same facilities to ver
"nacular candidates as to those who know English, it seems probable that a 
" considerable impetus wouid be given to middle school education in the verna
Cf cular, especially for pupils who do not go beyond." 

254. Final Standards of middle Schools.-With these observations 
we proceed to consider and compare the final standards of middles chools, distin
guishing vernacular standards from those which include a knowledge of English; 
and in the latter distinguishing those which are. independent of, from those 
which are dominated by, the University course. 

Madras.-In Madras there is a single final standard for middle schools two 
years below the Entrance examination. It inclu4es the following subjects :-

. 
t. English: Fifth Reader, with dictation, translation, and grammar. 
2. Vernacular: composition, tl'anslation, and grammar. 
3. (a) Arithmetic: to compound propOl'tion and simple interest. 

(b) Algebra: to end of fractions. 
(c) Euclid: Book I. 

4. Geography: Asia, Europe, and part of India; map-drawing. 
5. History: India: (part), and England to Henry VIII. 

:Bombay.-In Bombay the third standard of middle schools is that for 
admission to the high school course of four years, and might therefore be sup
posed to mark the close of the middle school course. But it will be convenient 
to consider the fifth standard, which in middle schools is that of qualification 
for the- upper grades of the public service, and in high schools comes two years 
below matriculation, as marking the boundary between the middle and the high 
stage of instruction. The standard is as follows, the ~x.amination being con
ducted in English throughout:-

I. English: Standard authors; 100 pages of prose; 450 lines of poetry; 
dictation, grammar, translation, composition, and recitation. 

2. (a) Vernacular: a standard a.,uthor, translation, composition, grammar, 
and recitation. 

(b) Classical language : ~\ementary Sanskrit, Latin, or Persian. 
64 
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3. (a) Arithmetic: to square and cube root. 
(b) Algebra: the four rules (with integral terms). 
(0) Euclid: Book I. 

, [CII.UC-v .. , 
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4. Geography: the world, with special 'knowledge 0: British" Foreign 
Possessions; general knowledge of o~her portIOns of the globe; 
map-drawing from memory of any country in Asia. 

5. History ~ history of India, and England to Henry VIII. 
6. Cuningham's Sanitary Primer. 

This is the standard in high schools. and bears a close relation to the Entrance 
standard two years later. In" independent" middle schools, which read more 
exclusively for the public service examination, a standa.rd history of India may 
be read instead of the English text-books, alid the classical language may be 
replaced by a fuller course of the vernacular. There are also optional subjects, 
such as agriculture, theoretical and practical, and drawing. 

The vernacular* st:ndard, qualifying for the lower grades of the public ser .. 
vice, which is the sixth or final standard of primary schools, but which we 
have referred to as belonging in one aspect to t~ secondary system, includes 
the following necessary subjects, to which elementary drawing and practical 
agriculture may be optionally added :-

1. Vernacular: Sixth Reader; grammar and recitation; Jetter-writing 
in the local character ano. reading the current hand. 

2. (a) Arithmetic: the whole; native accounts and book-keeping. 
(b) Euclid: Book I. 

3. Geography: general, and elementary physical; India in some detail; 
map-drawing. 

4. llistory: India ~nd its government. 
5. Sanitary Primer. 

It may be repeated that the only ground for referring to this standard under 
the head of secondary instruction lies in the fact that it is two years beyood the 
standard of admission to middle schools (or ordinary primary standard), and 
corresponds in point of time to the third standard in such schools. On the other 
hand, as the latter standard has been treated in the preceding paragraphs as that 
which marks in Bombay tbe beginning of secondary instruction, and as there is 
nothing in the subjects enumerated above which is really inconsistent with 
primary instruction as commonly understood in its higher stages, there is no 
actual necessity to regard ,the standard in question as coming within the 
secondary system. l\Ioreover, it has always been regarded by the Government 
of Bombay as marking the highest development of their primary system, and 
as giving effect to their policy E>f providing in village schools a good elementary 
education suited to the wants of a progressive society. Taking this view of the 
case, there will practically be only one standard for middle schools in Bombay, 
of which English forms a necessary part. 

:Bengal.-In Bengal a very different method is pursued. There arc 'three 
separate ~ tandards for pupils in middle schools or departments of schools, of 
which two include English and one is purely. vernacular. One English and 
one vernacular standard are complete in themselves, and· have no relation to 
any higher course. We shall first describe the standard that marks ,the close 
of the middle stage in high schools, two years below matriculation-

I. English: Robinson Crusoe 9r other similar book; Poetical Reader; 
translation and grammar. ' 

, I 
.. For funer details see para~lph 172, Cbapter IV. 
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2. (a) Vernacular; or 
• (b) Sanskrit: Rijupath, Part II; and Patra .. kaumadi, Pal't II. 

Translation and le-translation of vernacular. 
3.- (a) Arithmetic: to proportion and interest. 

(ll) Algebra: first four rules. 
(c) Euclid: Books I and II. 

4. Geography: general; map-drawing. 
5. History: Creighton's Rome or other historical primer. 

For independent middle schools reading, not for any high Rchool standard 
but for that of the middle scholarship examination, the following subjects are 
prescribed :-

I. English: Lethbridge's Easy Selections from lIodern English I ... itera
ture, or any hook of a similar standard of difficulty; translation, 
dictation, grammar, recitation of poetry. 

2. Vernacular: composition and grammar. 
3. (a) Arithmetic: the whole, and native arithmetic. 

(6) Euclid: Book I. 
(c) l\Iensuration: to triangular areas. 

4. Geography: general and physical, with special know ledge of India; 
map-drawing. 

5. History: India, and outlines of general history. 
6. Additional subjects: preservation of health, and the "Sanitary Pri-

"mer," in addition to one of the following-

(a) Elements of natural philosophy. 
(ll) " botany. 
(c) " chemistry. 

In middle vernacular schools the course is the same, with the exclusion of 
English. _ In schools of both classes, no text·books are prescribed in English or 
in the vernacular language. 

North-Western Provinces and Oudh.-The following are the subjects 
of the Anglo-vernacular middle class examination, corresponding to the 7th 
standard of English schools, and two years below matriculation :-

I. English: Lethbridge's Easy Selections; dictation, translation, and 
grammar. 

2. (a) Vernacular; or 
(ll) Sanskrit or Persian. 

Vernacular translation and composition. 
3. (a) Arithmetic: to decimals and compound proportion. 

(ll) Algebra: to easy simple equations. 
(c) Euclid: Books I and II. 

4. Geography: India and general. 
5. History: India to 1857. 
6. Additional subjects: physical geography, and the "Sanita~y Pri

ce mer." 

in middle vernacular schools, the following are substituted for English 
and algebra: a fuller course in Persian f UI'du, or Hindi; more advanced arith: 
meHc; m<tnsuration; and a primer of physical science or physiology. . \ 

Punjab.-The final standard ·of middle schools is the third. wllich ss in 
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previous cases is two years below matricplation. The English standard com
prises the following:-

I. English: Lethbridge's Easy Selections; Poetical Reader; tratiSla-
tion and grammar. 

2. (a) Urdu: dictation and essays. 
(b) Persian selections. 

3. (a) Arithmetic: the whole. 
(b) Mensuration. 

4. Geography: the world. 
5. History: India. 
6. Optional subjects: Arabic, Sanskrit, or elementary physics. 

In the middle vernacular examination, Eucli~ and algebra. a:re substituted 
for English. This alternative standard is, it will be remembered, not strictly 
an "independent" one, as it is governed by the requirements of the matri
culation examination of the Punjab University, to be passed two years later. 

Central Provinces.-As in Bombay, there are no middle vernacular 
sehools ; but the addition of a fifth and sixth standard to the ordinary 
course in primary schools may be held to supply their place. This standard 
includes the following subjects, the course in Hindi schools being taken as a. 
type: Selections from the Ramayan, with dictation and grammar; the whole 
of arithmetic; the first book of Euclid, algebra to simple equations, and men· 
suration; geography, general and physical, with map-drawing; the history of 
India, Hindu and English periods; and the elements of phy~ical science. This 
is a good standard, and the schools in which it is taught may be fairly regarded 
as coming within the sphere of secondary education. 

The middle schools properly so called are those in which the course ter-
minates two years below matriculation. In these schools English is a neces
sary part of the course, and, as before stated, English is also the medium of 
instruction. The subjects of instruction are given below:-

I. English: Royal Reader No. III; grammar, dictation, and compo
sition. 

2. (a) Vernac$r: as in the fifth class oi primary schools. 
(b) Sanskrit or Persian, where the staff is able to teach it. 

3. (a) Arithmetic: the whole. 
(b) Algebra: to simple equations. " 
(c) Euclid: to I. 33. 

4. Geography of the world,. and map-drawing; elementary physical 
geography. 

5. History of India :, ¥uhammadan period. 

Other Provinces.-The course in middle schools of the other Provinces 
of India presents no special points of interest. The middle schools of Coorg 
generally resemble those of lIadras, with the exception that Huxley's Intro-

• ductory Primer of 'Science forms part of the final standard. Assam follow s 
the lead of Bengal with some modifications, and Derar that?f Bombay. 

255. lVIiddle Schools: Summary.-On the whole, we find little complaint 
or cause of complaint with regard to the course of instruction given in middle 
schools throughoutlndia. Differences there are, but they are only such as naturally 
follow from the independent growth of separate systems under diverse conditions; . 
and we see no advantage in any attempt to secure uniformity, by reducing to 
~ common type systems differing in detail but of acknowledged value. We 
attach the highest importance to what i'. described, in paragraph, 10 of the 
Resolution appointing the ,Conunission, as '~that freedom and variety of educ~ 
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"tion which is an. essential condition in any soUnd and complete educational 
cc system.;" and we entirely concUl' in the view therein expressed that "it is 
" nMi a healthy symptom that all the youth of the country should be cast, as it 
cc were, ill the same Government educational mould. n We desire to confirm. and 
enforce that principle by repeating the suggestion already made, that the 
interests of pupils who desire education above the primary standard will be 
more fully secured, if a difference is recognised between those who look to the 
matriculation examination and a subsequent career at the University, and 
those whose education stops short of the matriculation standard. It may 
be' said that in general they: represent two different social classes, with differ. 
ent aims in life, and therefore with different requirements in the way of educa
tion to fit them for their respective callings. The bearing of these remarks will 
be more fully seen when we come to consider the question of an alternative 
standard for high schools different from that of the University. 

256. Final Standards of high Schools.-We have now noticed the 
various points in which the several classes of middle schools throughout India 
differ f!om one another, and we have seen that they exhibit nothing like uniform
ity or approach to a. common type. With high schools, however, this diver
gence comes practi<:a1Iy to an end. The course ~ every high school is deter
mined by the matriculation standard of one or other of the Indian Universities, 
and it is only in so far as these standards differ from one another that any 
divergence is found. It remains therefore to compare those standards. 

Madras.-The standard comprises the following subjects :-
{I.) ENGLIsH.-One paper on the prescribed text-books; the other con

taininga passage from the text.books for paraphrase, and questions 
on the language generally. 

(2.) OPTIONAL LANGUAGE.-The list comprisAs five classical languages 
(Oriental and European) and six vernacular. One paper con
tains questions on the text.books and on the grammar and idiom 
of the language selected; the other consists of passages for 
translation from and to English into and from that language, 
and in the cgse of vernacular languages, of original composition. 

(3.) MATHEMATICS-

(a) Arithmetic, including proportion, decimals, and interest. 
(0) Algebra, to simple equations. 
(c) Euclid, Books I-III, with easy deductions. 

(4.) GENERAL KNOWLEDGE-

(a) The History of India. 
(0) General geography, and India in detail . 

. (c) Roscoe's Primer of Chemistry. 
(d) Balfour Stewart's Primer of Physics. 

Bombay.-The standard comprises-
(I.) ENGLISH.-No text-books are prescribed; but the books usually read 

in a high school are of the following kind: An easy play of 
Shakespeare; a boo~ of Paradise Lost or one of the shorter poems 
of Milton; a poem of Cowper or Wordsworth, such as the Task or 
the Excursion; or a prose work such as an Essay of lIacaulay, 
or Washington Irving's Sketch-Book. The paper includes (a) one 
or more passages of English verse for paraphrase, or (as an alter
native) one or more passages in the candidate's vernacular for 
translation into "RnD'li~h ~ (0) questions in grammar, composition, 
and analysis. 
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(2.) OPTIONAL LANqUAGE.-The list comprises six classical languages 
(Oriental and European) and .five vernacular. with French and 
Portuguese. No text-books are prescribed; the paper is of a stmi· 
Jar character to the above. 

(3.) l\IATHEMATICS-
(a) Arithmetic, the whole; the examples to be worked from first 

principles and not merely by rules. 
(b) Algebra, to simple equations. , 
(c) Euclid, Books I-IV, with easy deductions. 

(4.) GENERAL KNOWLEDGE-

(a) History of England and of India. 
(b) Elementary geography, physical, political, and mathematical. 
(c) Elementary knowledge of the mechanical powers. 
(d) Elementary chemistry. 
(e) Outline of the solar system. 

In English every candidate is also examined "ifJtl voce. 

Calcutta.-The standa'rd comprises-

(I.) ENGLISH.-A short prose text· book is prescribed, of which candi
dates are required.to show accurate knowledge and understanding j 
but they are expected to have read a much wider course in English. 
One paper is confined to the text .. book; the other contains 
general questions on grammar and idiom. 

{2.} ~PTIONAL LANGuAGE.-The list comprises seven classical languages 
(Oriental and European) and six vernacular, including Burmese 
and .Armenian. Text·books are prescribed for each language; and, 
except in the case of those who take up Greek or Latin, every 
candidate is required to translate, into some vernacular language 
of India, passages of English of considerable length and diffi. 
culty which he has not previously seen. 

(3.) MATHEMATICS-
(a) A.rithmetic, including proportion, decimals, and interest. 
(b) Algebra,io simple equations.~ 
(c) Euclid, Books I-IV, with easy deductions. 
(d) The mensuration of plane surfaces, including the theory of 

surveying with the chain. 

(4-) HISTORY AND GE'OGRAPHY-

(a) History of England and of India. 
(b) General geography. 
(c) Physical geography. 

257. Comparison of the Standards in the dift'erent Universities.
We do not think it necessary to go into any detailed examination of these 
standards for the purpose of estimating their relative ditliculty. In past 
controversies on this question, the Bombay- educational authorities have main. 
tained that their standard is more difficult and requires a more advanced course 
of reading than those of other Universities. We shall hereafter see that 
the course for the B.A. degree occupies only three years in Bombay, while 
four years are required in the other Unive.lfoities. On the assumption,'therefore, 
that the~ B.A.. standards. are equivalent in the three, Universities, the contention 

~ • ,~4i", Y .I r ... ~ 
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of the Bombay authorities would appear to be made out. It has also been 
seen that the course in Bombay, from the alphabet to matriculation,. occupies 
a Idhger period than in Madras or Bengal; and in comparing the courses of 
instruction in middle schools and departments, we have generally pointed to 
a somewhat higher degree of difficulty as characterising the Bombay standards, 
both initial and final. On the other hand, it is alleged that pupils from schools 
in the Central Provinces, some of whom attend the matriculation examination 
of the Bombay and others of the Oalcutta-University, find the attainment of 
the B.A. degree a matter of equal difficulty, whether they have matriculated 
at Bombay or at Oalcutta. . There is, however, one feature of the matriculation 
examination in Bombay which is peculiar to that University, namely, the 
introduction of a 'Viva 'Voce test; and though that is a question, not of the 
standard but of its application, yet as it is alleged to be fatal to 20 per cent. 
of those who have already satisfied the written test, such a requirement cer
tainly increases the difficulty of passing. At the same time, the difficulty of 
standards is so much a matter of interpretation by individual examiners, that 
we regard it a~ an unprofitable task to attempt to compare in detail those of the 
three Universities. We content ourselves with expressing the opinion that each 
of them affords a satisfactory course of instruction for students in secondary 
schools who intend to proceed to the University. We note, however, that the 
Bengal Provincial Committee have expressed the opinion that" the standard 
cc of the Entrance ~xamination appears to be below that attainable in present 
" circumstances by high schools, and a reference might be made to the University 
cc as to the advisability of revising and raising it, with the object of strengthen
"ing the secondary schools of the country." It will be observed that the course 
at Calcutta, while it includes mensuration, surveying, and a text-book of 
physical geography, has nothing of experimental science, differing in this point 
from the other two Universities. In Bombay a wide ,range of general knowledge 
is expected of a candidate, a requirement which has not satisfied all critics; for 
example, Mr. Justice West remarks, in speaking of this part of the course: 
" In physics and natural science the deficiency is simply lamentable, and general 
U information means general ignorance." Any further consideration of these 
questions must, however, be left to the Universities concerned. 

The course in vernacular high schools reading for the Entrance examin
ation of the Punjab University is of a somewhat similar standard of difficulty. 
The subjects of instruction are-

( I) Persian. 
(2) Arabic or Sanskrit. 
(3) History of England and: of India. 
(4) Mathematics and elementary science. 

The text-books and the course of instruction are vernacular throughout. 
Candidates are admitted to the examination without restriction as to their place 
of education. 

258. Proposals for an alternative Standard in high Schools.
Throughout India high schools have hitherto been regarded not only or chiefly 
as schools for secondary instruction, intended for pupils whose education will 
terminate at that stage, but in a much greater degree-it may almost be said 
exclusively-as preparatory scbools for those who are to become students of the 
University. It has been seen that middle schools comprise two well-marked 
classes,-those in which the scheme of studies is, and those in which it is not, 
governed by University standards. With one exception which 'will be presently 
noticed, no such distinction exists. in the case of high schools, in all of 
which the course of instruction i$ de~ennined by the matriculation standard, 
which again is. arranged sol~ly witb',a view, to subsequent, UrJfersity Ftudies. 
One of the questio~s put to witnesseS befo~e tha~ Oonml1ssion ran as follows: 
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H Is the attention of teachers and pupils in secondary schools unduly directed 
" to the Entrance examination of the University P " The replies to this' ques
tion are singularlY unanimous. It has been felt in all Provinces, and uzted 
l)y many witnesses, that the attention of stqdents is too exclusively. directed 
to University studies, and that no opportunity is offered for the development 
of what corresponds to the" modern side" of schools in Europe. It is believed 
that there is a real need in India for some corresponding course which 
shall fit boys for industrial or commercial pursuits, at the age when they 
commonly matriculate, more directly than is effected by the present system. 
'l'he University looks upon the Entrance examination, not as a test of fitness for 
the duties of daily life, but rather as a means of ascertaining whether the 
candidate has acquired that amount of general information and that degree of 
mental discipline which will enable him to profit by a course of liberal 'or profes
i'>i0nal instruction. In these circumstances, it appears to be the unquestionable 
duty of that Department of the State which has undertaken the 'control of 
education, to recognise the present demand for educated labour in all branches 
of commercial and industrial activ.ity, and to meet it so far as may be possible 
with the mC':1ns at its disposal. The Honourable Mr. Justice West, Vice
Chancellor of the University of Bombay, has expressed his views on this point in 
t he following terms: "The preparation for ordinary business may with advantage 
"proceed up to a certain point along the same course as that for literature 
" and science. I t is a defect of our system, as I understand it, that it does 
" not provide for a natural transition to the further studies which may be the 
" most proper for a man of business, p.or even propose to encourage and conduct 
"such studies. When a boy reaches the age of about fourteen he may have 
" plainly shown that he has not the gifts that would make him a good subject 
., for literary culture. His tastes or his circumstances may disincline him to 
" be an engineer or chemist. He ought not then to be forced on in a line in 
" whieh failure is almost certain. He should be put to work on matters that he' 
" really can master unless quite exceptionally dull, such as arithmetic, rudiment
"a1'Y economics, mercantile geography, the use of manures, or others determined 
" by the locality of the school and its needs. . • • The extension of this know
H ledge E.hould be along those lines where it will be grasped and incorporated by 
" the interests and teachings of active life. Still it should be education, aiming 
" at making the mind robust and flexible, rather than at sh3.bbily decking it with 
" some rags of 'business information' or low technic skill. For these different 
" aims the present system makes no sufficient or distinct provision. U We do not 
attempt to define the course of instruction which might be imparted in 
schools of the kind suggested. The Departments in many Provinces h!1vC 
dealt satisfactorily with the question 0:£ independent courses in middle schools ; 
and it may well be left to! them, in consultation with school managers 
and others interested in education, to determine the character and constitu
tion of similar schools of a more advanced kind. Indeed, to attempt to 
fix a course for "independent U high schools would be to fall into an error 
of precisely the same character as that against which the proposal is directed ; 
it would be to substitute one uniform course for another. But what is now 
chiefly needed is variety; so that the educational system as a whole may be 
such as more fully to meet the needs of a complex state of society. Nor 
would the introduction of the proposed alternative. course into high schools 
involve any great expenditure; for the bifurcation of studies need not take place 
until the student is within two years of the Entrance examinatJon,-that is, 
until he has been eight or nine years at school. His studies in the middle depart.: 
ment will be sufficiently practical to prenare him for those he will take ]IP . 
in the modern side, sufficiently liberal titfall in with those of the academical' 
sid~t: ~,lt,m~lb~ ~dded, t~at"w1~~,th~~~ta.b1;shment of theses,Ghools~Jull recog
nitioiFWould ',b.e J;i!~ri '.~~ tl14 ,sal~t4ry J.ldn,9ip~f,tb~t, ~he co~se." 9t instruC"tiOll' 
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in F.chools of every class should be complete in itself. The Madras Provincial 
Committee draws attention to the fact that little more than half of those who 
pasS-the matricu14tion examination of that University p~ceed to the First Arts 
standard; and though the disparity is less conspicuous in other Provinces-in 
Bengal, indeed, it is stated that more than go per cent. of those who matricu
late are admitted to colleges-yet it is probable that in all Provinces the insti
tution of the alternative standard would meet the popular wishes and answer a 
real need. We therefore recommend that in, the upper classes of hi9h schools 
there be two divisions; one leading to the Entrance examination of the Uni
versities. the other of a more practical character, intended to fit gouths for 
commercial or non-literary pursuits, It will be observed that the considerations 
which we have adduced in reference to this Recommendation apply with equal 
force to separate schools and to separate departments of schools. 

The single exception to which reference has been made is found in Bombay. 
In that Province children of agriculturists are encouraged ty se;holarships of 
the value of Rs. 4 a month to attend the model farms connected with high 
schools, for instruction in practical agricUlture. The course includes chemis- • 
try, physics, botany, physical geography and geology; besides which the 
student may take up land-surveying and physiology. There are also many 
drawing-classes, attendance at which is voluntary j they are attached to Gov
ernment schools alone, but students of other schools are encouraged to attend 
them. Certificates of two grades are given; and school-masters who hold the 
qualifying certificates and teach drawing in their own schools receive an addi
tional grant. 

259. Recognition by Government of accepted Standards.--As to the 
encouragement and recognition that may be afforded to the proposed alterna
tive course, different opinions have heen expressed. The Bombay Provincial 
Committee believes that it would not be possibly to organise a "modern side" 
in high schools without the co-operation of the University. On the other 
hand, a wit,ness, whose opinions are quoted with approval by the Madras 
Provincial Committee, observes that it would be neither possible nor desirable 
for the University to modify the matriculation examination so as to make it 
a test of fitness for the practical pursuits of life. But whatever action may be 
taken by the Universities on this question (a. subject to which we shall recur 
in our Chapter on Collegiate Education), it is s.t any rate clear that the 
Education Department in each Province can give efficient help towards the 
establishment. of such schools, by declaring them eligible for grants-in-aid, and 
by instituting examinations to test the progress of pupils and giving certificates 
to those who pass., The success of these schools will, however, practically 
depend upon the market value of the. education which they give. It is because 
we believe that a practical or commercial education of a high standard would in' 
time acquire a real and'independent market value, irrespective of any adven
titious aids, such as the recognition of the certificate as qualifying for a Gov .. 
ernment appointment, that we have advocated the establishment of this class 
of schools. It is in the last resort not to the University, nor to the Depart
ment, nor in any exclusive way to Government as the dispenser of patronage, 
that these schools must look for support. They will stand or fall according to 
the view which the employers of educated labour throughout the country may 
take of their capacity to give a suitable training to youths intended for prac
tical occupations. In this point of view, much might be done to ensure the 
public acceptance of the standard if the Railway Companies, the Banks, and 
other commercial associations or firms were consulted as to the kind of' 
education which in their opinion wo~ld be most useflll to' the c]tl!~S of men' 
they require. , At the same t~inJ'i~ i~'!iinpossi~le ,to ignor~' the lIigh valu~~ 
which the opiiUon '0(' the 'oouritry"~ sets' "upon' 'an)' ,~ertifi~ate recognised -~s 
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qualifying for admission to the public service. The Madras Provincial Com
mittee quotes, as an accurate reflex of native opinion, a reply given by on~ of 
the witnesses to the effect that no education will be appreciated unless it looks 
to an examination qualifying for Government employment. We are, therefore, 
of opinion that recognition of this kind-not in any exclusive way, but merely to 
the S<1me extent that is desirable in the case of equivalent standards of instruction 
-should be accorded to the alternative standard that we propose to establish. 
In any well-organised system of public instruction, the schools of the country 
should be capable of meeting the ordinary requirements alike of public and 
of private employers. In considering what standard should be generallr 
accepted as qualifying for the public service in its subordinate grades, we 
have formed the opinion that the or<linary school standards are sufficient as a 
general rule, and indepcndently of any special test that may be required 
in particular Departments. We therefore recommend that when the propO&ed. 
bifurcation, in secondary schools i8 carried out, the certificate of having pa88ed 
by the final stall,dard, or if nece88ary by any lower standard, qf either of tke 

. proposed alternative courses!> be accepted as a sufficient general test of fittl.e88 
for the publw service. It will be understood that this Recommendation refers 
as a general rule rather to subordinate appointments, tha.n to those offices of 
res ponsihility and emolument in which a high degree of intelligence is required, 
and for which a liberal education has been commonly thought necessary. 

260. Misconceptions attaching to the Term. 'High SchooL'-We 
have already shown at great length what different significations are attached to 
the term' high school.' In one Province it is understood as comprising two 
classes, in another four, while in a third it contains pupils in every stage 
of instruction from the alphabet to matricu1atio~ We do not propose to alter. 
as regards these differences, any of the existing school-systems, which have been 
un,sed on different models and have grown up in different circumstances. 
Uniformity could not be secured except at a price out of all proportion to. the 
auvantages to be gained. It therefore becomes necessary to provide in some 
other way for the comparison of educational statistics in an accurate and 
intelligible form. Accordingly we think it desirable to introduce into the 
educational returns a Table showing the stage of advancement reached by 
pupils in all schools of general instruction, independently of the names that 
may be given to those schools in different Provinces. A comparative state-

/' 

ment of the number of pupils in high schools is now altogether misleading, 
since many pupils who in most Provinces would' be shown as belonging to 
primary schools are in Bengal and Assam returned under high schools. "The 
proposed Table will supply the required correction, and enable a true com
parison to be drawn between one Province· and another. We do not enter into 
any further detail upon this point, which has been discussed at length in the 
above sense by the Committee independently appointed for the Revision of 
Educational Fo~ms. 

It is necessary to refer to another ln1sconception to which the use of the 
term 'high school' is exposed. In the discussions that have taken place in 
this c6untry and still more in England as to the spread of what is called 
high education in India, the terms C high school' and' high education' haVE 
occasionally been treated as correlative. It is hardly necessary to point 
out that the term' high education,' so far as it has a fixed signification 
at all, refers to the education given in colleges, and is synonymous witlJ 
, superior' or 'University' education. It seems undesirable to maintain thE 
use of a term which is liable to an errone4us interpretation, especially when i1 
is" remembered that in the earHer years fol1j>wing the receipt of the Despatch 0: 
1&54. "'the term' high school ',was applied and confined to institutions teachln~ 
to' the l?irst Arts standardx"":'that\ is, to' second grade colleges a; they are "nOli. 

" > {c' "';; .. 1 t ~~'t , ,\. 
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comrp.only called. In the Despatch itself (para. 43) schools of the class now 
called high were ranke4 in the same c!ass with purely vernacular schools, and 
were carefully distinguished from those institutions in which' a high degree of 
educatioIl' was imparted, and which were to form the colleges affiliated to the 
University. The only important division of institutions for general instruction 
is into the three classes of primary, secondary, and high or collegiate. Each of 
these main classes can be further subdivided, if necessary, into an upper and a 
lower section, a division that already exists in the case of primary instruction. 
Secondary schools may thus be conveniently divided into an upper and a lower 
branch; and if the C high sch,ools ' of the present classification be henceforward 
called C upper secondary J or briefly C upper' schools, little risk of confusion 
will arise. Middle schools, which will form the' lower secondary' class, may 
retain their present name without inconvenience. We therefore recommend that 
high and middle schools be united in the ~eturns under the single term' secondar'!l 
schools t; and that tke classification of pupils in. secondary schools be provided 
forin a separate Table BMwing tke stage of instruction, whether primary, mid
dle, or upper, of pupils in all schools of primary and secondary education. 
This Recommendation will not interfere with the classification of secondary 
schools as 'upper' and 'middle' respectively, if required by departmental con
venience. It only provides that 'in public returns required by the Government 
of India, the name «high school' shall be given to no institution in which the 
course of instruction does D,ot go beyond the matriculation standard. 

261. Results of recognised Exa.minations.-Having shown in the pre
ceding paragraphs what are the existing standards for middle and high schools, 
as prescribed respectively by the Department and the University, we subjoin a 
Table showing the results of the authorised examinations. For those Provinces in 
which a double standard for middle schools exists, the results are amalgamated. 
The figures, however, must be understood with the following important reserva
tion. ~e Table only shows the proportion of passed candidates to the number 
presented for examination j it doe~ not show the much more significant pro
portion of the number passed to the total number of students reading in the 
classes from which the candidates ·came. This information was as~ed for by 
the Commission, but it could not be furnished by every Province. Yet it is 
clear that the latter proportio~ alone supplies a sufficient and satisfactory test 
of the general efficiency of the teaching. Probably in all Provinces a certain 
nllmber of students are refused admission to the examinations, because they do 
not satisfy the preliminary test which ooch school generally applies in order 
that ill-prepared candidates may bring no discredit on it. The provision is use
ful in the interests of discipline, but it has its attendant drawbacks. Thus it 
will often happen that a s6hool in which the candidates for examination are 
carefully selected will show a better proportionate result than one in which the 
instruction is much more thorough, but which sends up all or most of its 
students. It mal also happell that in Government schools, where fees are of 
less importance, boys unlikely to pass withdraw their names before examina
tion more largely than in aided schools, which have a sufficient inducement 
to keep such students and to make the best of them. Such a d.i:fference of 
practice, wherever it .. exists, would obviously tend to the disadvantage of f:tided 
schools, in any tabulated statements drawn up in the form which we have been 
compelled to adopt. Reference will again be made to this subject in Chapter 
VIII, when we come to compare the· efficiency of Government and aided 
schools. It is sufficient here to state that aided schools, both hig'4 and middle, 
in Madras have suffered by the ado.ption of the-imperfect form now given, and 
that aided high schools in the Centtal Provinces have benefited; in ,the other 
Provinces the two mode~ of estima\ing results present but s~ight comptlrative 
differences. ~": " , -

, , 
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.= 

(6) The eumlnatioll was held by the 
Punjab Umvezstt)' CollegQ.· . " 
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262~ The ltatrlculation Examination.-An inspection of the Table 
shows that 7,423 boys from- 459 school~ presented themselves in the various Pro-. . . 
'tinC9s,' and· that 2,773 passed, at the rate of 37'3 per cent. The largest number 
of cn.nOldates came from Madras, which sent 3,626 candidates from J 18 schools; 
Bengal following next with 2, I 00 candidates from 205 schools. Bombay sent 
837 candidates from 45 schools, and the North-Western Provinces 392 from 46 
schools. There were altogether 2,218 candidates from 138 Government schools, 
2,424 candidates from 181 aided schools, and 2,120 candidates from 140 unaided 
schools, besides 661 private candidates. Thus the average number of can
didates from each Government, aided, and unaided school was 16, 13, and 15 
respectively, Th~ average number that passed from each ,class of schools 
was respectively 8, 4'6, and 5'3; the proportion of successful candidates being 
49;4 per cent. (or nearly one-half) in Government schools, and 35 per cent. (or 
rather more than one-third) in aided and unaided schools. The Government 
sehools, therefore, maintain the superiority due to the stronger establishments 
generally employed in them. Of private students, 97, or only 14 per cent., 
passed. Among Government schools, the proportion of success is greatest in 
the Central Provinces, with 69 per cent., and in Bengal with 58; and lowest 
in-Bombay, with 38 per cent. Among aided schools, the Central Provinces 
'again stand highest, with 53 per cent. of successful candidates; and Bengal 
and Bombay follow with 39 per cent. Of unaided schools, those of Bengal 
are the most successful, passing 46 per cent. of their candidates, while the 
Punjab comes last, with I 7 per cent. The great success of unaided schools in 
Bengal is explained by the fact that high schools which receive no grants-in
aid are either maintained by some wealthy man, or else are situated in popu
lous centres where-there is an active. demand for education of that class, and 
where consequently the fee-receipts are regular and large. In either case the 
establishment is likely to be strong, and the school well-found. On the other 
hand, many aided schoois less fortunately circumstanced find it difficult, even 
with the help of a grant, to make both ends meet; and the comparative ineffi
ciencyof the staff and general poverty of the school find their necessary result 
in inferior success at the examination. 

263. The Middle SchooIExamination.-The number of boys who pre
sented themselves for examination was 17,596 from 2,5 IO schools; and of 
these, 8,854, or 50 per cent., were successful. Madras again takes the lead, 
sending 6,436 candidates from 207 schools; while Bengal, with 1,361 com
peting schools, ~ends only 4,312 candidates. It should of course be remem
bered that in Bengal the middle departments of the 207 high schools, con-

, taining in those departments 19,143 pupils, are not subject to this examina
tion. Bombay" the North-Western Provinces, and the Punjab sent respect
ively 2,450, 2,101, and 1,5II boys to the examination. There were altogether 
6,453 candidates from 975 Government schools, and 8,433 candidates f~om 
1,535 aided and unaided schools, besides 2,710 private students. The aver
age number of candidates and of successful candidates from eacb Government 
school was about 61 and 4 respectively; from each school under priv~te 
management, about 51 and 3 respectively. The proportion of successful can
didates in Government and in private schools was respectively 56 and 52 per 
cent. It is therefore manifest that Government schools have no conspicuous 
superiority over private schools as regards the efficiency of the instruction in 

: institutions of this class. Among Government schools, the first place is 
i taken by those of the Punjab, which pass 74 per cent. of their candidates; 
~ then follow in order Bengal, Berar, and the Central Provinces, with from 68 to 
, 63 per cent. Of schools under private management, the most successful are,
, among aided schools, the Punjab, ~fie Central Provinces, and Assam, with 62, 

61, 
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54; and 4~ per cent. of success respectively; amo~g unaided schools, the Punjab, 
Bombay, and lladras, with 69, 68, and 60 per cent. In Bengal, where the 
results for " aided and unaided schools are not separated, the pr~porti~n of.suc-
cess is 70 per cent. . 

264. Examination of GirIs.-The above results are for b~ys only j those 
for girls may be briefly noticed. For the llUltriculation examination, one 
Government and two aided girls' schools in Dengal sent respectively three and 
two candidates to the examination, of whom all but one (from the Government 
school) passed. One girl candidate also appeared and passed from a school in 
the N orth-Western Provinces. For the middle school examination, 175 girls 
appeared from 16 schools, 2 Government and ,}4 aided. Of t~ese, 84 passed, the 
percentage of success being 65 in Government and 49 iIJ. aided schools. The 
candidates belonged to Madras, Dombay, Bengal, and the North-Western Pro
vinces, the first-named Province being credited with 32 successful candidates, 
and the last with 30. 

265. Race and Creed of Pnpils.-The following Table shows the race 
and creed of pupils in secondary schools for natives. The last two lines of the 
Table are of chief impo~lilCe. They show the proportion, for high and middle 
schools, of each race or creed to the total population and to the Rchool-popula
tion respectively. Hindus, who form 73. per cent. of the whole population, 
comprise 83 per cent. of the pupils at school; while Muhammadans sink from 
a proportion of 22 per cent. in the populatit>n to I I per cent. at school. 
The enterprise and the social position of Parsis, and tho attention paid to the 
education of Native Christiatts, are illustrated by the fact that the former are 
3S times an~ the latter nearly 6 times as numerous in school as in the popu .. 
lation. Sikh pupils on the other hand are only one-half, and U Others" only 
one-fourth, as numerous as their place in tue population would lead us to 
anticipate. 
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267. The following Statement summarises the results of the foregoing 
Table as regards the languages. taught in high and middle schools for- boys :~ 

• • - • -

Total LPI!'Ililig Leamlolf. cllUllll- LeaJ'lllog. 

• IIIlhoJan. EDgUoh. eal lanlluage. yernacul .... 

IboH ScHOOLS. 

Government · - · · · · 240978 24,840 120935 I 
11,622 

Aided . · · · · · 19.814 18,!44 7,0(1) 12,875 

Unaided · · · · I 20,401 17,515 6·5&2 8.645 

TOTJ..L · 65,199 61,199 26,616 33,142 
-

lhDDU ScHOOLS. 

Government · · · · 37,222 19,1)96 70418 33,528 

Aided . . · · · · · 89;767 37,842 3,°38 82,316 

Unaided . · · · 19,818 11,50 4 767 16,146 

Tonr. · 146.807 69,342 11.223 131,990 

-

In Government high schools practically every pupil learns English; in 
private, especially in unaided, high schools there is a perceptible proportion 
of scholars not learning English. The Table also shows the varying proportion 
in which classical languages are studied in Government and in private high 
schools. In those of the former class more than half the pupils learn a classic; 
in aided and unaided schools the proportion is only one-third. I t will be re .. 
membered that in the three Universities of Calcutta, Mad.."aS, and Bombay, 
students are allowed the option of taking up either a classical or a vernacular 
language at the Entrance examination. .But while in Madras only one 
student in six takes up a classical language, in Bombay nearly three-fourths of 
the candidates do so. It should, however, be stated that the University of 
Madras allows a. vernacular language to be taken up for the higher examina
tions on the apparent ground that some of the languages still spoken in 
Southern India. possess an ancient literature the study of which, combined with 
that of English, affords an adequate mental discipline. The Bengal Provincial 
Committee states that the number of those who take up a. vernacular is steadily 
and rapidly decreasing, and that in a. few years the number will probably 
become so small as to j tlslify the Calcutta University in making a classical 
language compulsory at the Entrance examination. lliddle schools exhibit a. 
similar difference in this respect; the proportion of pupils learning a classical 
language falling from 20 per cent. in Government to 4 per cent. in private 
f;chools. The proportion of pupils learning English is great~t in unaided 
schools; and there is little doubt that whatever view the Department may take 
of the proper relation of English to the vernacular in middle sch?Ols, the most 
popular co~titution of these schools is .that which assigns a prominent place to 
English instruction. The proportion of pupils learning English is much the 
lowest in aided schools-a fact which is explained by the .large number of 
middle schools in Bengal in which English is taught to few pupils or none. The 
vernacular is learnt by 91 per cent. of the pupils in middle schoolSoj and there 
is no great difference in this respect between Government, aided, and unaided 
schools. < . 
"'~ The following Statement shows for each Province the number of pupils 
wbolsun English (6) in secondary. schools, (b) in institutions of all classes. 
I~ ~ ~emberoo,< that the se9dndary schools < of Bengaln:nd Assam include 

. ' . 68 
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primary dePartnients, and that' all pupils in .high :schooa learn <English -,from, 
the lowest primaxr class :- . -

PuP ILl ...... I.a E.eLl ••• -

lIadraa 
Bombay 
Bengal 
N.·W. Provinces • 
Punjab 
Central Provinces • 
Assam 
Coorg 
H aidarabad Assigned Districts 

PIIOYINCL 
lasecondary 

schools. 

23>542 

23.258 

71.5°3 
5,393 

- 301~ 
2,772 

3,670 

151 
1,033 

• Ja aU 
IDStJtDtJODl. 

61,098 
23,789 
75.617 
18.449 
11,074 
5.446 
4.200 

503 
1.°33 

268. Text-books in secondary Schools.-There is no serious complaint 
as ~o the text-books in use in secondary schools, and we have accordingly no 
specific Recommendation to offer under this head. The machinery for providing 
text-books in the different Frovinces, the different degrees in which freedom 
in the choice of books is permitted, and the faults that have been noticed in 
them, will be fully discussed in Chapter VII of this Report, where the 
appropriate Recommendations will also be found. The course in high schools 
is determined by the requirements of the matriculation examination; and 
accordingly in some Provinces the text-books, at least for the highest class, are 
settled by the independent authority of the University. The Universities of 
Calcutta a;nd Madras prescribe for that examination fixed text-books in all 
subjects. The University of Bombay follows a different system, and prescribes 
no text-books. The Provincial Reports give full details of the books most 
generally read. They include such Dooks as Bain's higher English Grammar, 
Edith Thompson's History of England, and Macmillan's Science Primers, in 
addition to the text-books in English literature and in the classical and verna
cular languages. In middle schools, again" the text-books are selected so as tQ 
lead up to the final standards fixed for schools of that class. In English, a 
graduated series is generally chosen, either Nelson's Royal Reader or Cham
bers' series, or some other of a similar kind in common use in England; though 
in Bombay and Madras a provincial series is sometimes used. In nearly all 
Provinces English grammar is taught throughout the middle course by means 
of English books exclusively; but in Bengal the alternative and perhaps 
preferable method of teaching English grammar through the medium of 
the student's own vernacular, 18 rapidly gaining ground; and the same plan is 
generally followed in Assam. In Bombay, Bengal and Assam, the North .. 
Western Provinces and the Punjab, vernacular text-books are for the most part 
employed as the medium of instruction in mathematics, history. geography, and 
physical science; in Madras and the Central Provinces, English text-books are 
almost exclusively used. 

269. School Libraries.-The necessity for maintaining libraries in 
secondary schools is obviously not so great as in the case of colleges. It is on 
all grounds. desirable that students, especially the ,more advanced students, of 
colleges should supplement by a general and varied course of reading the neces
sarily limited range of study prescribed by the regulations of the University, 
:But for students whose knowledge of English is bounded by the requir~ 
ments ot the Entrance examination, a supplementary course of general reading 
is practically out of the question. A.n E1}glish boy at the same stag~,~,of, in. 
$truction will find in the ~~ver1ey Novelstfn ":01.ages and,trav~~d in ~,es. 
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of· danger a.n~ daring; an unending source of delight for his leisure hours .. 
To the native student relaxation of this kind is largely denied; he has little or 
nothing· corresponding to it in his own vernacular;: and his familiarity with 
English is" not generally so great that he pan read books in that language for 
the sake of amusement. . Still, comparatively limited as is the use which can 
ordinarily be made by native students of a library for general reading, it will 
not of course be supposed that secondary Iilchools, especially high schools, can 
be regarded as properly equipped without a library. For the teachers, it is 
essential that they should have access to, at any rate, the leading works of 
reference in the way of dictiol1aries. biographies, historjes, cyclopredias and the 
like~ And taking a still wider view, we cannot doubt that the more extensive 
the library to which a teacher bas access, the more life-like and effective will be 
his teaching. Norshould the direct benefit of a library to the pupils themselves 
be altogether overlooked. Some English books, at any rate, can be found 
which will be attractive, because not too difficult, to the native student in a. 

. secondary school; while illustrated books and periodicals will serVe to arouse his 
interest and stimulate his curiosity. In those Provinces in which vernacular 
literature flourishes, it may also be possible to make useful additions to the 
library of a secondary school from that source, the selection of books being 
strictly confined to those which are instructive in matter and elevating in tone. 
The Provincial Reports give full information as to the libraries in secondary 
schools. In Madras they differ widely in extent and character. Some schools 
have a large collection of books, others a few volumes only. ~'he grant 
to a departmental high school varies fromoRs. 36 to Rs. 100 a year; to a middle 
school from Rs.. 24 to Rs. 36. Lihrary grants may also be made to aided schools 
under the Directoy'S sanction, although few such grants have been actually 
given. In Bombay, Government middle schools seldom contain less than 700 
volumes, and high schools a. larger number; a small annual allowance is granted 
for their maintenance. In Bengal, the ordinary allowance for the library of a. 
Government high school is from Rs. 60 to Rs. 120 a year, a grant which is found 
to be quite sufficient for the purpose. Government middle schools..b.ave the 
necessary books of reference, besides some for general reading; and the surplus 
funds at their credit are expended upon this among other objects. In aided 
schools, expenditure on the library is reckoned as expenditure qualifying for a 
grant; and its amount is taken into account in fixing the rate of aid. As a 
rule, however, aided schools are ill supplied, with books. In the N orth
Western Provinces, the schools generally have little more than is needed fo~ pur
poses of reference. In th~ Punjab, a. standard list of th~ boOks required in a. 
District school has been drawn up fit consists of English books, chiefly works of 
reference, including the text-books used i~ the school. Oriental literature was 
not considered, and is but poorly represent~d. The Provincial Report observes: 
U There is very little general reading. Few boys in a D~trict school can 
C( read at sight standard English works; but easy story books are sometimes 
" popular. The libraries have accumulated in a desultory manner, and though 
"fairly supplied with books of reference, contain much that is unsuitable; II 
for example, books that have been purchased for the encouragement of authors, 
and distrib_ted without reference to their suitability for a school library. 
The Delhi High School has a good library of standard English and oriental 
'Works, which was created for the use of the College. In the Central Provinces 
every Government middle school has a library. A few aided schools also 

~ssess libraries, the best being tha.t of the Bishop's School, at Nagpur. The 
slttgle high school at Jabalpur shares the benefit of the library attached to 
the college. In most of the middle schools of Assam, whether Government or 
private;- there, is hardly a. pretence- of a library; a few Government schools 

. • t 
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. situated at hcad~qu:trter $tations. ni~""lw\'feyer better off. 'The Gqv~rnment 
high schools have fairly good libraries, sufficient for the ~ requirements of 
masters and pupUs; and year by year, as funds admit, additions are· made to 
them. An aided high school in the town of Sylhet is allowed the use of the 
zila school library. The single high school in Coorg and the two high schools 
in Berar are well furnished with books of reference and of general reading. 
amounting to several hundred volumes in each case. 

The foregoing summary would appear to show that insufficient provi~ion 
is too often made for establishing or maintaining libraries in aided schools. and 
that the necessity for such provision is much greater in high than in middle 
schools. We therefore recommend that a small annuaZ grant be made /0,. 
the formation and maintenance of libr~rie8 in all kig'" 8chool8. Dylimiting 
tho Recommendation to high school~ and by observing the ordinary requirement 
that grants to aided schools are made on condition of adequate local contribu
tions, it is obvious that no great burden will hereby be laid upon educationa1 
funds. 

270. School Accommodation, Apparatus, and Furniture.-Govcrn
ment schools are generally well provided in these important respects; in aided 
schools, as might be exp.~cted, the provision is in general far less satisfac
tory. In some Provinces the grant-in-aid rules admit of aid being given to 
secondary schools for the purchase and renewal of furniture and apparatus, 
as well as for the erection (though not in all cases for the maintenance) 
of school buildings.· It is desirable that a more settled and satisfactory method 
of assisting aided schools in providing themselves with the necessary apparatus 
and furniture should be laid down. and with this view we have adopted the 
Recommendation with which this paragraph closes. It.is obvious that to 
teach geography without a proper supply of maps, elementary physics without 
models and instruments, or elementary chemistry without the rudiments at 
least of a laboratory, would be to confirm native teachers and students in those 
radical faults of instructive method, which it is one of the chief duties of the 
Education Department to remove. We proceed to consider the accounts given 
of secondary schools under this head. 

Madras.-The high school course includes a primer of chemistry and 
physics; and accordingly every high school, whether Government or aided, 
has to be furnished with tlle necessary apparatus for teaching and illustrating 
those SUbjects. The aided schools indeed appear. to be somewhat more fully 
equipped in this respect than the Government schools; and the grants given 
for that purpose have been liberal For buildings, the grant .. in-aid rules 
provide that a proportion of one.third of the total cost may be given, or one. 
third of the rent. A furniture grant may be given once for all • 

. 
Bombay.-All secondary schools are furnished with the necessary wall. 

maps, globes, &c. The high school course includes an elementary knowledge 
or chemistry, the mechanical powers, and the solar system; and every school 
possesses the apparatus required for the, illustration of these subjects. con
sisting generally of a telescope. microscope, orrery, magic lantern with astro
nomical slides, electrio machine, air-pump, &c., together with meteorological 
and chemical instruments •. A few of the schools in the Presidency also have 
museums of natural history. Grants for the purchase of apparatus may ~ 
made to aided schools. ' 

Bengal.-The rapid increas~ in the ~umber of pupils in recent years has 
necessitated in many cases the erection'of new· buildings for ~h~ zila scli~l .. 

• f ~ I .> ,A \ ): ~A 
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or subst.lnthl additions to the existiD.g, :buildings. :By the orders of the 
Bengal Government in 1877, the inhabitants of the District are required to 

, cG-Qperate in all expenditure of this kind, the Government contribution being 
generally limited to one-half, and in most cases being much less. Little 
difficulty is generally found in raising substantial subscriptions for the zila. 
school, an institution in which the inhabitants commonly take great pride. In 
still later orders, indefinite extensions of the zila school building are deprecated; 
and the proper remedy is declared to lie in encouraging the establishment of 
aided schools. In Government middle schools there is no want of accommoda
tion, light, or ventilation. ,The rules for building grants to aided schools specify 
DO definite rate of aid j and of late years the practice has been to give a 
furniture grant in consideration of expenditure on building. 1.'he apparatus 
in high schools consists of a chain and compass, and whatever else is required 
for practical surreying, in conformity with the inclu.~ion of mensuration in the 
University course. The middle school course includes an elementary know. 
ledge of either natural philosophy, chemistry, or botany; the first of these 
being most commonly chosen. But to teach it efficiently a few simple instru
ments are required; and in aided schools this h'as long been felt as a great 
difficulty. The teachers trained in Normal schools have gone through a 
practical course in each of the subjects named; but without a stock of appara
tus, models, or diagrams, their teaching is necessarily defective. 

North-Western Provinces.-The high schools are generally large and 
commodious, and provided with the necessary apparatus. The same is true of 
the tahsili schools. Grants up to the limit of half the total expenditure 
may be made for building, enlarging, or furnishing, schools. 

Punjab.-An English secondary school usually contains one large room 
with several class-rooms attached. High schools have been supplied with 
the apparatus necessary for teaching physics and chemistry according to the 
science primers. There is a budget allowance of Rs. 2,500 a year for the 
renewal of furniture in Government schools, much of which is old and un
suitable. In middle schools the apparatus is usually limited to maps and a 
black-board. 

Central Provinces.-The high school of Jabalpur is well accommodated, 
and additions are made to the building as pupils increase. The aided· high 
schools have good buildings in almost every case. The accommodation in 
middle schools is generally excellent as regards light and ventilation, and the 
furniture sufficient. Government schools, both middle .and high, are properly 
furnished with the apparatus of teaching. 

Assam.-The high school buildings are generally much too small for the 
prcs~nt number of pupils; and though all are fairly well furnished, many of 
the older buildings are dark and ill-ventilated. Government middle schools at 
head-quarter stations are fairly well ventilated and furnished. Those in the 
interior, and private schools generally, are much inferior to these; though 
many managers of aided schools have of late years begun to build fairly good 
houses. One of the conditions of obtaining a grant is that a suitable house 
must be provided for the school. The only apparatus, whether for high or for 
middle schools, is that required for teaching practical surveying, and this is 
provided in all Government schools. In aided and unaided middle schools, the 
he.a4-m~ter either borrows the necessary instruments, or omits the practical 
part .f{f _the middle scholarship course. 
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,Coorg,an~ lJerar.~Tlle Merkars. Sc}{ool;.n;Coorg',anctthe two schools of 
Akola and Amraoti in Berar are excellently housed. and well furnish~dJn aU 
respects with school furniture and scientific apparatus. , • 

Summary.-From the foregoing statement it will be evident tl\at aided 
schools are often insufficiently supplied wjth furniture and with the apparatus 
required for giving efficient instruction in the courses p1."escribed. We therefore 
recommend that the grant-in.-aid Code of each Province include proviBion for 
giving kelp to school manager8 in the renewal, and if nece8sary the increase 01 
their furniture and apparatus of instruction after stated intervals. 

271. Registration of Attendance in secondary SchooIs.-The keeping 
of correct registers of attendance is a matter of great importance, and all the 
evidence that we have received shows that sufficient precautions are taken to 
secure accurate and honest returns. It is true that wherever the system of pay .. 
ment by results is in force-a system which necessarily ta.kes into account the 
attendance of pupils-there will be much greater temptation to fraud, and much 
greater need of precautions against it, than where the rate of aid is not directly 
determined by that consideration. But in every school, Government or aided, 
regularity in the attendance of pupils is rightly regarded as a tmt of good 
discipline and mana~ement, and of the influence which the teacher exercises over 
pupils and their parents. Without it no steady progress can be made; since 
the regular pupils are kept back to suit the pace of those who are allowed to 
stay away from school on any slight pretence. The head-master in a Govern
ment school is well aware that the estimate formed of him, and therefore his 
pros~ects of promotion, will be largely affected by the discipline which he is 
able to maintain in this respect. And even under those systems of aid in 
which the amount of the grant does not directly depend on the attendance, 
the mr.nagers know weH that continued irregularity will produce in the 
Inspector's mind an impression which may tend to their disadvantage in the 
revision of the grant. Hence' it is in all cases important to maintain such 
regulations on this point as will lessen the temptation to show the attendance 
of the school as better than it actually is. The precautions in force appear 
to be generally sufficient for this purpose. Registers of admission and of 
ciaily attendance are kept in all high and middle schools by the head and 
assistant masters, the head-master being responsible for their correctness. 
In aided schools they are also checked by the local managers; and they must 
at all times be open to the examination of the inspecting officer, who checks 
them by the returns he has separately received. One of the first duties of an 
inspecting officer on visiting a school is to scrutinise the' registers of attend. 
ance. In Madras, the regulations under this head for result-grant schools are 
very strict; they have already b'een described in our Chapter on primary Educa
tion. But secondary schools are chiefly aided on the salary-grant system; and 
for them, as for Government schools, less stringent regulations are judged 
necessary. The registers in these latter schools are examined by the Inspectors ' 
at their annual and other visits. In BombaYt the l"egister is called twice daily 
for each class. In Bengal an abstract of the attendance in every Government 
high school is sent to the Inspector quarterly; ~nd in Government middle 
schools and in aided schools of every class a similar' abstract accompanies the 
monthly bill presented to the Inspector. In the North .. Western Provinces, 
detected falsification is severely punished. In the Central Provinces Report it ' 
is stated that falsification of the register is almost unknown in Government' 
schools; and that as the system. of payment by results has not been introduced; 
into aided schools there is no temptation t9 fraud. In Assam, as in Beng~~ 
:monthly abstract registers a,re sent to the .Inspector with the bills; ang.that?: . 
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offi~ has no reason'to supP<$e that. in~1 ease untrustworthy returns have 
been submitted from middle schools • • 

-272. Tra.ining of Teachers for secondary Schools.-Provision 'for the 
training (jf teachers for schools of secondary instruction exists in very different 
degrees in different Provinces. In those -Provinces in which purely vernacular 
schools form an important part of the secondary system, adequate pr~vision 
is very generally made for the Normal instruction of teachers. But in 
regard to English secondary schools great divelSities of practice are found,
diversitjes which correspond to equally striking differences of opinion. Such a 
conflict of views is by no means confined to this country. In France, the 
Normal schools aim at giving the pupil thorougb instruction much more in 
the subjects which he is intended to \each, and in those allied subjects which 
will enable him to teach them with greater fulness, insight, and power, than 
in the methods of teaching them and the professional art of the teacher. In 
the Normal schools of Germany, on the other hand, the science of Pazdagogik 
has reached a high de~ of development. lIr. :Uatthew Arnold a few years 
ago expressed the opinion that if in some countries undue importance was 
attached to that science, yet there was no justification for treating it with the 
neglect which it commonly received in England where middle schools were 
concerned. An educational officer of large experience in England and India 
has expressed the belief that" the best way to teach a man to teach arithmetic, 
"is to teach him arithmetic·; and if he knows arithmetic, and you want to addi
ct tionally qualify him to teach arithmetic, the most efficient way of expenditure 
Ie of your extra tuition upon him will be to teach him algebra, rather than 
"to talk to him about ,teaching arithmetic." It was in view of such diversities 
of opinion that we invited evidence on the question-" Does the University 
"curriculum afford a sufficient training for teachers in secondary schools, or are 
"special Normal schools needed for the purpose ?" On the whole there is on 
the part of the witnesses (among whom may be specially named the Madras 
missionary witnesses, and the Honourable Mr. Justice West of Bombay), 
a preponderating body of opinion in favour either of giving teachers of 
secondary schools a definite Normal training, or at any rate of requiring 
them to possess some acquaintance with the principles and methods of 
teaching. The distinction here pointed out is one of considerable practical 
importance. The Normal school serves a two-fold purpose; it teaches subjects, 
and it teaches the best way of teaching them. The teaching of subjects can 
be sufficiently provided for in ordinary places of instruction, if their standard 
is high enough for it; what specially characterises a good Normal school is 
instruction in the science and practice in the art of teaching. On this 
point we may quote the evidence of Dr. Duncan, PI'incipal of the Madras 
Presidency College: "When it is said, as it often is, that a young man who 
" has sat under good professors for four years must have learned by force of 
cc example all that a Normal school can teach as to the methods of instruction 
"and class management, it seems to be forgotten that there is, or ought to be, 
" a. wide difference in the methods adopted in a class of school-boys and those 
"pursued with young men at college." We have little doubt that a man who 
ha.s been able to supplement a good general education, to a standard con
siderably higher than that to which his subsequent work as a teacher will be 
confined, by a short course of instructiQn in the principles and methods of 
his work, will be more effective as a. teacher than one who is without that 

"advantage. He will be more effective certainly at the outset; though there 
,is no doubt that the untrained teacher who has enthusiasm in his work 
will in many cases acquire in the co~se of its either by natural aptitude or 

,"~~, ap!lro~riate reading, an insight jnto the methods which lead to success 
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in teaching. .And hi~ improvement in th~s respect will be more rapid if he 
has the advantage of working under a skilled and experienced teacher. It is also, 
true that some, perhaps most, of the secondary Normal schools in India have. no 
practising school attached to them, in which the stqdents may gain experimental 
acquaintance with their work. In this case the special instruction of the N onnal 
school will be limited to the science or theory of teaching; and valuable ,as 
that is, it may still be acquired to some sufficient extent from books. It will 
be gathered that we set a high value on that part of Normal school instruction 
which consists in giving the pupils practical training for a short period with a 
class, so that they may perform, under the eye and guidance of the teacher, 
work of the kind which they will afterwards have to do independently. It is 
in this way chiefly that the future schoolmaster will learn how to engage 
and keep the attention of a whole class, how to correct and check the 
wandering or listless scholar, how to put together in. their due order the 
materials of a lesson, and how to select those illustrations which give life 
to instruction and arouse the interest of the pupil. All this the trained 
schoolmaster can do, if he has added to natural capacity and enthusiasm a . 
training of the right character. But if opportunities of this kind are wanting, 
as in many Normal schools they are wanting, we are of opinion that, without 
requiring every teacher in ~ secondary school to go through a course of Normal 
training, we may, as an inadequate but the only practicable alternative, 
require him to show that he possesses a sufficient acquaiQ.tance with the theory 
and methods of teaching, as developed in the many works which have been 
produced on that subject. In this way we can at least be sure that he 
does not enter upon the duties of his profession without any of the equip. 
ment necessary for their successful discharge, and that he will bring to his 
work a mind stored with the knowledge that will help him to appreciate 
and remove' the difficulties by which he will at the outset be surrounded. 
Bearing these considerations in mind, we recommend that an examination 
in the 'Principles and 'Practice of teaching be instituted, 8'f!tcce88 in which 
should hereafter be a condition of permanent employment a8 a teacher in 
any secondary school, Government or aided. 

273. Arrangements for the Training of Teachers in secondary 
Schools.-We proceed to describe such arrangements as are a.ctually in force 
for training teachers in secondary schools. 

Madras.-The onl~ Normal school inc the 1\Iadras Presidency for the. 
training of teachers in secondary schools is the Government N onnal Schoof 
established in 1856. For many years this institution gave a general as well as 
a special education; but of la~e it was thought desirable to limit its work to 
the training of teachers, and none are now admitted as students but those who 
have passed some University' examination. In 1881-82, the school contained 8 
graduates, 3 students who had passed the First Arta, and 18 the Matriculation 
examination. The students of the school are either actual teachers, permanent 
or provisional, or candidates for teacherships. To the former class of students, , 
the rate of stipend varies from Rso 10. to Rs. 20.a month, to the latter frQm 
Rs. 5 to Rs. 14; the rate being fixed by reference to the University standing 
of the students, and to the educational division in which they are to serve. 
The number of stipendiary students is not to exceed 35, nor the total number 
50. The period of training is 12 months, except in the case of Masters of 
Arts, or of teachers of three years' standing and 25 years of age, when the 
term may be reduced ~nder special circumstances to six months. Every 
stipendiary 'student binds himself under penalties to remain under training 
during the prescrib~d period, and to ContinUe for three years in ani post to 
which he may be appointed after passing the: final examination. 
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Bombay.-No special c?llege exists for the training of teachers for 
secondatY schools. The head-masters of high schools are generally grad.uates of 
the. University ; those of middle schools are either University men or officers 
who hav~ distinguished themselves as teachers in lower appointments. The 
assistant masters of secondary schools are men who have been trained either in 
high schools or in colleges. Newly appointed teachers in departmental schools 
are generally required to serve for a year or more in one or other of the larO'er 
high schools, in order that they may learn their duties under the pye of the 
most experienced head-masters of the Presidency. It is therefore urged that 
the first grade high schools. discharge the functions of -training colleges; and 
as this plan is believed to have been successful as well as economical, the 
Provincial Committee deprecate any change of system • 

• 

Bengal.-There is no special institution for training teachers in English 
schools. A G~vernment high school of the first grade will ordinarily have 
either an old senior scholar of the pre-University period or a J\faster of Arts 
as head-master, tlnd a Bachelor of Arts as second master, together with men 
of lower University standing in the subordinate appointments. In aided 
schools the Inspector requires, and mostly secures, the appointment of a 
Bachelor of Arts to the head-mastership of a high school, and of a First Arts 
student to that of a middle "school. For the training of vernacular teachers 
there are eight Normal schools, the course in which is certainly not below that 
required for the First Arts examination of the Calcutta University. I t com
prises vernacular language and literature; Sanskrit; history of England and 
India, and general history; general and physical geography, with elementary 
descriptive astronomy; arithmetic" European and Indian, algebra to the binomial 
theore.m, trigonometry to the solution of triangles, logarithms, statics and ele
mentary dynamics; six books of Euclid, mensuration, surveying with the chain, 
plotting, and plan-drawing; elementary physics, chemistry, botany, and 
the law~ of health; and lastly the art of teaching, with practice in the 
model school. Candidates are admitted after passing the middle scholarship 
examination, and the full CQurse extends to three years. A central examination 
of the students of all Normal schools is held at the end of the first, second, 
and third year of study, and certificates of- different grades are given to those 
who pass; hp.t no student can ordinarily be appointed to the head-mastership 
of a middle vernacular school unless he has passed through the full course . 
. Lower certificates qualify for assistant masterships in middle schools or for 
head-masterships of upper primary schools. The examination is not confined 
to students of Normal schools, but is open to any teacher who desires to qualify 
for a certificate. The value of the stipends in Normal schools is generally 
ns. 4 or Rs. 5· a month, and an annual gra.nt of nearly Rs. 25,000 is made for 
this purpose. The stipends are awarded by the Inspector to successful 
candidates from all the Districts which the Normal school is intended to 
provide for. The Normal school at Patna is the only one which has a 
class for the training of English teachers j all students in this class must 
have pass-ed the middle scholarship examination in English. There were 
466 students in the . eight Normal schools in 1882; and 266 certificates of 
different grades ,were issued on the result of the central examination. A dis .. 
tinctive and valuable element in the ~engal system is that to each Normal 
school is attached a model or practising school of the middle vernacular stand. 
ard, iq which the pppils are constantly practised in the art of teaching under 
the head-master's eye. These model schools are found to be amongst the most 
successful of their class, as tested b~ the n.rldd1e scholarship examinat~on. 

60 
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North.Western Provinces and Oudh.-There is at the head-quarters of 
each Commissioner's Division a Normal school for the training of teachers in 
secondary as well as primary schools. The subjects prescribed for the higher 
certificate comprise vernacular language and literature, with optional in~truction 
in Persian or Sanskrit, arithmetie, algebra to qua~ratic equations, four books of 
Euclid, mensuration of plane surfaces, surveying with the plane table, h~story 
and geogra,phyof India, general and physical geograpby and map.drawing, 
elements of natural science, and the principles of teaching. Every candidate 
for admission to a Normal school must have passed the middle school examina.-
tion, and the course extends over two years. ' 

Punjab.-The Central Training Oollege at Lahore, now in the third year 
of its existence, is designed to train teachers for English and for secondary ver
nacular schools. It is under the charge of a graduate of St. Andrew's. who has 
also passed through a Training College. The English class consists, or will here
after consist, of young men who have passed the B.A. or the First Arts e:xarnina~ 
tion of the Calcutta University, or the corresponding examinations of the Punjab 
University, as well as of promising teachers in District schools. The vernacu
lar class consists of men who have passed ihrough a Normal school with cerU .. '
:fi.cates of competency, of students who ha.ve passed the vernacular Entrance 
examination of the Punjab University, and of teachers sent in from schools. 
Notwithstanding their.varied attainments, all these students are taught as one 
class; the object of the Training College being, not to impart general instruc
tion, but to train for the special work of teaching men otherwise educated. 
Accordingly, with the exception of elementary science, instruction is confined 
to the principles of teaching. The number of students in each c1a.ss is about 
30. The .chief defect mentioned is the want of a practising scbool. The aided 
Normal school of the Christian Vernacular Education Society at Amritsar does 
not train teachers specially for secondary schools; but the course is !ufficiently 
advanced to qualify the best students for posts in middle schools. A practising 
school is attached. 

Central Provinces.-There is no in:stitution -for training teachers; but 
the masters in middle schools are usually matriculated students at the le'ast, 
while some have advanced to a higher status in the University. Oonsequently, it 

" is pointed out, they have spent some 10 or 12 years at school and college; they 
have observed the methods pursued, and adopt them. 

Assam.-The single Normal, school at Gauhati for the training of second
ary teachers is framed on the Bengal model. The students are drawn from 
all districts except Sylhet and Oachar, whose requirements are supplied "by the 
Normal school at Dacca in 'Bengal. A practising school is attached. During 
the last fo~ years 36 students have gained certificates of competency. 

Summary.-From what has preceded, it appears that in Madras there is a 
training school for English teachers in secondary schools; in Bengal, Assam, and 
the N orth-Western Provinces, schools for vernacular t~achers; and in the 
Punjab for teachers of both classes. In the oth.er Provinces no speeial provision 
is made. The only further Recommendation that we have to make under this 
head is based on the principle, in force in Madras, of allowing M.A. graduates 
in special cases to read for a shorter term than other students of Norma! schools, 
and it involves an extension of that principle. It is, that-graduate8 Wishing to 
attend ~ course of instruction in a Normal school in tke principles and practice 
of teaching be required to undergo a .shorter C{JUrBe of trainind than otherl. 
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, 274. The total Iiumber of Teachers, trained and untrained, in secon
dary Schools.-From the account given in the preceding paragraph, ~t will be 
evid~nt that a large number of teachers of secondary schools in eyery Province 
have rec~ived no definite Normal training; either because the existing Normal 
schools have not as yet had time to supply all the requirements of s~condary 
schools1 or because a University or high school training is thought to be suffi. 
cient. The following figures relating to the different Provinces will illustrate this 
statement. In Afadras, the number of trained masters (excluding vernacular 
t.eachers) for secondary schools who have left the Normal school is S2 7. Some of 
these have betaken themselves to other callings; sume have been appointed 
Deputy Inspectors; ant! the nlimber actually employed in secondary schools is 
comparatively small. Out of 4S5 teach~rs employed in Government shcools, 222 

are trained. In aided English schools there are about 840 teachers, of whom 130 

are trained. In second.'lry schools of other kinds most of the teachers have received 
no special training. In Bombay, out of 193 teachers in Government high schools, 
there are 60 graduates, and 9S' have passed either the matriculation or the 
previous examination. Of 255 teachers in Government middle schools, 2 are 
graduates, 14 have passed the previous, and 144 the matriculation, examination. 
In aided schools the upper masters are generally men who have passed some 
University examination j and it is stated that a large proportion of those who 
have had no University training are teachers of long standing and experience. 
In Bengal it will be remembered that high and middle schools contain attached 
primary departments; and hence the masters in those schools include some 
who instruct little boys in the alphabet, and others, trained in pathsabs, who 
teach native methods of arithmetic, a subject which finds a place in middle 
schools. Sanskrit is taught in high schools either by Norma! school students, or 
by those who have received their instruction in tols. With this explanation the 
following figures will be understood. Of 1,319 teachers in high schools, 579 
have received a, collegiate education, 491 have read in high schools to the 
matriculation standard or below, 97 in vernacular Norma! schools, and 152 in 
indigenous pathsalas, tols, or maktabs. Of 4,087 teachers in middle schools, 
1,467 have received a Normal school training; while 323 have been educated in 
colleges, 817 in high schools, 1,2$5 in middle schools, and 225 in indig{'nous 
institutions. In the North-Western Provinces, of 662 teachers in secondary 
schools, chiefly vernacular, some 70 per cent. are certificated. In the Punjab, 
many of the teachers have passed the lower University examinations, while 
7 have the degree ~f B.A. or the equivalent ~egree of the Punjab University. 
The Lahore Tr:rlning College supplied 12 teachers to schools at the end of the 
first year of its existence. Most of the teachers of middle vernacular schools, 
as well as several oriental teachers in English schools, hold Normal school 
certificates. In the Oentral Provinces, middle ,schoolmasters are usually matri. 
culated, while some have passed the First Arts examination, and two or three 
are graduates. In Assam, of 84 teachers in high schools, 64 have passed at or 
read up to one or other of the University examinations, and there are 12 

trained and 8 untrained oriental teachers. Of 199 teachers in middle schools, J 52 
are trained and 47 untrained. There are no trained teachers in the other two 
FTovinces. e 

"" 275. Pay and Prospects of Teachers in secondary Schools.---No 
general complaint is made that the teachers in secondary schools are under-paid. 
This is a. case indeed in which the ordinary laws of supply and demand have full 
operation. If the sa.laries offered are not sufficient to attract competent men" 
competent men will not take the appow.tments. Here and there, it is true, a. man . ' 
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may be found who, feeling in himself a special call~~ lOt the teachert~ \Vprk 
will serve for a wage below the market rate. :{Jut this Impu1\;e, thougl} It may 
hI:' stronger in the educational than in other fields Qf professional life, is not-one 
which has any large results or which need be regarded. The executive s~ceJ as' 
will hereafter be shown in the Chapter on Collegiate Education, possesses power. 
ful attractions for graduates; but failing that, they are quite willing 'to take 
service in Government or in aided schools. The competition is ofeoUl's,,- keen, 
but there is certainly no evidence to show that throughout India the supply of 
educated men is in excess of the demand; and there is indeed ground for believ. 
ing that the salaries which B.A. and M.A. graduates will accept have in some 
Provinces been steadily rising in recent years.' One considerable element in the 
value of a post consists in the prospect pf future promotion or of transfer to 
a better-paid service which it holds out. The first of these depends, as regards 
Government schools, upon the internal organisation of the Department, and 
the arrangements in force for securing due recognition to long service and 
proved capacity; and in this respect there are great differences in differ
ent Provinces. The second is determined by the estimate in which educational 
officers are held by the dispensers of patronage in other branches of the GoV'em~ 
ment service, or by other employers of highly remunerated labour; and in this 
respect, also, wide differences are found to exist. In Bengal the Director of Public 
Instruction is sometimes asked to recommend men for Deputy lIagistracies 
or other special posts in the executive &ervice of Government; for appoint
ment as tutors or guardians under the COUl't of Wards j for service in the Jail, 
Police, Registration, or other Departments. This tendency has been decreasing 
of late years, because the dispensers of patronage have found it easier than before 
to make their own selection from candidates independently qualified, N everthe
less, in these Provinces in which special encouragement has been given to men of 
education, the belief still prevails that service in the })ducation Department will 
open a door, however narrow, to other and 'more remunerative careers; and this' 
fact has its weight with candidates for employment, and puts & somewhat better 
class of men at the disposal of the Department for service in schools. In other 
Provinces there has been little if any recognition of educational officers as having' 
any special claim to, or qualification for, public employment; there ,is no 
current belief that approved service under the Director's eye will lead to 
selection for a better post outside the Department; and in applying for 
educational appointment~ men look simply to the market value of their 
services. These remarks apply with chief force to Government schools. The 
prospects of teachers in aided schools are determined partly by the liberality of 
the grant-ia-aid rules, and by the degree in which recognition is given to the 
just principle that, in aided as in Government schools, provision should be made 
for a progressive increase of 'Salaries; and partly by the readiness of those in 
authority to reward successful teachers of aided .schools by appointments of 
higher value under Government. We proceed to show hoW' the services of 
teachers in 'secondary schools are remunerated in different Provinces. Two 
facts m.ay, however, be borne in mind. The first is that men will accept 
appointments at their own homes, or in the Presidency town,s where they 
have (as they believe) greater opportunities of promotion, at lower rates 
than in distant parts of the country.. The second is that Pistinguished 
graduates wiil often accept appointments at low 'rates in places where the, 
have an opportunity of attending Law Lectures, so as to secure the means oi 
subsistence while qualifying for the legal profession., Th~ is not altogetbeJ 
desirable, since theil' intention is to abandoll the work of education jusi 
when they are beginning to be efficienti at the ~ame time, so great is thE 
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competition at the Bar, that many men once appointed are reluctant afterwards 
to exchange a. certainty for a. bare and doubtful chance of success; and in this 
wan if they see any reasonable prospect of promotion, the Department secures 
the servi~es of many competent officers who would not otherwise have joined it. 

In Madras, the grant-in-aid rules are framed on the assumption that the 
salaries of masters in high schools vary from Rs. 80 to Rs. 240 a month, and 
jn middle schools from Rs. 30 to Rs. 50 a month; but as a matter of fact the 
sal:trics are determined by the market rate, and are much lower than those 
contemplated in the rules.' In schools under private managers, except in the 
case of a head-master, the salary seldom exceeds Rs. 100 a month in a high 
school, and Rs. 40 in a middle. In deyartmental schools the rates are higher. 
Masters in aided schools who prove their efficiency have also a prospect of 
appointment as Deputy Inspectors, and even to higher posts in the graded 
service. In Bomqay, teachers in Government secondary schools are eligible 
for promotion to most of the higher appointments in the Department. 
They have not infrequently been selected for posts in other departments of the 
public service. In Government high schools, the salaries of head-masters vary 
from Rs. 125 to Rs. 800, the maximum being that of the head-master of the 
Elphinstone High School; assistant masters receive from Rs. 30 to Rs. ISO, 

In middle schools the salary varies from Rs. 15 to Rs. IS0. In aided high 
schools the salary of the head-master varies from Rs. 100 to a maximum of 
Rs. 600 in the case of one European head-master of a mission school; the 
maximum salary of an assistant master is Rs. 125. In aided 'middle schools the 
salaries range from Rs. 60 to Rs. 125. In Bengal, the officers of the Depart
ment below the European professoriate and the circle Inspectors are ranged 
in a subordinate graded service consisting of seven classes, the salaries in 
which range from Rs. 50 to Rs. 500 a month" All teachers in Govern
ment secondary schools with salaries of Rs. 50 and upwards are included in 
this list and are eligible for promotion, according to qualifications and service, 
to the highest class. Out of a total number of 327 officers contained., in the 
list, 136 are teachers in high schools. The head-masters of the Hindu and Hare 
Schools in Calcutta are in the first class of this service, with salaries rising 
from Rs. 400 to Rs. SOD a month. In aided high schools thc pay ranges from 
Rs. IS to Rs. 150 a month; in middle scnools from Rs. 10 to Rs, 50. The 
rates include those paid in the primary departments. Successful aided schools 
are regularly noticed in the Annual Reports of the Depart'ment; and their 
teachers are frequently rewarded by appointment to Government schools. 
Promotion to other departments of the public service is occasionally but rarely 
given to teachers in high schools. In the N orth-Western Provinces, the 
pay of teachers in Government middle schools ranges from Rs. 8 to Rs. 20 a 
month; for high schools, and for aided Rchools generally, no information is given 
in the Provincial Report. In the Punjab the salaries in district schools range 
from Rs. 30 to Rs. 400 a month, and in Government middle vernacular schools 
from Rs. 8 to Rs. 40 a month. In the Central Provinces, many civil appoint
ments have been given for some years past to masters of middle schools and 
consequently competent men are obtained as teachers. In Assam. where 
the secondary schools contain primary departments, the salaries in Government 
high schools range from Rs. 15 to Rs. 200, and in middle vernacular schools from 
Re. 10 to Rs. 40. Teachers sometimes, though rarely, obta~ more valuable 
appointments in other ,departments. The salaries in bigh and middle schools lie 

. in Coorg between Rs. 30 and Rs. 100, and in the Haidarabad Assigned Districts 
between Rs. 50 and Rs. 400. 

61 
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276~ Means of improving the Position of Teachers in seeonda.'ry 
Schools.-The remarks made at the beginning of the preceding paragx:aph l~ 
up to the only Recommendation that we have to make under this head, namely, 
that the claims of efficient and 8uccesiful teacher' in aided 8chools be cpnaide1'ea 
in making appointments to posta in the 8er'Dice of Government; and that in 
cases duly certified by the Education Department tk~ 25 !lear,' rule be 
relaxed. We say nothing in this place as to the desirability of rewarding 
successful teachers by appointments in other departments of the public service; 
though we have good ground for believing that the effect of such a practice, 
in those Provinces where it prevails or did prevail in past years, has been 
to raise the character of secondary education by securing the services of more 
ambitious and capable men. But a policy of that kind must be almost 
exclusively governed by regard to the q·ualifications of individual officers, and 
to their fitness for special appointments.. With the coUrse recommended 
above it is different. Teachers, whether in Government or in aided schools, 
are doing precisely the same work; and a man who has proved bis capacity 
in one post is necessarily fit for duties of a similar kind in another. Having 
regard to the immense advantage of raising the standard of instruction in 
aided schools, we are of opinion that this object can best be attained, with 
eq ual benefit to both classa's of sc~ools, by ;rewarding successful teachers in 
aided schools by appointments in the Government service. It may not be 
possible to devise any general means of raising the pay of teachers in aided 
schools; although something to this end may be effected by a generous recogni
tion of the 'principle that in applying the grant-in-aid rules the claims of old 
and successful teachers to increased pay should not be ,disregarded. But 
their prospects can at any rate be improved by giving them the hope of transfer 
to an appointment involving greater certainty of employment. with prospective 
advantages in the way of promotion and pension. There can be little doubt that, 
if such a policy were declared and followed, a still better class of men than 
those who now come forward would seek appointments in aided schools. ,Such 
a policy, too, would be in full accordance with the object which we ,bave ¥ept 
in view in all our Recommendations, that departmental and aided schools should 
in an equal degree claim and enjoy the fostering care of the Departm.ent, 
as portions of a connected system of ndtional education • . 

The second part of our Recommendation is based on a practice which has 
been followed for some years with success in Bengal. ItJ that Province it has 
long been the custom to select efficient teachers in aided schools for appoint. 
ment either to Government schools or as inspecting officers. The men selected 
had proved their fitness by successfui work for many years;' and hence it hap
pened in nearly every instance that they had passed beyond the limit of age pre-
scribed for entrance into tlie' service of Government. Much inconvenience 
was felt from the necessity of applying to Government in each case for sanc
tion to the particular appointment,-an application required by existing orders. 
In J878, therefore, at the instance of the Director of Public Instruction, the 
Government of Bengal sanctioned the relaxation of that rule in the case of 
teachers of aided schools; provided that the person appointed was certified by 
the appointing officer as being in his opinion the most efficient man for the 
post; that a list of all appointments so made should be' forwarded.each year to 
Government; and that the pension admissible on retirement to any such 
officer should be liable to reduction in proportion to the' degree in whj.ch the 
period of his service under Government fell short of 30 years. 

277. Fees in secondary Schools.-;-The following Table shows- the per .. 
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centage of fee income to total e~pcnditure in high and miJdlb schools of all 
classes in 1881-82;-· 

Fee. in 11i9" anti Middle Scllool, in 1881-82. 
-ac;- a= = --- -• , 
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In high schools for boys, the proportion of the expen:diture borne by fees is 
nearly 4 I per cent. in Government and unaided schools, and about 31 per cent. 
in aided ~chools. The proportion for Government schools is highe~t in Bengal 
and Assam where it reaches 58 and 50 per cent. respectively; for aide~ schools 
it is highest in the same two Provinces, being 47 per cent. in Assam, and 44 
per cent. in Bengal; and for unaided schools it is highest in Assam and Madras, 
with 8 I and 66 per cent. It will be noticed how high i$ the place taken by 
A.ssam in this comparison. In middle schools of all classes Madras is easily 
pre-eminent. In the N orth-Western Pl'ovinces, the Punjab, and the Central 
Provinces, the proportion raised from fees is conspicuously low in schools of 
every class. It might be thought instructive to show for every Province of 
India the average fee paid by each schola~ in high and middle schools. Such a 
comparison would, however, be misleading on account of the -varying number 
of classes which high schools contain in different Provinces, and of the amalga
mation of the figures for high and middle schools in the returns of others. 
In all Provinces the fee-receipts of Government schools are paid into the 
Treasury and credited in the public accounts. In the case of middle sc~ools 
in places distan,t from any Treasury, the head-~aster is allowed in some Pro
vinces to use the fees in part-payment of his salary;, the amount is, however, 
shown in his monthly bill, and is credited in the accounts of the Treasury. .In 
aided schools the fees belong to the institution. We ,proceed to notice some 
points of special interest in the different Provinces. 

lYIadras.-A definite scale of fees was fixed in 1869 and increased in 1877. 
in communication with the managers of aided schools, according to which the 
rates varied for different parts of the country,. and were higher for Government 
than for ai!ied schools. The schedule provides for schools in the town of Madras, 
and in mofussil towns of the first, second, and third grades. For high schools 
the highest fee is Rs. 3-8 in Government and Rs. 2-8 in aided schools; the 
lowest fee is Rs. 2 in Government and Re. I -8 in aided schools. For middle 
schools the fee varies from Rs. 2-8 to 12 annas in Government, and from 
Rs. I· I 2 to 8 annas in aided schools. In Govelnment and salary-grant schools 
5 per cent. of the whole number of pupils may be free students. Muham
madan and U riya pupils pay half the ordinary rates. The Provincial Committee 
is of opinion that the rates might now be revised with advantage; though no 
great increase could ,be made without hardship to students ana injury to 
education. 

Bombay.-The fee-rates vary for different parts of the Province; thus the 
highest fee in Government high schools is Rs .. 4 in the Central Division, 
and Ra. 2 elsewhere; the lowest fee is Re. 1·8 in the Central and Southern Divi. 
sions and Re. I elsewhere. t 'In Government middle schools the rates vary 
from Rs. 3 to 4 annas. No minimum rate of fee has been prescribed for 
schools under private management as a condition of receiving aid: In all Gov
ernment schools 5 per cent. of the pupils may be free students, or 10 per cent. 
may read at half rates; in the middle departments attached to cess schools, 
20 per cent. of the pupils may be free. In aided schools the exemptions are 
very numerous, and there is no restriction in the rules on this point. No 
scholarship-holder is exempted from fee-payments unless he also holds a free. 
studentship. There are no. special rates or exemptions for Muhammadan 
students, and very few of that class are found in Government high and middle 
schools. 

Ben~al.-T~e ordinary rate of fee in a Government high schoo~ is Rs. 3 
a month m the highest clas!'l, descending f..o 1:3 annas or Re. I in the lowest 

• 
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class of the primary depar-~ment. B~t fees also vary with the locality, so that 
as in ot~er parts of India, secondary education may be obtained at a cheaper rate 
in ba.ckward parts of the Province. Thus, in the Hindu and Hare Schools of 
Calcutta. the fee <?harged is Rs. 5 in the five highest classes, and Rs. 4 in the 
four low·est; while i~ remote and backward parts, the fee in the highe~t class 
falls to Rs. 2, and in the lowest class to 8 annas or even less. There is, however, 
no fixed scale prescribed by the Department, and the rates are frequently revised 
by the District Committees, with the sanction of the Director, almost always 
in the direction of raising the total fee-income of the school. The average 
fee paid by studcnts in all Government high schools is Rs. 2-6 in the highest 
class, and 15 annas in the lowest. In aided schools the fees levied are at less 
than half these rates. The rate of fees in iniddle English schools (practically 
all of which are aided) varies from 4. annas to Re. I a month according to 
class, and in middle vernacular schools from 2 ann as to 8 annas a month. Ther~ 
is no rule prescribing certain rates of fees as a condition of ~btaining a grant. 
in-aid. Indeed in 1875 it was decided, after correspondence with the Supreme 
Government, that the distinction between fee.receipts and subscriptions was 
of no practical utility, and that if a certain proportion of fee-payments was 
insisted on, the chief result would be that sums now shown as subscriptions 
would be returned as fees. Consequently the only stipulation now is that a 
certain amount of private income from all sources, fees and subscriptions together, 
shall be guaranteed. No pupils are exempt from the payment of fees except those 
who hold Government scholarships. Students who hold middle scholarships are 
also entitled, subject to the condition of satisfactory conduct and progress, to read 
free for one or two years after the expiry of their scholarships, if they have not 
by that time passed the matriculation examination. Aided and unaided schools 
generally allow the same privileges to scpolars, though there is no regulation 
on this point. In aided schools, the managers frequently pay the fees of poor 
s'!holars, the amount being shown as subscriptions. IIi unaided schools there 
~ always a large number of free students. From the income of the Mobsin 
Endowment Fund a sum of Rs. 18,000 a year is set apart for paying two· thirds 
of the fees of Muhammadan students in high schools. The concession is con
fined to students of Government high schools at the head-quarter stations of 
those districts in which Muhammadans are most numerous; but in Chapter 
VIII of thj.s Report we shall recommend that the benefits of the allotment be 
extended to aided schools of approved status. -

North. Western Provinces and Oudh.-Here we- at once descend to a 
much lower scale of fees. In Government high schools the rate varies according 
to locality, from 8 annas to Re. 1-8 in the highest classes, and from 4 annas 
to 12 annas in the lowest (or primary department) classes. In middle schools 
the rate varies from 3 to 12 annas in English, and from I to 4 annas in verna· 
cular schools. The fees levied in aided schools vary widely. No minimum fee 
is -prescribed, nor is there any limit to the percentage of free scholars; but a 
certain sum must be realised from fees, in proportion to the amount of the 
grrdIlt. Notwithstanding the desire that exists for a knowledge of English, 
the proportion of the total income raised from fees is greater in the case of 
vernacular than of English schools. The Provincial Report does not state what 
exemptions are made in the incidence of the fee-rates; nor whether fees are 
levied from scholarship-holders in aided, as they are in Government schools. 

Punjab.-In the Punjab, an attempt is made to regulate the fee-rate 
in Government schools by the income of the parents. In English schools 
scholars 'are divided into six grad~sJ 'according to income; the lowest gra.d~ 
is for incomes below Rs. 25 a 1p.onth, and the highest for incomes above 
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Rs. 200. In aided schools there is no uniform scale. The'returns, however, 
I?how that the average fee paid by scholars in high schools is within a. fraction 
the same as that paid in middle English schools. No exemptions are allo.-wed. 
and all scholarship-holders pay the regular fees. On the question of graduat. 
ing the fees according to income, a large majority of the witnesses are ln favour 
of that principle, and think it should be maintained. Others' are of opinion 
that the difficulty of accurately ascertaining incomes renders the system un
workable, and exposes the head-master to the imputation of being unfairly 
lenient to some pupils and hard to others. 

Central Provinces. -In the Government high school the fee-rate is 
Re. I a month. Owing to the growing efficiency of the middle school. the 
applications for admi~sions to the high scl1o01 at Jabalpur are increasing year by 
year, and it may be possible to raise the fee. In aided schools the highest fee 
varies from 12 annas to Rs. 3 a month, an attempt being generally made to 
regulate the fee by the income of the parents. Accordingly the fee is sometimes 
as low as 2 annas. In Government middle schools, inferior and superior, the 
rate is 6 annas and 8 annas a month, except to agricultqrists who, as contributors 
to the school cess, pay only half those rates. It appears possible to raise the 
fee in the superior middle s~hools of large towns. In aided middle schools the 
fce varies from I to 8 annas. In the Government hig b school there are no 
exemptions, except in very rare cases under special sanction of the Inspector 
General. In middle schools, five pupils at each may read free. Scholarship
holders in all schools pay fees. 

Assam.-The fee-rates in Government high schools in Assam are much 
the same as in Bengal, varying from Re. I -8 to Rs. 3 in the highest classes. 
In aided schools the highest fee is 25 per cent. lower, but the general inci. 
dence of fees on each scholar is somewhat higher in aided than in Government 
schools, owing to the fact that the former have only as yet been established in 
comparatively populous and wealthy centres. All scholarship.holders are 
allowed to read free, as in Bengal, and the privilege is continued to them for 
two years after the expiry of their scholarships, so as to enable them to pass 
the Entrance examination. 

Other Provinces.-1n Coorg there are no aided secondary schools. The 
fee rate in the Government scho~l is one rupee a month. No exemptions are 
allowed. In the Haidaranad Assigned Districts the rate is from 12 annas to 
Re. I in the high school and from 4 to 8 annas in the middle school. 
Scholarship .. holders pay no fees. 

278. Recommendations, as to Fees.-All our Recommendations under 
this head have for their object to improve and strengthen the position of 
aided schools. The first runs as follows: that ·the Director 01 Public Instruc
tion 8hould, in consultation with the manager8 of 8choo18 receiving aid 
from Government, determine the 8cale of fee8. to be charged and the proportion 
oj pupil8 to be exempted from payment therein. On this point it was con
tenned by the majority that one of the chief objects of the Despatch of 1854 
in insisting on the levy of cc some fee, however small," from scholars, was to 
stimulate and strengthen the principle of seIf.help; and thus, by the gradual 
incr~se of fees in every class of institutions, to make education a\ far as pos
sible self-supporting. It was therefore, in the 'opinion of the majority, desira
ble to adopt some definite system by which, with due regard to ·the circum. 
stances of each locality or tract of country, the sOale ol fees to be charged as 
a. condition of receiving ~d might be deteiVrlned authoritatively, and yet with 
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,sum,cient elasticity, for scbools of every class. One great advantage resulting 
fron:). such a system would be that of strengthening the hands of· managers of 
aid~d s<:hools in their endeavours to increase the private income of those ins. 
titutions. It was true that managers constantly allow poor boys to read free, 
increasing their subscriptions so as to make good the loss of fees. There was 
no objection whateter to such a practice; but it was desirable that (subject 
to any sanctioned exemptions) a fee should be shown for every scholar, and 
there would be no difficulty in bringing into the accounts, by transfer to the 
head of fees, sums that were really intended to be so applied. In this way 
a salutary principle would: be maintained. Another advantage would be the 
protection of aided schools against injurious competition with each other. In 
the absence of such a. provision there was great danger, as experience showed, 
that schools near enough to be in ,competition would go op. reducing their rates 
in order to attract. each other's pupils. To reject the proposal would be to 
take a long stride towards destroying discipline, and would encourage parents 
to plead poverty in order ~o escape the payments of fees. Lastly, the expe
rience of Madras, in which such a system had been in force for 13 years with 
the universal approval of the managers of aided schools, was altogether in 
favour of its extension to other Provinces. Aided schools would not regard 
the action of the Department in this matter as an interference, but as a help. 
There was no ground for the suspicion that the Department would use the 
power thus placed at its disposal so as to cripple aided schools by requiring them 
to levy extravagant fees. The educational policy of the future must be based 
on the explicit assumption that the Department would, on the one hand, regard 
all classes of schools with' a favourable eye, and on the other be looked up to 
by aided schools with respect and confidence. Some of the arguments here 
adduced were directed against positions taken up by those who opposed the 
Recommendation, and whose views will now be stated. The Recommenda
tion was opposed on a variety of grounds. It was urged, in the first place, that it 
involved an unnecessary and unprecedented interference with the freedom of aided 
schools. The managers were the persons best able to determine how far their 
schools could be made self-supporting j nor did the Recommendation make any 
provision for cases in which the mapagers and the Department might differ. 
Further-and this was a point on which great stress was laid by several native 
members of the Commission-the 'proposal aimed at breaking down the tradi
tional rule, common to Hindus and Muhammadans, that education should be 
imparted without payment, ,the teachers depending on free-will offerings. 
There was no sort of foundation for the theory that gratuitous education 
involved any loss of self-respect; and testimony to this effect might be adduced 
from the West no less than from the East. If schools were subjected to the 
interference proposed, there was reason to fear that many would decline aid alto
gether. Lastly, it was argued, the whole difficulty arose from the disturbing 
presence of Government schools; and if that injurious influence were removed, 
the price of education would find its level like that of any other marketable 
commodity. In that point of view the proposal was objectionable, because it 
countenanced the continued existence of Government schools. Such were in 
brief the conflicting views; and the Reeommen<\ation was carried by only a 
narrow majority. 

Our second Recommendation is that in order t() encourage the e8talJlid, .. 
ment of aided schoolS, tke managers lJe not required to charge fees as high as 
those of a neighlJouring Government school of the same class. This is the 
necessary complement of the first Recommendation. Subject to a few excep .. 
tions, it is in accordance with the practice of the Department in every Plo
vince, and is designed to give aid~d" schools a fair chance of attaining 5tability. 
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If effect is to be given to the principle of gradually substituting aided "scnools 
for Government schools in all places in which the conditions for such ,traUsfer 
of management are favourable, it is essential that. every reasonable advantDge 
should be offered to aided schools in their attempts to establish themselves on a 
permanent footing. The Government school will, it is believed, always possess 
attractions of its own, sufficient to counterbalance the drawback of charging 
higher fees. The further bearings of this question may, however, be reserved 
for discussion in a later Chapter. 

Our third Recommendation is that Bc1t;ola"ship-nolderB, all Buch, be 'flot ex
empted from payment of the ordinary fee8. It has been shown that in some 
Provinces they are so exempted. The effect obviously is that if aided schools 
are to admit scholarship-holders, who 3Je the best and most promising of 
the students, they are compelled to admit them on similar terms, and thus 
to lose the fees which the scholars would otherwise pay. The loss to the 
scholars might, if necessary, be made up by increasing the value of the scholar" 
ships to an equivalent extent. In Government schools, the fees paid back by 
the scholars would make good the excess j and the only differenCe to Government 
in a financial point of view is that the scholarship assignment would be 
increased by the trifling amount of the fees paid by pupils holding their 
scholarships in non-departmerital schools. But it would be easy so to fix the 
value of the scholarships that even this small loss could be avoided. At the 
same time it must be admitted that in one respect the payments of fees by 
scholarship-holders is apt to lead to misapprehension. When the amount paid in 
scholarships is large and the fee-rates low, as is the case in the Punjab, a consi.;. 
derable proportion of the fees consists merely of deductions from scholarships~ 
and a false idea is thus conveyed as to the income and expenditure under both 
heads. 

279. Scholarships in secondary Schools.-In many passages of the 
Despatch of 1854, the necessity and advantage of establishing a chain of scholar .. 
ships "as a connecting link between the different grades of institutions·~ 
(paragraph 63) is insisted on. Of indigenous schools it is said (paragraph 46) 
that" the most promising pupils of these-schools might be rewarded by schola~ 
" ships [tenable] in places of education of, a superior order." Of the secondary 
schools it is said (paragraph 42) that" their pupils might be encouraged by 
"scholarships being institl!ted at other llistitutions which would be tenable as 
" rewards of merit by the best of their punber ;" and again (paragraph 38) that 
" scholarships should be attached to" 1he colleges affiliated to the University J 

"to be held by the best students of lower schools." Again, in reference to 
aided schools it is said (paragraph 55), that" the foundation, or assistance in 
"the foundation, of scholarships for ~ndidates from lower schools will also be 
" a proper object for the application o~ grants"in .. aid:" And in sllmm; ng up tl:.e 
scope and objects of the scholarship $ystem, the Despatch urges (paragraph 63) 
the development of the system in 'such a way" that the best pupils of the 
" inferior schools shall be provided for by means of scholarships in schools of 
" a higher order, so that superior talent in every class may receive that encourage
" ment and development which it deserves:" The amount of the scholarshipS 
was to be "fixed at such a sum as may ,be considered sufficient for the main· 
er tenance of their holders at the colleges or schools to which they are attached, 
" and which may often be at a distance from the homes of the students." The 
scholarship system was therefore one to w bich the Court of Directors ~ttached 
the highest value, 'Out they add (paragraph 63) the important injunction:
~c We think it desirable ~t the system oS scholarships should be carried. out 
"not only in connexion with those places o~.educa.tion which are ,under the Uri-
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umedi~ie superintendence of the State, ''i?ut in all educational institutions 
cc which will now be brought into our general system." . 

• 220. Scholarship Systems in different Provinces.-It thus appears 
that it -was intended, first, to establish a continuous ch~in of scholarships, 
c.onnecting the lowest class of institutions with the highest; and secondly, 
to throw open scholarships on equal terms to pupils of all schools, whether 
Government or other. Free competition for scholarships has been found to be 
one of the most effectual means of encQuraging and stimulating private 
effort in education. Furt,her, in any general system of scholarships, it is 
plain that they should be more liberally bestowed in those Provinces where 
education is least advanced and where secondary schools are least numerous, so 
that pupils of ability in elementa~ schools may have the opportunity of 
carrying on their education in schools of a higher class. Without such a 
provision, the most capable students of backward Districts would be unable to 
prosecute their studies with such success as to fit them for the higher professions 
and the public service, which as a necessary consequence would then be filled 
by strangers from a distance. From the subjoined review it will be seen that 
in only four Provinces have the provisions of the Despatch been carried out 
with anything like com.pleteness. These are Bengal, Assam, the Central Pro
vinces, and .Berar. 

Madras.-In lfadras the scholarship scheme contemplated in the Despatch 
has not been brought into effect. In each District in Madras where there is a 
high school but no college, there is one scholarship of Rs. 10 a month for a 
tnatriculated student;to enable him to proceed to a college to read for the First 
Arts examination. There are also six special Muhammadan scholarships. 
Except in Ganjam, there are no Government scholarships that may be held 
by pupils passing from a middle to a high school, nor are there any scholar
ships tenable at middle schools for boys in primary schools. Free students 
to the extent of five per cent. of the numbers enrolled at any secondary 
school are allowed, but the mere exemption from fee payments can hardly be 
said to be a scholarship in the sense of the Despatch of 1854. The actual 
expenditure in 1881-82 on scholarships in schools for general education was 
only Rs. 544, of which Rs. 301 were from Provincial revenues. It is evident 
that, as remarked by the Director of Public Instruction of Madras, the whole 
question of scholarships needs careful revision, in order that pupils in outlying 
primary schools, Government and private, may be enabled to pursue their 
studies in middle schools, and pupils of middle schools in high schools. 

13ombay.-In Bombay there are 12 scholarships tenable by primary school 
boys in Government middle schools, and 2 I tenable by farmers' Sons in the 
agricultural classes of high schools. There are also 235 scholarships awarded 
and tenable in Government high schools, and 60 similarly attached to Govern
ment middle schools or the 1st grade. These ordinary scholarships of high 
and middle schools are intended not so much to connect middle schools with 
high schools and high schools with colleges, as to offer incentives to exertion 
to the students of the school. in which the scholarships are given and held. 
They however serve to attract scholars from distant places to the Government 
schools. There are 12 University o,r junior college scholarships given to the 
best of the matriculated students. These scholarships may be held at any 
college affiliated to the Bombay University, anq are tenable by matriculated 
students of aided as well as of Government high schools. There are also 8 
scholarships open for competition to pupils o{ three years' standing in any 
Government or aided school in SinU, and tenable for four years in any college 

• 
63 
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affiliated to the Bombay University. Aided schools are left to .pro'rl~.e ~ho1ar. 
ships for themselves. Any scholarships that aided school managers may give, 
they pay for from their own funds. To scholars studying in aided h1gh p,nd 
middle schools no Government scholarships are open, except the twelve Uni-
versity scholarships and the eight Sind scholarships. • 

From the system described it is clear that the policy of the Despatch of 
1854 has not been carried out. Primary schools are not fully and completely 
linked to middle schools by means of scholarships, nor middle schools to high 
schools. The chain of scholarships is confined to Government schools. 'l'hus 
the clever but poor boy who resid~s in a town or village remote from the site 
of a Government middle or high school must obtain admission to a Govern .. 
ment school before he can hope by means of the scholarship system to climb 
from a primary school to a college. The -Bombay Government maintain, how. 
ever, that the intention of the Despatch is practically met by their system of 
free studentships, and still more by the high development of their primary 
schools. They urge that the great mass of poor students in primary schools, 
who in Bengal require scholarships to enable them to proceed to a secondary 
school, do so in order to reach that standard of education which qualifies for 
the lower grades of the public service. In Bombay the bifurcation of the 
course in primary schools enables the village 8choolooy to enter the public 
service without leaving the village school. The provision of free studentships 
in primary schools is very liberal, and a furtber small provision of them in 
secondary schools, coupled with the few existing scholarships, enables at any 
rate the most promising of the poor scliolars who aim higher than the second 
class certificate of the public service, to proceed to a secondaty school. 
There is much force in these arguments. But useful as a system of free stu .. 
dentships undoubtedly is, they do not provide the special assistance by which 
the Despatch of 1854 proposed to enable not only poor but clever scholars to 
advance to the highest kind of education by means of a system of scholarships 
of substantial value. N either does it meet the requirement of the Despa.tch 
that the pupils of schools under private managers should derive full advantage 
from the scholarship system. 

Bengal.-In Bengal the secondary scholarship system conn~ts upper 
primary with middle schools, middle schools with high schools, and high schools 
with colleges. All scholarships are awarded according to the results of publio 
examinations, are open to sCholars of all schools, and are tenable in colleges 
and secondary schools, whether departmental, aided, or unaided. Relatively to 
the number of schools and scholars, they are more liberally given in backward 
than in advanced Districts. The provisions of the Despatch have ooen very 
fully carried ?ut in Bengal, 'f\tere the Department has all along maintained 
that no portIon of the Government assignment for education is. more usefnlly 
spent. 

, . 
The scholarships awarded in 1881-82 may be thus shown for schools above 

the lower primary standard :_ 

GovIll'DllleDt 
Cuss 011 SCHOLABIIIlIPS. Where tenable. Period. J/lonth1,. Number IICholar. 

Taloe. awarded. ship aesiga.. 
meni.. 

, , . 

Years. Ra. Ea. 
Upper Prima.ry • · · · · · · • Middle Schools · lit 3 2J1 15.000 Middle Vernacular · · · · · • High Schools 4 4, 221 } English. · · .. .. · '. · · · • Ditto 3 5 1;12 54.000 
J~nior • . . · . · · · • Colleges' •• · lit la, IS. ao, ISS 45.600 . • . 

I 
, • . 
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Nine thouSand ,rupC'es are also spent annually from the Mohsin Endowment 
Fund o!,- scholarships for Yuhammadans, of which amount Rs. 1,872 is the cost 
of EWholarships tenable in high schools, and Rs. 1,6S2 the cost of 8 junior scho .. 
larships tenable in colleges. There are several scholarships, endowed from 
private lunds, among which may be mentioned the Vizianagram scholarships 
offered to boys in middle schools for proficiency in surveying. The examinations 
for upper primary and middle scholarships are conducted for each circle by 
the Inspector, who sefects as examiners inspecting officers of the Department, 
and teachers of Government and other schools. The total fee-receipts from 
candidates amount to about. Rs .. 5,000, which is supplemented by a grant of 
Rs. 1,000 from Government, and this amount is divided among the examiners, 
at the rate of about Rs. 100 to each. The junior scholarships are awarded to 
pupils of high schools according to tlle place which they take in the University 
matriculation examjna,tion, a,. certain number being allotted beforehand to 
each Division and District. 

The North-Western Provinces and Oudh.-Forty scholarships, each 
-of the value of Rs. 3 a month, are given annually on the results of the middle 
class vernacular examination to scholars of Government vernacular or tahsili 
~chools. They are tenable for four years in English schools. Forty scholarships, 
each of the value of Rs. 4, are given to those boys who stand highest in the 
middle school Anglo-vernac,ular examination, and are tenable for two years in 
high sch-ools. Scholarships are given to those scholars of high schools who 
stand best at the matriculation exa,mina.tion of the Calcutta University, pro
vided they pass in the first division. The scholarships awarded at matricula-

, tion are considered to form a part of college expenditure, though given for 
- the encouragement of high school education. The sum spent on scholarships 
in Government schools, ~om funds controlled by Government officers and from 
endowments, was Rs. 34,012. There was no expenditure from local rates on 
scholarships tenable in aided ,schools. In recommending the institution of 
scholarships from such sources, the Provincial Oommittee observe: "Amongst 
u a progressive people it is felt to be no less a hardship that a boy of great 
cc natural capacity should be debarred by poverty from prosecuting his studies 
cc as far as his bent will take him, than that a boy of ordinary ability should 
cc be debarred from that modicum of instruction which his equals in rank and 
" intellect enjoy. In India, where instruction has always been free of cost, this 
"sentiment is peculiarly strong. It will therefore be quite in accordance with 
"rational sentiment that provision should be made by Local Boards for scholar
" ships." 

Punjab.-The Provincial Report does not state the number of scholarships 
awarded to students of primary and Jpiddle schools respectively. It appears, 
however, that Rs. 49,259 were spent on scholarships t.enable in Government 
secondary schools of both classes. Nearly the whole sum was paid from public 
funds; namely,Rs. 13,181 from Provincial revenues and RS.33,S47 from Local 
and Municipal Funds; only Rs. 1,650 being derived from endowments. In 
the opinion of our Provincial Committee, the District Committees are inclined 
to carry liberality to excess in their provision of scholarships, which, though . 
partly awarded by merit, are commonly of the nature of subsistence allowance, 
A considerable portion of the fees realised in Government middle schools are 
merely deductions from scholarships. Until after ,the appointment of this Com
mission, no scholarships gained at the middle school oxamination were open to 
students in' aided high schools. We are of opinion that the instructions of 
the Despatch have been as largely eJ:ceeded in the case of Government schools 
as they have 'been neglected in that of aid"d schools. 
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Central Provinces.-In" the Central ~l'?:'?~~-'l(; 'middle school ~~holar. 
ships tenable for twO' years m high schools are awarded on the resu1~ of the 
middle school examination, in addition to five scholArships specially attache<l to 
the Sagar middle school. The scholarships are open to every boy who has 
studied at any school in the Central Provinces for three years before -the ex
amination, and who is under 17 years of age; they a1'e tenable for two years 
at any high school, Government or aided. As there are no high schools except 
at Nagpur and Jabalpur, it is necessary to give scholarships with fair liberality~ 
in order to enable poor but clever students of middle schools- to continue their 
education at a distance from their homes. The value of the schola.rships Yanes 
from Rs. 5 to Rs. 8 a month, according to the class gained by the scholar at the 
middle school examination; and its amount is less if he holds his scholarship 
at his own home than if he has to go to a high school at a distance. Scholarships 
varying in value from Rs. 9 to loa month, and tenable in any college, Govern
ment or aided, are also given to the best candidates at the matriculation exami. 
nation. In 1881-82,27 scholarships were thus awarded. The foregoing system 
of scholarships links superior middle schools to high schools and high schools 
to colleges. To unite inferior with superior middle schools there are also 23 
scholarships, tenable for one or two years. 

'I 

Assam.-In Assam there are 12 middle English scholarships,. each of the 
value of Rs. 5 a month and tenable for two years in a high school; and 23 
middle vernacular scholarships, each of the value of Rs.' 4 and tenable for four 
years in a high school. There is also the Vizianagram scholarship,. of the 
monthly value of Rs. 7, given annually to the pupil who passes highest at the 
middle scholarship examination, and tenable for two years in any high school 
where surveying is taught, or in an Engineering College. The middle school 
scholarships connect middle schools with high schools. To connect primary 
with middle schools, there are also 103 scholarships of the value of Rs. 3 8t 

month, awarded after examination to pupils of primary schools, and tenable 
for two years in middle schools. To those high school students who stand 
highest at the matriculation examination of the Oalcutta University, 20 scholar. 
ships are annually awarded. The scbolarships are of two grades,-eleven of 
Rs. 20 and nine of Rs. IS a month; and they are tenable for two years at any 
college in Bengal. The higher scholarships are reserved for the sons of persons 
actually resident or employed in the Brahmaputra valley Districts; the lower for 
pupils resident in the ll10re advanced Districts of Sylhet and Cachar. Four 
of these scholarships are specially reserved for poor and deserving students. 

Other Provinces.-A sum of Rs. 2S a month is given in scholarships 
to deserving students of the single high and middle school in Coorg. In the 
Haidarabad Assigned Distticts, there is a liberal provision pf scholarships. 
tenable in upper primary schools, in middle schools, or in the high or middle 
departments of the two high schools. Each is of the value of Rs. 5 or 6 a 
month. Nine ,scholarships of the value of Rs. 20 a month are given to those 
b(lYs who stand highest at the matrieulatiOIi examination of the Bombay U ni
versity, and are tenable at any college affiliated to that University. All 
scholarships are open to students of private as well as of Government schools ; 
but no scholarship is awarded to a student in a school situated in the town in 
which he resides. 

. 281. Recommendations as to Scho1a.rships.-Our Recommendations 
under this head will be fully understood in connection wi~h what has preceded, 
and need no further elucidation in detail. • They' stand as follows :-

(a) That in all Provinces the avatem.of acholarshpsiJe 80 arranged that, 
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(b) 
• 

a8 suggested in tue IJespatck of 1854, they, may form connectinu 
links between the different grades of institutions; . 

That scholarships payable from pubUt) funds, including educational 
enr!-owments not attached to a particular institution, be awarded 
after public ,competition without restriction, except in special 
cases, to students from any particular class of schools i 

(q) Thai scholarships gained in open competition be tenable, under 
proper safeguards to ensure th.e progres8 of the scholarship
holder, at anv -approved institution for general or special instruc
tion; 

(d) That the attention of thfl Government of Bombay be invited to the 
fact that, while the :Despatch of 1854 provides for the creation 
of both free and stipendiary scholarships tenab~e in Government 
and private schools alike, almost exclusive stress is now laid in 
that Presidency upon free studentshipsJ and that stipendiary 
scholarships are confined to students of Government schools; . 

(e) That the Government of Madras be invited to consider the necessity 
of revising the system of scholarships in secondary schools in that 
Presidency, with a 'Diew to bringing it into harmolt!l with the PI'O

'Disions of the :Despatch of 1854 . 

• 
282. Recommendations a.s to Examinations. -Connected with the 

'Subject of scholarships is that of departmental examinations_ It being under
stood that scholarships will in future be thrown open to candidates from all 
classes of schools, Government or private, it becomes a matter of importance 
to secure the co-operation of managers of aided and unaided schools in the 
conduct of these examinations. No imputation 'of unfairness, it should be 
clearly understood, has been made or suggested against the officers of the 
Department in the treatment of scholars from non-Government schools as 
regards these examinations; but the proposal that we hav-e to submit on this 
point may be supported on two grounds. In the first place, it is desirable to 
enlarge the area from whi<;h cozqpetent examiners may be selected; and in the 
second place, we have little doubt that managers of non-Government schools 
would see, in the desire of the Department to secure their co-operation, an 
intention on its part to treat them as friends and allies, to take them into council, 
and to profit by the suggestions of their experience. We therefore recommend 
that in tke conduct of all departmental examinations, managers and teachers 
of tke various non- Government schools be associated CUI far as possible 'lDith tke 
officers of tke :Departme'{ltt. Again, nothing in this connection is more important 
than the adoption of any means that are calculated to secure the impartiality and 
thoroughness of examinations for scholarships or certificates. Such examinations 
involve heavy additional duties, which are imposed not upon all officers as part 
of the ordinary routine of work, but upon men selected on account of their special 
competence. Those duties, we are strongly of opinion, should be remunerated; 
and men who are thought fit for the work of an examiner should not be 
compelled to undertake that duty, from which inferior men are exempt, without 
the satisfaction of feeling that their services, are appreciated and rewarded. 
An examiners hip should be regarded as a coveted distinction, not as a duty to 
be shirked or inefficiently discharged in the hope· of escaping it in future. 
The source from which examiners may be paid, either chiefly or wholly, 
will -be found in the fees to be levied from candidates; and we are of opinion 
that it will often be desirable to lIupplement that provision by a moderate 
Government grant, as is dop.e with. great a;dvantage even in Bengal wbere the 
fee-receipts are large. We ~herefor6 "r~c0lIlI!l~nd t~at in :~J'Cl6!·,~*to leettre the 

fj 4.' " 
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etflci.enC!J of departmental examinationlJ, e.:ramirwrB, whether officials 01' non-
officials, be remunerated jrom tke fees le'Vied from ca'ndidat~s, increasea when 
nece8sary 1;g a grantjrom Government. 

283. Recapitula.tion of Recommendations.-In all our discussions on the 
subject of secondary education, and in the Recom.mendations which we make 
with regard to it, we have been governed by the conviction that, while the. 
strenuous efforts of the State should be directed in a. still larger measure 
than heretofore to the improvement and extension of the elementary education. 
of the masses, it is no less essential to the welfare of the community that 
provision should be made for the maintenance and development of colleges and. 
schools of the higher class. At the same time we have indicated a distinction 
in the claims which primary and secondarY-educatiQn respectively have upon the 
support of the State, in the Recommendation which follows: that it be di8-
tinctlylaid down that tke relation oj the State to secondarg ia different jrom 
its relation to primaru education, in tkat the means oj primary education mag 
be provided without regard to the existence of local co-operation, while it i, 
ordinarily expedient to promde tke mean, of seconda1'1/ education only where 
adequate local co-operation is forthcoming; and- that therefore, in all ordina"71 
cases, secondarg schools for instruction in .English 8hould hereajter lJe e8talJ
lished bg the State preferably on the footing of the 81Jatem oJ grants-in-aid. 
The principle herein declared is consistent with the establishment by Govern
ment, in exceptional cases, of secondary scho~ls in places where they may be 
required in the interests of the people, and where the people themselves may 
not be advanced or wealthy enough to establish such schools for themselves 
with a grant-in-aid. 

Our Recommendations stand as follows :-
(1) That in the upper classes of high schools there be two divisions,

Qne leading to the Entrance examination of the Universities, the other of a 
more practical character, intended to fit youths for commercial or other non. 
literary pursuits; 

(2) That when the proposed bifurcation in secondary schools is carried out, 
the certificate of having passed by the final standard, or if necessary by any 
lower standard, of either of the proposed alternative courses, be accepted as a 
sufficient general test of fitness for the public service; . 

(3) That high and J¢ddle schools be united in the returns under the single 
term" secondary schools," and that the classification of students in secondary 
schools be provided for in a separate Table, showing the stage of instruction, 
whether primary, middle, or upper, of pupils in all schools of primary and 
secondary education; 

(4) That a small annual grant be made for the'formation'and mainte-
nance of libraries in all high schools; . 

(5) That the Grant-in-aid Code of each Province include provision for 
giving help to school-managers in the renewal, and if necessary the. increase, 
of their fnrnitu.re and apparatus of instruction after stated intervals ; 

(6) That an examination in the principles and practice of teaching be ' 
instituted, success in which should hereafter be a condition of permanent 
employment as a teacher in· any secondary school, Government or aided; 

(7) That graduates wishing to, attend a course of instruction in a Normal 
school in the principles and pmctice of teaching be required to undergo' a 
shorter course of training than othe.rs ; , 

(8) That the claim~ of efficient and successful teachers in aided schools . 
be considered. in making appointments to posts in the service of Government, 
and that in cases duly certi1~ed :by .,tp.e Educatio~ Depart,ment the .25.years' 
rule be relaxed; '" . " -. . . c' " • ~ 
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~) That the Director'" of Public Instruction, in consultation, with the 
managers of schools receiving aid from. Government, determine the scale of 
fees· to be charged and the proportion of pupils to be exempted from payment 

'therein;. 

(IO) That in order to encourage the establishment of aided schools, the 
managers be not required to charge, fees as high as those of a neighbouring 
Government school of the same class; 

(11) That sehohrship-holders, as such, be not exempted from payment of 
the ordinary fees; 

(12) That m all Provinces the system of scholarships be so arranged that, 
as suggested in the Despatch of 1854 .. they may form connecting links between 
the different grades of institutions;. 

(13) That scholarships payable from public funds, including educational 
endowments not attached to a particular institution, be awarded after public 
competition without restriction, except in special cases, to students from any 
particular class of schools; 

(14) That scholarships gained in open competition be tenable, under proper 
safeguards to ensure the progress of the scholarship-holder, at any approved 
institution for general or special instruction; 

(15) That the attention of the Government of Bombay be invited to the 
fact that, while the Despatch of 1854 provides for the creation of both free 
and stipendiary scholarships tenable in Government and private schools alike, 
almost exclusive stress is now laid in that Presidency upon free student
ships, and that stipendiary scholarships are confined to students of Government 
schools; 

(16) That the Government of Madras be invited to consider the necessity 
of revising the system of scholarships in secondary schools in th::tt Presidency, 
with a view to bringing it into harmony with the provisions of the Despatch 
of 1854; 

(17) 'l11at in the conduct of all departmental examinations, managers 
and teachers of the various non-Government schools be associated, as far as 
possible, with the officers of the Department; 

(18) That in order to secure the efficiency of departmental examinations, 
exam'jnerB, whether officials or non-officials, be remunerated from the fees levied 
from candidates, increased when necessary by a grant from Government; 

(19) That the importance of requiring inspecting officers to see that the 
teaching and discipline of every school are such as to exert a right influence on 
the manners, the conduct, and the character of pupils, be re-affirmed; 

(20) That conjinuous instruction in school without a break do not extend, 
as a rule, beyond three hours; 

(21) That in the Punjab the course in Persian of high schools do not 
extend beyond the standard of the Entrance examination; 

(22) That promotions from class to class be left entirely to the discretion 
of the school authorities; 

(23) That it be distinctly laid down that the relation of the State to 
secondary is different from its relation to primary education, in that the means 
of primary education may be proviaed without regard to,the existence of local 
~o-operation, while it is ordinarily expedient to provide the means of seco~d
'l.ry education only' where adequate local co-opcrotion is forthcoming j and that 
llierefore, in all ordinary cases, secorldaty schools for instruction in English be 
llereafter established. bY' the State breferablY on the footing of the system 'Of 
~ts-in·aid •. -; <, ' , 



CHAPTER VI. 

COLLEGIATE EDUOATION. 

284. Review of the Growth of Collegiate Education.-I~ reviewing 
the growth of collegiate ~ucation in India, it will be convenient to treat separ-
ately the two periods before and after the estab!J,shment in 1857 of the Uni. 
versities of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay. For, though the present scheme 
of collegiate education had even at an earlier period been worked out in its 
more important principles, it was affiliation to the University that definitely 
fixed the aims and shaped the course of collegiate study. Lor4 William 
Bentinck's Resolution had, indeed, long before determined the character of 
the colleges. :But it was not at once possible entirely to abandon the old 
oriental methods for otberi so strange to a people so conservative. Nor did 
a number of colleges unconnected with each other constitute a system of col
legiate education. There needed some central body to generalise the instruc
tion, and to stamp with its recognition the acquirements of those who should 
submit themselves to its examinations. By the Universities projected in the 
Despatch of 18 S4 these wants were met, and since their foundation the colleges 
have been able to look upon themselves as component parts of an organised 
system. . . 

285. The earlier Colleges a.nd their Objects.-The earliest Indi,an 
colleges, of whatever foundation, were designed for the cultivation of the classical 
learning of the Hindus and Musalmans, more especially in so far as that learning 
bore upon their religion, laws, and customs. Such were the lIadrasa at Oal
cutta, the Sanskrit colleges at Calcutta. and Benares, the Arabic and Persian 
colleges at Surat and Delhi. This preference, however, for the study of oriental 
classics was one which quickly gave way to an appreciation of the larger 
benefits to be derived from a knowledge of the English la~gu~ge and of West
ern modes of thought. / -Thus, twenty years before Lord William Bentinck's 
Resolution decided the controversy between the .A.nglicists and the Orientalists, 
the Hindus of Calcutta had founded a college cc for the education in English 
"of the children of superiol castes;" and when, in 1824, the 'Committee of 
Public Instruction decided upon establishing the Oalcutta Sanskrit College, it 
was " against the expressed' Wishes of a body of native memorialists, with Raja 
"Ram Mohun Roy at their head, who prayed that the college might be for 
H English and not Sanskrit learning." ~ , 

286. Bengal Proper.-In Bengal Proper, the colleges established previous 
to 1857 were fourteen in number. Of these the earliest was the Oalcutta:Madrasa 
founded by Warren Hastings in J 7~b. and for some years maintainQ(l at his 
expense. The original course of stuuy included not only Arabic and Persian 
literature, but Muhammadan theology, in all its branches, and was designed" to 
H qualify the Muhammadans of Bengal for the public service, chiefly in the Courts 
U of Justice, and to enable them to compete, on more equal terms with the Bin· 
" dus, for employment under Government." At the outset the annual cost of tJIe.' 
college was between Rs. 7,000 and Rs. 8,000; in J785 lands estima~ed:".dt: 
Ra. 29, 142 annually were assigned to it; ih 18 19 its expenditure, was ~ by' 
Government at Rs., 30,.000, provided by -the -publio <tt~urt~,' ~£~~olen~' 
as were the intentions pf the fo~nder. a~d notwithstandingthe:modi:tlcation,s~lor: 
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the ,original p1!m made from time'to time, the college did not prospef. In 
1829 an English Department had been constituted, and in this the Dengali 
lan,~ge was also taught. Twenty years later an Anglo-Arabic class wa~ add
ed to the Arabic Department, but after a trial of three or four years the 
Council·of Education declared that the measure had "proved quite inade
'luate to the object." The Council, indeed, confessed that the endeavour 
to impart a high order of English education to the Muhammadan community 
had been a. complete failure. They, therefore, proposed entirely to remodel 
the college; and with the assent of Lord Dalhousie it was made to consist 
of two main divisions-the cc Arabic College" for students of the higher 
branches of the Arabic langUage and literature (exclusive of science), and 
a cc Junior Department." Upon this footing the Madrasa was maintained 
till 18~, when fresh changes were'made which will be noticed in another 
part of this Report. The first college, then, founded in Bengal after its 
conquest by t.he British, owed its origin to the generosity of a Governor
G~neral, and had for its object t.he cultivation of ol'icntal learning. The 
next in order of time was founded by tll" ,oluntary contributions of the 
native gentry of Calcutta. for the teaching of the English langlL:'tge and 
European science. This was in 1817. Subscriptions were collected to the 
amount Qf Rs. 61,000 towards the ,maintenance of the college, but the 
experiment was at :first made upon a small scale and for some years the 
Hindu College did not number more than sixty or seventy students. It 
would, indeed, have shortly ceased to exist had not the Government en
couraged its continuance by a. grant of money and by salutary advice. 
The appointment as Visitor of Mr. Horace Hayman Wilson, the famous 
Sanskrit scholar, 'Was one which commended itSelf to the approval of the 
native community; and his energetic interest soon H threw new life into 
u the system." The number of students rapidly increased, and in 1830 they 
are put down at four hundred, the a.nnual expenditure at that time being 
over Rs. 26,000. Moreover, although the Committee of Publio Instruc
tion still adhered in the main to its preference for orientalism, it was able to 
recognise the importance and value of this new phase of education. Thus in its 

. report for 1831 we :find the Hindu College spoken of in the following terms: 
" In addition to the measures adopted for the diffus,ion of English in the pro
U vinces • • • the encouragement of the Vidyalaya or Hindu College of Calcutta. 
U has always been one of the chief objects of the Committee's attention. 
" The consequence has surpassed expectation,-a command of the English 
cc language and a familiarity with its literature and science have been acquired 
"to an extent rarely equalled by any schoo~ in Europe. A taste for 
"English has been widely disseminated, and independent schools conducted 
"by young men, reared in the Vidyalara, are springing up in every direction. 
"The moral effect has been equally remarkable, a.nd an impatience of the 
"restrictions of Hinduism, and a disregard of its ceremonies, are openly 
"avowed by many young men of respectable birth and talents, and entertained 
"by many more w bo outwardly. confol'IIl to the practices of their country
" men. Another generation will probably witness a very material alteration 
"in the notions and feelings of the educated classes of the Hindu community 
"of Calcutta." From this date the success of "the institution was continu
ous. In 1855 it was merged in the Presidency College then founded 
by Lord Dalhousie with an establishment of a Principal and eleven Pro
fessors at an annual cost of Rs. 1,0 I ,140, and comprising in its course of 
study Arts, Medicine, Law, and Civil Engineering. Next in order of time 
-Was ,the College established at Serampur in 1818 by the J;laptist Mis
sionaries; Drs. Carey, Marshman, add Ward. If The professed object of this 

,r • ~ 65 
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f' institution was conversion, 'and to this end imtruction ,.in the tenets- ,of 
" Christianity was to be combined with Sanskrit ~nd Arabioliterature,. 80 as to 
"give the student a thorough knowledge of the doctrines he was to teac.h. as 
fC w"U as of those he was to oppose." "In 18:31 it received a munificent 
,e donation from the King of Denmark, consisting of certain premises to the 
If north.west of the college, and this act of liberality was followed in 1828 by 
u the grant of a royal charter, giving perpetuity to the institution and its 
" endowments. At the cession of Serampur to the East India Company, 
" this charter was confirmed at the especial request of the Danish sovereign. 
"The ground on which the college stands was purchased chiefly by subscrip
"tion; the entire expense of the ~uildings, amountin~ to.about £15,000, was 
"met out of the private funds of the Serampur Missionaries, who were the 
"first promoters of the undertaking." -In 1830, Dr. Duft, who for so many 
years laboured in the cause of education in India, founded the General Assem
bly's Institution of the Church of Scotland with the object" of imparting the 
" highest forms of kndwledge, including sound Christian instruction, through 
" the medium of the English language. Valuable help in the way of procuring 
" pupils was given at the commencement by the famous Rajah Ram Mohun 
" Roy;" and shortly afterwards u the Governor General declared publicly that 
" the college had produced' unparalleled results! " The division in Vie Scottish 
Church in 1843 led to the establishment of the Free Church Institution, sup
ported by the Free Church of Scotland; while the General Assembly's Insti. 
tution, temporarily closed in 1844, was reopened in 1846. The two institutions 
have continued to flourish up to the present date" arid are among the most import .. 
ant of the colleges affiliated to the Calcutta University. The four-last-mentioned 
colleges, whatever else the difference of their constitution, had this much in 
common that they both aimed at imparting" usefulleaming." ,Against none 
of them could it be charged that their promoters bound themselves "to teach 
H a great deal of what was frivolous, not a little of what was purely mischiev .. 
" ous, and a small remainder indeed in which utility was in any way con
" cerned."* In the Calcutta Sanskrit Oollege, which the Committee of Public 
Instruction established in 1824, the case was different. There, as in the 
Benares Sanskrit Oollege, the only science taught was science in accordance with 
the fairy tales of Hindu imagination. But to such teaching, provided i~ 
was accompanied by the study of Sanskrit literatUre, the Committee had 
no objection. Themselves accomplished oriental scholars, t~ey believed that no 
better education could »e given to the 'natives of India t~an One which 
familiarised the student with the literary treasures which his forefathers 
had heaped up. Such learning might conduce nothing to practical success 
in life. It might not promote good citizenship. It was certain to stereo
type error. Yet, in the eyes of the Committee, "the still vigorous pre .. 
U judices" "of both Muhammadans and Hindus" rendered it necessary 
for the present to adhere to that order of things which was so eloquently 
denounced in the Despatch of the Court of Directors, dated February 18th, 
I 824. It was to no purpose that Rail} Mohun Roy,. the ablest representative 
of the more advanced members of the Hindu community, expressed" deep 
" disappointment on the part of himself and his countrymen at the resolution 
"of Government to establish a new Sanskrit college· instead of a seminary 
"designed to impart instruction in the Arts, Sciences, and' Philosoph,. of 
"Europe." IDs letter of protest was treated as scarcely deserying notice, 
and" it took twelve years of controversy, the advocacy of MacaulaY', and the 
"decisive action of a new Governor General, before the' Committee could, as 
"a body, acquiesce in the policy urged,by him."t That the Sanskrit College 
, I 

• Despatch (of Court of Directors, 18th February 1824-
t Howell', Note on Education prln'iOU8 to 1854: 
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. "has since do~e useful work it would be 'unjust not to acknowledge. But its 
usefu1n~ss began only when, abandoning the idea of, employing Sanskrit as a 
medium of instruction in science and gene~l knowledge, it confined its study 
of that language' to points literary and philological. To such study perhaps 
~ardly sufficient attention has of late years been paid in India; and though 
in its original constitution ~he college may have been ill adapted to modern 
requirements, the existence in Calcutta of the numerous institutions which 
impar~ western knowledge- by western methods justifies the retention of a 
specialoollege for the study of a language of sucn varied importance. The 
foundation of the HugH College a few years later was due to circum
stances of a special nature.' In the year 1806, a Muhammadan gentleman, 
resident in the Hugli District, died leaving an estate worth Rs. 45,000 a year 
in trust for U pious uses." Among -these "pious uses" were the perform
ance of certain religious rites and ceremonies, the repair of a place of wor
ship, the maintenance of certain establishments, and the payment of certain 
pensions. A few years later, the trustees of t,he estate were accused of mal
versation, and were ultimately dismissed. " The Government then constituted 
'" itself a trustee, and assumed the management of the estate and the superintend .. 
"ence of the disbursements in conjunction with another trustee appointed by 
~'itself.". This was in the year 1816, and for a considerable period the proceeds of 
the estate seem to have been devoted to tho" pious uses" already specified. In 
1835, however, it was decided to devote a, portion of the trust funds to the 
foundation of a college at Hugli. This appropriation" was at the time justi
" fied on the ground that the maintenance of an educational institution was a 
cc pious use, and so within the testator's intentions. The college was opened on 
"the 1st ~ugust 1836, and within three days counted 1,200 pupils in the Eng. 
Ie lish, and 30Q in the Oriental Department; the proportion of Muhammadans 
uto Hindus being 31 to 948 in the former, and 138 to 81 in the latter. ~rhe 
~'reports for 1836, and the few following years, contain a full account of the 
"progress of this institution; but nowhere does it appear to have been suffi
U dently borne i..J;t mind that the interpreta.tion placed on the declared intention 
U of the founder was only applicable to Muhammadan education." This fact 
has long been a grievance to the Musalman community, and it is only in late 
years that an effectual remedy has been applied. " But it is only fair to remem
" ber that the Oriental Department, as constituted in 1836, was quite adequate 
"forthe number of students who came forward to avail themselves of it, and 
" that the Committee of Public Instruction would certainly have enlarged this 
U Department. had the demand for the kind of education it offered increased."· 
Besides the above-mentioned institutions there w~re at Dacca, Berhampur, 
and Krishnagar Government colleg~s, to the buildings of which private liber
ality also contributed; the Doveton, La Martini~re, and St. Paul's, private 
foundations, and the Bhowanipur College maintained by the -London Mission
ary Society. Thus, of the fourteen colleges in existence prior to 1857. six were 
established by Government, while eight were the result of private effort chiefly 
on the part of English as~ociations. 

, 

287. North-Western Provinces of Bengal,-Turning to the North
Western Provinces of Bengal, we find that four colleges had come into exist
ence before the year 1857. Of these the earliest, that founded at Benares 
hl 179I , was U designed to cultivate the laws, literature, and religion of the 
"Hindus," and "specially to supply qualified Hindu assistants to European 
"judges." The funds assigned for its maintenance were" 8. certain portion of 
" the surplus revenue of the province" [of Benares], the expenditure sanctioned 

• • Itowell'8 Note 2n Educa.tion previou8 to 18540 
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for the first, yea~' being ·R~. h r 4,000,-a sum. which» in the ,rQl~p~ng year wji' 
increased to Rs. 2'0,000. for tl1e first thirty years of its existence, the .. colleg~ 
was little better than a failure. Under ~ts original .maIl;agement it quicklr 
fell into every kind of irregularity and disorder, and the first Superintendent,: 
being charged with embezzlement of funds, was dismissed in '799. JIis succes
sor, another Pandit, if more honest, was scarcely more capable. In 1820, 
therefore, ~n English officer, Captain Fell, was appointed Superintendent. 
Certain reforms were introduced, and some progress was made, more esp~ially 
by the addition of an English Department in 1830' But the real reformers of 
the college were Mr. John Muir, appointed Principal in 1844, and his successor, 
Dr. Ballantyne, whose labours continued till 1860. At the outset, the instruc
tion given was confined to the Sanskrit language and literature; Hindus only 
were admitted, and all the pupils were- stipendiaries. The addition of the 
English Department quickly altered the character of the institution. The 
purely Sanskrit classes dwindled in numbers as the study of English became 
more and more popular; non.stipendiary students sought admission, and 
in 1832 formed about half the attendance. A year or two later stipends 
were abolished, and fees began to be levied. The natural consequence. was 
a fall in the numbers. This depression, however, dia not lastlong. Before 1854 
the muster roll was nearly ,as high as it had ever been, strict discipline had 
taken the place of the early laxity, the English Department had classes 
scarcely inferior to those now reading for the B.A. degree, and the study of 
Sanskrit was as thorough and as scientific as it had once been antiquated and 
uncritical. The changing conditions of society had of course acted powerfully 
upon the college, but it was chiefly to Dr. Ballantyne's energy, skill, and learn
ing that Benares owed the quickening of her intellectual life. Whether because 
of the scanty measure of success which attended the experiment at Benares, 
or because 'ot' the unsettled state of the country, we meet with no extension of' 
collegiate education in the North·Western Provinces till the years 1823-25-
The colleges then founded at Agra and Delhi differed in some important respects 
from the older institution. In the first place, admission was unrestricted. In 
the second, the course of studies was of a more practical character. 'rhough the 
Sanskrit, Arabic, and Persian languages formed part of the course, these 
subjects were secondary in importance to the vernaculars, through which 
Science, Philosophy, and Mathematics were taught. An English Department 
was early formed in each of the colleges, and the ebb of pupils from the Oriental 
Department quickly indicated the value placed-upon the acquisition of European 
knowledge. A partial and temporary arrest of. the growth of both colleges 
followed, as at Benares, upon the abolition of stipends and the exaction of fees. 
At Delhi, indeed, the former measure was so severely felt that for a time the 
Local Committee found it advisable to revert to the old system. The General 
Committee, however, though I making certain concessions, pronounced firmly 
against stipends, and their wisdom justified itself; for, if the oriental classes 
never again reached their former numbers, the more modem education was 
fast becoming recognised as a necessity, and beiorAI857 Delhi. and Agra boa~ted 
of colleges which in point of management, discipline~ and the attai~ents of 
their scholars, fell but little behind the most successful institutions of Calcutta 
and its neighbourhood. It should be mentioned that both colleges, though 
nominally supported by Gov:ernment, owed a great deal to private liberality. 
Thus to the maintenance of the Agt:a College there was approprif:!oted "a fund, 
" amounting to about a. lakh alld a half of rupees, consisting of collections from 
"villages formerly held by Gungadhar Pandit, the receipts from whic,h, together 
" with the annual collections, would exceed Rs. 20,000 per annum." Scarcely 
less munificent was the bequest of tlie· Nawab Itimad-ud-daulat, Prime 

• ~ ,I j"''' 
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)Iinister to the ~g,of Oudh, who in 1829 -~D.<rowed the DeIhl College with the 
~u.m of .Rs.' 1,70 ,000. To the colleges already me~tioned has to 'bo ,added 
th:tt at Bareli~ which in 1850 arose out of the high school founded in 183Q • 

. 288. Madras.-Collegiate eq.ucation in the Madras Presidency needs but 
a comparatively brief account: for while Bengal and Bombay started with 
the attempt to' cultivate the classical languages of the East, and to educate 
their students in the theological and legal lore of the faith to which they 
belonged, in Madras it was recognised from the first that the only sound basis 
for the higher education lay. in a training according to European methods. One 
reason or this difference is to be found in .the date at which that higher edu
cation was set on foot. or the institutions in Madras which previous to 1857 
had a claim to be called colleges, none date further back than 1837; none, 
that is, came into existence till the controve~sy _between the Anglicists and the 
Orientalists had been finally decided. Another reason was that the old religious 
literature had less hold on the affections of the people, and that the importance 
of conciliating religious feeling had not impressed it~elf so strongly upon the 
Madras Government. The colleges, therefore, from their first beginning were 
in character much what they now are, though in efficiency and completeness 
great strides have since been ma.de. To a Missionary body belongs the honour 
of having founded the first institution of the kind, the General Assembly's 
Institution, as its earlier title was, the Madras Christian College, as it is now 
called. Here alone, for several years, could a native of Southern India obtain 
a liberal education. The Presidency Col1ege which came into existence as a 
High School in 1841, and in a few 1OO-1'S was practically a college, did not 
receive the higher title till 1855; while St. Joseph's Coilege, which was founded 
at Negapatam in 1846 by the Jesuits 'in charge of the Madura Mission, only 
entered upon its enlarged field of operations some years after the establishment 
of the Madras University. 

289. Bombay.-In the Bombay, as in the Bengal, Presidency, the earlier 
collegiate education was of the oriental type, the first college, that founded at 
Poona in 1821, being designed cc for the encouragement of the study of Sans
cc krit and of ancient Hindu literature and science." The college opened with 
nearly a hundred students, the annual outlay being Rs. 25,250. So small, 
however, was'its success that in 1823 the Court of Directors had all but df;ter
mined to cut short its existence. From this fate it was saved by the pr.otest 
of 'Mountstuart Elphinstone" who urged that when once the coUege had 
become an established place of resort for Brahmans, it would be easy to 
intr9duce such gradual improvements in its organisation as would m,ake the 
institution a powerful instrument for the diffusion of knowledge and for the 
encouragement of the learning of the country. In 1834 the constitution of the 
college was remodelled, and from 1837, when Captain Candy was appointed 
Superintendent, steady progress began to be made. Certain branches of Hindu 
learning were dropped, the study of the vernacular and of English was intro
duced, and the colle~ was opened to all classes. About the same time the 
,medical class, which \had been closed, was reopened; and European medical 
works were studied i~ conjunction with the mor.e useful portions of the Sanskrit · 
treatises which had originally formed the course of instruction. In 1851-52 the 

, separate English and Normal (Vernacular) Schools at Poona were amalgamated 
" with the Sanskrit andl Verp.acular College, and thus was laid the foundation of 
the preseJl,t Arts College, which began working in 1857 -and, was affiliated 
to the Bombay ,Univtrsity in 1860. The Presidency, or Elphinstone, Oollege 
had its origin in a hnd raised in ,1827 for the foundation of cc one or more 
"professol'Shipajto b;." den,ominatetl the Elpbinsto~e professorships, and to be 
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"held by gentlemen from Great Britain ~til the'.ha'Plly,pe~iod ttrriye .. wh~! 
" natives shall be perfectly competent to hold them).'" Th~ (}ont~ol of \ t~~e 
professorships was to be vested in the hands of'the 4f,Bombay Native Education 
" Society for teaching the English language, and the arts; sciences, a1\d litera· 
" ture of Europe." The subscriptions, with accumulations, ultimately reached 
the sum of RS.4,43,901, and the Oourt of Directors, glad to give effect to a 
desire which had expressed itself in so practical a manner, authorised the foun.da
tion of the Elphinstone College. "Mr. Elphinstone was empowered to select 
"the first professors, and in 1834 the Bombay Government undertook the 
" general superintendence of the college, and to defray all expenditure in excess 
" of the income derived from the fees and endowment funds. The amount of 
" this subsidy was Rs. 22,000 per annum~ and it was continued at this rate 
" clown to the year 1864- The immediate control of the college was vested 
"in a council of nine trustees. Suitable professors were selected. Dr. 
" Harkness arrived from England in 1835, and at the beginning of the follow. 
" ing ye:1r, with Mr. Bal Gangadhar Shastri as Assistant Professor, the first 
" lectures were delivered in English literature and modern science. In its first 
" year the college was endowed with twelve scholarships, founded in. honour 
" of Sir Edward West, a former Chief Justice of :Bombay. Notwithstanding 
" these endowments and the eclat of its foundation, the Elphinstone Oollege 
" did not prosper. It was not placed under the management of the Native 
"Education Society, and thus the college and the Society's central English 
,r schools, which were its main feeders, necess~ri.ly exhibited the usual results 
" of divided counsel and dual management. Government resolved, therefore, 
" to unite the two classes of institutions, and in April 1840 the school and 
" college classes were united into one institution, called the Elphinstone Insti. 
" tution, alld. placed under a Board of Education, which consisted of three' 
"members appointed by Government and three by the Native Edueation 
" Society as its final act. The English classes of the institution' after the 
" amalgamation contained 681 pupilsLof whom 341 paid a, fee of one rupee 
"ll1onthly."t In 1844 a class was added for instruction in Surveying and Civil 
Engineering under a Professor specially engaged by the Court of Directors, 
and two years later a Professor of Botany and Chemistry was added to the 
f'taff. The Poona and Elphinstone Coijeges, though differing in their original 
ohject, had thus, before 1857, become colleges of the purely modem type. The 
Surat .Arabic College, on the other hand, maintained throughout .its original 
constitution. Founded in/iB09 by Muhammadans of the Borah cmss, it had by 
J 824 acquired considerable repute and was attended by 125 stUdents, many 
of whom came from distant parts of the country and were boarded on the 
college premises. The annual expenditur~ at this date is stated to have been 
Rs. 32,000. Thirty years late, it was still in a flourishing condition; but 
"secular studies never forming more than a nominal part of the college 
" curriculum, the institution was never considered to be entitled to any aid 
H from Government,"t and recently, for various reasons, it has fallen into com. 
plete decay. ! 

290. Collegiate Education from lS57 to lSSS,-Collegiate education in . 
the pre-University period was so 'Various in its types. snd so changing in its 
character, that it has been necessary to illustrate it by reference at some 
length to individual colleges. From the foundation of the Universities it 
became more nearly uniform; and in tracmgits history frfm 1857 to the present 
date, we may confin~ ourselves pret~y closely to statistics. • The one great feature . . , 

• Record of a Meeting held in B&mbay. iD August 182; 
t Bombay Provincial Report, pp. 8'9-
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tlmt lll::..rka ."tth(h 'qu~er of a century with which we are- now dealing is the 
l~ increase in the ~umber of non-Government colleges. Of these the lib
sionary bodies, 'of whatev~ deno~ation, have been the chief founders. But 
there is. also 0. goodly proportion of highly successful colleges which owe 
their existence to the enterprise of native societies or to the liberality of native 
Princes and Chiefs. ' 

291. Madras.-In Madras, between ~8S4 and 1871, there were five Gov
~ent colleges with an attendance at the latter date of 288 students. The 
non-Government colleges were seven with lSI students. Two of the Gov
ernment colleges and the Free Church Mission Institution taught up to the 
B.A. standard. Between 1872 and 1~8I there were ten Government and four
teen non-Government colleges, of which latter twelve received grants-in-aid. 
The number of students in t~e twenty-four colleges had risen from 439 in IH7 2 

to J,S~:U in 1881; and during the ten years, 1 .. 024 candidates had passed the 
]'.A., 726 the B.A., and J 7 the l\[~A. examinations of the Madras University. 

292. Bombay.-In Bombay at the incorporation of the University two 
coll~ges only, both maintained by Government, were affiliated. A year later 
their number was increased by the addition of the Free General Assembly's 
Institution, and in 1869 St. Xavier's College came on to the list. In the 
four years from 1861 to 1864 the average of students who each year passed 
the F.A., B.A's and M.A. examinations was respectively 14, 7, and J. The 
corresponding averages for the years 186S to 1870 were 31, IS, 4, and for the 
years 1871 to 1881,. 63, 30, 3. At the latter date the colleges were six* in 
number, of which two were maintained by Missionary bodies. Four of these 
colleges were of the first grade, two of the second. 

293. Bengal-As might be expected, the greater wealth of the pro
vince and its earlier commercial intercourse with England have combined to 
make Bengal foremost in the number of its students. Omitting institu
tions for professional or special training, Bengal had in 1854-55 six Gov
ernment colleges t'ith J 92 students, and eight non-Government colleges, the 
number of whose students is not stated. Eight years later there were fifteen 
colleges, of which the seven maintained by Government had in them 579 
students. From 1862-63 to 1 87()..7 I , the number of Government colleges 
increased from seven to eleven, five non-Government colleges received grants;. 
in-aid, and there were three unaided colleges. At the end of the next decade 
the Government colleges were twelve in number with J ,260 students; while 
the five aided and t9ree unaided colleges had together almost precisely the 
same total. Of the Government colleges seven were of the first grade, and five, 
including the college classes of the Bethune Female School, of the second. 

294. North-Western Provinces and Oudh.-By the transfer of the 
Delhi District to the Punjab at the close of the Mutiny, the N orth-Westetn 
Provinces lost one of their most successful colleges. The rema.ining three 
continued to prosper, and between 1862 and 1871 they passed 96 candidates at 
the F .A., 26 at the B.A., and 5 at the M.A. exatninations of the Calcutta 
University. Besides the Government colleges there were also in the North .. 
Western Provinces and Oudh five aided colleges, from which during the same 
period 24 candidates had been successful at the F.A. examination and 3 
at the B.A. Between 1872 and 1881, the Government and aided colleges 

• Excluding the Grant Medical College and tU College of Sciooce at Pooua, both of wbi~b prepare caodidate:, 
for the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
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varied from 6 to 10; in the first of these years there were 91 in theJast,,8#~ 
Tho total number of students at the end of th~period' was 339,- and~~uring 

. the ten years the successful candidates at the University examinafions w~~ 
in the F.A. 365, in the B.A. 130 1 in the M.A. 34. The Muir .College., 
Allahabad, which began working in 1872, had its origin in a. desire to central .. 
ise the higher education, English and Oriental. It was expected that the new 
college would" gradually draw to itself all the young me~ of the tI (North. 
Western) "Provinces who may wish to obtain the Calcutta University degrees 
"of B.A. or ~LA., and especially such as read for Honours." •••• It should 
" also become a centre of education in..another aspect, as the focus of an im .. 
H proy-ed system of vernacular education. It is intended to affiliate with the 
"Allahabad College all vernacular schools.in the Provinces by means of annual 
" examinations, and to transfer pupils thus selected for advanced instruction in 
"science through the medium of the vernacular, and in oriental classics, with a 
" view to the conferment of appropriate titles or Orders of Merit, suited to the 
"usages of the country."t To provide funds for the staff required for such 
an institution, it was found necessary to reduce the number of European Pro .. 
fessors in the three other colleg~s at Agra, Bareli, and Benares. Thus weakened, 
these colleges fell off in efficiency; while the declaration that no scholarships 
would be given in them to students reading for aJ;ly examination higher than 
tha t for the B.A. degree, the feeling that the central college was the object of 
especif11 favour, the fact that its staff of Professors was more numerous than 
that of the other colleges and so afforded greater option in the course of studies, 
the richer endowment of local scholarships, and the belief that Government 
would before.lo,ng withdraw from. the support of any but this one college, com
bined to impoverish and depreciate the less favoured colleges, one of which, 
that at Bareli, had to be closed in 1876. If, then, the Muir Oollege has partially 
succeeded in one of its two objects, that of drawing to itself the more promis .. 
ing students of the Province, its success has not been 'Without drawbacks, 
and we cannot be surprised that dissatisfaction should be felt in many quarters 
at such an outlay, while the various claims upon the State purse for help 
towards other kinds of education still remain unsatisfied. The only logical 
sequel, as it appears to us, of the policy adopted in the North-Western Pro .. 
vinces in founding, under the circumstances described, a new college at 
Allahabad, was to close the other colleges as- soon as it came into working 
order. To allow their continuance in impaired strength and with a prospect 
of eventual disestablishment, was to ensure their gradual decay. 

295. Punjab. -The Delhi College, which had been closed after the Mutiny, 
was revived by the Punjab Government in 1864t_ when a second college was 
established at Lahore; an aided college was also maintained at the former place 
by the American Mission from 1865 to 1868. In 1877 the college classes 
at Delhi were closed in order that the staff of the Government College at Lahore 
might be strengthened without an increase of expenditure. Previous to their 
abolition the Delhi College had passed 61 candidates at theF.A.~ 18at the B.A., 
and 4 at the M.A. examitlations: the average n}IlIlber of students on the roIls 

~ in its last year was 37. During the 18 years of its existence, the Lahore College 
has passed 84 candidates at the F .A. examination. 25 at the B.~ and 1 at the 
J\I.A. Its students in 1882 numbered 103. Reference to the constitution of 
the Punjab Oriental College has already been made, and a fuller description 
will b~ found later on. Shortly after the abolition of the Delhi College an 
effprt was made to resuscitate it on the basis of an aided college. Some sixty 

• Escillding Oriental Departments. 
t Extract from letter of Mr. Kempson. Director of 10 We InsttuctiDn,1o the Secretary to Govern~n4 

N'Ol,tli·Westetn Provinces, dated s.Lh Janua.ry 187z. • 
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" thousand l"upees were promised, but the Lieutenant-Governor considered' thi~ 
sum quite insufficient and was, moreover, unwilling to recognise annual sub': 
sCrlptions ,as a stable source' of income. Under these circumstances, the Cam
bridge Mission, which was preparing to f9rm a college class for students connected 
with the Mission, offered to establish an aided college for the benefit of the 
public at large. This offer was accepted by Government, and a grant-in-aid 
of Rs. 5,400, together with a special grant of Rs. 2,000 for scientific apparatus, 
was sanctioned for the first year. 

296., Central Provinces.-In the Central Provinces there is only one Gov
ernment college, which is situated at Jabalpur, and which, though affiliated up 
to the B.A. standard, has not as ye~ sent up candidates for that examination. 
Students, therefore, wishing to proceed to the B.A. or M.A. degree have 
liitherto joined one or other of the colleges in the N orth-Western Provinces. 
But so satisfactory has been the progress of the college since in 1870-71 it 
began to compete for University distinctions, that in our Recommendations we 
have invited the attention of the Local Government to the subject of sanction
ing a staff adequate to the full University course. During the past year 
several well-attended meetings were held in various parts of the Province 
with the object of securing the establishment of at least one first grade 
college, and it is hoped that the liberality of the wealthier classe3 will 3econd 
in a substantial manner such measures as may be taken by the Government 
to meet their wishes. An aided college has also been established in the current 
year by the Mission of the Free Church of Scotland at N agpur. 

297 . .Ajmir.-The high school at Ajmir was in 1868 raised to the status 
of a college, which since that time has sent up candidates to the F .A. exami
nation of the Calcutta University, and also, of late years, to the High Pro
ficiency .examination of the Punjab University. 

298. Colleges needing special N otice.-Of the colleges established 
between 1857 and 1882, there are three whose origin and character seem to need 
some special notice. These are the Canning College at Lucknow, the Oriental 
College at Lahore, and the Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental College at Aligarh. 

299. The Canning College, Lucknow.-First of these in order of time 
comes" the Lucknow College founded in 1864 by the talukdars of Oudh in 
grateful memory of the generous treatment they received from Lord Canning 
at the close of the Mutiny. In order to ensure the permanence of the institu
tion the talukdars bound themselves and their heirs, by a special deed, to allow 
the half per cent. cess on the land revenue to be 'levied by Government for 'the 
benefit of the college. Originally the amount derived from this source was 
Rs. 25,000 a year, and an annual grant of the same value was then made by 
the Government of India, and has been continued up to the present date. Since 
the revision of settlements, the average income from the talukdars' endowment 
has for the last five years been Rs. 4°,918. In addition to the endowment and 
the grant-in-aid, the receipts from fees average Rs. 5,000 a year. The college, 
which is managed by a Committee of six Government officers and an equal 
number of talukdars, .lias two departments, the ,English and the Oriental. In 
the former it is affiliated to the Calcutta University, at whose examinations it 
has since 1869 passed 116 candidates for the F.A., 4S for the B.A'J and 9 
for the M.A. Progress on its Oriental side, in which the studies are exclusively 
Arabic, Sanskrit, and Persian, has been principally tested by the examinations 
of the Punjab University College, dnd here again its success has been consi
derable. In everything connectell with the college, and its oriental branch 

67 
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more especially, the talnkdars take' the decp;st interest. Looking on, the. in. ~ 
stitution as one founded by themselves, they are not unnaturally jealous of, 
Government interference; but they welcome improvements, provided they 
themselves are associated with the agency for carrying them out. 

300. The Oriental College at Lahore .. - The Oriental College at Lahore 
is one of the most important constituents of the Punjab University College. 
Originally a school, it was in 1870 raised to its present status, and now consists 
of the following classes: two Sanskrit classes, two Arabic, two Persian, two 
Punja bi; four for Proficiency * and High Proficiency * in Arts in Urdu and 
Hindi, and one for Honours in ArtR in Urdu. SinCe 1871-72.21 candidates 
have passed the Proficiency, 2 the High &Proficiency, and 1 the 1Ionour ex. 
amination in Sanskrit, 27 have passed the Middle and 10 the Higher examin
ation; in Arabic, 31 the ~Iiddle and 15 the Higher; in Persian, 69 the lfiddle 
and 26 the Higher; in Punjabi, 4 the Middle. At the end of the year 1881-82. 
t he number on the rolls was 122, of whom 43 were Hindus, 7 I Musalmans, and 
8 Sikhs. Persian was studied by 25, Arabic by 37, Sanskrit by 19, and 
Gurm ukhi, or Sikh literature, by 10. Students in the College Department have 
passed the Entrance or some other University examination, 'or are studying for 
{me of the higher examinations of the University, but otherwise there is DO 

strict line of separation between the college and school. For the Urdu and 
ilindi classes trans1'ltions from European works have been published in such 
~ubjects as arithmetic, algebra, Euclid, trigonometry, the elements of statics, 
llistory (ancient and modern), geography, psychology, political economy, 
chemi~'itry, physics, descriptive astronomy, hy~rostatics, dynamics, logic (de. 
ductive and inductive), &c. Whether these translations are adequate to the 
purpose is·a 'matter of controversy pn which no opinion can .here be given, 
since the dispute has not yet been referred to any competent tribunal for ad· 
judication. The essential point in which this college differs from other oriental 
colleges is, t~>-, 1!E-il~.~_.~~!tj!~i':s .• Jl!! orie~l classica! laIl_~' it also 
claims to impart the higher Dranches orEurop';aiiiOiow1e'Oge' and science 
through the medium of the Indian vernaculars. 

301. The Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental College at Aligarh.~The 
circumstances that gave rise to the foundation of the Muhammadan Anglo. 
Oriental College at Aligarh are thus described in a letter from the Honourable 
Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Bahadur, Honorary Secretary, Muhammadan Anglo
Oriental College Fund Committee, to the Dirootor ... of Public IDBtruction, North. 
'Vestern Provinces, dated June 1881: "It will be sufficient to say that a body of 
" influential M.uhammadan gentlemen, who interested themselves in education, 
" being mournfully aware of, \he backwardness of the Muhammadan popula
" tion in the matter of English education, regarded the circumstance as a great 
" evil, not only to the immediate moral, social, and political welfare of their own 
"co-religioni.sts, but to the country at large. Their enquiries roused the most 
" serious apprehensions in regard to the future of their co-religionists under the 
" British rule, and they formed themselves into a comniittee to raise funds for 
" establishing the present college. The original object of some of the support
" ers of the committee was to confine the college to the Muhammadans for 
" whose special benefit educational facilities were to be provided. But so much 
" good-will, sympathy, and generosity were displayed by the Hindu nobility 
"and gentry, that the committee in establishing the college declared it open 
u to Hindu students also, especially as the curriculum (beyond'religious in· 

• Thf;) terma given by the Punjab University to exwAinations equivalent iu cl.ifficultl t;(, the F.A. aDd 
B.A. of other Indian Universities. > , 
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U -sf.ruction) pursued in the college{auiteC;l Hindus and Muhammadans alike, 
II a~d the former showed a readiness to jo~ the college. In the matter of scho
n larships, prizes and other college rewards, the rules of the college show no 
" partia11ty to either Hindus or :M:uhammadans, whilst the committee haR pro
" vided separate boarding;.houses for Hindu students. The college ~s conducted 
" upon the most advanced principles, of toleration, and whilst the immediate 
" control of it is vested in a European Principal and a European Head-Master, 
'e the staff of Professors and Teachers consists of Hindus and :Muhammadans. 
II The committee can congra:tulate themselves upon the circumstance that they 
" have never observed the smallest indication of any feeling other than friendly 
cc sp~it between the Hindu and Muhammadan students, and they are sincerely 
,I convinced that the college '(though- naturally a place of exceptional attrac
" tion to Muhammadan students) may, as an educational agency, be regarded 
U as suited alike to Hindus and Muhammadans." The committee formed for 
the collection of funds 'began its work in 1872, and uVto the present time the 
amount realised is something over three lakhs of rupees, exclusive of the can· 
tributions to the building fund. The annual income of the college is 'Rs. 34,000, 
while the expenditure for the last year exceeded the income by Rs. 2,538. Fully to 
carry out the scheme of the college, it is calculated that the income must be raised 
to Rs. 60,000 per annum; but it may reasonably bo expected that the Government 
will before long find jt possible to increase the amount of its grant-in-aid (now 
only Rs. 6,000* out of Rs. 34,000), an~ a considerable addition will accrue from 
the fees as soon as a larger number of quarters is completed for the residence 
of boarders. For the college buildings, including 164 rooms for boarders, a 
sum of Rs. 5,3 1,000 will ultimately be required, and of this Rs. 1,62,963 has 
already been subscribed. At present the buildings completed consist of eleven 
class rooms~ and one central hall; twenty-five rooms for first class boarders, and 
forty-nine for those of the second class; a house for the head-master; a small 
dispensary and some temporary boarding-houses. Besides these, the founda
tions of the entire college have been sunk, a park has been laid out, and the 
wall on one sine of the college grounds has been finished. Beginning with 
abo~t 20 students in June 1875, the school and college now contain nearly 300, 

of whom 29 are in the latter department. Since 1877, 55 candidates have 
gone up for the Entrance examination, of whom 36 have passed; 10 out of 
17 have succeeded in the F.:\-. during the three yearst:the college has been affi
liated up to that standard; and there are now 8 students reading for the B.A. 
degree. As originally constituted, the college had two departments, the English 
and the Oriental. In the former, all subjects were taught in English; Arabic, 
Persian or Sanskrit, being taken up as a "second language;" in the latter, 
either Arabic or Persian was studied for its literature; while history, geogra. 
phy, mathematics, &c., were taught in Urdu, and English became the" second 
" language." But this Department, which has never attracted many students, 
and now numbers IS only, will probably be abolished before long. At the head 
of the college is a European Principal, with seven N&.tive Professors, three of 
whom are l\Iasters of Arts in the Calcutta University; the school hus a Euro
pean Head·Master, seven Native English Teachers, and six Arabic, Persian, and 
Hindi Teachers. In scholarships the college a warded Rs. 3,764 during the past 
year. Of these, some were from permanent endowments for special purposes, 
such' as the Patiala and the Northbrook scholarships, some from yearly dona
tions by private gentlemen, and some from the college income. Religious 
instruction is given to Sunnis by a Sunni Teacher, to Shias by one of their own 
sect; in either Arabic or Persian, according as the one language or the other has 
been chosen ~Y the student for his college course; and the managing commit-

, , . 
. • The grant has siv.e. been Tailed to lls. lZ,OQO a year. , 
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tee is willing that similar instruction should be giveJi to Hindu $t~~ents j~ 
their own sacred books. The business of the college is managed by two C(.om .. 
mittees; one, composed of Native and European gentlemen, dealing with mat
ters of instruction only; the other, composed entirely. of Native g4!ntlemen. 
which regulates the general concerns of the institution. Much of the popular
ity of the college is due to the provision for the residence of students belong
ing to families of the upper classes. The rooms of the nrst class boarders are 
scarcely less comfortable than those of an undergraduate at Oxford or Cam
bridO'e, and the Musalmans take their meals together in a dining hall. To a 
first °class boarder the cost of living-at the college is about RS·300 a year, whic\ 
includes rent, board, medical attendance, and tuition fees: a second class 
boarder pays about Rs. 190. Of the tw6 classes there were, in 1881-82, 17 1 in 
residence, or whom 16 were Hindus. At the outset, the undertaking met 
with very great opposition from many Musalmans of the old school. All sorts 
of rumours were spread abroad as to the character of the institution and the 
heterodoxy of the supporters. Fortunately, however, the originator of the 
scheme, the Honourable Sayyid Ahmad Khan, was not to be daunted.by opposi. 
tion, or deterred by want of sympathy. In the esteem of the more liberal 
minded of his co-religionists he held the highest place; and his perseverance 
was before long rewarded by the hearty co-operation of powerful friends. 
Chief among those who came forward to his support was Sir Salar J ung, Prime 
:Uinister to the Nizam. His lead was followed by many influential MusaImans 
in all parts of the country; and though the college funds are at present insuffi .. 
cient for the complete working of the scheme, the number of students is now 
limited chiefly by the want of accommodation. If, then, the Musalmans are to 
he reproa~hed for not having availed themselves at an earlier stage of the benefits 
of the education offered them by Government, they have certainly set an example 
to the generality of the population by founding and maintaining, almost without 
State aid, a college in some respects superior to any educational institution in 
India, and one which bids fair to be of the greatest importance from a political 
as well as from an educational point of view. 

302. Colleges maintained by Native Princes -and Chiefs.-The fol .. 
lowing colleges owe their existence to the enlightened liberality of Native 
Princes and Chiefs: The Haidarabad College, maintained by His Highness the 
Nizam; the Mysore and Bangalore Colleges, and the Shimaga High School 
maintained by the Mysore Government; the Trevandram College, maintained 
by His Highness the Maharaja of Travancore; the Vizianagram College, 
maintained by His Highneis the Maharaja; the Kerala Vidyasala, Calicut, 
maintained by His Highness, ~he Zamorin lIaharaja Bahadur; the High School, 
Cochln, maintained by the Cochin Government; the College at Puddukotta, 
maintained by the Maharaja; the Rajaram College, maintained by the Kolha. 
pur State; -the Baroda College, maintained by His Highness the Gaekwar; tbe 
Kathiawar Rajkumar College at Rajkot; the Bardwan College, maintained by 
the Maharaja; the Jaipur College, maintained by His Highness the Maharaja; 
the Sehor High School, maintained by Her Highness the Begum of Bhopal 
and the neighbouring Chiefs; the Patiala College, maintained by His Highness 
the Maharaja; the Rajkumar College in Bundelkhand, maintained by the 
Chiefs of that territory; and the Residency College at Indore. Most of these 
are in Native States, and do not appear in our statistical Tables; ·but they 
desen'c mention here as a striking proof that educational progress is not con
fined to British India. 

303.-Statistics ~om 1857 to 1871, a-nd from 1871,"to 1882.-The two' 
~ ... " ~~ ~ ~ ~ , 
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following ~ble9 exhibit in a. summary form some Qf the more important results 
of collegiate education from 1857 to 1882:-

Collegiate Education in 1857-187°-71. 
, 

MunnlJl NVJIlIa. ow S'l'VDBnB WHO U88BD ~BlI F.A. •• 
1Ir11JIlIlla 011 

B.A. •• UJI lIII.A.. EUJlDU,!IOlrB. 

ElrSJJBJl .&.HI 
PlIOvurca. CoLLBeB. BaJU.BKB. 

Jl17aura 1857' FA lI.A. M..&.. 1870-71• 

Madras · · • · · " 
u 184 1,52 6 

Bombay. · · · · 4 A44 116 AS 

Bengal · • · · · 11 • 10495 548 112 

Nortb. Western Provinces and 
OudJa · · · · 9 g6 25 5 

Punjab · · • · · A 47 

~ 
... .. 

. 1= 46 l'G4.u. • 3.666 151 

, 

Collegiate Education in 1871-72-1881-82, • 
, 

" 

l~-
N'IFJIBaB 011 S!l'JI1lJM'8 W1IO UIIIIlID rIlB )'..&... . 

B'1I1IlIBB 011 
B,A.. UlllIIIA.. Eulolr.6.TlOlfS. 

PaoTIll'CB. beLISHAlWII BIUU,&K8, 
CoLLlIGlIII 

1!Imfe 1871'71. )'.A.. B..&.. lU, 1881-81. 

Madras . · · · · 25 2,OJ2 8go 22 

Bombay • · · · · 6 709 340 34 

Bengal · , · , , 22 2,666 1,031 285 

North· Western Provinces and • Passes in the Calcnt. 
Oudh '. , , · 9 365 130 33 ta University only 

are shown in this 
Punjab- • · .. · · 2 10'] 37 II table. Honours in 

degrt'illl gained in 
Central Provinces · · · I 90 ... ... the Punjab Univer. 

sity College and 

65 5,~69 
University are ex· 

TO'r.&.li · · ~A34 385 eluded. 

304. The Scope and Character of collegiate Instruction.-In scope 
and. character. collegiate instruction is now-almost uniform throughout India. 
Purely Oriental ~olleges must, of course, be excepted. These, however, are so 
few-in number that they scarcely enter into a consideration of collegiate edu. 
cation in its modern development. With the exception, indeed, of the Oriental 
College at Lahore, and of the Oriental department of the' Canning College, 
Lucknow, they are but relics of that order of things which existed previous to 
the publication of Lord. Willja,m Bentinck's famous Resolution. The college 
of to.day aims at giving an edu~tion that shall fit its recipient to take an 
honourable share in the administration of the country, or to enter with good 
hope of ~uccess the various liberal professions now expanding in vigorous 
growth. It follows, therefore, that the advancement of learning in India ,is in 
a large, measu~ through: science, and .altogether ,according to the scientific 
method. The English and. Oriental classics, of course, occupy an. imllOrtant 
place in the college scheme'; but, apart from the refinement" of character and 
elevation of thought which are incidental to their stu<;ly. their ,chief {Unction 
is to discipline the intellect. In history, phi~osophy, mathematics, and. physi., 
cal science, English is the medium of instruction and the passport to aca. 
demic honours. The dialectics, (if Hindu.,philosophy ,and "the suhUeties of 

, ,c ~, . 68 
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:Muhammadan law have naturally disappeared from a course of studies intended 
to be of so practical a. character; the profound scholarship 'and lifelong devol ion 
to learning which India once boasted, are sacrifices made to the appreciation of 
nn active career. Few regrets are felt on this score, though there are those 
who hold that the present exclusive use of English is neither beneficial no~ 
necessary. Through the vernaculars, to some extent already and largely in the 
near future, they believe that general knowledge of the higher kind might be 
imparted, and that an education of wider national profit would be the certain 
result. Meanwhile we are dealing with things as they are. 

305, Duration of College Courses, and Standards of Examination.
In Bengal, the college course extends over five years from matriculation to the 
M.A. degree. In Madras, there is a. course of four years up to the B.A. 
degree, and those who appear ,for the :M.A. examination commonly spend at 
least two years more in study, though none of the colleges have regular classes 
beyond the B.A. standard. In Bombay, three years is the period; but, on the 
other hand, the school course is one year longer, and the Entrance examination of 
a somewhat more difficult character. The usual age nt which an Indian student 
seeks admission to the University is between sixteen and eighteen years. Having 
by that time completed the high school course, he is examined by means of 
printed papers (and, in the Bombay and Punjab Universities, orally) inEnglish, 
a classical or 'vernacular language, history t" geography, mathematics, and, in 
:Madras and Bombay, in elementary physical science. The exact standard in 
each of these subjects need not be stated here. But, roughly speaking, the 
knowledge required is about tha,t which at the age of sixteen an English boy 
of average intelligence will be found to possess. Success in this examination 
admits a stuq.ent to any of the afllliated colleges. 'rhere, after attendance for 
two years -(for one year in Bombay), he is permitted: t,o present himself for the 
First Examination in Arts, or the Previous Examination as it is styled in 
Bombay. At the Calcutta University the subjects of examination are 
English, a classical language (Oriental or European), history, mathematics, 
logic, and either psychology or elementary chemistry. In Madras, human 
physiology holds the place of logic, psychology, or chemistry in the Calcutta 
course. In Bombay the scheme is identical with that in Calcutta, except 
that natural science takes the place of the optional subject. Two years 
later again (in Bombay there is an intermediate examination) comes the 
examination for the B.A./degree. Of this examination it may be as well to 
give the exact subjects taken up in 1882 by undergraduates of the Calcutta 
University, the standard being almost precisely the same in the three Uni. 
versitie.s. Those subjects in the two alternative courses, which correspond 
with the courses for the B.A;.,and the B.Sc. of the Bombay University, were 
as follows :-

A. COURSE. 

X-Languages. 

(a) Eng/iak.-King Lear, Julius Cresar, Merchant of Venice: Paradise 
Lost, bo0b:",JII to VI: Hyperion: Burke's Retlections on the 
Frencll. Rev\.~on: Morley's Life of Burke: Ohurch', Spen .. 
ser (English ';./.en of Letters): Stopford nrooke's l'rimer 
sf English Literature. 

, (b) One of the following languages :
Greek.-The Philoctetes ana the De CproM. 

\ 

Latin.-Georgics. III and IV: Pro Cluentio: Germania. 
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Sallsl;ril.-Kumar &mbhava I-VII: Meghadut.'l.: Sakuntab • 

• Hebrero.-Deuteronomy; PS!lJms, I-XII; Isafu'h,.I-XXXIX; Daniel, I-VII; 
Proverbs. 

• 
.A. rabic.-Tarlkh-i-Y am:mi : Hamasah, :l[utanabi. 

Persian.-Veqai Niamat Khan Ali (the first-half): Durra-i·Nadiri (SG 
Jl3.t,O'CS): Qasaid Khaqani (50 pages): Qasaid Bacbr Chachi 
(50 p~o-es). 

Pali.-Kacchay:mo: Abhidbamma Sangaha. 

IL-Mized 3Iatllemalics • 
• 

Yech:mics; llydrosbtics, Hydrnulics, and Pneulll3tics; Astronomy, De-
scriptive (as distinguished from PractiC3l and Physical Astronomy); the Solar 
System, Phenomena of Eclipses • . 

III and Ir. 
Two of the following three subjects marked (a), (b), and (c):

(a) 

1. ~entcl Philosophy, H1Imjlton's Lectures; 

2. Moral Philosophy, as in Fleming; 

fJr 

2. Butler's Analogy, Part I; Dissertation on Virtue, Sermons, I, II, III; 

o-r 
2. Logic, as in Fowler's Inductive Logic; 

(6) 
1. History of England, Green's Short History; 
2. History of In~ during the Hindu, Muhammadan, and British periolls 

down to 1835 ; 

3. Arnold's Lectures on Modem History ; 
or 

3. lIill. on Representative Govemment; 

or 
. 3. The History of the Jews, from the beginning of the monarchy to the 

Destruction of 1 erusalem by Titus; 

(c) 
Algebra, Plane Trigonometry (as laid down in the course for Honours), 

Analytical Conic Sections. ' 

D. COURSE. 

I.-English, as in the A Course: 
II.-lfathematics. as n of the A Course: 

ni-Inorganic Chemistry, ~ in Roscoe: 
• IV.-Physical Geography, and one of .1he following to be selected by th~i 

candidate :- ~, 1,/ 

(a) Acousti~ Thermotics, Optics, M~onetismJ Electricity (as in Gan~/', 
(b) General Physiology, Animal Physiology, Zoology. ' 

(0) General Physiology, Vege~ble Physiology, Botany-
(d) Geology, lfineralogy, P3lreontology. 
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306. Subjects for the M.A. Degree.-The B.A. degree ~ followed by 
the M.A. degree. Here the examination is p:ractically confined td one or 
other of the following branches of knowledge: (I) la.no~ages; (2) HistOry; 
(3) Mental and l:1oml ~hi1osophy; (4) Mathematics, pure and mixed; (5) 
Natural and Physical Science. At Oalcutta the candidate is allowed to take up 
one or more of these branches either in the same or in diffe~ent years ; in Mad
ras and Bombay a classical language (Oriental or European) is coupled with 
~nglish, and Philosophy with History and Political ;Economy. With the 
lLA. degree the college course comes to an end, though in the Calcutta, 
University the Premchand Roychand Studentship is the final goal of academio 
distinction. Even to the M.A. degree only a very small proportion of students 
have hitherto persevered. Thus, in 188 ... 82, the success~ candjdates in the 
various examina,tions were as follows :-

First Arts or 
Previous Examin· ,B.A. M.A.' 

auon. 

-
356 •• 

Calcutta · · · · • • · lOS 32 

Madras 
. 

366 J25 · · • · • · · 5 

Bombay · · · · · • • 71 36 3 

TOTAL t • 793 266 40 

307. Grades of Colleges and tuitional Staft -The' affilia.ted colleges 
are of two' grades; those whose students go no further than the First Al'ts, or 
Previous Examination, and those in which they proceed to the B.A. and M.A. 
degrees. The strength of the teaching staff varies with the we3J.th of the insti
tution, the number of the students, and the class of examinations for which 
candidates are sent up. Thus the Presidency College in Calcutta has a Princi. 
pal, eleven Professors, and two teachers of Sanskrit and Arabic. " This staff 
provides for lectures being given in all the various subjects of all the examine 
ations. A smaller college will be content with a Principal, two Professors, 
a Pandit, and a Haulavi; but with no larger staff than this, restrictions are 
necessary as to the choice.{)f subjects in the alteI:natlve courses, and but little 
help can be afforded to students reading for the 11.4. degree. " 

308. Boarding-Houses.-In their scheme of discipline, and in the academic 
~ife of their students, Indian colleges have but little analogy with those of the 
older of the English Universities, their resemblance being closer to those of 
Scotland and Germany. Residence in college buildings is not only not generally 
compulsory, but the colleges are few in which any systematic 'provision ~ made 
for control over the students' pursuits out of college liours. Boarding-houses 
are, indeed, attached to certain institutions, and their numb~r increases year by 
year. But, unless the student's home be at a distance from the collegiate city 
and he have no relatives to rec~ive him. it is seldom that he Wm incur the 
~xpense which residence involves .. " Two principal reasons account for this 
"'{ature in our system. First, the i¥Jtial outlay upon buildings is one from 
: \ \ 'Jich Government and independent bodies alike shrink. For so poor is 

,\" Indian student that it would be impossible to demand of" hi!U any but the 
\ ,} moderate rent-a 1ent perhaps baXcly sufficient to cover the cost of th~ 

\\1 repairs. The second obstacle lies ih the religious and social prejudices 
1\ fence class from cI3..~s. Not onlv does the Hindu refuse to eat with" 

, .J ~, 

:" 
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the Musalman,' but from close contaQt with whole sections of his ow.~ co
relipiortists he is shut off by the imperious ordinances of caste. Experience, low
eveT, has already proved that the barriers of custom are giving way. In the 
North-Western Provinces and the Punjab, where the residential system has 
been widely tried, the success has been considerable; and nothing but want 
of funds stands in the way of a fuller development. In the more important 
Bombay colleges, also, a considerable number of the students are in residence; 
in Bengal and Madras the system has been less fully recognised. Yet it is 
the one thing which will, give the Departmental officer a hold upon the lives 
of those whose intellects he trains with such sedulous elaboration. From 
any attempt to- touch the religious side of the 'student's character, the Govern
ment Educational officer is debarred 'by the principle of religious neutrality. 
All the more important therefore is it that he should be able to exercise the 
moral influence of a close a.nd watchful discipline. 

309. Oriental Colleges.-We have mentioned" purely oriental colleges." 
Of sucb, strictly speaking, there now-a-days remain but three, viz., the Oriental 
College at Lahore, the Oriental Department of the Canning College, Lucknow, 
and the Sanskrit Department of the Benares College. In the two former, 
Sanskrit, Arabic. and Persian literature are the subjects of instruction; 
at Benares, Sanskrit alone. The once purely Oriental colleges in Calcutta 
now include in their studies a certain admixture of English. Thus in thc 
Sanskrit College, though the cultivation of Sanskrit scholarship is the main 
object, students are also prepared in all tbe subjects of the First Arts Course of 
the Calcutta U niversity ~ in the Madrasa, side by side witb the Arabic 
Department, in which Arabic and Persian Literature, Logic, Rhetoric, and 
Muhammadan Law are taught to some two hundred students, is the Anglo
Persian Department with twice that number reading for the MatriculaHon 
Examination. The four Ma~rasas established from the income of the Mobsin 
Endowment Fund teach in their highest or "collegiate" classes a course in 
Arabic identical in standard with that of the Calcutta Madrasa; and tbe 
pupils in all the five Madrasas are subjected yearly to a central examination. 

310. Collegiate Education in 1882.-0f the nine following Tables, 
No. I gives particulars as to the number of colleges throug'hout India in 188 I -82, 
as compared with those existing in 1871-72, and their attendance of students; 
No. II, the race or caste of those students, divided into Hindus, Musalmans, ' 
Europe~ or Eurasians, Native Christians, Sikhs, Farsis, and others; No. III, 
the results of the University examinations in Arts; No. IV, the number of 
undergraduates studying optional languages ; No. V, the number graduating in 
a literary and in a scientific course, respectively, in, those Universities in which 
such a distinction exists; No. VI, the expenditUre on education in Arts 
Colleges; No. VII, the average annual cost of educating each student; 
No. VIII, the statistics of fees; No. IX, an estimate of the number of gradu
ates from collegiate institutions. who between 1871 and 1882 joined (a) the 
Public service; or, in a private capacity, (b) the Legal, (e) the Medical, (d) 
the Civil Engineering professions. 



TABLE No. I. 

Oomparati'De Statistics oj .dttendance i1~ .Arts Oolleges (aj for tlte officialuears ;870-71 and 1881-82. 

-
187°'71. 1881.82. 

DBPAJlTKJllfTAJi AmllD UlfUDlID TOTA:r. DlIPABTllltlfTAL AIDSD UIIAIDK» TO~AL 

PROVINCES. -
lhKAlIlI:I • . 

t .; ~ $ .. .. ai $ oi .!!i ai oi ai .. i ~ ~ ~ ... 
i t, g t, '" g r. g '" t, " ~ 

!II> !oil 
'" '" 

!oil . ~ 
.. 

i ~ 
., 

] ~ ] 
... 

] ~ "" 
., 

] ~ 
:::: :;:; :::: 
'" '" '0 .Ii '" t.l ell rtI t.l rtI t.l rtI t.l <1l t.l rtI t.l rtI --- f--- - ----, . 

I 3 
. 

3 4 5 6 'I 8 
"" 

9 10 n 12 13 14 IS t6 11 18 

- - - - - ---- --- - • 
MA.DIU.S 

. 
· · · · · · 5 288 6 130 ... ... II 418 10 742 n 80 3 3 124 24 1,669 .• Including IS matriculated poplls (girls) in the 

College Department of the Bethune !rehool, and a3 
DOD-matriculated students in the 8ansknt Colle", 

BOMBA.Y 
rearong fin the tit.le eramination. 

· · · · · 3 250 2 47 ... ... 5 297 3 3tI 2 139 1 25 6 47' t Exclusive of the 3 matriculated Btudents (giTl~) .. 
• reading fol' the F. A. examinatlon in the Free 

Church Normal School. 
BENGA.L 980 § 16 1.3°5"" 89St -· · · . · · · Il_ S 394- ... 1,374 12 s 4 538 21 2,738 : TheM are two other 1Inaided eolleges in this 

proVlllCG from which no returnB have been received • 
M •• 

NO:arX-WE8TBJiN PBOVINCES AND OUDJI · 113 76 S· 1,299 ... ... 8 1,375 3 172 :it ttIS7 1+ + 20 6 349 § Two unaided eollegea, With 14 pupilS. haT. not 
been returned • 

- II Excluding the Ajmir College, which, ,with It, 
attachecl eollegiate Bobool, contaIned 146 pupu.. 

PuNlA.B · · · , · · ' . 2 102 ... ... ... ... ·2 102 I 103. ... ... . .. . .. -I 103 'II Excluding the Atmir College and attached 

- eolleglate IIllhool." 'ch ware attended))1 12$ 
puptl •• 

CENTRAL PnOVINC1Cl!J • 65 1 65 
•• Inoludlog the pupils of attached collegiate , · · · ... ... ... ... .0 . ... ... • 0. 1 ... ... . .. ... IIChoOI.. The number of under-lfl'IIduates ill the . - IUded colleges of the NInth.Western Provmcea and 

. Oudh la foughly eatlmated at 8" The total . number of unde1'-81'8dnatea in the aided coUegee in . - --- - - - - India In tbe 78ar 18711-71 W&8 therefore about 660. 

tt 
tt Excluding ,he pupil. of attached eoUegiAt.e •• IIChooll, 

TOfu. FOB lNDUl: 24 1,696 18 1,870 42 3,S66 '30 ~,698 20 1,994 9 "/07 59 5,399 
n ExcludIng BrItish Burma and fl Native State. · .. - -" that admltuaw theu OW'll SJBtem 0 ed,calJoq. . - -, . 

(oa) Tbe ltati,tici for Om-ntal Colle .... are rlvell "pU'IIttll' in Tablt'lll. to .. aDd are excluded fNm Table. 1-8. ;:f 
• 



TABLE No. II. 

(Jlas8ijication of Oollege St,,!dent8 by Race or Oreed/or tke otflcial gear 1881-82. 

1I ___ =D;E~P~A:=R;TM~E~N~TA=L~C70~L~L~E~GE~s~'~-II----,~~ATID~ETD~C~O~L~L~E~G~ES~'~ __ '-_II __ ~U7N~A~I~D~EFD~C~07L~L=E~G~E=s'~ __ II~ ___ ~ __ ~_T~OT~A=L~'~--~-----1I • 

REIIU:&XI. 
l'RO'VINCES, 

oJ! : ~ :~ ~ j:~ 1~ ~:~ lrG 

.10 ~~ ~ 
:J3$ ~ 'I iii I'i 0 .a.I!, ~ .a,;, ~ ~ ~ 

! ~ ~ ! ~~!~ j ~ ! ~ ! !.~ IJ j ! ~ H!~jJl ~ ~ ~ ~ ! j~lj j j 
--.----{-N-um-ra.c-:e-:-r-~!-e-~-d-Pils-. ,-0-f-,eac--~'II--:2::-70-4-~I~'~-:I~~ :88 10181~~ 138g'\11521-:1~~~\ 2:

2
,21

2 
~,~ I~~2 ~'~I~:I: 2g2I'-I-~669-0-'I,f---3-1---

MURAS, Percenta.ge of pupils of ea.ch 
ra.ce or creed to the tota.l I number on the rolls ,94'88 ,'62.. ,.. :2'15 1'35 .,' 85'68 2'24 ' , U'oS '75 '25 88'71 .. , .,," 9'68 1'61 ... S9'~ 1'80 .. , .. , 17'011'08 '12 ... 

{

Number of pupils of each I 
ra.ce or creed , , • 249 6... 55 I,...., 75 I, 48 8 5 2 25·" ,.... .. , 349 7 .. , 10l 9 5 21 475 

1I0MBAY, Percentage of pupils of each 
• race or oreed to the tota.1 

• IN:!b!:rocr ::~ih~f each 80'06 1'93 .. , 17'69 '32 .. , .. , 53'95 '72

1 

34'51 5'78 3'6v 1'44, 100, .. , .. , .. ' .. , ,.. 73'4
8 

1'47.. 21'69 I'
S

9,1'05 '42, .. , 
race or ereed , ' ,.1.214 75 ,,, .. , :1:7 t5 §4 807 30 ,..., 21 34 3 509 I 2812.530 106 '.. ~.. 28 39 35 2,7l8 ;. Including, 23 

lIENGAL, l'ercentage of pupils of each I nonmatriCulat-
race or oreed to the tota.l ed student. 

t 
nnmber on the rolls ,93'03 S'7S .. , .. ' '54 '38 '30 90'17 3'36 ,. ,,, 2'34 3'So '33 94'61 'Ig " '" ," 5'20 92 '41 3'87 ,~I'02 1'42 1'28'" of the ~a.n8· 

Number of pupils of each I krit College. 
;N. W. p, race or creed • , • 155 14.. 3 ,.. '.. 133 21 .. , .. , 2 I '.. 15 I.. 3 I .. , 303 361 ,.. .., 8 2.. 349

1 t Of this numbor 
AND Peroentage of pupils of each - I one IS a gIrl, 

OUDB, race or creed to the total " I; Do, do. 

I 
nn1l1ber on the rolls • gO'I2 8 14 .. , .. , 1'74 .. ' .. , 84'71 13'38 .. , 1'27 '64 .. , 75 5, , 15 5" 86'82 10'P .. , 2'29 'S! '.. ..' Ii All are girls, 

Number of pupils of each 
l'tnrlAlJ. P=!b~~f~npile oi each 84 13 3 .. , 3" .. · .. ,.. .., -'" , , ...., " ,.. ,i 84 1.31,' 3

1
'" 3 ,...., lOll' 

ra.ce or oreed to the total I 

I
N='b~:rdn ::;~ll~f each 81'55 1$'63 2 '91 ... 2'91 ,...., .. ,... .....' .. ,.....," ,.. .., '.. SI'SS 12'6l

1

2'911 ... 2'91 .. , .. , , .. 

COTBAL race or creed ...' , 59 5 .. , .. , I.. ,.. ,.. ,.. .., .. , '.. ~I'" ... " " .. , .. , 59 5 .. , .. ' I,...., 
65

1 

P.aOVIN' Percenta.ge of pupils of each 
ClIB, race or creed to the total 

number on the rolls ,go'17 7'6g .. , .. , 1'54 '.. '.. ,.. ,.. , ' , , , .. ' I .. , , , I '''' • 1
90'77 7'69p .. ' 1'S4 ,,, ... i .. , 

( 

2,465 J25 3 ~ 31 ~ 4 1,70l 70 = _ 48 120 46 7 6s9~ ~[ 15 3 --;8\,\! 4.
827f 197'-:' 103 166 64 39

11,!, 5.l99 

TOTAL l'eroentage of pupils of each I 
I'OB :race or creed to the tota.l I '/ INDIA,(b) numberontherolls ,91'38/4'63 'U! 2'0411'15 '551'14 85'4113'51 '1 2'41 6'01/ 2'31 '35 93'21 '281 .. ,2'12 '433'961'S9'4

1 
3'651'06 1'9

1
3'C1!II'I8/ "72' '" 

l'rcportion of each race o:r I I I I I I oreed to total population. 73'21 22'36 '62 '04 '45 '083'24 7l'21 22'36. '04 '45 '08 3'24 73'21 22'36 '45 '083'24 73'211 22'36 '62 '04 '45 'oS 3'24 

(a) Attending colleges for Natives of India, 
(b) Excluding AjlDlr, British Burma, and all Native Statee that admiruster their own system of educatloD, 



TABLE No. III. 

Re8ults of the Higher University Examinations in, the official !lear I88I-8.3. 

- lILA.. PJlJlVIOU8 B.A.. 1ST B.A.. F.A. B.So. 18'! D.Se. 'RXAlIIlf .1.1110 •• • Percentage 
of BUCCel!B' 

l'BOVINCE AND CLASS OF COLLEGES. Total Number Total number fnl candi. 
dates in I examined. pll88ed •• all examl. Exd. Passed. E'ld. Passed. Exd. Passed. Exd. Passed. Exd. Passed. Exd. Passed. Exd. Passed. lIatlons. 

, - - ------------------------ 11~ . .. J ~ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II I2 13 14 15 16 18 , 
~ - - - --- ----- - - - - I- -

~ 
. f Departmental. · · t 71 . ~ ... 230 144 . 

1 - · · . ~ ... ... ... ... . .. 
IfADBAS • • • • • Aided. .. ~ · · · · 9 S 78 48 .. , ... 258 156" . .. ... ... ... ... ." 8S1 496 51'88 Unaided • · . · · ... . .. ... 48 34 ... ... ... .. . . .. . .. 

Private studonts • · 36 6 ... ... 91 32 ... ... . .. ... ... .. . f Departmental · · · · 4 I 95 toI8 66 24 ... .'o' 182 41 t5 ·1 a a 35S 9 21'32 
lJolOAY • • • · • Aided. • · · · · 4 2 30 8 22 10 ... . .. 81 26 I I ... .. . IJ8 47 34'06 . ... -~ Unaided • • • · · ... ... "f ... .. . ... ... IS 4 ... ... ... ... "IS 4 26'67 

• f Departmental · · · · 51 22 148 S9 ... ... 378 171 ... ... . .. . .. ... S7T 2~ 43'61 ... 
l&fG,u, • • .. • • AJded. • · · · · 15 4 100 24 ... ... 3<>4- 80 ... .. ~ ... ... ... ... 419 108 25'78 

Unaided • · . · · • ... 43 8 ... ... 124 36 ... . .. . .. ... ... ... 168 44 26'19 
Private students · · ... ... 18 4 - ... 27 ,8 ... ... ... . .. ... ... 4S 12 26'66 

~ 

, . { Departmental · · · · 6 4 27 5 ... ... 36 20 ... ... .~ ... ... ... 69 29 42'03 
lII'ORTlI.WBSTBBlf PBoVllfo;rs un Aided. • • · · · 1 ... II 3 ... ... 36 19 ... ... ... ... . .. ... 48 22 45'83 

Ol1lur. . . Unaided. · · · · ... ... .... ... . .. ..~ to 3 ... ... . .. " . .. ... ... 10 1 30'00 . 

8 
, 

%6 lDe~ental · · · · 2 a 4 III ... ... 10 ... ..r ... . .. .. . . .. 12 1$'00 
l'vNoTAD • · • . • Ai ed. • · · · · '" ... ... ... ... . .. ... .. , ... ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... , .. 

Unaided • · · · · ... ... ... ... . .. . .. ... . .. ... . .. ... ... .. . ... ... . .. ... . 
{Departmental • • .. · ... ... ... ... . .. ... 17 10 ... . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. 17 IQ 58'82 

:BlfTll.u. PBOl'mOllB • • Aided. • • • · · "0 '"" ... . .. ... .. . ... ... ... ... .. . .., ... ... . .. ... ... 
Unaided :. • • « · ....... ... ... . .. ... ... ... . .. ... '" .. . ... . .. ... .. . . .. ... 

Private atudent. · · ... ... ... . .. ... ... I I ... ... ... . .. . .. ... I I 100" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -TO'UL 1IOB bDut · .. · 93 40 6tJ1 z66 88 J4 1,570 722 178 71 7 II II 2 3,735 z.t:rr 4'f.'S7 

• The P!eTlOUI eJ:amIn&tion lJI Bombay takea place one Tear aftel' the student has matrioulated, the 1st B.A. or B.Sc. two 1ear1 after matricalaUou. and &h. B • .&. tllret J'e&1'I after nch eumJDation. III die Kadru and Calcutta tTalvvIUi.:tls. F.A. 
Imhlt.tton takee pl&'11 two IMl'B and the B.A.. four year& after the Entrance Examination. 

t BxolulUnr jJmil'. British Bunna,and all MaUve State. Ilsat undulate. their oWJll)'&$em of educatiOD. 



TABLE No. IV. 
lVumbe,. oj Undergraduates studying eack optionaZ language in the official year 1881-82. 

-
PaovurCIII. Sanskrit. Arabic. Persian. Hebrew. Greek. Latin. V~Iar. BilKA .. : .. . 

- • 
I a 3 4 S 15 1 8 II 

MADUS · · · . . . · · 248 2 11 ... 20 24 1.384 
BOMBAY · · · . . · . · · · 30 1 ... 103 3 I 63 . .. 
BENGAL · · . . . . · · · 2,191' 15 114 ... 1 125 ... 
NORTH,WBSTBRN PROVINCES AND OUDH , · 1I2 86 69 ... ... 3 ... 
PUIfJ'AB · . .' · · · 29 14 56 . .. . .. ... ... 
CENTRAL PROVINCES · . . · . · · 48 ... 11 ... ... ... ... 

• 
~OTJ.L FOB INDU- e · 2,934 117 'Jilo 3 23 21S 1,384 -

• Escluding .J.lmlr, Britlllh Burma, and all N atin States that administer their own system ot edueatioD. 

TABLE No. V. 
lleturn of Studentll graduating in a literary or Bcientific course at the Bachelor of drts Bxaminations held in the official '!lear 1881-82. 

JthDJU& . . 

BoKBA.Y 

nENGAl . 

NOBTJJ.W'BSTlIll. 
.. IfD OUDB. 

Pt"N.JJ.B . . 

---

I 
LITBBUY. I SClB!lTI:PIO. (a) ToTA.Io. lit 

PBOVIJrllllS U1I CUIS 011 COLLEallB. 
Eumined. Passed. EUlIllIIed. Passe4, Eumlned. Passed. 

J s 3 4 5 6 1 f D_""'.tal . · · · rOI 68 6 3 . lfi1 71 
Aided • • · · · · 50 27 28 21 78 48· 

• Unaided. . · · ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Private students · · 34 5 2 I 36 6 

{ Dexartmental 78 24 23 5 101 29 
Ai ed • · 21 4 10 5 31 9 
Unaided. · · ... ... ... ... ... .. . 

~DoP"'''''la1 . · · 55 16 93 43 148 S9 .. Aided • • 82 19 18 5 100 24 · . Una.ided • . 35 5 8 3 43 8 
Private studE'nts · 12 2 6 2 18 4 

paOVJl(CBsf D?partmental · 5 ... 22 5 27 . 5 
AIded .• I . .. 10 3 II l 
Unaided • ... . .. . .. ... . .. .. . 

. 

• 

t Departmental 4 2 ... ... 2 
• Aided • . · ... . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. 

Unaided • ... ... . .. ... . .. -
TOTAL FOR INDIAt 4'78 1,/2 226 96 704 268 

(a) The tiJl'UfeS for Bombay include students who graduated In a purely or partly 8cientltle course In Madra. and Bengal, there 18 no p .... elg Bcientlllc courso. 
t ExcludlBlI' Ajmir. Brltlsh Burma, and all Native Statell that admlmster their own system of education. 

B.KA.BlI:a. 

8 

• In addition to these, 19 out of 40 
students in colleges in Native 
States passed in the literary 
course. 

I 



l'aovINclD AND OB.TlrCTS OJ' 
EXPIIlNDITtrRlll, 

~.l"'\....1JU.u J...'V. ,. .I.. .. ~TT 

Expen,dUure on Eduoation in ArtB Oolleges il)~ the official year 1881-82. 

MADlUS • ' {
EBtablishments t 

• Sohola.rships , 

TOTAL 

DOJrBAY. 
{:

Btab1iShDlentB 

• and buildings. 88,fP6 2S.,405 28,081 1"",11. 5,100 8,378 25,100 3"B,0578 1.,.06. 2 6.',2,34 ,.896 93,726 34,845 59,415 
Soholarships • 11,794 .. • tl,292 13.016... ... ., § § ... 11,794 ••• 1,292 11----1----1--1----·11-___ 1 __ --I----tl--I----U.---t-__ r.B7.g86 } I"'-Sa.535 { 4 II ,46 ~I 

13,016'" '59 I 86 
----1I~----I-~---r---I---~I--~~ 

34. ... 5 60.707 a.OI.O?a ... a 47 sa 41 9 a6 5 IS 

------------·II-----~·-------,------,'-----·~--------I 
10'''' 136 
3'14 161 

TOTAL • I.OO~ a5,405 ag,3l'3 1.55.1911 5.100 8.378 
--'1---.. 1-----11--

{ EstabllshDlents t 2.55,828 1,03,831 11,675 3.77.334 21,450 41,354 18,985 1.41.,19 2,077 2,965 5 •• 2,77,278 1,47,262 99,625 ts.a4.165,} a6.Bo.SIO { rO'34 
• Soholarships , ... ,.. ... ... .. ... ... ,.. ... ... ... 83.206 17,803 1.01.009 3 10 

II-----~-------I-------r------II------I ... -----~ .. ----I------ ---------- ______ ______ I------~------ ------'II-----4.~! _____ --- ______ ,I--~-;_-----~ 

----~--BJlNGAL • 

• TOTAL 
• a,ss,w 1.03,B3

1 17.675 3.'7.334 al.4S< 41.354 71,98s '.41.719 8.077 .,965 5.. 3.60,414 1.47.. l.17.... 6.as,174... 13'44 ,166 13'68 0 ort 
II----I---I----I------II-----~-- - - -- - -.II-----!------'r----I-----I N,-W. PBovrNcES {EstabliShments t 88,733 7,117 30,021 1 •• 5.871 IS,aI5 2.248 25.051 ... 514 335 1,679 .,014 1,03.948 9,100 56,751 tl,70.».I} 15.77.695 { 6 59 57'" 

. AND OUDH. Soholarships. 1,97~ ••• ... 7.9711 ... ' ... 2.441 "44'... ,. '" 7,972... 2,447 10,419 'SO 441 
1l----I·--1------1I __ 1----1 ____ ------....-. ---'-~ --11-----1-----1----1----'------1 TOT'....6. II" I 10 I B ,..... 6.·.... la'o6 • 791' 

UIIIJ 
'86 

8'ag 
·so 

...... 1"'.705 7,117 30.081 1.3],,,,,,,, 15 •• '5 ..... ".498 .4.961 W 1,679 a.0I4 r,n,gao 9>700 59.191 I. • I... .."." 
P17NJU • 11----'------- --~ --'r----U----- -----11-----1-----1--.-.-- ........ -

{ EstablishDlents t 45,803 2,099 ... 4'.9Oa... ••• 'n '0' ", ... 45.803 2,099... t41.goa } {;n- 75 ~ , . ., 8'94 
• Scholarships • 6.816... -5.839 la.655... '" ... ... ... ::: ... 6,816... ,5,839 1.,6s:; .8.31.047 '55 II 'as .'01 '17 

CBNTlUL 
11101118, 

11----1-'--1,---.1-----11 ___ 1---_1 ____ 1 ____ 11 ___ 1 __ -1 ____ 11_____ _ ___ _ __ 
• 51.6Ip a.1I99 5.139 60.557... ... ... ... ,.. ... ... 51.6IP -.1199 .. B39 60.$57 ." •.• , 8619 1'35 !'Pt 
11----1·---1,-1-----·11--------_______ -----1---.11-----1- ..... ----........1-.--.-..1---_1 

TOTAL 

P .. OV {EstabliahDlents 
~.. and buildings, 9,515 r,~18 10,753.....·...... ...." 9,575 1,118 ... 10.753}. a8,-- { I as 51'Ss '"6f ,'60 

8 h Jarshi IA~. '''loS .... oS !.. - 1'44 41',a ,'111 ,'14 o 0 P' • 1,"V4f ,n, 7.71a ,., ... ... .., ••• ••• _'" _1.604... 1 _7.71& I ____ I 
II-~--~.------I------I-----------"------------------'I------I~----~----I I _______ .I---_____ '------~ _____ .-TOT

aL .... 8 01 I 6. I'~ 385 .",'ft" •• " .'74 ... • 17,1,. 1.17 I 1 ,f 5 ... '" ... . , ... ... ... '7.179 1.178 loB I ..... 5

1

' .. , ........ 

-;.-;;:e;; 1,6I.o6!'--,G-.,-6-,i --.:630-143- 6.,164 "'4'5 1.7 .... 3 -;::;:;: -;:;;;-;::;--::;:;; -;,a::;;; --"'''I~ ·,69.4$4 1I.97,64'f"-}---+{--'·-IO-'-$f!)-.33-;--'-0.1IIJ l 
gS.aa.934 '88 .... a 06 .II,~ .'119 ,'a] "01 

• - ' - {EstabliShments' 
tOTAL 1'0. lNDull and buildings. 
," , Soholarshipa • 

, -, 
TOTAL 

.... 19... 10, 0 ' ..... 
9391 -.740... "44 50187... ... ... 1 ...... 5 ••. 30.31 0 .1.55.1 35 I __ ~r-I 

.ILO... ~ ---'I---I----II-j ___ I __ -I,_ " .. hl 1.1-;;- la·. J "7t 
6.57....... 1,61.065, 11 • .,.., '\[9,".. 64.904 ",475 1.76.93£ 3014.3119 6.679. tl.OO4 ",683

J 
'.os.loo a.47.a1p a.99.N 1J,5IIo,w'"j .. , 

===~==========~====k==~==~===b==~==~~==~~==~,==~==~~==~==~==~========~_~.~.~u 
( ."...,<1 ~ ~-

.. Inolnding 8:1penditu1"e on &ll professiona.J and technical institutIons and on schools fOl' Eur~pea.ns and Eura.ei&.nll. ' i The expenditure on oollegv bulldmga hae Dot been returned by Ma.dras. Bengal, the Nortk-Western Provincea, and the Punja.b. 
Exoluding Rs. 429 froDl .. private endowment in the Guj8ol'&th College. 
The followUir expenditure On loho1&rahlJl. hal no' been returned to the Department t

R •• 
Aided colIegea' 1.262 
VU&lded colie,ea 1,080 

II Excluding Ajrnir. British Bu.rma. and all N&tiv8 Statal . 
of educatiou. , 

If Exeluding the e:rpcditure of the Ajmir oollege and J 

amounted to Ea. 21.949. '~ ~ • 
• Including the e:lp8nditure m(JUrred on 8OholaralllPa' 
II Exeludmg Ra. 4.513 expended on oollege ICho1a.ral 

Auun and t.he Baidara.bad Awped District.,. 
t 

-



TA.BLE No. VII. 

St'atem'ent showing the average annual cost (a) of educating eack Student in Arta Oollege, in the otJicialueal' 1881·82. 

, 
U1UIDBD I 

DBP.A.RTMBN'UL COLLEGES, ,AIDED COLLBGE", COLLEGBS • . , 

PROVINCES. Averaf annual Avera~e anoual REMARXI5. . TQtal average cost to rovmcial Total average cost to Provinoial Total average 
annual cost. Funds. annual cost. Fnnds. annual cost. 

I . . 
I 2 3 4 5 6 1 

R fl. p. R a. p. It a. p. R a. p. R a. p. . 

MADRAS · · · · · · · · 257 13 8 210 I 2 125 2 8 29 9 8 93 I 2 . 
.t 

BOMBAY 
.. 

44612 8 • · · · · · · · 274 13 0 271 10 9 35 14 1 33IIO 2-

BENGAL · · · · · · · · 320 9 5 21 7 5 8 185 5 6 28 0 1 -48 7 8 I • Only two of the four unaided. conegt'8 have 
furnished returns of expenditure. 

NORTH-WESTERN PROVINCES AND OUDn · · · 758 4 2 534 8 6 312 9 8 III 14 0 125 14 0 

PmUAB · · · · · · · · 498 15 8 477 I 10 ... ... ... 

CBNT!U.L PROVINCES · · · · · · 186 3 I 165 8 5 ... ... . .. 
~ 

- .. 
I 

AVERAGE FOR INDIA (o) · · 354 9 I 253 9 9 178 7 7 35 I4 3 I 
97 8 2 

I 
- - - - -

(a) Calculated on the average monthly Dumber of the students enrolled. 
(h) Excludiug Ajmir, British Burma, and all Native States that administer their own system of education. 



DnA.UKBft~L COLL.aBII. 

PROVINCES. 
RlJheBt Fee. Loweat Fee. 

I 1I 3 

R ·R 

M.1J)BU· • · · · 5 3 . 
BoxuTt ' 10 .. · · , 3 

B.lNQJ.L: 
~ J2 · · · , 3 .. 

• 

NOIlTK.WBITIUUrPIOVlJiCES .iN» 
017J)K , · · · , 5 2 

PCJ'I.1B§ . · , • , 5 2 

-
C •• TR~L PaOVIJ'CII, , . 2 2 

A.UUtl rOR bJ>11 (6) . 12 a 

TABLE Ko. VIII. 

Tuition-Fees in Llrts Oolleges in the Official gear 1881-82. 

, 
AmBD COLL.GBB. U.A.mBD CoLUGB!. \ Percentage of I • Percentage of Per~cntnge of 

Income from Fees to In~ome from Fees to incnme from FeeR to 
total expendlture~a) total expenditnrc(a) total eXEendltnre(a) 

Highest Fee. Lowest Fee, HigheRt Fee. Lowest Fee, m Departmenta lD Aided Colleges. in nalded 
Colleges. Colleges. 

.. S II 1 8 II to , 

R G, 'R R R 
, 

4 0 :01 3 ... 17'78 .23'76 31'02 

8 0 4- 5 3 18'28 21"72 14'56 

6 0 5 3 ... 27'S· 29'16 41'19 

5 0 I 4- I 5'65 5'29 16'63 

" .. , ... .. , ... 4'38 .., .., 

.., .. , ... ... lI'og ... ... 
-

8 0 I 5 I 19'53 23'44 27'05 

(a) Excludln, 'hi npendltul'l o~ haUdinl' aud eeholarahi1l*. or which thl maJorit, of the Province. haYf tlli" rftlU'llt 
(6) J;IIChllbnr Almir. Bntt.1l JS~ ad ail N.tin St.", ,hat acl.mb1lfitr 'hall nD ",.tem of tduoat.ioa, 

~K.I..J[ •• 

II 

-Muhammadans and Urlyas pay half teel, and five per 
ceot. of the stndents may be esempted from the ~a1' 
ment of feel in De~rtmental and aided oollegea all e. 

tIn Departmental col egee 5 per cent, of thlEUPll. are .x· 
empted from the ~annent of feee. In ded oolleges 
there i8 no bed 1m' to the exemptions. In Depart-
mental and Unaided oollege. the (ees ohargeable to 
bolde,. of IICbolarehlpl .re 40 or SO per cent lower than 
tbe ordinarJ' rate!. 

~n the Sanskrit CollT! 20 IOUII of })AUcUts are allowed 
to read at a reduce felt of a.. , lnetead of Be. 5 • 

1n the 8ooghl)' College Muhamtnad&ll ltudeDt, read at .. 
fee of Re. I Instead of Ra. II. 

In all collegee other than HOO~b!l,Muhammad&D8tudeUt8 
are ailowed to read at OD8-t i of the regular feel, the 
diWareno8 of two.thirde being ~d. in the cue 01 »e. 
~ment.1 oollegee, from 8 Xohein Endowmeni 

und-J.rtn tbe cue of tbe prl1'&te oolleges 01 Calon'ta. 
flom ov1Jwiall'8Vellues. 

. 
,Tbe Provlnolal Committee atAte that U Ie doubtful 

whether the btgh8lt rat. 0' tee bert eutenld Ie eftl' 
&OtaaI~aId~" atadeuta, If.to: few unde1'lfJ'&duatee" 
.re In 17 uemptacl flom the pl7ment ')1 r-. 

-
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TADLE No. IX . 

• 
Number of 

(0) 
Having 

(6) ee) (d) • gradua.tes entered the Civil 
PaoVINOBIi. between ptblic service, Lf'g'a.1 Medical 

Engineering 
1871.82. British or protesslOn. profession. 

professlOn. 
Native. 

, -----
Madl'as · · · · 808 296 126 18 ... 

Bombay · · · · 625 324 49 76 28 

Bengal · · · · 1,696 534 471 131 19 

N ol'tb -Western Provinces and • 
Oudh · · · · 130 61 33 ... 6 

• 
Punjab · · · · 38 21 5 ... ... 
Central Provinces · X4 I 8 ... ... . .. 

------
TOTAL · · 3,3II I 1,244 684- 225 53 

-

The last tabular statement gives only a partial idea of the after-career 
of our Indian graduate'S. A statement submitted by the Registrar of the Madras 
University, and quoted in the Report of th,e Provincial Committee (page 
119), shows that out of 97 I students who graduated in Madras up to the 31st 
March 1882, 796 are known to be holding remunerative employment in fourteen 
or fifteen different professions. On the other hand, a letter from the Principal 
of the Civil Engineering College in Madras states that no graduate in Arts or 
Engineering who has passed through the Civil Engineering College has joined 
the Civil Engineering profession in a strictly private capacity between 187 I and 
1882. From the Bombay Report we gather that 74 graduates of the Bombay 
University have found employment in Native States, and 78 others have 
chosen private careers either in education or in commerce. The Reports of 
Bengal, the North-Western Provinces, and the Punjab, mention a certain num
ber of graduates in private service, the numbers being respectively 18o, 39, 
and 12. The Report of the Central Provinces can only inform us of the after .. 
life of 14 native gen~lemen who, being bom in those Provinces, graduated in one 
of the neighbouring Universities. Seven of these serve under the British Gov
ernmentt and one holds an important office in Haidarabad. 

311. Fees in Colleges-.-In stating the main facts about the fees in 
colleges, it is necessary to bear in mind that in all Provinces to a certain extent, 
and in some Provinces to a very large extent, the scholarships awarded to a 
certain portion of the students enable them to pay their fees. The amount, there
fore, of the fees charged in the colleges of each Province must be considered 
in connection with the provision made for scholarships in that Province. 
Also in all Provinces, except Bengal and the Central Provinces, in addition I 

to the provision for scholarships, a, greater or smaller number of the students 
are either wholly or in part exempted from payment of the college fees. 
Thus, the fee shown in the Tables as paid on the average is less, and in some 
cases very, greatly less, than it would be if fees at the appoin,ted rate were 
paid by all. 

Madras.-In Madras there is a somewhat complicated arrangement by 
w mch fees at varying rates are charged according as the college is Government 
or aided, and according as it is sitliLated in the Presidency town or in Mofussil 
towns that are regarded as backw31d or advanced in an educational point of 

71 
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view. It may be enough to say that the highest fee charged is Us. 5 a month in 
Government colleges, and Rs. 4 in aided colleges;' the lowest Rs. :\ in. Gov
ernment and Rs. 2 in aided colleges. Muhammadans are required to pay onIy 
half the usual fee, and it is provid~d that the number of free scholars sh.all not 
exceed 5 per cent. of the total number on the roll in either Government or 
aided colleges. The average fee actually paid during the year 1881-82 Was 
Rs. 45-13 in Government colleges, and Rs. 29-1I in aided. In the unaided 
colleges, which are under no rule in regard to fees, the average amount paid 
for the year by each student was Rs. 29· 

Bombay.-In Bombay the fees in Government colleges vary from Rs. 10' 

a month to Rs. 5 in the case of ordinal] students, or to Rs. 3 in the case 
of holders of junior scholarships. In the two aided colleges the fees are Rs. 8 
and Rs. 6 a. month. In Government colleges only five per cent. of tlie 
~tudents on the rolls may be exempted from payment of fees. In aided colleges 
t.here is no restriction as to the number of the students that may be admitted 
free. The average fee:actually paid in Government colleges for the year 1881-82 
was Rs. 8 I - 1 I, and in aided colleges Rs. 59· 

Bflngal.-In Bengal the highest fee charged.is Rs. J 2 a month in the Presi. 
dency College. In other Government colleges it ranges from Rs. 3 to Rs. 6 
a month. In one aided college it is Rs. 6, in the others. Rs. 5 a month. No 
students are admitted free in" Government or aided colleges. In unaided 
colleges the ordinary rate is Rs. 3. ' The average fee actually paid in Govern
ment colleges for the year 188I~82 was Rs. 88-3, and in aided colleges Rs. 54. 
In the only unaided college which has furnished returns on this point the 
average fee paid for the year was Rs. 31-8. 

N orth-Western Provinces and Oudh.-In the North-Western Provinces 
the rate of fees is Rs. 5 a month in the degree classes of Government 
colleges, and Rs. 3 in the classes preparing for the First Examination in Arts. 
In aided colleges the rate varies from Rs. 5 to Re. I a month. In Govern
ment colleges there are no exemptions from the payment of fees; and the same 
practice is generally followed in aided colleges, though there is no definits 
regulation on the point. The average lee actually paid in Government colleges 
for the year 1881-82 was Rs. 42-14, and in aided colleges Rs. 16-8. 

Punjab.-In the Government College, Lahore, the only college in the' 
Punjab for which full information is available, a uniform fee of Rs. 2 a month is 
charged, although there is a standing order that fees from Rs. 2 to 5 should be 
levied according to the income of the parent or guardian; and a ,small number. 
of students are admitted free., I The average fee actually paid for the year 
1881-82 was Rs. 21-14., ' 

Central Provinces.-In the only college in the Central Provinces the rate 
of fee is Rs. 2 a month. There are no exemptions, and the average fee 
actually paid in the year 1881-82 was Rs. 2a.. I O. ' 

Summary.-It appears from tbis review that the fee paid in aided colleges 
is less by about one-third than is paid in those maintained by Government. 
This, seems a bout the ratio at which it is possible for both classes of institutions 
to thrite.. It is also the ratio that is fixed in Madras by a formal regulation. 

In Government colleges fees are paid into the Treasury. In other colleges 
they are retained by the managers. Practically, in both cases they are a. 
~ontribution towards the expense of the cofieges. The extent to w,hich they 
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actually meet the cost of collegiate education in the different Provinces m31 
be sho~ thus:-

Madras • 
Bombay 
Bengal • , 
North-West.el'n Provinces and Oudh • 
Pnnjah • 
Central Proviuces 

Government. Aided, 

11'18 per cent. 23'16 per cent, 
18'28 
21"5 1 

5'65 
4"38 

11"0 9 

The following percentages show for each Province the proportion borne by 
the amount raised in fees to the total expenditure on the colleges from public 
funds:- • 

Madras • 
Bombay 
Bell gal • 
North- Western Prol;nces and Oudh • 
Punjab • 
Central Provinces 

Government. Aided. 

21'83 
28'11 
4°'58 

8'02 
4'58 

12'48 

100'47 
164'27 
192 '19 

14"77 

It must be noted, however, that in the outlay from public funds in Govern
ment colleges only current expenditure controlled by the Education Depart. 
ment is included, no allow:mce being made for the cost of pensions. 

312. Payment of Fees: Opinions of Witnesses,-l[any witnesses 
have discussed th.e question whether fees in colleges should be paid by the month 
or by the term. The opinion of Do good many Principals and managers of 
colleges is in favour of payment by the term, but the opinion of the geneml 
body of witnesses ag:tinst it. This mode of payment appears to have been actually 
tried in Arts colleges only in Bombay, where it is said to work well. Our Recom
mendation (No. 12) shows the 4ecision at which we have arrived on this point, 
Another question that has been discussed is whether college fees should be 
graduated according to the means of parents or guardians. Many witnesses 
are in favour of this, and in the North-Western Provinces it was the universal 
method for several years. In one college, where, as stated above, this scheme 
of graduated fees prevails in theory, it has been entirely given up in practice, 
and the head of a college in which the "system was tried at one time states 
that "its general effect was demoralising." The evidence of practical experi-

\ ence seems, on the whole, to show that, however defensible this system may be 
in the abstract, it is one that it is difficult, if not impossible, to carry out in 
colleges that have a large number of students. Attention has been drawn by 
many witnesses to the practice of charging only a reduced fee to scholarship
holders, an arrangement which seems to prevail to a large extent in Bombay, and 
to a very limited extent in one 'of the colleges in Bengal. The question has also 
been raised whether a minimum fee should be prescribed for aided colleges, a.COI is 
done in Madras and Dengal; and if so, wh:l.t proportion it should bear to the 
fee in Government colleges. It should in any case be clearly understood 
that neither GoverD.IOOnt nor aided colleges are prevented from raising their 
fees above any minimum that may be fixed. There ought, on the contrary, to 
be a. generous emulation between all colleges as to which should raise the fee 
to the highest point consistent with stability and usefulness. :By the steady 
increase of fees till the largest attainable amount of self-support is reached, 
many of the problems of higher education will be practically solved. On 
the question as to the proper proportion of free scholars in colleges, it is at 
least plain that so long as any colleges are ready to exempt an unlimited 
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number of their students, there is little' to stimulate the growth of those en· 
dowments to help poor students which are one of the most graceful 3.ij.d most 
useful tributes that wealth can pay to learning. 

313. Arts College Scholarships.-Most colleges, if not all. have scholar
ships which are their own exclusive property, having originated from private 
endowments or subscriptions. Thus, the Presidency College, Calcutta, has 
Rs. 4,500 a year of endowed scholarships; and the other endowed scholarship 
funds, attached to different colleges in Bengal, yield an income of Rs. 6,452 a 
year. This is exclusive of U niversity scholars~ip~, and also of the lIohsin 
scholarships of Rs. 9,000 a year. The Elphmstone College, Bombay, has 
endowed scholarships to the amount of Rs. 6,360 a year, and the colleges of 
the N orth-Western Provinces together lbout the same amount. The Aligarh 
College also is richly endowed in this x:espect. But regarding scholarships of 
this class there is no full inform3.tion before th~ Commission, and the only 
scholarships that can be adequately dealt with here are those that are paid from 
funds managed by the Education Department and those that belong to the 
Universities but are held in the Arts colleges affiliated to them. There is a ~ 
striking difference in the amount spent on college scholarships in the various 
Provinces. The following, is the amount of funds controlled by the Education 
Department that is spent in each Province on college scholarships, and the pro
portion which the sum thus expended bears to the whole amount spent from all 
sources on education of every kind :-

Madras 
Bombay • 
.Bengal 
N orth-Western Provinces 

Punjab 
Central Provinces 

~ 

10,254 
13,0~6 

• 1,01,009* 

7,972 

12,655 
7.7 12 

Percentage of total 
• espenditurlll. 

• • °29 

• '38 
• 1'61 

• °50 

• '77 
• 1'14 

Madras.-1n Madras, 15 Government scholarships of Rs. IS a month 
are given on the results of the First Examination in Arts. They are thus 
apportioned: There are 13 out of the 22 Districts that have sectnd-grade 
colleges, and a scholarship is given to the student who stands highest on the 
University list from each of these Districts. One scholarship is given to the 
1\Iuhamrnadan student a}}d one to the Uriya, student who stands highest in the 
University list. These scholarships are tenable at any first-grade college in the 
Presidency ~or the two years between the P.A. an.d B.A. examinations. 
Twenty Government scholarships of Rs. 10 a month are given on the 
results of the Matriculation Examination. These are tenable for four years l 

at any college in the Presidency, provided the holder pass the First Exa. 
mination i:t;l Arts at the end of two years, and are thus apportioned: One is 
given to the student who stands highest from each of the' eight Districts that 
have no college of either grade, six are given to students of one particularly 
backward District, and six are reserved for Muhammadans from any Dititrict. 
The University disppses of three scholarships tenable at Arts colleges, all 
of which are restricted .to natives of certain Districts. There is also a system 
in virtue of which the first twenty at the F.A. examination and the first 
twenty at the Matriculation examination, if they have failed to receive stipend .. 
iary scholarships, may be admitted free into any Government, or, with the 
sanction of the managers, into any aided" college. Concerning thill, the Pro
vincial Committee remark: "It certainly seems that it would be fairer-in 

• ., , 

• Iuclusive of Rs. Y:2,OOO for acholarshirs attached Lo the Medical and En~ooriDg Colleges. : ~ 
~. \ ( \ I ..., 
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"every way better-if rewards given by Governmen.t were given impartially to 
,e all sc)lools, and if, instead of free scholarships, an allpwance equivalent to the 
"f~ were made, which the pupil enjoying it might draw whether he attended 
"a Government or non-Government institution." . ' 

Bombay.-In Bombay, the Scholarship Fund controlled by the Educa
tion Department is thus apportioned: There are two annual scholarships of 
Rs. 20 a month restricted to Sind students, and tenable for four years. These 
seem to be the o.nly scholarships of this class that may be held at any college pre
ferred by the holder. In the Elphinstone College there are 45 scholarships of 
the aggregate value of Rs. "660 a month. Of this amount, Rs. 530, though 
administered by the Education Depaiment, are the proceeds of private endow
ments, and only Rs. 130 are directly contributed from Provincial Funds. In 
the Deccan College the aggregate Government expenditure on scholarships is 
Rs. 275 a month. The Provincial Committee consider that the circumstances 
under which this large provision was made by Government for scholarships 
restricted to these two colleges, were such that it might be regafded unfair to 
throw them open to other colleges now, and they recommend no c~ange except 
Ie that as far as practicable they should be awarded to poor students who, but 
" for the stipends, might be unable to continue their studies at college." Mr. 
Wordsworth, however, the Principal of the Elphinstone dollege, says in his 
ev.idence: cc I think it would be more fair if the money which the Government 
" devotes to college scholarships were open to general competition, or given away 
cc in connection with the University examinations. The successful candidates 
" should have the choice of joining any college for which they felt a preference. 
" This is a point on which I can understand that the aided colleges may feel 
cc that they are not quite fairly treated." The Bombay University disposes of 
fifteen endowed scholarships tenable at any affiliated Arts College. Their 
aggregate value is Rs. 45 I a month. Seven are restricted to special Districts, 
and some of the others are for the encouragement of special studies. Some 
are held for one year only, but most for a longer term. 

Bengal.-In Bengal, there are provided from public funds 49 scholarships 
awarded on the results of the First Examination in Arts. Ten of these, of the 
value of Rs. 25 a month, are given to the students who stand highest at the 
examination. The remaining 39, each of the value of Rs. 20 a month, are 
distributed among the colleges of particular Districts. There are also 152 
scholarships awarded on the results of the Matriculation Examination. Ten 
of these, of the value of Rs. 20 a month, are given to the students who stand 
highest at the examination. The remainder, viz., 47 of the value of Rs. IS 
a month, and 95 of the value of Rs, 10 a month, are distributed to each Divi
sion and District in some proportion to the average number of candidates, and 
with reference to the educational advancement of the locality. All scholar
ships, except a few which must be held at a college in the District to which the 
student belongs, may ~ held at any affiliated college where instruction is given 
in the subjects of the examination for which the holder is preparing. Provi
sion is further made for paying two-thirds of the fee of every Mu.ham
madan student in whatever college he may be stUdying. The fund from 
which this provision is made; though managed by the Department" is 
derived from a private endowment. Of the 2~738 students in the colleges ot 
Bengal, 402 may be holders of scholarships provided directly by the State, in 
'addition to those who hold scholarships originally denved from private 
sources. The University of Calcutta awards five scholarships tenable at 
Arts colleges. < They are all held {or one year, and their aggregate value is 
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Rs. I 12 a, month. Of the: 't~~l . amount spent' upon scholarShips in Bengal, 
i ,.. ). ~ f. ' 

Rs. 17,803 are derived from endowments.' -!, '1. 
I ~ Co 

North-Western Provinces.-In the North-Western Proylnces scholar
ships tenable at ~y college in the Provinc~ ar~ awarded o~ th'e results. of the 
lfatriculation, Fust Arts, and B.A. ExammatlOns. Then number IS not 
fixed, but they are not to be more than one·fourth the Du~ber of candidates 
successful in these examinations, and they are given only to students who pass 
in the first class. In 1881-82, fifty-nine Government scholarships, aggregating 
RS.5,094, and Local scholarships to the value of Rs. 5,75'4, were held by 
students in the various colleges, Government and non-Government. 

Punjab.-In the Punjab, scholarlhips of Rs. 12 a month are given 
from State funds to one·fourth of those who pass the Entrance Examination 
of the Punjab University, and scholarships of Rs. 16 a month to those who 
pass with credit the Proficiency, or Intermediate, Examination. Up to the 
end of 1881-82 these scholarships were tenable only in: a Government college, 
but they are now open to any other «ollege in the Province. In the year 
1881-82 a sum of .Rs. 12,655 was-drawn in scholarships of allkindsbystudents 
of the Lahore College. Of the 103 students attending it, 76 were scholarship .. 
holders, and only 27 non-stipendiary. In the Oriental College, as a rule, all the 
students hold scholarships, which are paid partly from the general funds of 
the University, and partly from endowments at its disposal. The sum thus 
spent in 188 I -82 was Rs. 5,933, The fact should be noted that the Punjab 
colleges have depended always upon a system of scholarships, which is incon
sistent with the declared policy of the G.overnment of India. A few years 
after the establishment of the Government colleges exception was taken by 
that Government to the high cost of educating students who were paid for 
their attendance, and the proportion of scholarships was limite4 as stated 
above. ' 

Central Provinces.-In the Central Provinces, junior scholarships tenable 
at the only college in the Province are assigned yearly on 'the results of the 
Matriculation Examination. They vary in amount from Rs. 7 to Rs. 10 

according to place in the University list, and the District from which the student 
comes. Thus residents in Jabalpur, where the college is situated, draw 
the lowest rate. Senior scholarships are given on the results of the F. A. exam
ination, and are tenable1l.t any college in India where the .holder can calTY 
on his studies to a higher stage. Their value is Rso 20 a month for a. student 
who passes in the first class and Rs. IS foronQ who passes in the second. The 
sum spent on scholarships in 1881-82 was Rs. 7.955; Rs. 5,419 on students at 
Jabalpur, and Rs. 2,536 on ip.ose in other colleges. Of the 65 undergraduates 
at Jabalpur, 51 held scholarships. 

314. Social P~ion of Students.-As regards the social position of the 
students, it would appear from the returns given in the Provincial Reports, 
that a very considerable majority belong to the middle classes. Among these, 
the sons of Government officials .. as might b~ expected, largely preponderate 
over any other section- of the community. The great landed proprietors are 
scarcely, if at all, represented; trade and commerce contribute something like 
one in ten; in 'Madras about one-thIrd are put down as the sons of far;mers or 
landholders; in Bengal the incomes of more than half the parents are assessed 
at sums varying from £20 to £200 a, year. ~ Further particulars in various forms 
will be found in the Provincial Reports, ~ut these, as there given, do not admit 
of any uniform classification. 
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315. Colleges and their Staft-A' general view ~f tho difforent grades of 
colleges has already been given: 'We here subjoin fuller particulars • 

• • • 
Madras.-In :M:adras there are six first-grade colleges, three Government 

and throe aided; and eighteen second-grade colleges, seven being Government, 
eight aided, and three unaided. In first-grade colleges, the largest staff is seven 
Professors and one Assistant Professor; and the smallest, one Professor and 
three Assistant Professors. In second-grade colleges the staff consists in all 
cases of one Professor and one Assistant Professor. This staff does not, how
ever, include the Pandits or ~:lunshis who are employed to teach the various 
second languages. In some.colleges there are as many as eleven of these; but 
in most cases, or probably in all, they do duty in the school departments as well 
as in the colleges. 

13ombay.--In Bombay there are four first.grade colleges, two Government 
and two aideu; and two second-grade colleges, one Government and one 
maintained by the Kolhapur State. In first-grade colleges the largest staff 
is eight Professors and nine subordinate officers who give a portion of their 
time to college work as lecturers, Pandits, or instructors in some special 
subjects, for example, in drawing. The smallest staff consists of four Professors 
and one Assistant Professor, ~th four officers whose time is partly given to the 
college. In both the second-grade colleges the staff consists of three Professors 
and an assistant whose time is partly given to the college. 

Bengal.-In Bengal there are eleven first-grade colleges, seven Govern~ 
ment, three aided, and one unaided; and ten second-grade colleges (exclusive 
of the Colleg~ Department of the Bethune Female School), four Government, 
tW() aided, and four unaided. In first· grade colleges the largest staff is eleven 
Professors, besides three Professors who teach the second languages; and the 
smallest is two Professors, one Assistant PrQfessor, and two lecturers. In 
second-grade colleges the largest staff consists of three Professors with three 
assistants; and the smallest (excluding one college which is not yet in full 
work), one Professor with three assistants. 

North .. Western Provinces.-In the North-Western Provinces there are 
six first-grade colleges, three Government, two aided and one unaided, and 
one second.grade college; which is unaided. The Agra College, here reckoned as 
a Government college, is now being placed on the aided footing. The largest 
staff consists of four Professors with one Assistant Professor; and the smallest, 
of three Professors with three teachers of the second languages. The second. 
grade college has a staff of four Professors, but two of these give only a portion 
of their time to work in the college. 

Punjab.-In the Punjab there is but one college in regard to which 
detailed informatiQn has been obtained. It is of the first grade, and is maintained 
by Government. Its staff consists of four Professors, with two assistants and 
two teachers of the second languages. There are also the Oriental eollege 
in which the teaching staff consists in part of stipendiary fellows and scholars; 
and the Delhi Missionary Co~lege officered by the gentlemen of the Cambridge 
Mission with two or three native assistants who are also masters in the school 
Department. 

Central Provinces.-In the Central Provinces there is b~t one college. 
It is of the second grade, and is maintained by Government. Its staff consists 
of three Professors with four assistants; but all these gentlemen devote a por .. 
tion of their time to the high schoof connected with the college. 
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Summary.-By far the strongest ~taff,~ that ~f, t~e l!residency College, 
Calcutta, with eleven Professors and one Assistant Professor. N ext come the 
Elphinstone College, Bombay, with eigh~ Pl'Of~ssors; and the M~draS ~si .. 
dency College with six Professors and one ASSIStant Professor. :A$ a rule, 
the staff is considerably larger in Government than in non-Government eolleges ; 
but St. Xavier's College, Bombay, has ten Professors, and St. Xavier's,. 
Calcutta, nine. It is understood, however, that most of these gentlemen give 
only a portion of their time to the colleges with wtieh they are connected. Three 
'non-Government colleges in Calcutta have each nine Professors and assistants, 
but whether their whole time is given to college work does not appear. 
Elsewhere, the staff of non-Government colleges is considerably smaller. 

316. Salaries of Professors.-Infermation can be given with precision 
as to the salaries of Professors in Government colleges, but some aided colleges 
have supplied no information upon this point, and in one or two of the cases 
where information is supplied, it is not clear whether a deduction has or has 
not been made for extra collegiate work. A special difficulty arises also in the 
case of colleges maintained by the Jesuit. Fathers, from the fact that regular 
~alaries are not paid to their Professors. On this account no statement of 
salaries has been received from St. Xavier's College in Bombay; and the 
statements furnished by St. Xavier's College in Calcutta. and St. Joseph's at 
Negapatam, are understood to be estimates of the salaries the Professors might 
receive if they were employed in colleges where regular salaries are paid. 
In stating the main facts concerning salaries of Professors., the salaries of all 
Assistants are left out of view, as these range from full Assistant' Professors 
who are virtually Professors in all but name, to gentlemen who receive a 
small compensation for a single hour's work daily, or it may be even less. 
The main.facts, with these explanations, may be stated as follows. 

Madras.-In lfadras, in Government colleges of the first grade, the highest 
salary is Rs. 1,250 a month, and the lowest Rs. 750. In aided colleges of 
the first grade, the,highest salary is Rs. 450 and the lowest Rs. 365. In Gov
ernment colleges of the second grade the highest salary is Rs. 500 and the 
lowest Rs. 165. In aided colleges of the second grade, the highest salary is 
Rs. 400 and the lowest Rs. 200. In unaided colleges the highest salary ~ 
Rs. 425 and the lowest Rs. 350. 

Bombay.-In Bombay, in Government colleges of the first grade, the 
highest salary is Rs. 1,500 a month, and the lowest Rs. 200. In aided colleges 
of the first grade, the highest salary is Rso' 400 a month; and the lowest Rs. 70. 
In ~econd grade colleges, one of which is partly maintained by the British 
Government and the other, ,by the Kolhapur State. the highest salary is 
Rs. 800 a month, and the lowest Rs. 250. 

Bengal.-In Bengal, in Government colleges of the first, grade, the highest 
salary is Rs. 1,500, and the lowest Rs. 300. In aided colleges of the first grade, 
the highest salary is Rs. 610 and the lowest Rs. 75. In unaided colleges of 
the first grade the highest salary is Rs. 225, and the lowest RSt 60. In 
Government colleges of the second grade" the highest salary is Rs. goo, and 
the lowest Rs. ISO. In aided colleges of the second grade, the highest salary is 
Rs. 350 and the lowest about Rs. 70. For unaided colleges of the second grade 
detailed figures have not been obtained, but the salaries are believed to be on a 
somewhat lower scale than those in the unaided first-grade colleges. 

, 
North-Western Provinces.-In the- North-Western Provinc~s, in Gov .. 
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ernment colleges of tp.e first grade, the highest salary ris Rso J ,250 and the lowest 
Rso 2qoo In aided colleges of the first grade, the highest salary is, Rs. 1,000, 
and. the lowest Rso 1750 For the unaided colleges no figures have been obtained. 

PUnjab.-In the Punjab, in the only college for which detailed inform
ation is available, the highest salary is Rs. 1,250, and the lowest Rs. 500. 

Central Provinces.-In.the Central Provinces, in the Government col. 
lege, which is of the second grade, the highest salary is Rso 500 and the 
lowest Rso 180. 

Summary.-Of first-grade colleges maintained by Government, the total 
expense varies from Rso 1,20,498 per annum, which is the gross annual outlay on 
the Presidency College in Calcutta, through Rs. 92,472 on the Elphinstone College 
in :Bombay, and Rs. 68,875 on the Presidency College in Madras, down to Rs. 
16,662 at Rajshahye in Bengal. Of aided first-grade colleges, the expense ranges 
from Rs. 41,383, the annual outlay on the Canning College at Luckno)V, down 
to St. Xavier's in Bombay, which costs annually but Rs. 12,000. The total 
annual cost of second-grade colleges maintained by Government varies from 
Rs. 20,626 per annum in the Sanskrit College at Calcutta down to Rs. 3,646 
per annum at Madura; while the annual outlay on aided colleges of the second 
grade ranges from Rs. 13,287 in the London Mission Institution at Bhowani
pore down to Rs. 2,738 in the Hindu College at Vizagapatam. This great 
variation in the expense of colleges sprmgs from various causes. One is the 
different degrees in which the staff of each consists of the graduates of Indian 
Universities, who are naturally obtainable at a cheaper rate than graduates 
from Europe. The question how far Indian graduates should be employed as 
Professors is one on whlch widely different opinions are held by witnesses, and on 
a point of this kind it is obviously impossible to lay down a stringent rule. 
That they may be safely employed more generally than hitherto has been 
the case in the great Government colleges 'at the Presidency towns, we 
have no doubt: on the other hand, every encouragement should be given to 
the employmen~ of European graduates in colleges under native manage
ment. The variation in expense arises partly also from the large salaries 
paid to som'e of the European Professors inGove:r;.p.ment colleges; and to 
these large salaries some of our witnesses have rrl'::;l, o~jections. But from 
the point of view of academic standing the Profe~~o,,\,a body c~rtainly 
deserve salaries as high as any that are given. The grab.Jd service, with 
liberal rates of pay, was institutedl with the express object of attracting dis
tinguished g~duates from the English Universities, and thus of entrust
ing the higher education of Indian students to a body of men whose position 
and attainments would ensure work of a high degree of excellence. Nor 
has experience failed to' bear out the expectation entertained; for education 
in India owes a great debt to the zeal and ability of the many distinguished men 
who have attached themselves to its service. At the same time it may be fully 
admitted that if Government colleges are in all respects to be a model to the 
native colleges that ought to spring up around them, they must be conducted (fu. 
principles of strict e,conomy; and from this point of view it is clear that efforts 
should be made to provide suitable men at the most economical rates consistent 
with the maintenance of full efficiency. Yet another cause of the variation of 
expense is the different amount of actual teaching given by Professors in different 
colleges. It is plain that this varies considerably in ~erent Provinces and 
different colleges, but the information afforded is not sufficient to determine 
what the limits of variatioI;l are. In the several Provincial Reports will be 
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found complete lists of 'the staff of each col1~ge and'ofJ;he salary' attached to 
each professorship. ' >, '. " ":, -

317. College Libraries, and the Extent to which they are used.- '-
• 

Madras.-The Report of the Madras Provincial Committee gives (page I t 6) 
the number of books for each college library; but the figures, though taken 
from official returns, seem, in some cases, to fall short of the real number. It 
is hardly credible that the S. P. G. first-grade,college at Tarijore has only five 
books in its library, while the S. P. G. second-grade college at Trichinopoly 
has 1, I 20. The number of books in the library of St. Joseph's Oollege is not 
600, but approximates to 2,000, as may be seen from its printed catalogue. The 
best furnished library among the Government institutions is that of the Presi
dency College, which contains 3,289 volumes, and receives from Government an 
annual grant of Rs. 1,000. The Christian Colleget an aided institution, has 
3,105. Only two aided colleges have ever J:eceived any grant for their libraries. 
In the last-mentioned college there is an arrangement which is worthy of 
notice and of imitation. Some 700 of the volumes are boob of reference and 
are arranged as a consulting library to which the studeI\ts have access the 
whole day and also on holid~ys. The fact mentioned in the Provincial Report 
that there are about 1 1,000 references ~ year shows how greatly the privilege is 
valued. No plan seems better fitted to encourage stud~nts to rely upon their 
own exertions. 

Bombay.-All the Government colleges in .Bombay have libraries. Those 
of the Elphinstone and Deccan colleges are of considerable value and receive 
annual additions, Rs. 500 qeing spent on purchases of new books every year. 
The two aided'institutions, the Free General A.ssembly's and St. Xavier's, have 
also their libraries. But the former contains mainly works of theological litera
ture, and the latter is chiefly for t.he use of the Professors. 

Eengal.-1n Bengal the Presidency College, which for many years _has 
received a monthly grant of Rs. 300, has accumulated a comprehensive library of 
modern literature in all branches of knowledge. Annual grants, varying from 
Rs. 300 to Rs. 400 a year, are given with the same object to six other Govern
ment colleges of the first grade, and smaller sums to second grade colleges. 
No mention is made in the Report of the Bengal Oommittee of libraries in aided 
colleges, from which, howeVer, it should not bec concluded that they have none 
worthy of notice. St. Xavier's College library, for instance, is supplied with 
a large ~umber of well-selected books. 

North-Western PrO~?es.-The libraries of the Government colleges in 
the North .. Western Provinces are excellent. There are libraries too, though 
not quite so considerable, in the aided institutions. 

Punjab.-The library at the Lahore Government College tcontains a.bout 
1,400 books on all branches of literature, both English and European. The 
Oriental section is poor, and is said to contain much that is valueless~ 

Central Provinces.-The college library at J abalpur possesses upwards 
of 1,000 volumes, many of which, however. are said to be but ill-suited for tle 
students and to be seldom used by them. 

" Summary .. -As rega!ds the extent to which college libraries ~e used, ~ht, 
information obtained seems to show that among the stUdents of some cOlleges a 
perceptible taste for general reading has .sprung up. Yet, th~"BombaYJ the 
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Bengal, (.nd the North .. Western Provinces Reports agree in saying' that the 
gene~l r~ading 'of students is confined to a. very Dar!:ow range, be~g almost 
entirely, llmited to the books which have somo bearing on the' subjects of 
examinations; though an exception to a. limited extent is made in Bombay in 
the ca;e lof the students of the. Elphinstone college. In Bengal, it is 
expected that the new scheme of studies, which is to come into force in 
1884, will help to develope among the best students a taste for private reading. 

318. Laboratories and Apparatus for Instruction: Madras.-The 
value of the laboratories and apparatus for instruction in tho colleges of the Pro
vince of Madras is given at pago 117 of the Provincial Report, and is, on an 
average, much lower in mo~t Government than in non-Government institutions. 
Moreover, nothing is said of the labdratories and apparatus of the two principal 
Government colleges, viz., the Kombakonum and the Presidency Colleges, 
though the Commission, when sitting in lIadras, was able to satisfy itself that 
the latter is well supplied with appliances for physical and chemical instruc
tion and for the study of natural science, &c. Seven of the aided colleges 
received grants from Government. It IQ.ay be observed that grants for appar
atus required for instruction in science or art are given only once in Madras. 

Bombay.-In Bombay the Elphinstone College and the two aided colleges 
are fairly equipped with scientific appatatus, for which the last two received of 
late ~ grant of Rs. 3,000 from Government. But the Deccan and the Rajaram 
Colleges are insufficiently provided, while the Gujarat College has no appa
ratus at all. And it may be said that no~ a single college in the Province 
of Bombay is furnished with a set ()f 'appliances altogether commensurate with 
the requirements of the sci~nce course newly adopted by the University. 

Bengal.-In Bengal four Government colleges are reported to be well sup
plied with chemical and physical laboratories. That of the Presidency College is 
thoroughly complete. All other Government institutions pos'sess what is strict. 
ly necessary for imparting instruction. When the alternative courses in science 
were adopted, the sum of Rs. 5,000 :was allotted to each first.grade Government 
college for the purchase of scientific apparatus, and many additional grants 
have since been made. The Report of Bengal makes no mention of any labor
~atory in aided colleges. Yet the Revd. Father Lafont states in his evidence 
that St. Xavier's College has a collection of apparatus which he considers one 
of the best in Calcutta, and the value of which he estimates at Rs. 20,000. He 
adds that liberal grants have occasionally been given to that institution by 
Government for the purchase of instruments.. 

North.Western Provinces.-In the North-Western Pl'ovinces, the 
Allahabad, Agra, and Benares Government colleges, and the aided Canning 
College at Lucknow, have laboratories. 

Pnnjab.-The Lahore College has as yet no special laboratory; ·but the 
acquisition of one has been sanctioned. It is sufficiently provided with ,appara
tus for Physics and Chemi~try for instruc,tion ll{l to the B.A. standard, and has 
a fairly complete cabinet of specimens in Geology. 

Central Provinces.-The college at Jabalpur has only a small set· of 
chemical apparatus. Application has been made for the purchase of a c~m
plete set of apparatus fQr teaching Physical Science. 

319. Oriental Colleges.-Of the general character and objects of these 
colleges~ an account has already b~n given. It must be remembered, however, 
that in their course of studies they are far from uniform. In some~ ~sucb, . · 
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as the Calcutta Madrasa~ there is an admixture Qf English; in othe13, such as' 
the Oriental Department of the Canning College, Lucknow, the Orient~l mpthods 
of teaching are still observed. Not being af1i.liated to the UxJversities, except 
in the Punjab, they have no general standard of examination: the students 
attending them are generally poorer and more dependent upon scho1atshlps: in 
fact, in the Oriental College, Lahore, nearly every student receives, help of 
this kind. In the four following Tables will be found statistical information 
as to the more important points, though in regard to one point by no means 
unimportant, 'Viz., the rates of fees, we have received no detailed returns :-

ORIENTAL COLLEGES • 

• 
TABLE No. I a. 

Comparative Stati,tiel of Oriental College' in lJ,itil" India in 1870-71 and 1881.$3. 

PROVINCES. 

1870-71• /' 
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TA13LE No, 3a. 

Erpeni!itU1'e on Eduoation in Oriental Oollege8 III in tke officialuear 1881-82. 
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, -: • The.expen<!it1U'8 on lIoho1a.lIshipa in Oriental oollegea has not been returned, In the Punja'b Oriental College nearly all the students hold 8cho1a.rships, In the Oriental colleges of the oeher :Provmoes scholarships are 
Inore 8parlllgly given. , t Inoludlng e~enditure on all professional and technioal institutions, and on sohools for Europeans and Eurasians. . 

l.'xoluding A.Jmir, Bntish Burma. and all Native States that administer their own 8 stem of eduoa1non. . 
. Including inaepa.ra.ble expenditure inourred by the Punjab University College an-r by the school attached to the Oriental College. The fee·reoeipb in the Oriental College and sohool amounted to BrI, 72 only for the 
l'ear 1881·8z, 

II Exolulive of the Madra. Oriental College. 
"; 
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• CaJcul"tro on the average month~ number of tbe students emolled. 
t E 'ludmg AJrnlT British Burma and all Native States tbat admlDlster their 0_ system of edll8atlon. 
:I: b~clUSlve of in8ePc~ble expenditure inclll'Ted,hy the PnDJab Uruvel'IntJ College and by the school atr.ached to the Oriental College. 

320. Moral Training in Colleges.-The subject of moral. training in 
colleges is replete with difficulties-difficulties, however, that are mainly 
practical. For there is no difference of opinion as to moral training being as 
necessary as intellectual or physical training, and no dissent from the principle 
that a system in which moral training was wholly neglected would be un .. 
worthy of the name of education. Nor, again, is there any difference of opinion 
as to the mo-ral value of the love of law and order, of the respect for superiors, 
of the obedience, regularity, and attention to duty which every well.conducted 
college is calculated to promote. All these have, by the nearly universal 
consent of the witnesses, done a great deal to elevate the moral tone and 
improve the daily practice of the great bulk of those who have been trained 
in the colleges qf India. The degree in which different colleges have 
eXel-ted a moral influence of this kind is, probably as various as the degree 
of success that has attended the in,tellectual training given in them" and 
has doubtless been different in all colleges at di:ff~rent times, depending as it 
does so largely on the ch~ter and personal influence of the Principal and 
Professors who may fo.rm the staff at any given period. So far all the witness
es, and probably aU intelligent men, are substantially agreed. Diflic~ties 
begin when the question is raised. whether good can' be done by distinct moral 
teaching, over and above the moral supervision which all admit to be good and 
useful, and which all desire tO'see made more thorough than it is at present. 
In colleges supported. by Missionary Societies, in the Anglo-Muhammadan 
College, Aligarh, and in at least one pther college under native management, the 
attempt has been made to give such moral teaching on the basis of religion. In 
Government colleges there has been no attempt at direct moral teaching. In 
them, entire reliance has as a rule been placed on such moral supervision as 
can be exerted during college hours, and on such opportunities for indirect 
moral lessons as are afforded by the study of the ordinary text-books and by the 
occurrences of ordinary academic life Religious education, and the possibility 
of connecting it with Government colleges, we shall consider separately. The 
preSent point is the possibility or wisdom of introducing distinct moral teaching 
in places where there is no religious instructio~: The question that was put 

< to bring out the views of our witnesses ot[ the point stood thus :-" Does de-
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" ~Dite' instructi04 i~ quty and the principles ~ moral conduct 09cuPY ait~ place ~ 
CI In the course of "Government colleges and schools r Have you any sugg~stions 
".to ma.'ke pn ~h~ sub~ect r': No~eof the witn~sses raisedanyobjectionin,'prin_ 
ClpTe to such ~t~ction beIng gIVen. A consIderable number held that tf,ere 
is no need for mch instruction, and tw~ of these, the Principals of Governm.ent 
colleges in Bo,bay and Madras, hel~ that no good result can flow from devotih~ 
a distinct portipn of time to the teaching of duty and the principles of moral co~~ 
duct. Some~) held that the practical difficulties in the way of introducing mor~ 
instruction in~o Government colleges are so great tha~ it is expedient to leav'e' 
matters as tq3yare. The grea~ majority, however, pf the witnesses that dealt 
with the q~stion at all, expressed a strong· desire that definite moral instruc
tion should form part of the college course. If we may judge by the utter
ances of \he witnesses, there is in the North-Western Provinces and the Punjab 
a deep-seated and widespread feeling that discipline and moral supervision 
require in be suppleme~ted by definite instruction in the principles of morality. 
The feeling seems not to be so strong in the Provinces where Western education 
has been longer and more firlmy established; but some of the witnesseR in every 
Province and some of every class, Native and Europe:n equally, have asserted 
t4at there is urgent need that the principles of morality should be definitely ex
pounded. A review of the evidence seems to show that moral instruction 
may be introduced into the course of Government colleges without objection 
anywhere, and in some Provinces with strong popular approval. ~rhose who 
wish definite moral instruction to be introduced generally advocate the teaching 
of some moral text-book. No one, however, has pointed to any text-book 
that he is prepared to recommend for immediate introduction. One witness 
has indicated a difficulty that requires consideration, viz., that if morality be 
introduced as a definite subject of study, a demand will certainly arise for test
ing proficiency in it by ~eans of examinations, and that while on the one hand 
acquaintance with theories of morality implies no moral improvement, on 
the other examinations can never test actual growth in practical morality. 
The difficulty thus suggested is that students will not pay serious attention 
to the moral instruction 'given them unless it is made to tell in their favour at 
University or other pUblic examinations. It is certainly undesirable to'attempt 
to gauge morality by means of the University, but it seems too unfavourable 
an estimate of Indian students to hold that they care for nothing qeyond pass
ing or standing well at examinations; or even if such a state of feeling be too 
prevalent at present, it seems premature to argue that no hetter state of feel
ing can be induced. One of the Provincial Jl,eports quotes the head of an aided 
college as testifying that no complaint had ever reached him of the appropri
ation of four hours a week to religious instruction, a subject which counts for 
nothing at University ,examinations. Our Recommendation (No.9) will be 
found in the last paragraph of this Chapter. 

321. Religious Teaching in Colleges.-Government having deliberately 
adopted the policy of religious neutrality, there is no religious teaching in the 
colleges managed by the Department of Education. The grant-in-aid system is 
base~ upon the same policy, and it might therefore seem that the subject of reli
gious teaching in aided oolleges has no place in the Report of this Commission. 
Nor would it if the question had not been mised by some of the witnesses whether 
another policy than the present be not equally consistent with the religious 
neutrality of Government colleges, the policy, namely, not of excluding all religi~ 
ons, but of giving equal facility for instruction in them all. This has been advo~ 
cated by several native witnesses, especially in the Punjab. The argument ad
duced in favour of such a policy seerrB generally to be that the minds of students 
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"are StOed with their secular studies that 'religion drops out <f view and ceases 
to infl' ence them, and that home influence has been found in pnctice too weak to 
coun leract the anti-religious, or rather non-religious, influence which exblu§ive 
atte tion to the subjects studied at college is exerting. This ~ expressed as 
fol ws by one who pleads strongly for a change in this respect: "Children are 
" ent to school as soon as they are able to talk and move about f"ee1y, and they 
" spend a number of years in school, until in' fact they are pas:;ed out as full
, blown B.A.'s or some such thing... .•. •.• Their whole time and t~tt~ntion being 
/., devoted to school-books, they fall very little under what is called the home 
"influence... ... ... The unfavoura~le impressions which the childl-en receive hi 
"the school for a series of years at the early part of their age sit deep in their 
"hearts and exert a very demoralising influence upon them in ~ter-life, to the 
: prejudice of themselves and of those wllo come in their way. Will Govern

" ment tolerate such a state of things P Will it still persist in a policy which 
" excludes religion from the State education, but encourages something which is 
" anti-religious, though in the most indirect manner P '" The remedy proposed 
is that Government shou\d employ teachers of all prevalent forms of religion to 
give instruction in its colleges, or should at least give such teachers admission 
to its colleges if their services are provided ,by outside bodies. We are unable to 
recommend the adoption of . any plan of this kind. However praiseworthy the 
feelings that underlie such a proposal, we are satisfied that no such scheme can 
be reduced to practice in the present state of Indian society. The system of 
grants-in-aid was in part designed to meet the difficulty complained of, and 
those who regret the absence of religious teaching from Government colleges 
are at liberty to set up colleges giving ful~ recognition to the religious principles 
they prefer. In doing this they should be most liberally helped, and it may be 
worth wbi1~ to point out that the successful establishment of a college in which 
any form of 'religion is inculcated would not lose its effect even though the 
Government college in which religion is not taught should continue 'to be 
maintained beside it. Students cannot be kept apart, and cannot but affect one 
another. Any influence, whether good or bad, that is felt among the students in 
one college spreads rapidly to those of another that is near it. Thus, those who 
regard any particular form of religious teaching as a good thing may be sure that 
by establishing a college 'in which such teaching is imparted, they are influenc
ing not only the students their own 'college may attract, but the students in 
Government colleges as well. "This question will, however, be fully discussed 
in Chapter VIII, and neectnot det~in us here. 

822. Physical Training.-In most colleges some attention has been paid 
to the question of physical training. l)espite a climate which for six or eight 
months of the year' renders 01f~-door exercise almost impossible during the beat 
of the day, games, such as cricket, lawn-tennis, croquet, are played with. much 
eagerness and no little skill. In many colleges gymnastics are regularly taught 
according to Maclaren's system; and in l'UD.ning, jumping, Wrestling, in fact 
in almost every pastime in which agility· and suppleness are of avail, tho 
Indian youth shows to great advantage. If not generally of a muscular build, 
he is by no means wanting in endurance and pluck. Games which, like cricket, 
especially test such qualities, are most appreciated by the hardier races of the 
North-West and Punjab, and by the enterprising Parsi. But the Bengali .. 
though supposed to be so averse to physical exercises, has shown a spirit that 
was not expected of him. In some parts of the 'Province he is found bringing 
an eleven to meet the Eur~ean residents of a station, and not seldom de
feating his opponents. What is needed is a more systematic encouragement on 
the part of the college authorities; for, ala rule, it has hitherto,depended upon 
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the accident of character whether the Principal and Professors take any 
interest in promoting manly games. In most' cases, too, the poverty of the 
stutlents is greatly in the waYt while the instances are rare in which Govern
ment ha,:l given any pecuniary help. The value of a single B. A. scholar .. 
ship would, at all events in the smaller Oolleges, suffice for the maintenance of 
a cricket club or gymnasiUll1 during the whole year. 

323. The University Entrance Examination.-Although the function 
of the University Entrance eX8,mination has mor~ properly to do with second
ary education, t6 which it is the goal, its ·bearing upon collegiate education 
nee~ some consideration here. The subjects of examination, which are very 
nearly the same in all Indian Univ8rsities, have already been stated. The 
method of examination differs in one not unimportant particUlar. In Calcutta 
and Madras it is by papers alone. In Bombay and the Punjab, the papers are 
supplemented by an oral examination in certain of the subjects. That the 
combined method is in itself the more perfect one, there can be no doubt. 
But the difficulties where the number of examinees is so large, as in the Cillcutta 
and Madras Universities, are, under a centralised system of ex(mination, prac
tically insuperable. In 1881-82, 2,937 candidates presented themselves at the 
Entrance examination of the Oalcutta University; at that of the Madras Uni. 
versity, 3,725- In Bombay the numbers were 1,374; in the Punjab only 249. 
Th.e difficulty of numbers is increased by the fact that the examination is held 
at local centres fixed by the University, although the papers are examined by a 
Central Board. Of such centres the Calcutta University has no less than forty, 
from Rangoon in the extreme east to Peshawar in the extreme west, from Simla 
in latitude 31 N. to Colombo in latitude 7 N. Distan~s so enormous render it 
impossible for an oral examination to be conducted by any sin gIe Board of Ex
aminers. or even by a dozen such Boards. If a separate Board were constituted at 
each centre, there' would still remain two disadvantages which '\liVuld far more 
than counteroa)ance the advantages. In a large number of cases the examiners 
would examine their"own pupils; and, however just and fair their examination, 
they would always be suspected of unconscious partiality. A difficulty even 
greater would be that of maintaining uniformity of standard. Oral examin
ation must aJ.ways btl less precise than examination by means of papers; but an 
oral examination conducted by a number of different Boards could scarcely pre
tend to anything but the very ro~ghest accuracy. It may, therefore, be accept
ed that where the candidates are so numerous, no other system is possible than 
that of papers. It may also be argued that such a system, although imperfect, 
affords a sufficiently accurate test when the question merely is whether a young 
man shall be admitted to a certain course of study preliminary to any Uni
versity distinction. There are some, indeed, who would have no Entrance 
examination at all as a qualification for admission to colleges. In their 
view, it should be enough that a lad has reached a certain point in his 
school education, and that those who have tl-ai:p.ed him see in his capacity 
and industry good promise' of furth~r progress. They would, in fact, be 
satisfied by such assurances as f4re accepted in the many colleges of our 
English Universities that have no matriculation examination of their own. The 
analogy, however, is here more apparent than l'6al. A: very large number of 
those who go up to the English Universities do so for the sake of the collateral 
advantages which attach to the English University system. Association with 
a, large body of his equals taken from various classes of society, representing 
various interests, and destined to various careers; the discipline w hioh goes 
with residence in college; the generous rivalry stirred up by a love of' manly 
exercises;, the pride felt in l:>elonging. to a. body so rich in its traditions;' 

70 
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all these are important elements in the education of an English under
graduate: "and ~that such advantages m.ay b~ shared by t~e many f?t~ whom· 
the higher learning has no great attractIOn, It has been Wlsely ordamed that 
admission to the University shall be easily obtained. In India at present such 
collateral advantages can scarcely be taken into account. University life, in fact, 
has hardly any existence. The colleges are isolated institutions, in many cases 
small in their numbers, and with little that belongs to a corporate community. 
There is, therefore, no similar motive for throwing open their doors for all to 
enter. On the other hand, the objections to doing so are of serious weight. 
In the first place, if Principals of colleges were compelled to admit every candi
date whom the headmaster of a high 'school considered to have reached a college 
standard, their classes Wo\lld be composed.in a large proportion of students whose 
unfitness would greatly hinder the advance of the more promising remainder. 
That this is no imaginary evil, may be shown by the percentage of unsuccess· 
ful to successful candidates at the Entrance examination. Thus in 1881.8.2, 
of 2,937 who went up for that examination of the Calcutta. University, no less 
than 1,528 failed to pass. Yet, presumably all of these were students whom 
their respective headmasters considered to be sufficiently prepared. Another 
objection is that the University Entrance examination serves a very useful 
purpose in fixing a standard whereby to gauge the attainments of those who carry 
their education no further. In a country in which so large a proportion of such 
students at once seek Government employ, the certificate of a recognised body 
like the University is obviously of more weight than one granted by the Head 
of a college, however just his estimate may be of the student to whom he 
grants it. Moreover, there is nothing to prevent a Principal from admitting in 
his college classes a student whose qualifications seem to him sufficient, though 
he cannot,_ of course, give permission to appear at the higher University examin .. 
atlons to such as have not cared. to subject themselves to those of a lower degree. 
In this respect"the Entrance examination corresponds not with the Matricula. 
tion examination of an English college, but with the little-go or previous 
examination of the University. And the restriction; we believe, will be admit. 
ted on all hands to be a wise one. If it be true that it occasionally excludt's 
from college life young men of high social standing, on the other hand it 
obviates the anomaly of giving the same advantages to those who have, and 
those who have not, satisfied the University on points which it considers of im
portance; while it involves no real hardship_to any considerable number of 
students. On the whole; therefore, ,ve see no reason to advocate the removal 
of what is little more than a fancied disability. 

324. Objections to the Entrance Examination of the Calcutta U niver· 
sity in particular.-With fE;ference to the Entrance examination of the Cal. 
eutta University in particular, a complaint has been made of" undue centralisa. 
"tion," ort in other words, of the unsuitability of its test-s to the ,educational wants 
of the N orth-Western Provinces. It is asserted that the hard-and-fixed line 
qrawn by so distant a body as the Calcutta Syndicate, has excluded, among others, 
the sons of the Native nobility and landholdE'J's. The time may have been when 
this objection had some slight force, though the classes supposed especially to feel 
the grievance can scarcely be said to have had any just cause of complaint. So 
small, indeed, was the interest taken by the Native nobility and landholders 
ill any system of education, that the plea put forward. on their behalf looks 
rather like an after-thought. At worst, the alleged defects did not touch such 
classes more acutely than any other classes.- But if this U hard·and-fixed line" 
was ever one which formed a barrier tcrstudents in the North.Westem·Pro.~ 
vinces, it is one which exists no longer. .In the earlier days ot. ,the Calcutta 
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"UruverSity, the complaint was no doubt sometimes made, perhaps with truth 
that the educational authorities of the North-Western Provinces had no sufficient 
voice in the management of the University, and that consequently liitle effort 
was made to adapt the examination to peculiarities of study due to nationality 
'or religion. This complaint is no longer heard; and in the tacit acquiescence 
of aJ.l whose interests are concerned we have the clearest proof that on this 
score at all events no valid accusation lies against the University. If there be 
disadvantages on any other score, these, it is hoped, will be removed at no distant 
date by the establishment of a University for the North-Western Provinces. 

325. A general Objection.-Another objection to the Entrance Examina
tion of the different Universities is matte on the ground of its narrowness. It fix~s, 
say the objectors, one standard as the goal of all secondary education, whereas two 
standards are really required, namely, a standard for those who go through the 
University course, and a standard for those who desire to enter .direct into 
business or practiQal life. The objection is a valid one, and yet one which 
can hardly be made the subject of a complaint against the Universities. 
'fhat which has rendered desirable . such a double standard is a growth of 
educati'on not contemplated when the Universities were first established, their 
legitimate function then being to test the merits of students who aimed 
at a liberal education. For the vast num.bers who now set a goal to them
selves in the Entrance examination they were not prepared. Like the U ni. 
versities in England, they had, till lately, no· sufficient motive for concern
ing themselves with middle class examinations. That they may do so now with 
advantage is the opinion of many. cc At present," it has been remarked,* "no 
" attempt has been mad!) 'in the ~igh Schools to organise what is called in Eng
~, lish public schools a f modern side'; nor would it be practicable to organise 
cc it without the co-operation of the University." This may be true; but 
while the high schools are waiting for the University, the University may reply 
that it is waiting for the .high schools. A proposal has been made by 
Professor Oxenham, ,one of the Bombay witnesses, that the present Entrance 
examination should be reconstituted and be conducted by the colleges, while a 
second examination should be instituted on the model of the "Middle Class" 
examinations of the English Universities. The latter part of this proposal has 
been adopted by the- Commission and forms the subject of a Recommendation 
in Chapter V. The former part of it, however, does not seem to us to be without 
its objections. There would, if the colleges admitted, be some danger of a vary
ing standard. This in the long run would tend to lower the general level, and so 
to affect the aims and character of the high schools. Again, as we have already 
pointed out, an Entrance examination conducted by a University supplies a 
gauge of capacity and attainment highly useful in a country in the present con
dition of India, and one which would not be accepted with the same confidence 
if the colleges were the .examining bodies. For it may be safely assumed that 
a considerable number of those who elected for a University career would not 
continue their studies even to the F. A. examination. Such, therefore, as for any 
reason found it necessary to'desist, would have no other certificate than that of 
admission to a college. :Moreover, if it proved. easier to enter a college 
than to pass the . middle class. examination, the inducem~nt would be to pursue 
a course of study which, though less useful in after-life, afforded a more im. 
mediate prospect of obtaining employment of some kind or other. If, however, 
the Universities are to take upon themselves the general duty of gauging the pro
gress made in education not strictly of a University type, it may be worth while 
to consider whether the higher ver:qacu!ar schools also might not fitly come 

• Bombay P~vmcia1 .Report, page 133. 
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under their scrutiny. To sucb schools it is difficult to attach too much im
portance. For throughout the rural districts they afford the kind Qf'ed.uca~ion 
best suited to the more literary classes among a rural population, and their 
character largely influences that of primary vernacular schools by sl1pplying 
them with competent teachers and by raising up a class of men to whom the value 
of education has beeJl. made clear. It has been endeavoured in various parts 
of the country to meet the object we have in view by means of provincial 
examinations; but such examinations, even if equally thorough, cannot hope to 
carry with them the same recognition as those conducted by a University Board. 

326. The Effect of collegiate Instruction upon the Enlightenment of 
the People. -An estimate of the effect whIch collegiate instructioa has had upon 
the general education and enlightenme~t of th~ pe~ple must in fairness be 
accompanied by a reference to the obJects which It sets before itself •. The 
reformers ~f 1835, to whom the system is due, claimed that only by an educa
tion in English, and after European methods, could we hope to r3ise the 
mora1 and intellectual tone of Indian society and supply the Administration 
with a competent body of public servants. To what degree, then, have these 
objects been attained? Our answer is in the testimony of witnesses before 
this Commission, in the t~oughtful opinions delivered from time to time by 
men whose position has given them ample opportunities of' judging, and in the 
facts obvious to all eyes throughout the country. And that answer is conclusive: 
if not that collegiate education has fulfilled all the expectations entertained of 
it, at least that it has not disappointed the hopes of a sober judgment. Many 
mistakes in the methods employed have been pointed out and corrected by 
maturer experience. Much done has had to be undQD.e. Not a little yet re
mains for gradual re-consideration. So, too? of the, recipients of our college 
education -it 'is by no means pretended that they are the very crown and flower 
of Indian humanity. Many unlovely defects of character\~ti11 give occasion of 
scorn to those who are nothing if not critical. Of superficlallearning, and of 
pretentious self-assertion manifested in a variety of ways, there has no doubt 
been plenty. It would be strange if it were otherwise. For in no country under 
any circumstances has there been equal or similar encouragement to the develop
ment of such and other faults. The surroundings of the Indian student are riot 
always favourable to the development of a high type of characte~. Neither in 
the labour nor in the recreations of those about him does he find much 
t.hat sorts with his intellectual pursuits.· Living in an atmosphere of 
ignorance, his sense of superiority is in danger of becoming conceit. Reve
rence for the current forms of the religion of his country seems difficult to him 
when face to face with dogmas which science" has exploded. and a disposition to, 
scoff does not beautify his nature. Nor is 'it possible, at least in ('TOvernment 
colleges, to appeal in a 1a~ge and· systematic manner to' that religious 
teaching which has been found to be the most universal basis of morality. 
Again, his intercoufRe with the ruling race is not wholly Without its draw
backs. Unwise enthusiasts, flatter him 'with hopes and prophecies. The 
advantages he enjoys give bim a distorted idea of claims "to be urged upon 
a Government that haA done so much for him. His self-reliance weakens 
with encouragement, or he' is initated and rebuked by the chilly courtesies 
of English reserve. The narrow circle of his life i' the absence of' facilities 
for travel, whereby his sympathies and experience might be enlarged; 'the 
strong temptation to lay aside his studies so soon as employment supplies his' 
moderate necessities j the scanty inducement to fit himself for higher,duties,-· 
all help to dwarf the moral ~nd intellectual..growth, and to foster those faults , 
against which satirIsts, good-humoured or, bifter, have .directeq. so many shafts. 
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All the. greater, therefore, is the credit due to him when he rises abovo the 
influences by which he is surrounded.; and, whatever his weaknesses, it may 
he safe1y s..'tid that they who best know the educated native have the' most to 
urge in his favour. It may also be safely said that many of the faults char~l'd 
ngainst (he earlier generation of college students are disappearing as :m Engb;h 
education is less regarded in the light of a rare distinction. SO!1.lC of t !.lose 
bults were born of the time and the circumstances j some had root in a system 
of instruction now cverywhere becoming more thorough and wore seientiflc. 

327. The Profefsions which the Majority of educated Natives 
adopt.-Of the prOfeI'SlOn~'to ~hich a student takes on leaving coll~ge, the most 
favourite are Government serVICe and the Law. In the latter wIll generally 
be found thosc1ll'whose talents are bri~test, and in whom self-reliance is most 
strong; in the former, those who, from narrowness of circumstances or from a 
doubt of their own powers, have been glad to accept employment, s0ePetimes of 
a very humble kind. As a Government servant, the ex-student is found every
where and in all branches of the Administration; as a clerk, as a subordinate 
Judicial, Revenue, or Police officer; as a Professor in a college or teacher in a 
school; in various capacities in the Department of Puhlic 'Yorks, the Forest 
Department, the Telegraph, the Railway, the :Medical service. In all he holds 
nppointments involving considerable trust and exercising zeal, energy, activity, 
And·in some Provinces he has attained his present position despite strenuous 
antagonism on the part of his countrymen brought up in the old school, who 
were naturally anxioUs to keep iI\ their families posts regarded, from length of 
tenure, as. hereditary possessions. :rhat this antagonism was for so long so 
efficient resulted, in a considerable measure, from an unwillingness on the part 
of Civil officers to employ a class of men with whom they had but slight 
aqquaintance, and who were without the necessary apprenticeship to official 
life. Such unwillingness is now becoming a thing of the past. Through
aut the country Civil office~s have~ begun to discover and readily to acknow
ledge, that in integrity, capacity for work, intelligence, industry, the sub
ordinate trained in college excels his fellow brought up according to the 
traditions of the past. At the Bar, a profession which in many ways is 
eminently suited to the bent of the native mi.nd, the ex-students of our colleges 
have made their way with honourable success. Even in the Presidency towns, 
though pitted against distinguished English lawyers, they carry off a large share 
of the practice, acquitting themselves with especial credit in civil cases. If their 
legal acumen has, for its very subtlety, sometimes been the subject of doubtful 
compliment, many of their number are conspicuous for grasp of SUbject, and 
breadth of view. Though pleading in a foreign tongue, they not seldom 
display an eloquence and power of debate which would command admiration 
before any English tribunal. Some of the ablest of them have attained 
to the 'Bench of the Calcutta High Court; and last year, during the absence 
of the Chief Justice, Ids high post was filled by Mr. Justice Romesh Chandra 
lIittra. 'Madras and Bombay tell the same tale, and though in the more 
packward Provinces the number of distinguished advocates is not large, a 
Musdman gentleman, once a student of the Benares College, was recently 
called to fill a vacancy in the Allahabad High Court. In the District Courts, 
where of old chicanery and many questionable devices flO largely prevailed, 
the influence of the educated native pleader h~s generally been of a healthy 
kind. And when this is the case ,it is especially creditable to him. For, 
away from the eye of those whose disapproval would mean loss of professional 
caste, and exposed to influences and temptations such as perhaps advocacy 
in no other, country confrontst he has need of a strong moral l'cctitude and 

jG 
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much earnestness of purpose, But With the support of the wholesome pride 
whi~h the members of his profession feel in ,so honourable a career; it 'every 
day becomes easier to him to, e~ulate the di,gnity and self-respect:' wlt~ch 
are so pre-eminently characterlstIc of the English Bar. Government serVIce 
and the Law, as we have said, engage the attention of the majority of our 
graduates and undergraduates. A smaller number betake themselves to 
private service as clerks, assistants, or managers. Some .engage in trade. 
They are, however, comparatively few in number. For commerce needs capital, 
and hereditary aptitude for business, neither of w~h is usually possessed 
in any sufficient degree by those educated in, our 9g,ueges. Where, indeed, 
a commercial career is chosen by them, . tJ:1~ gen,eral testimony is of 
the same purport as that borne to the credit wi,th 'which they fill other 
positions in life. Such testimony comibg from various quarters, and having 
reference to a variety of occupations, we might easily quote at great length. 
It may, b~enou~h to cite the opin~ons of a few gentlemen of high p?sition 
and varIed experlence. In such a list no one perhaps has a better nght to' 
a foremost place than Sir M. R. Westropp, who, first as a PuiSri.e,-Judge of 
the High Court and afterwards for nearly twenty years ,as' Chief. Justice 
of Bombay, had daily opportunity of gauging the capacity ':aUd ch~l'acter of 
men trained in the colleges ?f the Presidency. In reply to an 'adqress, present
ed to him last year on his retirement from the Bench, bis LordshIp 'remark .. 
ed :-" In tone, in learning, in every thing that was itUp'o!~a~t for,' profe.,.. 
"sional men, the pleaders of the High Court, .:were pre-e~eJ+t,. and they were 
"now, whatever their predecessors in the ,~ad.r Adal3tt' )night have been iIi a 
"by-gone generation, a highly honourable body. This had been pl"o,ved ·by 

.,JJ , 

"their own acts; and, what was more, they had provedJhem.s~lves liberal and 
"generous, as circumstances which he had had the opportunitY; of 'noticilig~ 
" would show: It had been a great pleasure to him to see sd mlWn of theIl\ a.d 
"to notice their daily conduct for 'so many years, and the feeling of satisfae- ' 
"tion which he experienced was shared bl'; all the Judges. -The educational'" 
"institutions now in existence in Bombay contributed greatly to the class of 
"men who succeeded in passing the examination for the career of High 
"Court pleaders and Subordinate Judges. He trusted the improvement 
"in education might go on. It had penetrated to a considerable extent among. 
"the pleaders in the moIussil also; but the soldiers of the old ga.rrison were 
" too firmly in possession to be dislodged speedily ..•• 1/ In the moIussil the 
"old practitioner had a stronghold, but his place was.being gradually filled by 
" the alumni of the Elphinstone High School and of the University of Bombay. 
"That they might gQ-on and prosper was the earnest desire of himself and 
"brethren." Of similar tenour was the evidence given before the Oommis
sion' by Sir William Wedderburn. In Madras, CJiief Justice Sir Charles 
Turner, whose many years' 'acquaintance with the North .. Western Pro
vinces has varied his experience, remarked in his Convocation address deliver
ed in 1881 before the University of ~radras :-" Modern Ihdia has proved 
"by examples that are known to, and honoured by, all in -thi~ assembly 
"that her sons can qualify' themselves to hold their own wlth the best 
:c of Europe~n ,talent in the ~o,\ncil Chamber, on. the Bench" at the 
'Bar, and m the mart. The bm" cannot be far dIstant when she will 

"produce her philosopher, her moralist, her reformer!j', Of the morality of 
o~ ex-students question bas someti~es been made; not so much perhaps 
because experience justified an accusatio~ as because it was pre-supposed that" 
those who received no definite religious instruction must necessarily have 
but little reverenc~ for a: moral law to which were attached no divine sanctions. 
There is, ~owever~ no reason w~tever why a scientitic education should lo~er 
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the stand3.rd of conduct. It is true that such an education tends to weaken 
and destroy primitive beliefs, but morality is independent of those beliefs, and 
a ,"outLg man's studies at college are certainly not calculated to weaken 
his app-reciation of moral truths. Nor in estimating the effect which 
collegiata education has had upon religious belief, ought we to forget the large 
extent to which students have joined the Brahmo Somaj and other theistic 
associations of the same character, or the constant prominence given in their 
public writings and discussions to the subject of a reformed faith. In the re· 
stricted sense of integrity, the higher level that prevails is certified by the evi
dence of facts and t~e evidenco of words. It is not merely the Government 
officer who now feels hiinseIr able to place reliance upon the uprightness 
of his subordinate. The same is the case with commercial men, with managers 
of banks, with Railway' companies. ~Dishonest servants ttre, of course, some
times found among highly-educated natives of India, as they are sometimes 
found among highly-educated natives of England. And equally, of .ourse, the 
most has been made of such instances to discredit an education novel in kind 
and th~refore disliked by many. If, again, under the term mornlity, we include 
tho~e qualities wJp.ch tend to the general welfare of a people, then in a larger 
sense has the highly-educated native vindicated his claim to our respect. 
Fo.r it is' he whose enterprise and enthusiasm have done much to rouse self-effort· 
in education. and whose munificence has not seldom made that effort possible. 
It is he who. has creat~d the native press in its most intelligent form. His 
ax:,e t~e various soc~etiesJ litemrl and scientific, societies for religious and for 
.social reform. To his,activity it is due that vernacular literature is so rapidly 
multiplying it$' utility.- From his number have come men who have guided 
the policy'o.f Native States at ~ritical times, and filled with dignity important 

-pflices under th~ British Government. Still, desirous as we are fully to acknow. 
l~gethe good effects o.f- collegia.te education, we do not shut our eyes to certain 
deficiencies of result and certain positive evils ascribed to various defects of sys
tem. We cannot affirm that in education has been found a sufficient cure for the 
comparative absence of lofty motive and of a sense of publio duty which for long 
centuries has been an admitted drawback o.n so much that is attractive in the 
character of natives of India. We cannot deny that though the standard of 
morality is higher than it was, it is still a morality based to a large extent upon 
considerations of a prudent self·interest rather than upon any higher principles of 
action. Moral strength of purpose under circumstances in which such strength 
has nothing but itself to rely upon is too often conspicuous for its absence; 
and gr.eat intellectual attainments are by no means always accompanied by 
great elevation of character. On the other hand, however, it must not be for. 
gotten that improvement in this matter, especially under the conditions imposed 
by the past history.o.f the country, must be the work of several generations. 
In the minor matter o.f courtesy and good manners, it is also objected that there 
has been a distinct deterioration; that in their desire to cast off the reproach 
o.f subservience, educated natives have mistaken rudeness of behaviour for digni. 
fied independence. This charge within certain limits admits of no dispute. Still. 
it is a result at which we cannot greatly wonder when we take into account 
the ugly faults an~ unpleasant symptoms that accompany a period of transi. 
tion. Again, those, w~o most fully recognise the general improvement, ascr..:.be 
it to influences of' 'Which educatioll ~ but one, a,nd by no means the most 
prominent one; though to this it may 'perhaps be replied that it is education 
which has brought about a st.ate of min4 upon which alone those other influences 

'~' could work. There is another respect, of a different, and more special chara<.
tel', in .which collegiate education !tas as yet . certainly failed. With a few 
bri1lian~ exceptions; no emin~t scholars are to be found in the long list o.f . , ~ .. 
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University graduates. Two reasons, however, go a great· way to account ~or 
this fact. One is to be found in. the character of the academic system bi 
its earlier days. That system aimed rather at giving a general edacaijon 
than at encouraging special knowledge. The mor~ recent reforms all tend 
towards the substitution of a small number of subJects for the multifarious 
requirements wh,i.ch experience has condemned. A second reason is the poverty 
of the Indian student. 'ro one out of five hundred, perhaps, it is a matter 
of indifference whether, when he goes out into the world, he can at once earn 
his livelihood. With the rest, employment in some shape or other is a neces
sity; and that employment rarely leaves him leisqre or inclination to carry 
on studies of which he has but come to the threshold. Private liberality has 
done much for education in many directions. But the endowment of research 
is not one of those directions. A life of 1.earned ease is almost unknown to the 
I ndian student; his success must be success of a practical character; his ambi
tion waits upon his daily wants . 

. , 
In judging of the results already attained, many allowances have to be 

made; above all the allowance of time. Even in the most ad vanced ']'ro vince of 
India, collegiate education of the present type is barely fifty years old; in some 
iJarts of the country its life measures less than half that span; in som~, it has 
not yet begun. It must be .remembered, too, that that education is 'of exotic 
growth, or, rather, that it has been imposed. upon the country ~,an aJien 
power. If the advent of the philosopher, the moralist, the reformer, of which 
Sir Charles Turner is so hopeful, be still " a, far-off adorable dream/' i~ is\ut 
a sober estimate which declares that, directly or indirectly, collegiate ¢uca-· 
Hon has been beneficial in a variety of ways to an" extensive portion 4)f a 
,"'ast empire. 

328. Recommendations.-The Recommendations'which W6 ha.ve to make 
with regard to the general question of collegiate educatioll 'cover a somewhat 
wide field, though we have been careful to exclude from their scope any prin
ciples which fall under the direct cognisance of the Univergity rather than of 
the Education Department and of Government. Our Recommendations refer 
to the provisioti of increased facilities for collegiate instruction; to the prin
ciples on which grants to aided colleges should be regulated; to th6-1 means of 
increasing the efficiency, without increasing the cost, of the profesllorial staff 
in Government colleges; to the regUlation of studies; to the rates of fees and 
the methods of levying them; and to the establishment of scholarships for 
collegiate students on a systematic and, in some Provinces, extended basu. 

329. Extension of oollegiate Ednoation.-We regard the provision of in
creased facilities for collegiate edu~ation, wherever reasonable grounds have been 
shown for their necessity, as a'necessary complement of those Recommendations 
which we shall hereafter have to make for closing, o;r for transferri:ng to private 
management, other colleges whose continuance at all, 'or whose continuance 
as Government institutions, experience has shown to be unnecessau-_ But, 
on account of the variety of conditions involved, we pave thought it Sum .. 
cient to recommend each case to the attention of the Local Government 
concerned, to be dealt with in the light of the considerations that will be 
adduced in Ohapter VIII. The Commission is un~ih<&us in the opin\on 
that where additional means of co]l~~te instruction may be expected, on, 
reasonably sufficient grounds, to inc;eaE~'ttle welfare of a Province or to advance' 

't .... ," " 

the .progress of its people, the provisi6n 6f such additional facilities should be 
, an 'Object 'of solicitude to GoverJ;?ment, preferably by meanS of the ~ystem of 

l!'f ants-in-aia" but in exceptional cases, and $"ubject to necessary nnanciu limita- ': 
lit 1 at ~ 
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tions, by the direct instrumentality of Government. At the same time we fire 
of .opinion that the principle should be kept in view, that a small number of 
colleges, thoroughly effici~nt and suitably situated, are likely to be of morc 
perman~nt benefit to the interests of higher education than a larger number of 
colleges less efficient and less numerously attended. But we are not prepared 
to make any definite Recommendation on this point with regard to the future 
since we feel that every proposal for the establishment of a new college must 
be determined by careful reference to the circumstances of each case. 

330. Grants-in-aid.-Whatever opinion inay be held as to the advisability 
9f regulating the grants to aided schools by reference solely to the results of 
examination, we are unanimously of~opinion that such a system is altogether 
inapplicable to aided colleges. We regard it as essential to the stability of 
those institutions that their grants should be fixed for a term of years, so that 
their managers may be able to estimate with accuracy their various sources of 
income. The causes which lead to success or failure at the examinations of the 
University are various, and by no means solely dependent on the efficiency 
or inefficiency of the teaching in any particular institution. If a college by the 
maintenance of an efficient staff, and by a liberal rate of expenditure, gives 
solid guarantees of its desire and intention to succeed, those guarantees should 
certainly be taken into account in determining the rate of aid; altogether 
antecedently to, and irrespectively of, the s:uccess which its students may attain 
at subsequent examinations. Such success or failure through a tetm of years 
should, however, be taken into account when the grants to aided colleges come 
up for revision. Our Recommendations on this point are that the rate of' a'id 
t() each college be determined by the Iltreng/h of the Btaff, the expenditure 
on its maintenance, the effidenC!J of the institution, attd the wattts of the 
localitl/; and that prof)ision be made for special grants to aided coll('ges 
whenever nece8sary, for the supplj' and renewal of buildings, furniture, 
libraries, and other apparatulJ oj instruction. 

331. Professorial Staff and Pensions.-We are strongly of opinion that, 
in order to secure the maintenance of a high standard of efficiency in- the 
professorial staff of Government colleges, especially in the European profes
soriate, all such, officers should be eligible for good-service pensions at a con. 
siderably earlier date than that fixed under existing rules. If an officer should 
1:>e incapacitated by sickness for further service, he is eligible for pension at 
different rates after 15 and ,after 25 years; and if he has entered the service 
after the age of 25, he is required to serve three years less than in other casps; 
but subject to these two exceptions, every officer has to serve the full period of 
30 yea~ before he can hope t~ obtain any pension. 'Y ~ are convinced that the 
efficiency of the Department 18 not promoted by attachmg so long a term of 
compulsory service to appointments in which, above all others, energy and even 
enthusiasm are essential qualities; and we strongly recommend that opportunities 
should 1)e afforded, by a graduated scale of pensions, for the earlier retirement of 
those officers who feel that they have reached the limit of useful work. We also 
recommend the mora extended employment of competent Natives of India as 
Professors of colleges_ a syst.em which has been adopted in many Provinces 
with the best results in point both of effiQiency and of economy. Our Recom .. 
mendations are, therefore, that in 'order to secure a due succession of com. 
petent officers in the Bducation Department, the' period of necessary 8erfJice 
qualifuinu. for pension should be reduced. and that a graduated Bcale of pensions 
based on length of service, and obtainable without medical certificate. should be' 
~introduced; 2nd tkat Indian gradtl~tes. "especially Ik08e, who have also graduated 

77' 
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1'n European Universities, be more largely employed than they have Ai!Ael'to' 
been in the colleges maintained by Government. ' , 

332. Salaries.-Along with the increased employment of native.Profes .. 
sors we have taken into consideration the question of fixing the initial and 
ftnai salaries of the appointments to be held by Europeans at higher rates than 
those for which Natives will be eligible, with the object of securing the services 
of specially qualified experts in their several branches of learning. We believe 
that the principle is a sound one, and that the whole question deserves the 
attention of Government; but we are not prepared to submit any definite Re .. 
comnHndation on this point. 

~33. Subjects of Study.-With reg~rd to the subjects of study, we are of 
opinion that wherever the University has prescribed alternative ~urses for any 
ex;),mination, the requirements of education cannot be satisfactorily met unless 
students are allowed a large option between such courses. It does not promote 
di,ersity of culture, nor does it allow differently constituted minds a fair oppor
tunity of development on the lines best suited to them, if all the students of one 
college are compelled to take up a literary course, and all the students of another 
to st.udy science. Weare aware that this necessity is occasionally forced upon 
the Department and other IDRnagers by the Jimited' staff of Professors at their 
disposal; but we incline to the opinion thAt, even with the emting staff, the 
course proposed could be more completely followed than in some instances we 
find it to be. We have therefore recommended that in all the larger Govern. 
ment colleges, students should be allowed such option; and we think that, 
if Oill' proposals for the increased appointment' of Native Professors ,re carried 
out, the difficulty of establishing alternative courses in such colleges will be 
greatly lessened. This Recommendatlon implies that liberal aid should be 
given to those non-Government colleges which make provision for the teaching 
of alternative cOUrses. Our Recommendation is that in order to encourage 
di'l.lersity of culture, botk on the literary and on the pnysical8ide, it i8 desirable 
in all the larger colleges, Government and aided, to make pr{)1JiBion for more 
than-onG oj tl~e alternative courses laid down by tlte Universitie8. 

334. Admission to college Lectures of Students who have not passed 
the Examinations of the University.-Connected with this proposal is 
another, that of admitting to certain courses of lectures student$ who have not' 
passed the examinations required by the University. A student who has not 
passed the Entrance or the First Arts Examination, and who is therefore unable 
to continue the course of studies prescribed by the University, may nevertheless 
desire to attend lectures in subjects which he can study with profit, even 
though no University examinatj~n in these subjects awaits him at the end of 
his course. It is not probable that many students will avail themselves of such 
a permission, since to most the attainment of a University certificate is practi. 
cally the chief object of their studies. But the concession would. be a definite 
boon to some students who are not compelled to work for their living; and in 
this way we might succeed in bringing the sons o~ rich men under the whole •. 
some influences of a college life. Principals of colleges, we may point out, 
are not prohihited froD,\ admitting such students; but we think it desirable to 
draw attention to the advantages of their occasionally exercising the power 
that they possess, and we recommend that the discretionary power of Principals, 
of coUeges, to admit to certain courses of lectures in apecial cases 8tudents w~o~ 
have not passed the examinations required by the Universitie8, be affirmed. ': 

•• " ' 

335. Moral T~aching.-The propos&ls we'have to ~ake"oIJ. the subje.c~ of 
r I' r 
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moral teaching are contained in our Recommendations Nos. 8 and 9. Regard
ing~helormerJ the preparation of a. moral text-book, there was considerable differ
ence of opinion. On the one hand, it was argued that moral and religious iIi
struction was the necessary complement to secular instruction; that to the 
people of India, so instinctively religioUs, such instruction would be thoroughly 
OODgenial; that the necessity of it had been forcibly pressed upon the Com
mission by a number of witnesses, and it~ a.bsence been the subject of many 
complaints; tha.t in spite of the principle of religious neutrality, or of the 
variety of religious belief among the various sections of the Indian Com
munity, there would be no difficulty in basing moral training upon the 
principles of natural religion, since in those principles all men are agreed; 
that if virtue could not be taught, it would be possible to impress upon 
students the necessity of p:rn.ctising virtue; and that there would be no insuper
able di!!!c'!11ty l:l compiling a moral treatise acceptable to all classes which 
would serve as a corrective to the material, or, at lp,ast, to the exclusively 
intellectual, character of collegiate instruction. A letter from Dr. Meurin, 
R.C. Bishop of Bombay, offering to draw up a moral text-book of this 
kind, had already been received by the Commission, and it was alsq under
stood that Dr. V. French, Bishop of Lahore, contemplated the pUblication 
of a similar work. The arguments in opposition were to the effect that 
moral teaching is out of place, and likely to fail in its purpose, at a time of 
life when the obligation of duty is thoroughly known, and when the chief 
requiremep.t is not to inform the conscience but to train the will. In all 
colleges, and under all courses of instruction, the most effective moral training 
consists in inculcating habits of order, diligence, truthfulness, and due self
respect combined with submission to authority, all of which lessons a. good 
teacher finds useful opportunities of imparting. The formation of such habits 
is promoted by the study of the lives and actions of great men, such as the 
student finds in the course of his English reading; and, it may also be hoped, 
by the silent influence upon his character of constant intercourse with -ter..ctel's 
whom he is able to regard with respect and affection. Nor, again, is there 
reason to believe that collegiate education of the present type has any injurious 
effect upon the life and character of the students. On the contrary, the 
nearly unanimous testimony of those who have had the best opportunities of 
observing goes to show that in integrity, in self. respect, in stability of purpose, 
and generally in those solid qualities which constitute an honourable and 
useful character, the University graduate is generally superior to those who 
have not enjoyed the advantages w hlch college training confers. A further 
objection was expressed to the effect that, even supposing it was found possible 
to produce a moral text· book which should find acceptance with all, there was 
some danger, in examining the foundations of duty from any other than a 

, religious standpoint, of weakening its binding force as a motive to action. The 
interests of morality would not be promoted by inculcating a habit of 
analysis in regard to moral questions. Our Recommendation on this point 
is thae an attempt be made to prepare a moral text-book, ~ased upon the 
fundamental principle8 01 natural religion, such as mag be taught in all GO'l)-., 
e1'nment and non-Government colleges. A Recommendation was also carried 
to the effect that the Principal or one of tke Professors in each Govern
ment and aided college deliver to each oj the college clas~es in e'Dery session 
a Berles of lecture8 on tke duties of a man and a citizen. This proposal was 
adopted almost unanimously, though the fear was expressed that there would 
be a danger of such lectures being delivered in a perfunctory manner in case 
of, those Professors who felt that they had no aptitude for the work . 

. , :~ , In: cOnnection with the subject Gf moral training it mat be stated that an. 
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impression seems to exist in certain quarters that the teaching hi'some Govern
ment colleges is such as to interfere with the grounds of religious belief. We 

, . 
think that the greatest care should be taken to avoid all cause for complaint in 
such a matter; but 'We. de~m it inadvisable to make any.definite Recommenda. 
tion on a subject on which we possess little information of practical value. We 
are also of opinion that no question should be set in the' exa.minations of any 
Government college calling for a declaration of religious belief on the part of 
the candidates; and that no answer or translation given by any candidate should 
be objected to on the'ground of its expressing any peculiarity of religious belief. 
This suggestion corresponds with a rul~ which is distinctly laid down by the 
Universities of Calcutta and Bombay. Complaints have also reached ,us of the 
difficulties which some Professors experience in being tied down to manuals of 
llistory and to text-books on philosophy in which views or systems are maintain
ed which they feel they cannot accept. Sucn teachers would gladly welcome a 
course of instruction which would give them and their pupils full liberty of 
treatment in historical matters, and full liberty of choice in regard to philoso
phical theories and schools. They are of opinion that a declarat~on to that 
effect would give great encouragement to the study of history and philosophy. 
But as the point seems to bear' on the worki.ng of Indian U niversitiest a subject 
which does not come within the scope of this Commisson" we confine ourselves 
to making mention of the complaint. 

336. Fees- - With reg3:1'd to fees in colleges, we are of opinion that the rates 
now levied are generally adequate, regard being bad to the fact§ that the majority 
of college students belong to the struggling middle class; that it is practically 
impossible, even if it were desirable, to regulate fees according to the' income 
of the stu.<ient, and that any considerable increase in the rates of fees would pro- , 
bably defeat its own object by so far reducing the number of students as to 
diminish the total receipts of the colleges from that source. Our Recommenda.. .. 
tions are -a6~::;ned to secure two objects-first, the stability of colleges by'\ 
requiring fees to be levied in all but exceptional cases, and at as high a rate as 
the circumstances of students will ll.dmit; and, secondly, the encouragement of 
aided colleges, by not requiring ,them to levy fees at rates as high as those 
charged in Government colleges. We have added a special Recommendation 
with regard to the fees charged in the Presidency College at Madras, which are 
only half or less than half of the corresponding rates at Bombay and Calcutta. 
We assume that if the fees are raised in the Presidency College, they will be 
cOlTespondingly raised in other colleges in the town of lladra8 and else\Vhere. 
".,. e also desire to draw attention to OUr Recommendation that fees ,in col
leges, even though levied monthly for the convenience of students, are to 'be 
regarded as charges for a fu,ll college term. The corres:ponding rule, which is, 
already in force in some Provinces with good effect, is frametI as much in the 
interests of students as of colleges. It is intended to relieve stud,ents of a be-, 
setting temptation to irregular attendance. In the hope. of 'saving one or two' 
months' fees, they obtain admission after the. session has begun', 01' leave 
before it is over, to the detriment alike of their own progress and of that of tlIe' 
classes which they join. Our Recommendations on this subject are four ,In 
number, viz. :- . 

.. 
That 'While it is desirable to affirm the principle that fees fit the kigked" 

rate consi8ient witk the undiminished spread oJ educatzon· should he 'le1;ied in' 
every college aided by tke State, no aided college 8hould be required 10 k'DlI 
lees at tke 8ame ;ate as tkat charged in.!, neighbouring Governmen't college. :'~~~j 

~hat no ~ollQge, .Gover1f!'ment or ~;de~,be alto'wed to receive~; (hit~:~ 
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. ceria." proportion of free 8tudents; tile pl'oportion to be fixed by tlte Del)are • 
. ment it" communiccttion, fcAere necessary, toill. the 'Ilw,naget·s. 

, TAal to secure regularity of attel~dallce at colleges, the principle lIe affirm
ed that fees, tllO'Ugk lecied flUmthly fOl' the convenience of studellts, are to be 
regarded as p a!l1lZents for !J lertn, and "lat a student has tUJ right to a certificate 
from his college for allY term until the tclwle fee for tl.at term is paid. 

Thai a8 tke fees in the PreBidl'-licy College of Madras are cOllsiderably 
lower than tluAe wAick it i8 found p"acticable to lery iJJ Ihe Presidenl'Y Col
leges of Calcutta and IJumbay, the Government of Madras he im'ited to con
lJider the adOl8a/)i,lil1/ of enhancing the rate of fees il' that colle[Je. . . 

337. ~he ~ount w~ch it is ~xpedient to spend on Scholarships.-· 
~ connectio~ wIth the subject of college scholarshi})s, we considered the pro-

'p}1etyof laymg down some rules as to the total amount that it is advisable to 
spenJi~J>roviding them. We observe that the practice of the different Pro,inces 
varies gre8.tJ~pon this po~t. .The proportion of th~ gross educational outlay 
devoted to colIe~,~~~olarships 18, as already stated, ill Madras '29 per cent" in 
Bombay ' .. 5 per cent.~engal 1'5 per cent., in the N orth-Western Provinces 
*5 per cent., in the Punjab '~1J pe~ cent., and in the Central Pronnces 1'18 per 
cent. Again, compar~g the pravincial assignment mth the scholarships pro
vided from it exclusively, we find -t~t Madras spends '8S per cent. of that 
assignment upon scholarships tenable in Arts colleges, Bombay I '27 per cent., 
Bengal 2'7 per cent., the North-Western Prl)ti.nces '52 per cent., the Punjab 
1'17 per cent., and the Central Provinces 2'34 per cent. Some provision for s~ch 
scholarships is certainly in every way desirable, but it is difficult to determine 
what proportion 'of the entire funds at the dispOS3l of the Department ought 
to be so expended. More or less variation there doubtless ought to be, depend
ing on such considerations as the comparative wealth or pov~rty of a Pro,;nce, 
its advanced or backward state in re!lard to education, ane also on the extent 
to which it makes provision for the ~sion of free students to the colleges. 
The existing variation, however, appears to be excessive. On the whole, we 
think it open to question whether the provision for college scholarships should 
exceed 2 per cent. of the expenditure fro~ provincial revenues upon 
education. This will, of course, be exclusive of scholarships _from primte 
endowments or bequests that may happen to be administered by the Depart
ment. Such a rule would not necessarily affect any Province but :Ben-gal, 
and, in a small degree, the Central Provinces. In Bengal, considering the 
advanced state of higher education, a smaller provision than is made at present 
might probably suffice; and there aro many objects on which the sum which 
would be saved by the proposed arrangement might be profitably sIlent. It 
might be devoted, for example, to some object calcula.ted to promote primary 
education, such .. as the maintenance of Normal schools for teachers in Pri
l.llarY schools, or the improvement of the Inspecting staff. It is true thai, under 
the present liberal provision for scholarships the number of college students in 
Bengal has somewhat more tl~an doubled in the last ten years, but in lItdras, 
with an altogether insignificant allotment for scholarships, the number has qua
drupled in the same period. It was also urgcd that not only is the number of 
scholarships in Bengal extremely hrge, but that some of them seem excessive in 
amount. Of those tenable in Arts colleges, a few are as high as Rs. 25 a 

,month, a sum which was thought to leave no room for effort or self-denial On 

. the part of the student or his friends, and to be larger than with due regard to 
O,thef claims the State seemed warranted in spending in orderto enable a single 
stud~nt to obtain. an education that w,Quld in all probabilit1 bring him ample 

,pecuniary reward in after-life. Our .Recomm~ndationJ tlierefore, is Uwt .Local 
. G,cn:ermnen.t8 and .tI.dmillistratioli, be itrcited to. ('onsidf.'1' w/;etlter it is 'necessary 
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t . ..; .r. l' scholarships tenable in hts college8' a larger propo1·tion of the 
o a881g:r"JO W t dd t .... :.t • . k' 

Provi1lCild grants fQ1" education than 2 per cen~. e mus a lUll t;t ~ mg 

tl ' R commendation we are far from unammous. On the other sIde of "the 
11S e . Id . to h 

question it was urged that the contemplated savmg W°laU 1: n; W:' . udc 
th ve question of primary education. For that C S8 0 e uca Ion m e-

e dgrat provision was made. :Eor the last three years an addition of a lakh of 
pen en . • B 1 th t f . a year had been made to the primary assIgnment m enga, so a or 
rupees d h' b' b the next financial year it stood at seven lakhs.; a~ , t IS emg s~, t ere w~ 
bsolutely no justification on this ground for cnppling the scholarship system m 

~he way proposed. Though the pr~sent expenditure .upon scholarships might 
look excessive, it was not so in realIty. If scholarsh!ps. were meant as an en
cduragement to students and an incentive to learrung, they m.u~t bear some 
equitable proportion to the total number of students. The real mfluence and) 
effect of a system of scholarships was to be estimated by comparing their n~~~ 
her not with the total number of college students, but with that of%e En
tra~ce candidates, among whom the competition lay. For eveIJ:_(t~dent who 
gained a scholarship there was a mu~h larger .number ~~~ame within range 
of the competition and whose energIes and Indus~" were stimulated by the 
hope of success. The Bengal system, moreover, ~d.S a self-acting one, and gave 
little where little, and much where much, w!I%'fequired. Each Division had a. 
number of scholarships allOtted to it, anJ!·as education advanced in any part of 
the country, the proportion of scholarships became ipso facto less and less. 
It was further urged that the w~a1.th of Bengal was no argument so far as 
concerned the classes attending the colleges. About 84 per cent. of the under
grr.,duates in Bengal belonged to the struggling middle classes, while as many as 
12 per cent., though generally of respectable position, were steeped in poverty, 
and it was only by the help of scholarships that many of them were enabled 
to go on with thei.· studies. Moreover, liberality towards colleges in the matter 
of scholarships w 1S felt not onl)" by th .. e colleges themselves, but throughout 
every stage of edu!ation ; and the character and progress of Primary schools 
were indirectly more beneficially affected by the present order of things than 
could possibly be' the case if the insignificant amount saved were directly 
expended upon them. It was pointed out that among the many witnesses 
examined, t~ere had been an absolute silence as to any need for curtailing the 
present grant; and that there was no advantage to be gained by laying down 
a hard-and-fast line for all Provinces. Finally, it was stated that the Local 
Government was satisfied/with the present state of things, and that the ex
perience of the Local Government was best able to decide the question. 

On the subject of additional scholarships, o~ Recommendations are con
fined to the creation of scholarships tenable bY' graduates. Such scholarships 
exist in some Provinces, but ,they are mostly confined as endo'lments to students 
of particular Government colleges; and we are of opinion that similar advantages 
should, if possible, be offered to distinguished students without regard to their 
place of education. The object of these scholarships would be to enable deserv
ing students to proceed, to the M.A. degree, and, in special cases, to visit 
Europe in order to acquire practical acquaintance with some branch of mech~n
ical industry. The latter is an object which the Commission are inclined to 
regard as of the highest importance. as connecting education with the material 
progress and prosperity of the C01llltry. We have ,also ,affirmed the principle 
that scholarship-holders, as such, should not be exeI!lpted from the payment 
of fee3; and that, in general, scholarships. even though of small amo1lllt, if 
,tenable in any college~ are· to be prefe~ed to free studentships confined to 
particular institutions. Our Recommendations a.re. therefore- >,' -"<' ' . r 
, That tlt,e LocaZ Go~el'nm)mt8 ifndl)&dtnini8t~i~i~ b; i;1Jited to ~oJn"ttder 
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wkether it ill necessary to' assign for scholarships, tenahle i~1 A rill college" a 
larger.propO'l'tion of the provincial grant for education, tkal' two per cent. 
,. Tllat 8cltOlarship.holderll, 0,8 Buch, be nol' exempted from payment of the 

ordinarv fees. 
That the Local Governments be invited to conside1' the aaoisability of ap

propriating, where necessaru, a certain sum for the establishment of scholar
ship' tenable by graduates reading for tke M. d. degree. 

'['kat the Local Governments be invited to consider the advisability of 
establishing scholarships for distinguished graduates to enable them to proceed 
to Europe/or the purpose qf.practioally studying some b+'anch qf mechanical 
industry. . 

That in place of the 8!l8tem e;cisttng in Madras, according to which the 
. -.f!r8t twentg 8tudentlf at the University Entrance and F. A. Examinations are 
dU~~d to read free in any JJovernment college, liberal provision be made for 
a systeift.o"l!cholarships open to general competition and tenable i}~ any college. 

That th~ernment tif Bombay be requested to consider whet/ter all 01' 

some tif the 8cholarship! now restricted to the Elphinstone altd Deccan Colleges 
may, with due regard to -t.'4e circumstances under which they were originall!/ 
f~unded, be made tenable at 0,11i1... affiliated college; and Ihat if these sclwlar
ships cannotfairly be ope~ed to general competition, they he awarded as far as 

, p088ible to poor students who., but for the 8tipends, would be unable to continue 
their studies. at college. . 

338. Recommendations.-The Recommendations adopted by the Com
mission are as follows :-

(1) That the attention of the Local Governments be invited to the recom
mendations made in the sever8J. provincial reports with regard 
to providing or extending the means of collegiate education in the 
province of Bind and at Ahmedabad in Bombay, at Bhagalpur in 
Bengal, and at Jabalpur in the Central Provinces j and also to the 
question of the establishment of an aided college at Delhi under 
native management. 

(2) That the rate of aid to each college be determined by the strength 
of the staff, the expenditure on its maintenance, the efficiency of 
the institution, and the wants of the locality. 

(3) That provision be made for special grants to aided colleges, whenever 
necessary, for the supply and renewal of buildings, furniture, 
libraries, and other apparatus of instruction. 

(4) That in order to secure a due succession of competent officers in the 
Education Department, the period of necessary service qualifying 
fQr pension should be reduced, and that a graduated scale of pen
sions based on length of service, and obtainable without medical 
certificate, should be introduced. 

(5) That Indian graduates, especially those who have also graduated in 
European Universities, be more largely employed than they.have 
hitherto been in the colleges maintained by Government. 

(6) That in order to encourage diversity of culture, both on the literary 
and on the physical side, it is desirable, in. all the larger colleges, 
Government and aided, to make provision for more than one of 
the alternative courses laid down by the Universities. 

(7) That the discretionary power of Principals of colleges, to admit to 
certain courses of lect.ures in special cases students who have not 
passed the examinati9Ds required by the Universities, be affirmea. 
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,(8) That an attempt' be made ~ prepare a moral ~e~t~b~ok, ,b~sed upon 
, the fundamental prinCIples of natural relIgIOn, such as mp.y be 

taught in all Government and non-Government eolleges. • 
, ~ 

(9) That the Principal or one of the Professors in each Govcmnnent 
and aided college deliver to each of the college classes in every 
session a series of lectures on the duties of a man and a. citizen. . 

(10) That while it is desirable to affirm the principle that fees at the 
highest rate consistent with the undiminished spread of education 
should be levied in every college aided by the State, no aided 
college should be required to levy fees at the sa~e rate as that 
charged in a neighbouring Government college. .. 

(11) That no college, Government or aided, be allowed to receive more 
than a certain proportion of free students; the proportion to 3 2 ' 
fixed by the Department, in communication, where neCf$1;ary, 
with the managers. / 

(12) That to secure regularity of attendance at col~"1t:e principle be 
affirmed that fees, though levied mont~lrfor the convenience of 
students, are to be regarded as pay~e:n.ts for a term, and that a 
student has. no right to a certificate from his college for any term 
until the whole fee for that term is paid • .. 

(13) That as the fees in the, Presidency College of Madras are consider
ably lower than those which it is found practicable to levy in the 
Presidency Colleges of Calcutt~ and Bombay, tlte Government of 
Madras be invited to consider the advisability of enhancing the 
rate of fees in that college. 

(14) That the Local Governments and Administrations be invited to 
consider whether it is necessary to assign for scholarships, tenable 
in .Arts colleges, a larger proportion of the provincial grant for 
education than two per cent. 

(15) That scholarship-holders, as such, be not exempted from payment 
of the ordinary fees. 

(16) That the Local Governments be invited to consider the advisability 
of appropriating, where necessary, a certain sum for the establish
ment of scholarships tenable by graduates reading for the M.A. 
d~gree. / ' 

(17) That the Local Governments be invited to consider the advisability 
of establishing scholarships for distinguished graduates to enable 
them to proceed to Europe for the purpose of practically studying 
some brancl~ of mechanical ~ndustry. 

(18) That in place of the system existing in Madras, according to which 
the first twenty students at the U niversity ~ntrance and F. A. 
Examinations are allowed to read free in any Government college, 
liberal provision be made for a system of scholarships open to 
general competition and tenable in any college. 

(19) That the Government of Bombay be requested to consider whether 
all or some of the scholarships now restricted to the Elphinstone. 
and Deccp,n Colleges may, with due regard to the circumsttnces 
under, which they were odginally founded, be,made tenable at 
any affiliated college; and that if these scholarships cannot fairly' . 
be ~pened to general compe~i~i9n)" they ~e awarded as far, f:\S 
poSSIble to poor students ... who, but for the ,,~stipends, would b~ 
unable to contin~e their studies at colle~e(' .. ,kz.~' '" ,-, 
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339. Introductory.-In the present Chapter we shall describe the con
~titution of the Education Department in the different Provinces of India.; 
and shall· consider the extent and character of its functions under the three 
heads of Direction or Control, Inspection, and Instruction. The question of 
control will lead us to examine the means that may exist for bringing the De
p.3rtment into closer relations with independent persons or bodies interested, 
equally with itself, in the progress 01 education; and for rendering accessible 
to it the fruits of their experience. Under inspection will be considered the 
possibility of associating with the officers of the Department such other 
voluntary agency as may prove to be available for that object; and we shall 
discuss the subject of examinations in the same general sense. The question 
of instruction involves that of text-book~, which will be reviewed in the 
light of the Resolution of the Government of India, dated the loth January 
1881; and it will be considered what arrangements have been made, or are 
possible, "for teaching 'such subjects a. .. may store the minds of the pupils in 
"secondary schools with useful and practical information." In the course of the 
enquiry we shall suggest the measures that seem to us best calculated to promote 
the objects set forth in the various Educational Despatches, as well as those 
to which later and independent experience has pointed as worthy, of attainment 
in regard to the internal constitution and administration of the Department. 
All these measures will be set forth in specific Recommendations at the close 
of this Chapter. ' 

340. Consti~tion c£ the Education Department.-In the second Chap
ter of this Report we have given some account of the establishment and consti
tution of the Education Department in the various Provinces of India. We pro
ceed to describe it as it now exists. The Education Department in each Province 
consists of a Director Qf Public Instruction (under that or some other title); a 
staff, varying in strength in different Provinces, of inspecting officers of various 
grades; and a teaching staff rising from assistant teachers of primary schools 
up to Professors and Principals of colleges. The superior officers of the Depart. 
ment in each Province are arranged in a classified list, the particulars of which 
are given in the subjoined Table. Educational officers in Bengal were first 
graded iIi. the year 1865, and within the next five or six years the same system 
was extended to the other Provinces of India. The list does not include the 
Provincial Directors 'of Public Instruction, who receive salaries, in Bombay 
and .Bengal, of Rs. 2,000 a month rising to Rs. 2,500 in ten years; in Mad.ra$, 
of Rs. 2,000 rising to'Rs. 2,250 in five years; in the N orth-Western Provinces, 
of Rs. 2,000 fixed; and in the Punjab, of Rs. 1,500 rising ,to Rs. 2,000 in 
five years. . 

- ut claIIII ; 2nd c1a.ss J 3rd class; 4th class; 
hOVINCE. Rs, 1,250 to Rs. 1,000 to Ra. 750 to Re. sooto TO'l'At.. 

Rs. J,SOO. Ra. 1.250. Ra.l,ooo. Rs. 150. 
?--

:Madras · · · · I 2 5 1 IS 
Bombay · · · · 2 3 5 6 16 
Bengal • · · " · 2 6 II 20 39 
North-Western Pl'OVinCe6 hnd 

·Oudh ~ 

I 4 6 14 • · · · . 3 
Punjab . " 

'0 2 3 3 8 · · · · ... 
Other Provinces , 

:& I 3 I 6 · • · , , .. ' ... dO' 
'f 

, , 
\'8 ---'---, J ~ • \; '''''l' -, >,." ,,", 8. 98, 

). I .; oUL' i'l ~.~ J""" -;., , \ 3°, 43 _" ",~1t ., .. ~, t ~ ) Ie" 
~ j b::;;s::::;==: ... r")* ' • , :: L 19 
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The Ta bIe supplies the means of estimating the average .value of a graded 
pointment in the Education Department throughout IndIa, and the a.verage 

:~pectation of income which a graded officer. may entertain on ~nter~g the 
service. AccordinO' to the method of calculation adopted by the FlD.;mcl3.1 De
partment, the val:e of a gra~e~ appointment, the salary. of which ~ises by 
annual increments, is the rnImmum salary pluB two-thIrd~ of the difference 
between the minimum and the maximum., It follows that the average value 
of a graded educational appointment ~s rather less than Rs. 900 a ~onth. At 
this rate 'of pay it has been found pOSSIble to attract to an educatIonal career 
in India many men of considerable distinction at the English Universities, and 
some of the highest. academical rank. It will be seen, however, that t~e pros
pects of promotion of educational officers: as estimated by the proportion of ap
pointments in the lowest class to those in classes above the lowest, vary greatly 
in different Provinces. In Bombay, for example, where there are ten appoint
ments in the three higher classes to six: in tlte lowest, an officer's chance of 
promotion is nearly as 2 to I. In Bengal, where there are 20 appointments in 
the lowest class and only 19 in the higher classes, he has scarcely an even chance 
of promotion. This inequality arises from the fact that the addit.ional appoint
ments made in recent years to the classified list of the Bengal Department 
have been nearly all in the fourth class. The point is one that appears to 
deserve attention in any reorganisation of the graded service. We have no 
information to show what are the ordinary prospects of promotion in other 
departments of the public service, and we therefore abstain from- SUbmitting 
any Recommendation on this point. 

341. Conditions of Service of Graded Officers.-We have already, in 
our Chapter ·on Collegiate Education, referred to the anomaly of requiring 
men, most of whom have received at the Universities of the United Kingdom a 
professional training of a special kind, to serve except in isolated cases the 
full term of 30 years before they are eligible for a good service pension. Edn
cational officers come under the general designation of "uncovenanted servants," 
and their term of service for pension is governed by the rules generally appli
cable to that comprehensive class of public officers. There is no doubt that 
educational officers have suffered in this respect by the application to them of 
a name originally intended to denote a body of men with far other qualifica
tions and duties. There appears to be some hardship in requiring the English 
graduate, selected by the Secretary of State and employed in this country as a 
Principal of a College or an Inspector of Schools, to serve (unless he has been 
appointed after the age of 25) for the same term as an uncovenanted servant 
who is a native of India. The latter begins his public life at an earlier age; 
he does his work in the country in which he was born and in a climate con .. 
genial to his constitution; and when he retires from service there will be no 
revolution in his mode of living. With the former all these things are very dif. 
ferent; and if the conditions of service are to be at all equalised" it ,would 
follow that the European officer should enjoy the right of retiring to his native 
country at an age when the harassing circumstances of life in India have no1 
impaired his health or destroyed his energy. We have already, in Chapter VII 
recommended the reduction of the term qualifying for a good service pensioll 
in t?e cas~ of Professors of Colleges; and we only recur to it here ~ being 
applIcable In, the same sense and on the same grounds to other officers of thE 
graded educational service. -

l , ? ~ 

, , • J. F I 

342. Admission of IN atives of lJUlia to the Graded SerVice.'::'TbE 
graded service was at the outset intended to .attract competent roen-front thE 
~.nglish U niv~rsities; bu~ as .natives of India ~ave shown them~elves qualified tOJ 

hIgher work ill the-,~(I~catlQn.DepartmentJ t~el ~V~:9rJa;t~':y~ been:~p~~ 
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moted to the graded sm-vice in increasing numbers. In Bengal, out 9£ a total 
of g9 officers, 7 are natives of India; and one of them has shown such eminent 
capacity for educational work of the most responsible kind that he has won his 
way to ~he first class of the service. In other ProvincE's the number of native 
graded officers is smaller; but in all the larger Departments some are found. 
We have already recommended the more extended employment of Indian gra
duates as Professors of Oolleges, and we shall hereafter make a similar Recom
mendation with regard to Inspectorships. Meanwhile, there is one suggestion 
of a general character whicl?- we wish to offer, in the hope of removing what 
appears to be an unintended hardship, and has certainly been the cause of much 
disappointment. According to recent ~rders of the Secretary of State, a native 
officer when appointed to the graded b-ervice is allowed to draw only two-thirds 
of the ordinary pay of the grades. It has happened in more than one instance 
that the officer so promoted already draws a salary of Rs. 500 a month, which is 
the.minimum pay of the fourth class on the ordinary scale. Consequently, 
his promotion to that class on the reduced scale involves a considerable reduc
tion in his income. We accordingly "recommend that when an edltCational 
officer enters the higher graded service oj the Bducation JJepartment, his pronw
tion 8kould not involve any los8 of pay. 

343. Subordinate Graded Service in Bengal and Bombay.-In 
Ben$<ll not only the higher but the subordinate officers of the Department are 
formed into a graded service. This change was made in 1878, when 316 officers, 
drawing salaries of Rso 50 a. month and upwards, were arranged in the fQllow
ing classi£.ed list :-

Number oj Salary. 

"" Officers. Rs. 

Class I 6 400 to 500 

" II 10 300 " 4 00 

" III 25 200 " 300 

" IV 40 ISO " 200 

" 
Y • 60 100 " ISO 

" VI 75 75 " 100 

"VII . 100 50 " 75 

The list contains teaching and inspecting officers in not very different propor
tions, and a certain number of ministerial officers as well. Additions are made 
to the list as new appointments are created; and promotion takes plp.ce on the 
combined grounds of seniority, good service, and fitness for highet duties. 

In Bombay, since the year 1864, all the subordinate officers of the Depart
ment in the receipt of salaries ranging from Rs. 30 to Rs. 300 a month have 
been graded in five classes. The Deputy Inspectors, 30 in number, form a 
separate graded service, and each of them is ez-oJficio accorded the title of 
"Rao Sahib" or" Khan Sahib." 

344. Directing Sta1f of the Department.-At the head of the Educa
tion Department in. each Province is an officer generally styled the Director of 
Public Instruction. In the Central ProviJ?ces he is called the Inspector General 
of Education,. an~ in Assam the Inspector of Schools. In every Province except 
Coorg, where the Education Department is now administered directly by the 
Chief Commissioner, the general control of education in all its branches is in the 
hands of the Director. He prepares the educational estimates, controls the 
distribution pf the grant.in-aid allotment, makes or recommends appointments 
and transfers of officers within the ... Department, and is the constituted adviser 
of Government in all matters conne~~ed witn education. Outside the ordil1:l,:ry 
business of. administration, in which the functions of the. Director are com. 
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monly well-defined, any questio~s of special importance or involving points 
of educational policy, are referred by him for the decision of the Local GOl':em
mente But a further and a much more complete opportunity of declaring its 
lJ'eneral policy in educational matters is afforded to the Local Government in the 
~nnuall'eview of the Director's Report on Public Instruction. This review is 
widely published, and is discussed with close attention in the newspapers both 
na~ivc and European. There is probably no subject in which the native public 
takes a keener or more intelligent interest; and in this way the Government is 
periodically brought into contact with public opinion upon its edncat~ona1 
policy. In the Punjab there is a special means by which one section of public 
opinion is brought to bear upon ed~cational questions. 'rhe Senate of the 
Punjab University is regularly consulte<rby the Government of that Province 
upon all matters relating to education, including primary instruction. 

345. Proposed Ohanges in the System of Oontroll-It has been sug
gested by the Hon'ble ~Ir. Justice West that" in order to bring about a com-
" plete understanding between the University and the Department of Public 
"Instruction, there ought to be a centr:;tl EducationalDoard fox: each great Pro
"vince, to which all important questions of principle should be referred. On 
"this Board in Bombay there should be two or three representatives of the U ni. 
"versity, as well as two officials (one the Director of Public Instruction) and two 
"others appointed either by co-optation or at the discretion of Government in 
" order to make room for the casual possessor of special qualifications. To this 
" Bo~rd the proposed courses of instruction in the higher secondary schools should 
" be submitted each half-year, in order, without exclud.iIlg local and personal ini. 
"tiative, to,preserve a ~eneral balance of studies. To the same Board reports of 
"the history and progress of each college and superior school should be submitted 
"from time to time for consideration. Its advice should be taken on every pro-
~, posed alteration of system. It should be consulted on the allocation of funds 
" amongst institutions and SUbjects. Through the University and a Board thus 
"constituted public opinion would he brought to bear ,with due force on thE 
"educational system. in its more general features." Dr. Leitner in his evidenCE 
brfore tho Commission has suggested that the State, after ma~ing provision fo] 
aiding every variety of sound instruction, should leave" the conduct of hlghe: 
" education to the Universities, who should not be mere examining bodies but 
" like the Punjab University College, supreme teaching and literary bodies, anI 
" the consulting bodies of Government in all matters of education; and the mor 
" direct control and supervision of primary and secondary education to local Edu 
" cational Boards. This course is the most economical one, and will develope a 
"t.rue educational growth in the country." In another portion of his evidence. 
Dr. Leitner expresses an oplnion, that, "with the abolition of the Directorship 
"and the Inspectorships, a new spirit would come over the land. Schools 
"would spring up in every direction by local munificence, and all that is 
"good in Eastern civilisation would ally itself by a natural process with 
"all that is adaptable in Western progress." The Anjuman-i-Islamiya in 
the Punjab has likewise proposed that the duties of the Director should be 
transferred to "District Boards under the direction of the Senate of the Local 
" University." The Anjuman also proposes that the present Inspectorships and 
Assistant Inspectorships should be abolished, but adds that" an ):nspector, with 
u the designation of Educational Secretary to the Government of Punjab, must 
"be retained to represent the Education Department and to act as a medium 
"between the Government and the Local Boards." Certain Missionaries in the 
Punjaf>, who have sent in a joint statement containing answm to some of 
the. questions propos~d by, the bommissipn, suggest "that' the, PioVincult 
,. Directorship s~o~d be abo~s~ed, and one MInister ,o~ ~I~cation a.~itl~ :~~ ~ 
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, f,'the whole ot India. ~he Senior Inspector of each Province, in addition to his 
Cf insNCtlon dutie$, might have special powers granted him for dealing with 
U special provincial difficulties. U The Revd. G. Shirt, of Haidarabad in Sind, also 
sugges~ the abolition of the office of Director of Public Instruction, and 
the substitution of "an Educational Under-Secretary to Government on a 
n less salary." Dr. &jendralall\1itrn, writing about the Presidency of Bengal, 
III of opinion that the iunotions of the Director, as authoritatively laid down uy 
Sir George Campbell, are such that there is no longer any necessit, for main-

. taininO' that office. Dr. Mitra thinks that the Universities should now be the 
advise~ of Government on higher education; that the Principals of colleges-in 
consultation with College Committees in the case of Mofussil colleges-should 
have full power to manage the det~ connected with the institutions under 
them; and that primary and secondary schools should be made over to the 
charO'e of Local and District Boards, which should appoint their own inspecting 
offic~rs. The central educational office, he considers, ~hould form part of the 
Secretariat and be presided 9ver by an Under-Secretary to Government. 

346. Character of the proposed Changes.-The proposals made in the 
foregoing extr3.cts are chiefly four :-( I) the association with the Director in 
each Province of a Consulting Board of Education; (2) the transfer to the 
Universities of a large portion of the control now exercised by the Department; 
(3) the similar transfer of control to District Boards or otber local bodies; 
(4) the abolition of the Provincial Directorships. Of these proposals the last 
two may be briefly dismissed. The transfer of control to local bodies is discussed 
at length in Chapter IV, and will be further referred to in Chapter VIII. The 
proposal to abolish the Provincial Directorships found no support in the Com .. 
mission, and 'was not even suggested as a matter for discussion. In fact our 
Recommendations are based'on t~e explicit assumption that the office and the 
independent position of the Provincial Directors will De maintained; and 
tbrouO'hout our Report we have laid stress on the necessity of allowing the 
l\idest discretion to Local Governments, and of avoiding every attempt to cen-

O' ttalise educational administration. 

347. Extension of the Functions of the University.-The advantage 
of giving to the Universities wider powers, whether of advice or of control, is 
acJarget question. In the Punjab, as we have seen, the functions of the newly
constituted University are not confined, as they are elsewhere, to the single duty 
of examination. The Punjab University is also a teaching and controlling body, 
and is a recognised adviser of the Government in all matters connected with edu
cation. An endeavour to enlarge the functions of the Calcutta University was 
made, some years ago under the following circumstances, though without nMI 
success. In 1868 Sir William Muir, Lieutenant-Governor of the North
Western Provinces, addressed a letter to the Government of India in which 
he ur~ the desirability of extending and increasing in those Provinces the 
inftue~ce of the Calcutta University, of offering greater encouragement to the 
study of oriental literature, and of conducting some part of the examinations 
in the vernooular. The letter was forwarded to the University for consider
ation ; and the Vice-Ohancellor, Sir E. C. Bayley, proposed, with the object of 
giving effect to the Lieutenant-Governor's views, that the Entrance examina
tion should be held .optionally in the vernacular, 'and that a classical language 
should be made alternative with English at that examination. Neither of 
these proposals. was ultimately adopted; but after prolonged discussion and 
consultation with the various :Wcal Governments, the ,education3.1 officers 
subordinate to them, and the hoodl of affiliated institutions, the fol1owin(p 

, .' l:) 

'.,. Res'olutiOIl' was in December 18Jl
c 
-adopted 'by the Senate f-H Tlmt for the 
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U better encouragement. of vernacular educatio~ and lliterature" iui ;exaii:Un~' 
"ation in vernaculars. be instituted by the University" on the plan,of the 
"middle-class examinations conducted by the British Universities." Th'e hbld .. 
ing of this examination, with, t?e rules for its condu~t, was sa~ctioned by 
the Governor General in CouncIl In January 1872, and It was deCIded to hold 
the first examination in November 1873. The standard pOplprised ,the. fol .. 
lowing subjects, all being confined to the vernacular. The c@mpulsoxy subjects 
were (1) ~ternacular language; -(2) the hist?ry ~nd ge?grap~y of I~dia, with. 
general geography; (3) elementary mathe~atIc~, mcluding a~t~meticJ algebra 
to simple equations, and two books of Euchd with easy deduction,s. The. op
tional subjects, not more than two of which might be taken up, were ll) Sanskrit; 
(2) Arabic; (3) Persian; (4) mensuration and surveying, with practical geo.:, 
metry; (5) the elements of statics, hydrostatics, and pneumatics; (6) physical 
geography and the elements of astronomy. Had these arrangements been 4 

carried out, the influence of the University would have been brought to bear ' 
on the whole field of vernacular education; and it was hoped that the standard, 
popularity, and success of vernacular schools, whim thus taken'under the pro .. 
tection of the University, would exhibit a rapid and marked improvement which 
could not fail to re.act beneficially on vernacular literature. :But before any 
steps could be taken for carrying out these measures, the Lieutenant-Governor 
of Bengal, Sir George Campbell, expressed in strong terms the objections tnat 
he felt to transferring to the University the control of middle-class education, 
the cost of which was provided by the Local Government. The examinations, 
he also showed, could not be carried out without the assistance of the Bengal 
Educational officers, and he was reluctant to give his consent to their employ
ment in carrying into effect a scheme of the advantages of which he was far 
from convinced. In the face of the opposition thus raised by the Government 
most largely affected by the proposed measure" the scheme dropped; and oothing 
further in this direction has since been attempted either by the University of 
Calcutta or, so far as is known to the Commission, by the other two UniversitieR. 
A question. was also raised at the time whether any such extension of their 
functions was in accordance with .the provisions of the Act of Incorporation, 
which declares the object of their institution to be that of "ascertaining by 
"means of examination the persons who have acquired proficiency in different 
"branches of Literature, Science, and Art, and of rewarding them by Academical 
" Degrees." This however is a mat~er beyond the scope, of our enquiries; and 
we have only referred to }he discussions that took place some years since in 
Bengal, with the object of showing what has actually been done towards extend
ing the functions of the University to the regub.tion and control- of education 
below the collegiate stage. 

, . 348. Consulting Proyincial :Boards of Education.-Of the four propo
sals cited above, the only one which was made the subject of a definite Recom. 
mendation before the Commission:, and which received full discussion, was that 
for the appointment of a Board of Education to assist a.nd advise the Director of 
Public Instruction in ~ach Province. The subject was debated at our meeting 
of the 23rd February 1883,'when it was proposed" that a consultative Board of 
"Education," consisting of representatives of the UniversitYyof the Department 
"of Public Instruction, and of the community at large, be established in ea~ 
"Province, for the consideration of any general questions relating to education 
" which may from time to time be referred to it by the Local Government, or" bicn 
" the Board itself may desire to bring to the notice of. Government." On behalf 
of the proposal it was urged that a Government department was by its constitu
tion ill-adapted to follow with quick and s.ympathetic appreciation, the ya1'1infP 
movements of public opinion, or to make ~ ready response to. n~w: demands -o~ 
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nt"V' impuls~swhich wo;uld force it out of the traditional and official groove. 
The appointment of the proposed Board would be attended with a double advan
tag~. it would, on the one hand, bring about and maintain a complete under
standing between the Department and the University; and on the other, it 
would be in a position, as representing the feelings and wishes of the community 
at large, to aid the Department with information and advice on educational 
questions of every kind. The value of allying public opinion with the opera
tions of Government was admitted on all hands, but that opini<)~ was now 
without organisation; the proposed Board would organise it on all matters relat
ing to education. The Board would not interfere witb the admini.strative powers 
of the Director of Public Instruction, but would be a consultative body merely . 

. It ,vas also thought desirable that a Central Board should be established, to 
which the various local Boards now 'to be constituted in each Province might 
look up for guidance. 

The motion was oppolo'led on the following grounds: It was qrged that the 
appointment of a Central Board, whether vested with actual authority or merely 
consultative, was at best an unsatisfactory expedient. In the first place, t~ 
give the proposed Board any real power over higher education would be pre
mature, and over lower education dangerous. The ~ay might come when the 
people of India would manage their own educational systems, and rely less 
on the'direct instrumentality of Government. But at present, since the chief 
provision for higher education was made by the Government, the Department 
must express the voice and the decisions of Government, and not those of a 
Central Board. With regard to primary education the case was different. The 
Government proposed to transfer its control to a number of Local Boards, which 
were to have real authority over funds for the most part locally raised. To 
overshadow these Boards by the authority of an external body, which would 
reflect the opinion of the metropolis and not that of the rural districts, would 
be to stifle local independence. Direct departmental control was a better 
alternative than control by a Central Board, inasmuch as the former would 
at any rate be based on that wide lOGal information which a Government 
department alone could command. In the second place, if the functions of the 
Board were to be merely consultative, the objections to it were equally strong. 
Whatever other advantages might attend it, the establishment of a Board 
whose duties were limited to advising the Director was incompatible with the 
conditions under which alone a great department.of Government could be 
administerea. It was in the highest degree essential that the Education 
Department should on the one hand work in full co-operation with the Univer
sity, and on the other that it should respond to the movements of educated 
opinion and to the reasonable desires of different sections of the community, 
scattered over the Districts and towns of the Province. The first object 
could be attained without the intervention of a Board, on which many interests 
besides those of the University were represented. The second promised indeed 
to be secured by the appointment of a representative Board, but the benefit 
would be purchased at the price of efficient administration. To interpose a 
consultative Board between the Government and its responsible officer would be 
to destroy responsibility and to replace expedition by delay. A Board such as 
that proposed must contain representatives of many conflicting interests; 
its memb~rs must include men of various creeds; advocates of the higher 
a.nd 'advocates" of the .lower ed~cation; representatives of dep~rtr~}lltal 
agency, and representatives of prlVate effort ~ delegates from the Dlstricts as 
welL as resid~nts in the Presidency Towns. A Board so composed would 

. pe perpetually engaged in the discu~ion of first principles; and if action were 
to wai~ on their settlement by the ~oard~ prompt actioll ~ould be impossiWe. 
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It was essential to efficient administration that.{the responsibility of the head. 
of the Department to the Government should 'be absolute." But with the 
intervention of a :Board between the Director and the Government,' the- re
sponsibility of the former would practic~lly di~appear. These arguments 
prevailed; and the proposal was rejected, thougb only by a narrow majority. 
It may he added that in our opinion the true remedy for the evils pointed out. 
is for the Department to regard it as its,first duty to keep touch with publio 
opinion; it> maintain a vigilant all;d at the same time a sympathetio ~atch 
upon the various movements taking place outside the departmental system; 
to recognise the fact that " departmentalism" is, or may easily become, an evil; 
and to seek to imbue all its officers with the liberal spirit conformable to these 
principles. When there are conflicting. interests, it is for the Department to 
steer a clear course among them; recognising what is good in each, and t~ting 
aU on broad grounds of justice and libp,rality. If it fails in that great duty, 
the Government is at hand to correct its deficiencies. The Government is 
already brought into effective contact with public opinion on all great ques
tions of educational policy; and it may be fairly- anticipated tbat one result 
of the Commissioh'S labours will be to infuse into the policy of the future 
still greater liberality and vigour. 

349. Educational Conferences.-At the same time we are fully convinced 
that nothing but good can result from the occasional or even frequent associa. 
tion, in a somewhat formal way, of departmental officers. with others interested 
in education. Under present arrangements, the relations of departmental 
officers to each other and to persons outside the Department are too exclusively 
confined to official correspondence; and no opportunity is given for that 
free int~rc.hange of ideas which personal intercourse can alone or can best 
secure. To aid in the attainment of the latter object, and to bring the ,Depart
ment into healthy contact with outside opinion, we recommend the institution 
of periodical conferences, at which educational officers and others may meet and 
exchange their views. We do not pr@ose to define what degree of authority 
should attach to these conferences; but it is clear that any conclusions to which 
they may be led will possess more weight if they receive the formal recognition 
of Government. We therefore recommend that conferences (I) of officers of tke 
Eduoation Department, and {2} oj suck officers with managers of aided and 
unaided sohools, be held from time to time for the discussion of questions 
affeoting education, the~ireotor oj Public -Instruction being in each case ex .. 
officio President of the conferenoe. Also that lJeputy Inspectors ocoasionallu 
hold meetings of the schoolmasters subordinate to them, for the discus8ion of 
questions of sohool management. 

350. Provision of 'other educational Facilities.--Connected with 
the last Recommendation is another, having for its object the establish
ment in each Province of an educational library, or museum; at which 
might be collected, for purposes of reference by those interested in the 
subject, works relating to education in all countries, the chief text-books 
used in the schools of England and of the different Provinces of India, 
and specimens or' models of the apparatus and appliances of' instruction 
chiefly in vogue. The utility of such a collection to educational officers ancl 
to managers of schools is obvious. To all these it would' be a. great advantage 
to have an opportunity, such as is afforded in England by the Kensington ~ 
Museum or the National Society's Depository tat Westminster, of' com
F~ring ,different gram~ and histories, of looking at the n.ewest copy .. boo~, 
and of i?Specting models of school furnit-Ure. N or is it anticipated that the' 
establishment of such a central library and museum would be, at,tended with 
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My great expense. These institutions once ~nown, it is believed that authors, 
publish.ers. and those engaged in the production of school appliances, would 
readily' send specimens of their publications and apparatus, in vi~w of the 
advantages offered by such a mode of advertising. We therefore recommend 
that a general educational library and 'museum be formed at some suitable 
locality in each Province. It has also been pointed out that educational news
papers and magazines in the vernacular are often of great service to managers 
of schools, especially vernacular schools of tlle better class, in. mqking them 
acquainted with new text-books or new methods and appliances of teaching, 
or with recent orders of Government on educational matters; and that such 
newspapers often languish for want of moderate support. We have therefore 
added to thc foregoing Recommendation the following clause: and that en
couragement be gicen to Bchool papera or magazi,l1,ea c01lducted in the 'Cernac-ular. 

351. Relation o~ the Department to Schools in Competition.-An im
portant and delicate part of the functions which the Department must 
discharge, if the different agencies at work in education are to be duly 
co-ordinated and harmonised, has now to be considered. One main intention 
of the Despatch of 1854 was to secure for the educational efforts of the 
State the help of private individuals and private bodies, and to give every 
scope and encouragement to the work of these agencies. Such a scheme is 
fitted to do and has done much for the spread of education; but, like all other 
schemes, it must be taken with the defects of its qualities. A defect inseparable 
from it is its tendency to cause schools to spring up, not always where they 
are most required, but rather where men or bodies happen to exist that are 
ready to exert themselves for the public good. Thus there is some danger of 
a clashing of interests and a. waste of power; some danger of disorganisation 
through excessive supply of the means of education in one place and deficiency 
of such means in others. Some regulating a.uthority is indispensable if 
this danger is to be minimised. The Department is the only body that can 
possibly exert such controlling power, and the Provincial Reports indicate that 
it is everywhere regarded as the proper regulating authority. The Bombay 
Report mentions that one at least of the reasons for withdrawing the grant offered 
for passing the matriculation examination was that the hope of obtaining the 
grant sometimes led one school to use questionable means for attracting 
clever pupils from another. The Bengal Report says that to a new school that 
is sct up beside an old one, the Department gives or refuses aid according as 
it judges that the establishment of a second school will be beneficial or hurtful 
in its effects. And in the Report for the Central Provinces it is said that 
if one aided school was found to be injuring another by undue lowering 
of fees, the Department would feel bound to interfere. Thus it is understood 
that the Department possesses the regulating power that is required, though 
in its peculiar positiQn as directly managing one class of schools and only 
indirectly controlling others, it has naturally been somewhat reluctant to 
exert it; 

352. Regulations in Force, and Opinions of Witnesses.-We shall 
recur again to the subject of fees; but there are other ways in which the 
,mutual relations of schools need to be regulated with care. In towns where 
there" are several schools,-and it is only in them that competition need 
be considered,-there is a danger of discipline being injured and the tone 

. of educati9n lowered by ioo keen a competition for pupils. The desire 
also that pupils commonly feel to be placed in the highest class they can 
get admitted to, causes considerable·.danger of their changing their schools 
so often that steady progress is greatly interfered with. This danger is re
cognised and some provision made against it in all Provinces. In the town of 
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:Madras and in some other large towns of t~at Province, the heans of most of 
the leading institutions act upon a code of rules for the admission 'and transfer 
of pupils; and their action i~ .so far recognised by the Depa~ment, th~t:tbe· 
Director's standing orders enJoIn that wherever sch~ols are m ~~~titicn, 
endeavours be made to introduce the Madras rules WIth such modifications as 
local circumstances require. In Bengal, the Departmeut has prevailed on 
the manaO'ers of a large number of schools to adopt a similar code, and, wh~n 
once adopted, any infringement of it renders the pupils of the offending school 
liable to exclusion from Government junior scholarships. In the North
Western Provinces a similar arrangement exists, though ~nera11y confined to 
Government institutions. In the othel." Provinces the arrangements appear to 
be less precise; though in most colle~s and high schools there seems to be 
either a declared agreement or a tacit understanding that pupils are not ad· 
mitted without a certificate from their former place of education, or some other 
satisfactory proof that there is no imptoper reason fot theit seeking admission. 

The question intended to bring out the opinion 6f witnesses on this point 
was: "Are there any arrangements between colleges and schools of your 
" Province to prevent boys who are expelled from one institution, or who leave it 
U improperly, from being r<:ceived into another? What are the n.rrangements 
"which you would suggest?" The question has been answered by above sixty 
",-itnesses, all of whom except some nine or ten speak more or less strongly of 
the need of systematic arrangements to prevent irregular admission. But 
cyen of those who do not altogether favour such arrangements, not more 
than three or four decidedly oppose them. The rest merely doubt whether 
proper rules can be practically enforced, or they express the fear that rules may 
he so strict as to infringe on the proper liberty of pupils and their guardians I 
Of this there is obviously some danger. It is far from desirable to allow no 
change in the place of education, or to give teachers the power of forcibly 
retaining pupils whose guardians wish them to be transferred. In any code 
of l'Ules that may be enforced this danger should be guarded against: In 
Bengal the Inspector of Schools is the constituted referee ~ cases of dispute, 
and his decisions have been i'eadBy accepted. The following is the general 
character of the definite rules that have been tried and found to work well. 
They provide that at certain times-once or twice in the year-pupils may go, 
without leave asked or given, to any school they please; that changes are 
allowed at other than thefipecified times only,at the express desire of guardians· 
and with permission from the head-master of the school that is left; that in 
ordinary circumstances a pupil is not to be placed in a. higher class in the school 
he joins than he would have belonged 'to had he continued in his former school; 
and that before his admission to a new school the fees due to his former school 
are all paid up. The rules aim at leaving sufficient freedom, and yet at securing 
the maintenance of discipline and the discouragement of.unreasonable changes. 

353. Recommendation for definite RUIes.-The weak poiIit of all the 
arrangements at present in force is~ that they are voluntary or semi-voluntary, 
and that thus a new manager or head-master who do~ ·not feel himself bound 
by the engagements of his ptede~ss6r may introduce confusion at any time. 
Again, in the absence of any definite 'rule or agre~n'1ent to tne contrary, a head .. 
master ~a~ often find himsel! practically compelled to admit a boy . to his 
school, With the full knowledge that his action may turn to his own disadvantage 
in ~\t;nila~ c~rcurilstahces hereafter. Thus 'the held of all head-xnasters upon 
thelr pupils 18 relaxed, and disciplli:ie'suffers. It wollld obviate these dangers 
if all insti~~~ion~ connected in any 'way with the Department could be brought' 
~ ~<!ept a defirute set 6f ,rules. No doubt much tact'and p3:tience would .~ 
npp.npA when 'such rules first came into 'operation; but in 'a.', fe\,!, years, th,e1' 
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might become a. weU .. understoo<J, part of school man'1gemac.t, and would require 
little or'no trouble to enforce. Indeed' we believe that, in ilio vast majority 
of cases, head-masters would cordially welcome any rules w hioh" by limit~ 
ing the¥, discretion as to admissions, would greatly strengthen their position. 
The gain in teaching lessons of steadiness and. perseverance to pupils altd 
in improving discipline would be very great. Also-what we value even 
more-the enforcement of such rules would draw schools under all kinds of 
management closer together, would make their relations with the Depart. 
111ent more intimate, and would tend powerfully to develope the feeling 
that all schools are working for a common end and should have no rivalry 
except in promoting the interests of t1}.e entire community. We there
fore recommend, toot managers of fchools in competiti011- be invited by tke 
.Department to agree to rule8 prof)iding, as far as the circum,tances of the 
locality allow, (1) that, except at specified tzmea, a p'ltpil of o,."e 8chool 1;e not 
admitted to a/wtker without a certificate from his previous school; (2) that any 
fees due to that acl£ool have heerl paid; and (3) that he do not obtain promotion 
to a kigll,er class hI ckanging his $ckool. 

354. Policy of the Department in regard to Fees.-The advi'3ability 
of raising the rates of fees to the highest point consistent with the continued 
spread of education has been repeatedly acknowledged. It is, if not only, yet 
chiefly, by this means that Government institutions of the higher class will be 
,enabled to approach tb-e self-supporting stage, a result to which many edu
cational Despatches look forward; and also that privately-managed institutions 
will attain to grcater efficiency, and success. It is a case, moreover, in 
which the initiative of the Department is essential. We have elsewhere main
tained the principle that of two schools of the same standard of instruction and 
in the same ,locality, the departmental school should as a rule charge higher 
fees; and any'general increase in the rates will be subject to this condition. If 
the Department shows the way, private managers will in general De eager to 
follow; if the Department is supine, they can take no active steps to increase 
their income without risk of serious injury. The policy which we recommend 
has its natural and necessary limits in the fact that any incre~e in fees beyond 
the capacity of the people to pay them will result in a loss of pupils, and thus 
defeat the object it is intended to secure; and this condition is sufficiently provided 
for in our 'Recommendation, which refers chiefly to the higher class of institutions. 
-We recommend tltat it he an instructi(iii to the lJeparbl'l-ents of the various 
Provinces to aim at raisil"U jee8 gradually, cautiously, and with due regard to 
necessary exemptions, up to the highest amount that will not check the spread 
'Of education, especially in colleges, 6ectmdary schools, and primary ,scltoollI 
i'i1t towns where Ute value of education is understood. 

355. Classification of Schools: Statistical Returns.-Our attention 
has been drawn to the multiplicity of the ap.nual and other returns that are 
tequired from schools in some Erovinces; and the necessity for such requisitions 
has been variously attributed to the local Departments and to the general orders 
of the Government of India. But the orders of the Supreme Government on 
this subject 'in 1879 were issued with the declared object 'Of simplifying educa .. 
tional forms; and though reasonable exception has been taken to them in other 
respects, there appears to be no ground for ascribing to those orders the llnneces .. 
sary complexity which is alleged ,to exist. Again, strong l>pposition has been 
raised to the use of the ter1,11 "privli.te institutions," when applied to those schools 
and colleges which conform in every respect to the regulations -and standards of 

i the Education Department.' The term is held to convey an invidious distinction, 
, ,-and to imply that these schools are not only under private management but that 
,,;~be1 serve no publ,ic' purpose.: 'Ve theref9re 'propose to apply in future th~ 
'~ .. ~ '>.. ~ ~ ~ .' \ , . 
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term "public schools" to aU schools which for~,~ regulnr .an~ recognised 'part 
f the system of publio instruction. nence 4< school which 18 not. under the 

o a . gement of the Department or of a Local or Municipal Board, and 'whlcb 
~s~itherto been classed as a "private school," should now, if it forms part of 
/he recor1'nised State system, be classed as a "public school under private 
"manag:mcnt." All privately-managed s~hools that. ar~ in ~ceipt of aid or are 
f(,n'ularly insrected by the Department wlll come wIthIn thIS class. The class 
",ill also include any institutions which, though neither aided nor inspected, regu
larly send pupils to the examinations of t~e Department or of the University, 
participate in the benefits of the s~h~larshlp. system, and ther~fore fo~ .an 
('ssential part of the system of pubhc mstructIon., The MetropolItan Institution 
of Calcutta, a college which is neither ai4ed nor inspected, which teaches the 
full course for the D. A. degree, and whose pupils are nearly as numerous as those 
of tho Government Pre!'idency College, has, it is held, as good a right as the latter 
to the title of a public institution. Under this definition, private institutions 
will iuclude all indigenous schools whieh have not accepted the departmental 
t'f,andards of instruction; and all others in which the course of instruction, 
howrver advanced, does not conform to the standards prescribed or accepted 
hy Uw Department or by the University, and which submit to no publio test. 
All such schools should be shown in a class by themselves, nor do we 
think it necessary that the' returns should exhibit any statement of their 
tlnam.ial condition. We need not dwell at any greater length on theseproposils, 
~in('(' tlll'y have been made the basis of the Report independently submitted 
11Y the Committee appointed for the Revision of Educational Forms. Our 
lh~l'omm('ndations under this head are as follows:-

«(() That the Education lJepartment of each Province limit ita call fot" 
'l'etu1'ns (1) to such as the Government may reQ.uire. and (2) to such 
otTters as are indispensable for information and controZ ; 

(b) (1) That all schools managed by the Department or by Oommittee, 
exercising statutory powera, and all other ,ol,ools that are regularly 
ai(led or inspected, or that ,end pupils to tile ezaminationa oj the 
Un,ivers,ly or of the lJepartment (other than e~aminati()1l8 which are 
conducted by the lJepartment for admis8ion to the public service). be 
c/,as.'led as public 8chools, and Bub-divided into departmental, aided 
and unaided; (2) that all other Bchools furnishing return. to the 
lJepartment be classed a8 private 8choola; and (3) that all other 
details of clas8ificati01'l! be f'e/erred to tke StatiBtical Oommittee 
appointed by the Government of India; 

(c) 'llltat no attempt be made to furnish financial return, for pricate 
school8. 

We may call attention to the fact that we propose to excluJe from the 
class of public schools those which'merely prepare pupils for the examinations 
which in some Provinces regulate admission to the public service; since these 
examinations, though often conducted by the Department, have not in all cases 
any definite relation to the ordinary standards of instruction. 

356. Inspecting· Staff of the Department.-The number of depart
mental inspecting officers of different classes, tbe number of schools under 
their charge, and the work done by them in each Province of India, nrc shown 
in the subj~ined Table. Besides the officers of the Department, there are also 
other agcn~lCs more Or less systematically engaged in the in~pection of schools. 
They consls~ of officcrs of Government outside the Educat~on Department; 
of 10~al bodies and school committees of vQrriou8 kinds; and of different forms 
of private agency. These will be exhibit~d in detail in the account to:be 
presently given of the ~specting Ilgency in each Province. : . .' " ; , . 
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357. 'W~rk done by Inspecting Oflicers.-In aU India there are 45 
Inspectors and Assistant IDRpectors, 238 I/eputy Inspectors, and 241 Sub. 
Inspectors. Each Inspector or Assistant Ir,spector, whose j~diction 'extends 
over many Districts, has an average of 8~2; ~chools under hls charge.. Deputy 
Inspectors are commonly in charge of ~l~t:lcts, and ~u~-lnspectors or SU?
Deputy Inspectors in charge of SUb-~JlSIOnS of Dlstncts; and, except In 
Bengal where the Deputy Inspector has ~ ,300 schools, under his general super
vision, 'though they do not all come under his immediate'inspection, each of 
these officers is entrusted with the superiI\tendence on an average of 133 schools. 
The returns of work done are not complete; but so far as they go, it appears 
that each inspecting officer examined in 'J881-82 an average of from 140 to 
180 schools in situ, besides in many Prc,7inces a further number at oentral 
O'atherings. The total number of scho;ls tbus coming under the immediate 
inspection of each officer was about 200 in the year. • E~h Inspector and 
Assistant Inspector also spent about 170 days on tour, an<l travelled more than 
2,000 miles; while each subordinate officer spent on an av~rage 200 days on 
tour, travelling something less than 2,000 miles. As will be seen from the 
Ta ble, there are differences in detail between different Provinces and differeD t 
classes of officers; but the summary just given exhibits the broad facts of 
illi~ pectional work in India" and also furnishes a convenient if rough test of 
activity. It may be noticed that in the Punjab, owing to accidental interrup
tions, the number of days spent by the Inspectors on tour in 1881-82 was 
considerably below the average of ordinary years, which for the three preceding 
years was 180 days. Inspectors and Assistant Inspectors have the general 
superintendence of a large tract of country and a large number of schools, 
only a small proportion of which they can personally inspect. The detailed 
inspection.of. these schools is carried out by the local officers, the Deputy and 
Sub-Inspectors; and, speaking generally, it may be stated that, except in Bengal, 
311 the schools under their charge come under the~ personal inspection at least 
once a year. In Madras and Bombay there is a definite Code of rules for the 
guidance of inspecting officers in the examination of schools: In other Pro .. 
vinces the method and character of the examination is governed by general 
instructions that have been issued from time to time by the Department, and. 
much is left to the discretion of individual officers. 

358. Inspecting Agency in Madras.-The staff consists of 7 Inspeotors 
of Circles and 55 Deputy ~nspectors. There 'is also a class of officers termed 
"inspecting schoolmaster'),.' whose duty is rather to assist village teachers in 
their work than t~ inspect; and they would more correctly be described as 
"itinerating circle schoolmasters." There 1s no regular ip.spection by other 
officers of Governroont; nor is there any inspection by school committees. 
-~~e only bodies that can ·be sO styled are Loral Fund Boards and Municipal
lties. These manage the schools that they maintain. but they do not inspect or 
report upon them. No private agencies are engag~d in the work of inspection. 
Government institutions and those maintained from. Municipal and Local 
Funds are visited once a year by the Oircle Inspector, who, aided by the 
D?puW Inspect~r, examines the,primary classes a~d reports upon them to the 
Dlrecto~. In mlddle schools the classes are examined at shorter intervals by 
the Deputy Inspector. Those classes which are to be subjected during the year 
to an! of, t~e public e~a~nations are not usually examined by' ,the 'Inspector. 
I n aId~d hlgh and mlddle schools the Inspector e:q.mines all classes, with the 
exception of those reading for the middle school and the matriculation examina- . 
tions. His e~mination of high and middle schools, whet.her departmental 
or aided, is to be such as will enable him '\to form a judgment on the conduct 
'~of instru.ctiori iDr each class, its ~s,cipline attd tone. '1 In p~ry, ~choois .aided 

t .• 
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on the r{'sults-system, a careful examination under the several standards'is carried 
ouJ; bl the lnspectot in the presence of the managers. For those aided on the 
salary-grant system a much less detailed examination is prescribed. The 
annual examination of the more elementary schools is conducted by the Deputy 
Inspector, who is also required to visit them at least once in the interval 
bc:'tween two examinations. The inspecting schoolmaster should visit the 
elementary schools under him once a. quarter, in order to give the tcachers fre .. 
quent help in adapting their instruction to the authorised standards and 
methods; but the staff is as yet insufficient to carry out this scheme in its 
integrity. No formal ex~mination is made of superior schools" not under 
"inspectionU

; but it is the practice of the departmental officers to visit such 
schools should the managers desire it,.and to aid them by advice. It is also the 
duty of the Deputy Inspectors and their assistants to visit indigenous schools 
and to endeavour to 'bring them under inspection by the offer of books and other 
help. 

359. Inspecting Agency in Bombay.-In Bombay the departmental staff 
comprises 5 Inspectors, 30 Deputy and 19 Assistant Deputy Inspectors. The 
Director of Public Instruction personally inspects a considerable number of 
primary and secondary schools in the course of his tour; and the Professors and 
Fellows of the Elphinstone and Deccan Colleges annually examine the upper 
classes of the Government high schools at Bombay and Poona. Outside the De
partment all District officers, from the Collector to the Mamlatdar, are required 
in the course of their annual tours to pay frequent visits of inspection to the 
primary schools situated within their respective charges; and they are occasion
ally present at the annual examination of the schools by the Deputy Inspector. 
School committees also take some part in the work of inspection. Every 
primary cess school is under the local supervision of a committee, consist. 
ing of the chief officers of the village or town and of other influential persons. 
The functions of the committee are to visit and occasionally to examine the 
school; to strengthen the hands of the master and keep him up to his work; to 
superintend the repairs of buildings; to collect subscriptions; and generally to 
secure the co-operation and support of the people in the maintenance of the 
school. Every cess-school is supplied with a book in which revenue officer! 
and other visitors record the results of their inspection or examination. The 
missionary bodies that are engaged in educational work inspect their own 
schools, independently of any visits paid by departmental officers. They also 
occasionally visit the GovE'rnment schools, and have in that way rendered 
valuable assistance to the Department. 

Every cess-school and every Government secondary school is annually 
examined in situ by one or more of the educational officers, under the standards 
prescribed by the Department for each class. 'Aided schools, primary and 
secondary, are similarly examined by the Department, except that in every 
alternate year the examination is shorter and much less searching. The examin. 
ation 01 primary schools is chiefly oral. That of secondary schools, being more 
elaborate, is for the most part conducted in writing. The order and discipline 
of the classes, as well as the efficiency of the teaching staff, are points to which 
the Inspector is required to atteJ}d. He also audits the school-accounts, and 
examines the state of the furniture and building, the library and apparatus. 
But the duties of the Inspector are not limited to the examination of secondary 
schools. The greater portion of his time is devoted to the control of primary 
education; and in his annual tour he is usually able to visit ISO of the cess 
and indigenous schools. The local c(}mmittee generally attend the examinll.tion 
of the cess-school, an~ thd visit is" made 'the occasion of conferring with the 
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people upon school .. matters. Much good is follnd ~o resUlt from these informal 
conferences. When the examination of cess-schools is conducted by the 
Deputy Inspector, the results are forwarded to the Inspector through the 
District Collector. The results of the examination of secondary schools are 
submitted by the Inspector to the ])it'cctor. The head-master of the school 
examined. is furnished. with a copy of the Inspector's report. rrhe aided 
indigenous schools are annually examined hy the inspecting officers; and the 
Inspectors ancI Deputy Inspectors take every opportunity, while on tour, of 
visiting the schools that arc not aided' by the Department. 

360. Inspecting Agency in Bengal.-The regular departmental staff 
consisted on the 3 I st ThIal'dl 1882 of 5 Circle and 5 Assistant Ins}mctors, 43 
Deputy and 173 Sub-Inspectors. One of the Circle Inspectors ancl nll the 
Assistant Inspectors were natives or India. Two more Assistant Inspectors were 
sanctiont~d towards the end of the year, though not appointed until aftf'r its 
close. The Circle Inspector is tlw chief administrative officer of the D(~pal't

ment in matters of secondary €ducation, and is gencl'ally in char!.\·c of two 
Divisions, to each of which an Assistant Inspector is also commonly appointed, 
The Deputy Inspector is the chief educational officer in eaell District. lie i" sub
ordinate to the Inspector in regard to secondary, and to the Magistrate in 
regard to primary education. His connection with primary schools is 
limited to general control, to organising ar.d conducting the central examin
ations, and to seeing that the oruers of the Distdct Magistrate are carried out 
by the Sub-Inspectors. Of the last-named officers there are about four in each 
District.. They are directly subordmate to the Magistrate, and are in immrcllate 
charge of primary schools, caeh of which they are generally requh'ecl to visit 
ill situ, once a quarter. In many Districts the number of primary schools is too 
great for this requirement to be carried out; ancl in 188 I -82 th~I'e were no 
fewer than I6,000 indigenous schools which were not visitecl in 8itu, by any 

• 01 

officers of the regular inspecting staff. Accordingly, where the staff is insuffi-
cient, further provision for the local inspection of schools is made by the 
suuordinate llgency of "inspecting pandit'!" or "chief gurus," thcs(' last being 
teachers of supcrior primary schools who arc charged with the additional duty 
of supervising all schools within a radius of fim or six miles. This auxiliary 
supervision is described by the GovCl'nmcnt of Bengal as. supplying a close net
work of organisation; it has been the means of bringing uncleI' departmental 
control a large number of indigenous schools; and though at best an imperfect 
substitute for a larger staff of regular inspecting officers, it will always have its 
uses. Outside the regular inspecting stafY, the Magistrate of each District 
distributes and administers the primary grant under the general authority of 
the Director, to whom he furnishes an annual report on the primary education 
of the District. Schools of every class are also occasionally im;;pectecl by the 
revenue officers, from the Commissioner to the Assistant or Deputy l\fagistrate. 
The zila school of each District is under the general suporvision of the District 
Committee of Education, and its members inspect and occa<;ionaliy take part 
in the annual examination of the school. Every aided secondary school is under 
the management of a local commit'tee. Officers of the Department are required 
to pay particular attention to the remarks and suggestions made by visitors of 
aU these classes. A.n important element in the Bengal primary system, as 
initiated by N[r. Harrison in Midnapur and aclopted in many other Dish-iets 
that follow the method of paymeni-by-results, is the appointment of village 
committees to assist the inspecting officers of the Department in supervising and 
conducting the central examinations. These committees not only lend import .. 
ance to the proceedings, and secure impartiality in the awards, but they also 
take a useful part in the examination and in the distribution of the rewards 
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earned. When visitmg secondary schools, inspecting officers are re(JlP,.reA t.o 
ncJte and report on the state of the school-building; the furniture and apparatue.; 
the attendance of pupils and teachers; the finances of the school; the account' 
books ahd registers; the state of the library; the salaries of the teachers, in .. 
cluding the date up to which they have been paid; the discipline and organisa~ 
tion of the classes; the progress of pupils since the last visit; the success of 
the school at University or departmental examinations; and the competence of 
the teachers. When time allows, the examination is made individually boy 
by boy and class by class througllOut the school. Quarterly inspection returns 
are submitted to superior officers in a prescribed form. Deputy Inspectors are 
required to be on tour for 15 days, and Sub-Inspectors for 20 days, in each 
month. 

361. Inspecting Agency in the N orth~ Western Provinces and 
Oudh.-The staff consists of 8 Inspectors, I Assistant Inspector, 44 Deputy and 
34 Sub-Deputy Inspectors. The duty of the Inspectors is to visit and report to 
the Director of Public Instruction upon aided schools (excepting certain schools 
for girls which are not open to their inspection); to manage and inspect zila 
and N orrnal schools; to inspect during the course of their annual tour, either 
in situ or at centres, all vernacular schools which are under the administrative 
charge of District Education Committees, that is, tahsili and halkabandi schools; 
and to report to the Committees the result of their examinations, with sugges
tions for improvement and for future guidance. It is the duty of the Deputy 
Inspector, as the executive officer of the District Committee, to manage and 
control all vernacular schools; and as the representative of the Inspector, to 
examine such schools and report on their condition. There is a Deputy Inspector 
to each District except Benares and Mirzapur, in which the number of verna
cular schools is small. Sub-Deputies are appointed to assist the Deputy Inspec
tors in the larger Districts of the North-Western Provinces only. They have 
nothing to do with management, and can pass no order in any school. Gene
rally it may be said that the departmental agency provides for the inspection 
of all aided and zila schools once a year, and of all vernacular schools from 
four to five times a year. During the hot weather, when the Inspectors are at 
head-quarters, they pay special attention to the Normal schools. Though all 
gazetted officers, from the Commissioner to the 'l'ahsildar, nre expected by Gov
ernment to interest th~mselveR in the progress of euucaiion, the extra-depart
mental bodies that the Government has most fully recognisecl and empowered for 
this purpose are the Educatio:t;l Oommittees, whosE' powers are defined by rule. 
The aetual management of primary vernacular schools is in the hands of the 
official secretary and the Dcputy Inspector, the duties of thc Inspector being 
restricted to the direction of studies and to giving advice. There are no such 
committees in Oudh, where an Insp('ctor and an Assistant Inspector are 
in direct charge of all departmcntal schools. The missionary bodies engaged 
in educational work in the N orth-Western Provinces and Oudh maintain some 
agency fo1' the inspection and control of the schools under their charge; hut 
beyond sending to the Director an annual return for such schools as receive aid, 
they make no report to the Department upon the working of their controlling 
or inspecting agency, nor do they take any part in general inspection. 

362. Inspecting Agency in the Punjab.-There are in the Punjab four 
Inspectors of Circles, three Assistant Inspectors, 20 District Inspectors, and 10 

ohief school muharrirs. ]'ew schools except the District schools ~re under the 
direct management of the DepartmeL.t, and the control of these is now being 
localised. The duty of the Inspectors and Assistants is to manage and inspect 
the District schools, to inspect and assist in the management of the schools, 

!:)3 
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chiefly :vernacular, that are maintained from District and lfuniclpal Funds, ancl 
to inspect schools under private management that receive grants .. in~d~ The 
District Inspectots and school mubarrirs are subordinate to the Deputy Commis
sioner, and their duty is to manage and inspect the schools which are dnder his 
charge as President of the District or Municipal Committee. A.s a rule, 'each 
District has either a District Inspector or a chief school muharrir, the mtter \bcin~ 
an officer of inferior rank to the District Inspector, ,but with the same duties. 
Each District school is visited three times a year by an Inspector or an Assist. 
ant Inspector, and each aided school once. .Every sohool is examined 'once in 
the year by an Inspector or an Assistant Inspector. either "in situ tOr at centres. 
The schools are also inspected in situ once.a, quarter rby the .District Inspectors 
and school muharrirs. Schools are also· occasfonally visited by Deputy'Com. 
missioners and subordinate District officers, but the negligent way in which 
tahsildars discharge this duty is a common 'subject of 'complaint. 

363. Inspecting Agency in the 'Central Provinces.-1.'he depa.rtmental 
staff consists of one Inspector General, 3 Inspectors 'of Circles, and 20 District 
Inspectors. rrhe title of the head of the Department is -intended :to show that 
he is an inspecting, at least.as much as a controlling officer. The Government 
Oollp,ge, and all Normal schools, high schools, and ,superior middle schools 
that are maintained by the Department are under :the direct administration 
of the Inspector General and the Circle Inspectors. The duties of the latter 
officers arc chiefly those of inspection, though they directly manage all "S'UperiO'l' 
schools, and have other administrative duties. The administrative control of 
all Government schools with the e:x:ception~ above noted, t3nd the inspection of 
aU indigenous schools that submit to inspection, are :entrusted to the .Deputy 
Commis,iop.ers, who ate assisted in their educational work ,by the District .In .. 
spectors subordinate tQ them. Every Government school of wha.tever kind is 
und.er a school committee, of which 'the Deputy Oommissioner is ez-officio 
President. The whote committee visits the school monthly, and one member:is 
chosen by rotation to visit it weekly. In some cases 'the members examine the 
boys, but they are often too illiterate for this. Still their presence is said to have 
a useful effect in enabling them to look after attendance, to settle matters of 
discipline, and to arrange within'certain limits the rates of fees. A very complete 
Code of rules has been issued for the guidance of 'school committees. The mem
bers of the various Missionary Societies throughout the Province also give great 
and valued help in educational WOrk. The Free Church Mission conducts the 
middle school and the Entrance examinations fo! all the Marathi.speaking Dis
tricts of the Cent~a,l Provinces. All inspecting officers a.re required not merely 
to examine sehools, but to cdrreet faulty methods of teaching and t.o see that 
the discipline of ~the school tis ,good •. They record fully in the minute.book 
'of the schools the results of the examination, and add their ,remarks ,UP0D. 

'the discipline and the state ()f the building, furniture and apparatus. Each 
Circle Inspector after completing ,his tour in a District sends his report of the 
schools seen to the Deputy Commissioner. .Both Circle'and District .Inspectors 
send monthly ·to the Inspector General ,an inspection repdrt showing fully the 
'schools visited, their state, and the qualifications of the teachers. 

364. 'Inspecting Agency in the other l'rovinces~-':'The system in 
Assam is -organised on the same 1>l~n a.s that ,of ,BeD,:,ooaI. !l'here is one. Inspector 
of Sehools,.9 Deputy and 14 Sub .. lnspectors. trhe Sub.Inspectors are required 
,to visit each primary school once a quarter. The Deputy Inspector visits · each 
-middle school once a 'quarter, .and as many primaryischools as lie has time for. 
In Cootg and the ,Haida.rabad,Assigned·llistricts ·there is nothing in the system 
. which ealls for special notice. ' . . 
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365. Inspection of Girls' Sehools.-Provision is made'in some Provinces 
for' the independent inspection of girls' schools by ladies. Thus in Madras, in 
Bombay and in Bengal, an Inspectress of Schools is employed; and at Poona 
and Ahmedabad in Bombay, the Lady Superintendents of the Training Coileges 
have the entire control of the local girls' schools. Travelling Inspecfresses 
were formerly employed in the North-Western Provinces and the Punjab, but 
these appointments no longer exist. In a few of the larger cities and in their 
neighbourhood the girls' schools are inspected by ladies, most of whom belong 
to missionary societies. In the Central Provinces, where the seclusion of 
women is not generally -enforced by public opinion, there is less need tha.n 
elsewhere for the services of a travelling lntpectress • .. 

366. Employment of Inspecting Officers at Head-qua.rters.-In addi
tion to the duty of inspection, a large amount of administrative work involving 
considerable Cfirrespondence falls to the share of the superior officers of the 
Department. When they return to head-qu:.uters at the close of their cold
weather tour JllSpecting officers have much to occupy them in writing their annual 
reports, in the examination of Norma! schools and the inspection of other 
schools at head-quarters, in conducting the public examinations prescribed by 
the Depa;.1ment, in preparing the educational estimates, in the revision of text
books, 8:1d in disposing of any of the larger questions that arise during the 
year. Frequent complaints have been made that the time of inspecting officers, 
especially of the superior officers, is too much taken up with office-work and 
correspcndence. There appears to be solid ground for these complaints, and it is 
unquestioned that duties ()f the kind referred to have greatly increased of late 
years. At the same time it must be remembered that such duties are a neces
sary pa:i of the Inspector's work when he is not only, as in England, an Inspec
tor, but also the administrative officer of a large Department. In most parts 
of India, too, travelling with tents is impossible during many months of 
the year, and the Inspector is compelled either to remain at head-quarters, 
or to confine his journeys to places which can be reached by rail This does not 
8fply to certain parts of Bengal, where the Inspector travels by boat, and is 
consequently on tour in almost every month of the year. But in other parts of 
India it is necessary to utilise the time which the Inspector has to spend at 
his head-quarters, and with regard to that portion of his time there does not 
appear to be much to complain of. The true cause for complaint arises when 
tim~ which might ()therwise be spent in inspecting schools, is devoted to work 
in the office; or when, as is stated to be the case in Bombay, the Inspector 
has so much correspondence to deal with while on tour that he 'has too little 
leisure for conferring with the people. The most jealous care should be exercised 
to prevent his office engagements from trenching unduly on the far more import. 
ant duty of actual inspection. But the circumst3.nces and systems of different 
Provinces are so diverse that it is difficult to offer any suggestions of geneml 
application on this point. We recommend the subject to the careful considera
tion of the Local Governments and Departments. 

367. Cost of Inspection and Control.-The particulars of expenditure 
under these heads are shown in the following Ta.ble :-
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In the six larger Provinces the proportion of the expenditure on ·direction 
and. i.n$pection to the total educational expenditure from Provincial revenues 
varies from 161 per cent. in Bengal, and 18 or lSi per cent. in the Punjab and 
Bombay;- to between 24 and 286 per cent. in Madras, the North-Western Prov
inces and the Central Provinces j the proportion for all India being rather 
more th:m 20 per cent. Separating the cost of direction and inspection, that 
of direction varies from 2'69 per cent. in Bengal and 3'42 per cent. in 
Bombay, to 6 and 7 per cent. in th~ Punjab and the Central Provinces. The 
~ost of inspection varies from I Ii per cent. of the Provincial expenditure in 
the Punjab and '4.- per cent. in Bengal, to about 22 per cent. in the North
Western and. the Oentral Frovinces. • • 

368. Increase of the Inspecting Staff.-Of nearly every Province it may 
be stated that the inspecting staff luts not kept pace with the increase in the 
number of schools, though in some Provinces the deficiency is greater, in others • less. There can be no doubt that the systematic inspection of schools by 
regular or trained inspectors is one of the most important branches of educa
tional work. Tho extension of the means of education and its direct control may 
be largely entrusted to private agency; but it is and will always remain one of the 
chief functions of the Department to supervise and test by an efficient sbff of 
Inspectors the education so provided. We are fully sensible of the importance of 
securing the assistance of persons who are not members of the regular inspect
ing staff both for the conduct of.public examinations and for the superintend
ence of individual schools; but we are satisfied that voluntary agency can 
never supply the place of regular )?rofessional inspect jon, and that the increase of 
the inspecting staff should keep pace with the extension of education. We accord
ingly recommend that native and other local energy be relied 'ltpon to joster and 
manage all education al far as possible; hut t~at tl"e results must be tested by 
departmental agency, and that thertifore the inspecting staff be ilzcreasfd so as 
to b8 adequate to the requirements of each Province. Another point appears to 
us to deserve a.ttention. It is admitted that with the large extension of pri
mary education, the duties and responsibilities of the subordinate officers of the 
Department have greatly increased, generally without any improvement in their 
position. Efficient work can only be secured by adequate pay, and we recom
mend that the remuneratiQn of subordinate inspecting officers be reconsidered 
in each Province with due regard to tl/'eir enhanced duties and responsibilities. 

369. Organisation of the Inspecting Staff.-Our next Recommendation 
has for its object to guard against the unnecessary or too frequent transfer of 
the superior officers of the Department from Inspectorships to Professorships, and 
viCe-vel·sd. It has been pointed out that occasionally. just w hen an officer is 
beginning to make himself useful as an Inspector of Schools, he is transferred 
to a college, and an inexperienced :a:nan put in his place. Sometimes the exi
gencies of .the Department no doubt demand such a transfer; sometimes a 
good officer will be all the better for a phange in the character of his work; 
and on these grounds it appea!Cd to some of us undesirable to make any defi
nite recommendation on the subject. It is obvious that no rigid rule can be 

. d down; but 80 far as mar be possible, a~ endeavour should be made to keep 
the' specting and the professorial branches of the Department distinct, so as 
to pro te the formation of specialists in each bJ:anch. We therefore recom
mend tha, as a general rule, trq,nifera 0/ officers from Professorships of 
collegea to spector8hipa of 8cMols be not made. On another point we 
were more nearly unanimous. Our Recommendation on this head has been 
refeITed to in a previous paragraph otthe present Chapter, and it is the com
plement of one which we have tJlready made, in dealing with collegi,ate educa-

. • 841 
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tiO)), for the larger employment of Indian gradua~s as ~rofessors of colleges.. 
It stands thus :-that it be distinctly laid down that natzve gentlemen pi "Jot}

proved qualifications are eligible for t/te posl of Inspector of sCMols, and that 
they be employed i1'!, that capacity more commonl!/. than hal been the case 
hitlierto. The duties assigned to Circle and Divisional Inspectors,also engaged 
our attention. In one Province an attempt is made to bring every school, 
e,en of the lowest grade, at least once a, year under the eye of an Inspector. A 
system of this kind may have been necessary in the beginning j but as numbers 
increase and the standard of instruction is raised, such inspection tends to become 
more and more superficial. It is no longer difficult to find, competent and trust
worthy Deputy Inspectors, who are quite capp"ble of conducting ex.aminations 
aml of assisting in the direct managezoont' of primary schools; and it appears 
to be now quite unnecessary to require Inspectors to occupy themselves with 
duties which may be satisfactorily discharged by a less highly trai~ed and costly 
~gency. On this point we recommend that the detailed examination of 8ckolcv8 
III primary school8 be chiefly entrusted 10 lJepufyInspector8 and their assistants; 
and that the main duly of the Inspectors in connection with Buell, schoola be to visit 
t non, to examine iltto the way in whiclz they are conducted, and to endea'Dour to 
'3CC"llre tlie cordial support oj the people in the promotion of primary education. 
'J'be success that is generally admitted to have attended the appointment of 
Insl)ectresses of Schools leads us to recommend that InspectresRes be employed 
where uecessary for the general 8upervision of Government, aided, and other 
gil'ls' schools desiring inspection. Lastly, we believe that the' work of inspec
tion would be facilitated and rendered more efficient, if the instructions that 
lla,-e from time to time been issued on the subject of inspection were gathered 
into a provincial Code for the guidance of inspecting officers. Sucb a Code, 
<hawn up to suit local requirements, should prescribe in detail the routine which 
an c.ffi.eer phould. follow when visiting a schools the manner in which his exam
ination should be conducted, the points to which his attention should be di
rected apart from the examination of scholars, and the form in which his in
spection-report should be drawn up. Attention to these requirements would 
not only make inspections more systematic and thorough, but :would ,enable 
the superior officers, to whom the reports are submitted, to gain a much clearer 
insight into the condition of schools. A chapter under this head has recently 
been inserted in the English Code. We accordingly recommend that in e"eru 
Province Cit Oode be drawn up for the guidance of inspecting officers. 

370. Enlistment of voluntary Inspection.-We have seen that, in 
addition to the trained agency of the departmental staff of Inspectors, other, 
persons and bodies engage ~hemselves, more or less systematically in different 
Provinces, in the inspection of schools. In the Resolution appointin-g the 
Commission it was suggested that if there was to be any great extension of 
primary schools, arrangements should be made for securin'g a large amount 
of voluntary agency in the work of inspection and examination. Our enquiries 
have led us to set a high value on ex.tra-departmental assistance of this 'kind, 
and to urge that every enctluragement should be offered it. It is true that in
spection by an untrained person is not so effective as that by a professional expert! 
and that it cannot be generally counted on to remedy those defects of ornnisation ,
and method which a trained Inspector at once discovers and, seeks to remove. 
But th~re are benefits of another kind to be gained from enlisting tb3' services 
Of. o~cial and other visitots in the inspection of schools. The injIae£ce of the 
DIstrIct Officer .at any rate is so great, and the advantages ('If showing the 
people that he lnterests himself in their education are so maiiifest, that it is 
very desirable that his official connection with all the schools in his District 
should be definitely declared; in accordancf! with th,e existing rule in, Bomb~y. 
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We t.herefore recommend that it he recogl/;ised as the duty of the revenue officers 
to I~·sit.tl"e scl1,0018 WithifJ t/bf!ir jurisdiclion,c:Jmmunicating to tl"e executive officers 
or tl~e board to wMch each 8cllOOl i8 8uhordinJte any recommendations wltich they 
may desire to 'make. The official influence of oiher visitors, whether officers of 
Government or not, is less; but we think it desirable that visits of inspection by 
such persons also should be encouraged. These visits serve at any rate to show 
interest and sympathy; and everyone who has travelled much in the interior 
of the country knows with what alaerity the visit of a passer-by is welcomed by 
the-head-master; what pride he ta.kes in seeing his best pupils acquit themselves 
well before the stranger; and how cager he is to make the most of an occasion 
which breaks the monotony of his daily task. We have already referr(>d to the 
use that i~ m::l.de, in some Districts of Bengal, of village committees appointed to 
assist the officers of the Department in conducting the central examinations of 
primary schoo~s. We therefore supplement the last Recommendation by the 
following :-that voluntary inspection hy officers W Govel'mnent and prit'ate per-
80f/,S he encouraged ill, additioll, to Ute regu,lar inspection of departmental and 
revenue officer8. 

371. System of Departmental Examinations.-In our Chapters IV 
and V we have explained that under present orders the pupils in schools 
throughout India are subject to three examinations, the lower primary, the 
upper primary, and the middle school examinations, the standards of which 
have been defined with greater or less precision by the Government of India. 
Besides these general examinations, others have been instituted in diITerent 
Provinces, either to determine promotions, or for admission to the public service, 
or for the award of scholarships. We proceed to give an account of the systems 
in force. 

Madras.-In addition to the three named above, there are two other gene
ral departmental' examinations; one for the :fifth or pre-matriculation class, 
and one for the lower fourth or that below the class reading for the middle 
school examination.· _ The fifth class examination is conducted by the :Qirector 
for the whole Presidency; that for the. lower fourth is managed by each In
spector for his own Division. The examinations, however, are" general" for 
Government schools only, though they are open to such aided schools as desire 
to take advantage of them. Strictly speaking, these two are the only" general 
" departmental" examinations. The middle school examination is in ],fadras 
not a departmental but a" service" examination, conducted by the Oommis
sioner for the Uncovenanted Service examinations. It does, however, answer 
a departmental purpose, inasmuch as passing it qualifies for promotion from 
the middle to the high school The two primary. school examinations, again, 
are conducted. independently for each school; in Government schools by 
Deputy Inspectors assisted by the masters; in aided schools by the masters 
alone. In Government schools promotions are strictly regulated by these 
five examinations; in aided schools only the middle and the two primary ex
aminations necessarily determine promotion. Managers of aided schools may, 
however, avail themselves of the other two departmental examinations, on 
agreeing to regulate prOi..aotions by the result. In doubtful cases, considerable 
discretion is allowed to the managers or the head-master. • 

:Bombay.-:-In Bombay there are two departmental examinations held at 
centres, namely, the first and s~cond class public service certificate examina
tions. The former is the final test of the middle school course; the latter 
is the final test of the course in primary schools. These examinations are 
annual, and are held at th?~ chief. town of eve~ District. They are super-
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intended by committees consisting of the Inspector of Schools as p~a~i~ 
the head-master of the high school, the Deputy Inspector, and other gen~Je .. 
men. All schools in the same Division are examined by the same papers .. 
All other examinations are of individual schools and are held in 8illl ; each 
class being examined, pupil by pupil, under definite stan~ p~escribed by.the 
Department. Promotions depend .pa~t1y upon ~hese ~xanunatlons, and partly 
upon the marks gained by the pupils m class dunng the ~welve months preced. 
in£)' the examination. o 

Bengal.-Promotions from class to class throughout a high school are 
made upon the results of annual examinations, which in Government schools 
are conducted by the head-master and .the sChool staff, assisted in some in. 
stances by members of the District School Committee. No definite standards 
have been prescribed by the Department for these en.minations, .but under the 
orders of Government they are required to be very strict and searching. 
In schools under private management the examinations for promotion ire 
held by the head-master. In the special reports which Inspectors furnish 
to the Director after the examination of each Government or aided high 
school, they are required to take special notice of the organisation of the 
different classes, so as to' check the promotions made by the head-master 
at the close of the previous session. The pupils in high schools are subject 
to no general examination below that for matriculation. In middle schools, 
English and vernacular, the only general examination is that for middle 
scholarships, which all the pupils in the highest elasses have to attend at 
the head-quarters of each District. The examination is for certificates as 
well as for scholarships; and the success or failure of the pupils is one· 
of the recognised means of testing the efficiency of the school. The exami. 
nation has hitherto been held by each Inspector for all the schools in his 
circle; henceforward it is to be conducted by the Director for all schools in 
the Province. The upper primary school examination is held by the Inspector 
for all the schools in a Division; the lower primary is a District examination. 
Both are held at fixed centres by means of common papers. Scholarships and 
certificates are awarded on the results of each examination; but they do not 
serve as examinations for promotion. Such a course woul4 be incompatible 
with the special char~cteristics of the Bengal school system, in which the 
standard of primary and of middle schools is independent of that of schools of 
a higher class. Promotions are made, not by a common exa"9lination, but in 
every case by the local authorities of the school. ' 

:.-..... 
Other Prcvinces.-In the other Provinces of India except Berar, which 

follows the lead of BombaYt, there are no general departmental examinations 
beyond those prescribed by the Government of India. In all except Assam, 
which has adopted the Bengal system, the upper primary and middle school 
examinations are the test for admission to a middle and a high school respec
tively. In the North .. Westem Provinces, the Punjab, and Assam, the middle 
school examination is two.fold, so as to suit the course in English and in 
vernacular schools .. 

. 372. Limitation of compulsory Exa,minations.-W ~ have already 
recommended in Chapter IV :that the upper and lower primary examinations 
be not made compulsory in any Province. We have soon that these eXamina. 
tions are not suited to the necessarily varying' circumstances .of all Provinces. 
In o:q,e Province, a pupil may advance from the lower to the upper primary, or 
from the prima.ry to the middle stage, without passing these examinations, since 
they are 110t related to the course of instruction in his school In another. the 
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~xamina.tion is enforced in every case as a condition of promotion. In a third, 
again, the particular examinations selected have no special relevancy, since the 
existing system includes a much more comprehensive series into which the pre
~cribed standards can only with difficulty be fitted. We do not recommend the 
abolition of these examinations where they have been adopted with advantage, 
or where, as in Bengal and Assam, they are utilised for the award of scholarships. 
But if in any Province the examinations conflict with the established system, 
or are in other ways a source of difficulty, we think that they should not be 
enfor~d. The object which they were designed to attain can be otherwise 
secured. That object was to determine the stages of instruction which pupils 
in primary schools had reached, and to separate the less advanced from the 
more advanced pupils in such schools; It is undesirable for such a purpose ,to 
require all pupils to pass by a fixed standard in order to secure promotion, and 
thus to practically compel every school to adopt the departmental course with
.out variation. The imposition of so rigidly uniform a system has been con
demned by many private managers, as interfering with the freedom which they 
claim in the conduct of their schools. It has also been virtually superseded 
by the Resolution of the Government of India, dated the 10th January 1881, 
in which the Governor General in Council declared that it was undesirable" to 
"lay down as an invariable rule that no pupil shall be allowed. to enter upon the 
" secondary stage without passing an examination in the subjects of primary in. 
~f struction." The neces~ary separation can be effected, quite accurately enough 
for practical purposes, by means of a return to be furnished by each school 
ihowing the number of pupils in each stage. This is a matter which has been 
Independently considered by the Committee appointed for the Revision of Edu
cational Forms, and it is therefore unnecessary for us to discuss it at any 
greater length. We should, however, here recall attention to our Recom. 
mendation No. 22 of Chapter V, "that promotions from class to class be left 
"entirely to the discretion of the school authorities." We recommend, in 
amplification -of these Recommendations that the general upper and lower 
primary school examinations be not compulsor!/, but that the annual reports 
skow the 'I1!lf;mber of 8fJholars in each stage of education. 

373. Examinations for the :Public Service.-It has been pointed.out 
in previous Chapters that in some Provinces there is instituted a regular system 
of examinations for admission to the public service, these examinations being for 
the most part conducted by the Department. In Bombay the examinations for 
the lower grade certificate are confined to vernacular subjects; and thus it is 
possibl~ to maintain a high standard of instruction in primary schools, and to 
offer a career to the most promising of those village pupils who learn no ~nglish. 
We approve of the principle of that system; and we accordingly recom· 
tllend thq;t in every Pro,,?ince in which examinations for the public ser1,ice are 
held, they be so arranged as to give encouragement to vernacular education. In 
Chapter V we have recom~ended that, in t~e conduQt of all departmental ex
aminations, the manag~rs an4 teachers' of non· Government ~chools should be 
associated with the officers of the Department. The same practice should, we 
think, be followed in tbe examinations now under notice; awl ~e recommend 
tkat the Committees appointed to conduct the public service examinations and 
other examinations of a similar kind, include representatives of non- Govern
ment schools as well as departmental officers. 

374. Teaching Sta1f.-The provision of teachers for the different grades 
of institutions has been fully considered jn our Chapters on Primary, Secondary, 
and Collegiate Education, p.nd, with t'egard to girls' schools will be discussed, 
at length in our Chapter on Femal~ Education. In Chapters III and IV we 

Sa 
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have insisted on, the necessity of adequate 'local provision of N onnal schools 
being made for each Inspector's Division. In Ohapter V we consider~d ~he 
question of requiring all teachers of secondary schools to pass through a. regu
lar Normal school course; and we were of opinion that such a req~rement 
was unnecessary, provided that such teachers were called upon to pass an 
examination in the principles and practice of ~ching. At the same time we 
are of opinion that full encouragement should be given to th~ establishment of 
Normal schools of a superior class, such as will afford to intending teachers of 
secondary schools an opportunity of acquiring a complete training for their 
uuties, including practice in an attached model school. We therefore recommend 
that Normal schools, Government or aided, for teachers of ,econdary schools be 
encouraged. On the subject of the emPloyment of pupil-teachers we have no 
specific Recommendation to make. The importance of such a provision in any 
complete scheme for the training of teachers will however be admitted, and 
we commend it to the consideration of the Education Departments in the 
several Provinces. 

375. Text-books:. Appointment of a Committee.-The question: of 
producing improved text-books for Indian schools has for some years past been 
under the consideration of the Government of India. A Resolution on the 
su.bject was issued in 1873. 'when Local Governments were requested to appoint 
committees for the examination of existing school-books, in order to discover 
defects of either form or substance and to bring them into harmony with the 
principles declared in the Resolution. On receiving the reports of· the Local 
Governments, the G'overnment of India in 1877 con.vened a small general com.,. 
mittee comprising representatives of the several Provinces. The instructions to 
the Committee were (I) to consider the provincial reports in detail; (2) to 
ascertain how far the recommendations conveyed in the reports bad been locally 
carrietl into effect and with what success, and how far their operation might be 
usefully extended; (3) to carry the enquiry further, with 'a view to the pro
rluction of vernacular text-books, on such subjects as law, jurisprudence, the 
principles of evidence, and the like, in a form thoroughly -adapted for the 
training of native candidates to official employment or public life und~ Gov
ernment; and (4) to report to the Government of India. how the various 
measures recommended might be best combined~ so as to form a complete 
scheme which, when approved, might be prescribed for general observance. 

376. Report of the Text-Book Committee.-The recommendations 
made in the Committee's Report may be thus briefly summarised :- . 

(I) That school-books should be based upon some uniform classmcatioI 
of studies throughout India, and that, with this view, educatioI 
throughout India should be divided into primary, secondary, an( 
collegiate instruction; 

(2) That primary instructio;o. should always be given in the mother
tongue -of the student and ·should consist of essentials, that is to 
say, reading and writing the mother-tongue grammatically, 
simple arithmetio (not excluding local and professional modes of 
calculation), the elements of geography with special reference to 
the pupil's own district. and a knowledge of the most ordinary 
natural phenomena; 

(3) That secondary instruction should include all instruction from the 
f co~olusion of the primary stage up to the matriculation examin

at!ons of the various UnivQrsities, any further education being 
'classed as collegiate instruction· . . , 
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, (4) That no pupil should b~ allowed to enter upon the, secondary stage 
of instruction without passing an examination in the subjects 
included in primary inst~ction ; 

(s) That secondary instruction should be sub-divided into vernacular, 
Anglo-vernacular aJ;l.d English, according as it is conveyed through 
the medium of a vernacular language only, or partly in such a 
language and partly in English, or wholly in English; 

(6) That as the objections to the promulgation of an Imperial series of 
, English text-books for the whole of India outweighed the argu

ments in favour of such a course, the Government of India neefl 
not take steps to secure results which would probably in time be 
brought about without any exertion on its part by means of 
private effort and enterprise; and that the obje~tions to an Im
perial series of English text-books applied with additional force 
to vernacular tex.t-books; 

(7) That a Standing Committee of reference should be appointed in 
each Province to choose, or if necessary to prepare, appropriate 
vernacular text-books; and that the Committee so constituted 
should draw u.p a list of suitable books divided into two classes
the first class comprising books to be' used in Government and 
,aided schools, the second dealing with aided schools; 

(8) That no book not included in one or other of these Iisti, unless it be 
a book such as the Bible or the Koran, used in purely denomina
tional schools for purposes of religious instruction, should be read 
in any school supported or subsidised by the Government; 

(9) That the Standing Committee of each Province should present a 
report at the end of every year, together with a revised list of 
books, to be published in the Government Gazette with the orders 
of Government thereon; 

(IO) That the Directors of Public Instruction should, in their annual 
reports, notice how far the orders of Government have been 
carried out; 

(11) That when no suitable text-book exists in any specified subject 
legitimately included ih school or college instruction, the Stand. 
ing Committee should take steps to' have such a work prepared; 

(12) That the Standing Committee should make it their business, 
under the direction of their respective Governments, to encourage 
by all meanS in their power the development of vernacular 
literature; 

(13) That an English Text-book Committee should, be established in 
every Province with similar powers and duties; 

(14) That arrangements shou¥! be made .to furnish each Provincial 
Committee with the lists of approved works published by the 
others; and that each Standing Committee should be ordered 
to procure copies of all the text-books sanctioned in other 
Provinces in order to form. the nucleus of a text-book library of 
reference; 

(IS) As regards the principles which should guide the local Oommittees 
in the preparation and selection' of text-books, it was recom. 
mended that every series of vernacular readers for primary 
instruction should contain lessons on the followipg "sub!eets !
(I) Reverence for GQd, parents, teachers, rulers,. and the ag~d. 
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(2)' A simple 8ketch of the duties of a good ~itizen~ and. univer
sally admitted principles of morality and prudence; .. . . 

(3) Oleanliness of habits, politeness of , speech, kindness of con-
duct to other human beings and the brute creation;· ~ 

(4) The dignity and usefulness of labour, and the importance 
of agriculture, commerce, the various trades, professions 
and handicrafts j 

(5) The advantages of bodily exercise j. 
(6) The properties of plants, the uses of minerals and metals; 

(7) The habits of animals, the characteristics of different races, 
common natural phenomena, fables, and historirol. and 
biographical episodes chiefly derived from Oriental sources. 

It was added that simple poetical extracts should be introduced 
into the vernacular readers for pri.mary instruction; and that 
the s~condary series should go over much the lIame ground, 
only in a more thorough manner and at greater length, and 
should also include lessons on money matters, on manu
factures, on the mechanical arts 01' sciences, and on the laws 
of health: ' .. 

(16) The main principles which the 90mmittee recommended for adop
tion in the selection of text. books in English were: 

(I) That readers should be graduated according to increasing 
difficulty of idiom, not, as is too often the case, according 
to increasing length of words; 

. (2) That readers intended for the lower classes of schools should 
be provided with notes and a glossary in the vernacular; and 

(3) That works intended to teach the English language should be 
entertaining rather than instructive, the subjects of the 
earlier lessons being such ~s are famili:ll to Indian boys, in 
order that time which ought to b_e spent in teaching the 
language should not be wasted in explaining' ideas. 

( 17) ~ further suggestion made by th.e Oommittee was that treatises 
nrlgh~ advanta500usly be prepared in 

(I.) TlIe laws of~alth or hygiene. 
(2.) Political ecollomy. the principal vernacular la~es on 
(3,) The principles of jurispl'1ldence. the subiects mentioned in the margm' , 
(4.) The principles of evideJlce. " 
(5.) The theory a.nd practice of land it being, left to the several Provincial 
(6.) Ar::v:d~;~:£:turell. 'Standing Comniittees, under the direc. 

I • tion of their -respective Governments, 
to encourage, by such means as they might think :6.t, the produc
tion of treatise8~n those subjects wherever they J;D.ight seem to be 
required. 

(IS) The question of terminology was discussed at length~ and the opi
nion at which the majority of the Committee' arrived was that 
transliterations of European scientific terms should be employed' 
in all cases where precise vernacular equivalents are not already 
in current use; : 

; , 

(19) Lastly. the Committee made various recommendations on minor 
}K>ints, as, for instance, the proper method of teaching history and 
geography, and the desir:,tbil\.ty of supplying schools wit~ wall. 
map~ and instructive engravings. . -
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377. Resolution of the Government Of India'on the Report.-After 
.re<jeiv!ng the opinions ~f Local Governments, the Government of India issued 
a Resolution, dated the loth, January 1881, on the Committee's Report. The 
Resolutjon declared that in some respects, chieHy those relating to the c~assifi
cation of schools, the recommendations of the Committee were inapplicable 
to the circumstances of the different Provinces. For example, there was 
no fluch well-marked division between primary and secondary instruction as 
to make it desirable or even possible to attempt a precise definition of those 
terms, or to lay down as an invariable rule that no pupil should be allowed 
to en~er upon the secondary stage without passing an examination in the 
subjects included in primary instruction. It was unreasonable to seek unifor
mity at the cost of hindepng the further development of particular systems On 
their own lines, or of rendering them unsuitable to the circumstances of the 
Provinces in which they had grown up. Again, the proposed sub-divisioili of 
secondary education into vernacular, Anglo-vernacular, and English need not 
be attempted. It was sufficient ~o maintain the broad diviSIon of instruction 
into primary, secondary, and collegiate, the definition and scope of primary 
instruction being left to the Local Governments to determine. This division 
would serve as a useful basis for the systematic preparation and classification 
of text-books. 

The opinion expressed by the Committee in ~avour of maintaining separate 
Provincial series of English and vernacular text-books, in preference to a 
single Imperial series, met with the entire concurrence of the Govern
ment of India. Not only had the Supreme Government no suitable machi
nery at its disposal for the preparation of such a single series, but it seemed 
most desirable that the preparation of suitable school books, especially 
of those in the vernacular, should be left to Local Governments, assisted by 
Standing Committees if necessary. These committees should contain a fair 
intermixture of independent members, whose choice of books could not be set 
down to sectarian, professional, or departmental bias. The suggestions that 
intercommunication between the Standing Committees of the several Provinces 
should be encoUraged, in order that each might benefit by the experience of 
the others, and that each Pt:ovincial Committee should procure copies of aU 
the text-books -approved in other Provinces, in order to form the nucleus of a 
text-book library of reference, were fully approved by the Government of India. 
It was also, intimated that the Directors of Public Instruction, who would 
probably be e$-officio Presidents of the Committees, should devote a sE)parate sec .. 
tion in their annual reports ~o the subject of text-bo~ks, noticing how far the 
orders of the Government :had been carried Q1l.t,Jl.nd-sliowing what books had been 
'l'evised during the year, and what new books had been added to the authorised 
lists, There was no necessity to restrict aided schools to the use of the text. 
books authorised for Government institutions. Any such. interference with 
schools under private management would be inconvenient, and was clearly 
opposed to the general educational- policy of Government. The principles 
advoeated for the guidance of local committees in ,the preparation of ver", 
na-Jular' and the selection of English text. books were fully approved; and the
suggestion that vernacular treatises might advantageously be prepared on the 
subjects mentioned in the 17th clause of th~ last paragraph, was recommended 
to the consideration of Local Governments.. In regatd to the vexed question 
of terminology, the Government of India. endorsed the opinion of the majority 
of the Committee that transliteration of European scientific terms should be 
employed in all cases where precise vernacular equivalents were not in 
Furrent use •. ' The question of terminology was, however,'one :which,must ulti .. 
mately' be settled bya process ~f natural ,selection;. orJ ,~n the words of the 

, " - ,. "'. ~.. 86 ' 
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Committee, "those tcrms which are found practically most convenient ,,}~ be 

" victorious/' 

378. Action ta.ken in the diiferent PrOvinCes.-The general effect o·t 
the R~solution, therefore, was that the preparation and the perio~cal·revision 
of text-books for schools was,a matter which must be mainly left in the hands 
of the Local Governments and Administrations, and that "independent Pro: 
"vincial effort" was a safer guide to follow than" centralised Imperial control"~ 
It may be mentioned that the only instance in, which this principle has since 
been departed from is in the issue by the Government of India of an autho
rised "~anitary Primer," written in English by Dr. J~ M. Cuningha\n, and 
translated by the Local Governments into their various vernaculars, for use 
in all primary and middle schools. On the pUblication of the Resolution, 
Standing Committees were appointed in every Province of India; and the 
preparation, revision, and selection of text-books have since been carried on with 
commendable activity. It remains to show what arrangements are now in 
force for the supply and distribution of text.books in the differcn,t Provinces. 
We shall a]so take the opportunity of summarising the opinions that have 
been expressed by witnesses wbp have given evidence before the Commis
sion as to the character of the text-books in use. 

379. Text·books in Madras.-Many years ago there was established in 
this }1rovince a central book depot, with nineteen District dep6ts, under the con
t1'ol ot the Education Department. These are no longer considered necessary, and 
orders have been issued to close them. The general revision of vernacular and 
Eng'lish text-books by the Committee appointed under the orders of Govern .. 
ment is actively proceeding, and before long will be completed. The salary 
formezly as~ig,ned to the Government Tamil translatorship is now reserved for 
the payment of separate editors, nominated by the Department from' time to 
time for special work. Besides the Government depot, there are two other 
valuable agencies for supplying school Dooks. These are the Madras' School 
Book and Vern.acular Literature Society, and the Christian Vernacular Educa
tion Society. A full account of the work done by these societies in the prepam
tion and revision of school books is given in the Provincial Report. Of the books 
in use in GovCJ;nment schools no great or general complaint was made by the 
witnesses examined before the Commission. Some were considered in need of 
further revision; their defects being a want of variety of subject, the absence 
of moral instruction, and ~heir dryness. .Against others, used not only in 
departmental but also an<\ chiefly in mission $~hoolsr-itL }V~ _objected that 
they were too difficult both i~ matter and in Iangu\ge. that they were distaste. 
ful to certain sections of the community, too European in their character, and 
sometimes not impartial in re~ard to religious questions. 

380. Text .. books in Bombay.-The supply and distribution of text.books 
in this Province is effected by means of a Government central book dep6t 
at Bombay, and o! branch depMs in the Districts. For some time past the 
book depOt has been seU-supporting; and while it involves no loss to Gov
ernment, it enables the Department to sell books at a cheap~r rate than would " 
be possible to any private trader. This is a matter of no small importance 
in the poorer districts of the Deccan. For the preparation and revision of 
text·books, and for the award of prizes fol," original works, there is a Text-Book 
?ommit:ee in each Province of the Presidency. Under ~his Comlnittee the 
lUs~ructlO~ ~f the Government of, India on the subject of text .. bQoks are being 
fully, ?RrrlCd o~t. The Text-Book Committee appointed to examine class
books m Bombay expressed their ." high approbation" both of the 'Oujarat1ii 
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and of the l\Iaratbi series. The pitnesses before the Commission have generally 
ad1pitt!d the books in use to be~ood, but faults have been found On certain 
points. lIore Persian was suggf,sted, and a good Urdu series was "aid to be 
wanted .• Some of the books were thought too abstruse and scientific: others 
were not suited to the agriCUltUfal classcs, who required instruction of a more 
practical character. The typo~ phy in certain cases was said to be lJad; differ
ent books were needed for boy and for girls; some of the witnesses wished 
to see moral lessons and instr ction in the laws of health included in the 
courses; others advocated th~ larger use of illustrated manuals. It was 
suggested that private authorM should be invited to prepare text-books, and 
that managers of schools sh{pld submit for appl'oval those which seemed 
to them especially good. o~~ witniss thought that no text-books should be 
prescribed, their choice bei~g Lfft to managers and teachers. 

i 

381. Text-books in Be 'al.-The production and distribution of English 
and Indian ~chool books i~ marly effected through the Calcutta School ~ook 
Society, which was estabhshe 'In 1817 and now has about 150 agents, chIefly 
officers of the Education De rtment, at different stations in the Districts. 
For sixty years the society ~ceived from Government a grant of Rs. 500 a 
month, now reduced to Rs. 2 J. The business done by this society has been 
very large, but of late years rivate competition has rendered it less necessary 
for the schools to depend u n any single agency. Independent provincial 
effort, as advocated by the Si a Text-Book Committee in 1877, has free play, 
and the Education Departme is not directly concerned with either the pro
duction or the distribution of: school books. The Provincial Text-Book Com
mittee, composed of official tnd non-official members, selects from the list of 
published books any that are f sufficient merit to justify their introduction into 
schools of different classes. he further selection from this list, after it has 
received the confirmation of he Director of Public Instruction, is left to the 
local managers of schools, 8U ect to the limitations imposed by the standards 
of the several examinations, hich are prescribed by the Department. Very 
little criticism upon the boo ~ in use was offered by the witnesses examined. 
In the case of certain books .,le "get-up" was said to be bad, and more illus
trations were suggested. T l absence of moral instruction was regretted by 
one witness, who also tho t that the books should be more Indian and 
should have more reference I the lives of men of action. Another witness 
considered parts of some of t e books unsuited for girls. A larger objection 
was brought against the Ian lage, Hindi, as the Medium of instruction in the 
primary schools of Behar. is was said to be a language not understood at 
all by the boys in many part of that Province, and but little understood even 
by their teachers. The esse e of the objection is that the Ilindi of the text
books is what is known as" gh Hindi ;" and that while this form is closely 
allied with the dialects of ~ thern India from Allahabad to Delhi, it is too far 
removed from those of the ~stern group-that is, chiefly, the dialects of Behar 
-to be safely used in seho \8 as the standard or literary form of the language. 
The practical result, it is ur d, is to impose on the children a foreign tongue 
before teaching them their vn vernacular. The existing practice is defended 
on the ground that it is un eessary and unwise to keep up in our schools those 
divisions which, militate a inst the general tendency of civilised rule towards 
unity of speech, or to give rtificial support to those dialects which have no 
such inherent vitality as w' enable them to resist supersession by the current 
literary language. In anot er and very important respect the requirements of 
village schools in Bebar hay been met by the production, at the Bengal Gov .. 
ernment Press, of a fount of Kaithi type, Kaifhi being that current form of 
N agari which is used in ever, village~ Many thousand copies of the " Sanitary 
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H Primer J1 in Hindi have be('n issued in this ~haracter.; Government. offers to 
supply the type at cost price to any private I'!~SS; and. text-~ooks' pri~te4 in 
this chara~ter are rapidly superseding all others~m the prImary schools of Dehar. 

382.'Text-books in the North-WestErn Provinces and Oudh.-The 
usual sources whence English text-books are (~tained for schools in the North. 
'Vestem Prryvinces and Oudh are the Calcuttatooksellers, t~e Calcutta School 
Book Society'B depM, and its up-country agenci9s. Vema<?ular books are usually 
obtained from the Allahabad Government Depot and from the Newal Kishore 
Press at Luckl'..ow. ,All those vernacular schod-booksof which Government has 
purchased the copyright are printed and publshed at the Government Press j 
and the Curator of the Allahabad Depot, who ib, the Superintendent of the Gov
ernment Press, always keeps a large stock of sooh books on hand. Vernacular' 
books of which the copyright does not belong; to Government, but which the 
Director of Public Instruction has approved as lUitable for use in schools or for 
prizes, are for the most part obtained from Ufilir authors. or publishers. The 
distribution of school-books to schoolmasters ahl scholars IS managed by means 
of auxiliary depots, kept at District head-quart\l by head-masters of zila schools 
and by Deputy Inspectors. To facilitate the listribution still further and to 
l'cnder school texts easily procUlable in towns alid villages, the Deputy Inspec
tors keep a small stock of books at each tahsili ~chool for the teacher to sell. 
The village schoolmaster, coming in every monn for his pay, can. at that time 
purchase from the tahsili school teacher all the Tooks that his own scholars may 
require. A large number of objections were brl,ught by the witnesses against 
the vernacular books in use in the8e Provinces, 1hose in Hindi being especially 
condemned. Many of them were stigm!:\.tised ~pedantic, childish, pretentious, 
inane, ba~ in point of idiom and language; sone of them were said to need 
expurgation; some to be too difficult. Moral il,struction was greatly needed; 
the subjects might be made more interestin~ and more suitable to Indian 
children. : 

383. Text-books in the Punjab.-A boo~ dep~t for the sale of school 
books, and a lithographic press for printing venacular text-books, were estab
lished in connection with the Director's office men the Department was first 
organised. At first the text.books which had btbn in use in the North-Westem 
Pro1'inces were commonly adopted, but a Punj"b series was" gradually intro. 
duced. Up to 1873, SCh901-books were chosen aid compiled u~der the orders 
of the Director with the assistance of his subrdinates. A committee was 
then appointed ~y the Punjab Government tc ~ report upon the text-books 
adopted by the Department; and in accordanCE} with their recommendations, 
the preparation of a new set of English Readers was referred for the considera
tion of the Governme~t of India, and certain imProvements in the vernacular 
series were ordered to be carried out at once. ::n 1877 a Standing COmmitteE 
was cr~ated to deal with English text-books only, and to recommend a selectior 
of books for school and90llege libraries; and in 1881 this committee was-re, 
constituted, with power to deal with school-boob of all kinds. The presen 
committee consists of 16 members, only a few of Whom are educational officerE 
One.half were nominated by the Government, an{ the other half by the Senat 
of the Punjab U:niversity College. They are diviled into numerous sub-com
mit~es for 4ifferent branches of the subject; and considerable activity has beeD c 

manifes~, both br the sub-committees and br,l}>rivate persons, in prep~ing 
and reVlSmg a senes of school-books on a sy~matic plan.: Though ~4uch 
improvement has thus taken place in the books intbse, many of them,aoojx:di;ng 

"to tJ1e witnesses, still need revision. The objooticJ1s urged against then~ were 
theu bad typography; their w~nt of interest; 1 the difficulty of some l tl;.& , 
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want of variety of subject~ in others; the absence of moral instruction; fault. 
iness of idiom; and in some cases the violation of religious neutrality. Besides 
the Gbvernment book d<>pOt at· Lahore, two agencies in the Punjab have an im .. 
portant share in the sUPF,Iy of school·books j the, Bible and Religious Book 
Society· at Lahore, and tha American Mission Press at LucJ.hiana. These two 
institutions work in concert. 

r 
384. Text-books iII the Central Provinces.-There are one central and 

two other large book depdfs. Tq.ere ~e also 18 smaller df.'p6ts, one in each Dis. 
trict. English and vernaqUlar text-books are purchased from England, from the 
Government book dep6ts \ 'of Bombay, ];{adras, the N orth-Western Provinces, 
and the Punjab, and fro the Calcut~ School Book Society. Vernacular school. 
books are prepared under the supervision of the Inspector General of Education, 
assisted when necessary b the advice of the Text-book Committee appointed 
with that object. The rovincial report furnishes a long list of the school
books written, compiled, nd translated of late years under this system. These 
books are printed by t e Education Society's Press at Bombay, the Newal 
Kishore Press at Luckno iV, and by other presses. A private vernacular press at 
Nagpur has just been op ned. All zila Inspectors having charge of branch book 
dep6ts are required to k p in hand a stock of books sufficient for the wants of 
scholars and masters. n the main, those now in'lise were admitted to be 
generally good; though complaiIit was made that in some ca..l:les the work of 
translation baving been~ dertaken by European officers with little spare time 
for the work, the style s not quite satisfactory. It was also urged that books 
of a more practical nat e were needed for girls' schools.. 

335. Text-books ~ the other Provinces.-In Assam the supply of Ben· 
gali text-books, which ar~ used in the majority of the Assam schools, is chiefly 
drawn from Bengal; some, however, have been published by masters and Pandits 
in the Assam schools an have received the approval of the Standing Committee. 
In Assamese there are ut few good text-boo~s for primary schools, though 
year by year authors ar coming forward, and, with encouragement in the 
shape of rewards for ori . al works, it is hoped that b~fore long there will be a 
sufficient supply of tex b!>oks in the local vernaoular. For the supply and 
distribution of text-bOOIS in :perar, a central book depot has been maintained 
at Akola, and 24 branc depOts at other stations and towns. English books 
and books printed and s ld by the Bombay Education Department are obtained 
from the Bombay dep6t and Urdu books from the North-West Provinces and 
the Punjab. A. tex.t-bo~k committee was formed in 1881, consisting of three 
European and six nativq members. The Committee has revised two out of the 
three reading books of ~he Berar Education Department, and fresh editions of 
them have been printed To supply the wants of Coorg there is a book depot 
at Bangalore, wnence I cal and other publications are supplied to the branch 

. depOts, of which there i~ one in each taluka. The Basel Mission has also a 
depOt at Merkara for the sale of its own pUblications. 

I 

I 

386. General Suggestions regarding Text-books.-It has been shown 
above to what extent ,Text-book Committees have been constituted to carry 
out the instructions of Government. Where these Committees have been 
steadily at work, we see no reason to doubt ,that' fair progress has been made 
towards securing the end in view. It is obvious, however, that the creation 
of a literature, even though it be but a literature of school-books, is a work 
of many years, and after all depends only in a minor degree upon the machi
nery which may be employed for the. purpose. Taking all this for granted, 
it may not be superfluous for us. to express our desire that text· books on 
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genera] subjects should aim at' being interesting. rather. than did.acti~ that 
they should not be too scientific in their phraseology 'or subject:matter. 
and that, especially in primary schools, they snould deal with common "things 
familiar to the every -d:l,y life of their readers, and should be calcula~d to 
set the mind to work upon what is seen by the eye. Nothing can be more 
fallacious than the ordinary method of adapting English elementary readers 
to the supposed needs of Indian boys by changing apples into mangoes, pence 
into pice, or Harry into Ram. Adapted or unadapted; the books that are most 
suitable, because conveying the most familiar ideas, . to English children, 
are most unsuitable to natives of India. though loften compelled to read 
about such things, the Indian learner knows nothing of hedge-rows, birds
nesting, hay-making, being naughty an<\ standing ill a corner. We need in 
an elementary reader, not the language <>f the nu!sery or the play-ground 
(the most difficult of all to a foreigner), but easy sentences conveying simple 
ideas that can be readily translated into the pupil's own tongue. In the next 
~tage, the pupil should read instructive and inter.esting stories, with easy 
Yerse, always advancing in difficulty of idiom. In the third stage his reading 
l)ooks should treat, among other subjects" of history. natural history, and 
popular science. With this view we should like to see practical steps taken for 
the introduction of Science Primers adapted to Indian schools. A series of 
reading hooks intended for' Indian students should not necessarily follow the 
same plan as one adapted for English boys; th~ object of English teaching 
bemg very different in the two cases. 

The use of spelling-books seems also to be frequently misunderstood, and 
needs a word of caution. The combination of letteJ8 into words, which is the 
hasis of spelling, should certainly be first learnt in tl.Q pupil's own vernacular; 
awl then it. would follow that English spelling, whi.c:h. is necessary in readers 
for the use of English boys, would have no place in, those intended for Indian 
students; all the practice the Jatter would n~ed wI)uld be that of spelling 
English words, not sounds; the principles of spelling 1Jeing the same in English 
as in any Indian vernacular. 

387. Special Text-Books for Village Schools.~In Chapter IV we ex
pressly reserved the considp,ration of text.books for t,rimary schools. On this 
subject we may call attention to the fact that . ~he necessity of teaching the 
cultivators to value and preserve their rights was the motive which first induced 
the Court of Directors to interest itself in primaty edl1cation. The local cess 
is chiefly paid by the agricultural classes; and in aij Provinces the claims of 
those classes have been strongly pressed upon the ponSideration of the Depart
ment. It is urged that text.books intended for primary schools should be 
specially prepared so as to supply the Indian ryot witli such info~tion as will 
be useful to him in his ordinary occupations, and that they should be periodicalJy 
revised with that object. The matter is one of great ftnportance, and we put 
together two extracts from the Reports of our Proviri~ial Committees, to show 
that the question has arisen in two Provinces whose systems of land tenUre 
differ so widely as those of Bengal and Bombay. The Dengal Provincial Com
l!1ittee writ~*: -The uppe~ primary scholarship course bhould Sf include a brief 
H manual descriptive of the rights and powers of the pollct!';' and the mutual 
:: relations of ~ndlord and tena!lt. !t would be neces~ry to guard against the 
" ~anger to whICh the use Of. any bnef man~al treating of a complex subject is 
" l~a~le,. namely, that the Im~erfect k~owledge conveyed by it mar. increase 

lItIgation and lead to other eVIls." The Bombay Provincial CommIttee deal 
with the same subject at greater leng!h. After acknowledging that great 

, 
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progress has been made, they remark-;-" Much still remains to be done: 
U famine relief and forest conservancy are after all modern inventions, and 
,e c~nsfunt alterations of the law, especially such Acts as the Deccan Agricultur
If ists Relief Act, require revisions of existing books." They go on to recom
mend that short lessons, illustrative of actual events that have occurred in the 
rea.llife of a peasant, should be i corporated in the text-books; and that in 
compiling these the 1Jducation epartment should invite the co-operation of 
the District revenue or forest om rs, so that the practical man of business in 
each Department might contrih te to the school text-book some small lesson 
from his own experience. ,The s ggestion is one that deserves the consideration 
of every Local Government, thou h we have not made it the subject of a speci
fic Recommendation. There see s to ~e no doubt that the village school would 
be much more effective of goo to the masses of t~e people, if the text· books 
looked more habitually to their ily life and wants. 

388. Future Action wit regard to Text-books.-Our Recommenda
tions regarding text-books are fe r in number than the importance of the subject 
might seem to require, because e see no reason to repeat in detail what has 
already been declared after ma ure consideration by the Committee appointed 
for this special purpose, and by the. Government of India in reviewing their 
sugge)tions. Two of our Reco mendations are, however, designed to bring into 
prommence certain leading pri ciples o,f the Government Resolution which 
have not in every case been mpletely followed out. They relate to the in
clusion of independent member in the Standing Committees, and to the inter
change of information betwee the Committees of different Provinces.1\-"'" e 
recommend accordingly (1),Jh t the Te.r:t-book Oommittees include qzealijiecl 
persoWl of dijJ'erent sections 0 the commulnity not connected witlt the Depart
ment, and that to these Oom iUeea should be submitted all text-books, both 
.English and vernacular, that it ·s proposed to introdll,ce into schools, and all 
text-books now in use that m seem to need revision; and (2) tllat tlte Text
book Oommittees of the several Provinces act as far as possible in concert; and 
that they communicate to each t'ther lists of English text-books, and (in the case 
of tlwse Provinces which have ny common Zangu,age) of vernacular text-books, 
which are satisfactory, and Ii ts of books which they c()nsider to be wanting or 
inadequate. Our few re . g Recommendations on this subject refer to 
points which are not touched u on in the Resolution, but to which our enquiries 
have led us to attach impo ance. The supply and distribution of English 
books should be left as far s possible to the agency of private trade, with 
whiQh the operations of the )Government book depOts are said materially. to 
interfere; and we recommend that the opel'altons of the existing Government 
depots be confined as soon as may be practiaable to the supply and distribution of 
vernacular text·books. Compla'ints have also reached us that sufficient care is not 
always taken, in the selection of text-books, to see that they contain no matter 
whlch is likely to give offence to any class of pupils; and we accordingly 
recommend that care be take,. to avoid as far a8 possible the introductio'l1l of 
text-books which are of an a:ggressive character, or are likely to give unneces
sary offence to an!! section of the community. Lastly, it has been pointed out to 
us that many 01. the books now in use are so badly printed as to injure the 
eyesight of' pupils, and this complaint is especially marked: in the case of 
lithographed Urdu school-books. We therefore recommend that in the prl1'tting 
of text-books, especially vernacular text-books, attention be paid to clearnes8 
of typography. 

On the subject of encouragement to authors, we have no definitfo ougges-
- . 
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Either competent persons must be employedr to prepare t e text·boOAH W C 

e required or preferably, the demand m~,y be met by the voluntary agency 
:~ qualified ;ers~ns who have confidence in their own ability to supply what is 
needed and who look for their reward to thapatronage of the market. , . 

389, Recapitulation of Recommendations.-The Recommendations 
adopted by the Commission stand thus :-

( I) That when an educational officer ~nters the ?igher graded ser;ice of 
the Education Departmen', hl-'i promotIon should not mvolve 
any loss of pay. , 

(2) That conferences (I) of officers of thc Education Department, and' 
(2) of such officers with manakers of aided and unaided school~, 
be held from time to time for tn, discussion of questions affecting 
education, the Director of Public Instruction being in each case 
ex~o.fficio President of the confer~nce. Also that Deputy Inspeo .. 
tors occasionally hold local ~eetihgs of the schoolmasters subor
dinate to them, for the discussion of questions of school manage
ment. 

(3) That a general educational library and museum be formed at some 
suitable locality in each Provi:qce, and that encouragement be 
given to school-papers or magazines conducted in the vernacular, 

(4) That managel's of schools in comPftition be invited by the Depart
. ment to agree to rule~ providing, as far as the circumstances of 

- the locality allow, (I) that, e:x:cet't at specified times, a pupil of 
one school be not admitted to an·)ther without a certificate from 
his previous school; (2) that any fee~ due to that school have 
been paid; and (3) that he do no\lobtain promotion into a higher 
class by changing his school. ' \ 

(5) That it be an instruction to the Depa~tments of the various Provin
ces to aim at raising fees grad~al1Yt cautiously, and with due . 
reg~rd to necessary exemptions, 'lpp to the highest amount that 
will not eheck the spread of education, especially in colleges, 
secondary schools, and primary sChools in towns where the value 
of education is understood. ' 

} 

(6) That the Education Department of e.1,ch Province limit its calls for 
returns, (I) to such as the Goventthent may require, and (2) to 
such others as a.re indispensable fOl information and control. 

(7) That all schools managed by the :rlkpartment, or by Oommittees 
exercising statutory powers, and all ',other schools that are regu
larly aided or inspected, or tha~ regularly send pupils to the 
examinations of the University or of the Department (other 
than examinations which are congucted by the Department for 
admission to the public service), be classed as public schools, and 
be subdivided into departmental, aided, and unaided; (2) that ali 
other schools furnishing returns to the Department be classed 
as private schools; and (3). that an other details of classification 
be referred to the Statistical Committee, appointed by the Gov-
ernment of India. . 

(8) That no attempt be made to fv.rnish financial returns for private 
",.sc hools. -
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(9) That, ~tive" ~d :other loCal ~~~~.efgy:"be. 'reii~ritpon to foster and 
manage all 'education as far as possible, but that the results 
be tested by departmental agency, and that therefore the inspect .. 
ing staff be increased so as to be adequate to the requirements of 
each Province. 

(10) 

(II) 

That the remuneration of subordinate inspecting officers be recon
sidered in each Province with due regard to their enhanced duties 
and responsibilities. 

That, as a general rule" transfers of officers from Professorships of 
colleges to Inspectqrships of schools, and vice versa, be not 
made. • 

(12) That it be distinctly laid down that native gentlemen of approved 
qualifications are elig~ble for the post of Inspector of Schoois, and 
that they be emEloyed in that capacity more commonly than has 
been the case hitherto. 

(r3) That Inspectresses be :employed where necessary for the general 
supervision of Gove~nment, aided, aJ.1d other girls' schools de~ir-
ing inspection. \ 

(14) That in every Provinffe a Code be drawn up for the guid~Jlce of 
inspecting officers. \ : 

(15) That it be recognised las the duty of the Revenue Officers to visit 
the schools within th~ir jurisdiction; communicating to the exe
cutive officers or B~ to which each school is subordinate any 
recommendations w hibh they may desire to make. . 

(16) That voluntary inspection by officers of Government and private 
persons be encouraged, in addition to the regular inspection of 
departmental and re~enue .officers. 

(17) That the detailed examination of scholars in ppmary schools be 
chiefly entrusted to the Deputy Inspectors and their assistants; 
and that the main duty of the Inspectors in connection with such 
schools be to visit th"6m, to examine into the way in which they 
are conducted, and to endeavour to secure the cordial support of 
the people in the promotion of primary education. 

(18) That the general upper and lower primary school examinations be 
not compulsory, but that the annual reports show the number of 
scholars in each stage of education. 

(19) That in every Province in which examinations for the public ser
vice are held, they be so arranged as to give encouragement to 
vernacular education. 

(20) That the committee~ appointed to conduct the public service ex
aminations and other examinations of a similar kind include re
presentatives of non-Government schools as well as departmental 
officers. 

(2 J) That Norma! schools, Government or aided, for teachers of second. 
ary schools be encouraged. 

(22) That the Text-book Committees in the several Provinces include 
qualified persons of different sections of the community not con
nected with th.e Department,. and that to these Committees be 
submitted all text-books, both English and vernacular, that it is 
proposed to introduce'into schools, and all text-books now in use 
that may seem to nead revision. 
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(23) That the Text-book Committees of the several Provinces act as fAr 
as possible in concert; and that they communicate to eacq other 
lists of English text-books, and (in the case of those Provinces 
which have any common language) of vernacular tel;.t.books, 
which are satisfactory, and also lists of books which they consider 
to be wanting or inadequate. 

(24) That the operations of the existing Government dcp6ts be confined 
as soon as may be practicable to the supply and distribution of 
vernacular text-books. 

(25) That care be taken to avoid, as far as possible, the introduction of 
text· books which are of aIlt aggressive character, or are likely to 
give unnecessary offence to· q,ny section of the community_ 

(26) That in the printing of text-books, especially vernacular text. 
books, attention be paid to clearness of typography. 
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